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ABSTRACT 

Since the mid-l960s, the Communist Party and government of the 

Soviet Union have allocated substantial resources for introducing com

puters into industrial enterprises. This dissertation assesses the re

sults of this program by addressing three fundamental questions: (1) To 

what extent have computerized management information systems been ab

sorbed into Soviet enterprises? (2) What has facilitated or hindered 

absorption? (3) What is the long-range potential for computerized 

enterprise management information systems (ASUPs)? 

Although computing has had a revolutionary impact on the way 

that business is done in the United States, no such effect has been ob

tained in the USSR. Mainframes have been installed in a relatively 

small number of large Soviet enterprises, but computing has failed to 

become an integral part of management with the exception of some routine 

accounting and planning applications. A handful of time-sharing centers 

provide computing services for other enterprises. 

At the superstructure level, which comprises primarily those or

ganizations positioned above the enterpt'ise, the Soviet enterprise is 

subject to conflicting or misdirected incentives and a great deal of 

bureaucratic interference. ASUPs have been constrained because :f.n

formal, marginal, or illegal procedures and relationships necessary to 

xvii 
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manage Soviet enterprises are not amenable to computerization; the pay

off from computing is small, while the risk is great; and other parts 

of the system have failed to adapt to it. At the infrastructure level, 

which provides computing services to enterprises, the overall quaU.ty of 

hardware, software, and systems design has been poor. Even within the 

coustraints on applicable usage, ASUPs have failed to live up to their 

potential. 

The focus of the Soviet computing effort is shifting away from 

enterprise management into other areas which are somewhat more isolated 

from the surrounding system: process control, robotics. and computer

aided design and manufacturing. Further efforts within the ASUP program 

are being directed towards time-sharing centers to provide services to 

smaller enterprises and national standards for accounting applications. 

The incremental absorption of management applications will continue, but 

without major systemic changes, its impact will remain marginal. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The major questions asked about socialist economies, according 

to Joseph Berliner, have been four [Ber176, ix-xi]: 

1. Whether they can work at all; 

2. Whether they work efficiently; 

3. How fast can they can grow; and 

4. How well they can generate technological change. 

No one now doubts that socialist economies can work, and at times they 

have displayed high growth rates. Over the last two decades, however, 

growth rates have fallen sharply [Berl76; Schr85J. Unlike the US, 

where technological change has long been the primary source of growth, 

Soviet growth has relied heavily on additions to labor and capital 

[Rut184J. These are dwindling signific!lntly, making the problem of 

technological change increasingly urgent [Camp83b; GoldS3; Hard82; 

Schr85] • 

The present study concerns one particular technological change 

at one level of the Soviet economy. The topic is the introduction and 

assimilation of enterprise computerized management information systems, 

which are collectively included under the Soviet acronym ASUP. TIlis 



research addresses three fundamental questions: (1) To what extent have 

ASUPs been absorbed into Soviet enterprises? (2) What has facilitated 

or hindered absorption? (3) What is the long-range potential for ASUPs? 

It is limited to the industrial enterprises, where the vase majority of 

ASUPs have been introduced. These include machine and instrument build

ing enterprises, enterprises for extracting and processing raw mater

ials. and territorial supply and construction organizations. Industrial 

enterprises find their rough counterparts in US factories and corpora

tions, although the Soviet organizations tend to have far more workers 

per enterprise. 

If computing is to have a significant impact on the Soviet eco

nomy, it must be assimilated at the enterprise level. The enterprise is 

the basic Soviet production unit, including organizations as diverse as 

collective farms and the giant Kama River Truck Plant. The performance 

of enterprises determines the performance of the economy as a whole. 

Higher-level computing applications are limited if data flowing from the 

enterprises is lacking or inaccurate. New enterprise management prac

tices have the potential of significantly altering the character of pro

duction across the board. For example: A survey of a number of Soviet 

enterprises found that about 40 percent of production losses were due to 

poor coordination and incomplete organization of supply, and to lack of 

synchronization of production [Mami81b]. 

Since the late 60s, billions of rubles have been spent 

computing applications ranging from process control s·ystems to a state

wide system for collecting and processing economic information [Sots72; 

Veli78b; Yers751. The Soviet hardware and software industries, which 



had been oriented towards scientific and military needs, underwent a 

massive growth and reorientation towards the general economy. The cen

terpiece of this effort was the ASUP. 

The ASUP prugram was suppuct~d at various times by both the li

beral economists and by the so-called "economic modernizers" who favored 

milder reform measures. Both grouped expected great benefits from com

puterization. In the mid-60s the Communist Party and government of the 

Soviet Union ini tiated a series of reforms which were designed to re

place administrative directives with positive economic incentives, 

limiting central planning to the main targets and commodities [Ryav7S; 

Schr7l; Schr73]. A natural concomitant was a program to build com

puterized systems to provide management with the information needed in 

order to carry out the new responsibilities. 

The reforms included a second provision, which was the re

establishment of the centralized ministry system. By the end of the 

60s, it was clear that this had taken precedence over enterprise autono

my. By the time of the 24th Party Congress in 1971, administrative mea

sures were again at the top of the agenda for producing better economic 

performance. Although the official policy of guiding the economy 

through the correct "levers" was not changed, increasing importance was 

given to administrative measures thr .. mghout the 70s, culminating in the 

recent Andropov campaign for labor discipline [Nfac77; Ryav7S: Schr71; 

Schr73; Schr79; Schr82]. Soviet expectations for computing reached 

new heights in 1971, when computerized management information systems 

were seized upon as a means of reforming management practice without 

introducing extensive reforms in the management system itself [Cave83]. 



It is only within the past few years that it has become possible 

to evaluate the lesults of the ASUP program. Although the ASUP program 

has been in existence since 1966, the construction of ASUP in the first 

decade was severely hampered by the POOl' ::,tale o[ hardware and peripher

al devices. The real potential for computing applications in the eco

nomy could not become clear until these constraints were removed. This 

is the major reason that previous works about Soviet com~uter technology 

have touched upon the subjec.t of ASUPs only tangentially. They have 

been concerned with hardware and software [Cave77; Cave82; Dale79; 

Good84; Good84dj Good84h; Hamm84; Judy67; KIin80; Mche82; 

Mche82c; Reif78; Rudi70j Schm81b; Ware60; Ware65j Yers75]; tech

nology transfer policy [Gold80; Good79aj Good82b; Good84b~ Mche82c; 

SchoB3; Task79J; and higher-level computing applications [Cave80; 

ConyBO; Cony82; Hard67; Kats78j Zaub75; Zaub76j • 

.l0.. Diffusion ~ Absorption 

Studies of the diffusion of innovation have generally dealt with 

four aspects of diffusion: the innovation itself, the communication 

channels used in transmitting information about the innovation, the pro

cess by which the decision to innovate i'S made, and the social system in 

which the decision is made [Roge84bj. This dissertation places a heavy 

emphasis on all of these except the communication channels, and differs 

from other studies in several respects. 



First, most studies generally go no farther than the innovation 

decision itself. This study follows the introduction of ASUPs all the 

way from the initial policy pronouncements, through their implementation 

and adoption, to the stage of use on the factory f!oor. It focuses on 

the extent to which ASUPs have been absorbed in addition to the el(tent 

to which they have been diffused. One may transplant a heart and call 

the operation a success if the patient lives, but no one is convinced 

until the possible rejection period is over. Studying absorption is 

paramount because so few Soviet innovations seem to remain viable. One 

reads, for example, of machines which are destroyed far before their 

time by managers anxious to achieve their plan targets; of robots that 

are destroyed "from on high" by a slab of concrete; of imported techno

logy which is idle because a manager is unwilling to become dependent on 

it; or of equipment which is acquired solely because the opportunity to 

acquire it appeared and it might be useful in the future [ef. Coop84J. 

To date, ASUPs have been diffused to relatively few Soviet enterprises. 

Their absorption in the economy is potentially much greater than the 

percentages would suggest, however, because they are located at enter

prises which produce a substantial fraction of Soviet output. 

Second, most diffusion studies deal with voluntary innovation 

decisions. The decision to adopt an ASUP was not one that could easily 

be initiated by an enterprise manager in isolation, if only because of 

the necessity of acquiring the million or more rubles needed to develop 

it. In most cases it was taken at the ministry level or above. 



Third, there is a heavy emphasis on the influence of the 

surrounding social system. Berliner found that the generation of tech

nological change is severely hampered by the structure of the Soviet 

I:!l:OllOlnY. "Struct.ure" is defined as "the set of arrangements by which 

economic decisions are made" [Ber176, 8]. The desirability of ASUP is 

highly dependent on the economic incentive system. 

It could be argued that the socialist system would be the per

fect organizational structure to take advantage of computing. Because 

socialism eliminates the barriers imposed by competition, a socialist 

economy could reach the ideal goal of perfect information in a way that 

a capitalist economy could not. The early proponents of computing in 

the USSR grounded their proposals in cybernetic theories which described 

socialist society as a huge feedback system. Even today the development 

of the All-Union System for the Collection and Processing of Information 

for Accounting, Planning and Management of the National Economy (OGAS) 

continues [ConyaD J • 

However, part of the struc tural dysfunctionali ty deseri bed by 

Berliner is a result of this very assumption about socialism [Ber176]. 

The separation of scientists, engineers, and producers, for example, 

rather than promoting diffusion by removing subordination to particular 

enterprises or ministries, has instead led to greater isolation of these 

groups because they care about performing only their own tasks. At the 

level of the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), the principie tasks 

which have been computerized are for long-range planning, which play an 

advisory role only, and for routine calculations. No "mathematical 



revolution" has taken place and li.ttle progress towards OGAS has been 

made [ConySO; ConyS2; Cave80; CaveS3; GoodSldj Zaub75 J • 

g Overview Ei the Dissertation 

Berliner's study of the innovation decision in Soviet industry 

was limited to structural elements, which he defined as the way that the 

economy is organized, including the supply of inputs and product demand; 

the structure of prices; and the incentives and decision rules 

[Ber176J. The web model proposed by Rob Kling, which is somewhat 

broader, helped gui.de the research for this study [Klin821. It consists 

of four, interrelated factors: the superstructure, the infrastructure, 

historical exigencies, and the enterprise itself [Klin82J. Prototype 

applications of the web model were made by Goodman [Good79a; Good79c}. 

The dependent variable in this study is the degree of absorption 

of ASUPs in enterprises. The exogenous variables are taken as any in

fluences exerted upon the enterprise by any of the elements of the web. 

For example, ministry planning practices are examined only in so far as 

they influence the desirability or effectiveness of using ASUP. The 

sup,~rstructure is comprised of organizations in the industrial hierarchy 

such as (moving up from the enterprise) main administrations, all-union 

production associations, ministries, and the State Committees for 

Science and Technology (GKNT), Planning (Gosplan), Material-Technical 

Supply (Gossnab) and Standards (Gosstandart). The infrastructure con

sists of the suppliers of computing services to the enterprise, includ

ing the manufacturers of 'hardware and peripherals; the Ministry of 

Instrument Building, Control Systems, and the Means of Automation 



(Minpribor). which is a major supplier of applications software pack

ages; scientific-research and design-engineering institutes j computers 

centers; and ASUP departments within the enterprise itself. 

Chapter 2 introduces the ASUP program. it begins with a brief 

history which shows some of the connections between ASUPs and economic 

reform trends over the past three decades. A quantitative evaluation 

establishes the breadth of the program. A basic overview of the organ

ization of industrial enterprises and ASUPs lays the groundwork for sub

sequent discussions of the functions of ASUP. 

Chapter 3 examines the major tasks performed by ASUPs and their 

desirability for the day to day activities of enterprise management. 

The tasks are grouped into six major areas. The first four concern the 

production process from beginning to end: supplies. introduction of new 

production technologies and new products. management on the shop floor, 

and sales of produced goods. The last two concern accounting and plan

ning, management activities which cut across all the other tasks. 

The purpose of Chapters 4 and 5 is to examine the forms and ef

fectiveness of the computing services that are provided to enterprises. 

Chapter 4 concentrates on hardware and systems software. Among the 

issues discussed here are how computer centers are equipped. what have 

been the major computers used in ASUP from the beginning of the program 

to the present, the impact of the ES series of computers, the use of 

mini- and microcomputers in ASUP, hardware maintenance, and the opera

tion of computer centers. Four other sources of computing services are 

discussed, including branch and collective use computer centers, renting 

time, and networking. 



Chapter 5 examines the provision of applications software 

vices to enterprises. It traces the growth of the software industry and 

considers five software providers: the Tsentroprogrammsistem Production 

Association, Soyuzsistemprom and Minpribor institutes, branch insti

tutes, the Academy of Sciences, and higher educational institutions 

(VUZes). Special emphasis is given to the library of software created 

by Tsentroprogrammsistem and to data base management technology, which 

is taken as a key indicator of the level of absorption of computing. 

Chapter 5 ends with an examination of the practice of building ASUPs, 

including discussions of software engineering methodologies and tools. 

Chapter 6 can be divided into two parts. The flrst (Sections 

6.1 and 6.2) is a quantitative evaluation of the accomplishments of the 

ASUP program. It begins by examining what the software industry has 

built by looking at the number and distribution of tasks within ASUP. 

Section 6.2 compares the costs and payoffs of the ASUP program, analyz

ing the large amount of data that has been published on this subject. 

The second half of Chapter 5 is a qualitative examination of the success 

of the ASUP program. It organizes and augments the organizational con

siderations that were discussed in Chapter 3. These effects concern or

ganizational structure and political power, decision-making, and work 

life. 

In the final chapter, the breadth and depth of the absorption of 

ASUPs in Soviet enterprises are evaluated. A two-level model is intro

duced to explain how the various components of the web interact, and the 

significance of the major components are weighed. Three case studies 

illustrate best, better than average, and worst case perfol"'mance of 
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ASUPs. The success and failure of the ASUP program is c.onsidered from 

enterprise- and national-level viewpoints, and prospects for reform are 

examined. 

The scope of th:ls work Is limited in several ways. First, it i!:! 

not generally concerned with which parts of the. ASUP program were speci

fically imported from Western practice and which were uniquely Soviet. 

The effective absorption of any major technology, whether generated in

digenously or imported, requires that two processes take place in part 

or in full. The technology must be recast in a form which is useful 

within the system as i.t stands, or the system must adapt in order to ac

commodate the technology. This is a much broader view of technology 

transfer than importing a machine or adopting a technique. In fact, 

such transfers cannot be accomplished by hiring foreign companies or 

engaging in espionage. The technology itself must be assimilated in 

successive stages by groups within the economy that can transfer it to 

others. Although the Soviets have borrowed much in hardware and soft

ware, the ASUP program was largely indigenous. 

Second, its purpose is not to compare Soviet and Western or US 

MIS experience, although they are occasionally juxtaposed to establish a 

frame of reference. Nany topics discussed in this dissertation are also 

being investigated with respect to the US. Kling found that current 

studies: 
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••• focus on the way,::; in which computing alters the ef
ficiency or effectiveness of organizations, the ways in whi.ch 
decisions are made, the work life of participants in the or
ganizations, the ways in which activities are structured. the 
kinds of control managers can exercise in their administrative 
domains. and the power of different participants to influence 
the activitll:!s of totdr organizations [KlinBO, 72]. 

Many of these studies adopt the viewpoint of the discrete-entity or "ra-

tional" model. The discrete-entity model views computing as a neutral 

technology which is embedded in a cohesive organization with well-

understood goals and well-established procedures on how to achieve them. 

This is the underlying model implicit in most Soviet discussions of 

computing and would apply to ideal socialism described above. However, 

the exclusive reliance on the rational model can cause the omission of 

important issues (Table 1.1). The web model supplies a richer set of 

foundational assumptions for studying computing at the level of a 

country. 

Third, this study does not try to isolate or categorize various 

groups within the Kremlin or the top leadership that have competing 

views of computing. Analyses of various groups can be found in [Cony82j 

Kats7Bj Hoff78; Hoff84j ThomB3j Vidm8ll. 

hl Source Materials and Methodology 

The primary source of information for this thesis is the vast 

Soviet (and where appropriate, East European) literature on computing 

and related issues. Hundreds of books and thousands of articles have 

appeared on various aspects of the subject over the past three decades. 

The large number of sources cited for this work still represent a subset 



Table 1.1 

E"amples of Propositions Emerging from the Models 

View of 

Computing 

Implications 

Organization 

Implications 

Discrete Entity, 
"Rational" Model 

Computer is tool 
used to meet 
well-defined goals 

plan calculations 
increased product-

ivity and effi-
dency 

Organization is 
rational 

good data entered 

ministry/ enterprise 
systems compatible 

necessary steps 
taken to ensure 
needed infrastruc-
ture 

Source: [based on Klin82J 

Web Model 

Computing depends 
on host environ-
ment 

enterprise pres-
tige 

plan calculation 
legitimacy 

legitimize illeg-
alities 

satisfy Party 
aktiv 

CoaIi tions of 
actors 

good data not 
necessarily 
entered 

ministry/enter-
prise sys terns 
incompatible 

computing services 
not guaranteed 

12 



of those consulted, and a small fraction of what has been published in 

this field. 
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There are, of course, inherent problems. in using the literature 

of a country where every publication must pass a censor and where in

formation may be deliberately falsified or misleading. The extent of 

censorship, though, differs considerably. Publications which have 

limited distribution because of the number of copies printed often con

tain franker discussions than those that appear in the general press 

[ef. Bere821. Also J journals that are published away from Moscow some

times include more details. Examples of the best of these are Ekonomika 

! Organizatsiya Promyshlennogo Proizvodstva (Novosibirsk), Ekonomika .!. 

Zhizn I (Tashkent) J and Promyshlennost I Belorussiya (Minsk). 

Although much that appears in the Soviet press presents an ide

alized view of society, the press also must inform, direct J and exhort. 

Much factual information can be gathered from technical articles, policy 

statements, and official documents including regulations and standards._ 

Computing is a field that demands a relatively free and accurate ex

change of information across a wide spectrum of economic units. Over 

the past few years technical information in the open Soviet literature 

has become more detailed and precise. Occasionally data which would 

rarely appear in the US, such as the production runs of a certain com

puter model, turns up in East European journals [ef. Ban79; Jung84j. 
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Many critical articles appear in the press. These are used to 

break through bureaucratic logjams or to send a signal that certain 

kinds of behavior will no longer be tolerated. Policy discussions, such 

as lhe set'les of artlclel:l which preceded the 1965 economic reforms 

sometimes take place in print. Within well-established limits which ex

elude} for example. overt indictments of the system itself, the amount 

of detailed. soUd information in these articles cao be amazing. 

Bits and pieces of information which may seem innocuous to a 

Soviet censor in the context of a single article can be brought together 

to provide a much more complete picture of the actual state of affairs. 

Using numerous sources is like constructing a tall structure out of 

gravel. It takes many more rocks to put up than if the proper materials 

had been available, and the result is not an elegant building. However, 

the structure as built pr :ves to be extremely stable and solid. The 

computerized tools of the Arizona Analyst Information System have been 

helpful in bringing these disparate rocks together [Mche83]. 

During the course of this research it has been possible to 

interview former Soviet citizens, meet with Westerners who have visited 

the Soviet Union, and to travel to the USSR personally. These oral ac

counts and experiences have provided a small amount of supplementary 

anecdotal source material. 

Given the nature of the Soviet literature and the impossibility 

of first-hand access, there are limitations on the use of other method

ologies. For instance, the use of survey techniques is not possible. 

Fortunately, a good deal of Soviet data has been published. Despite the 

quantity and quality of the sources used for this work, there is more 
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than the usual chance that the importance of certain developments has 

been over- or understated or that certain developments have been missed 

altogether. This caveat is mitigated somewhat by the fact that the 

analysis of technological thresholds and insights from developments 

which have already oc.curred in. the West can be used to fill in gaps. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF ASUP 

The development of computerized management information systems 

(ASU) in the USSR has spanned a period of more than two decades. The 

result has been the creation of thousands of ASUs at all levels of the 

Soviet hierarchy. This chapter introduces ASUs and enterprise-level 

systems (ASUPs) against the backdrop of other economic reforms, examines 

the number of systems created and thei.r distribution, and discusses the 

various pieces whi.ch comprise ASUP and how they fit together. 

l:..l Historical Overview 

The first part of this section concerns the major events which 

established the climate for the introduction of computers (Table 2.1). 

The second part describes the division of labor which was established at 

the inception of the drive for computerizing management. 

2.1.1 Economic Reform and ASUP 

Ever since Stalin's first Five-Year Plan (1928-33), the per

formance of enterprises has been evaluated on the basis of a centrally 

established set of indicators. Fulfillment of the targets brings large 

monetary bonuses and other rewards to workers and managers. Under 

16 
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Stalin, the chief indicator was gross output and the chief enforcement 

mechanism was harsh legal sanctions for non-fulfillment, including 

imprisonment in the labor camps. Economists agree that the Stalinist 

system was effective in transforming an agrarian society into an indus-

trial one [d. Ber176J. 

After Stalin died various c.ompeting suggestions for reform began 

to surface, ranging even to the use of limited market mechanisms. It is 

beyond the scope of this dissertation to directly link ASUP to any of 

these currents. Others have examined aspects of the reforms which are 

related to management and computerization [Beis82j Cave80; Cony8D; 

Cony82j Grah72; Nfac77; Ryav7S; Thom83; Vidm81}. However, the sa

lient reform trends are outlined here in order to put the ASUP program 

in perspective. 

Thompson and Vidmer distinguish four trends in the late 50s 

which paved the way for the emergence of an independent management 

science in the USSR [ThomS3]. These were economic-mathematical methods 

and modeling; cybernetics; responses and developments by conservative 

political economists; and the scientific organization of labor (NOT), a 

field Closely related to Taylorism. In mathematical economics was seen 

the means to link central planning preferences and local economic beha

vior. 

Ini tially. cybernetics was labeled a "bourgeois pseudo-scienc':?," 

and except for the death of Stalin, might have been fated to follow the 

path of genetics under Lysenko. Instead, it became a highly acclaimed 

theory that received wide application in a number of fields [cf. 

Grah72J. Cybernetics is defined as the science of control 
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(upravleniye), reception, transmission, and transformation of informa

tion in any system, including systems of a technical, biological, eco

nomic, social, or administrative nature [Glus79]. The attraction of 

cybernecic~ was that it: held out the ploruise of cest.odug central cou

tro1 of the increasingly unwieldy economy [ThomS3]. In the late 50s, A. 

Berg and a group of proponents of cybernetics first began arguing that 

the entire national economic planning process could be computerized 

[Cave821. Conyngham believes that cybernetics has been the principle 

organizing concept of Soviet management science for the past two de

cades. However, even among Soviet cyberneticiarls such as Berg and V. 

Glushkov, there was considerable disagreement over the extent to which 

it could play this role [Cony82J. 

None of these d~velopments alone were sufficiently broad to 

address the needs of the Soviet economy, so a movement began to make 

management an independent scientific discipline that would link all of 

them together. At the same time, purposeful study of Western management 

science began. Through the efforts of D. Gvishiani, who was Kosygin's 

son-in-law and a major proponent of selecti'!e use of Western management 

concepts. \-lestern management concepts were widely discussed among scho

lars and researchers in various disciplines. In 1966, management 

science was finally recognized as an independent discipline. Throughout 

the rest of the decade, sometimes bitter disputes continued between the 

various disciplines over the nature of management science and its place 

in the academic community [Beis82; Thom83J. 
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In the post-Stalin period, enterprises were expected to fulfill 

more and more centrally planned indicators. The number could reach 

22-36 or more, depending on the branch of industry [Kry179]. Legal sa-

nctions were generally replaced by adminISlrative ones rangiug from luss 

of bonuses to expulsion from the Party. The gross output indicator 

could not motivate enterprises to produce needed, high quality goods, to 

introduc.e new technologies, to economize on materials, or to take proper 

regard for the value of capital inputs. By 1964, "industrial management 

could no longer continue to deliver even the limited successes that had 

been its strength" [Ryav75, 231. 

At the same time that Gvishiani was introducing Soviet scholars 

to Western management ideas, a debate was raging over economic reform 

[cf. Shar66]. The most visible result of the debates was the introduc

tion of the so-called Liberman or Kosygin economic reforms. These re

forms, which were said to rival Lenin' 5 NEP or Stalin's Five-Year Plans 

in importance, were enacted in 1965 [Schr71J. Their underlying philoso

phy was control of the economy through economic. self-interest of sub

units rather than strict administrative controls. The chief mechanism 

was limited decentralization coupled with economic. "levers" that would 

cause the interests of the state and those of the sub-units (primarily 

enterprises) to coincide. The reforms could be viewed in cybernetic 

terms as regulation through proper control functions and feedback mech

anism [Cony82J. 



Table 2.1 

Mil€'stones In Computing in the Geperal Economy 

Year Event{s) 

1953 Cybernetics condemned. This had less of an 
impact on the development of computing than 
is often believed 

mid-50s Many disciplines become infatuated with the 
potential of cybernetics as an all
encompassing theory. Modeling and 
economic-mathematical models are explored 

1956 XXth Party Congress. Stalin denounced, lead
ership encourages limited debate on economic 
reform 

1957 Scientific organization of labor~ i.e. Soviet 
Taylorism, resurfaces 

1958 Cybernetics officially sanctioned 

1961-62 First Soviet transitorized computers built 

1963 First CPSU decree on introducing ASU into the 
economy. First experimental ASUs started 

1965 Kosygin reforms. Greater enterprise autonomy, 
coupled with a return to the ministry system 

1966 Program for initial introduction of ASUs at 
all levels of the economy approved 

1966 Management science given official sanction by 
CPSU. Independent disciplines continue to 
struggle over which shall have control of 
management science 

1966-69 Development of second generation computers 
suitable for ASUs 

20 
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Table 2.1, continued 

Year Events(s) 

1%8-69 Decision to copy IBM S/360 series 

1969 Brezhnev backs away from the reforms, urging 
more administrative measures. In addition, 
reforms are thwarted by the ministries. 
Trend towards centralization in the economic 
mechanism begins 

1971 Massive campaign to introduce computers 
launched. ASUs seen as a means for improving 
the system without significant structural 
changes. OGAS approved 

1971 CPSU approves large program of management 
training which is based primarily on 
materials prepared by the so-called 
Americanists 

1972 Introduction of first Unified Series (IBM 
S/360-like) models and disk drives 

1973 Association TefoI'm is for'1lalized 

1974 Founding of first large-scale software 
house 

1976 XXVth Party Congress does not continue 
the initial huge pace of ASU development. 
Resources shifted towards improving existing 
systems 

late 70s New campaign for robotics, CAM, process 
control gets underway 

1977 First Soviet PDP-ll-like minicomputer models 
appear 

1978 First Soviet S/370-like models appear. First 
microprocessors 

1984 Another experiment for enterprise autonomy is 
begun in five ministries 

Sources: [Beis82; Cave83; Cony82; Davi78; Ryav75; 
Thom83J 
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Beissinger asserts that the invasion of Czechoslovakia, by par

tially discrediting reforms which gave more independence to lower 

levels, served as an opportunity for Gvishiani's group (the "America

nlsts") to consolidate their position. It also served CiS ao opportunity 

for Brezhnev to consolidate his power against K08ygio, which meant 

challenging the Kosygin reforms [Beis82J. In addition. the reforms were 

not applied uniformly or quickly (it took at least five years to bring 

the bulk of enterprises under at least some of their provisions 

[Ryav75J). and enough room was left in their particulars that different 

groups could apply them to their own advantage. To a considerable ex

tent, they were defeated by the bureaucracy [Ryav75]. The net result 

was a push for greater centralization which has continued to the present 

[Schr82] . 

Thus, by about 1971 three trends had converged. First was the 

establishment of an independent management science. By 1972, the vic

tory of the "Americanists" was apparent to all and the conservative 

economists, jurists, cyberneticians. and others laid aside their public 

disputes about management theory. A large-scale training program for 

managers was launched using curricula that were heavily influenced by 

Western concepts. Second was the return to more administrative control 

of the economy from the center. 

Third was the emergence oE practicable computerized management 

information systems [Cany82l. The introduction in 1966-70 of about 400 

ASUs at all levels in the Soviet economy had laid the groundwork for the 

great expansion of this program which took place in the early 70s. The 
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concept of OGAS, which had been around for several years in various 

forms [Cia67], was approved at the XXIVth Party Congress in 1971. OGAS, 

or the All-Union System for the Collection and Processing of Information 

for Accounting, Planning, and Management of the i>jational Economy. was 

supposed to be the complete linkage of all major units in the Soviet 

economy through a huge network of computers exchanging information at 

all levels of the economy [Cave83; Cony80}. OGAS would be supported by 

the creation of a Unified Automated System of Communications. an A11-

Union Data Transmission System, a State Network of Computer Centers. and 

numerous computeri~ed management information systems. In 1973, the Com

munist Party officially sanctioned the widespread establishment of pro

duction associations, which was another major centralizing management 

reform. 

On the theoretical level, the .introduction of computing was 

buttressed by the development of three concepts of the further advance

ment of Marxism-Leninism under modern conditions. These were the 

scientific-technical revolution (NTR) , developed socialism, and the 

scientific management of society [Blac7S; CaveS3j Hoff77; Hoff 77b j 

Hoff78; HoffS3]. The NTR views advanced technology, including com

puterh:ation, as a direct production force. One of the main jobs of the 

NTR theory has been to distinguish the use of advanced technologies in 

capitalist and socialist societies, making the claim that only under the 

conditions of socialism can technology come to full fruition. The NTR 

looks forward to substantive social improvements in the future and 

therefore encourages a spirit of debate about present shortcomings. 

tfuile the NTR allows fur the possibility of rapid change, the concept of 
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de'leloped socialism defines Soviet society as a "limited stage in a con

tinuous line of historical development" [Cony82, 38}. The main role of 

these theories has been to harmonize new production directions, such as 

robotics and ASUP, with the traditional concepts of ¥.arxism-Leninism. A 

further examination of their significance in the development of ASUP is 

beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

In 1973, the Communist Party approved the policy of joining 

enterprises together into production associations, which were to become 

the basic production unit in the Soviet economy [Gorl76]. In the view 

of Conyngham and others, the association reform was undertaken to facil

itate computerization. OGAS was heir to the Kosygin reforms [Cave83; 

Cony82]. In practice, OGAS remained largely on paper, although con

siderable work was done on some ministry systems and the system for the 

State Planning Committee, and few ASUs have been established at associa

tions. The real beachhead of computing was established in the form of 

ASUs at the enterprise level, the subject of this dissertation. 

There are at least five reasons why computing should not be 

linked too strongly with this central.izing trend. First, computing re

presents too many possibilities to too many different groups to be 

strongly linked with anyone trend. Second, the theory at the level of 

Conyngham's discussion has been divorced from the practice of building 

ASUs. In fact, the lack of constructive theory was often bemoaned. 

ASUs were built largely by engineers who came from the narrow per

spective of computer programming or technical training in their re

spective industries. Beissinger demonstrates that the management 



training programs have not reached into the heart and minds of Soviet 

manaers [Beis82]. 
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Third, the introduction of computing took root during the first 

flourishing of the economic reforms, when it could just as easily be 

linked to decentralization. Fourth, mini- and microcomputers have 

opened up all sorts of new decentralizing possibilities. Fifth, the 

philosophy of economic levers has never been repudiated, and much of the 

work of the economic apparat over the past 19 years has been to find a 

"proper" mix of incentives [Spec82]. During this time advocates for 

greater enterprise autonomy could always be found. In 1983, a new dec

ree was published instituting a series of experiments to give enter

prises more autonomy in several all-union and republic ministries 

[Busba3; Deme83; Dyke84bj. 

Thus, it is clear that ASUs have played an integral role in the 

overall strategy of economic reform which has been pursued over the past 

two decades. A more detailed examination of the relationship between 

ASU and the various trends both in the theory and practice of economic 

reform needs to be done, including an extensive analysis of the impact 

of Western management ideas on the practical level of usIng ASUs. 

2.1.2 Division of Labor 

The development of enterprise-level management systems began in 

1963 with the designation of a few enterprises in which prototype 

systems would be built [Makh741. The year 1966 marks the first time 

that targets far computing were specifically included in a five-year 

plan, and is the practical stepping aff point for this dissertation. 
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The main features of the division of responsibilities for organizations 

involved in computing was established by a resolution of the Central 

Committee of the USSR Communist Party (CPSU) of March 20, 1966. This 

resolution has apparently been in force for the past two decades, be

cause the c.urrent division of labor deviates little from it. The fol

lowing paragraphs are based on outlines of the resolution given by 

[Cia67; Losk66; Makh74J. 

Gosplan, the State Planning Committee, was given responsibility 

for aggregate production planning for all forms of computer technology, 

distribution of general-purpose computers. data processing computers. 

and control computing machines. It was also tasked with planni.ng opera

tions for the creation of computer centers and ASU. Branch and agency 

computer centers were to be created "in strict accordance" with these 

plans" [Losk66J. Gosplan and the Ministry of Higher and Specialized Se

condary Education (Minvuz). along with a number of other organizations. 

were commissioned to develop recommendations for training specialists in 

the the fields of creating and operating ASU and computer hardw~re. 

Computer production was divided between the Ministry of the 

Radio Industry (Minradprom) and the Hinistry of Instrument Building, 

Control Systems, and the Means of Automation (Minpribor). Minradprom 

was tasked with making sure that general-purpose computers conformed to 

the needs of branch and agency ASU, and was made responsible for timely 

development and mastery of input/output and storage devices. It was 

also supposed to develop services for assembly, debugging, installation, 

and repair of all computers and peripherals it made. The Ministry of 

the Electronics Industry (Minelektronprom), was given the task of 
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building components. Minradprom and Minpribor were instructed to supply 

libraries of standard programs, autocodes, and algorithmic language 

translators for their machines. 

Minpribor was made the single illOSt ilnportallt orgalllzaLioll for 

the development of ASUPs, since the development of ASU designs, their 

dissemination to appropriate enterprises, and the completion of assem

bly, debugging, installation work and subsequent hardware repair, was to 

be concentrated in territorial design-installation offices of Minpdhor 

within an all-unioo design-installation association (Soyuzsistemprom). 

This association was established to coordinate the work of all the Min

priher scientific research and design engineering institutes involved 

with the creation of ASU. In addition, Minpribor was given re

sponsibility for process control computers and small computers ranging 

from calculators to minicomputers. Leading branch scientific research 

insti tutes and large design engineering bureaus were supposed to work 

out mathematical methods of describing technological and production pro-

The State Committee for Science and Technology (GKNT) was tasked 

with watching basic trends in computing and ASU, and in making sure that 

a unified policy was followed in designing ASUP. The GKNT was also 

given the tasks of forecasting and monitoring computer usage, and 

approving coordination plans with other organizations for research and 

development work on ASUPs. 
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The USSR Academy of Sciences, together with interested state or

gans, ministries, etc., was supposed to create the scientific basis for 

a unified system of optimal planning, calculation, and control in the 

various sectors of the national economy. Scientific staffs within the 

Academy were to develop algorithms, economic-mathematical methods, 

programming languages, and software methodologies and too!!:;. 

The Central Statistical Administration (Ts8U) was tasked with 

the creation and operation of a State Network of Computer Centers 

(GSVTs), "intended for the collection and processing of econom.ic in

formation and the solution of problems of planning and control in the 

national economy." It also was entrusted with developing a unified 

documentation system adapted to efficient computer processing, the dis

tribution of small computers, and the establishment of computer centers 

within its own system. The TsSU was supposed. to c(loperate with the 

State Committee on Standards (Gosstandart), Gosplan, and other agencies 

to develop nationwide classification systems suitable for computerized 

processing [Cia6 7J. 

In practice, this division left room for a good deal of duplica

tion of some functions, while other functions fell through the cracks. 

Minpribor, for ,example, built mainframes that were in the same class as 

low-end Minradprom machines (e.g., the M-4030). The TsSU soon lost its 

grip on the GSVTs, which has been something of a political football ever 

since its inception [Bart72; Cony80; Mikh84J. V. Glushkov and others 

have called for the establishment of a state committee on information or 

an information ministry in order to coordinate everything [Cave83; 

Glus80c; Myag81J. New advances in computing, for instance 
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multi-microproc.essor-based supercomputers, do not easily fall under any 

one ministry, which inhibits their development [Nest841. 

These are the major organizations that are directly involved in 

the development of ASUPs. They comprise the first line of contact for 

the enterprise at both the infrastructure and superstructure levels. 

The introduction of computers has taken place on every level of 

the Soviet economy. This sec tian gives a taxonomy for the maj or types 

of ASU, showing how ASUP fit into the overall pic.ture. The number of 

A:;lUPs introduced between 1966-1982 is analyzed. 

2.2.1 Taxonomy and Definitions of ASU 

ASUs have been subdivided into a number of categories. Various 

taxonomies include twenty or more classes, but in practice, distinctions 

are maintained bei:.w10en only five types. Moving from most broad to most 

narrow, they are: 

National Level Specialized Systems (e.g. for 
Gosplan) 

OASU Ministry or Departmental Automated Management 
System 

RASU Regional Automated Management System 

ASUP Enterprise Automated Management System 

ASUTP Automated Technological Process Control System 

Thus, two types of systems are installed at the enterprise level, one 

for process control, and one for management. While ASUP covers both 
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fabrication and process industries, ASUTP is limited mainly to the 

latter. The automation of fabrication industries is being addressed 

parately with robots and flexible manufacturing systems. 

The literature lias generally contained two types of detinitions 

for ASUP, representing two different intentions for what they should be. 

The official definition is based on a 1974 state standard, 

GOST 19875-74: "[An ASUP] is a man-machine system which provides for 

the automated collection and processing of information which is needed 

for the optimization of management in various spheres of human activity" 

[Meto76]. A contrasting definition from the Dictionary 2!. Cybernetics 

says: 

An Asupl is a system of management of the production-economic 
activity of an enterprise which is based on the integrated use 
of ecollomic-mathematical methods and modern data processing 
hardware. The necessity of creating and introducing ASUP is 
based on the complexity of the process of management, which is 
connected with the large number of entities to be managed 
(equipment, technology, process, etc.) J the scale of production, 
the high degree of their interconnectedness, and the impos
sibility of predicting the results of the appearance of many 
processes (was te, upse t ting of deli very schedules, irregular de
mand, etc.). The essence of the design of an ASUP is the per
fection of the system of information flows in enterprises so 
that it is the material basis of the whole management system, 
the basis of the system of selecting and taking long-range and 
operational decisions [Glus79. 22]. 

1. ASU stands for "avtomatizirovannaya sistema upravleniya." 
"Upravleniya" (management) is sometimes translated as control. re
gulation, governance, administration, or even as an overarching unifying 
link between production, science, technology, and education [Vidm81]. 
There is also no direct equivalent for "avtomatizirovannaya," which li
terally means "having been subjected to automation." "Avtom
atizirovannaya" includes human beings in a system, whereas "avtom
aticheskaya" (automatic) implies a fully-automated system. 
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The first definition characterizes the ASUP as a support system 

for collecting and processing data need for optimizing decisions. The 

second definition makes ASUP an integral part of the management system, 

includlug restructuring information flows and using econoulic.

mathematical (operations research) techniques as an integral component. 

2.2.2 Number and Distribution of ASUPs 

Over the past two decades, numerous statistics on the number of 

various types of ASU have appeared in the Soviet press CTable 2.2). The 

most authoritative source is the Central Statistical Administration 

(T5SU), which has been publishing the number of ASUs in various categor

ies since the early 70s. The early figures given by other authors are 

generally in agreement with those of the TsSU, hut since ahout 1978, the 

TsSU totals have been anywhere from 385-560 ASUs higher than any other 

reported data [cf. Koma8!; Maks79c; Novi83; prsu8l; Samb78; 

Uprs81aj Ve1i78b; Zhim80]. This may indicate different definitions 

for ASU, estimates 00 the part of the authors, or inflated statistics 

from the TsSU. It is clear that these data refer to individual instal

lations, not to staodJrd systems that might be installed any number of 

places. There are now about 7,500 ASUs of all types, including ahout 

3,300 enterprise management-level ASUs [Prav85cj Table 2.2]. 

The TsSU uses a somewhat different classification system for 

ASUs which is rarely used elsewhere. In TsSU terms, ASUP apparently re

fers only to those systems approved as ASUPs by acceptance commissions, 

although an.other possible interpretation is that the classification 

rests solely on the industry and subordination of the organization which 
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Table 2.2 

Number of ASUs, 1966-1982 
-------------------------------------------------------
Year ASUI' ASOl ABUt OASU ASUTP total 
-------------------------------------------------------
1966-70 151 13 61 19 170 414 
average 30 3 12 4 34 83 

1971 96 7 48 11 36 199 
1972 96 8 48 12 36 199 
1973 161 17 110 22 115 425 
1974 229 30 162 21 195 637 
1975 256 46 263 102 182 849 
average 168 22 126 34 113 462 

1976 60 28 69 8 130 295 
1977 93 13 78 24 200 408 
1978 65 26 83 20 265 459 
1979 79 25 86 9 316 515 
1980 92 41 138 31 395 697 
average 78 27 91 18 263 475 

1981 59 32 46 320 463 
1982 49 45 59 376 531 
1983 57 29 62 527 681 
average 55 35 56 408 558 

total 1,543 360 1,313 293 3,263 6,772 
average 86 20 73 16 181 376 

Percentages 
-----------
1965-70 36 15 42 100 
1971-75 36 28 24 100 
1976-80 16 19 55 100 
1981-83 10 10 73 100 
average 23 20 48 100 

-------------------------------------------------------
Sources: [Nark72; Nark?3; Nark74; Nark7Sj Nark77 j 
Nark77b; Nark78; Nark79; Nark8D; Nark82 ; Nark82c; 
NarkS3] 

Notes: ABUTP for 1971-1975 slightly revised to reflect 
TsSU revisions. 1971 and 1972 are averages based on 
number of systems created in 1971-72. ASUt !, ASU of a 
territorial organization. ASO! is an Automated Data 
Processing System. 
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has the ASU. The vast m~_jority of ASUP are installed in industrial 

enterprises, i.e. in the raw materials, extraction. and machine build

ing industries (Table 2.3, Table 2.7). An automated data processing 

system (ASOl) apparent.ly covers statistical processing centers created 

by the TsSU itself, as well as systems created within the state banking 

(Gosbank), supply (Gossnab). and pricing (Goskomtsen) systems [Ekon83]. 

However, a large proportion of ASOr are in the raw materials and extra

ction industries (Table 2.3). and at least these should be considered 

enterprise systems as well [Zhim76c]. The distinction between ASUP and 

ASO! in the literature is not generally observed. The classification 

"territorial ASU" (ASUt) is used for ASUs in transportation, civil avia

tion, and construction at regional levels, but also includes some 

systems in raw materials and elCtraction (Table 2.3) [Pevn761. Thus, a 

portion of these are also ASUPs. 

This classification has led to some confusion about the number 

of ASUPs. Because some authors take this number to be strictly limited 

to the TsSU definition, while others add together the ASUP, ASOI, and 

ASUt classes. there is substantial disagreement between the various re

ported numbers. Nevertheless, the data does r.ot suggest that the TsSU 

has significantly overstated the number of ASUPs. 

The plan targets for ASUs of various classes are not available 

in a systematic form. Based on statements in the press. it appears that 

targets for 1966-70 and 1971-75 were underfulfilled by about 200-400 

ASUs in each case [Bayb67; Kaza67; Ned68; Zhim76cl. The shortfall in 

both these periods was divided evenly between ASUPs and ASUTPs [Makh7L.; 
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Table 2.3 

Planned Distribution of ASUs, 1971-75, Percentage 
-------------------------------------------------------
Year ASUP Asor ASUt OASU ASUTP ASU 
-------------------------------------------------------
Industry 83 62 17 31 98 64 

Raw materials 26 62 16 23 84 39 
and extrac-
tion 

Machine build- 57 14 25 
lng and metal 
working 

Other Branches 17 38 83 69 36 

Union minis- 15 35 
tries and 
departments 

Republic min- 13 35 68 34 27 
istries and 
departments 

All 100 100 100 100 100 100 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Zhim7S, 638). 
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Myas77h; Sali76; Yers75; Zhim71; Zhim76c]. Some evidence indicates 

that the target for ASUPs in the 1976-1980 period was substantially 

underfulfilled [Hyas77b; Yako781. 

1'he rate of introduction of ASUPs reac.hed its peak in the 9th 

Five-Year Plan period (1971-75) (Table 2.2). Over the next five years, 

the introduction of ASUTPs continued apace while the introduction of 

ASUPs dropped significantly. This drop is apparent even if the eKpanded 

definition of ASUP (ASUP, ASOI, ASUt) is used. The planned number of 

ASUTPs in 1981-85 is more than double the number introduced in 1975-80 

(2,700 VS. 1,283). No targets for ASUP in the 11th Five-Year Plan have 

been published. To make the 2,700 target for ASUTPs, the Soviets will 

have to build 100 more ASUTPs in 1985 than were built in 1984 [Prav85c; 

Table 2.2]. 

Two policies are represented here. First, the lower targets for 

new ASUP in 1976-80 reflected the emphasis on converting existing ASUPs 

to use the ne", third-generation computers. This work is continuing. 

Second. there has been a definite policy shift in favor of ASU

TPs. The early enthusiasm for ASUP has disappeared. This is especially 

apparent when comparing the ASUP and ASUTP categories for 1983. Almost 

10 times as many of the latter were built as of the former [Nark83]. 

The 1984 results showed the ratio of ASUTPs to all ASUPs (possibly 

excluding ASOrs) to be six to one [Prav85cl. 
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The significance of the number of ASUPs introduced must be meas

ured in light of the overall number of industrial enterprises and the 

share of output produced by those with ASUPs. A glance at the num!Jer of 

enterpds~:,; in various branchetl (Table 2.5) VB. the number of ASUPs 

being introduced in 1972 (Table 2.7) shows that the number of ASUP was 

tiny compared to the number of enterprises. In 1983, there were about 

44,000 industrial enterprises, hut only about 3,200 ASUPs (ASUPs, ASOIs, 

and ASUts). Thus, after two decades of development, only about seven 

percent of all industrial enterprises had ASUPs. ASUPs in 1982 were lo

cated at 30 percent of large enterprises and seven perc.ent of production 

associations (PO) [Simc84j. In that year, there were 4,206 POs, so that 

there were .about 300 ASUPs at POs, and 2,700 ASUPs at large enterprises 

[Nark82]. When compared to the total number of enterprises, organ

izations, and institutions that could make use of computers, which is 

about 580,000, the number of ASUPs appears minuscule [Simc84]. 

Because there is such a heavy concentrfltion of production in the 

USSR at a relatively small number of enterprises, the fact that 30 per

cent of large enterprises have ASUP means that the coverage of ASUP is 

considerably broader than it would seem. For example, 30 of 145 enter

prises in Mintyazhmash put out 60 percent of production [Laps77]. The 

number of large enterprises is about g, 000-10,000 [Laps 77; Simc84 J • 

Throughout the 70s, various claims were made as to the extent of cover

age of industrial products by ASUP (Table 2.4). None of these state

ments are definitive; at best they suggest that coverage was 

considerable in certain branches. 
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Table 2.4 

Statements about Coverage of ASUP 

Organlzations Involved Coverage 

Coverage of ASUPs at enterprises 50% of all pro-
plus enterprises under min- ducts in econ-
istries that have QASU omy 
[Yako781 

Computers at 18% of machine 50% of their 
building enterprises [Samb78] production 

Large enterprise ASUP 55% of workers 
{Sede791 

Many branches of industry J bui.ld- > 50% of produc-
ing, and transportation [Laps77] tion 

A number of industrial branches 80-85% total 
including almost all large production volume 
coal combines [Lapsn] 

Mintyazhmash 70% of production 
Minpribor [Zhim71J 50% of production 

Coverage of ASUPs at Moscm'l 40% of trade value 
enterprises and associations of output 
[Pevn76J 

ASU coverage of industry > 50% of produc-
[Simc84] tion 

Planned 

Planned coverage of ASU for 1976-80 50% of all pro-
[Koz176J ducts 

ASUP creation foreseen in "ma- more than 50% of 
jority" of large and average industrial output 
size enterprises (Gune77] 

By 1980, ASUP to be created in ma- 80-90% of products 
chine building such that 70-80% of workers 
[Gune 77 J covered 

Sources: (see above) 



The significance of Table 2.4 is that it shows the strategy of 

the government and CPSU for introducing ASUPs. It was thought that 

Table 2.5 

Number of Enterprises by Branch, 1982 

Branch Number of enterprises 

TOTAL 

Including: 

Machine Building 

Machine building and metal 
working 

Raw Materials and Extraction 

Timber and lumber, woodworking, 
pulp, paper 

Building materials 
Electric power 
Fuel 
Chemical and petrochemical 
Ferrous metallurgy 
Glass, porcelain and glazed earthwa re 

total 

Processing 

Food industry 
Milling. hulling, and mixed feed 
Light industry 

total 

Source: [Nark82] 

45,068 

9,103 

5,425 

3,938 
1,433 
1,146 
1,059 

408 
311 

13,720 

8,513 
1,047 
8,023 

17,583 

38 
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despi.te the absence of a sufficient infrastructure to support the really 

large scale introduction of computers. computing could still have a dis

proportionately large effect through the largest enterprises. The ef

fective cut off point was 1,700 workers for Minstankoprom; in 

Mintransstroy. it was 400 workers [Makh74; Pash80]. More than 75 per

cent of all ASUPs sampled by Guneyev et a1. had more than 2,000 work

ers. Only in the non-production industry was this figure less than 50 

percent (Table 2.6). 

The formation of production associati.ons (PO) [Gor176j. which 

conglomerations of several enterprises, dovetailed the ASUP stra

tegy. The PO seemed to be the perfect organizational unit for ASUP, 

since it was large enough to justify the expenditures needed for an 

ASUP. In practice, ASUPs have been introduced at a small number of POs 

for at least two reasons. 

First, in many POs the managements o[ the various enterprises 

have retained a significant degree of independence [Dunm80]. In 1982, 

almost half of the 18,000 enterprises within associations remained on an 

independent balance, I.e. retained financial independence and received 

separate plan targets [Nark82]. In Minkhimprom, Minstankoprom, Hin

energmash, Minstroy, Minstroydormash and others up to two-thirds of the 

enterprises in assoeiations were still financed separately. In theory, 

management is supposed to be consolidated when enterprises are merged 

into an association, but in many cases this does not happen. POs pro

duced almost half of all products in 1982 [Nark82], but about one-eighth 

of the production i1ssociations have less than 500 workers [Gvis83]. 
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Table 2.6 

ASUI' \)istr1.bution by Enterprise ::;ize, Type, lndustry 

Enterprise Characteristic Industry 
-------------------------------------------------------

Less than 2, 000 workers 
-----------------------
Unit Production 3.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 21.8 
Series Production 9.8 7.7 4.9 7.8 30.8 
Mass Production 5.8 1.1 2.8 28.8 12.7 

total 19.4 11.0 7.7 36.6 65.3 

2,000-8,000 workers 
-------------------
Unit Production 7.7 13.7 0.7 2.6 9.2 
Series Production 23.3 36.8 1l.3 23.7 9.1 
Mass Pt'oduction 15.8 7.2 28.2 28.9 3.6 

total 46.8 57.7 40.2 55.2 21.9 

More than 8,000 workers 
-----------------------
Unit Production 2.9 6.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 
Series Production 13.4 15.4 17.6 0.0 5.5 
Mass Production 17.5 9.9 34.5 8.1 5.5 

total 33.8 31.3 52.1 8.1 12.8 

Source: [Gune77, 145-1491 

Key: 
a. All 
b. Machine Building 
c. Extraction and Raw Materials 
d. Processing 
e. Non-Production 
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Second, it is not clear that enterprises which already had ASUPs 

when they entered a PO made the necessary conversions. The L'vov TV 

Plant, for example, which has one of the most widely noted ASUPs, is 

part of the Elektron PO. Given the percentage of production attributed 

to associations and to ASUP, there must be a fair overlap between them. 

Thus. it is likely that some of the large enterprises that have ASUP are 

also part of associations. and that the 300 PO-level ASUPs that have 

been created are specifically geared towards managing all the enter

prises within the PO. 

In this dissertation, "enterprise" is used as a generic term to 

mean enterprises and production associations. Only when important dis

tinctions must be made is the term "production association" used. 

Although the main focus of this dissertation is not on compara

tive issues, it is worthwhile to take a brief look at the number of 

ASUPs in light of US computing developments. By 1967, three years after 

the advent of the IBM S/360 series, 64.9 percent of US plants with more 

than 500 employees had one or more general purpose computers, including 

71.8 percent in the manufacturing sector (Table 2.9), where a large 

number of the Soviet ASUPs were concentrated. By 1971, about a year 

after S/370 was introduced, the percentage of plants with more than 500 

employees which had computers had reached 82.1 percent. In both years, 

the coverage of the largest plants was almost total [Phis79J. 



Table 2.7 

Distribution of ASUPs by Ministry, Jan. 1, 1972 

Processing 
Industries 

Minlegprom 

Minpishcheprom 

Minrybkhoz 

total 

Machine Building 

Minelektrotekhprom 

Minavtoprom 

Minstroydormash 

Minpribor 

Hintyazhmash 

Minlegpishch 

Minkhimmash 

Minselkhozmash 

total 

Source: [Makh74] 

ASUPs 

21 

35 

ASUPs 

26 

12 

11 

10 

10 

88 

Extraction and 
Raw Materials 

Minenergo 

Minkhimprom 

Mingeo 

Minchermet 

Mingazprom 

Minneft 

Mintsvetmet 

Hinneftprom 

Minstroymaterial 

Minlesprom 

total 

total (all) 

ASUPs 

28 

22 

19 

12 

120 

243 

Note: A list of acronyms used in this dissertation can 
be found in Appendix G. 

42 
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Table 2.8 

Planned Distribution of ASUs, 1971-75, Percentage 

Year ASUP ASOI ASUt OASU ASUTP total 

Actual 

1971-75 actual 36 28 24 100 
from Table 2.2 

Planned 

All 36 27 26 100 

Industry 46 40 100 

Raw materials 24 11 56 100 
and extrac-
tion 

Machine build- 82 15 100 
ing and metal 
working 

Other Branches 17 63 15 100 

Union minis- 18 67 10 100 
tries and 
departments 

Republic min- 16 49 32 100 
istries and 
departments 

-----------------------------------------------------
Source: [Zhim75, 639). 
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Soviet Unified System models, which were functional duplications 

of the 8/360 series, became available in 1972, making 1975 roughly anal

ogous to 1967. Twenty-four percent of Soviet industrial plants have 

more than 500 employees, accounting for about 10,000 entities [Berl76j. 

In 1967, there were 1,802 ASUPs located in plants of this size, so that 

17.1 percent had computers. In 1979, one year after Soviet S/370-1ike 

models appeared, enterprises in this category comprised 23.7 percent. 

Even by 1984, when the number of Soviet enterprises with more than 500 

employees that had computers grew to about 33 percent of the total, the 

Soviets had reached only half the level of penetration in the US in 

1967, 17 years earlier. 

In gross terms, there were 16,358 plants with general-purpose 

computers in the US in 1967 and 35,795 in 1971 versus 1,802 and 2,507 

ASUPs in the USSR in 1975 and 1979 respectively. The total number of 

ASUPs in 1982 in the USSR was just 18.7 percent of the number of plants 

with computers in the US 15 years earlier, and a full order of magnitude 

less than the number in the US in 1971. These statistics alone. without 

considering the huge number of computers that now pervade US industry, 

demonstrate the magnitude of the gap between the US and the USSR at an 

operational level. Left out of this comparison are time-sharing ser

vices, which also have been much greater in the US. the type of computer 

and its peripherals, applications, and vendor support. US users have 

generally had more computers, larger configurations, and better vendor 

support, and have used their computers at least as well as their Soviet 

counterparts. 
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Table 2.9 

Introduction of General Purpose Computers in US Plants 
-------------------------------------------------------
i967: 
Plant Size. Plants wi Computers %-age of 
employees computers per plant plants 
------------
0-19 829 1.00 0.03 

20-99 3,285 LOS 1.04 

100-249 3,154 1.18 7.08 

250-499 2,636 1.28 18.50 

500-999 2,905 1.40 47.54 

1,000-2,499 2,514 2.00 90.14 

2,500-4,999 714 3.00 100.00 

5,000- 321 5.00 100.00 

total 16,358 0.48 

1971: 
Plant Size. Plants wI Computers %-age of 
employees computers per Plant plants 
------------
0-19 1,630 1.00 0.05 

20-99 7,950 1.08 2.14 

100-249 8,290 1.18 15.00 

250-499 8,000 1.28 46.00 

500-999 5,330 1.40 75.00 

1,000-2,499 3,260 2.00 90.00 

2,500-4,999 915 3.00 98.00 

5,000- 420 5.00 99.50 

total 35,795 0.96 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source! [Phis79, 447] 
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Distribution by Ministry. In 1971-75, the pdlnary emphasis in 

mac.hine building was plac.ed on introducing ASUP, while in raw materials 

and extraction, ASUP and ASUTP were given about equal attention. Union 

and republic. ministries developed QASUs and territorial ASUs (Table 

2.8). A large percentage of ASUP have been directed towards the mac.hine 

building industry. Eighteen percent of the enterprises in this industry 

had ASUP in 1978 [Samb78]. Other data is available about individual 

usage of ASUP in ministries, but is oot systematic enougb to allow a 

finer breakdown. It is natural that the Soviets chose these enterprises 

for the initial introduction of ASUP for two reasons, First, they were 

large and had lots of work t~at could be shifted to the computer. 

Second, they al··~:..ldy enjoyed higher pri.ority than many other enterprises 

and so were in a better position to attempt to use computing. 

In 1976-1980, increased emphasis was placed on building ASUP in 

the so-called non-production sphere [Ches7BJ. The range of industries 

using computers and kinds of tasks solved in ASUs have increased 

significantly over the past two decades. In 1970 ASUs incorporated 50 

classes of tasks in seven branches; in 1978, 375 classes in 60 

branches; and in 1982. 1,200 classes in all 450 branches of the economy 

[Simc84]. 

Distribution £t Region. The Soviet Union contains one-sixth of 

the world's land mass and 12 time zones. It is divided "i-nto 15 re

publics of various sizes, ranging from the tiny Armenian republic to the 

massive Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR). The avail

able statistics paint a sketchy portrait of how ASUs are distributed 



among them. Specific statistics for number of ASUPs are too few to per

mic analysis. 

The following ranking is a possible ranking of the republics 

based on a methodology outlined below: Ukrainian, Belorussian, Uzbek, 

Estonian, Lithuanian, Moldavian, Turkmen, Georgian, Tadzhik, and Azer

baydzhan [Abdu76; Akhm78; Alla77; Andr79; Baba8Z: EkonBl; Gule81; 

UyeSI; Kabu78; Kany82; Khid80; Maks81b; Mekh77; Mora79; Novi80; 

Petr80b; prav76; prav78b; Prav79cj Prav82g; Sady77; Stan79; 

Tsme68; Tsvi79]. For whatever years data were available, a percentage 

was derived by dividing the number of ASUPs by the total number of ASUPs 

built, either in that year, if the data referred to a single year's de

velopments, or by the total number of ASUPs. In C2ses where data for 

ASUPs was not available, the same procedure was followed for ASUs in 

general or computer centers. These percentages were then compared. 

Those of the last four republics listed were so close that no effective 

distinction can be made between them. These republics together may in

clude something on the order of 30 percent of ASUs. This indicates that 

the majority of ASUs must be located in the RSFSR. The Moscow region 

alone contained over ten percent of ASUPs in 1971-75 [Pevu76] • 

.b1 Introduction !£. Enterprises and ASUP 

A primary measure of the degree of absorption of computer tech

nology in Soviet enterprises is the tasks that computer's perform. At 

one extreme are complete computerized information systems which require 

revamping the entire enterprise information system and parts of its or

ganizational structure. At the other are applications which can be used 
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by particular departments in isolation and do not come close to encom

passing the full range of information used by management. A hallmark of 

the ASU program in general and ASUP prograln in particular has beer. that 

the former, massive kind of re0rganizatlon hi3.8 been assumed f:!vel' sInce 

the acronym "A~U" was coined. 

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of how Soviet 

enterprises and ASUP are structured. It does not constitute an inves

tigation of the reality of how tasks are applied (Chapter 3), or an exa

mination of the distribution of tasks (Section 6.1). In addition, the 

final section considers the question of how ASUPs are planned. 

2.3.1 The Structure of Soviet Enterprises 

Despite the establishment of a number of new forms for organiz

ing production in the Soviet Union since the beginning of the economic 

reform (e.g., the scientific-producti.on association, all-union associa

tions, etc. [Gorl76; GustSl]) the internal structure of enterprises 

remains quite traditional. It is well-described in [Ber176; Mikh77; 

SmiI76]. This subsection presents an outline of the basic structure 

upon which enterprise activities are built. 

Soviet enterprises are generally organized along hierarchical 

lines for direct production activities and functional departments for 

other, supporting tasks. Production is carried out in shops which are 

vertically or horizontally specialized. Berliner lists about eleven 

typical functional departments, including accounting, finance, planning, 

purchasing, personnel, wages, sales, quality control, design, techno

logy, and innovations and inventions [Ber176]. A more detailed 



breakdown of departments is given in Table 2.10. which represents a 

typical large enterprise in the machine-building industry. The chief 

economist or the chief engineer is usually the second in command below 

the enteq.lrlBt'! Jit::ectoc [Ryav75]. 
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The presence or absence of some of these departments depends 

primarily on the size of the enterprise and the industry. The vast ma

jority of ASUPs have been created at large- or medium-sized enterprises, 

which are likely to have many if not all of these departments. An 

enterprise itself may consist of several factories. Soviet distinctions 

between types of production are three: custom production of single 

items; series production, involving a relat! vely small number of the 

same item; and mass production. 

The traditional content of management encompasses a well-defined 

production cycle which is geared towards the directives and requirements 

of superior organizations. As noted in the first part of this chapter, 

the key to success remains meeting the primary production plan, despite 

a host of economic reforms [cf. Cony82; Schr79J. 

At the center of enterprise management is the venerable techni

cal, industrial, financial plan, or tekhpromfinplan. The 10 sections of 

this document cover all major plan targets for an enterprise in a year 

and a significant portio') of the tillie and energy of management is spent 

in forming it, getting it approved by superior organizations, trying to 

enact it, and accounting for the results. Despite the charge of the 

1965 economic reform to reduce the number of plan indicators, three sec

tions were added to the tekhpromfinplan in 1968 [Gord78]. The sections 

in "the tekhpromfinplan are: 



Table 2.10 

Enterprise Organization in Machine Building Factory 

CHIEF ENGINEER 
Technology Department 
Hetallurgy Department 
Welding Department 
Chief Mechanic 
Energy Department 
Bureau of Ma terial Norms 
Instrument Department 
Department of the Chief Designer for Automation 
Department of Standardization and Normalization 
Department of Labor Protection 
Department of Technical Documentation 
Department of Technical Information 
Technical Library 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR ECONOMIC QUESTIONS 
Planning Department 
Planning-Economic Department 
Labor and Wages Department 
Central Bookkeeping Facility 
Hachine-Calculating Stations 
Finance Department 
Sales Department 
Legal Bureau 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PRODUCTION 
Production Department 
Production Engineering Department 
Dispatcher Department 

UNTITLED ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
Transportation Department 
Supply Department 
Assembly of Orders Department 
External Cooperation Department 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR WORK-FORCE AND EVERYDAY LIFE 
Personnel Department 
Job Development Department 
Health Services, Polyclinics, Pioneer Camps, etc. 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION 

Source: ISmil76, 18-19J 
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1. Plan of production and sales of industrial production, includ

ing "realized" (sold and paid for) products; gross output; 

and commodity output. 

2. plan of technical-economic Ilocmatlves and ttorm~, buLh fo! U!:le 

of materials anrl equipI:Jent and for labor, which are used in the 

majority of the tekhpromfinplan sections. 

3. Plan of raising the efficiency of production. 

4. Plan of capital investment. 

5. Plan of material-technical supply. 

6. Plan of profits. loses. cost, and profitability of production. 

7. Plan of labor and wages. 

8. Fi nance plan. 

9. Plan for incentive fund. 

It can also include five-year plans, a plan for capital construction, 

and other plans [Zmit77; Smil76]. The planning department has overall 

responsibility for the formation of the tekhpromfinplan. Many of its 

sections correspond to one or two departments, and these departments 

tend to work out their parts of the plan independently IMikh771. From 

the tekhpromfinplan are derived the quarterly, monthly, etc. plans for 

all the production units. 

Accounting is used to monitor plan fulfillment, improve opera

tions, monitor usage of goods, reflect the current state of production, 

provide managers at all levels with data needed for daily tasks, and 

produce the necessary repol:'ts to supedor organizations [Smil76]. Data 

is collected for thl:'ee kinds of accounting: operational, bookkeeping, 

and statistical, each with its own data needs, time-fl:'ame, and official 
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reporting forms. Operational accounting is based on the basic pro

duction cycle and data is collected for shifts, days, and weeks or 

IO-day periods. The output is used to make operational corrections in 

shurt-term plans, usually in order to Ineet produetion goals f."01:' a given 

month. Bonuses tend to be awarded for monthly plan fulfillment. 

Bookkeeping is done in order to provide data for technical-economic 

planning. Statistic.al accounting is done for yearly or five-year peri

ods for the sake of long-term planning [Smil76], and to create documents 

for the TsSU. Decrees in 1964 and 1971 of the Council of Ministers es

tablished centralized bookkeeping (and by 1973 it had supposedly been 

centralized at 94.7% of all organizations) [Cia67; Isak80], but in 

practice each functional department tends to do some accounting work on 

its own. In particular, operational accounting tends to be separate be

cause the accounting f'ystem (and bookkeeping department) is geared 

mainly towards external needs [Sab75J. 

In addition, a large amount of normative data is kept (called 

the "normative base" [norma ti vnoye khozyaystvo J) • The production 

engineering departments develop some of this data, while other sources 

may be state or ministry standards and the accounting data mentioned 

above. The norms regulate expenditures, stocks, material turn-over 

times, outlays of raw materials, intermediate products, time needed to 

perform operations, prices for materials, products, suppliers, etc. 

This data changes infrequently [Zmit77J. 
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Thus, planning, accounting, and normative data comprise the guts 

of the information system of an enterprise. It is this system that must 

be adapted in order to assimilate computers. 

2.3.2 The Structure of ASUP 

ASUP have been set up along the same functional lines as the 

enterprise management hierarchy. The subsystems in ASUP have names 

which evoke the departments that they are associated with (e .g., the 

sales subsystem is the province of the sales department). In turn, sub-

systems consist of any number of "tasks" (I-3D or more). A task is de-

fined as "an algorithm or aggregation of algorithms for the formation of 

output documents (communications) which have a definite functional 

significance for the management of the enterprise or its subdivisions" 

[Ormm77, 168J. The concept of "task" is important because it is one of 

the prime measures used in evaluating ASUP. Tasks which produce closely 

related but separate reports are often counted separately. As the dis-

cUBsion below shows, the vast majority of tasks in ASUP computerize 

already-existing information flows and documents which are geared in 

part to the same requirements made by superior organizations. Tasks us-

ua11y produce several related output documents. In the case of the 

Minsk Watch Factory. each task issued three reports [Sede79]. 

The Role .Qi. Standards. For most of the past 20 years, the de

velopment of ASUPs has taken place in a highly regulated climate. The 

first way that standardization was tried was at the level of entire 

enterprises. In the early 60s, prominent Soviet computer scientists ex-

pected that a mere 20-30 systems would suffice for all enterprises 



[Glus64]. The 225 ASUPs that had gone into operation as of Jan. 1, 

1971, were distributed such that there were only two-three (at most 

five) in any given branch [Laps77J. However, transferring entire 

systems proved to be very difficult (Section 5.1). 
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The first known standards for development and content of ASUP 

came out in 1967 [Vrem67]. Near the end of 1971 they were replaced by 

the General Branch Guidelines for the Creation .£!. Automated Management 

Systems £f Enterprises and Production Associations (ORMM) which first 

appeared in a short form in EkonomicheskaY8 Gazeta [Ormm?l] and then in 

a large printing in 1972 [Ormm72J. The ORMM guidelines mainly addressed 

the division of responsibilities for building ASUP, and included five 

sections that were listed as "mandatory" for the industrial ministries. 

The rest of the book consisted of material along the lines of a hand

book, including sections on many of the subsystems for ASU. 

The term "mandatory" puts these guidelines somewhere in between 

state standards, which have the force of law and engender criminal 

penalties for their violation, and recommended materials. No cases of 

the imposition of any sanctions for failing to follow the guidelines 

have been reported. The evidence presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 

supports the view that they were widely followed. Only one major system 

which is in relatively wide use, the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP, followed a 

significantly different design, although some industries included dif

ferent subsystems in their ASUPs. Appendix C lists a large number of 

standards dealing with ASUP. 



In 1977, a revised version of the guidelines was released 

IOrmm77J. which, among other things, dropped the "mandatory" provision 

for the subsystems. However. the subsystem approach was retained and 

expanded in the advisory materials in the second half of the book, and 

there is little doubt that it represents the official policy of the 

GKNT, Minpribor, and other organizations. 
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These books, subsequent handbooks, other similar works, and a 

host of state and branch standards have provided the basic materials for 

the development of ASUP from the early 70s on. Since the design and 

introduction of an ASUP is likely to take at least three to five years J 

current. functioning ASl'P are ostensibly set up along the lines of the 

ORMM guidelines and the handbooks. These materials are highly geared 

towards the mainstream of Soviet industry: machine building, instrument 

building, machine tool building and the like. These industries covered 

more than one-fifth of Soviet enterprises in 1981 and about two-fifths 

of the labor force [Hans83bj. 

One of the chief ways that the ORMH guidelines were supposed to 

be realized in ASUPs was in the form of "Standard Design Decisions" 

(TPR). In 1973 the GKNT established what appears to be a permanent com

mission for overseeing the OID-ill guidellnes, called the "Scientific

Technical Commission on ORNM for the Creation of ASU at Industrial 

Enterprises, Standardization and Unification of ASUP" [Tpra75j. The 

commission seems to have had oversight over the TPRs. and GKNT had ap

proval power. The participation of a deputy minister in Minpdbor 

underscores the official nature of the TPRs. 
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A TPR1 is defined as "working documentation which provides for 

the creation and functioning of elements of ASUP.·' It is first of all a 

set of documentation which is the formulation of a task. It mayor may 

not bE! accompanied by softwa:r:e and lays out the algorithms, files, and 

data needed for each task. A TPR presumes only a certain file organiza-

tion; the user may make modifications of input or output documents. add 

or subtract parts of the TPRs, use any peripherals devices, etc. in ac-

cordance with his actual system [Grin78j Modi7S]. He uses the formula-

tion of the tasks at the early design stages and selects software at 

later stages [Mikh76]. 

Another way that standardization has been encouraged over the 

last six-nine years has been through the use of applications program 

packages (PPP) [Laps77]. Unlike a TPR, which is primarily documentation 

and task formulation, a PPP consists of one or more programs. TPR and 

PPP are often discussed together as a means of cutting down design 

costs. Over the last few years, PPPs have effectively replaced TPR as 

the chief means of disseminating standardization at the building-block 

level [801079]. Comparatively little has been written about the TPRs 

recently [for an exception, cf. Lipa84]. 

1. The Commission was formed by an order of the GKNT, No. 483, 
Oct. 18, 1973. The chairman is V. Karibskiy, who has been a deputy 
minister of Minpribor since 1965 [Dire82b]. He seems to be one of a 
couple of deputy ministers who are involved directly with Minpribor's 
A8U activities. He is listed as providing scientific and methodological 
leadership for working out the ORt\fM guidelines second only to D. 
Zhimerin, and ahead of N. Fedorenko and V. Myasnikov [Ormm77]. Kari
bskiy was listed first among those who had responsibility for the TPP 
TPR [Tpra751. 
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The purpose of discussing standardization here is twofold. 

First, the fact that the Soviets have gone about building ASUPs in a re

gulated manner guarantees a common language across the various descrip

tio'-IS of ASUPs that have haec, uuilt. For 1!18tanc~, all ASUP development 

programs are to follow a well-defined life-cycle which inc.ludes the pre

design, technical design, working design, and introduction stages. This 

makes the task of comparing and generalizing somewhat easier, although 

it does not, of course. ensure that the content of ASUP is uniform even 

if the same labels are used. It will be shown that the standards have 

had more of an influence in building ASUPs that in mandating their con

tent. 

More importantly, these standards have been one of the chief 

means that the Soviet leadership has tried to use to inject improved 

management technologies into enterprises. This is not to say that all 

of these measures were not intended to save money in the design process; 

they were. However, they were also consistent with the leadership's 

goal of spreading a new management technology which would include con

siderable internal reorganizations of enterprises. Lead enterprises in 

branches were supposed to carry out such reorganizations in such a 

manner that they could effectively exploit the opportunities afforded by 

computerization. This leading experience was to be transferred to other 

enterprises via the TPRs. In practice what happened was that the TPRs 

were largely rejected precisely because enterprises were unwilling to 

make those changes. They wanted systems that would mirror the old man

agement techniques, and that was what was built in the majority of cases 

(Section 6.3). 
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If the TPRs were mundane in the sense that they did not incor

porate particularly innovative techniques. they were radical in a dif

ferent sense. They assumed that Soviet enterprises run in the idealized 

way that they are supposed to run [cf. Kame791. 

ASUP Subsystems. The purpose of this section is to provide an 

overview of each of the various ~ubsystems to explain wha!: ASUP is be

fore launching a more detailed examination of the functions in Chapter 

3. In Table 2.11, a listing of the eleven subsystems that were origi

nally required in the 1971 ORMM guidelines is given, along with a trans

lation of their names into more familiar terms. Because each of the 

subsystems cannot easily be equated with Western counterparts, the Rus

sian names (or acronyms) will be used throughout this work. A short de

scription is devoted to each subsystem. These descriptions represent 

the blue-prints for ASUP, not necessarily what has been built. They are 

taken from materials which are heavily oriented towards machine- and 

instrument-building enterprises with mass or large-scale series pro

duction. 

The coverage of this dissertation is limited to the first seven 

subsystems listed in Table 2.11. It turns out that these are the ones 

that have been implemented most frequently (Section 6.1). Also, thC!y 

cover the production process completely from beginning (supply) to end 

(sales), along with the two most important functions of middle and upper 

management, planning and accounting. They are introduced here in the 

same order as in the table and as in Chapter 3. 
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Table 2.11 

ASUP Subsystems 

Russian name English Equivalent Acronym 

Material-technical Materials Requirement MTS 
Supply Planning, Inventory 

Operational Management Operational Management. OUOP 
of Basic Production Production Scheduling 

Auxiliary Production (fits into many systems) OUVP 

Accounting Accounting 

Technical-economic plan Formulation TEP 
Planning 

Sales Sales 

Technical Preparation Production and Product TPP 
of Production Engineering 

Cadres Personnel 

Quality Quality Control 

Finance Financial 

Normative Base Data Base of Norms 
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The chief functions of the the material-techllic.al supply sub

system (MTS) are to plan requirements for raw materials. materials. pur

chased subassemblies and assembled products, to receive and distribute 

lllalerlais wiLhln the enterprise, to carry out operational accounting, to 

analyze, monitor, and regulate the movement of materials inside the 

enterprise and to issue statistical reports about the movement of mater

ials within the enterprise. Participants in the system include the 

material-technical supply department and the department of external ac

quisitions (komplektatsiya), plus the warehouses and shop holding stor

age areas. The MTS subsystem draws heavily upon other subsystems for 

data about norms of materials usage (TPP), composition of products 

(TPP), operational production plans (TEP) , the course of production 

(DUDP), yearly and five-year plans (TEP), all aspects of accounting for 

materials (accounting), and data about the presence of materials in 

warehouses (accounting) fCrin78]. 

The chief functions of the technical preparation of production 

subsystem (TPP) are threefold: to use the computer to manage the pro

duction engineering process itself, to carry out engineering cal

culations, and to develop various norms. Managing the production 

process is to use an optiulized network model for on-gOing work [Grin78]. 

Examples of norms which are developed for machine building include those 

for expenditures of materials, for use of tools (cutting instruments, 

molds, dies, etc.). for the amount of labor needed for given tasks, for 

assembly operations, and for the inter-shop routing of the product being 

produced. The departments that use the TPP subsystem directly are those 
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of the chief designer, the chief of metallurgy, the chief of technology, 

the departments of automation and mechanization, technical documenta

tion, wages and labor, and capital construction. The ORMM guidelines 

list 34 TPF ta!:lks "iNhlch are being solved in ASUP" [Ormm77J. A summary 

of these tasks, along with summaries of tasks for other subsystems. is 

presented in Table 2.12. There are not as many tasks included in the 

TPRs as there are in the OR.'1M guidelines - for example. for the TPP sub

system there were just five as opposed to 34 in ORMM -, but they are de

veloped in much greater depth. 

The TPP subsystem has the potential of being one of the most im

portant subsystems in the ASUP. Since it involves the design and re

alization of both goods and production processes, it can significantly 

effect the basic production capabilities of the enterprise. The TPP 

subsystem can also be one of the most complex, since it can involve 

large information retrieval systems for accessing data about patents and 

previous developments [Modi78] and computt.r-aided design (CAD) systems 

[Grin78j. TPP consequently differs substantially from all the other 

ASUP subsystems in that it involves a significant amount of scientific 

and engineering calculations, requires more sophisticated peripheral de

vices (such as graphic printers), addresses a different group of users, 

requires different kinds of training, etc. TPP also can have 

significant links with many other subsystems (Table 2.13). In practice, 

CAD has remained isolated from the rest of the ASUP. 



Table 2.12 

Generalized List of ASUP Tasks 

Task Subsystem Number 

Materials Requirements MTS 
Accounting of Materials Provi.sion MTS 
Accounting of }1aterials Movement MTS 
Accounting of Paid-for Deliveries MTS 
Inventory Monitoring MTS 
Statistical Report form l-CH MTS 
Management of TPP process TPP 
Creating norms for materials use TPP 19 
Determine need for tools, etc. TPP 8 
Component Demand and Use Planning OUOP 4 
Production Planning OUOP 
Equipment Use Planning OUOP 
Accounting for Plan Fulfillment OUOP 
Monitoring Levels. Conditions 

of Components, Advance Work OUOP 
Intershop Balance of Materials OUOP 
Demand, Plan for Instruments OUVP 
Accounting of Instruments OUVP 
Management of Repairs QUVP 
Delivery. Shipment Planning Sales 
Ready Products Movement Accounting Sales 
Accounting of Deliveries, Shipments Sales 
Accounting of Monetary Resources Accounting 
Accounting of Materials Accounting 
Accounting of Wages Accounting 
Accounting of Norms Fulfillment Accounting 
Accounting of Deductions Accounting 
Accounting of Haste Accounting 
Accounting of Expenditures Accounting 
Form production plan with various TEP 

optimali ty cri teria 
Other production plan tasks TEP 12 
Price calculations TEP 5 
Defectless Goods Accounting Quality 4 
Waste Accounting, Analysis Quality 2 
Quality Rating Accounting Quality 
Personnel Accounting Personnel 

total 146 

Source: [Ormm77, 172-206] 
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Table 2.13 

Links of the TPP Subsystem with Other Subsystems 

with OUOP 
Define Specialization of Shops 
Calculate Calendar-Planning Norms 
Create Assembly Diagrams 

with MTS 
Calculate Norms for Material Use 

with TEP 
Calculate Norms for Material Use 
Calculate Equipment Loads and Production Capacity 
Define Labor-Intensity 

with OUVP 
Calculate Need for Supply of Instruments 

with Personnel 
Define Personnel Needs 

with Quality 
Define Means of Monitoring 

Source: [Grin78, 23] 
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While the rest of the ASUP subsystems are located within func

tional divisions. the operational management of basic production sub

system (OUOP) deals directly with production at the level of the shop, 
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the section, che shift, tile brigade, and even individual workplaces. 

Consequently, it deals with line management, the production department, 

and the chief dispatcheI:' [Ormm77]. The purpose of operational manage

ment is to fulfill the targets given by the planning department (rEP) in 

the most optimal way possible. The period of operational management is 

considered the longest period for which planned production targets re

main practically constant. This is generally a month for a shop and a 

quarter for the enterprise as a whole, but depends on the specific in

dustry considered. OllOP encompasses all aspects of operational manage

ment: planning, accounting, monitoring, and regulating (dispatching) 

[Grin78} • 

According to Grinberg, the OUOP subsystem is relatively closed, 

having a small number of critical links with other subsystems. Whereas 

other subsystems may carry out calculations only on a monthly basis. the 

OllOP calculations are likely to be daily [Grin78}. Maintaining separate 

files of information needed by ODOP is recommended by Modin [Modi 78}. 

because accessing the relatively small quantities of necessary data 

stored in the data base is time-consuming and puts a heavy load on the 

hardware. and adding the specialized OllOP information to the data base 

bogs it down. Nevertheless, some connections with the other subsystems 

are unavoidable. For 28 components of OUOP, three links with TEP, 18 

with MTS, and 20 with accounting are shown by Modin [Modi7S}. Tables 
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2.13 and 2.14 also show a significant number of links with other sub-

systems. 

A distinction is made between basic production, which involves 

producing those goods for which the enterprise was established, and aux

iliary production, which involves managing all other resources which go 

into the production process. The management of auxiliary production 

subsystem (DUVP) may be directed towards management of equipping and 

servicing basic production with instruments, transportation, or energy. 

and providing repairs. OUVP may also involve producing non-standard 

equipment which cannot be obtained elsewhere. The same techniques used 

for OUOP can be used for many of these items [Grin78]. The OUVP sub

system comes under the departments of the chief mechanic, the chief of 

energy, the chief of metallurgy, and the transportation and instrument 

departments [Ormm77J. 

The sales subsystem is sometimes called the subsystem for re

alization and sales. The "realization" of a product occurs when it has 

been shipped, received, and paid for (Le. accepted) by the customer. 

"Realization of production" was introduced as part of the Brezhnev

Kosygin economic reforms in an attempt to raise the level of interest of 

factories in shipping quality goods that would meet customer specifi

cations. In the Soviet seller's market, however, the measure failed to 

make any difference because customers still had no other supply alter-

natives. 
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The principle tasks of the sales system are to formulate an op

timal calendar plan for shipments. manage the movement of goods from 

warehouses and their shipment. and to account for receipts of payment 

for them from customers. The connection or che sales subsystem with 

other subsystems is limited to receiving plan targets from TEP and pro

duction data from OUOP [Grin78J. The subsystem also provides data about 

demand for the formulation of the corresponding section of the tekhprom

fioplan [Modi78]. The sales subsystem fa1ls under the department of 

sales [Ormm77] J but also involves the department of technical monitoring 

(monitors quality of shipped products), the finance department (for ac

counts receivable), and the accounting department, among others 

[Modi78] • 

About 50% of the total economic information in enterprises is 

accounting data, but this tends to be rather fragmented [Modi781. As 

noted above, accounting is broken down by time-frames into operational, 

bookkeeping, and statistical categories. Operational accounting tasks 

are kept separate in the OUOP subsystem. The major sections into which 

accounting is divided are for material valuables, labor and wages, pro

duction expenditures, basic capita], waste, ready production, shipments, 

and receipts, and financial activities. In [Modi78], 82 accounting 

reports for machine and instrument building are recommended as output 

for the accounting subsystem. The accounting subsystem is under the 

central bookkeeping department in the entf=I'prise. 



The chief purpose of the the subsystem for technical-economic 

planning (TEP) is to automate the calculation of the indicators that 

comprise the plan (tekhpromfinplan) of the enterprise. In order to do 
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this it relies both on data provlut!d from other subsysLems anu from 

directive data handed down from superior organizations, such as a11-

union associations, main administrations, and ministries. An initial, 

optimal plan is supposed to be calc.ulated without constraints based on 

present and future production capabilities, but this plan is replaced by 

compromise versions based on balancing the planning directives from 

above and solutions based on different optimality criteria IGrin78; 

Ocmm77J. It is from the TEP subsystem that crucial planning numbers are 

handed down for all subunits in the enterprise, broken down into quar

terly and monthly targets. The OASU of the Ministry and the OUOP sub

system are supposed to make heaviest use of the data produced by the TEP 

subsystem (Table 2.14). The TEP subsystem also handles some tasks for 

defining prices [Ormm77]. 

As stated above, the ORMM guidelines and TPRs are directed pri

l;;.:lrily at industrial enterprises in machine and instrument bu;lrllng. 

Guneyev et a1. compare the subsystems included in the ORMM guidelines. 

the methodology of the Scientific-Research Institute of Labor, and six 

other (unnamed) departmental standards. The OUOP, MTS, and TEP sub

systems appeared in all the normative documents. All included a TPF 

subsystem or several subsystems covering the same functions, and all in

cluded accounting subsystems of some type. Some other subsystems not 

covered by ORI·m are: management of fixed capital; labor and wages; 

cadre development; accounting of cadres; improvement of production and 



Table 2.14 

Links of the TEP Subsystem with Other Subsystems 

TEP Subsystem Parts 

Raising production 
efficiency 

Technical-economic 

Production and Sales 

Use of Basic Capital 

Material-technical 
Supply 

Labor and Wages 

Cost of Production 

Finance 

total 

Source: [Grin78, 301 

Other Subsystems 

TPP OUOP OUVP MTS Sales OASU 

68 
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management organization; and labor protection and safety technology 

[Gune77] • 

In the ferrous metallurgy branch, branch guidelines recommend 

introducing unIt six subsyst.e!llS at meLallutgy ",ntecprises. ThesE: slx 

subsystems (OUOP, OUVP, MTS, Sales, Finance, and Labor Resources) fit 

directly into the ORMM framework. Accounting is distributed throughout 

the other subsystems with the exception of some accounting and analysis 

for financial and material resources, which is carried out as a separate 

subsystem [Kozh82, 34-36J. Thus, the ORMM framework has not been fol

lowed uni'lersally, but has exerted a major influence on the way that 

ASUPs have been designed. 

2.3.3 Planning of ASUPs 

The planning of ASUPs wi thin branches was left to the ministries 

themselves, based on overall figures handed down from Gosplan. These 

figures were derived through an iterative process similar to the plan

ning process of any commodity: initial suggestions are made by Gosplan, 

ministries and enterprises pass up requests based on these figures, and 

Gosplan hands do~m the final plan. In the late 60s Gosplan established 

a department for coordinating the production and distribution of com

puters. Special subdivisions for the introduction of ASU in branches 

were to be created in the central apparatus of ministries and agencies. 

Thus, ASUPs were an innovation that was generally initiated from 

above. It is not clear to what extent enterprise directors could re

quest or reject ASUPs. The initial planning methodology merely stipu

lated that the average effectiveness coefficient for all ASUPs in a 
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branch had to be higher than the normative branch coefficient. The 

coefficients depended on a methodology for evaluating the economic ef

fectiveness of ASUP which relied on estimates of the payback period of 

the investment (see Section 6.2). However, the economic eflec.t at a 

system was not calculated until after the ASUP had been entered into the 

plan and the contracts with design organizations signed [Glus76d]. In 

many cases ministries did not even require the calculations for the 

first stages of the systems [Ches78]. The result was that. especially 

during the 1971-75 period, the methods used for planning ASUPs did not 

accurately reflect the ability or desire of enterprises themselves to 

have ASUPs. 

The first normative coefficients were apparently calculated by 

Gosplan using the actual resu1 ts fo,[" 79 enterprises out of a sample of 

about 300 taken in 1973. An average payback period (2.1 years) and 

standard deviation (.985) were determined, the distribution was found to 

be normal, and a ninety percent confidence interval for the payback pe

riod (3.35 years) was found. The inverse was the resultant normative 

coefficient of 0.3 [Laps77]. Various branches changed the cOl2fficient 

slightly (Table 2.15). If these data are also based on actual results, 

they give insight into which branches were better able to make use of 

ASUPs. The actual level of the normative coefficient used by Gosplan in 

the Tenth Five-Year Plan was probably 0.33 [Sol079). 

Since 1977, no ASUP could be introduced unless it was shown to 

have a economic effectiveness coefficient which was greater than the 

normative effectiveness coefficient set by the branch [Sol079]. This 

expanded role of the normative coefficient seems to have produced some 



Table 2.15 

Normallve Co,=fficients for Computer Introduction 

Branch Coefficient 

Minelektronprom 0.40 

Minmyas 0.36 

Minugol 0.36 

Mingeo 0.35 

Minstankoprom 0.35 

Mintyazhmash 0.34 

Minenergo 0.33 

Minprihor 0.33 

Minchermet 0.32 

Minstroy 0.32 

Minavtoprom 0.30 

Minkhimprom 0.30 

Minneft 0.30 

Minneftprom 0.30 

MPS 0.30 

Minselkhoz 0.25 

Minzhivmash 0.25 

Sources: [Kart 76, 107; Laps 77, 118; Solo 79 J 
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results. For example, the Chernovitsles Association under the Timber 

Ministry spent two years developing an ASUP only to have the project 

canceled when the requisite effectiveness could not be demonstrated 

[Blin791. In general, if che syscem was not effective, it was supposed 

to be sent back to the drawing board until some other combination of 

subsystem choices and calculations could make it effective [Ches78j. 

A 1984 article by Glushchenko demonstrates that the Soviets are 

still grappling with the problem of when the effectiveness calculations 

must be done. It outlines a means of making a preliminary calculation 

Ivh!ch can be used specifically by planning agencies [Glus84]. Neverthe

less, planning still takes place before the prospects for the ASUP have 

been thoroughly investigated. Another recommended approach is that or

ganizations have recent data on hand with which to evaluate effective

ness so that rational planning decisions can be made. Of course it is 

rather impractical or at least expensive to collect such precise data 

for all enterprises. However. this was done for the Ministry of Trans

portation Construction (Mintyazhstroy) [Pash80j. 



CHAPTER 3 

ASUP IN THE ENTERPRISE MILIEU 

In Chapter 2, the official rationale for introducing ASUPs was 

examined along with the specifics of what ASUPs are supposed to do. 

Many systemic barriers exist which effectively prevent computers from 

being used in the manner envisioned in the official accounts. These 

systemic barriers can be divided into two broad classes: those that 

late directly to enterprise operation, and those that relate to the 

internally- or externally-provided computing infrastructure. The latter 

set is concerned for the most part with technical aspects such as hard

ware, software, system design, and maintenance. These will be con

sidered in Chapters 4 and 5. The scope of this chapter is limited to an 

applications-oriented view of ASUP in the enterprise milieu. In Chapter 

6, the qualitative and quantitative impact of ASUP on the enterprise 

will be explored. This chapter begins by recounting a case of a failed 

ASUP. It illustrates some of the myriad problems that face a Soviet 

enterprise trying to introduce ASUP. 
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l.!..!. ~ ASU .£!!. the Auction Block 

In March, 1977, the Belorussian Republic Trust for the Con

struction and Installation of Thermal Power Stations (Belenergostroy) 

acquired a Minsk-32 computer for an ASUP. The All-Union Institute for 

Power Engineering Construction Organizations, headquartered in Novosi

birsk, was appointed the head developer. Thirty-one management tasks 

were ordered for the first stage. The order was cut back to 26, but at 

delivery time, only eight tasks were presented. Only five tasks were 

finally accepted. and of those, .. three turned out to be useless." The 

result was that the manager of Belenergostroy dec.ided to sell the com

puter, and put an advertisement for it in ~herniy Minsk (Evening 

Minsk) [Novi78b, 21. 

The author of the expose on Belenergostroy discloses a number of 

reasons for the demise. of the ASUP: (1) Two sets of records were kept, 

one which was sent to the ASU, and the other which was calculated by 

hand for use within the departments; (2) The ASUP department was cut off 

from the rest of the trust, ignored, and rebuffed with the tacit consent 

of the administration; (3) One of the tasks was "Monitoring of construc

tion and installation work at construction sites, supply of projects 

with all types of resources, and business documents." A report it gen

erated apparently uncovered many people who were "violating discipline" 

(i.e., stealing materials, loafing, etc.), and so the guilty parties 

stopped supplying any information about work fulfillment to the ad

ministratiollj (4) Both the Trust and the Main Administration were un pre-
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pared for computerization, and desired to stick to the old way. b8cause 

"shortcomings are not so obvious"; (5) the manager "succumbed to the cry 

of fashion," wanting to appear to be "progressive." The ASUP was created 

"for show"; (6) the organization immediately responsible for Belenergo-

stray, the Main Administration for Construction of Electric Power Plants 

and Networks (under Minenergo), wanted to fulfill its plan for bringing 

ASUPs on-line, so it accepted the incomplete system; and (7) The main 

administration would rIot accept computer-generated reports and required 

forms filled out by hand. 

The correspondent's indictment is not directed at Belenergostroy 

alone. The following statement underscores the fact that problems such 

as these have consistently hindered the smooth absorption of ASUP. 

In the early 70s economic managers were hit by a wave of 
fashion for electronic computers. Without knowing the machines' 
specific features, capabilities and operating conditions, and 
interpreting the words 'thinking machine' literally, some execu
tives hastened to buy computers and then announced that they had 
created ASU. Riding this wave, some were even able to pass for 
progressive managers. But not for long. 

Computers have not only colossal possibilities for improving 
the management of production, but enormous, explosive power 
against played-out methods of management as well. The computer 
demands a more refined culture of thinking and clerical work, a 
increase in the responsibility of literally every worker for the 
assigned joh, and even requires, if you will, a different morel 
climate in the collective. 

To find a location for the computer and select out workers 
for service - this is only the beginning, the first step. It's 
much harder to work out the tasks for the ASU, so that the tech
nology is fully loaded. And it's far from simple to psychologi
cally and professionally prepare the collective, and to teach 
people to work accurately, in a well-coordinated fashion, to 
fill out documents correctly, so that computers can use them 
[Novi78b, 2]. 
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This case study illustrates several of the most important themes 

that reappear again and again in this and the following chapters. 

First, the absorption of an ASUP requires significant changes in the way 

that the enterprise does business internally. In particular, marginal 

or illegal practices cannot be hidden unless duplicate sets of records 

are kept or data which would expose them is withheld. Second, re

lationships with external organizations, and particularly, with the 

ministry, main administration, or all-union production association which 

is directly above the enterprise. exert an enormous influence over what 

can and cannot be accomplished with ASUP. In this case, prestige, 

reporting requirements, and the need for plan fulfillment all bore heav

ily on the outcome of introducing the ASUP. 

This chapter focuses on the six components of enterprise manage

ment that have been extensively subjected to computerization. It cov

ers: supply. production engineering, production management, sales, 

accounting, and planning. The Belenergostroy case illustrates that one 

factor rarely is the principle hindrance to the effective absorption of 

computing. As each of the six functions are examined separately, it is 

well to keep in mind that face the whole range of problems described 

when assimilating an ASUP. 

l!.l Supply 

The chief characteristic of the supply system in the USSR for 

producer goods is perennial shortages brought about by overly taut 

plans. Shortages lead to a climate of uncertainty, changes in output 

mixes, poorer quality goods, the use of expediters to obtain goods, and 
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a host of other practices that generally fall outside the bounds of le

gitimate managerial activities. The five essential elements of the 

supply system are: centrally-controlled commodity lists for all major 

goods, enterprise-submit ted requirement statements, centrally-compiled 

physical balances, distribution plans, and allocation certificates. 

Goods cannot be obtained legally without these certificates [Ber176J. 

Of the five elements listed, the enterprise has direct control 

only over the requirements statement drawn up by its purcbasing depart

ment. Once the requirements are submitted, they almost certainly will 

be amended to fit the taut balance, so enterprise directors pad their 

requests as a matter of course. Padding is one of a number of "safety 

factors" which directors try to build into plans to guarantee that they 

can be fulfilled. The enterprises deal mainly with their ministries and 

with local supply organizations under the State Committee on Supply 

(Gossnab), while the ministries must deal with Gossnab, all-union supply 

organizations. and Gosplan. All sorts of opportunities for informal re

lationships are afforded by this system. An ASUP can help the enter

prise manager to better cope with some of the problems created by the 

organization of supply. but cannot change it significantly. 

The supply problem can be broken down into four parts. These 

are processing information, estimating supply needs, managing stocks 

once they have arrived. and monitoring and accounting. Most of the 

tasks in ASUP that deal with supply are contained within the subsystem 

for mater:l.al-technical supply (MTS). Sokolitsyn and Dubolazov outline it 

host of current problems in the machine building industry that the MTS 

subsystem can help solve [Soko80b]. Among them are: 
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o Information Processing and Estimating Needs 

- Actual quantity of information is more than can be rec.eived 

and processed by hand, which results in mistakes and dis

rupts normal reporting cycles. The calculations do not 

have multiple variants, and in some cases they are only es

timates. 

- Optimal planning and operational calculations cannot be 

made. 

- A long time exists between defining the requirements for 

materials and delivery to users. which leads to imbalances 

in the plans of production and supply. 

- The system of working out and presenting requisitions and 

specifications is very cumbersome t and the routing of plan

ning documentation has several levels, which leads to de

Vl.ys and losses of parts of the information during its 

transmission. 

o Stock Management 

- Norms for transitory stocks of production goods are es

tablished by directive with insufficient technical-economic 

bases. which leads to shortages or to maintaining supplies 

of goods which exceed norms. 

o Monitoring and Accounting 

- Monitoring and accounting for materials in warehouses and 

shops are imperfect, as is operational accounting of 

stocks. 

Only some of these problems are actually addressed by ASUP. 
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3.2.1 Information Processing and Estimating Needs 

The principle benefit of ASUP for supply is the ability of the 

enterprise to fully calculate its materials requirements based on fore

casts for next year's plan targets. Given the fact that requirements 

must be submitted along with the draft plan some six months in advance 

of the year in which they will be made. any oversights on the part of 

the enterprise can spell disaster. When used in conjunction with 

formulating plan targets. the ability to examine many options gives the 

enterprise the capability of tailoring its proposed plan to suppliers to 

which it expects to be assigned and knows are reliable. The ASUP should 

be able to meet the processing anrl accounting needs that cannot be met 

by manual systems. It can speed up calculations, but it cannot change 

the time-frame within which requirements must be submitted. The ASUP 

can improve the enterprise's capability to submit the proposed re

quisitions, but it cannot improve the performance of the bureaucracy 

above the enterprise level. 

Once the financial plan, the output plan, and the supply plan 

are handed down, the enterprise can use the ASUP to better calculate the 

extent of the deviations in these plans. When plan targets are changed 

during the year, as is frequently the case, the enterprise can use the 

ASUP to Immediately understand what implications the changes will have 

for the supply situation [Bobk78]. When expected supplies fail to ma

terialize, the ASUP can be used to formulate different plan targets that 

could be met with given supplies. Though obviously useful, such tasks 

were not included in the ORMM guidelines except in the crude sense of 
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being able to recalculate the plan. In practice, managers may not con

sider this capability worth the expense of an ASUP [Shch83bj. 

Since padding of requests is a way of life, the enterprise di-

rector who is serious about trying to use the computer roc Lhe fundlo[ls 

outlined above must decide whether or not to build the padding into the 

basic norms for material expenditures, or to adjust the figures once 

they are calculated. The latter option gives him the ability to apply 

other knowledge (e.g., what supply agencies are likely to accept), but 

affords less protection if a superior organization decides to audit the 

books. It would be quite difficult to set the norms in such a way as to 

be assured of a reasonable request across the board, and fiddling with 

the norms for this purpose could have side effects in other tasks. The 

TPP subsystem, for example, calculates and requires parts explosions in 

order to carry out engineering tasks and setting of norms. The TBP 

system uses these norms for calculating the production plans. 

3.2.2 Managing Stocks 

There are other problems associated with supply which the com

puter cannot readily address. Chief among these is the need to hoard 

extra stocks in the face of uncertain supplies. The level of hoarding 

is indicated in a very rough way by a 1965 estimate that 45 percent of 

industry's working capital was tied up in stocks that were over the 

norms for what should have been held [Ryav75]. Mathematical models that 

calculate the optimum (minimum cost) level of inventory based on stan

dard inventory replacement policies presume that: the inventory will ac

tually be replaced on-time. While noting that such models are 



well-founded sc:ientifically, Sokolitsyn and Dubolazov comment: 

..... existing supply conditions frequently do not allow the use of this 

method, since the level of current stocks is basically defined by the 

lot size of the delivery. which depends on the producer and the trans-

portation system" [Soko80b, 230J. In addition, they consider it quite 

difficult to define the incurred cost of supply deficits, and so advo

cate a method of calculating a constant supply level which uses a re

gression equation based on delivery sizes and times. minimum levels 

needed, and so forth. 
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In one year at the Azovstal' Ferrous Metallurgy Plant. according 

to S. Golobokov, the blast furnace section lost 3.2 million rubles be

cause one of its suppliers unclerfulfilled its plan 16.6 percent. Fifty 

percent of stoppages were due to supply deficits. In this year the 

blast furnac~s had to be refired 1,472 times due to poor supply 

[Go108Dc]. At one time, Golobokov advocated including transportation 

costs in calculations for optimal delivery sizes, and formulating a 

computer-generated graph that would nail down an hourly delivery sche

dule. A computer would also keep track of suppliers' shipments, and 

only then would "the user have the right inquire about the quality of 

every shipment" [Golo8Dc]. 

Both methods are predicated on stable, on-time deliveries. 50-

kolitsyn and Dubolazov note that these methods assume: "unchanging or 

slowly changing supply conditions, which is very realistic given exist

ing tendencies towards the long-term assignment of suppliers to users" 

[Soko80b, 230]. In 1980, 27 percent of enterprises had some contracts 

with other enterprises, and by 1990, 80 percent of relevant producer 
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goods are to be covered by them. Failure to deliver as specified can 

reduce or eliminate managerial bonuses [Schr82]. These contracts, 

though, are not under the direct control of enterprises. This was ori

ginally a provision of the Kosygin reforms. but never materialized. 

Instead, producers and consumers are assigned to one another by ter-

ritorial supply organizations of Gossnab. which have a direct interest 

only in ensuring that enterprises within their jurisdiction are well

supplied [Ber176j Ryav7Sj Schr71J. The provisions of the contracts 

are supposed to be enforced by state arbitration, but enterprises are 

unwilling to ruin their relationships with suppliers by taking them to 

court [Prav84hJ. T~e trend in supply is towards more centralized con

trol of goods by Gosplan, Gossnab, and specially-designated organ

izations in a number of high-profile "goal-directed" programs [Schr82]. 

Despite these measures designed to improve supply stability, it 

has remained erratic over the past two decades for two basic reasons. 

First, plans continue to be taut, leading to a seller's market and ine

vitable shortages [Ber176]. Second, the supply system continues to be 

administered from above, leading to further disallocations due to simple 

inability to foresee the future, narrow interests, and corruption. 

Schroeder goes so far as to say that stability is simply not realizable 

[Schr82] • 

Without the establishment of guarantees of stable supplies, the 

minimum reserve (strakhovoy zapas) must be set higher [Golo8De]. The 

current standard norm for the minimum reserve is 50 percent of the level 

of the current stocks. This number is not based on any real data. 0010-

bokov points out, and should be replaced by an estimate based on past 
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delivery performance [Gol08Dc]. In the system described above by 

Sokolitsyn and Dubolazov, which dealt with machine building enterprises, 

the minimum stock levels take into account the probability of shortages 

by dividing goous intI) three elas~e$ depenJing on the degree co which 

they are in short supply. For the worst category. the minimum reserve 

is doubled under this method [Sok080bj. Golobokoy's method is more so

phisticated. It is based on the standard deviations of the delivery 

time. the size of the delivery per train car, and the number of cars. 

For the Azovstal' suppliers, the minimum reserve under this method would 

have ranged from 15-330 percent of the current stock, with an average of 

88 percent and a standard deviation of 120.7 [GoloBDc]. 

Three years after Golobokoy's monograph appeared, he wrote a 

scathing assessment of the supply situation in metallurgy. reaching the 

conclusion that "under [current supply] conditions. no electronic com

puters will help at all" [GoloB3]. He points out the following salient 

aspects of the situation. Although the metallurgy industry is ver

tically integrated, the mining industry is lagging significantly behind 

metallurgical plants and the latter usually operate with a critical mar

gin of 2-3 days at best. The supply assortment is incomplete and the 

"plan" winds up being dictated completely by supply. The irregularity 

of delivery of railroad cars amounts to 300 percent, which means that a 

delivery that takes 5 hours on the average might take as long as 20 in 

some cases. Ten percent of this is due to late production. The rest is 

due to the dispatcher of the cars and the Ministry of the Railroads) 

which has jurisdiction once the cars reach the switching yards. The in

dividual stages of movement are regulated by the individual spheres of 
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influence of various branches, each of which can fulfill its plan 

without regard to the final result. The main indicators, for ex:ample, 

of the Ministry of Railways is ton kilometers and volumes of production 

in tons and rubles. It is only with a thorough restructuring of incen-

tlves towards the final results that the situa.tion will change. Golo-

bokov concludes: 

The slow renovation of organizational fundamentals of admin
istration of the enterprise provides rich soil for the develop
ment of false methods of solving problems. Certain managers 
still place great hopes in the utilization of electronic com
puters for strengthening of economic ties. This is partially 
explained by the considerable number of technical specialists 
who are engaged in economic and administrative problems. These 
ideas are quite common among specialists of information and com
puter centers in nonferrous metallurgy. But the solution to or
ganizational and economic problems cannot be reached by 
technical and economic-mathematical methods alone [Golo83J. 

The two examples given above for machine building and ferrous 

metallurgy illustrate two extremes. On the one hand, the ferrous metal-

lurgy enterprise has a relatively small, stable number of suppliers for 

many raw materials, has a good working knowledge of the transportation 

system, and has relatively little room to maneuver with respect to using 

expediters. The machine building enterprise, on the other hand, has a 

large number of goods to produce and a large number of relatively un-

stable suppliers. Here it is not possible to calculate the standard de-

viation of the levels in train cars, so a simpler ternary system is 

selected. In a rough sense, therefore, as the complexity of the supply 

problem increases, the likelihood of using "scientific hoarding" de-

creases, and run-of-the-mill hoarding is more likely to obtain. 
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Even in the case of metallurgy, however, it is clear that the 

algorithm described is not being used, and is not useful. It is impos-

sible to gain the participation of the suppliers. the railroad minis-

trie;:;, ar.d the supply organizations which the algorithm requires. to.'hat 

is even more significant is that Azovstal' is not an average plant, but 

is one of the highest priority plants in the branch, enjoying special 

provislo11S to encourage innovation and importing Western equipment 

[Gold84bj. Thus, the fact that Golobokov's expectations for the effica-

ciaus use of computers soured takes on greater weight. 

Metallurgy is not the only industry which is suffering because 

of the indifference or lack of capacity of the Ministry of Railways. 

This ministry has been the subject of much criticism of late, including 

the dismissal of its minister [Kron82b]. Shortages of cars, partly due 

to poor repair practices; unbalanced investment which has left yard ca-

pacities underdeveloped; and the strain of operating close to capacity 

have all contributed to serious delivery problems. The ensuing short-

ages cause production stoppages because of undelivered supplies and be-

cause of inability to remove finished products. At the Uralkalii. 

Production Association, for instance, the second ore-processing section 

(with 2,700 workers) was shu t down all of November and December, 1981 

because sufficient raw materials were not delivered. Allan Kroneher 

notes: 

In the first quarter of 1981, the backlog in freight shipments 
included two million tons of oil and petroleum products, 1.7 
million tons of iron and manganese! ore, 7.6 million tons of 
timber, and 2.7 million tons of chemical and mineral fer
tilizers... More than half a million freight cars were dis
patched to the wrong destinations in 1980... [Rail 
transportation] is one of the most defective branches of the 
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Soviet economy... Its poor performance is creating major prob
lems for its customers [KronB3f]. 

Gosplan estimates that yearly losses in industry due to transportation 

problems amount to 6.5 billion rubles [SchrBS]. Indirect evidence of 

increased attempts by enterprises to vertically integrate suggest that 

the supply situation if becoming worse [Hans84bl. Consequently, it is 
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highly unlikely that hoarding will decrease on the basis of the MTS sub-

system until the nature of the supply system changes significantly. 

Eighty percent of total supplies now reside with consumers [GoloB3l. 

An example of the effect of erratic supplies in the electronics 

industry occurred at the L'vov TV Plant, which has been hailed as one of 

the premier ASUPs in the country. Despite the fact that a production 

monitoring system was set up which was designed for supply precision of 

minutes, supplies would be planned with a precision of three to four 

months. Consequently, worker time loses, which were supposed to be 

significantly reduced by the ASUP, barely changed [Glusal}. 

A more realistic approach to the supply situation is taken by 

Ostapenko et al., who recognize that the only calculations that are per-

formed centrally which have any validity are those for which the supply 

will actually equal the demand. In all other cases, it is up to the 

material-technical supply department to recalculate the plan. Because 

of the centralized nature of ASUP, no effective tools have been given to 

them to handle this situation. A non-trivial amount of adjustments are 

performed by hand. Their article described the use of an SM-4 mini-

computer and a local data base to serve workstations in the MTS depart-

ment of a branch [Osta82bJ. 
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When supplies are unobtainable through official c.hannels. the 

chief means of obtaining them involves circumventing the hierarchical 

supply bureaucracy by going directly to supplier enterprises. The 

enterprise must be able to supply some kind of requisition in order to 

obtain the goods, and this might involve buying one illegally, getting 

one kind of requisition reclassified into a higher priority one, ate.! 

The methods used here are limited only by the imagination of the ex

pediters, who have arisen to fulfill this vital function [BerIS7; 

Gran791. Expediters must be financed, goods must he found to trade for 

other goods, bribes must be covered, or palms must be greased in the 

more general sense of currying favor (blat). These activities, which 

are crucial to the success of the enterprise, have little if anything to 

do with ASUP. Perhaps the only connection might be using the ordering 

algorithms mentioned above to rank expediter trips by priority. 

A variation of this technique is to send expediters or enter

prise officials to Moscow to bribe the relevant ministry officials, who 

then secure supply channels. A recent expose of the Bratsk Hydroele

ctric Station Construction Administrati.on is typical of the kinds of 

reports that appear regularly in the press [Kriv84]. In one year, of

ficials of the trust made as many as 300 trips to Moscow, visiting (and 

giving "gifts" to) high officials of the Ministry of Power and Electri

fication (the parent ministry), Gosplan, the Ministry of the Railroads, 

Gossnab, and so forth. The director testified that they engaged in such 

practices because of the "imbalance in the plan, stoppages in the work 

of rail transport, [and] low delivery discipline": common occurrences 

in the Soviet economy. 
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Another problem is that supplies which are obtained may not wind 

up being available for use in production. If they are of a lower qual

ity than ordered, the ASUP may aid the production engineering department 

to calculate necessary adjustments in production processes or the design 

of finished goods so that the substandard goods can be used. More pro

blematical is dealing with the pervasive stealing from warehouses which 

is a foregone conclusion in many Soviet enterprises. 

3.2.3 Monitoring and Accounting 

The largely anecdotal evidence about pilfering in Soviet in

dustry makes it difficult to quantify the ensuing shortfalls in 

supplies. Konstantin Sirnis argues that it is a way of life because 

stealing from the state is not considered immoral, because the low wages 

are simply not enough to live on, and because people use the goods that 

they obtain from their job as a means of bartering for all sorts of 

other necessary items [Simi82]. The recent Andropov campaign for 

tighter labor discipline uncovered numerous cases of theft [Tens83b J. 

Recently, the minister of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (the ministry 

which oversees the local police, or militsiya), V. Fedorchuk, issued a 

frank statement which offers rare, high-level confirmation of the 

magnitude of this problem. Forty percent of all loses in railroad 

transportation of freight are due to theft. At several automobile 

plants. the new cars have to be rehabilitated before they can be sold 

because they have already been stripped. Fedorchuk also mentions large 

thefts of fuel (gasoline). thefts of spare parts at automobile enter

prises that amount to "major loses." widespread thefts in the food, meat 
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and dairy, and fish industries, and thefts in other branches [Fedo84]. 

Eighty percent of agricultural construction in Western Siberia is done 

by the "do-it-yourself" method, i.e. using materials that were somehow 

"obtained" ... ithout proper requisitions IFeo£85]. Stealing may also be 

prompted by expediters from other factories who are trying to obtain 

scarce goods and go directly to the production floor to get them 

[BerlS7]. 

Stealing cannot take place withcut the tacit consent of foremen, 

guards. and other managers all the way up to the enterprise directors, 

who often get "their share" in return for keeping quiet. Any manager 

who refuses to go along with this system will either be co-opted or re

moved. Simis maintains: " ••. everything we know tells us that any mana

ger who tries to act strictly in accordance with the law, without 

resorting to bribery, cheating his customers, or speculating, is either 

brought into line by the system and compelled to play by its rules or 

else is expelled by that system. This fact has been verified many times 

experimentally ..... [Simi82, 218]. Although Simis' information deals 

largely with retail sales stores, he also gives the case of two men who 

managed to steal entire car assemblies from the Gorkiy Automobile Plant 

[Simi82]. 

Simis relates the case of a retired Army officer who was sent in 

to manage a large fabrics store honestly. Without the bribery necessary 

to get good supplies, all stocks became difficult to get. the employees 

no longer had scare goods to steal and trade, the sales plan was not 

fulfilled. and bonuses were not paid. The desperate employees handed 

him an ultimatum: either resume the regular practices, or they would 
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"cook up a case" against him in order to get rid of him! And he gave in 

[Simi82]! For a more recent example of corruption, see [111e84J. 

Stealing is not limited to supplies, but applies to subassemblies, 

finished products, tools and other means of production, and thus, in ad

dition to the supply tasks, affects the ability to maintain accurate in

ventory records and the amounts of goods available for sale (sales and 

TEP subsystems) 

Thus, it is difficult to believe that any ASUP that would limit 

or curtail this practice could meet with practical acceptance in a Sov

iet enterprise, In the Belenergostroy case, for example, line manage

ment refused to supply data to the ASUP department once they discovered 

that it was being used to better monitor their ac.tivities. "Monitoring 

and accounting for materials in warehouses and shops" and "operational 

acc.ounting of stocks" are likely to remain "imperfect." If such monitor

ing cannot take place, then how is the raw data to be collected which is 

necessary to provide better inventory management? In fact, the goal of 

monitoring in the MTS subsystem is limited to signaling when stocks are 

below the minimum or above the maximum level [Shev80; Soko80bj. 

Another strain on the monitoring and accounting of supplies 

arises in conjunction with the expediter. Enterprises often have to 

give in order to get. Ways must be found to hide these transactions in 

the records. This may involve getting goods falsely classified as being 

above reserve norms, which permits them to be sold off to other enter

prises. Or it may involve getting goods classified as rejects which are 

then traded (or trading real rejects). Another problem is financing the 

expediter's activities. Depending on how aggregated the data is in the 
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ASUP, hiding these activities in manual doc.uments may prove to be 

easier. Enterprises which do not utilize the services of an expediter 

cannot survive [BerIS?]. so the choice between protecting the enterprise 

and using an ASUP is simple: if the ASUP causes expediter accivities to 

be curtailed, it will not be used. The need to conceal illicit ac:tivi-

ties per.tains. of course. to every area of enterprise management and is 

a recurring theme of this chapter. 

Thus. the supply problems that enterprises face are considerably 

greater than those outlined at the beginning of this section. ASUPs can 

improve the level of supply planning, but cannot guarantee that what is 

requested will be granted. ASUPs can improve the planning of inven

tories I but cannot prevent disastrous problems due to non-deliveries. 

ASUP may be able to improve monitoring stocks on hand, but only in an 

aggregated fashion that will not threaten individuals who pilfer. 

l!l Products and Production Technology 

The management of production technology can be broken down into 

two parts: ;naintenance and enhancement of existing technology and the 

acquisition, development, and introduction of nf!W technology. Simi

larly, established products can be distinguished from new ones. There 

are large differences in the attitude of enterprises towards these two 

activities. Current products and production technologies are the key to 

plan fulfillment and are of high priority. Introducing new products and 

production technologies are fraught with difficulties, not only because 

of their relatively low priority .. but because of the structure and eco

nomics of Soviet industry as a whole. 
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3.3.1 Existing Technologies 

Since bonuses are dependent first of allan production levels J 

maintenance of existing technologies takes on a great deal of impor

tance. "Maintenance" in this sense includes managing design documenta

tion for units, assembly lines, processes, etc.; providing the 

necessary documentation for production flows throughout the factory; 

providing documentation for repairmen; and maintaining archives of 

parts descriptions. Incremental innovation applied to existing techno

logies and products is one of the chief ways that an enterprise can re

duce costs, raise profits, promote goods from one quality category to 

another) increase labor productivity, reduce energy expenditures, and 

increase value added. Thus, maintenance and enhancement substantially 

influence plan fulfillment, and epitomize the main goal set before so

cialist enterprises: with given resources and output targets, produce 

in the most economical way possible. 

The standard tasks which are part of the TPP subsystem do not 

involve computer aided design (CAD) as such and are somewhat limited in 

scope [Ormm77; Tpra75J. A portion of the tasks are devoted to managing 

the process of production engineering itself using network planning 

techniques. Real gains can be realized here in avoiding the necessity 

of recalculating everything from scratch when a project goes off sche

dule, as is the usual procedure [Vlas77]. Defining the quantities, 

labor-intensiveness and cost of work at various stages of the TPP pro

cess is done by calculating norms based on statistical data for the de

sign of similar parts, classification of parts by characteristics, 

complexity, and learning curves [Soko80bJ. 
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The most common task in the TPP subsystem is the formation of a 

file of which parts are used in which goods (VP) (Siny83b; Vlas77]. 

This file is developed on the basis of a number of other doc.uments 

(Ta!:Jle 3.1). The pl'epardtion of most of these documents does not appear 

to be automated. For a product that has 20,000 pa.rts, the creation of 

this file is said to take 40 man-days [Vlas77]. Other calculations that 

go along with these determine configurations of machines, inter-shop 

technological routings, and assembly instructions [Ormm77]. 

The bulk of the remaining tasks calculate produc.tion norms for 

labor by parts and assemblies, by types of work, by professions, etc.; 

norms for materials expenditures; norms for the use of various instru

ments, tools, dies, etc.; and the demand for instruments, dies, tools, 

etc. for the production of new goods. These norms are used in many 

other subsystems and constitute one of the most important "products" of 

the TPP subsystem. However, a significant part of these norms are still 

calculated by hand [Siny83bJ. 

In order to implement the above tasks, a classification of parts 

must be carried out. Sokolitsyn and Dubolazov describe such a classifi

cation for machine building enterprises. Under this scheme, each part 

is given a design number and a technology number. The design number 

contains information which is based on the geometry of the part; the 

structure of this classification is hierarchical. The technology number 

contains characteristics of the part such as size, material, surface 

qualities, precision, mass, etc. A file is then created whi.ch contains 

these numbers. the numbers of the drawings associated with the part and 

the number of the basic shop in which it is prepared. This information 



Table 3.1 

Steps and Documents in Design Process at Enterprises 

Office of Head Designer creates drawings with specifi
cations 

The following documents are created: 
Summary specifications document (SP) 
preliminary list of purchased goods (PG) 
List of PG per product 
Norms of the use of PG 
Summary norms of the use of PG created (Approved and 

agreed to- by higher organizations) 
Quarterly list of changes of norms of use of PG 
Quarterly list of changes of norms for use of PG 

Office of Head Technologist receives drawings and 
specifications 

Computer Center sends summary specifications 

Computer Center creates list of where parts are used 
(VP) 

Office of Head Technologist creates technological 
routing, sizes of input materials, blanks. etc. bas"d 
on SP and VP 

Schematic on production of a good sent to Bureau of 
Material Norms, which, using it and the drawings 
calculates materials use per part, specified and 
summary norms of material use 

Source: [VIas 77, 84-85] 
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can be used to investigate classes of parts, define norms for new parts, 

and so forth [Soko80b J • 

This approach shares much in common with "group technology," 

which was developed in the USSR as early as the late 308. Ironically J 

the Soviet effort to assimilate it fizzled when the three institutes in 

Leningrad that were its chief proponents under the regionally oriented 

Khrushchevian sovnarkhoz system were divided by the 1965 Kosygin reform 

[Gray82bJ. Group technology was first introduced in Europe in the early 

70s. 

In the United States. group technology was introduced by the 

Metal Research Institute of the Netherlands Organization for Applied 

Scientific Research, among others. The Organization for Industrial Re

search, Inc. now markets a group technology system (MICLASS) which grew 

out of this work [OirBO]. Several other systems are also available. 

Unlike the Soviet version, which makes no mention of query capabilities, 

the HICLASS system includes modules for classif ication, retrieval, sort

ing, automation of production routing sheets or process plans. costing. 

analysis of parts families. cluster analysis. graphics. machine tool ca

pacity planning, and so forth [Hout76; Hout80]. The payoff of group 

technology comes not only from providing for rationalized classifica

tion, but more importantly from using this classification to organize 

"cells" of machine tools by similarity of parts [Hayd80]. MICLASS has 

gained increasing usage in U.S. industry [Oir78; Oir79; Ynte7BJ. It 

was initially offered either through commercial time-sharing services or 

on an inexpensive PDP-II/OS or PDP-II/34 minicomputer. 
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The MICLASS system uses a unified data base which can be linked 

into other parts of an HIS, but as of 1980 did not use a generalized 

DBMS for the data. The number of files that are maintained in just the 

five tasks in the TPR ror the TP}? subsystem demonstrates a much greater 

degree of fragmentation. A detailed description of the 67 files used in 

all the tasks in the TPRs, along with an explanation of thE! fields in 

each record, is given in the TPR for TPP. Of these 67 files, 26 are 

used by TPP, 13 by TEP, 21 by accounting, 22 by MrS, 2 by OUOP, and 12 

by sales; 39 files are used by ooe subsystem. 25 by two, and 3 by three 

(3 files are not used) [Tpra75j. Using a system such as MICLASS is well 

within the range of Soviet minicomputers (the SM-4 would be sufficient), 

but problems might be encountered in acquiring sufficient terminals 

(Otis Engineering alone used 220 terminals with MICLASS [Broc79]). 

Thus, the TPP tasks depend on files of reference information 

which are provided by the relevant departments in the enterprise and 

consist primarily of sorting files, matching records, performing cal

culations, and so forth [Tpra75J. They are run in batch mode, do not 

include graphics, and do not involve the creative parts of the 

engineer's task. Apparently. archives of engineering drawings, schema

tics for use on the shop floor, repair drawings, etc. are still drawn 

and maintained largely by hand. 



3.3.2 New Products and Production Technologies 

Comparatively little actual research and development work is 

done by enterprises for new products and technologies. Soon after the 

revolution, the Soviet leaders made the fundamental choice of locating 

R&D in scientific-research institutes, separate from the enterprises 
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that eventually bring developments into production [Ber1761. Moving R&D 

away from enterprises has resulted in fragmentation of the design pro

cess. Most R&D organizations lack facilities for engineering design, 

engineering design organizations do not prepare blueprints. blueprints 

must be prepared by product design organizations. and progress is ex

tensively reviewed a.fter each stage. Each organization is willing to 

take responsibility only for its portion of the work [Berl76]. This 

chain of organizations is broken by the absence of sufficient pilot pro

duction facilities. Gustafson has shown that the industrial ministries 

are putting minimal investment into development and pilot production, 

and that the facilities which do exist are easily co-opted into becoming 

series production enterprises for the lack of orgaI'.izations willing to 

take over production. Of new products without a pilot production stage, 

the vast majority do not find their way into production without major 

alterations [Gust81]. The end results are much longer lead times and 

poor quality work [Mart84]. 

This choice is reflected in the TPP subsystem, where a relative

ly small number of tasks are directed towards new products. These tasks 

are devoted to managing the development of new products using network 

planning techniques to find critical paths and manage the development 

process, and to calculating requirements for materials, etc. once the 
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products have been fully designed. The network planning task may in

volve subcontracting parts of the work out to some of these other organ

izations [Soko80bj J but the enterprise has little control over how they 

allocate resources and when they actually fulfill their assignments 

[Bobk79bj. The network of critical paths can have little overall bene

fit in this case. In almost all the descriptions of the TPP subsystem, 

the assumption is made that automation begins once specifications have 

been transmitted from the office of the head designer or from an outside 

organization. The TPP system has almost no impact on design as such. 

CAD systems arose first in scientific-research institutes, and have 

penetrated a relatively small number of enterprises [Siny83bJ. 

In 1968, a major Central Committee decree launched a variety of 

experimental reforms in the management of innovation. These included: 

goal-directed program planning, targeted funding, scientific-research 

associations, and more development and pilot production facilities 

[GustSlj. These and other reforms can be thought of as having either 

one of two goals: to improve the links between autonomous organizations 

involved in the design process, or to eliminate the barriers entirely by 

putting them under a single roof. The former type of reforms include 

direct contractual links between enterprises and research institutes, 

socialist competition between design organizations, full-cycle planning, 

and targeted funding. These are of less interest, since they have had 

limited impact in improving the integration of the design process 

[Ber176; GustSI; Mart84]. Under these reforms the enterprise still 

has relatively little control over the supply of R&D services. 
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Although most R&D work has been concentrated away from enter

prises, some of the largest enterprises have managed to maintain their 

own special design bureaus, laboratories. and even scientific-research 

institutes. (The ve"ry first ASUPs wece designed by laboratories at

tached to specific enterprises [Makh74].) Enterprises have shown r2-

luctance to have their own R&D facilities because of the difficulty of 

attracting qualified personnel, a negative impact of increased staffing 

on overall labor product! vi ty indicators, and the inabili ty to reap pro

fits from sales of new technologies to other enterprises [Ber176; 

Mart84]. Two reforms have addressed the absence of in-house R&D. The 

creation of about 150 scientific-production associations (NPO) merged 

enterprises, experimental production facil! ties, design bureaus, and 

scientific-research institutes. The NPOs are specifically modeled after 

American "high-technology" corporations and are supposed to put scien

tists in overall command [GustSI]. Only a few NPOs represent truly in

tegrated organizations, however [Agan84]. More generally, the creation 

of production associations has increased the size of basic production 

units to the extent that they can afford to invest more in R&D. The 

NPOs have R&D as their primary goal, while R&D in the associations is 

directed towards product improvement and new product development and 

production [Berl76]. 

In order to be effective, CAD must encompass the entire design 

process. An integrated CAD system is a means of eliminating inter

mediate stages, even to the point of eliminating all paper drawings. 

Simulation models based on the CAD data base can replace hard testing 

facilities. There is much less gain if the results of automated design 
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at one stage must be entered into a computer or even manipulated by hand 

at a later stage. 

Given the fragmentation of the R&D process. there is little 

doube [hac even if scIentific-research inslitutes develop produets using 

CAD, the rest of the cycle is likely to proceed along the same manual 

path with all of its concomitant drawbacks. Production engineering and 

product design organizations have been given low priority in the dis-

tribution of computing equipment, and their computerization has not pro-

gressed very far [Last78; Shka83]. Throughout the 70s, the procedures 

for valuing multiple variants based on the same design were such that 

design organizations had little incentive to do this, yet CAD systems 

are ideally suited for incorporating variations into basic designs 

[DykeB3d]. Because CAD could eliminate the role of the design insti-

tutes altogether, is likely to encounter heavy resistance from them. 

The recent literature documents a growing number of CAD systems 

at enterprises, associations (both scientific-production and pro-

duction), and scientific-research and production engineering institutes. 

In the computer production industry, for example, circuit design systems 

exist for the major computer families. and CAD systems are in place at 

several of the major production facilities. l The Uralmash Association, 

1. For CAD systems for the Unified Series (ES) computers. see 
[SovbB2b]. For the Small Machines Series (SM), see [GoId8lb; Zaba8lJ. 
For use of CAD in designing the El'brus-l and -2 machines. see [Burt78]. 
For CAD use at the Vil'nyus Computer Plant. Elektronmash, the Minsk Com
puter Production Association, and the Sigma Association, see [Litm79; 
PravBOe; Sovb82b; SovlS3c] respectively. For CAD use in the design of 
advanced multiprocessor computers, see [Naum83]. 
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which includes ten enterprises. has an archive of eight million design 

drawings which can be s~arched by computer [Pravne]. The Institute of 

Technical Cybernetics of the Belorussian Academy of Sciences has been 

one of the leadiug developers of CAD systems and has worked closely 011 

them with Belorussian enterprises including the Minsk Computer Pro

duction Association, the Minsk Automobile Factory, the "Gorizont" 

Production Association, and the Minsk Factory of Automatic Lines 

[Roma82b; Sovb82b]. More than 30 CAD systems have been introduced in 

enterprises of Minpribor over the past few years [Shka83]. Developments 

have also been made in the machine tools industry (Kono83b; StoIB3], 

the aircraft industry [Kuzm771. and in the design of mines [Tsoy791. 

This listing is by no means complete. A major initiative by the GKNT 

provided for the development of CAD for close to 90 organizations and 

enterprises by 1980, and CAD is a high-priority area for the 11th Five

Year Plan [Gknt83; Kamk82; Myas77; Myas79bJ. An automated system for 

TPP, which probably includes some CAD functions, reportedly produced a 

savings of 820,000 rubles per year at the Akyubrentgen Factory after it 

was introduced in 1979 [Katk82]. 

Thus, the limited impact of TPP has consisted in improving the 

management of those parts of the design process taken on by the enter

prise, helping enterprises to classify parts in a unified manner, and 

automating a large number of straightforward calculations. These cal

culations are all essential functions, but cover a relatively small pro

portion of the total TPP work done. Unlike some of the other 

applications, the automation of design would appear to be an area in 

which considerably more can be done at the enterprise level without 
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running into problems with ministries, Gossnab, or other high-level or-

ganizations. This is particularly true with respect to relatively minor 

enhancements of existing products j that is. within the range of opera-

tions that enterprises are willing to take on. The addition of com-

puterized archives of drawings, a greater range of engineering support 

tools. and further computerization of tr,e existing information flows 

could apparently be accomplished without running into any external bar-

rlers. 

However, here enterprises run up against a different regulatory 

agency, the State Committee on Standards (Gosstanclart), which has been 

exerting an increasing influence on the way that production engineering 

is done. Standards for products playa necessary, if imperfect role in 

regulating quality and setting prices [Berl76]. Over the course of the 

last 16 years, Gosstandart has published more than 150 standards as part 

of the Unified System of Design Documentation (YeSKD) [Gost82, 

3.92-3.99J. As one engineer at a large locomotive design institute put 

it: 

We had not managed to complete the introduction of the YeSKD 
when the YeSDP [Unified System of Tolerances and Fittings] ap
peared, and then there was a new system of units of measurement, 
and now there is a YeSKD classifier. All these systems must be 
introduced at various times and require a complete revision of 
design and technological documentation that exists in production 
[Kats83]. 

This new YeSKD "classifier" requires changing the number system on all 

blueprints in archives [Bedn83J. Expenditures on blueprints and techni-

cal specifications went up at one design institute by 25-30 percent 

after the YeSKD was introduced [Kap183b]. 
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Such interference from above is simultaneously a powerful induc

ement to computerize and a powerful hindrance. On the one hand, a fully 

developed automated blueprint system would make responding to such 

Chd'ig8S £81- 1:l1Ulk'1~r. Oil the oLlie.r, if the changes are so frequent that 

they outpace the ability of systems analysts and programmers to update 

it, the computerized system will soon become just another albatross 

around the enterprise's neck. Corporations in the West have control 

over documentation standards, and can introduce changes in conjunction 

with the capabilities of the MIS department to modify the software. 

Some of the CAD systems in enterprises have produced major bene

fits. Among the gains reported in the literature are the following: At 

the Ul'yanovsk Main Special Design Bureau for Heavy Machinery Tools I 

3,500 drawings were produced in 29 man-hours, whereas previously 7,000 

man-hours were required [Bbcw83f). At the Krasniy Prole tar l'1achine Tool 

Building Plant, labor ex:penditures on machine tool design were reduced 

20 percent [StoI83). At the Sigma association computer design was ac

celerated five times by a CAD system [Sovl83c). The length of design 

was reduced by 70 percent at the Gorizont Production Association 

[Sovb82b). 

In the vast majority of enterprises with ASUP, the automation of 

design work has not progressed very far. In enterprises with CAD 

systems, the CAD systems are not integrated with the ASUP, but maintain 

separate data bases, and cannot drive the TPP calculations. This situa

tion arose for familiar reasons: engineers had difficulty in gaining 

access to the computer center I mainframes were poorly suited for CAD 

applications, institutes which designed CAD systems were separate from 
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institutes which designed ASUP, and so forth. CAD systems in the US are 

also largely stand-alone systems. and it is only in a small number of 

factories where flexible manufacturing systems have been installed that 

the CAD data base drives some of the kinds of calculations found in the 

TPP subsystem. In the USSR, the fragmentation of the design process 

alone and the traditionally small amount of R&D work performed byenter

prises is likely to continue to limit the role played by CAD in most 

enterprises. The traditional reluctance of enterprises to innovate is 

based not only on problems with the supply of R&D, but on a host of 

other factors such as difficulty in obtaining supplies J inflexibility in 

setting prices, problems with plan targets, and the like. Under such 

circumstances, it is doubtful that investing in CAD will be accorded 

high priority by enterprise managers. 

~ Production Hanagement 

Soviet managers have the greatest autonomy on the shop floor, 

and they exercise it in order to meet the primary goal of fulfilling the 

production plan. If the main benefits of ASUP, production increases and 

cost reductions, to be realized, they must be reali.zed by changes in 

the way the shop operates. Consequently. the OUOP subsystem has gener

ally been the most widespread task in ASUP (Section 6.1). 

Many Soviet authors consider production management in general, 

and the operational management of basic production (OUOP) subsystem in 

particular, to be of greatest importance in ASUP [Siny83b; Soko80b; 

Zhim76c 1. A survey of a number of Soviet enterprises shm.ed that about 

40 percent of production loses were due to lack of synchronization of 
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production, and poor coordination and incomplete organization of supply. 

The DUOP subsystem is said to be able to reduce production loses by 

50-60 percent [Mam181b]. Experts surveyed in 1983 expected a large im

pact from the OUOP subsystem (Table 3.2). Values of savings achieved at 

103 enterprises were taken as a starting point, and the average savings 

~"ere hroken down in detail as to the sources and expected effects of the 

subsystem. For example, waste was supposed to be reduced by 7.35 per

cent and profits were supposed to increase by 3.93 percent thanks to the 

subsystem [Krue83]. 

Chumachenko and Zabotina, who studied a number of enterprises in 

the Donbass region and in Mintyazhmash, found that the current, manual 

system for production scheduling left much to be desired. The basic 

time-frame was a month. Targets for numbers of products were first bro

ken down by shop, and then were further broken down by shop management. 

Because of the large number of calculations involved, the aggregate shop 

targets did not take into account the relative loading of all the ma

chine tools. Chumachenko and Zabotina presented data from the Donetsk 

Hachine Building Plant imeni Lenin Komsomol of the Ukraine which showed 

large discrepancies in the implied loading of equipment that was made 

necessary by the plan targets, ranging from 26 percent to 319 percent of 

capacity. In virtually every enterprise studied, more than half of the 

wasted time within shops was attributed to poor operational management 

[Chum77). Others have also indicated that the manual system has forced 

managers to resort to significant simplifications and omissions 

[Star841. 



Table 3.2 

Percentage Savi.ngs for OllOP Subsystem Tasks 

Sublilystem SaV'lngs as a Pen:entage of the Base Level 

Parts and assembly 
demand plan for 

enterprise 
shop 

Parts and assembly 
turnover and ac-
ceptance plan 

Parts and assembly 
operational turn-
over plan by shop 

Parts and assembly 
correction plan 
by products 

Calendar plan for 
Product assembly 
Production 
Optimal operation 

plan schedule 

Equipment load and 
throughput 

Intershop delivery 
plan fulfillment 
accounting 

physical 
volume 

Process stock 
status accounting 

Savings of Produc- Freeing 
Wages of Cut in tion of' 
Production Waste Growth Working 
Workers Losses Profits Capital 

0.06 0.30 
0.18 0.18 0.56 

0.36 0.34 

0.12 0.12 0.43 

0.06 0.19 

0.06 0.12 
0.12 0.31 

0.07 2.97 0.08 

0.24 1.13 0.39 0.77 

0.28 0.23 
0.15 0.12 

0.21 0.10 1.30 

-------------------------------------------------------
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Table 3.2, continued 

Subsystem Savings as a Percentage of the Base Level 

Daily plan fulfill- 0.26 1.13 0.20 
ment by section 

Intrashop part stock 0.01 0.46 0.44 
status accounting 

Daily parts movement 0.15 0.30 
balance sheet 

Parts, assemblies. 0.07 0.09 0.26 
rej ects movement 
accounting 

Calendar planning 0.05 0.48 

Assembly shop plan 0.17 0.46 0.31 
fur fillment ac-
counting 

l-lorker production O.lO 2.12 0.13 
assignment output 

Flagging & analysis 0.08 0.14 0.19 
of lagging orders 

Plan fulfillment 0.12 0.18 
accounting in 
norm-hours 
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Table 3.2, continued 

Subsystem Savings as a Percentage of the Base Level 

Equip- Shop Factory-
rnent Shop wide 
out- out- out-
lays lays lays 

Parts and assembly 
demand plan for 

enterprise 0.26 0.59 
shop 0.23 0.53 0.35 

Parts and assembly 0.32 0.54 0.30 
turnover and ac-
ceptance plan 

Parts and assembly 0.16 0.45 
operational turn-
over plan by shop 

Parts and assembly 0.07 0.22 0.16 
corrected plan by 
products 

Calendar plan for 
Product assembly 0.16 0.42 0.46 
Production 0.07 0.43 0.19 
Optimal operation 
plan schedule 0.24 0.14 0.14 

Equipment load and 0.77 0.47 0.16 
throughput 

Intershop delivery 
plan fulfillment 
accounting 

physical 0.12 0.27 0.15 
volume 0.21 0.32 

Process stock 0.09 0.25 0.25 
status accounting 

Daily plan fulfill- 0.23 0.49 0.23 
ment by section 

-------------------------------------------------------
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Table 3.2. continued 

Subsystem Savings as a Percentage of the Base Level 

Intrashop part stock 0.20 0.29 
status accounting 

Daily parts movement 0.44 0.19 
balance sheet 

Parts, assemblies, 0.29 
rejects movement 
accounting 

Calendar planning 0.06 0.25 

Assembly shop plan 0.14 0.39 
fulfillment ac-
counting 

Worker production 0.08 0.20 0.14 
assignment output 

Flagging & analysis 0.09 0.08 
of lagging orders 

Plan fulfillment 0.06 0.26 
accounting in 
norm-hours 

Source: [Krue83] 
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Significant opportunities exist for simply speeding up the flow 

of information within operational management. One study of small-scale 

series production enterprises found that only 23 percent of the these 

duc:um8L1CS W81:e tecelved on time [Miln751. 

Thus~ many gains are considered possible from OUOP. In prac

tice, many ASUPs have not reaehed far enough down in the management 

hierarchy to make much of a difference inside the shop. In the ASUPs 

studied by Chumachenko and Zabotina which were created in the early 70s. 

for example. the percentage of downtime due to the organizational causes 

which the ASUP was supposed to address not only did not increase, but 

actually ran ahead in some cases of averages for the machine building 

branch as a whole [Churn77]. The reasons have to do with the technical 

nature of the tasks being solved, difficulties in calculating norms, the 

fact that the shop cannot be isolateJ. from the impact of outside influ

ences, and the incomplete coverage of current systems. 

In the next two subsections, two central tasks of production 

management, calendar planning and production accounting, are considered. 

The next subsection examines the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP, which has addressed 

some of the problems of the Soviet economic system that are examined in 

the first two sections. The final subsection considers tasks that are 

missing from production management systems. 
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3.4.1 Operational Calendar Planning 

The essence of this task is to take the planning figures given 

from above and break them down into meaningful targets by time-periods, 

equipment J materials. and workers. In addition to using these figures, 

it requires a large amount of information about how production fits to

gether: the technological routing of parts and sub-assemblies. the ca

pabilities of machine tools, the capacity of units, the availability of 

supplies, and the skills of workers. Norms must be defined for the 

typic.al amount of time it takes to fulfill each major operation. All 

this data must be kept current. The nature of the data and algorithms 

used vary considerably depending on the type, scale, and cycle of pro

duction. A representative list of tasks for a machine building enter

prise is shown in Table 3.3. 

Operational calendar planning tasks by their nature involve a 

large number of variables (machine tools, workers or brigades, parts, 

stocks) and a large amount of data. For a machine building enterprise 

with small scale series production, the number of variables that could 

be included in such a task ranges from 100,000 to 1,000,000 [Sado81j. 

AB noted in Chapter 2, Soviet enterprises can be quite large. They may 

include perhaps as many as 50 separate shops. The trend towards group

ing enterprises into associations has brought an even greater number of 

units under central control at this level. 

Another reason for the large size of these problems is the way 

in which most ASUE's are designed. It is possible to isolate the 

proceSSing tasks of each shop and solve them independently. It prac

tice, many ASUPs have been designed top-down with a large number of 



Table 3.3 

OUOP Subsystem Tasks in Machine Building Enterprise 

Calculation of the sizes and timing of lots of parts 
and assembled goods 

Calculation of the length of the production cycle 

Calculation of norms of unfinished production 

Definition of the quantities of unfinished production 
which correspond to the cyclical backlogs by parts 

Definition of the quantities of unfinished production 
which correspond to circulating and reserve backlogs 
by parts . 

Definition of the quantities of unfinished production 
by assembled units 

Calculation of the sizes of first lots 

Definition of the time for starting and finishing lots 

Definition of the total quantity of parts which will be 
started and finished in a month 

Calculation of the loading of equipment 

Operational accounting of the output of production by 
shops 

Definition of calendar plan-graphs and day-shift 
assignments for sections 

Operational accounting by operation 

Source! [Soko80b, 177-224] 
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interconnections between various functional subsystems. These sub

systems have reflected the organizational structure of the enterprise, 

which is broken down into highly specialized groups that exchange large 

amouuts of Jata. The int~rCOtlnel!ti0ns that el{lst in ·the ORI1M guidelines 

show the predominance of this approach (see Chapter 2). 

Solving mathematical programming models with this many variables 

is not realistic using the best of today's computer technology, let 

alone what has been available to most Soviet enterprises. Several means 

of reducing complexity have been adopted. Heuristic mathematical tech

niques and aggregation of the raw data are two options. Only those pro

ducts that are most difficult to plan or are of the highest priority can 

be included, as is done in the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP [Bobk78]. Another 

means is to group similar products into categories and only carry out 

calculations for categories. 

Another solution that has been adopted has been to divorce the 

operational planning tasks from the other subsystems, creating so-called 

"local files" for tasks [Logv79; Modi781. In the first stages of many 

ASUPs in machine building, the only place that a complete coding and 

accounting of all parts and products occurred was in localized shop sub

systems [Mela781. The Barnaul/Sigma system is a well-known ASUP in 

which this approach has formed a cornerstone of the design philosophy. 

but in most ASUPs, "local files" represent isolated ASUP subsystems, not 

autonomous systems under shop control. 
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The weight of evidence pOints towards the use of a third 

approach: simplifying the problem by doing calculations only to the 

level of the shop and eliminating optimization. A study of a number of 

ASUPs crGated by one of the most prominent develc.p8.t's of ASUP (TsNIITU) 

in 1971-75 found that 46 percent of all tasks were solved at the enter

prise level. 45 percent at the shop level, and only 9 percent at the 

level of the section (a subdivision of the shop). The OUOP system in 

particular was rendered les8 effective than projected [Sede79]. Another 

study of Belorussian ASUPs in 1975-77 found that the percentage of tasks 

solved at the enterprise and section levels had increased five and two 

percent respectively. while tasks at the shop level had decreased seven 

percent. The same study found that the OUOP subsystem was realizing 

only 35 percent of its potential. Part by part plans were not cal

culated on a daily basis and were not optimized, daily assignments for 

shops and sectioTls by parts were not calculated, scheduling norms were 

not optimized. and the production dispatcher was not tied into the 

system [Novi80]. This data refers mainly to ASUPs based on 2nd

generation (Minsk-32) computers. 

In 1977 the deputy director of TsNIITU predicted a new stage of 

development of OUOP subsystems based on 3rd-generation computers. Pre

liminary development work was done at the First Moscow Watch Factory and 

the Minsk Tractor Plant, and the new systems were to include intershop 

operational calendar plans for the release of products (by shop. 

monthly). operational accounting of the fulfillment of the plan of 

intershop deliveries (by enterprise, daily. monthly), and operational 

intershop monitoring and regulation of production (by query at any 
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time). The designs included terminals, data sensors, transmission de

vices, and for the first time, disk drives [Sede77]. 

Simplifications have nonetheless continued. One of the major 

weaknesses of the majot:ity of OilOP subsystems that have been built over 

the past few years is the inability of managers to find out about the 

stocks of unfinished goods except at the monthly intervals as under the 

old system. Planning has not been brought down to the level of indivi

dual work groups. parts, and technological operations rStar841. 

Large US corporations are also limited in the extent to which 

operational calendar plans can be formulated across the entire company. 

Nevertheless, formal optimization models are frequently used to plan 

large scale manufacturing operations [Keen78l. A 1981 study found that 

more than BO percent of the companies polled (including a large number 

of manufacturing companies and computer service vendors) have or are 

planning to install computerized materials requirement planning (MRP) 

and master scheduling systems. More than 60 percent of the users pre

ferred using the firm's "large" computer [HoarBll. The study estimated 

that most companies are realizing 30 percent reductions in component and 

raw materials inventory, with another 10-20 percent "readily ob

tainable." The US systems also may involve many functions which are dis

tributed in other ASUP subsystems. For example, the system being 

implemented at Lexitron Corporation includes: manufacturing standards 

(TPP), inventory records control (MTS). procurement management system 

(MTS), cost management system (TEP) [GandS3]. 
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In other US industries. production scheduling is decentralized. 

In large US oil companies. for example J linear programming models are 

run monthly to plan production targets for all the refineries. These 

results are shipped by a network to the computers of the individual re

fineries where local optimization models are run on a frequent basis 

[Keen78; Link78]. Surprisingly little has heen written in Soviet books 

and articles about using minicomputers to decentralize production con

trol in this manner. 

One of the most difficult tasks in GUOP is establishing norms. 

Norms are difficult to calculate under any circumstances, and in ASUP, 

they are developed under the jurisdiction of several departments. Other 

problems relate specifically to the the fact that the Soviet shop cannot 

be isolated from negative influences of the economic system in which it 

resides. These influences relate to the selection of optimality cri

teria, the effect of unforeseen events, and the nature of the planning 

system. 

Norms. As noted above, the norms needed for operational calen

dar planning encompass technology, materials, and labor. One of the 

main problems with norms is that there are so many of them. Within 

enterprises of the Ministry of Tractor and Agricultural ~lachine Building 

(Minselkhozmash) there are about four million norms, 350,000 of which 

are subject to yearly revision [RutI84J. Norms have always played an 

important role in Soviet industry. but since the revitalization of Sov-· 

iet Taylorism (the NOT or scientific organization of labor movement) in 

the late 50s, hundreds of organizations have been tasked with the de

velopment of scientific norms for every conceivable! job performed. 
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According to the Ofu'1M design, production norms are supposed to 

be set in the TPP subsystem. As noted above, the TPP subsystem usually 

does formulate the bill of material explosion that is one of the neces

sary cOlllpOnE:llts of cal~ndar plal;ning. bui: other norm tasks are imple

mented with less frequency. In some ASUPs, there is no TPP subsystem at 

all. A study of Belorussian ASUP in 1975-77 found that 15 percent of 

tasks that were not being used in ASUP were derailed by the absence of 

the necessary norms [NoviBO]. It is most likely that the necessary 

norms are supplied by the production departments involved. The process 

of how calendar planning norms are calculated at the Podol'sk Machine 

Building Factory imen! S. Ordzhonikidze (PMS2D) ASUP is shown in Table 

3.4. 

The majority of enterprises suffer from poor norms [Bobk78]. 

Despite the fact that they are being calculated in all ASUPs, their 

quality is low: "In the normative base of ASUP there are hand

calculated norms, which are often far from progressive and frequently 

not based on technical calculations" [Zmit77, 147]. The director of the 

State Scientific Research Institute of Automated Systems of Planning and 

Management of Minpribor in Novosibirsk, F. Solodovnikov, claims that 

the absence of norms is the main reason that ASU do not produce the ex

pected yield. The. situation is so serious that he recommends that the 

money for creating ASU should not be allocated until the availability of 

satisfactory norms is ensured [S01079]. 



Table 3.4 

Algorithm for Calendar Planning Norms at PMSZO 

The number of the intershop technological transfer is 
established, which is defined by the ordinal number 
of the shop in the route 

A file of the quantity per product across an included 
assembled unit by intershop transfer is formed 

The average number of operations per part per shop is 
calculated 

The quantity per product by intershop transfers is 
calculated 

An indicator of specialization 1 of work places by 
shop is calculated 

Parts or assemblies are chosen which are produced on 
press-forge or metal cutting equipment, for which the 
time setup to finish is more than 60 minutes. From 
this maximum ratio of setup to production operation 
time is established 

Preliminary lot size is calculated 

1.ot size is established by rounding for every 
technological operation 

Production cycle length is calculated 

Lead times are calculated in three stages 
lead times for assemblies using an iterative 

convergence algorithm 
lead times for finished products (assemblies) 
lead times for the whole technological cycle 

Source: [GremB2, 4-5] 

Note: 1. The average number of production operations 
carried out in a month at one work place in one shift. 
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Another author asserts that computerizing the calculation of 

primary norms was not done in practice before 1977 [Zmit77]. It is not 

hard to see why. Traditionally, norms have been set by norm-setters in 

the production dispatching department, by foremen, and by various other 

departments. Norms often determine favorable or unfavorable jobs, and 

ultimately, bonus lE!vels [Marc791. Consequently, it is difficult to be

lieve that the rate setters would be willing to allow the norm-setting 

function to be moved to the TPP subsystem or the computer center. If 

locally-set norms tend to understate capabilities, centrally-set "pro

gressive" norms are likely to be unattainable and resisted. The most 

extreme reason for setting low norms for labor and high norms for mater

ials is to feed the appetite of underground enterprises that produce 

goods for sale on the black market. Though hardly characteristic, this 

practice is occasionally reported in some industries [Simi82J. 

It appears that the majority of norms are set outside the juris

diction of the enterprise in any case. As much as 80 percent of them 

are established at the ministry and sector level [Rut184J. For example, 

in Minpribor, ten sub-branch departments and 146 factory norms depart

ments were created to administer the branch norms system, standards 

methodologies for calculating norms were formulated, and a large group 

of workers were trained to be norms setters. By the beginning of 1976, 

norms for 75 percent of the workers in the branch were being formulated, 

and this percentage was to increase steadily in the 10th Five-Year Plan 

[Kurn77]. This is yet another example of the way that the ministry can 

intercedl.! into what would appear to be an internal enterprise affair. 
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It is not clear to what extent centralization evens out the norms struc

ture or how differences in technology, workforce, product difficulty. 

etc. are taken into account. In the norms used for long-range planning 

in Minpribor in 1981-1985, the lack of differentiation between enter

prises led to a large degree of imprecision [Podv84]. It is also not 

clear if this centralizati.on has had any impact on ASUP. Solodovnikov's 

statement was madE! well after this new norm system came into being in 

the same ministry to which his institute is subordinate [801079J. 

Optimality Criteria. In any production environment, multiple 

criteria must be fulfilled: products must be delivered on time, be of 

the proper type and quality, and be produced with minimum cost and maxi

mum profit. Bonuses in the USSR depend primarily on fulfillment of the 

gross production plan (as reflected in sales or profit). Consequently, 

in the seller's market of the USSR, the criteria of delivery time, 

sortment, and quality are often sacrificed. 

The main goal of the OUOP subsystem is to meet production tar

gets, according to the ORMM guidelines [Ormm77]. But there may be other 

criteria, such as achieving "minimum cost of processing parts at the 

section) minimum total time of the prodUction cycle for processing lots 

at a section, minimum unfinished producti.on, maximum load (minimum idle 

time) of equipment, execution of work by a given date (minimum devia

tions of actual times of release of lots from planned)" [Soko80b, 209]. 

In practice, computer models cannot optimize across all these criteria 

and must be limited to one or at most, two. Problems arise because 

enterprises receive independent targets for all of these values (cost, 

quality, and more) from their ministries, and these targets are filtered 
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down to the shop. The trend over the past five years has been to add 

additional indicators [Schr82j. There is always the possibility that 

the ministry might choose to enforce one criterion over another, gener-

ally a3 pilrt of a well-publiciz<::.d national campaign. Under these c:l:r-

cumstances the computer-produced plan may be ignored completely. 

An even more fundamental barrier to optimal production plans is 

the sales plan that is handed down to the enterprise by the State Com-

mittee on Material-Technical Supply (Gossnab). There is no guarantee 

that this sales plan will represent anything close to an optimal 1301u-

tion for production planning. While Western corporations are also dri-

ven by orders, the difference is that they can negotiate scheduled 

delivery or even reject orders on the basis of production planning opti-

mization. There is enough slack in these economies that the corpora-

tions can obtain the supplies needed and or subcontract part of the work 

out. The Soviet enterprise's ability to use optimal planning is clearly 

weaker than that of its Western counterpart. 

Another eKample of how difficult it is to take into account the 

nature of the Soviet economic environment in optimal plans is taken from 

the construction industry. L. Golub, of the Scientific R(!search Insti-

tute of Construction in Tallin, illustrates the difficulties of creating 

a workable optimaL planning algorithm, which in this case is expressed 

in terms of a network plan, with the following hypothetical dialog be-

tween a manager and a head mechanic in a construction trust: 

'According to the computer schedule Sidorov's crane should 
be sent to the school, but there the ground is hard, the ex
cavator callOot handle it and in two days it breaks down. This 
ground can only be used for a residential building. Kozlov who 
is now working there is going on vacation, and his assistant has 



not been working very long. While Kozlov is on vacation it is 
better to send their machine to a new shop to be operated by so
meone who is experienced - they have a greater volume and more 
maneuverability, it will be easier for the assistant to gain ex
perience, and he will be supervised,' said the chief mechanic. 

Tht!; manager a.g1.'eed to the chang\:!s and tequeSi:eo that. the 
mathematicians take the new aspects into account, especially the 
repair factor. 

'Here it is necessary to apply probability methods,' said 
the mathematicians. 'Let us gather statistics about breakdowns, 
process them and take them into account.' 

While they were gathering and processing statistical data a 
new chief was hired for the repair base. He arranged things in 
such a way that the machines began to break down less frequent
ly. It was necessary to gather statistics again. And by that 
time the machine operators had been included in the brigade of 
construction workers. This changed their attitude toward:> their 
work and again the statistical base began to change. The 
mathematicians had to reject probability methods, but they still 
managed to take other factors into account. 

Corrections were made on the new calculation from the very 
beginning. 

'But why did they not plan to send a crane for the movie 
theater? ' 

'If we begin with the movie theater the trust's profit will 
be less.' 

'But we made a socialist commitment: by the holiday we must 
present a movie to residents of the micro-region. But the movie 
theater does not provide us with profit, and the deadline is im
portant! ' 

Again the mathematicians made adjustments to the cal
culations. And again the construction workers were not com
pletely satisfied with them. Unexpectedly a situation arose in 
which it was necessary to deal right away with the work front of 
the electricians. If the cables were not laid rapidly, they 
would be taken to another project, and it would not be possible 
to release the plant for adjustment according to the plan. 

In the end the mathematicians began to regard the problem in 
a different way. Production administration, as it turned out, 
is a much more difficult matter than the control of the most 
complicated technical objects. There are too many unformalized 
factors in it [Golu83bl. 
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Such factors led to the almost complete abandonment of the use of op

timal network planning schedules in the Latvian Ministry of Construction 

in the mid-70s [Sip8S. 22]. Similarly. the Uzbek Main Administration 

for Water Constructi.on (Uzglavvodstroy). spent 2,000,000 rubles setting 

up calendar planning tasks, only to find them used in less than three 

percent of the projects [Akhm78]. Other case studies have also shown an 

extremely low level of penetration of this kind of application in con

struction [Serg81c; Shch83b]. 

In machine building, an important application of optimization is 

to distribute tasks across machine tools in such as way as to maximize 

the loads of all machines given a certain production plan. At the 00-

netsk Machine BuUding Factory imeni the Lenin Komsomol of the Ukraine, 

and at the Gor-lov Machine Building Factory imeni Kirov, optimization al

lowed lot sizes to increase by a factor of 2-3 times, which in turn led 

to increased labor productivity of 2-4 percent. Such optimization, how

ever, is often hindered by the organization of the production process 

into closed shops which carry out all operations on a given set of 

goods. The amount of flexibility and possibilities for reorganization 

are quite limited at many machine building enterprises [Churon]. 

Production Conditions. As the above example underscores, Soviet 

enterprises are subjected to a wide range of "random events" which in

hibit production. Although random events play havoc. with production 

schedules everywhere, they are considerably more frequent in the USSR. 

First, there is no guarantee that there will be sufficient production 

capacity or supplies in order to meet the plan targets that are handed 

down. This si.tuation renders optimal plannlng in the oil industry, for 
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instance. superfluous [Bere82j. Conditions of uneven supply lead to the 

practice of storming, where enterprises work very little in the first 

part of the month and then work at a breakneck pace at the end in order 

to lIle:el: thO:! monthly productIon plan [Ryav75; Tens83dj TensBJgj. 

According to two economists who studied a variety of factories in the 

Oonbass region, unevenness of the production process and the incomplete 

delivery of goods is the main reason that enterprises do not fulfill 

their sales plan. They claim that the three-fourths of the problems 

with unevenness are due to factors which are internal to the enterprise, 

although one would expect the main cause to be the "domino effect" of 

missed deadlines by suppliers [Chum77j. The norms for the fulfillment 

of operations cannot address the reality of the situation, and it is un-

likely that the calendar plan would be followed even if it accurately 

reflected the supply situation. 

Seeond, preventative maintenance schedules are often ignored, 

that breakdowns of machines and lower-quality output occur more fre-

quently. The provision of the so-called amdl tary services, tneluding 

repairs, are covered in Section 3.4.4. 

Third, production sehedules are thrown off by brown-outs and 

power failures. Every major enterprise in the Kurgan provinee in 1983, 

for example, experienced a three to seven million ruble production 

shortfall due to limitations on electrieal power [Mina84]. Schroeder 

ci tes the following figures: 

In 1973, [power] supply was at below-standard frequency for 
4.6 percent of ealendar time; in 1977 this share was 80 per
cent... [1]n 1975 the power system operated with reduced 
(below-standard) voltage one-seventh of the time; by 1978 the 
share was one-half... Soviet specialists have assessed the 



damage from reduced quality of power at over 1.7 billion rubles 
annually {Schr85. 61]. 

With continued delays in the construction of nuclear power plants and 

strained oil supplies J this situation is likely to worsen throughout 

this decade. 

Fourth, workers are unreliable. The recent campaign against 

anti-social work behavior carried out under Andropov Cand being con-

tioued under Chernenko, cEo (Shee84]) was accompanied by un-
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precendentedly candid accounts of "shirkers, pilferers, and swindlers," 

nationwide Party meetings, and agitation for responsible officials every-

where to combat labor violations [Gray83; Tens83bj see also Schr851. 

According to one "article, foremen are now responsible for the absen-

teeism of their workers, so that 90 percent of it is concealed. At 

least one cause of absenteeism is perenllial shortages of raw materials; 

another is the necessity to shop during the day [Schr85; Tens83bj. Be-

tweell 10 and 30 percent of lost time io the construction industry is 

said to be caused by labor discipline problems [Dyke83cI. 

Fifth, the incidence of alcoholism has reached epidemic pro-

portions [Byrn83b; Camp83bj Town84; Trem82]. Teoson cites the fo1-

lowing statement by the noted academician A. Aganbegyan: 

Drunks are to be found on the shop floor more and more often. 
At some enterprises special brigades have been formed to "grab" 
those who have drunk too much and stop them getting to their ma
chines, in order to prevent accidents. They drink during work
ing hours, they drink after work ••• [Tens83, 2]. 

An example of the magnitude of the problem is cited by Lapidus. In 

1976, there were 40,000 deaths due to alcohol poisoning in the lISSR, as 

compared to only 400 in the same year in the US [Lapi83}. Vladimir 
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Treml has shown that in the decade from 1968 to 1978, the average rate 

of increase of deaths by eth;:mol poisoning was eight percent per year 

[Trem82] • 

More generally, the level of social control and discipline is 

breaking down [Teag82]. Lapidus comments: 

•• the erosion of sodal control and individual self-discipline. 
evident in significant increases in the entire gamut of 'anti
social behavior, I from alcoholism to corruption to violations of 
labor discipline to theft of state property, reflects the limit
ed success at internalizing new social norms and their breakdown 
under conditions of reduced reliance on coercion and of social 
relaxation [Lapi83, 239]. 

Unevenness in the workforce creates additional problems with standard 

for operations. 

A May. 1982 study performed by the Central Statistical Admin-

istration considered the causes of downtime for metal cutting machine 

tools in machine building enterprises (Table 3.5). Although it suffered 

from the common methodological problems of Soviet statistics [Hans83b), 

it was somewhat indicative of the relative importance of various pro-

duction problems. The low totals for absenteeism contradict the anec-

dotal evidence cited above about labor discipline. No explanation was 

given for what constitutes a legitimate absence. but even if most of 

these were due to labor diScipline problems, the study still showed that 

planning failures and other causes were much more significant. 

Under such conditions of instability, the plan must be re-

calculated more frequently or else it gradually loses all validity. The 

time frame for most of the tasks outlined in the ORm! guidelines is one 

month [Ormm77]. The limitations of second-generation computers pre-

vented finer distinctions from being made. For example, the calculation 



Table 3.5 

Metal-Working Machine Tool 24-Hour Downtime Breakdown 

Cause of Downtime Percentage of Downtime 
-------------------------------------------------------

Down 24 Down for Down during 
hours a shift a shift 

-----------
Absenteeism 0.2 0.3 1.8 

Legitimate Absence 6.7 8.5 6.6 

Staff Shortages 26.3 39.5 0.0 

Planning Failures 35.6 33.9 55.6 

Other 31.2 17.8 36.0 

Source: [Hans83b 1 

Notes: "Planning Failures," (a term used by Philip 
Hanson). include surplus equipment; shortages of mater
ials and components; shortages of energy, accessories, 
and technical documentation; and faults and unplanned 
repairs. "Other" includes planned repair and moderniz
ation; and machinery held in r~serve. The sample size 
of machine building enterprises studied and the samp
ling technique used were not reported. 
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of one shop plan variation using the M-222 computer took more than an 

hour [Bobk78]. Similarly, the time needed to solve a calendar planning 

algorithm on a Minsk-32 was long enough that lot priorities had to be 

cOlisLaut [or a week [Fud7o]. It is unclear whether new hardware has 

removed these constraints. 

Incentives. The successful absorption of calendar planning de

pends to a large extent on whether or not bonuses are tied directly to 

the fulfillment of the computer-generated plans. In the Soviet oil

refining industry as of 1982, only one refinery (Novo-Yarosla.vl') had 

introduced an operational calendar planning task using optimization me

thods, despite the fact that this was one of the first industries in the 

US to which linear programming was applied in the early 50s [Link78]. 

Out of 22 large oil refining associations and refineries, only six had 

introduced any operational planning tasks at all. This situation arose 

for two reasons. First, two separate planning systems were maintained. 

The optimal monthly operational plan calculated on the computer was not 

broken down by shops and units, while bonuses still depended on the shop 

by shop monthly plans calculated in the traditional manner. The re

finery management tried to guarantee that the optimal plan was met as a 

whole, but following it could lead the shops and units to underfulfi 11 

their indillidual plans and lose their bonuses. "It is obllious that, 

gillen the presence of two plans at the shop and unit ... , to achieve a 

responsible attitude towards the operational plans [was] impossible 

[Bere82, 361. Second, the operational accounting system was also geared 

towards fulfillment of the mOr!thly, as opposed to the operational, plan. 
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The situation arose because optimal operational planning figures 

were calculated at too high a level of aggregation, and not broken down 

into assignments for individual shops. but the authors are silent as to 

-tv-hy it was nllawed to persist. The mo:::t likely r.28GOn is the one givGn 

above: the planning figures, and henc.e the operational plan, did not 

reflect the real capabilities of the refineries. The refineries could 

not afford to work from the operational plan and thereby risk losing 

their bonuses. But in addition, under circumstances where real fulfill

ment of the plan was impossible. the refineries had to resort to methods 

of simulating output in order to continue getting bonuses. One way to 

do this was to maintain control over monthly plans. 

Sim\llation. The practice of simulation, which is exaggeration 

or falsification in order to show plan fulfillment, occurs throughout 

Soviet industry and has been a fact of life ever since at least the late 

30s. Simulation occurs at two levels: in formulating plans J and in 

accounting for what was done. The latter is considered in Section 

3.6.2. In traditional management systems, the shop master is in charge 

of working out the operational calendar plan for the shop. The evidence 

suggests that even with ASUPs, the master has frequently managed to re

tain control of this function or at least to introduce changes into the 

plan as handed down from the computer center [Lyub82J. The essence of 

simulation at the level of planning is to change the output mix in a way 

that will ensure that bonuses are given even when some plan targets must 

be sacrificed. All levels of management depend on these shop-level 

practices. and it is very hard to imagine that the top enterprise 
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management would require that the computer-generated plans be follOlved, 

unless the latter could take into account all these necessities. 

Control. The shop foremen want to retain control of the sche-

dule for a very practical reason. They know which workers are lik"ly to 

come to work drunk or drink on the job, which work best on which ma-

chines, which machines produce good quality output. and a plethora of 

similar facets of production that cannot easily be taken into account in 

any computer models, including those in the US. In US systems the shift 

foreman is free to make the final desisions on scheduling. usually by 

means of interactive terminals at the work place [cf. Ibm72J. Most of 

the Soviet literature about calendar planning seemll to ignore this issue 

entirely Dr treats it only in passing. A 1982 article notes: 

The use of priority systems open up fundamentally new po::;
sibilities for operational calendar planning I since they do not 
assign a strictly regulated sequence of processing orders, but 
use a dynamic scale of preferences which allows the shop foreman 
to interfere in the process of management and carryon an inter
active dialog with the computer [Lyub82]. 

Another article notes that using ASUP moves the management decisions to 

the level of selecting mathematical algorithms in programs. In most 

alizations of ASUP, management personnel have had little, if any, in flu-

ence over these algorithms. Recent additions of modeling capabilities 

to the rsup package (Section 5.3.1) will for the first time give mana-

gers at this level the opportunity to understand the implications of 

various decisions [Star841. 
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In the Soviet system, where privilege of position is more im

portant than pay, it is difficult to imagine that the shop foreman would 

give up the power to assign workers to more or less "profitable" jobs 

[Lyub82, 25J. In an environment where petty theft is pervasive and the 

shop foreman cannot but know about it. this power is an important means 

of ensuring that he can extort payoffs and take part of the cut. The 

threat to squeal carries less weight because it endangers the shop fore

man as well. In addition, the shop foreman is able to change the pro

duction schedule on the basis of blat he receives from visiting 

expediters [BerlS?]. Any changes that would threaten this power, 

in eluding a computerized plan, will be heavily resisted. 

3.4.2 Operational Produc t ion Accounting 

The issue of how production (or operational) accounting is done 

cuts to the heart of the information system. The critical question is! 

is the data accurate? There is little doubt that the data that enter

prises report to ministries, the local Party committee, the State 

Statistical Administration (TsSU), Gosplan. and other agencies is fre

quently distorted [Fedo84; Simi82j. Because production data is most 

central, this question is being considered in this section. However, 

what is written here applies to other data that is collected and re

ported by other parts of the enterprise management. 

The probability that an enterprise must engage in some simula

tion over the course of a year is high given taut plans and short 

supplies. In machine and instrument building, and in other manufactur

ing industries, the practices involved in simulation of output vary 
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depending on the length of the production cycle. The main technique 

used is to label unfinished products finished or to borrow directly from 

the output of the next month [Ber157]. In other circumstances, it may 

be necessary to hide th", actual 1ev81 of output. ThIs might occur when 

the enterprise would be threatened with too large a jurop in its output 

targets if real production capacity were discovered [Ber1S7]. The fab

rication of records of wages earned in order to smooth out earnings in 

the face of shortage-induced work slowdowns or stoppages is a classic 

example of simulation [Feof8S}. What will the foreman do if the com

puter disallows payment of wages because it knows that there were no ma

terials with which to work? 

How simulation is carried out depends on the relationship be

tween the shop foreman and upper management. On the one hand, the shop 

master also knows that if the enterprise does not fulfill its plan, the 

shop will not get its bonuses. This is a powerful inducement to cooper

ate. The practices that are necessary in order that the enterprise ful

fill the "right" part of the plan (Le., the part necessary to guarantee 

getting the bonus) take place on the shop floor. If it is necessary to 

sacrifice quality for quantity, for example, it takes place here. Shop 

foremen must be able to trust their bosses to overlook known illegal 

practices, or they will not engage in them. If these practices are cur

tailed, eV8ryone suffers. Thus, all key personnel In the enterprise are 

drawn into what Berliner has aptly called the "web of mutual involve

ment" [BerlS?, 262J. '1'hey are supposed to police one another and are 

the state's first defense against illegalities. But as noted above. any

one who tries to go against the system is co-opted or expelled 
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[Simi82]. Conversely, those who follow the rules are guaranteed their 

positions except under extreme circumstances. 

On the other hand, the shop master is in an adversary re

lationship witll !D8.l1ag~lUt!nt. He !:l'i~i:l tu l:oTlceal true pL'oJuc:tion capa

city and inflate estimates of material and labor requirements in order 

to provide a cushion against underfulfilling his own plan. The way that 

falsification of data is carried out depends on how it is collected. If 

there is a chance to smooth out anomalies through aggregation, the shop 

director may be able to present reasonably accurate data. 

This conflict is generally resolved in most enterprises as fol

lows. As data flows upwards, each level of management collects as many 

signatures as possible on the documents in order to spread the re

sponsibility for the figures among many people. Higher levels of man

agement are willing to overlook distortions within certain limits that 

are communicated by indirect signals. As long as the total falls within 

the range of what the enterprise director thinks he can submit to the 

ministry, harmony is maintained. If not, more emendations to the data 

may have to take place. 

Depending on how they are set up, ASUP can radically alter this 

system. If the data is collected directly from the workplace, is aggre

gated according to standard algorithms in the computer, and bypasses the 

scrutiny of line management, there is no longer any opportunity for line 

management to manipulate the figures to its best advantage. The rules 

of the game have been violated. As illustrated in the Belenergostroy 

case, there is no incentive whatsoever for lowel" management to allow 

such a system to function [Pokr761. 
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Paradoxically. using such a system also goes against the inter

ests of upper management. First, it destroys the trust between levels 

of management that is so necessary to ensure that unavoidable illegal 

practices be continued. Second, the enterprise director atill has to 

alter the figures if he is to obtain bonuses, plans that can be 

achieved, and supplies that can be obtained [Podk79J. Changes made at 

the final step are much easier to detect than systematic, relatively 

slight changes in the data made at all levels of the enterprise manage

ment hierarchy. Management l-<!rsonnel have a good grasp of how to man

ually alter the books within acceptable limits. Unless computerized 

data collection and reporting mirrors the old system sufficiently that 

such practices can be maintained, there is little likelihood that it can 

be accepted. Third, there is no longer any practical means to assign 

responsibility for inaccurate data if it is collected from hundreds of 

impersonal sensing devices [Glus 77; Veng71] • 

A list of the data that is collected for operational accounting 

according to the O&'1M guidelines is presented in Table 3.6. Four of the 

tasks involve intershop deliveries, three involve plan fulfillment with

in the shop, two involve equipment use and downtimes, and o~e involves 

stocks of produced goods in warehouses. 

This situation might change under several sets of circumstances. 

The most obvious is if the external rules are changed: incentives are 

adjusted so that it becomes profitable for every level of enterprise 

management to report accurate data. In the highest priority industries 

such as defense, enterprises do have unusual pressure to report accur

ately, just as they have unusual abUity to command resources and come 



Table 3.6 

Standard Tasks in Operational Production Accounting 

Opei:ational 8.cclhmtlng uf Inters hop deliveriel:i in nat
ural units by enterprise (daily, from beginning of 
month) 

Operati.onal accounting of i.ntershop deliveries in vol
ume units by enterprise (daily, from beginning of 
month) 

Operational accounting of the supply of parts, assem
blies by intershop transfers showing the factual 
level of unfinished production (by enterprise, from 
beginning of month) 

Operational intershop monitoring and regulation of 
unfinished production by enterprise 

Operational accounting of output by warehouse (from 
beginning of month) 

Operational accounting of plan fulfillment for product 
assortment and volume by s~ction in preparatory and 
processing shops (daily, from beginning of month) 

Operational accounting of plan fulfillment for product 
assortment and volume in the assembly shop with a 
conveyor belt assembly process (daily, from beginning 
of month) 

Operational accounting of the operation of the assembly 
conveyor by shop (daily, from beginning of month) 

Operational accounting of the state of intrashop parts 
and assemblies by shop section (daily, monthly) 

Operational accounting of downtimes of machines by shop 
(daily, from beginning of month) 

Balance of the movement of parts by shop (daily, from 
beginning of month) 

Source: [Grin78, 50-52] 
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under unusual scrutiny. For most enterprises, however, there is little 

incentive to report accurately and little command of resources. Another 

instance would be if the enterprise manager and some of his deputies are 

bound· and dotE:rmlnl:!a to introduce change no matter.- what. Toe director 

of an enterprise that is doing poorly might see radical improvements in 

labor productivity. output quality. and resource utilization as the only 

ways of saving his job. In such a battle, the odds are overwhelmingly 

against the director, particularly if lower levels of management expect 

to be promoted once the director is disposed of. Other scenarios in

clude intervention by the ministry. the local Party committee, or other 

state organizations. Without the support of the director, ini.tiatives 

by outside bodies are likely to fail. 

3.4.3 The Barnaul/Sigma ASUP 

Few ASUP have been designed explicitly to deal with the thorny 

problems that are inherent in the Soviet industrial system. The Bar

naul/Sigma ASUP constitutes a notable exception [Lavr79bl. Not only 

have the designers and users of the system openly discussed practices 

that at best are alluded to elsewhere. but have made a serious com

mitment to resolving them in a manner consistent wi th using computers. 

Design work on the Barnaul ASUP began in 1962. and was a cooper

ative effort between the Barnaul Radio Factory, the Siberian Department 

of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and several other organizations in No

vosibirsk. The Barnaul ASUP was one of the first handful of systems to 

be designed in the Soviet Union. The system was based on a second

generation M-220 computer, and was not fully completed until 1971 
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[Bobk79bj Makh74J. According to the designers, by 1979 it had been 

adopted in part or in full by 100-150 enterprises [Bobk78; Eko79; 

Sapa77]. The Sigma ASUP was an adaptation of the BarnauI system to the 

Unified System (ES) computecs. The conversion was sufficiently far 

along in 1979 that Sigma was approved for use by an Interdepartmental 

Commission [Eko79]. Subsequently, the Sigma software was delivered to 

more than 200 industrial users, many of whom reportedly put it into 

operation [Marc81b]. Some of these users are probably former Barnaul 

users. In 1981, 24 people from at least 13 organizations received a 

state prize for the development of the Bamaul/Sigma ASUP [Sots81c.}. It 

can be used in instrument building, machine building, and several other 

industries [Mami81b}. 

The Barnaul/Sigma "critique" of other ASUPs has two main 

thrusts. The first is that ASUPs cannot be effective unless the econom-

ic incentives and organization of work in which they are embedded is 

changed to correspond to the new technology. This idea is expressed 

well in a 1970 statement by the (then) director of the Barnaul Radio 

Factory, B. Doktorov: 

A question arises: why shop foremen, technologists, shop 
directors and other workers who manage production do not mani
fest particular enthusiasm for the introduction of the automa
tion of production. Frequently in this is seen 'conservatism' 
and 'the absence of a feeling for the new.' The actual causes, 
however, lie deeper. It is well-known and proven that the 
'hand' system of management is very imperfect, but the system of 
evaluation in it, to which they have become acclimatized, pro
vides moral and material gain (blagopoluchiye) both for certain 
wor-kers and for the whole collective. Under automated manage
ment this system is frequently not changed. As a re.sult a 
better factory (shop, section) which uses a computer for manage
ment can find itself in a tighter and worse situation than fac
tories (shops, sections) which use the less effective 'hand' 
management system. The workers of the enterprise, upon whom 



depends to a significant degree the swift introduction and nor
mal operation of the ASU, evaluate it in a realistic way from 
the viG;wpoint of [their] status in the new system. Therefore it 
is V'ery important that the design of the ASU even provides for 
an improvement in the work conditions of these laborers. This 
will not only increase the effectiveness of the ASU, but will 
a.lso aid the ove.rcoming of the 'psychological barrier' [Dokt70, 
150]. 
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The ter'ffi "psychological barrier" is often used in the Soviet press as a 

code word which means that the introduction of a system is being re-

sisted or sabotaged in Borne fashion. Doktorav provides a clear "traos-

latioo" of the term showing that it involves economic considerations 

(see also Section 6.3.3). 

Second, ASUPs should be designed to be modular so that 8e1£-

contained subsystems can be introduced in parts of enterprises. As 

noted above, the ORMM approach assumes the coordinated development and 

introduction of a number of interrelated subsystems which cannot run 

without the data provided by the other subsystems (or substitute data 

that is generated by hand). The ORMM design philosophy is top down, 

searching for global solutions, whereas the Barnaul/Sigma philosophy is 

bottom up [Lavr79b]. According to the chief designer of the system, I. 

Babka, fifty percent of the tasks covered by the ORMM guidelines can be 

implemented in the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP using just ten percent of the data 

that the ORMM guidelines require [Bobk78]. The modular approach allows 

the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP to be introduced on a shop by shop basis, leading 

to greater acceptance hy the whole enterprise once its utility is proven 

in one shop [Podk79]. 
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Like the ASUPs of the ORNM guidelines, the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP is 

divided into subsystems. Hhen it was accepted in 1977, there were 

seven. A list of these and comparison to those of the ORMM guidelines 

is given in Table 3.7. The development of an eighth subsystem, for 

plant transportation (for handling shipments of parts, materials, and 

products) was planned in 1977. but does not i'lppear to have materialized 

so far [Bobk.79bj. Other planned enhancements include subsystems for 

supply of instruments, managing the automobile pool, and connecting the 

Barnaul/Sigma ASUP with territorial and other systems [MarcBlbj. 

In the Barnaul/Sigma system, only the primary production sub

system must be present. The other subsystems can be added as desired. 

The labor resources and wage subsystems can also be introduced separ

ately, and provision is made for manual entry of data in case some sub

systems are not adopted [Marc81b]. In this resp(-!ct, Barnaul/Sigma 

resembles Western commercial MIS products which are generally modula

rized in a similar fashion. The ORMM guidelines provide for modulariza

tion in a vertical, rather than a horizontal fashion: the development 

of the ASUP is divided into stages and each subsystem is enhanced in 

each version. This allows the designers to claim a larger number of 

subsystems introduced for the sake of meeting plan targets [801079]. 

The interdepartmental commission which accepted the system and was made 

up of representatives of the ORMM "establishment," criticized it for 

lacking an overall model of the enterprise [Prik79b]. The de:'ligners of 

the Barnaul ASUP rejected the ORMH subsystems in order to use inte

grated, independent data bases for the units (shops) to be converted 

[Bobk79b]. In the ORMM functional approach, each department has 
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corresponding files which are maintained according to values on docu-

ments of that department. The data is received at different times, from 

different sources and doc.uments, so that the numbers do not agree. This 

may be due to errors, imprecision, or 3cmctim8G C}:::::l.ggcration (pripieok). 

According to the Barnaul/Sigma developers, this fragmented information 

flow is the chief cause of errors [Bobk78; Marc81bJ. The idea of se-

parate data bases for each shop has also paid off because it can be 

adapted to the scale of enterprises within an association [Marc.81b]. 

Table 3.7 

Subsystems in Barnaul/Sigma ASUP and ORMM guidelines 

Barnaul/Sigma Subsystem OID-IM Subsystem 

Primary Production OUOP 

Optimization of Production Plans TEP 

Material Resources MTS 

Production Engineering TPP 

Production of New Products TPP 

Labor Resources PERSONNEL 

Wages ACCOUNTING 

Source: [Bobk79b] 
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Another important difference is that accounting is an integral 

part of each subsystem, rather than being a subsystem in its own right. 

Accounting becomes integrated with production, rather than a burden im

posed by outsiders. The initial version of the Barnaul system consisted 

only of the collection of operational management accounting data from 

one form and the output of a few reports J yet substantial gains were re

alized [Dokt70j. Finally, since the Barnaul/Sigma design does not mir

ror the structure of functional departments, traditional departmental 

interests are removed as a consideration in the system [Bobk79bJ. In 

c.ontrast, the ORMM guidelines are said to foster rigidity and an inabi

lity to adapt to the specific conditions of a given enterprise [Bobk77j. 

At the core of the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP is the primary production 

subsystem, which is quite Simple in comparison to the schemes of other 

OUOP subsystems that have been discussed above. The data base consists 

of two basic parts, information about the production process and 

accounting data. The former includes standards and technological rout

ing cards, which are stored in the computer and provide concise informa

tion about how parts are produced and routed. The latter is based on 

the shift report which summarizes production per worker for every shift 

in every shop. The data base is divided by shop, so that all data re

levant to shop operations is stored together. The bill of materials in

cludes only products of a given shop [Bobk79b]. 

The key feature of the Barnaul/Sigma system, which was pub

licized as early as 1967, is that wages are tied directly to the data 

that is fed into the computer from the shift report [Marc67]. Babka 

contends that "incorrect information is also an incorrect calculation of 



Table 3.8 

Output from Production Subsystem of Barnaul/Sigma ASU 

BASIC OUTPUT FOR SHOPS 
Retail output for product list 
Quantity of object sent to another subdivision 
Unfinished production by operations 
Factual fulfillment of production plan 
Retail and wholesale output in terms of actual and 
cons tant norms 

Actual and planned wages 
Norm-hours per technological operation, level of norms 
fulfillment 

Unfulfilled personal plans of workers 
Piece-rate wages by worker and subdivision 

OUTPUT FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
Unfinished production 
Quantity of plan corrections by cause 
Labor-intensity and wages by goods 
Average cost of norm-hour of product by goods 
Wages paid for deviations from norms by cause 
Lose of worker time by cause 
Change of labor-intensity by good 
Cost of every good, unfinished production, intrashop 

and inter-shop loses by shop and enterprise 
Remaining materials and semi-fabricates in natural 

and monetary units 

ON REQUEST 
Operational-calendar production plan, including 

material requirements, calculation for current and 
future needs, and current stocks 

Need for goods from other subdivisions, made 
internally, basic materials, purchased semi
fabricates, workers by profession, equipment by 
type 

Cost of prodUction plan, including materials, 
purchased semi-fabricates, tre.nsportation, wages, 
equipment operation 

Labor-intensity by goods. by type of work 
Numbe r of time norms per good 
Wage fund per good 

Source: [Marc81b, 74-86] 
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wages" [Bobk79b]. Daily reports which are produced include totals of 

wages to date. which are posted 80 that the workers can verify that they 

are being paid for what they have done [Bobk78; Marc79]. A complete 

listing of che output from the Production subsystem is shown in Table 

3.8. The system of paying advances to workers is eliminated, and work

ers no longer have work orders that they can present for pay when they 

want to [Kula79b]. The only record of work done and therefore of wages 

is the shift report [Bobk78J. Personal quotas for each worker can be 

established, and their fulfillment of them monitored [Prik79bJ. 

All of the observers of the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP agree that this 

wage system is responsible for making the data base accurate [Podk72; 

Bobk79bj. Clearly, workers would have little incentive to understate 

the amount worked, particularly since there seems to be no "ratchet 

effect" for them. No explicit attention is given in the literature as 

to guarding against overstated production. Presumably, this is done by 

monitoring the intershop shipment of parts, goods, and so forth: if a 

worker does not actually produce it, it cannot be shipped. An example 

of how this works is given by Babka [Bobk79bj. In one of the early ar

ticles on the system, it is said that wages are not paid until materials 

move on [Marc67j, but this concept does not reappear in subsequent pub

lications. Marchuk claims a dramatic improvement in the operation of 

the Barnaul Radio Factory once the ASUP 'Was introduced. Production 

loses in shop number one were cut from 20 percent to 0.06 percent 

[Marc8Ibj. Labor productivity has risen at every enterprise that has 

introduced the ASUP [Bobk78]. 
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Another of the major claims for the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP is more 

accurate norms [Marua3]. Norms in instrument and machine building fac

tories are often correc.ted at the shop level, and it is in the shop that 

the "most recent J precise, and opet'ational Jata. about the actual, re

alistic, and most progressive norms" are, as a rule, found [Marc81bJ. 

Basic. norms ere calculated in the TPP subsystem (called permanent norms) 

as in other ASUPs. and another set of current, corrected norms are main

tained as well [Marc81b]. Apparently, ranges of norms are calculated, 

within which the shop committees set the actual values. Higher norms 

bring about higher compensation [Bobk78]. Workers can protest the 

norms, are said to desire higher norms, and support the computerized 

norm estimates [Marc79; Podk72J. At the Altay plant of Tractor Ele

ctrical Equipment before the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP was introduced, norms 

were regularly overfulfilled at 154 percent, but afterwards this figure 

remained firmly under 110 percent j 80 percent of the norms were said to 

be "technically justified" [Prik79bJ. Because work cannot be "saved" 

for later, the data collected on work times is more accurate and norms 

can be formulated which eliminate jobs which are easier than others 

[Kula79bJ. 

The calendar planning algorithm in the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP does 

not involve complicated optimization routines, and does not make spe

cific shift assignments. It consists of an explosion of the bill of ma

terials for goods to be produced which factors in current and future 

needs and work in progress [Marc81bJ. Shop foremen have the final say 

over the details of the production plan, and are perfectly free to 
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introduce necessary changes and to assign jobs to specific workers 

[Marc81b J. 

Thus, the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP addresses many of the major prob-

lEms with production managernerrt system.s that wt':!L"-= outlined dbove. Til"" 

way in which the system deals with large quantities of data is to divide 

the problem up into manageable, shop-sized chunks. The view of norms in 

the system is realistic: norms should be formulated at the shop level, 

using real data, and involving workers. The problem of the best cri

teria for optimization is skirted by not using an optimization algorithm 

for production scheduling. Instead, the shop masters are allowed to 

make the final decisions. which is what seems to happen in practice 

anyway. N. Cheshenko called this the "chief merit" of the system 

[Lavr79bj. The Barnaul/Sigma system gets particularly high marks with 

respect to incentives. At enterprises where it is in use, is said to 

have become indispensable [Prik79bj. The accounting data that is col

lected appears to be accurate, and operational, bookkeeping, and statis

tical accounting are all combined, being based solely on the data 

collected on the shop floor. 

From the point of view of what the goals of other ASUPs are, the 

Barnaul/Sigma system can be faulted for not attempting to optimize the 

calendar plan for production. The designers apparently thought that op

timization models could not easily keep pace with changing production 

conditions or were too big [Bobk79bj. In this sense, the ASUP does not 

reach beyond the level of the shop. However, it does break this barrier 

by collecting daily data on the performance of every worker. Given the 

dramati.c increases io labor productivity aod decreases in waste that the 
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system has engendered, one must conclude that acc.urate data, rather than 

an optimization model, is the key to production improvements. 

Was the effect of the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP due primarily to the 

presence of a compilte;:-? Changing the indic.ators given to shops, impruv-

fug material and labor norms, and changing economic incentives were lar

gely responsible for improving production [Podk72]. Paying wages every 

ten days helped to eliminate the practice of "storming" at the end of 

the month [Podk79]. The evidence as to whether the computer was really 

necessary is mixed. At the Dinamo plant in Moscow, a system of setting 

individual plan targets for each worker was introduced. Once shop man

agement began to fire extra workers based on the performance of the 

best, the system appa.rently caught on. But because calculating the 

daily worker plan fulfillment got "bogged down," the refonn could prog

ress no further [Prik79b]. The Dinamo experience was transferred to the 

Donetsk Machine Building Factory imen! Lenin Komsomol of the Ukraine, 

where the formulation of individual plans on the computer produced "so

cialist competition" [Guren]. In these cases, the computer was a ne

cessary but not sufficient condition for improving production. 

A similar experiment at the Aksay plastics factory (Rostov Ob

last I), in which workers were allowed to keep part of the savings pro

duced by self-established (higher) labor nonns, produced labor 

productivity increases of 14 percent per year, or twice the growth rate 

in that industry as a whole. The director of factory claims that the 

experiment has been extended to 335 Rostov Oblast I enterprises. although 

perhaps not in the full manner practiced at the plastics factory 
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[Tens83J. No ASUPs are mentioned in conjunction with the Aksay experi-

mente 

The economic reforms were also a necessary condition for the 

success of the system, according to the experience of the Barnaul Ma

chine Tool Building Plant. The plant spent five years introducing the 

"Volga" ASU, including 139 tasks in ten functional subsystems. Results 

were achieved in improving production engineering and in producing 

calendar plans which improved the production cycle. decreased rejects, 

and so forth. Nevertheless. the enterprise decided to adopt the Bar

naul!Sigma system. The director of the plant never explains why this 

was necessary. but gives much praise to the incentives incorporated in 

the system [Kula79bl. The economic reforms, therefore, seem to be more 

important than the presence of a computer, although the latter may be 

indispensable in some cases. 

Almost all of the published material about the system comes from 

those who have been intimately involved with its development. Can the 

claims for the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP be believed? It is hard to imagine 

that the system could eliminate greasing of palms (e.g. the recording 

as received of more materials than were actually sent), petty theft, and 

other practices which have become a way of life in enterprises. No 

sensing devices are used for remote data collection, although output 

must be registered by a controller [Marc81bJ. The explanations given 

for how corruption is reduced are sketchy. 
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Nevertheless, the data seems plausible for several reasons. 

First. the system does address some of the major barriers inhibiting ef

fective use of ASUP. If an effective accounting can be made of indivi

dual workers' output, then the inc.::ntlve to steal tools or materials Is 

counterbalanced by the need for those goods to fulfill the plan 

[Bobk78) • 

More importantly. the introduction of the system has enjoyed 

some important forms of high-level support. At the Barneu! Radio Fac

tory, the director was highly involved in bringing the system up. Once 

the Sigma ASUP was accepted, every enterprise in the branch (presumably 

Minradprom) that got an ES computer was directed to use the Sigma system 

or a selection of programs from it [Podk79J. In addition, the local 

Communist Party committee was solidly behind the system, actively 

supporting all directors in the region (kray) who would introduce it 

[Yado79J. The technical director of the whole project, who was formally 

the head of the computer center of the Siberian Department of the Aca

demy of Sciences, Yu. Marchuk, has become the chairman of the State 

Committee on Science and Technology. Marchuk is also a full member of 

the Central Committee, Deputy Chai rman of the Presidium of the Council 

of Ministers. Chairman of the Main Committee for the Exhibition of the 

Achievements of the National Economy, Academician, Member of the Oceano

logy. Atmospheric Physics. and Geography and Foreign Relations Depart

ments of the Academy of Sciences. and Director of the Computer 

Mathematics Department of the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences. 

[Dire82: Dire82b: Dire84; Eko79; Lavr79b; Marc67; Sots81c). 
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Marchuk's rise probably played a large role in the 1981 State Prize 

given for the system. 

The problems which the Barnaul/Sigma system cannot address are 

thE! ef fti'!c.!ta of If,Iniste.dal controls. supply organizations, and $0 furth. 

Having an accurate picture of the current state of production can help 

the enterprise respond to anomalies (e.g. by sending an expediter), but 

it cannot change the fundamental problems with the Soviet economic 

system. The director of the Barnaul Radio Factory relates: 

Inside the enterprise. after introduction of the Sigma ASUP 
everything became clearer, whereas the situation became more 
complex in its external connections. In the ministry they were 
used to the fact that the figures presented by the enterprise 
were underestimated for output and exaggerated for needs. l-Je 
now come out with accurate calculations: with the true labor
intensiveness and actual opportunity to reduce it, with true 
staffing, with a clear need for materials. But the ministry's 
approach toward us is the same as to enterprises not making more 
accurate computer calculations. But we are still standing 
firmly because we have new methods of accounting and calcula
tion, because we have totally different arguments for evidence 
than when everything was done by hand in a single variant. But 
I think that the pi;oblems of the external order will remain 
until our system is hooked up with the sector ASU and suppliers' 
ASU [Podk79). 

To date no suggestions have appeared that the Barnaul Radio Factory ASUP 

has been connected with aoy other ASUs. 

Since 1981, little has appeared in print about the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP. Only 300 copies of a recent collection of articles about the 

system were published [Bobk83). Considering Marchuk's high position as 

chairman of the GKNT, and his reputation as a public relations man, the 

absence of attention given the system is surprising. There are several 

possible explanations. First, the reduced coverage of the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP seems to be c.onsistent with the more general reduc.tion in coverage 
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which ASUPs have received in the past couple of years. The spotlight 

has shifted elsewhere: to microprocessors, to robotics, to CAD, and to 

flexible automation. Anorher possibility, which is partially confirmed 

by the table of contents of [llobk33j J is fhat it is bCling reWork02G to 

encompass more advanced technology. such as minicomputers at the shop 

level and direct links to process control systems [ef. Bobk83b; 

VastS3]. Marchuk has probably had to tone down his advocacy for the 

system since he moved to Moscow. The Barnaul/Sigma system is probably 

seen as a threat by the large, established ASUP developers in Moscow, 

Leningrad, anrl Kiev, partly because it can apparently be easily adapted 

to other enterprises [Bobk77J. 

Despite the large number of enterprises that have used it, the 

only concrete examples of users that have appeared in the literature are 

located in the vicinity of Novosibirsk. Once the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP was 

approved by the commission, its distribution was entrusted to Tsentro

programmsistem. PA.rt of the software was a set of routines to adapt the 

system to the conditions of any particular enterprise. This will be co

vered in more detail in Section 5.4.2. The adaptation module apparently 

was incomplete, so that modifications would still have to be made when 

installing the system at any given enterprise [Lavr79b]. Problems with 

distribution may have slowed its introduction [Marc79]. 

Perhaps the most important reason that the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP 

has not received wider distribution is precisely because of the economic 

reforms it entails. As with other highly-publicized reforms (e.g. the 

Shchekino experiment [Dyke83f; Gold83; RutI84]), this one may have 

reached the limit of how widespread the leadership was willing to let it 
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become. Ministries may oppose the system because the accurate data dis

turbs the traditional way that the ministry functions and causes it to 

look bad [Podk79]. More importantly, reforms which require additional 

relWULces cannot ed3ily be introduced on a large scale. The Aksay E:X-

periment was successful at the plastics factory because that factory was 

well-integrated vertically and could produce the necessary supplies to 

support the higher labor norms, but higher labor norms are senseless 

when sufficient supplies are unavailable [Tens83J. 

3.4.4 Other Production Management Functions 

In the USSR, an artificial distinction is made between basic and 

auxiliary production. Auxiliary production refers to support services 

such as transportation of materials and finished goods both within the 

enterprise and to other enterprises. management of stocks of tools, man

agement of repairs. management of energy use, and so 011. Some of these 

functions are quite labor-intensive because of the low level of automa

tion and because of vertical integration of Soviet enterprises. In 

order to reduce dependency on outside suppliers, Soviet enterprises will 

often maintain small-scale shops for services (e.g. production of 

tools) that would be sub-contracted out or purchased off-the-shelf in 

the US. In Soviet industry, repair work, instrumentation, and transpor

tation account for 38 percent of the work force, as compared with 11 

percent in the United States (Dyke83]. Repair and instrument shops use 

13 or more percent of the total stock of metal-cutting machines 

[Pogr791. These shops cannot take advantage of economies of scale and 

are not amenable to computerized management. 
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In the construction industry in Novosibirsk, for example, only 

25 percent of the demand for power tools could be satisfied [Dyke83cl. 

Under such circumstances, it is not hard to see why an enterprise would 

try Lu produce needed tools itself. In machine building. every plant 

produces its own pulley and has a billet shop of one kind or another. 

One half of the enterprises produce gears, and there are 1,000 shops at 

enterprises for producing fastening items [Spas84 J. 

The main emphasis in prodUction management in ASUP has been on 

basic production functions. When ASUPs include tasks for managing aux

iliary services. they are grouped together under the title of management 

of auxiliary production (OUVP). The survey of ASUPs conducted by 

TsNIITIJ in 1971-1975 found that only three percent had an OUVP subsystem 

[Sede79] • 

There are many shortcomings in the OUVP subsystems. Some of the 

criticisms are that indicators are duplicated between various sub

systems, tasks which ensure effective management are absent, tasks are 

solved with their own local files, and primary documents are filled in 

by hand. Little effort is made to balance the indicators between basic 

and auxiliary production [Pisa79; Pisa79b]. Because the same kinds of 

data are used in OUVP as in OUOP, OUVP tasks are subject to the same 

problems and constraints outlined above [Pisa79b). For example, norms 

must be worked out for the durability of tools, for tool use per assem

bly, and so forth. There is little practical experience in using the 

computer to work out these norms, and the norms are not well-based in 

fact [Mois76; Pisa8D]. 
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As an example, consider the consequences of poor management of 

instruments in large machine building enterprises. In this industry, 

the acquisition and preparation of instruments can comprise 15 percent 

of th.e total cost of produc.tion, Cirid the cost of instruments at many 

factories can reach 40 percent of the total amount of working capital. 

Research on machine building enterprises in Belorussiya shows that 15-20 

percent or more of lost worker time is due to not having the right 

instruments at the right time. The absence of the right metal cutting 

tool at many factories accounts for tens of thousands of man-hours of 

lost time. Management is made difficult by the enormous assortment of 

instruments (which can reach 20,000 at an average enterprise), the ab

sence of appropriate storage norms, and the large amount of information 

about the instruments which must be stored in various accounting forms. 

At the Minsk Automobile Factory. a staggering 36.000 documents must be 

filled out to record the primary information about an instrument 

(requiring up to 5,600 man-hours per year). Traditional management of 

instruments at enterprises has been checked by large quantities of dif

ferent forms of documents and duplicated information which does not al

ways agree, two or more divisions carrying out the same management 

tasks, imprecise listing of instruments needing to be prepared or ac

quired elsewhere, unjustified establishment of time periods for releas

ing instruments into production, absence of operational monitoring of 

the use of instruments at work places. and the absence of analysis of 

reasons for loses, breakages, etc. [Mois76]. In some cases. the plan

ning of tool stocks has not been the prerogative of the enterprise at 

all IBer176J. 
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A subsystem for managing instrument stocks was created at the 

Minsk Automobi.le Factory (MAZ) to address some of these problems. It 

was subsequently distributed to a number of other enterprises (in ASUPs 

introduced by TsNIITU). The subSyst'::lll is JesigneJ to c8.lculate the 

movement of, and monitor stores of. cutting instrnments at the central 

instrument warehollses, perform operational accounting and monitoring for 

expenditures and support of the level of stocks of cutting instruments 

at the instrument distribution storehouse, and to calculate the movement 

of. and monitor the stores of. sanding instruments at the central sand

ing warehouse. For the first task, primary data is recorded on paper 

tape and sent every ten days for processing on a Minsk-32 computer. 

According to the author, the MAZ experience shows that it is possible to 

reduce the quantity of over-norm leftovers of cutting and sanding tools 

approximately by 30 percent and at the same time increase the capital 

flow of the factory. The factory production cycles are less erratic, 

and instrument expenditures are reduced because the reasons that the 

instruments break and wear out can be ascertained [Mois76J. 

There is no doubt that the system as described can help manage

ment to handle data processing for the thousands of instruments at the 

factory. But it leaves a number of problems unresolved, such as chang

ing the tasking of various departments, eliminating duplication in 

forms, and providing for calculation of norms. It is questionable 

whether or not a ten-day processing interval is sufficient to reduce 

theft, respond quickly to shortfalls in instruments, and provide accur

ate data. If instruments shortfalls are due solely to mismanagement of 

instruments which are in stock, then loses of worker time can be 
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reduced, but if the problem is actually acquiring the tools from outside 

or acquiring the materials to make the tools in-house, then the ware

house accounting system will have much less impact on the overall opera

tion of the factory. The chief reason for erratic produc.tion cycles is 

variations in supplies rather than provision with tools. 

In addition to the traditionally smaller amount of automation 

and attention given to auxiliary production functions, it is these func

tions where some kinds of corruption are especially rampant. In trans

portation, for example, practices of using trucks for private hire or 

obtaining suppUes of gasoline for resale later are prevalent [Fedo841. 

Tools are more marketable than some other kinds of commodities on the 

black market a Repair schedules often must be sacrificed in order to 

meet plan targets. Efforts to conserv~ energy in factories are only 

beginning, and are faced with large capital investments in energy

intensive equipment and the lack of senSing devices to measure energy 

use accurately, even to the extent of having no gas meters for billing 

purposes. 

As production management becomes more sophisticated, it will be 

at the interfaces with other production subsystems that efficiency will 

be determined. The effectiveness of any OUOP subsystem is bound to be 

lowered by machines breaking down, the absence of tools, transportation 

delays, and so forth. 
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hl Si11es 

The final stage in the production cycle, sales of manufactured 

goods, semi-fabricates, and raw materials, is critical to enterprises 

b"'t:B.Ub~ L'~allzeJ sales (sales for which the enterprise has been com

pensated) comprise one of the two most important indicators of plan ful

fillment [Ryav75]. Nevertheless. the sales subsystem has received less 

development than other ASUP subsystems. Few of the functions carried 

out by the sales department are automated in practice (Drig82; 800179]. 

Also, many of the sales functions are closely linked with operational 

production management and finances J and wind up being placed in those 

systems [Drig82; 8he\l'80]. 

With the exception of the source of sales plans and marketing 

practices, the prvcedures followed in Soviet enterprises for sales 

differ little from their counterparts in Western corporations. The 

planning-economic bureau provides plans for "attaching" the enterprise 

to customers, sales orders. and a plan for release and "realization" of 

production to the sales service. The sales service provides orders for 

goods to the warehouse of finished products, sends a bill to the buyer, 

and sends a shipping statement to the transportation service. The ware

house sends the goods to the transportation service, which ships them 

out [DrigB2; SokoBOb]. Once the goods have been received, the buyers 

must pay for them by arranging to transfer money from their bank ac

counts to the account of the seller. 
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Sokol Hsyn and Dubolazov outline a number of ways that computers 

can be applied in the sales subsystem [Soko80b]. The ASUP is used to 

establish a portfolio of orders. and to construct yearly and quarterly 

plans and monthly detailed pldns fur si;1Ie,,; and t:ihlpments, transportation 

orders. and preparation of invoices for shipped production. Establish

i.ng a portfolio of orders boils down to entering data from contracts and 

Gossnab orders (or orders from the chief administration of all-union as

sociation). and printing it in a unified, sorted manner. The sales de

partments and bureaus of the factories of Svetlana Production 

Association, for example, receive 80. 000 documents containing 5,500, 000 

indicators every year [80ni79]. Incomplete sets of offidal documents 

can be flagged. The computer also calculates differences between the 

production plan and the orders portfolio. To produce monthly detailed 

plans, the production and sales plans, orders portfolio, and data about 

stocks of finished goods at the beginning and end of the planned period 

must be balanced [Soko80b}. 

The other tasks of the sales subsystem relate to accounting: 

operational, bookkeeping, and statistical. Some of these accounting 

functions have been extensively automated [Polk81}. A list of tasks and 

reports which are in use in instrument building enterprises is presented 

in Table 3.9. (The three tasks Listed involve 19 hand-written input 

documents and 18 files, created for these tasks and stored on magnetic 

tape.) 



Table 3.9 

Instrument Building ASUP Sales Accounting 

Tasks 

GPI - Accounting of ready production at the warehouse 
of the enterprise for the month 

GP2 - Accounting of the release and shipment of fin
ished production from the enterprise warehouse 

GP3 - Accounting of the realization of finished prod
uction for the enterprise for the month 

Reports Formed as Part of Solving Tasks 

Tl - Outstanding sums of partially paid bills, daily 

T2 - Deductions for turnover tax per lO-day period 

T3 - Outstanding shipped goods which have not been paid 
for, by product on first of the month 

T4 - Receipts for realized production per month 

T5 - Movement of bills per month 

T6 - Calculation of actual cost of realized retail 
production for the month 

Source: [Toro82b, 42] 
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Sales systems in Western management information systems go much 

further than this I because sales are uncertain and corporations market 

their products. t?estern corporations have flexibility in deciding to 

whom tht:':y will sell, while SovIet enterprIses must sell ac:corJing to thE: 

plans established by Gossnab. Consequently. the sales subsystem con

sists of little more than accounting functions, where "planning" is 

dividing up aggregate numbers, and sorting and tracking orders handed 

down from above. The ASUP at the L'vov TV Plant represents a handful of 

exceptional ASUPs. It tries to minimize the amount of time waiting for 

payment by using data about previous payment records and adjusting the 

sales plan [Petr77]. 

As with other subsystems, the sales subsystem exists in an envi

ronment where the interests of many players must be balanced. Soko

litsyn and Dubolazov view the problem of correlating the interests of 

the enterprise, the buyer, and the transportation system as one which 

can be solved on the computer, taking into account the desire of the 

buyer for evenly-spaced shipments and the transportation system for 

loads which are direct [SokoBOb]. In practice, enterprises have little 

control over the transportation system [GoloB3]. The goal of even ship

ments may be disturbed by storming, insufficient rail capacity. inter

ruptions in supplies, or the unwillingness of enterprises to ship orders 

once the monthly sales plan has been fulfilled [Orig82; Ryav751. The 

supply problems that are documented in Section 3.2 are sales problems as 

WE!ll. For example, each enriching plant at the Uralkalii association in 

1981 stood idle for an average of thirty days because the railroads 
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could not take the output [Kron83£1. Loses during transportation, sud

den changes in customers and their requirements. and delays in payments 

from customers [Drig82; Ryav75] make the sales process even more com-

plicattOo. 

One key to successful use of the ASUP is whether or not the 

enterprise is in a vertically-integrated industry. For example, in the 

construction industry, the Ministry of Construction was able to organize 

the factories producing ready-mixed concrete and mortar ioto a single 

All-Union Association (Zhelezobeton) and then make assignments to the 

construction trusts for supplies. In a number of construction organ

izations, software was introduced for scheduling deliveries of mortar 

and ready-mixed concrete.' Because the supply, transportation, and use 

of these materials are under the same administration, the programs 

proved to be effective [Cher77; Pres77]. 

The "scientific" plan which is created by the computer is also 

thwarted by some of the enterprise's quasi-legal or illegal practices. 

Some of these are just the reverse of the practices outlined in the sec

tion on supply: an enterprise will ship to those enterprises that send 

the highest-bidding expediters, to those to whom a favor is owed, to 

those that the local Party secretary wants them to ship to, or to those 

who manage to shout the loudest. The Kaluga Construction Administration 

used the same software mentioned above to schedule mortar deliveries 

until demand became tighter than it !:ould handle; then the computer 

fell into disuse and the dispatcher scheduled deliveries according to 

who "called first, most often, and most loudly" [Sero79]. It may be ne

cessary to give away some output for the sake of buildi.ng up good 



relations [Ber157]. or in order to get an enterprise to accept other, 

defective output along with the good output. 
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The problems of simulation and theft, documented ahove, are not 

absent from the sales subsystem. The final products in warehoGses may 

also prove to be the most lucrative targets for theft. 

The largest impact of the sales subsystems reported in the li

terature comes from improving the flow of documents. At the Svetlana 

Association, rationalization of the input forms cut their number by a 

factor of three [800179J. Striking results were also achieved at the 

Yenakiyevskiy Metallurgy Factory J where the number of documents 

circulating in a year was cut by 300,000 aod the number of indicators, 

by 24,000,000 [DrigB2]. The idea that the computer is necessary in 

order to make these changes possible, however, is not addressed. The 

authors of these accounts assume that improved document flow will result 

in better accounting and more reliable data. However, given the impor

tance of the sales indicator, it is imperative that the enterprise pro

duce good numbers. Enterprise management will welcome a system that 

helps the sales department to do its job better, but only if it can 

maintain control over the figures that the department produces. This is 

probably the ultimate reason why so few of the sales operations have 

been cO!i).puterized to date. 
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l!...§. Accounting 

Based on the data about the distribution of tasks of different 

types in ASUP, it is clear that a large pet:'centage of data processing is 

devoted to accoullt.lng (u!J to 50 pet:'l.:ent [NareSOd]; see TaLle 3.10). 

Nueh in this chapter has already been written about the subject of 

accounting on the operational level: accounting of stocks of goods, 

levels of output, shipments, instruments, and so forth. As noted in 

Chapter 2, operational accounting is only one of three types of account

ing in Soviet enterprises. Each type has a different function and a 

different, but by no means mutually exclusive, set of parameters. 

Operational accounting arose because neither statistical 

accounting nor bookkeeping eould meet the expanding need for operational 

data that has been generated over the past two decades by growing enter

prise autonomy, the increasing complexity of production, and the cen

tralization of bookkeeping functions. Operational data is often poorly 

coordinated with the other kinds of data [Marc80dj Sab75bl. 

Statistical accounting is geared towards reporting plan fulfill

ment data in accordance with requirements of the Central Statistical Ad

ministration (TsSU), the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), and the 

ministries. Bookkeeping accounting, or simply, bookkeeping, is oriented 

towards the needs of financial organs such as the USSR Ministry of Fi

nance (Minfin). Both of these types of accounting fall under the con

trol of the planning and economic departments and the main bookkeeping 

office. The figures given in Table 3.10 do not distinguish between the 

various types of accounting, but given the traditional precedence of 

bookkeeping and statistical accounting and the data cited above about 
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the distribution of tasks by levels ([Novi80j Sede79]), at least half 

of the accounting work in ASUP is probably at the bookkeeping and 

statistical levels. This section is mainly cooce:roed with bookkeeping 

ami ::;tatl&llcal a~eoul1tlng. 

Two primary issues are c.onsidered in this section. The first is 

how accounting under ASUP has been integrated with the existing manage

ment system. Included here is a subsection on an important new nation

wide program to improve computerization of accounting in the economy. 

The second is the ability of the accounting system to deliver .accurate 

data. 

3.6.1 Accounting Under ASUP 

There is little doubt that ASUP can and does provide a tremen

dous savings in labor for calculations, and in particular, for account

ing calculations. For example, at six shops at a large non-ferrous 

metallurgy factory, the average number of documents prepared per shop 

was 190. The total number of man-hours needed to prepare them all was 

256,720 man-hours, or about 130 man-years [Shev80j. According to a 

study of small-scale series production enterprises, only about 27 per

cent of enterprise documents arrived on time [Miln75j. Enterprises are 

clearly having difficulty coping with modern calculating requirements. 

The Consolidation Debate. The question of how enterprise 

accounting should be reformed under the conditions of ASUP has produced 

considerable discussion over the last two decades. Proponents of reform 

critique the existing system of accounting as follows: Bookkeeping and 

statistical accounting utilize much of the same primary data which is 



Table 3.10 

Comparison of Values for Breakdown of Tasks by Type 

Task Type Percentage of Tasks 

Guneyev Zhimerin 
Lapshin 1976 Myasnikov Sedegov Kozak 
pre-1977 sample 2nd-geo TsNIITU UkSSR 

Accounting 33.4 58.0 44.0 43.0 43.7 

Planning 39.0 40.0 43.0 44.0 16.8 

Forecasti.ng 2.0 1.1 

Normative 
Base 21.0 13.0 13.0 

Analysis 22.1 

Regulation 14.5 

Analysis and 
Regulation 4.1 

Other 2.5 1.6 

Sources: [Gune77, 31; Koza79; Lapsn, 218; Sede79. 9; 
Zhim79, 147] 

Notes: The statistics from Zhimerin and Myasnikov are 
limited to data processed by 2nd-generation computers. 
The statistics from Kozak are for the 9th Fille-Year 
Plan in the Ukraine only. Sedegov's figures for in
dividual ministries show higher shares for account
ing, lower shares for planning, and higher shares for 
"other." 
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collected operationally. The only difference is in the almost exclusive 

emphasis of bookkeeping on financial accounting as opposed to statis

tical reports which include some data in physical terms. These artifi-

cial distinctions, plus the. inability to m",et [leeds fot" oparatiol1dl 

data, brought on the rise of operational accounting, most of which was 

located right in the department with which it was concerned. This led 

to an enormous amount of duplication of data and of effort. along with 

numerous discrepancies. It is senseless to computerize the existing 

system; rather. the forms shou~d be completely redesigned on the basis 

of systems analysis and all reports should be derilled from the same pri

mary information, collected and stored by the computer [Gild76; Modi81; 

Pank80; Tver82; Volk74; Volk77J. This view was advanced in the early 

60s by the noted economist V. Nemchinov and has found supporters in 

Glushkov, Modin, and Aganhegyan, among others. A more extreme version 

of this position holds that computerization erases the boundaries be

tween subsystems entirely and there need not be an accounting subsystem 

at all [Yaku79cl. 

Several systems are held up in the literature as examples of how 

the three levels of accounting can be successfully integrated. One of 

these is the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP, which is covered extensively in Section 

3.4.3 [Volk77J. The aim of integrating operational and bookkeeping 

accounting of the movement of parts has been realized at the Novocher

kassk Order of Lenin Locomotive Factory. (The wide distribution of 

their experience is limited by the use of a Minsk-23 computer, however.) 

The Order of Lenin "Bolshevik" Factory in Kiev is said to have 
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integrated economic accounting for the basic: means of production, and 

its eKperience has been utilized in factories in the Ukraine and other 

republics [Boro75b]. At the Electro-Heavy Machines Plant. 99 percent of 

accounting calculations have been autom8ted, leading to a 61 percent re-

duction in accounting personnel [Mare80d]. 

Opponents of this position offer the rationale that accounting 

itselE is a separate management function which has contours that isolate 

it from other subsystems. The three types of accounting serve different 

purposes and are therefore theoretically distinct. Irrationalities in 

accounting are explained not by a fundamental weakness in its methodol

ogy, but by the absence of mechanization, the poor training of many 

accounting workers, and the increasingly large amounts of information 

that must be processed. Furthermore. it is useful to maintain the ter

nary system in practice. Bookkeeping must remain as a separate entity 

because operational accounting is not based on a double entry system and 

does not necessarily include all the data needed by the bookkeeping sub

system [Bor075bj Libe79; Ormm77J. Whereas members of the first group 

criticize the ORMM guidelines for isolating the bookkeeping subsystem 

from the others. members of the second group contend that the way to 

achieve standardization in bookkeeping is through an even stronger 

bookkeeping subsystem [Vozn79j Yaku79c}. 

Both groups seem to agree on the necessity of recording the pri

mary data only once using computers. The ORMM guidelines recommend a 

complete revision of the document flow rOrmm77]. What has happened in 

practice, however, has been a consequence of the division of the ASUP 

into separate subsystems and an inability to change the existing system 
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of indicators. Each task has remained within the sphere of influence of 

the corresponding functional department, and has retained its own opera

tional accounting tasks. At many enterprises, bookkeeping accounting 

has been isolated as a subsystem, and means for it to draw upon the 

files of the other subsystems have not been well-provided [Volk77]. 

Duplications and inconsistencies have continued to arise as before. 

Partial Automation. Although a large percentage of calc.ulations 

in ASUP are devoted to accounting, they represent only part of the cal

culations needed for it [ef. Bely78b]. The assistant head of the 

T8SU'S All-Union Design Engineering Institute (VGPTI), L. Polkovskiy, 

has pointed out that the existing designs for automation of accounting 

stop with the output of analytic (detailed) and synthetic (aggregated) 

values. Compiling the report forms and tables for economic analysis and 

doing queries for specific information are done manually [Polk81j 

Yaku80c]. The 1975 ORMM TPR for accounting encouraged the separate 

implementation of accounting tasks by differentiating between labor, 

stock, suppliers and materials accounting. Other pressures, such as the 

inadequate number of trained accounting personnel (this profession has 

almost no prestige in the USSR), and the conservatism bred by a system 

which is standardized on a massive scale, also caused accounting tasks 

to be automated in a piecemeal fashion [lvas84J. Sometimes the integra

tion of accounting tasks depends on organizations outside the enterprise 

[Volo80J. The conversion of accounting to computers encountered similar 

problems in the 50s in Britain [Sab76]. 
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Manual calculations are also necessary when old accounting me-

thods are retained lBalt79]. Calculating wages was one of the first 

applications of computers to be put into widespread use in the Unites 

States. In the USSR, they also have been ext20sively automated, but not 

in full [Polk81J. The head of the "Ritmas" Association for the Central-

ization of Accounting and Mechanization of Management Work, Yu. 

Baltrushaytis, has declared that the existing procedures for calculating 

wages are too complicated to be fully implemented on a computer: 

Take. for example. the calculation of earnings oyer the 
course of fulfilling state and social obligations. For this it 
is necessary not only to extract all of the included wages for 
the preceding two months, but also to verify the accounting 
table of worker time for the past three months, in order to es
tablish whether or not overtime was being systematically used. 
But this is far from all. When the calculation of average earn
ings is done, the amount of bonuses to be paid for the work of 
the months for which the average earnings are being defined are 
as yet unknown. But they must be known, because the bonuses 
must be used in the calculations. The bookkeeper must do it all 
over again once the bonuses are known [Balt79]. 

Baltrushaytis asserts that complete wage calculations have not been pro-

grammed in a single enterprise computer center in the country, a state-

ment which if true demonstrates the low level of penetration of 

computing into enterprises. Even the TPR for calculating wages admits 

that some calculations cannot be performed by computer, and so at cer-

tain points in the algorithm the computer simply waits for an accountant 

to enter necessary figures. Baltrushaytis wryly remarks: "Of course, 

one shouldn't count on a great economic effect here" fBalt79 J. 
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Baltrushaytis has given other examples of the way in which a 

partially automated system can prove to be worse than the old, manual 

one. In the knitted wear industry, for instance, the product codes that 

exceeded 18 dIgits in length were iutroduced with tht:! computer. 

Pre printing the codes on the necessary forms was not organized. They 

had to be written hundreds or thousands of times daily by the workers. 

leading to more errors than ever [Balt79]. The conclusion of the di

rector of the Barnaul Radio Factory is that enterprises that try to 

adapt the computer to the old forms of accounting may find themselves 

expending more labor than before [Podk791, and others have admitted that 

the cost of processing the input documents is higher than the savings 

accrued by automation lLevi84; Polk8l]. 

One of the reasons that accounting tasks are only partially au

tomated is because clerks stand to be transferred. At the L'vov Tele

vision Plant, 300 management workers were eliminated after the ASUP was 

installed. They all were switched to production work IVrub78J. This is 

undoubtedly seen as undesirable by Soviet workers. 

The TsSU Accounting Program. Since the late 70s, several ini

tiatives have been made to improve the bookkeeping subsystem in ASUP and 

more generally, the accounting services available to enterprises. The 

VGPTI has been assigned the development of TPRs and PPPs for these 

tasks. An initial round of standard design solutions using ES computers 

had been worked out by VGPTI as early as 1975 [Roma8l), although the 

number of tasks in them is somewhat unclear (see columns A and B in 

Table 3.11) [Marc80d). However, statements by Polkovskiy show that 

whatever tasks had been developer!, they could not be considered a 
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unified subsystem [PolkSl] and had not been coordinated with the work of 

other groups [PolkS3]. 

The automation of accounting received a major push from a re

solution of th~ USSR ComIdl of Ministers "On measures for improving the 

organization of bookkeeping accounting and raising its role in the ra

tional and economic use of material, labor and financial resources (Jan. 

24, 1980)." The resolution turned over the task of organizing programs 

to create a standard bookkeeping subsystem for enterprises to the State 

Committee on Science and Technology (GKNT), working with TsSU, MinEin, 

and other organizations. This expanded program included the creation of 

a special ORMM document specifically for accounting (ORMM-uchet), due in 

the first quarter of 1983, and the completion of a number of PPPs by the 

second quarter of 1985 (see the last column of Table 3.11) [Polk83]. 

These ppp have been delayed considerably, since the original goal was to 

deliver a complete ES package in 1982 [Po1k8l). The new packages are 

supposed to include analysis tasks which encompass all of the economic 

activity of the enterprise. 

The GKNT program only stipulated industrial enterprises (speci

fically, machine building), so TsSU has launched an additional program 

to develop packages for 10 sectors of the economy: industry, con

struction, agriculture, automobile transportation, centralized bookkeep

ing at budget organizations, trade and food supply, supply and sales, 

housing, daily services, and scientific-research and design-engineering 

organizations [Bart80; Dolg80; Grin?3; Neme82b; Po1k81; Voro83b; 

Yaku81c). This program relates mainly to enterprises and organizations 
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that do not have their own computing facility but must rely on the TsSU 

for automating some calculations. 

By 1981, 150 agricultural organizations had insta1l8d an 

necounting SyGtQffi ;.;orko:;d cat by VGPTI baaed on the H-500Q computer 

[Polk81b]. VGPTI advocates the collection of primary data from agricul

tural enterprises and its centralized processing using universal algo

rithms [Polk81bl. The creation of a conveniently used classification 

system for credits and debits for these enterprises has been one of the 

practical results of this effort [Polk84bj. For more information on au

tomation of accounting in agric.ulture, see [Bara78; Bart8D; BartSl; 

Belo80d; Rapo80 J • 

The current attempts to develop more integrated packages show 

that the proponents of a separate, larger accounting subsystem in ASUP 

hold the upper hand. The 1979 book by Yakubova and Poretskaya [Yaku79cl 

extensively documents the VGPT! accounting subsystem of that time; it 

is safe to assume that the expanded TPRs and PPPs now under development 

will not deviate from its basic design. The book dOGS not discuss the 

distinctions between the levels of accounting, stating only that there 

is no reason why analysis and operational accounting functions should 

not also be grouped within the bookkeeping accounting subsystem 

[Yaku79cJ. This view is not carried forth in the designs, which encom

pass the traditional content of bookkeeping only. The VGPTI approach is 

based partially on designing the bookkeeping subsystem so that it is 

correctly linked into the other ASUP subsystems, specifically: TEP, 

OUOP, OUVP, personnel management. quality control, and norms for mater

ial use [Yaku79cl. 



Table 3.11 

Tasks in TPR for Accounting, Being Harked Out by VGPTr 

Function Tasks 
A B 

Basic capi tal 

Materials, small-value and quickly 
wearing out items (MBP) 18 22 

Labor and wages 27 30 

Production expenditures 18 33 

Ready production and its realization 24 

Financial and calculation operations, 
summary accounting and reports 

total 82 122 

Sources: [MarcBOd, 23, 219; Polk83, 121 

Done! 
(Due) 

1982 

(1984) 

(1983) 

(1985) 

(1985) 

1982 

Notes: Column (A) represents the number of tasks that 
Marchenko and Barabanov [Marc80d] mention as being 
part of the output of the automated accounting system, 
citing a 1978 handbook on ASUP. Column (8) represents 
the number of tasks that Marchenko and Barabanov claim 
are provided for in the TPR for ES computers worked out 
by VGPTI. The Done!(Due) column represents the time 
frame for finishing (new?) PPPs for these tasks. 
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Thus, the new initiative of VGPTI boils down to doing better 

what has been attempted in the past, and does not entail a radical re

organization of the enterprise structure. The position and power of the 

bookke.eping department is secure, or perhaps even enhanc£:d if ar.a1Y5i:3 

functions which were traditionally the province of the planning economic 

department are moved there [Yaku79cJ. It may eliminate the partial au

tomation of some accounting tasks, leading to a more efficient usage of 

labor. 

Further progress on this program was reported in 1984 [Polk84J. 

A number of guidelines and instructions have now been prepared covering 

such topics as how TPRs are to be deposited and reproduced in the Inter

branch Algorithm and Program Fund (MOFAP), how to document TPRs and 

PPPs I how to work out the technical design, and how to maintain programs 

(expected 1985). Methods for better dividing the work of designers and 

programmers have been explored [Yaku84]. Polkovskiy does not report 

that any of the other TPRs listed in Table 3.11 have been completed, but 

some new technical details of the program are given, such as which com

puters will be used (see Section 4.1.4) [Polk84]. Interactive data 

entry and analysis are included for the first time [Daga81; Daga84; 

Toml84; Tsig80; TsigBl]. 

Most significant is the 1984 approval of the ORMM-uchet guide

lines. It includes, for the first time, a standard list of bookkeeping 

subsystem tasks for ASUP. polkovskiy also reports that branch minis

tries and TsSU are Horking on improving primary accounting forms in con

junction with the development of TPRs and PPPs. In addition, functional 
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descriptions of standardization of reports and code dictionaries at 

VGPTI are to be finished in 1985 [Polk84]. A data description language 

for the TPR of the accounting subsystem in machine building has been de

veluped [Nena84J. It remains to be seen whether a standard list of 

tasks, coordinated with new forms from the TsSU. can bring about the 

document flow changes that till now have been excluded from most ASUPs. 

Thus, progress is being made, but slowly. It appears that VGPTI 

has delivered many instructions on how to create the TPRs and PPPs 

rather than the programs themselves. The necessary ES cross-compilers 

for developing the SM-1600, Robotron AS110, and Iskra-S55 software have 

not been written yet and a language for the last two computers has not 

been selected (see Section 4.1.4) [Polk84]. This program has been ex

tended to the end of the decade. 

3.6.2 The Accuracy of Accounting Data 

The accuracy of accounting data depends on the calculation tech

nology, the level of coordination between calculations. the desire to 

achieve accuracy. and the controls built into the system. ASUP has the 

potential to make vast improvements on all four counts. 

Calculation Accuracy. There is little doubt that ASUP can have 

a large impact on the accuracy of the calculation technology. According 

to a writer from the Belorussian State Institute of the National Eco

nomy, the best accuracy that can be achieved manually is a probability 

of three character errors out of a thousand. On the average. the error 

rate is four erroneous characters out of one hundred (Voro76]! Not all 

of these errors will be eliminated under ASUP, because many of the same, 
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plodding clerks have undoubtedly been transferred to keypunching. An 

experimental introduction of a minicomputer at the shop level found that 

localized data entry improved the error rate by two to three times 

(Lapi84bj. 

The vast majority of data in ASUP is still collected and pro-

cessed manually. According to the deputy director of TsNIITU. about 63 

percent of data is keypunched in departments of enterprises, 29 percent 

is keypunched from primary documents by computer center staff, and only 

eight percent is collected automatically [Sede79]. The labor for col-

laction and entering data makes up 80 percent of the cost of the final 

output documents and comprises 70 percent of the work of the computer 

center [Lapi84b; Koza79]. One study asserts that keypunchers are re-

sponsible for 70-80 percent of the input errors; another puts this fi-

gure at 89 percent [Lapi84b; Niko82b]. A third found that 30 percent 

of errors take place at the stage of filling out documents. while 70 

percent occur during keypunching [Pivo78c1. A distribution of errors by 

type of entry device is shown in Table 3.12 [Niko82b, 191. Nikolayevat 

~l. comment: "Analysis of the practice of introducing ASUP shows that 

if measures are not taken to protect data against mistakes, in many 

a significant portion of the data entering the ASUP is practically 

unfit for use" [Niko82b, 221. 

The levels of errors reported in Table 3.12 are perhaps one 

order of magnitude better than the average error rate for manual 

systems. However, they still do not meet the acceptable levels for 

These are considered to be one per 10,000 for operational data, 

one per 100,000 for statistical calculations, and one in 1,000,000 for 
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bookkeeping and wages [Niko82b; Radc78; see also Sina73]. The re~:ults 

of another study of error rates at the Voroshilovugol' Coal Production 

Association (PO) shows error rates that are consistent with those givc.!O 

by Nikolayev et al. In this cas.::, the large"t; SO<1i'Ce of errors was from 

primary recording of the data at the mines, followed closely by 

keypunching errors. A breakdown of the results is shown in Table 3.13. 

Some steps have been taken to improve keypuncher performance. 

In the Guneyev et a1. study. which is described in more detail in Ap-

pendix A, two measures of changes in the document flow were made. Three 

levels of preparation of input documents were distinguished: a) input 

Table 3.12 

Reliability of Digital Data Input 

Type of Device 

Multikey digital keyboard 

with display 
without display 

Ten-key keyboard 

with display 
wi thout display 

Relative freq. Standard 
of Errors!l, 000 Deviation 
Characters 

0.5 0.28 
1.1 0.38 

0.9 0.25 
1.5' 0.53 

Keyboard with natural language 1.2 0.40 
selection of words 

Source: [Niko82b, 17] 
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Table 3.13 

ASUP Data Errors at Voroshilovgradugol' Coal PO 

Location Error Frequency Per-
(discovered cen-
errors/char.) tage 

At Mines 1.4/1,000 

Extract/record data 4.8 

Getting data from a calculation 6.2 

Recording data in primary 43.5 
documents 

Copying primary documents 9.0 

On data communications lines 0.1/1,000 
----------------------------
Transmission by telegraph 2.5 

Including ••• operator mistakes 2.4 
technical 0.1 

At the computer center 
----------------------
Punching 0.6/1,000 33.0 

Including • •• operator errors 31.1 
technical cause 2.2 

Computer (including output 0.04/1,000 0.7 
device) 

Source: [Radc78. 128-1291 
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data prepared separately for every task, b) document contents rationa

lized across all ASUP tasks, and c) combination of a and b. About ooe

quarter of the enterprises surveyed fell into category a, 40 percent 

into b. and 35 percent into c. The highest rates for categories band c 

were in the machine building industry [Gune77]. These figures show that 

attempts to revamp the document flow for those documents being c.omputer

ized have been successful in a relatively large number of cases. An

other data measurement, which is called "use of data," addresses the 

question of whether or not instructions for keypunching are by document 

or by data item. Enterprises in the survey were divided evenly between 

the two, again with somewhat greater provision of item-by-item instruc

tions in machine building [Gune77J. The questions of instructions can 

be quite important because the beginning to end data processing pro

cedures vary considerably depending on which organizati.ons designed them 

[Ashe841. 

Without indicating the gains to be expected from using them, Ni

kolayev et al. have outlined other means which can be taken to protect 

against errors. One means has to do with operators, and includes teach

ing and approving operators; rational organization of primary docu

ments; balanced operator load; and the design of collection procedures 

and algorithms with ergonomics in mind. These do not offer sufficient 

protection, and must be supplemented with control methods. Nikolayev et 

al. believe that control methods which were used with punch card com

puters, such as verification, use of control sums, examination of 

punches by controllers, etc. are too labor intensive for the conditions 
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of ASUP. Instead, they recommend self-monitoring, duplication of opera

tions by personnel, error-r€sistant codes, elimination of Borne symbols, 

redundancy in information, and program checking of data [Niko82b]. In 

th~ special literature on aCCGUntitig and ASUP, both methods are lll.:.n-

tioned, but they receive little attention in general [PankBO; Rade78]. 

Present methods of control in use at computer centers can catch vir

tually all single character mistakes [Pivo78c]. Another recommended 

means of improving accuracy is to unify data processing procedures 

[Ash,84J. 

As more mini- and microcomputers are inserted ioto the bookkeep

ing system, many technical errors will undoubtedly be eliminated. How

ever. a substantial proportion of data is still entered from punch cards 

or paper tape. A study of data entry in the USSR Ministry of Power and 

Electrification. for example. found that in 1983, only 3.1 percent of 

all data was entered using displays. The other percentages were: 51.2 

percent, punch cards; 22.3 percent. paper tape; and 23.4 percent from 

key to magnetic tape systems [81an84J. 

Thus. the introduction of an ASUP results in some improvement in 

the quality of the data from a technical point of view, although the 

given information does not permit a more precise statement to be made. 

Two other sources of errors are commonly found in accounting. The first 

is a lack of coordination between various calculations, and the other is 

willful distortion. 
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Lack ~ Coordination. The lack of coordI.nation applies both to 

the specific pieces of data that are collected, and to the times at 

which they are collected. Accounting for semi-finished products during 

manufae.ture can serve as an example. In the latL!:lr half of the 60::;, 

fewer and fewer enterprise bookkeeping departments carried out this 

operation, turning it oller to the the chief dispatc.her. The reliability 

of this operational data is low, and large discrepancies are frequently 

discovered when annual or semi-annual inventories are taken. In a 

number of enterprises, the adoption of the OUOP subsystem has raised the 

level of operational accounting without removing the discrepancies with 

the bookkeeping records [Boro75bJ. The failure to fully redesign docu

ment flows, and the creation of local subsystems which essentially dup

licate the manual system, has caused this lack of coordination to 

continue. 

Falsification. The question of how accurate computerized data 

is has been discussed at various other points in this chapter. For pri

mary data collected at the shop level, the dual disincentives of needing 

to show plan fulfillment and wanting to hide poor results from upper 

management were balanced only by the need for accurate data for the sake 

of overall management. For the MTS subsystem, the clearly recognized 

need to overstate material requirements reduced the question of account

ing to the most efficacious means of producing the necessary figures. 

Accounting data must be produced both for internal and external use. 
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Within the enterprise, there is substantial resistance to pro

cedures which provide superiors with better data about performance. 

especially in the functional departments [Pokr76J. In the case study at 

th", t.::gi,ming of this ehapter, it was partially the unwillingness of a 

number of groups within Belenergostroy to allow their work to be moni

tored by computer that led to the abandoning of the ASUP. In this case, 

two sets of records were kept one for external use and one for internal 

One suspects that the desire to maintain control over the fi

gures leaving the enterprise has played a large role in preventing the 

fundamental reorganization of the enterprise information system, and, in 

particular, of accounting. The advantages of the traditional system 

from this poInt of view are: discrepancies are [lot discovered immedi

ately, or are never discovered; calculations can only be done once; it 

is virtually impossible to respond to queries for non-standard types of 

information due to the labor intensity of calculations; inaccurate re

sults can be blamed on the use of manual calculations; bookkeepers have 

direct access to records; and accounting can be done by functional de

partments and thereby remain under their control. 

The standard designs for accounting under ASUP bear a striking 

similarity to the manual system in some respects. First, various 

accounting tasks are isolated in different subsystems and data is iso

lated in different files, making it difficult to carry out comparisons 

and reveal discrepancies. Accounting remains the province of functional 

subdepartments. Second, only a standard set of reports can be produced, 

as no query language or on-line query capabilities are provided 
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[Polk811. There is some discussion in the literature of storing 

accounting data in data base management systems. and some examples of 

enterprises at which this has been done lLibe79; Nena84; Volk77], but 

as will be :=:hot.""n in Section 5.3.2, m03t enterprises do not use DBMS. 

Third, the computerized accounting systems have the ability to do cal

culations more than once in principle. but the low capad ty of Soviet 

computers and the deliberate operation of them with low efficiency rates 

may also rule out re-calculations. 

The traditional role of the bookkeeping department has been to 

produce the data needed by external organizations. The desire for accu

racy can be summarized by the following syllogism. The most important 

goal of an enterprise is to fulfill its plan targets. Pla.n fulfillment 

is shown by accounting data. Conclusion: Accounting data must show 

plan fulfillment, or at least minimize the levels of ullderfulHllment 

shown. 

If this syllogism is true, then the following corollaries are 

also true: 1. The figures produced by the enterprise cannot be pulled 

out of thin air, but must have enough justification that they can stand 

some inquiry (this may be called "fudging from the achieved level"). 2. 

An ASUP must allow the chief accountant to maintain control over the 

records that are stored on cards, magnetic tape or disk. Partial auto

mation ensures that some opportunities are left for manual intervention. 

3. Any computer system which permits comprehensive audi.ting or denies 

this control threatens the welfare of the enterprise and must be 

thwarted or co-opted in some fashion. In the Belenergostroy case, where 
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shortcomings were "not so obvious" in the manual data, the solution was 

to get rid of the ASUP completely [Novi78bl. 

All of the evidence collected by western specialists on the Sov-

iet economy suggest that systematic simulation of plan fulfiLlment is 

practiced on a widespread scale [Ber157; Be1'176; Demi84; Feld84; 

Gran 79; Kron84; Lamp84; 8chr82; Shee84 j Shee84b]. This practice is 

one of several that are rarely punished [Feld84; Lamp84]. As Nick Lam-

pert of Birmingham University has pointed out, the management of 80c1a1-

1st society relies on myriad rules, regulations. and laws. Because of 

their sheer number, it is inevitable that managers must break some of 

the rules in order to get by. As the complexity of the society io-

creases, more rules are needed, leading to more cases of abuse. The 

gOllernment has no choice but to unofficially sanction the violations 

that are necessary in order to keep the system running. Lampert ex-

plains that 

The tension between law and illegality is reflected in a 
general tendency to indulgence by the legal apparatuses, which 
is in r:urn closely related to the informal protection offered by 
local party officials to the people they halle helped to promote, 
and on whom they rely. That protection is conditional. It de
pends on the prominence and success of the organisation, and on 
the ability of its managers to establish good political con
nections. Where the relationships of patronage break down, 
there the law can take its course. But the general thrust of 
central injunctions 1,s constantly blunted by networks of local 
poli tical support. 

By doing little more than automating current calculations, the account-

ing subsystem in ASUP has been designed to permtt these practices to 

continue. The so-called "human factor" in ASUPs has begun to receille 

more attention of late, including at least one explicit acknowledgment 

that personnel withhold accurate data, but the Soviets halle a long way 
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to go before they can effectively address such problems [Druz84; 

Ilch84J. 

~ Planning 

Besides accounting, the most frequent application encountered in 

ASUP is planning. About 40 percent of ASUP calculations are devoted to 

it (Table 3.10). Planning tasks are encountered in most of the sub

systems that have been discussed in this chapter J but the majori ty of 

planning calculations in ASUP perform technical-economic planning (TEP). 

This amounts to the creation of the yearly planning estimates which flow 

up to the ministry and other superior organizations during the first 

round of plan negotiation, and to making those estimates concrete after 

directive figures are handed back down. 

Planning activities in enterprises have a high profile because 

they are critical to the operation of the enterprise and because the 

data they produce is used by a number of external organizations. In 

particular, the idea of optimal planning has been a centerpiece of the 

entire ASUP program and has received much attention at all levels of the 

economic hierarchy. It has offered the possibility of significantly 

improving enterprise performance without increased inputs, through: 

labor savings, the ability to investigate more than one option, the 

ability to react quickly to changed targets or supply conditions, and 

the ability to ensure that the plan is feasible and balanced. 

Computerizing TEP may give added legitimacy to plan calculations in the 

eyes of the ministry. But there are also substantial liabilities to TEP 

which have to do with the. peculiarities of the Soviet planning system. 
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3.7.1 Tekhpromfinplan Calculations 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, the technical, industrial, finan

cial plan of the enterprise (tekhpromfinpla.n) consists of 10 inter

connected sections. The importance and difficulty of producing the 

figures for each section of the plan varies across a wide spectrum. 

Most of the descriptions of tekhpromfinplan applications include 

calculating direct production costs. the yearly production plan, labor 

and wages, and sales [Chet79; Kozh82; Mami81b; Radc78; Soko80b; 

Vlas77J. Machine building enterprises apparently have more involved 

tekhpromfinplans than in other industries. The number of planning and 

reporting indicators can reach 2,600 [Vlas77; Zmit77; Zver7BJ. Table 

3.14 shows a breakdown by section of the tekhpromfinplan of the number 

of documents, number of document-lines, and number of individual entries 

in the documents for the Moscow Electro-Mechanical Factory imeni Vla

dimir Il'ich (EVI). More than 8,000 documents in this tekhpromfinplan 

comprise about 400,000 lines and 4,000,000 data items. 

The amount of labor that is involved in creating a tekhprom

finplan is staggering. Table 3.15 shows the labor-intensiveness of 

calculating the various sections of the plan in man-hours. Given an 

average work-year of 230 days, the tekhpromfinplan as outlined requires 

ten man-yeat:'s of effort. In addition, this is only the directive, or 

final plan, calculated after the ministry hands down directive figures. 

The preliminary plan requires twice as much calculating work. These fi

gures are consistent with an estimate made at the Institute of Cyber

netics in Kiev that i.t takes about 50,000 norm hours to develop the 

tekhpromfinplan [Bobk79bJ. (A "norm-hour" is probably the average 



Table 3.14 

Dil:l;!ctive TekhpLomflltplan at EVI 

Tekhpromfinplan 
Section 

Basic Indicators 

Production 
and Sales 

Raising Production 
Efficiency 

Capital Invest-
ments 

Supply 

Labor and Wages 

Profi ts, Deduc-
tions, Profi t-
ability 

Economic Stimu-
lation Funds 

Financial Plan 

Number of Document Entries % by 
Documents Lines, K K char. 

0.1 0.9 0.02 

817 14.2 332.0 17.28 

52 0.2 2.8 0.06 

72 5.6 84.0 1.40 

4,105 30.2 264.6 13.15 

260 20.2 277.0 B.07 

3,000 325.0 3,250.0 59.79 

20 0.8 7.1 0.17 

0.2 1.7 0.06 

Source: [Gord78, 361 

Notes: An entry is a data element in the intersection 
of a row and column. Percentage by character refers to 
the number of characters in the documents for each sec
tion. The directive tekhpromfinplan is the one that the 
enterprise calculates after the ministry has reviewed 
the initial tekhpromfinplan and has sent down control 
figures. 
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amount of labor that can be accomplished by the best workers in an 

hour.) It can take the planning-economic department in an enterprise 

half a year to formulate the tekhpromfinplan. Added to inevitable iU8C-

curacies due to the long lead tilfi~S iUl/olved, the nut ll\fr~quettt changes 

in plans by the ministry rapidly cause the tekhpromfinplan to become un

balanced. Its recalculation takes 3-4 months, which means that complete 

recalculations are more or less out of the question using manual me

thods. An early study of the tekhpromfinplans of 1,000 enterprises in 

four different regions found tha.t not a single one was balanced 

[Cher63] • 

Further study of the tekhpromfinplan data at the Moscow 

Electro-Mechanical Factory showed that an average of 73 percent of the 

data was constant. Furthermore, of the input data, only 59 percent was 

primary data, the rest being borrowed from elsewhere [Gord78]. The sav

ings from computerizing tekhpromfinplall calculations can grow dramati

cally after the first time the constant data is converted to 

machine-readable form. 

Thus, computerizing the tekhpromfinplan offers significant labor 

savings, means for ensuring that a balanced plan is calculated, and ex

panded capabilities to respond to changing conditions. Information can 

be provided to other, interested organizations in a much shorter time 

period [Mami8Ib]. It is undoubtedly becoming harder and harder for Sov

iet enterprises to continue calculating the plan manually. if only be

cause of the shortage of labor which will grow more acute during the 

next two decades [Camp83bj. An important criticism leveled against the 



Table 3.15 

Directive Tekhpromfinplan Lahar-Intensiveness at EVI 

Tekhprolofinplan 
Section 

Production 
and 

I - II 

Sales 3,343.0 2,751.6 

Raising 
Production 
Efficiency 4.3 7.8 

Capital 
Investments 8.8 10.0 

Supply 

Labor and 
l.;rages 

Profits, 
Deductions, 
Profit-

377.3 1,867.8 

539.8 679.7 

ability 103.2 2,382.0 

Economic 
Stimula
tion Funds 

Finan
cial Plan 

4.2 

3.3 

11.2 

8.0 

Han-Hours of Effort 

III IV 

847.2 548.7 7,702.5 

5.1 4.1 21.3 

5.3 168.8 177.4 

773.4 773.2 3,791.7 

194.8 463.7 1,878.0 

313.6 1944.2 4849.2 

3.3 4.0 22.7 

4.5 3.3 19.0 

total 4,383.97,710.12,147.23,910.018,159.2 

Source: [Gord78, 36J 

Key: I. Addition and Subtraction. II. Multiplication 
and Division. III. Logical Operations. IV. Recording. 
V. Total 
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omV' normative net production indicator (which is replacing profits as a 

prime indicator of enterprise periorm:mce) is that it is much more dif

ficult to calculate than previous indicators were. If the tekhprom

floplan remains In its present form, some means of automating its 

calculation will become indispensible to most Soviet enterprises. 

3.7.2 Optimal Planning 

Optimal planning has been one of the key concepts behind the 

widespread introduction of computers. Isolated reports in the press 

suggest that some enterprises have been able to reap large benefits from 

their use. Minpribor was an early leader in the use of optimization 

tasks, and production increases of 6-8 percent were purportedly realized 

at several Minpribor plants in the late 60s [Asha681. As a whole, opti

mization of the production plans of 61 enterprises at the ministry level 

in Minpribor allowed an increase in output of 10,000,000 rubles per year 

[Voro76}. For five year plans, the gains were reported as 12-15 percent 

increases in production [Samb78}. The Barnaul Radio Factory was able to 

increase production by seven percent based on optimal planning [Bobk78]. 

According to Fedorenko, optimization models reduces unit costs 5-7 per

cent, capital expenditures 8-10 percent. and operating expenses six 

percent [Fedo85]. 

Nevertheless. the percentage of optimization tasks being solved 

has remained quite low. The most widely-cited values for the percentage 

of tasks which include optimization do not exceed 5-6 percent [Bere82: 

CuleSl: UyeSl: Koza79: Laps77: Mikh83b: Mora79: Simc84J. Lapshi.n 

reports that only one to five perc.ent of ASUP tasks used optimization 
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algorithms [Lapsn]. The highest overall value reported for optimiza

tion tasks was 15 percent in a study of ASUPs in Odessa between 1972 and 

1976 [Maks78bl. However, the Lapshin figures for all ASU were repeated 

in a i978 article with the addition that only 100 opt1mization tasks 

have been introduced into working ASUP [Samb78]. Some authors expected 

the number of optimization tasks to rise as 3rd-generation computers 

were 'assimilated [Gune77; Koza79; Lapa77; Maks78bl. but the most re

cent data does not seem to bear this out. Only two percent of cal

culations at all computer centers in'lolve optimization [Kany83]. 

Guneyev's data shows the percentages of enterprises with given 

levels of optimization tasks. In 75 percent of ASUPs studied the per

centage of tasks using optimization algorithms did not eKceed five per

cent. About 21 percent had levels of these tasks up to 20 percent, and 

only 2.6 percent had over 20 percent. For machine building and the 

eKtractive industries, the percentage of tasks using optimization was 

even smaller, while a sizeable 50 percent of enterprises in the process

ing industry had 5-20 percent optimization tasks. Many enterprises had 

no optimization tasks whatsoever [Gunen]. 

The significance of these statistics lies not in their exact nu

merical value. but in the fact that they indicate a great deal of dis

pleasure on the part of the central authorities over the state of the 

use of optimization calculati.ons, and a good deal of room for improve

ment. Kozak, for eKample, predicted that the share of optimization 

tasks would grow from zero percent in 1975, to 15 percent in 1980, 30 

percent in 1985 and 35 percent in 1990 [Koza79J, demonstrating large ex

pectations for the role that they might play. The situation was 
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considered serious enough that a special commission was appointed to in

vestigate it by the Interdepartmental Council on Problems of the Im

provement of Management in the Ukrainian SSR. The results are reported 

in [Hlkh83bj. One of the most visible proponents of optimization, N. 

Fedorenko, recently published a highly critical article about the lack 

of use of optimization models [Fedo851. 

Two basic types of optimal planning calculations can be dis

tinguished. The first searches the universe of solutions based only on 

the constraint of production capacity_ In applying various objective 

functions, such as maximizing gross output, maximizing profits, minimi

zing costs, and so forth, it finds the means to squeeze the most pos

sible output from the enterprise, or produce the the most profitable set 

of goods, and so forth. The second type optimizes the production plan 

after directive figures from superiors have been handed down. These 

will be called unconstrained and constrained. There are advantages and 

disadvantages to each type of task, and problems which relate to both of 

them. 

Unconstrained Optimization. There are several major problems 

with unconstrained optimization tasks which are related both to the 

methodology of their use and to environmental constraints. An important 

methodological weakness is that the data that is used is normative. For 

example, the standard planning methodologies developed by Gosplan re

quire that the production capacity of the enterprise be established on 

the basis of the best shops, the production capacity of the best shops 

be established on the basis of the best sections, and so forth down the 

line [Soko80b]. The result is a plan that could only be fulfilled if 
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all the shops could meet the performance of the best. which is not pos-

sible. In some cases, normative data is absent and the models are run 

with estimates or statistical data from previous planning periods that 

may not be up-to-date [Hikh83bj 8e1y79]. 

Even if the optimal solution is feasible, an enterprise rarely 

has the ability to obtain the resources needed to implement it. Since 

it is assumed that enterprises will distort the figures they pass up. 

and it is official policy to produce taut plans. there is little likeli-

hood that the enterprise will get exactly the plan that it has requested 

[cf. Section 3.4.3; Serg81cl. The necessity of changing planning 

practices was recognized practically from the start of the ASUP program. 

The following 1968 statement was made by R. Ashastin, who was then head 

of the Main Administration of Instrument Construction (Glavpribor) of 

Minpribor. Ashastin has contributed to a number of important guidelines 

having to do with ASUP, and in at least 1977-1982 was the chief of com-

puter technology of USSR Gosplan [Asha77; Lopa68; Meto79b; Ormm72; 

Ormm77; Trap7S; Trud82d; Vrem73]: 

Under the [conditions of computer-calculated plansJ, the 
supply organs and Gosplan will have to stop the traditional 
'clltting' of demands, since if the demands calculated on com
puters are not satsified, then not only will the plan fulfill
ment be disrupted, but the reliability of computing will be 
questioned. This would inflict a great blow on the new system 
of management... [SJome of the workers in the planning organ
izations... ate still trying to inflict their own indices on 
the industry and maintain petty control over it [Asha68J. 

In fact, both planners and ministries continue to "inflict" their own 

indices on enterprises. 
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Of late. the planning agencies have been coming under increased 

criticism for producing plans which are hopelessly difficult to fulfill 

(vozdushnoye plannlrovanlye). contradictions in plans such that fulfill-

lng oOe indicator p.:-events fulfillment of another (vilki), or indicators 

that change so often managers do not know what to expect next [Rut184; 

Schr851. A common practice is to amend plans near the end of the year 

so that they are fulfilled (Birm78; Schr851. Obtaining accurate data 

for optimal planning at higher 1e\7e1s is quite difficult. In addition. 

numerous changes in the incentive rules keep managers guessing [Schr85]. 

Even if the planners and enterprises are willing to cooperate, 

other groups may not be. An example from agriculture is the calculation 

of optimal routes for beet distribution.. It was announced in 1968 that 

such a plan saved the equivalent of 1,500 train cars in 1966 as opposed 

to 1965 [Tsme68]. However, it is doubtful that those cars were ever ac

tually saved. The optimal routes are calculated by UkSSR Goskom

sel'khoztekhnika. while the actual assignments of farms to terminal 

receptors is carried out by the UkSSR Ministry of the Food Industry 

[Mikh83b] .. 

If these conditions are satisfied, an enterprise still has 

little incentive to use optimization in order to produce at close to 

maximum capacity [Fedo8S]. The nature of the Soviet planning system is 

such that "planning from the achieved level" takes place at every level 

of the hierarchy [BerlS7; Berl76; Birm78; Nove80; Wilh79J. As Bir

man has shown, this is a fundamental feature of the sy8tem becau8e plan

ners have little choice, on an operational level, but to use start from 

where the economy is In order to decide where it should go. 
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Consequently J a basic enterprise practice is to try to minimze 

the increase in plan targets from year to year. It does this by care

fully hiding production capacity~ stockpiling resources, and perhaps 

even hiding output. Ministries try to get suffi.cient performance from 

their enterprises so that they can fulfill their own plan targets, so 

they typically hand out objectives that are higher than what the enter

prise claims it can achieve. Consequently, the vertical data flows are 

rarely accurate. In the oil-refining industry, this is one of the most 

important reasons why optimal planning is not used. The computer

generated plans could provide for increases in profits and the volume of 

commodity output of 2-5 percent, yet it is only realistic to accept 

plans with less than a one perce.""'I'i't""increase in these indicators 

[Bere82j. 

The degree of enterprise autonomy and the extent to which it is 

vertically integrated playa large role in determining the applicability 

of optimal planning. More possibilities may exist for using this at 

production associations. In this case, the plans of the individual 

enterprises can really be optimized with respect to the overall targets 

and supplies given to the production association [Mami81bj. The success 

of the latter as an administrative body is tied to the enterprises' re

sults. But even here, many enterprises have tried to remain as indepen

dent as possibility of the production association, including trying to 

obtain reduced plans. 
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Enterprises do have a certain amount of autonomy in determining 

the exact composition of what they produce and in deciding how orders 

are to filled, especially when direct contracts have been arranged. An 

experiment to give enterprises more autonomy bagar. undei- A.,dropov and 

was extended to more ministries under Chernenko. It appears that the 

experiment will be approved for broad introduction in the 1986-1990 pe

riod, so it is examined in some detail here. There is no evidence yet 

that the experiment has had any effect on ASUP. 

On July 26, 1983, a decree "On Additional Measures for Expanding 

the Rights of Industrial Production Associations (Enterprises) in Plan

ning and Economic Activity and for Strengthening Their Responsibility 

for the Results of Their Work" was published. Its provisions were to 

start Jan. I, 1984 in five USSR and republic ministries. The main pro

visions of the t"eforrn were to reduce the number of indicators and 

reorder their pt"iority; stabilize success indicators for five-year pe

riods; increase the role and responsibility of enterprises in planning; 

tighten contract discipline j encourage new technology and compensate 

for losses incurred from its introduction; encourage the output of 

world-market class goods; allow enterprises to retain more profit and 

dispose of it as they see fit; permit greater wage differentials; 

allow the allocation of amortization funds for plant renovation; allow 

the retention of unspent incentive fund balances; tie levels of bonuses 

more closely to results; and promote Shchekino schemes for saving 

labor. Most of these features are repetitions of provisions included in 

the 1965 Kosygin and 1979 reforms which were implemented only in part 

[Bush83; Dyke83e 1. 
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These new reforms are unlikely to succeed for several reasons. 

First, the concept of stable norms goes against the principle of plan-

ning from the achieved level, which is left unchanged. Second, the all 

ct' nothing bonuses will increase incentives to conceal resources and 

inflate output reports. Decentralized investment is not coordinated 

with the allocation plans for investment resources. which leads enter-

prises to acquire the needed materials illegally. The supply system has 

not been reformed to facilitate the direct links called for in the re-

form. Finally, since the reform continues the trend towards increased 

plan tautness, many of the difficulties brought on by it are likely to 

continue [Dyke84b; Dyke84e; Marp84 J. 

So far, the reform has involved a relatively small number of 

enterprises and has not been producing the desired results in the Uk-

raine [Marp84]. As predicted, enterprises have run into problems with 

the fact that other parts of the economy have not been switched over to 

the new system. Plan targets have not been balanced with supply orders. 

Despite these problems, reported plan fulfUlment is high [Kapu84; 

Sukh84bJ, which may indicate that simulation is taking place. Success 

seems to be predicated on special treatment. In the Sverdlovsk area, 

for example, the CPSU oblast' committee has taken active part in the ex-

periment. Supply orders have been stampted with the word "experiment," 

in order to accord them priority [Many84J. 

The experiment has been extended in 1985 to Minpribor, Min

stankoprom, and a number of other ministries; and in 1986 is to be 

introduced in two or three republic ministries in every repUblic. This 

is to serve as a prelude to complete introduction of the system [~Iany84; 
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Marp84; 051n84; Volo84bJ. The words of the Sverdlovsk Oblast' CPSU 

Secretary may sum up the prospects for the experiment: "0£ course, as 

long as only a small group of enterprises are participating in the ex

periment. it may be possible to give all of them priority for orders 

with the stamp 'experiment.' But by 1986 the number of participants in 

the experiment will have increased ••• " [Many84]. The possibility that 

the new epsu General Secretary, Mikhail Gorbachev, will eventually bring 

about sweeping economic reforms cannot be ruled out, however. 

Other reforms and reform proposals have centered around forms of 

labor organization, including the Shchekino system of fixing the wage 

fund and giving enterprise managers the ability to reduce the labor 

force; the so-called brigade system. where groups of workers are paid 

for their output and can decide internally who gets how much; and even 

the limited use of market mechanisms along the lines of Lenin's New Eco

nomic Policy or some of the reforms in Eastern Europe [Born8S; Dyke84; 

Oyke84h; Oyke84i; Fedo84b; Hans83g; Hans84c; Hans8Sd; Rut184; 

Teag84b; Teag84c; Tens83ej Tens83gj Tens84J. 

Enterprises also have the ability to propose counterplans: 

plans which exceed the centrally-produced plan in exchange for greater 

bonuses. In this case the enterprise may have an incentive to use op

timal planning techniques to squeeze more production [Soko80bj. The 

counterplan program has been ineffective for several basic reasons. 

Enterprises are reluctant to expose their hidden reserves. There is no 

guarantee that supplies can be obtained for the increased plan. The bo

nuses offered in this manner are insignificant [Born8S; Hi1183b; 

Schr82]. 
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Constrained Optimization. The chief problem with constrained 

optimization algorithms is that the multitudinous targets handed down by 

the ministry probably may not represent a feasible solution. The effect 

of unrealistic plans targets is spelled out quite clearly in the Eo1-

lowing excerpt: 

Another objective reason [for low uses of optimization in 
oil-refining] is the fact that the control figures are frequent
ly established without taking into account the real production 
capacity for a given period, being based only on the necessity 
of distributing the control figure of a higher level among the 
enterprises. If a plan cannot be corrected despite the fact 
that the impossibi Hty of fulfilling i.t has already been re
vealed at the beginning of the planning period, production in 
fact operates without a plan, since the leadership of the enter
prise does not approve any intra-factory planning document in 
which the results of the production operations diverge from the 
control figures at the end of the planning period. Under these 
conditions, computer calculations which are incorporated into 
intra-factory planning documents. if they are oriented towards 
the objectively unfulfillable control figures, lose their eco
nomic and managerial value. If, however, the computer cal
culations are oriented towards the real possibilities of 
production and towards coming as close as possible to the con
trol figures, intra-factory planning documents appear which can 
lead to conflicts between the enterprise leadership and superior 
organizations [Bere82. 34]. 

Thus, the enterprise often faces the dilema of maintaining real data in 

the computer, with both the potential for some benefits and substantial 

risk in relationship to plan fulfillment and ministry relations, or 

using the computer as a means to produce the figures that are necessary 

to demonstrate plan fulfillment. In the Belenergostroy case at the 

beginning of this chapter, two sets of records were kept. 

Nevertheless, enterprises have a much greater incentive to use 

optimal planning once the planning targets have been handed down, par-

ticularly if reduced plan targets have been obtained. An example of 

this type of optimization calculation comes from the non-ferrous 
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metallurgy industry. At the Artemovsk and Kol'chugino factories, linear 

programming is used to calculate the optimal mixtures of alloys and as

signments to blast furnaces [Shev80]. It is advantageous for an enter

prise to try to minimize materials usage, for example, so that it can 

use the rest as a means for blat. In the eyes of the director of the 

enterprise, an optimal plan is one that best helps the enterprise to 

meets its targets [Poly78]. 

Other Problems. The optimization models are often developed se

parately from the design of the ASUP. They do not share common data, 

and they are not well-integrated with other tasks in the ASUP [Fedo8S; 

Mikh83b; 801079]. This leads to a situation where extensive hand

preparation of data has to be carried out every time the model is to be 

ruo. In the Ukraine, for example, at least 18 man-days were required to 

prepare data for 72 percent of the tasks, and for the next 25 percent, 

the minimum time was 140 man-days [Mikh83b 1. 

Whether or not the models incorporate constraints from above, 

they have a hard time reflecting all the exigencies of the Soviet indus

trial environment, being imprecise [Bond81b; Zhez79J. Design organ

izations do not work with users to refine the models to the point where 

they are meaningful [Fedo85J. The presence of what is perceived to be 

poor data in general prevents a large amount of effort from being ex

pended to fine-tune the models [Fedo85; Mikh83bl. Ironically, models 

that do manage to take in many of the constraints may turn up with solu

tions that are not too different from the ones produced by hand 

[Mikh83bj. 
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Managers who see that a model cannot take into account important 

facets of the situation are unwilling to give up their hand calculations 

[Bere82J. At least. the benefit from using them must be clear. Since 

the late 50.:;, a CQllsistellt pattern hd.s dr1.':lell In t.hlo! USSR of implement

ing limited reforms as campaigns which promise massive improvements. 

Illustrations are Khrushchev's introduction of ther sovnarkhozy, the 

1965 Kosygin reforms, the association reform of 1973, and the introduc

tion of the normative net product indicator in 1979. 

The ASUP program also functioned to raise expectations; it was 

inevitable that many managers would lose faith in the ability of com

puters to help them after a few failures. In a 1981 article, Golub ex

plained various different stages that the creators of models have gone 

through. At first, they thought it sufficient to study the object and 

create the model. But they came to understand that it is necessary to 

observe how it works and to revise it to take into account changing or 

unexpected conditions. However, even this was not enough. It also 

proved necessary to draw the managers into the process of modeling. be

cause the goals and criteria of management are formulated dynamically in 

response to changing conditions. Otherwise the model is used less and 

less and eventually dies a slow death. Out of 22 models for the con

struction industry that were published in one of the first works on the 

subject by a CEMA commission in 1970, only two had found practical use 

ten years later [Golu8l; examples of the models are in Aga761. Golub 

wrote in 1983. "Those same managers who several years ago 'pushed 

through 1 automated management systems and proved in all cases that they 

could not live without electronic computers today go for months without 
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seeing the workers of the computer center and they almost do not work 

with machine documents" [GoluB3b]. The Ministries of Ferrous Metallurgy 

and Light Industry have given up using optimization models as well 

[FedoSS]. 

According to Golub. management participation has proven to be of 

most signific.ance. In his latest article, he reports that many managers 

in construction have now cancelled their contracts for computer ser

vices. totally abandoning optimal planning calculations. The managers 

are rejecting a model that has been extensively tested and developed 

over 15 years, and they themselves can find no major fault with it ex

cept that it does not correspond to their idea of the plan. Golub sees 

the answer in involving the managers in the planning process itself by 

exposing them to the course of the calculations in interactive sessions 

[Golu84]. A recent article in Pravda noted the existence of "widespread 

skepticism" towards ASU [Levi84]. 

Another inherent limitation of optimal planning arises if the 

objective function includes prices. Prices in the Soviet economy are 

formulated for the most part based on average branch production costs. 

They are not a measure of relative utility, as prices are in the United 

States. Prices for raw materials must be set arbitrarily, based on the 

impression of relative utility formed by the price-setters. Con

sequently, the whole concept of optimization takes on an entirely dif

ferent meaning from that in the US. 
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Successful Use .£!. Optimization. Given all of the problems with 

using optimization, there. seem to be just three situations under which 

it flourishes. The first is its legitimate use once plan targets have 

been harrded down. Here. two conditions seem to be necessary Eor an 

enterprise to make use of optimal planing. One is the correct objective 

function. which is minimizing deviations from plan targets. rhe other 

is bringing the top enterprise management directly into the process of 

using the models. 

To a certain extent these requirements were met in the Bar

oaul/Sigma ASUP, which was discussed at length in Section 3.4.3. In 

this system, it was found that mathematical models that were built into 

the software could not keep abreast with the changing conditions at the 

enterprise. The information had to be consolidated, and this involved 

taking into account specific conditions: shortages of some materials, 

production priorities, etc. An expert group was therefore assembled to 

set the initial conditions for the computer optimization [Bobk79b]. The 

Sigma system was even described as having a business game for plan for

mulation which would take several days to play, using simulation and 

calculation of alternatives [Bobk79bj. The same mechanisms that were 

used in the business game planning approach could be used to understand 

the implications of plan changes handed down from the ministry and to 

propose alternative plans (presumably referred to counter plans as well) 

[Bobk79bj. A theoretical discussion of the same kind of optimization 

model was published in [Yast80j. 
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The PLANIR system answers these requirements even more fully. 

The development of the PLANIR system began in 1975 as an experiment at 

the Mosmedpreparat Production Association [Poly78]. A comparison of the 

results achieved in 1':176 with the manual system used in 1975 is shown in 

Table 3.16. In 1980, the enhanced PLANIR-2 system went into operation 

at the same association [PolySI]. 

The PLANIR system is based on the following principles. Most 

optimization models have optimality criteria which are unrealistic. In 

the PLANIR system, the criterion is minimum deviation from the vector of 

plan targets. Second, a lot of effort is often wasted on trying to 

huild constraints into mathematical models. Instead, the PLANIR system 

relye on the experience and intuition of the manager. Third, if manual 

calculations are combined with optimal ones, it is difficult to tell if 

the plan is no longer feasible. The PLANIR system includes diagnostics 

for finding bottlenecks by tracing the course of the optimization pro

cess. Finally, the PLANIR system is interactive, allowing several ite

rations to take place [Poly78]. 

The PLANIR system operates as follows. The manager begins by 

filling in a table that includes annual plan targets for each product, 

actual production from the beginning of the quarter, and limits on what 

the output should be in any given quarter along with minimum pr?duction 

targets. Thus, the manager can take into account the realities of the 

supply situation by distributing production, eliminating or reducing the 

production of a product, and so forth. A separate vector is filled in 

for expressing the relative importance of meeting various different tar

gets. The model encompasses a number of key indicfltors, including 
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production capacity, production volume, output in gross prices, level of 

labor intensiveness, level of production cost, and per-ruble commodity 

cost. It is driven by a data base of normative information that must be 

completed ahead of Lime [PolySl]. 

One drawback of the PLANIR system is that it can only include 

120 items in the production plan with a limit of 200 equations in the 

model [Poly81]. There is also no guarantee that the reference data base 

that is used for the calculation is accurate. But if the system can 

really help the director to meet plan targets in the most efficient way, 

Table 3.16 

Computer-Aided Planning Optimization at Mosmedpreparata 

Year Quarter Planning Maximum Relative Deviations 
Method from Monthly Plan, percent 

II III 

1975 2nd Hand 8.1 5.3 [.5 

1975 3rd Hand 3.9 13.3 4.8 

1976 2nd Computer-
Assisted 1.9 lO.1 0.7 

1976 3nd Computer-
Assisted 0.0 [,0 1.1 

Source: [Poly78. 55] 

Key: I. Trade Production 
II. Labor Intensity of the Production Program 

III. Cost per One Ruble of Trade Production 
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and the results in Table 3.16 seem to imply that it can, then the enter

prise director is more likely to take the necessary steps to get the 

right data for the model. 

Two packages that advertise interactive branch and enterprise 

level optimized plan calculation have recently been developed and depo

sited in the cential program library of Tsentroprogrammsistem (see 

Chapter 5). The DS-Analiz package has been incorporated into the third 

stage of the ASU-Pribor OASU of Minpribor and was used in calculating 

the 11th Five-Year Plan. It was developed by NIIsistem, which was in

volved in the creation of the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP as well [Sukh84J. The 

PPP-Model'-Plan, created by Tsentroprogrammsistem on the basis of a 

methodology worked out by the Central Economics Mathmatics Institute 

(TsEMI), is geared towards the calculation of plans for these sections 

of the tekhpromfinplan: production and sales, material-technical 

supply. wages and labor, economic incentive funds, and finance, cost, 

profit, and profitability. In late 1984, it was being field tested at 

enterprises. The main advantages of this package are that it calculates 

the bulk of the tekhpromfinplan using a unified methodology, it combines 

optimization algorithms with traditional ones, it allows users to sub

stitute their own algorithms at some points, and it apparently can oper

ate on machines with as little as 64 KBytes of main memory J although 512 

KBytes is recommended [Moro84]. 

The second situation under which optimization can flourish is 

when it is used as a means of substantiating lower plan targets. Com

puter output can be a magic wand of legitimacy for calculations that 

would otherwise be rejected. F. Solodovnikov maintains that 
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enterprises often use the computer to calculate reduced plans [801079]. 

In the Belenergostroy case, one of the chief reasons for installing the 

ASUP was for prestige, so that there would the appearance of modern. 

scientific management. The author of that article is one of a number of 

writers. including Glushkov, who have indicated that many ASUPs were 

started for precisely this reason [GlusSI]. 

The third situation in which optimal planning could be useful is 

uncommon and poorly documented in the Soviet press. This is the case in 

which an underground enterprise would use the full arsenal of computer

ized planning techniques to maximize profits. The limited information 

about the underground enterprises indicates that they are usually limit

ed to a subset of the entire enterprise, e.g. a shop. Production us

ually takes place without the direct participation of the- enterprise 

director or his immediate deputies. It is not inconceivable that such a 

group would try to maintain its own computing facility. a feat which is 

matched only in difficulty by pulling off the whole operation itself. 

It is more difficult to imagine that the entrepreneurs would be able to 

make use of the enterprise computing facility, but it would not be im

possible. By all accounts) these "capitalists" have enormous 

of cash with which to buy whatever they need [Simi82J. 

Thus, there are limited prospects for the use of optimization in 

plan calculations given the present Soviet economic milieu. Gosplan has 

addressed this situation by making it mandatory for ministries to use 

optimzation methods and supply computer-produced documentation for them. 

Nevertheless, not all ministries are willing to comply [Fedo85J. Not 

uut! 1 the computer is put on the critical path will applications be 
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developed that are geared towards actual needs rather than towards the 

theoretical, rational view of how the enterprise operates. It is the 

delivery of services such as these that is addressed in the next two 

chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

PROVISION OF SERVICES: HARDWARE AND SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 

Information systems cannot flourish without an adequate supply 

of hardware, peripherals, software, and maintenance. The purpose of 

this chapter and Chapter 5 is to examine the ways in which the Soviet 

computer industry has influenced the development of ASUP. This chapter 

covers hardware and systems software. Chapter 5 covers software and the 

design and implementation of ASUP. These chapters do not comprise a 

comprehensive review of the current state of the art of Soviet hardware 

and software, or an eKamination of the performance of the Soviet com

puter industry as such. Several works have addressed these topics at 

length [Davi78; Good79a; Good79b; Good79c; Hamm84]. Rather, they 

seek to evaluate the services which have been provided to enterprises. 

One of the most important differences between data processing in 

the US and USSR is that in the US, users may turn to a large number of 

large or small vendors to buy complete packages, including hardware, 

software, and all maintenance services. They also can buy off-the-shelf 

software from one or more vendors, develop software in-house, and ac

quire machine time by rentlng it, leasing computers, or buying com

puters. With the advent of personal computers, professional work 
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stations, local area networks, distributed data bases, and other ad

vances, the array of choices for configuring information systems in the 

United States is staggering. 

In the USSR, enterprises that are acquiring ASUP must deal with 

a relatively large and fixed number of organizations in a highly

regulated, fragmented environment. The Ministry of the Radio Industry 

(Minradprom), the Ministry of the Electronics Industry (Minelektron

prom), and Minpribor are responsible for producing components and di

gital computers, and several others provide media. air conditioning, 

construction, telecommunications, and other products and services. De

sign work and software is provided by Minpdhor's organizations and 

institutes, by institutes of the ministries themselves, by in-house de

velopment groups, and by institutes within the Academy of Sciences 

system. These organizations function under the same environmental con

straints that other groups do, with added burde<1s that computer techno

logy imposes: the need for exceptional quality control, large, 

multi-year R&D investments, and strong producer-consumer interaction 

[Good79bj. A low level of coordination between these organizations is 

the rule, for they take only the steps necessary to fulfill the plan, 

without regard to the consequences for the user. There is no counter

part in the USSR to US vendors that offer "total solutions." 

Over the first decade of the building of ASUP, enterprises that 

wanted computing services had little choice but to buy their own com

puter. The hardware limitations of machines such as the Hinsk-22 and 

Minsk-32, and the effective absence of disk storage until 1973, rendered 

time-sharing out of the question [Davi78; Donc7lj. In addition, owning 
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a computer was seen as a matter of prestige by managers who wished to 

appear progressive [Glus81; Gudi76; Gudi81b; Novi78bj Shme84]. It 

is difficult to imagine an enterprise director who would be willing to 

give control over vital computing services to an organization not under 

his jurisdiction. 

Consequently, the in-house computer center has been the chief 

source of computing services for enterprises with ASUP [Vedi81]. The 

first part of this chapter considers aspects of these computer centers, 

including problems with getting them started, hardware, systems soft

ware, their operation, and maintenance. The second part examines sev

eral new ways that enterprises can use to acquire these services. 

including collective use computer centers. 

~ In-House Computer Centers 

Most ASUPs are based on the services of in-house computer cen

ters. This section begins by considering some problems in setting up 

computer centers, and then examines the hardware used in them, the im

pact of the Unified System computers, the use of mini- and micro

computers in ASUP, the operation of computer centers, and hardware 

maintenance. 

4.1.1 Equipping Computer Centers 

In 1979, the Tsekavshiri Statistical Administration opened a 

computer center in the Georgian city of Kutaisi to process economic in

formation for the organizations in the surrounding regions. Con

struction of the computer center building began in 1977. but had not yet 

been finished by April, 1983. An ES-I022 computer, which arrived in the 
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third quarter of 1980, stood idle until the beginning of 1983, "and it 

is not yet clear when it will work at full speed" [RatiS3]. "Such 

eases I" the head of the computer administration and deputy chief of the 

Georgian SSR Central Statistical Administration points out. "are un

fortunately not singular" [RatiS3]. 

Indeed, constructing and equipping computer centers have been 

persistent problems over the last two decades. It appears that the 

average amount of time to get a computer going once it has arrived is 

now four to six months, even though the norms specify that it should be 

up and running in half that time [Nest84b; Rako77]. In the Lithuanian 

SSR in 1971-1980, the percentage of computers that were waiting to be 

installed in any given year ranged from four to IS percent. The ma

chines that were waiting to be installed were generally more powerful 

machines [Balt79b; Novi83]. Sometimes the delay has to do with the 

condition of the computer when it arrives, but in many cases the physi

cal surroundings of the computer have not been prepared. The Soviet 

construction industry is notorious for taking enormous amounts of time 

to fini.sh buildings that are not of the highest priority. Cases have 

been reported where the computer has been left "under the stars." gnawed 

by animals. or even left in boxes in the snow for longer than a year 

[Abdu79; Akhm78; Dzh080; Lenz79; Let075; Mosp82h; Rako77; 

Vodn77J. A Minsk-32 for the Soyuzorgsantekhmontazh Trust first stood 

"for a long time" in a warehouse, and then was placed in the basement of 

a youth hostel close to the elevator shaft and the main laundry and 

shower pipes. The computer was soon inundated with hot water, including 

its cables [Ruv175]. 
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Preparing the computer room itself has also been troublesome. 

Three cases reported in the ruiddle 70s in Uzbekistan are probably typi

cal. An ES computer at the UzSSR t-liuistry of Land Reclamation and Water 

Management in Tashkent remained crated for a year and a half hecaus;:; its 

room was not ready. A similar situation kept computers in boxes for 11 

months at two other Tashkent organizations. From Dec. 1976 to 1978, 

computer equipment remained idle at the Ministry of the Ginning Industry 

of the UzSSR in Tashkent for lack of room. "Cases of this kind are 

endless. An unalterable procedure must be instituted once and for all: 

by the time the computer is received, the machine room must be com

pletely equipped, specialists must have been trained for using it, and 

design developments must be at a stage requiring computer solution" 

[Akhm781. This statement, made by a deputy minister of the UzSSR Coun

cil of Ministers, was not fully heeded, and problems with delays per

sisted [Prav78b; Tsvi79; Ekon81b] 

The story of interiors for computer rooms is outrageous even by 

Soviet standards. They are designed by the Central Scientific Research 

and Experimental Design Institute of Industrial Buildings and Structures 

(TsNIIpromzdaniy). As of 1978, there was not a single organization in 

the Soviet Union that made complete interiors for computer centers. 

TsNIIpromzdaniy, however, did design false floors for them. A model 

made of steel was manufactured at the Experimental Machine Plant of the 

Moscow Executive Committee, but the wait was several years [Dmit78; 

Vale78] • 
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Instead, the institute recommended a false floor of aluminum, 

made by the Riga "Metalist" Plant. Actually, this plant would only de

liver raw sheets, which then had to be assembled by the customer him

self, the customer was obligated to provide the raw aluminum in the 

first place, and the wait was five years. This design called for at 

least 10 tons of aluminum for every computer center floor, at a cost of 

about 60,000 rubles per floor. The impression is given in one of the 

accounts of these events that the use of aluminum was inspired by a 

French-built computer center in Moscow [Dmit78]. When Gosplan rejected 

the institute's request for 20,000 tons of aluminum annually. it created 

a design of steel and initiated plans to build a computer center inter

ior plant by the end of 1985. The institute rejected wood floors be

cause it "did not wish to slide off the summit of scientific-technical 

progress. Let the entire world do what it wants ••• " [Valel8]. No other 

information is available about the materials used for the floors. It 

would be interesting to find out what percentage of the centers have 

been built with steel or aluminum floors. 

All sorts of other equipment must be acquired for computer cen

ters ranging from racks and cabinets for the storage of media, to air 

conditioning units. More research needs to be done into exactly which 

ministries are responsible for which items and how they have or have not 

cooperated in supplying computer centers. It is certain. however. that 

acquiring all the necessary pieces has been difficult for many enter

prises and has brought about substantial delays in some cases fcf. 

Ekon81bl. The delays are also precipitated by the fact that enterprises 

do not have an incentive to rapidly hring the computer into service. 
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Computers are not considered basic production equipment, and no specific 

entry for them is made in the plan [Gudi81b]. 

4.1.2 Hardware in Use in ASUP 

Of the approximately 500 computer models (including micro-

computers) which have appeared in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 

since the end of World War II, only a few have been suitable for ASUP 

and have been used extensively in them. The general hardware situation 

has been thoroughly covered in a number of previous studies [Davi7S; 

Good82j Hamm84j MundSl; Rud!70]. The purpose of this section is to 

consider how the available hardware has influenced the design and opera-

tion of ASUP, and to discuss the current state of hardware provision. 

This section gives a historical overview of the t~,ree distinct phases of 

mainframe usage in ASUP [Sede 79 J • In Section 4. 1.3, the impact of the 

Unified System mainframes is considered. Section 4.1.4 discusses the 

use of micro- and minicomputers in ASUP. Section 4.1.5 covers hardware 

maintenance. 

1963-1969. This period spans the early second-generation trans-

is tori zed computers. Among these, the Ninsk-22 was probably the most 

popular and widely used in ASUP. Selected specifications of the com-

puters most frequently used in ASUP are presented in Table 4.1. 

The Minsk-22 was used in 38 percent of ASUPs in the 1965-69 sur-

vey conducted by the Central Economics Mathematics Institute [Madill]. 

It was poorly suited for ASUP for a number of reasons. Without any drum 

or disk secondary storage, all operations had to be carried out with 

tape [Scr69]. Any time that the configuration was changed, actual 



Table 4.1 

Computers Widely Used in ASUP, Selected Specifications 

In Speed 
Series 

Production KOPS 

Minsk-22 1965-(70) 4-6 

Minsk-32 1969-75 20-40 

Ura1-11 1965-(75) 3-10 

ES-1020 1972-75 9-30 

ES-1022 1975- 80-107 

ES-1030 (1974)-76 55-100 

ES-1033 1977- 140-250 

ES-1035 1979- 100-200 

Hain 
f-Iemory 

4-16 Kwords 

16-64 Kwords 

16 Kwords 

64-256 Kbytes 

12B-512 KBytes 

128-512 KBytes 

256-1024 KBytes 

256-1024 KByteG 

Cycle 
Time 
uSec 

5.0 

2.0 

0.8-2.2 

1.25 

1.2-1.5 

0.85 

Sources: [Apok74; Brat76j CdcBOj Davi78; DimiB2; 
Done 71; EevtS2; Eevt82a j EevtS 2b j EevtB 2e; Eevt82f; 
Eevt82gj Ekon69; E10r79; Elor79b; Elor79c; Elor79dj 
Elor7gej Elor79gj Elor82g; EprcS2; Es76; Garb72; 
Good81bj Grub77; Grub80; Horn82; Idps73; Ikon78; 
Kach79; Kamb75; Ketk82; Kudr75j Lari77; Lopa73; Matv78; 
Miki78; Myas77b; Nepo79j Neps73; Niko82j Pere78; 
PetrSO: Ples78; Prib79; QuinSl; Rako79; Rudi70j Scr69j 
SebeS3dj Seli82; Seme79; She173; Shir8I; Skug81j 
Sots77; Sova79; Sove78b; Szam82d; Tass76; Utki81; 
Vodn76j Zhim75; Zhim79] 

Notes: Ranges of values may represent discrepancies 
between authors. The Minsk-22 and Minsk-32 used a 
37-bit word. The Ural-II used a 25-bit word. The ES 
machines use an 8-bit byte. Parentheses in the produc
tion column indicate estimates. 
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hardware changes had to be made in the computer [Makh74]. Various other 

local modifications were also necessary, leading to incompatibility be

tween different units of the same computer model [Sede79]. The small, 

eight Kword limit on core size made it difficult to use higher order 

programming languages and severely restricted the applications that 

could be built [Makh74J. At the time that Soviet industry was strugg

ling to assimilate the first several hundred information systems using 

these machines, IBM was installing tens of thousands of 8/360 machines 

in the US [Phis79J. 

The basic limitations of the Minsk-22 were exacerbated by poor 

reliability. The mean time to failure, for example, was said to be 

about 30 hours [Deni68; Savi731. Davis and Goodman relate that of 16 

tracks on the magnetic tape used in the Mlnsk-22. six held data, two 

held parity bits, and the other eight simply duplicated the first eight. 

Storing data on tape for more than a month was risky [Davi 78]. It is no 

surprise that Western visitors to the L'vov Television Plant, one of the 

most extensively publicized ASUPs of its time, never found tbe system to 

be working. Exc1usi.ve reliance on a computer for critical information 

in such an environment would be foolish. 

1969-1975. This period witnessed the greatest growth in the 

number of ASUPs (Section 2.2). The vast majority of these were designed 

around the Minsk-32, a successor to the Minsk-22 that was upward com

patible using an emulator. A small number of ASUP were developed using 

Ural series computers, including the Ural-II, -14. and -16, and the 

M-220 class machines. Punch card machines were also designed into 
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ASUPs, so that the presence of any particular machine did not 

sarfly mean that it was used for all computing tasks [Ormm77; Petr82cJ. 

Estimates for the percentages of ASUP which used the Minsk-32 vary. An 

extensive ASUP survey carried out in 1976 found that 64.8 percent used 

Minsk-32 class machines (no explanation of which machines belong to the 

class is given; see Table 4.2). In the Belorussian Republic, where the 

Minsk-22 and Minsk-32 producer is located (the Minsk Computer Technology 

Production Association tmeni Ordzhonikidze), this fraction reached 90 

percent in a sample of ASUPs in 1975-77 [Novi80]. Two 1977 estimates 

put the overall number of ASUPs using the Minsk-32 at 80 percent and 

"practically all," respectively [Laps77; Lavr79b). 

However t Pogrebnoy I s data, which comprised a fairly large per

centage of ASUPs in machine building, found significantly fewer with 

Minsk-32s and significantly more with Ninsk-22s than found in the Gu

neyev et a1. sample (Table 4.3). Pogrebnoy's data also shows a large 

influx of ES machines into ASUPs in 1974-75. What is odd is that the 

Minsk-22 percentages held so steady, which would mean that Minsk-22s 

also were added during this time frame. Without further data, this ano

maly cannot be explained. 

The Minsk-32 was a great improvement over the Minsk-22, and was 

one of a few Soviet computers of its time that could be used to build 

non-trivial information systems. Shipments of the Minsk-32 began in 

1969, and by 1973, the production rate had reached 500-600 per year 

[Davi78]. Production ceased in 1975, although the Minsk Computer Tech

nology Production Association was to continue producing spare parts 

throughout the 10th Five-Year Plan (1976-80) [Khom76]. Partly because 
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Table 4.2 

Distribution of Computers in ASUP by Industry, 1976 

Industry Small com- Minsk-32 ES & ASVT 
puters, class class M-4000 to 
Minsk-22 percen- M-6000 
percentage tage percentage 

All Industries 9.7 64.8 25.5 

Machine Building 7.0 66.6 26.4 

Extraction Industries 9.8 68.5 21.7 

Processing Industries 52.9 47.1 

Non-Industrial Sphere 28.9 47.4 23.7 

Source: [Gunen, 158-162] 

Table 4.3 

Composition of Machine Building Computer Stock, 1970-78 

Machine Year Percentage Mean Daily Use 
of Stock (hours) 

2nd-genera- 1970 90.0 
tinn 

Hinsk-22 pre-1974 28.2 11.2 
1975 25.4 13.2 

Hinsk-32 1974 45.8 11.5 
1975 22.3 10.6 

ES-1020 1974 23.4 7.[ 
1975 31.8 7.8 

ES-1033 1978 19.0 10.7 

ES machines 1976 >50.0 

Source: [Pogr79, 52J 

Notes: Sample of 1,019 ASUP computers in 197 5-n. 
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of the delayed availability of the third-generation ES machines. a deci

sion was made in 1972 to offer an improved version of the Minsk-32 

[GIus72; Makh74]. This included attaching IBM-2311-type disk drives 

[Kalm72]. By 1977, considerable systems software, amounr:ing to more 

than 500,000 lines of code, was "available. This included the tape-based 

LOS operating system, the drum-based BOS operating system, the IYaF-73 

interactive monitor, a batch monitor, and translators for FORTRAN, 

COBOL, RPG, and ALGAMS (an ALGOL subset) [Good81b; Nerne77; Ormm771. 

Many devices were successfully interfaced with the Minsk-32, including 

Hungarian video display units. 

A number of limitations reduced the effectiveness of using the 

Minsk-32. Most users ended up just using tape for secondary storage, 

probably at first because the 231 I-type drives were not widely available 

to Minsk-32 installations and later because of the investment made in 

tape-based software [Neme77]. The way that calls were designed in COBOL 

was such that operator intervention was frequently required in the mid

dle of programs for hanging tapes. It became very difficult for opera

tors to keep up with this when multiple programs were running, and so 

COBOL was not used as much as it might have been [Podk77J. The Hinsk-32 

was rarely run in a multiprogramming mode, although it could handle up 

to four programs at once. The more compleK the software, the more dif

ficult it became to manage nUmerous tape drives. Nevertheless, the 

Ministry of the Coal Industry had serious plans to go ahead with time

sharing centers based on the Minsk-32 in the multiprogramming mode 

[Yevt78J. 
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In the Soviet environment, users are often called on to solve 

hardware and software problems that would be handled by vendors in the 

United States. Typical of this is the invention at the MogUev Elevator 

Construction Factory of a remote control panel for the Minsk-32 magnetic. 

tape storage, the NML-67. It enables the c.ontrol of "one or several" of 

the drives from the control position of a Minsk-32 operator. reducing 

expenditures of work time for debugging and solution of problems over 

two shifts by an average of one hour [Str08l]. Further information 

about the Minsk-32 ean be found in [GoodBlbj. 

Two other series of computers which were used for ASUP during 

this period represent opposite ends of the spectrum with resped to re

liability. The M-220 series, which was produced in Kazan', was used for 

the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP and had a reputation for reliability. The Ural 

series never lived up to expectations [Davi78]. A Ural-14 operating in 

Gorkiy, for example, had over 500 b-::eakdowns in one year [YeH70]. Pub

lished data about the percentage of downtime in the Lithuanian SSR from 

1971-1979 mainly reflects second-generation computers. The computers 

were up about 83 percent of the time that they were intended to be up. 

Ten percent of the time was used for preventative maintenance and re

pairs, while seven percent was simple downtime [Novi83] • 

..!2..Z1..:!2. The Present. During the third stage, ASUPs have been 

designed and operated primarily on the basis of the Unified System (ES) 

computers, which are functional duplications of the IBM 5/360 and 8/370 

computers [Davi78; Hamm84]. For the most part, the ES computers used 

in ASUP have been limited to lower-end models (see Table 4.0. Many 

ASUP installations had to make do with ES-1020, ES-1022, ES-I030, 
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ES-1033, or ES-I035 models. All but the last represent IBM System 8/360 

design [Droz81; Kach79j Lari75b]. The preponderance of new ASUPs that 

were built in the 10th Five Year Plan period (1976-1980) were almost 

certainly based on the ES-1020, ES-I022, ES-I030, and ES-1Q33 machines 

[Zhim791. In 1975. the most widely produced computer in the USSR was 

the ES-I020. By 1978, the ES-I022 had taken over this distinction, and 

was slated for expanded production levels along with the ES-I033 

[Ples78; Zhim77]. ES-I030s were first supplied to machine building in 

1974-75, and ES-I033s, in 1976-77 [Pogr79J. 

What happened to the more powerful ES models? The Armenian 

group that was originally scheduled to produce the ES-1030 was not up to 

the task, and the Kazan' computer plant took over. essentially redesign

ing it into the ES-I033 [Davi7S]. The Kazan' Plant has had a history of 

supplying military and military-industrial customers. which may explain 

the relative paucity of cases of ES-1033 use in ASUp reported in the 

literature. The Minsk Ordzhonikidze Plant, on the other hand, had al

ready established a large Minsk-32 ASUP customer base. The ES-I050, 

which was often cited as the machine intended for large ASUP, was badly 

delayed by poor circuits [Davi7S]. It is doubtful that more than a few 

ever worked correctly. Only about 400 mainframes of all types with nom

inal speeds greater than 500,000 operations per second were produced in 

1976-1980. This number was to double in 1981-85 [Myas82e]. 

Among the ES mainframes produced in other CEUA countries, only 

the Hungarian and East German models received much use in the USSR. The 

Hungarian ES-IOIO machine was not ES-compatible. By the early 80s, at 

least 400 ES-lOIOs and its successors had been impocted into the USSR, 
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Demi83; Kazh80; Moln82; Vild77]. 
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Of the 380 East German E8-10408 produced, 177 were exported, and 

the 'last majority of these probably went to the USSR [Jung84; Rech79dl. 

This machine was unquestionably the most successful and reliable of the 

E8-1 group. Priced at three million rubles [Nepo79]. it l<1a8 con

siderably more expensive and difficult to obtain than the E8-1020 and 

E8-1022, making it a possibility only for the higher-priority minis

tries. The USSR Ministry of the Oil Industry was said to be an E8-1040 

user [Gori82]. One hundred £ifty E8-10558, which was the successor to 

the E8-1040, were produced, and many of the 129 exported probably were 

purchased by the Soviets [Jung84j Rech81cl. Customers included the 

high-profile Kama River Truc.k, and Volga Automobile (Tol'yatti) Plants, 

and the Ministry of Power and Electrification [Hale83b; Rech81b; 

Seme84J. The pattern of increasing exports of the large East German ma

chines is continuing, and reflects the difficulties the Soviets are 

having in building the high-end machines. One hundred fifty-five of the 

172 ES-105511s produced by the end of 1983 have gone abroad [Jung84]. By 

now, there must be more than 400 East German mainframes in the USSR. 

some of which are undoubtedly in use in ASUP. 

None of the ES-II (IBM S/370-like) machines were available dur

ing the 10th Five Year Plan period (1976-80) when the next wave of ASUPs 

was being designed. The ES-1035 did not appear until 1979-80. Serial 

production of the ES-1045 began only towards the end of 1981 [Gare82; 

Step82j Szam81; Szam8lbJ. Only the highest-priority installations 
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were able to obtain models at or above the ES-I055 level. The majority 

of ASUPs that are being started are probably based on the ES-I035. 

The current Five-Year Plan (1981-85) was supposed to witness the 

introduction of: a new, more powerful ES-III series of ES machines. This 

series, which was first announced in 1976. has been badly delayed 

[Cpes82j Hamrn84; Kats8l; Kazh80j Nova80; RechBOh; Stukal; Svob81; 

8zamBl; Szam81bj Szam81lJ. Of six ES-lOxl moilels which have been men

tioned with little fanfare in obscure places, only one, the Czech 

ES-I027, has been extensively documented [Cmir84]. 

Possibly because of the delays, the Soviet Foreign Trade Organ

ization for computers (via Elektronorgtekhnika) has labeled the ES-1036, 

an upgraded version of the ES-1035, as part of the ES-III series 

[Shk184]. Series production of the ES-1036 was expected by the end of 

1984 at the Minsk Ordzhonikidze Plant [Sovb84bJ. This plant continues 

to be the most prolific Soviet producer of general-purpose computers. 

Over the first three years of the current Five-Year Plan, the volume of 

production increased by 42% [Chab82; KotoBlf; Sovb84bJ. If the 

pattern is followed for the ES-I035/l036 as was followed for the 

ES-1020/1022 and ES-I030/1033, the ES-I036 could become the workhorse 

machine for ASUPs in the latter half of the 80s. 

The East Germans have recently announced the ES-I056, which is 

distinguished from the ES-I055 mainly by the addition of hardware neces

sary to handle the microcode operations to support the IBM VM operating 

system [Merk84b; Hebe84]. The ES-I056 has not been labeled an ES-III 

f<lachine. 
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4.1.3 Impact of the Unified System 

The relative performance of various computer systems depends not 

only on nominal speed but also on the available peripherals. the nature 

of the jobs being run, how the operating system is tuned, how reliable 

the system is, the performance of operators, and so forth. Early bench

marks on the ES-1020, carried out by one of its chief designers, showed 

that the ES-IQ20 offered about twice the throughput of a Minsk-32 on a 

mix of economic tasks. The Minsk-32 was about twice as fast on raw, 

single precision calculations and came out slightly ahead on an overall 

scientific mix [Lopal3}. On benchmarks for a data processing mix and on 

three typical ASUP tasks, the ES-1022 was 2.5 and 1.6 times faster than 

the ES-1020 [Glik82j Horv78J. But the ES-1022 proved to be only ten 

percent faster than the ES-I020 in single-partition mode, which was most 

commonly used [Horv78J. Therefore, on the basis of raw capacity, the 

early third-generation models were a marked improvement over the 

Minsk-32. 

Although the introduction of the Unified Series was heralded as 

a great advance, it delivered considerably less during the 70s than ex

pected. First, the difficulties of using the IBM technology should not 

be underestimated. To learn IBM's Job Control Language, which was not 

translated into Cyrillic, must have been a formidable task, not to men

tion reading translated versions of other manuals. That the Soviet ES 

documentation was not well-coordi,lated is evidenced by the fact that the 

documentation for the ES-I022 depended on a knowledge of the ES-1020. 

whereas most ES-1022 users were starting with their first ES computer 

[Sede79J. 
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Second, computer costs went up substantially without a suf

ficient offsetting increase in performance. Ovt"!rall cost increased and 

performance waB degraded by the delivered configurations, including disk 

drives, by relatively poor reliability. and by retarded upward migra

tion. 

De1i.vered Configurations. When IBM first built the DOS and as 

operating systems for the IBH 8/360 series, they found that they had 

badly underestimated the amount of main memory that would be needed to 

keep the operating systems resident. Orders for main memory 

skyrocketed, and IBH responded with a massive increase in memory pro

duction [Broo75j Pugh84J. Despite the hindsight offered to the Soviets 

from this experience, they were unable or chose not to take steps to 

prevent a similar occurrence in the USSR. 

The Soviet computer industry has traditionally placed much more 

emphasis on the production of mainframes than on the production of pe

ripherals, including additional memory units [Ashan]. In the 9th 

Five-Year Plan period (1971-75), peripheral production amounted to 15 

percent of the total computer production in the Soviet Union. Amidst 

cries of shortages, it was promised to increase peripheral production by 

50 percent during the 10th Five-Year Plan [Laps76]. A plan for hroaden

ing peripheral production in the 10th Five Year Plan period was ini

tiated by the XXVth Party Congress [Zhim78b]. 

Nevertheless, shortages persisted [Asha77; BoriSI; Gknt83; 

Last7S; Rako77; Samb78; Uprs81a; Zhim77]. ES computers were typi

cally shipped in the so-called "base" configuration, including the mini

mum memory si?es shown in Table 4.1 [Myas79c]. In a significant number 
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of cases, even less equipment was apparently supplied. In Kiev, a check 

of a number of computer centers found that one-fourth of those at enter

prises, one-third of those at scientific research institutes, and on8-

half of those at higher educational institutions were delivered with 

some equipment missing [Guse82]. According to the director of a branch 

computer center in Estonia, A. Myagi, further upgrading of the base 

configuration was "connected with extreme difficulties and [was} prac

tically impossible" [MyagSlJ. In the mid-70s there were serious short

ages of printers, data preparation devices, disk drives, video display 

units. and teleprocessing equipment [Asha77J. Shortages of paper cards. 

magnetic tapes, and output paper were frequent [Sovm78bJ. Promises for 

greater peripheral production continued [Rech80hl. In 1983. yet another 

program to do this was announced by a Deputy Minister of the Radio In

dustry [Gors83l. Peripheral production is to be increased under the re

cently announced plan for computing until the year 2000 [AndraSl. 

One reason that low peripheral output has persisted is relative

ly simple. As in all other enterprises, the bonuses of the computer

producing enterprises are strongly geared towards the ruble value of 

output. Because the cost of mainframes far exceeds that of peripherals, 

it is much easier to fulfill the plan by building mainframes [Asha77]. 

Producing them in a minimum configuration is even more advantageous. 

Furthermore, peripheral production, especially disk drives, tends to be 

quite tricky and expensive. 
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The production of peripherals is no guarantee that any given 

enterprise will be able to get what it needs. SOfie enterprises in the 

Soviet economy are "more equal" than others. Those within the so-called 

military-industrial sector, for example, have extraordinary privileges 

which undoubtedly include having first pick of the devices produced 

[Davi7SJ. Peripherals are distributed in part by Soyuzglavpribor, an 

all-union administration under the State Committee for Material and 

Technical Supply (Gossnab), and in part by its territorial organizations 

(Soyuzglabsnabsbyt). The latter apparently have no special interest in 

obtaining computer equipment for their clients [Last78J. Plans for 

introducing ASUPs and distributing peripherals are not well-coordinated 

[Myas77b]. 

The small number of peripherals had important consequences. 

First, the configurations of the peripheral devices was such that when 

one device went down, it was likely to bring everything else to a halt 

because no spare was available or because the entire configuration was 

necessary to run the operating system [Novi7l]. Information given on 

the ES-1030 showed a relatively even distribution of devices causing 

downtime (Table 4.4). The changes in the relative percentages reveal 

which devices were getting worse and which were getting better. 

Significantly, the tape and disk drives were in the former category. 

The reliability of various devices is discussed more fully in the fol

lowing subsection. 
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Table 4.4 

Service and Maintenance Data fo[, an ES-I030 Computer 

YRI YR2 YR3 
------------------------

Time On-line, hrs 3,974 6,865 7,251 
Useful time, hrs 3,220 5,560 6,223 
Preventati ve maintenance ~ hrs 363 602 582 
Breakdowns and problems, h" 390 500 353 
Mean time to failure, hrs 21.3 45.7 97.3 
Average repair time, hrs 2.8 1.6 1.0 
Daily useful time, hrs 8.5 15.2 17.1 
Daily load, hrs 11.0 18.9 19.8 
Avg up time wlo failure, hrs 4.8 7.8 9.7 
Percentage time up 81.0 81.0 86.0 
Percentage maintenance time 9.1 8.7 8.0 
Percentage of time down 9.8 7.3 4.9 

Percentage Downtime Caused by Failure of Device (%) 

YRI YR2 YR3 

Percentage Decreased 
--------------------
Channels E8-4430 11.4 10.8 9.8 
Input device E8-6012 10.4 11.4 7.8 
CPU E8-2030 11.7 8.1 6.2 
Operator panel E8-7077 13.3 17.2 6.1 
Printer E5-7030 9.6 8.3 5.2 
Main memory E5-3203 7.5 2.0 2.0 
Electrical 1.0 0.5 

supply 

Percentage Increased 
--------------------
Disk E8-5052 17.0 20.2 33.8 
Tape E8-501O 9.5 7.2 12.2 
Controller E8-5551 3.1 3.0 6.1 
Perforator E8-7010 5.5 11.3 10.5 

Source: [Orl081J 
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Second. th~ small main memory sizes and disk storage sizes. and 

the appearance of DOS ES several years before as ES effectively dictated 

the initial use of DOS [Ivan80n. The first versions of these operating 

systems apparently could be used with 128 KBytes for as ES MFT and 256 

KBytes for as ES MVT. although it is doubtful that sufficient space 

would be left for effective. processing [DavilS]. as ES occupied 24-28 

KBytes when in single (PCP) program mode. but took 60 KBytes when in MFT 

mode [Augu791. In order to run the more recent as 4.1 or 6.1 versions 

with either MFT or MVT, at least 512 KBytes of main memory were needed 

[Algo82J. This was beyond the capacity of the ES-I020, probably out of 

reach for the vast majority of ES-1022 and ES-1030 computers, and a pos

sibility for ES-1033 and ES-I035 [Grub77; PetraO]. Most computers used 

in ASUPs to 1978 were outfitted with only 64-256 KBytes of main memory 

[Kuzi 79 J. Thus. running the more recent operating system versions, 

including SVS, was usually out of the question. The minimum con

figurations which were shipped i"1cluded only about half of the equipment 

needed for uninterrupted operation in a multiprogramming mode [Myag8l]. 

Most ASUPs typically had 5-10 tape and disk drives [Kuzi 79 J • Based on 

the typical disk configurations shown in Table 4.6, it is unclear 

whether or not adequate space was provided even to run as 4.1 [Algo82]. 

Consequently, most ES computers throughout the 70s were operated in a 

single program mode, probably under DOS ES, seriously underutilizing the 

capabilities of the machines [Hyag78; Myag81J. It is doubtful whether 

many units of the recently announced Hungarian 512 KByte semiconductor 

memory module for the ES-I022 have been sent to the USSR, although this 



may provide some relief in the future (Szam82dJ. Two cases of an 

E8-1033 with a full megabyte of memory have been located [Kima84; 

Levi83cl. 

Several cases cited in the literature were probably typical. 
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One was of an enterprise which had three ES computers outfitted with the 

"base" configuration. Two machines, after great difficulties, were pro

vided with video display units and additional disk drives. 'But because 

it was impossible to acquire two more memory units, costing 120,000 

rubles each, it was impossible to run the machines in multiprogramming 

mode, and the third machine, which had to be acquired for peak periods, 

was seriously underutilized [501079J. Only two additional memory units 

were allocated for the Nadymgazprom Association's M-4030 computer by 

Soyuzsistemkomplekt. Minpribor's computer distribution organization, in 

1976-79. It was widely considered to be easier to purchase a new com

puter than to get more main memory, and additional computers were pur

chased for peak periods [Gudi76; Rati83; Sabi76; Stri79j. 

The experience of the Unified Computer Center in Tomsk was some

what better. It received the first ES-1020 in that area of Western Si

beria in September, 1974. It was operational by Jan. I, 1975. The 

ES-1020 was delivered with 64 KBytes of main memory, which was not 

enough to run as ES, so another 64 KBytes were added during the first 

quarter of 1975. Two ES-5056 disks drives provided 14.5 MBytes of stor

age. With the addition of a third disk drive, as 4.0 single-task mode 

(PCP) was generated and used successfully from March 1976 on (see Table 

4.7) [Pere78}. os space requirements were such that 128 KBytes could 

not support anything more than the single task mode [Algo82]. 
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Shortages of other peripherals continue to be reported. These 

include sensing devices, graphics devices, telecommunications equipment. 

large-size disks, and terminals and other office equipment [BoriSI; 

EgSICj MyagSl; Uprs81a]. Novitskas notes: 

Although at present a large quantity of peripheral devices, 
primarily for the ES computers, have already been designed 
which, to a large degree. meet the needs of mass users. their 
output is nonetheless done in small series production and at 
times constitutes no more than test-experimental lots (this is 
the situation, for example, with graphics and others types of 
displays, teleprocessing devices, etc.) [Novi83). 

The next subsection considers the production and availability of one of 

the most important peripherals, disk drives. 

Disk Drives. One of the most vexing problems throughout CEMA 

has been the manufacture of reliable, high-capacity disk storage de-

vices. For all practic;al purposes, no indigenous disk stores were 

available before 1973 in the USSR [Davi78]. By 1975, a host of small 

(7.25 MByte) drives had appeared throughout the CEMA countries (see 

Table 4.5). Of these, the Bulgarian ES-5052 and Soviet ES-5056 were by 

far the most widespread (many of the other models may never have reached 

series production). In the late 70s, the Bulgarian ES-5061 29 MByte 

drive became available. Larger drives did not appear in any quantity 

until the early 80s, and are still not readily accessible. It is likely 

that the ES-5061 29 MByte drive is the largest drive in use in many 

installations. A 1982 software handbook cited only 7.25 and 29 Megabyte 

drives as part of the expected standard ES configuration [Algo82]. 



Table 4.5 

Selected Characteristics of CEMA Disk Drives 
-------------------------------------------------------
Disk Drive Made In Access Capacity IBM Approx. 

Time uS MBytes Style Year 
-------------------------------------------------------
ES-5060 Hungary 10 O.B 1975 
ES-S050 USSR 90 7.25 
ES-SOS2 Bulgaria 45-B7 7.25 2311 1972 
ES-5052-0 Poland 60 7.25 
ES-S053 Bulgaria 7.25 1975 
ES-SOS5 GDR 90-92 7.25 1975 
ES-5056 USSR 67 7.25 1975 
ES-505B Czech 90-110 7.25 1976 
ES-5064 GDR 11 
ES-5061 Bulgaria 40-90 29.0 2314 1977 
ES-5066 USSR 19BO 

Bulgaria 32-55 100 3330-1 
ES-5066M 100 
ES-5051 USSR 250-300 100 1975 

-12 
ES-5067 Bulgaria 30 200 3330-II 19B1 
ES-5067.01 Bulgaria 30 200 19B1 
ES-5067.02 Bulgaria 30 200 19B1 
ES-50BO 200 
E5-5063 317 
ES-5065 635 

Sources: [Alya79j Bote79; Cdc80j Cmir84j DpeBlj Drum77j 
Eids82j Eids82a; Eids82b; Es76; Grub80; Grue81; Imdp82j 
Kach79; Klou80; MdscB2; Medd83; Modi7Sj NemeB2; RechB3; 
Rmds83; Rmds83c; Tecm74; TkacBOj Vran76j 

Note: The 1975 dates are taken from a catalog [Es76j 
which simply lists the composition of the ES nomen
clature at that time. Some dates represent prototype 
dates; others. series production dates. 
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Small memory sizes, and especially, the lack of external disk 

storage for most of the ASUP designed up to the mid-70s exerted a marked 

influence on the evolution of ASUP. There was Httle choice but to de

sign around the limitations by using tape for everything. maintaining 

separate HIes for eac.h task, scaling down requirements, eliminating 

time-consuming problems which involved large quantities of data and cal

culations, such as optimization, and operating fully in batch mode with 

little ability to respond to ad hoc queries. Designers put much energy 

into ways of getting around space constraints, e.g. by using data com

pression techniques [Bobk78J. The situation resembled the unit-record 

processing systems in the late-50s anrl early-60s in the US. 

Even in 1974-76, disk drives were in short enough supply or were 

considered sufficiently unreliable that some ASUP were designed without 

them. The designers of the Bamaui/Sigma ASUP, for example, were ada

mant about only using equipment that was generally ilvailable [Lavr79b]. 

Babka states, "No matter how fine and all-encompassing the design of the 

enterprise ASU is, it's just whistling in the wind or is extraordinarily 

prolonged if the real capabilities of the hardware are not taken into 

account" [Bobk78]. The use of disk drives in ASU Barnaul/Sigma was not 

mentioned before 1981 [Marc81b]. Without sufficient disks, the number 

of operations that had to be carried out by an operator in the course of 

a task increased substantially, causing tasks to take much longer to 

solve (in one example, at least seven times longer [Petr82c]). Disks 

provided as part of the standard ES configuration in the late 70s and 

early 80s did not provide much storage space (Table 4.6). When disks 
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were used, their small size and the small number of drives meant that 

data was stored on separate disk packs, only some of which could be 00-

line at any given time [Marc81b]. 

In the 1975-79 period, new ASUPs were designed on the basis or 

the ES-IQ22 and ES-I033 computers using 7.25 MByte or 29 MByte disk 

drives. The technical level of many of these ASUPs was probably no 

better than the first information systems designed on the basis of the 

IBM 8/360 when main memory was in short supply, the IBM-2314 29 MByte 

disk drive was not yet available. and the first versions of IBM DOS were 

in use [Rdd82]. The amount of storage was sometimes in effect lowered 

by the necessity of keeping o~e drive in reserve [Petr82c]. 

Over the past few years, the disk supply situation has improved 

markedly in the USSR. Twenty-nine megabyte drives are now delivered 

with the standard ES configurations, although it can stHl be difficult 

to augment the basic number sent [Myag81J. The factory in Stara Zagora, 

Bulgaria is the most prolific supplier of disks to CEMA in general. and 

a large supplier of the USSR. Western visitors in 1983 felt that this 

plant had achieved assembly-line production levels on 100 MByte disk 

drives [WeinS3]. These drives are generally mentioned in connection 

with the higher-end ES models, and may not be easily accessible to aver-

age enterprises. 

The Bulgarian factory was recently castigated fo~ failing to 

bring into production two new, unnamed disk drives, underscoring the ex-

treme difficulties that the CEMA countries have had in mastering disk 

technology [Bone84]. An extraordinary look at the production and re-

liability of output from the Stara Zagora plant was provided by the 



Table 4.6 

Available On-Line Storage for Typical ES Configurations 

Model Disk Drives in Typical Total On-Line 
Configuration (Number) Storage 

ES-I 

ES-I020 ES-SOS6 (2) 14.5 MByt.es 

E8-1022 E8-5056 (2) 14.5 
(or) ES-5061 (4-10), ES-5052 290 

ES-1030 ES-SOSO, ES-S052, 
E8-5056 (2) 14.5 

E8-1033 E8-5056M (2) 14.5 

ES-I040 ES-5055 (6) 43.5 
ES-S061, ES-5064, ES-5066, 
ES-5067 

ES-1025 

ES-1035 

ES-II 

E8-5061 (2), E8-5066 

E8-5061 (3) 

58-100 

87 

ES-1045 E8-5066 (2-4), E8-5061 (4) 116-400 

Sources: [Brat76; Eevt82; Grub 77; Horn82; Pere 78; 
Petr80; Przh80b; Rmds83; Sove78bl 

Note: Lists of typical configurations do not neces
sarily agree. Total on-line storage was calculated 
based on what seemed the most likely typical configur
ation. It is not the theoretical maximum of what 
could be connected to these machines. 
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acquisition and analysis of a 200 megabyte, ES-S067 disk drive by Con

trol Data Corporation (CDC) in June, 1983. The analysis of the drive 

was carried out by CDC personnel and by a representative of IBM, who 

reac.hed much more pessimistic cUl1c.lusiuns about it [Cdc.84]. ThIs anal-

YS15 shows that the prospects for wide availability of larger drives is 

stiH in question. 

Both were in agreement that the manufacturing process and design 

left much to be desired in the area of reliability. For instance, the 

radiation shielding was defeated by ventilation and other openings that 

were cut in the floor of the unit. The voice coil motor which positions 

the heads was cooled by fans which exhausted directly on the pack, caus

ing potential problems with extraneous magnetic particles. The stamped 

arm parts had gross burrs that could damage the plastic cam tower and 

generate plastic contaminants on the disk surface. Also, the logic 

board connectors were flimsy and did not offer good positive con

nections. They appeared to be machine-soldered with subsequent manual 

repairs. The complete lack of attention to sound manufacturing 

engineering principles caused the IBM representative to proclaim that 

"no manufacturing engineer could sleep nights if he let [these things] 

get by." 

There is no question that the drive represented a functional 

duplication of the IBM-3330-II type disk drive. The ES-5667 disk con

troller was a functional copy of the Memorex 200 MByte disk controller. 

The documentation was adapted from Memorex manuals. The core/pad assem

bly was much better technically than the rest of the drive, and the disk 
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heads, arm, and pack, which were assembled in Bulgaria, were of Western 

origin. The chips on the boards also seemed to be of Western manufac

ture. Despite the fact that the flying height of head was significantly 

less than comparable CDC drives, CDC concluded that in most operational 

aspects, the Bulgarian drive was comparable with the IBM 3330-II. The 

IBM MVS operating system worked normally when using the Bulgarian drive. 

The disk prodUction capabilities of the Bulgarians are thrown 

into further question by their covert attempts to obtain Western disk 

production equipment directly. In a 1984 case, a man was sentenced for 

trying to ship $750,000 worth of computer disk manufacturing equipment 

to Bulgaria in 1982 and 1983. Two disk polishing devices were shipped 

and attempts were made to send two disk coating devices [Conn84dj. 

There is also little question that the drive would require ini

tial and continuing attention from highly qualified engineers. To begin 

with, it was delivered in an inoperable condition. Several parts had to 

be replaced and rewiring done before it would work. The assembly pro

cedure clearly included a limited checkout period and burn-in of several 

hours. A substantial number probably arrive "dead-on-arriva!." The IBM 

representative felt that this drive had never been turned on before de

livery. CDC agreed that the long-term reliability is questionable. Two 

engineers had to be sent from Bulgaria to bring the drive up in the US. 

The standard procedure for shipping the drives includes sending along 

engineers to get them running. The IBM representative thought that the 

heads would have to be cleaned after two hours of use and that a dis

astrous crash would occur with a week. CDC operated the drive for six 
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days without such a crash, but claimed limited time to carry out further 

testing. 

The IBH representati.ve was of the opinion that the drive was a 

hand-built prototype, built to "convince us that they know how to build 

them." He continued: 

A primary question I was asked to consi.der is l1hether or not 
the people who built this machine ha\T8 a general mastery of its 
technology. It is my opinion that they do not. The inside of 
the pack enclosure was filthy. There was grease on the hub. 
The air filter is little better than a furnace filter. Drives 
constructed in such a way will have a life expectancy measured 
in weeks or months. It has no emergency mechanical retract 
mechanism to retract its heads in case of power failure. And it 
does drop power frequently for no apparent reason. Then it po
wers itself back up again. When it powers itself back down, it 
leaves the heads out on the pack. The only group that would 
ship such a drive is one who never had any running and so who 
knows no better [Cdc84]. 

The CDC view, however, is that yearly production is 500-1000 units built 

on an assembly line. Their opinion is based also on site visits to the 

Stara Zagora Plant, where they saw a consignment waiting to be shipped, 

and the comments of the Bulgarian engineers, both of whom had accom-

panied 64-drive shipments to the USSR. They maintained that the largest 

number of 200 MByte drives on any system so far is 22 (they did not say 

where). 

Notwithstanding the IBM representative's conclusions, it appears 

that a limited quantity of 200 MByte drives are in use. The incidence 

of crashes is probably high, though, and they remain functional only 

with levels of maintenance support that would be considered prohib1.tive 

in the West. They are certainly not available for general use in ASUPs. 
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Reltability. Overall, the ES program provided the Soviet Union 

with unprecedented quantities of relatively high-quality machines 

[DavilBI. Completely definitive statistics about the reliability of the 

E~ machines are not available, put a recently published overview of the 

computers used in the Ministry of POHer and Electrification (Minenergo) 

are representative (Table 4.7). Several detailed qualitative accounts 

supplement these figures, documenting problems with core storage, cir

cuits, and peripherals. At the Tomsk Unified Computer Center, for exam

ple, the most frequently encountered maintenance problem for the ES-I020 

in the first two years of operation IJas soldered wires coming off 

printed circuit boards due to overheating [Pere78I. 

Extensive information is available about the ES-1022. The com-

ponent which failed most frequently in a test carried out in Hungary was 

the main memory, although there were frequent failures in other devices 

as well. After the first few months of operation, the machines were 

down about 15 percent of the time. The most common reasons for the 

failures were short circuits and cracks in the ferrite memory rings 

[Bara7BI. The add-on 256 KByte memory was also unreliable during the 

first few weeks of operation [Horv78l. Apparently, main memory failures 

on the ES-I022 were frequent enough to warrant its division into two re

dundant segments, one of which was kept in reserve in case of failure of 

the other [Matv7BI. Many installations did not, however, have the lu

xury of cutting their main memory size in half. The deputy director of 

TsNIITU, who undoubtedly had the opportunity to observe a number of 

ES-I022 machines, stated that the contacts on interfaces and memories 

reacted to the most insignificant fluctuations, while the air 
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conditioners supplied by a different ministry created big vibrations 

[Sede79}. Another Hungarian user that did extensive testing reported 

that the ES-I022 experienced serious synchronization bugs below the 

operatIng sY8lem l~vel when used in the multiprogramming mode [Rutt8D]. 

A persistent problem of the Soviet computing industry has been to match 

main memory and CPU capabilities [Koen76]. During a fourteen-week test 

of the ES-I022 in East Germany, the machine was up about 69 percent of 

the time with a standard deviation of 30 [KaHn]. 

Table 4.7 

MTBF for Computers in Minenergo. hours 

Year M-4030 E8-1022 E8-1033 1':$-1040 E8-1055 

1977 88.S 53.3 

1978 109.3 74.0 

1979 79.7 75.6 62.2 

1980 143.6 105.8 71.8 551.6 127.0 

1981 137.4 118.9 102.8 371.6 336.0 

1982 100.6 123.0 101.1 797.4 303.8 

1983 76.0 127.9 140.3 1,030.2 470.8 
-------------------------------------------------------
Sources: [Seme84, 151 
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Data for Minenergo provide a longitudinal look at the re

liability of the ES-I022. The MTBF in 1983 for about 7S ES-1022 com

pute.rs was 127.9 hours. However, for those computers delivered in 

1979-1981, it was 152 hours, and for those delivered in 1976-1978, 115.2 

hours [Seme84]. The data in Table 4.7 also show increaSing overall re

liability as the new computers were added to the stock. Some improve

ment in the manufacturing process has clearly taken place. although not 

as much as one might expect over the course of so many years. The MTBF 

also depends on how much they are run every day (Table 4.8). Those that 

are run more have a lower failure rate. In 1983, the top four ES-1022s 

in the Minenergo system had MTBFs of 468, 450, 254, and 253 hours, re

spectively [Seme84]. These figures, and the relatively small improve

ment over time shown in Table 4.8, demonstrates that the average 

reliability is not exceptional. 

The most detailed available information on the reliability of 

the E8-1030 has been presented in Table 4.4 above. As experience was 

gained and bugs were eliminated over the course of three years, the mean 

time to failure went from 21 hours to 97 while the useful time of the 

computer went from almost nille hours per day to seventeen. In the first 

year of operation, failures between the various peripherals were rela

Uvely evenly distributed. This data does not support the conclusion 

that the main memory was particularly faulty. On the contrary, by the 

third year of operation the disk drives had become responsible for the 

largest share of failures [Ori081]. Other information is provided by 

the the Czechs. Apparently because of reliability problems of some of 

the Soviet E8-1030s delivered to them, they specified in thl'! agreement 
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for importing ES-1033s that they get models with serial numbers greater 

than 100 [Slab78b 1. 

The most reliable ES computers are those produced in East Ger-

many. The ES-L040 was far and away the most reliable of the machines 

used within Minenergo (,rable 4.7). During the five-month CDC test 

carried out in 1976, the ES-I040 was down for only one hour [Koen76]. 

CDC's confidence in the machine was further expressed by their use of it 

for many years in a CDC data processing center in Vienna. A test in 

Hungary reported that the machine was up 88 percent of the time 

[RuttaO]. The best ES-I040 in the Minenergo system in 1983 had a MTBF 

Table 4.8 

ES-I022 Failure Rates According to Daily Use Length 

Years ES-I022 Computers 
1-1.5 Shifts Daily Use 

Failure Number 
Interval, of 
hours Computers 

ES-1022 Computers 
2-3 Shifts Daily Use 

Failure Number 
Interval, of 
hours Computers 

-------------------------------------------------------
1978 58.7 11 83.4 11 

1979 64.6 15 82.0 26 

1980 60.6 12 122.8 39 

1981 70.3 18 137.1 52 

1982 118.6 15 124.0 61 

Sources: [Seme84, 17] 



of 2,918, an order of magnitude better than the best vales for any of 

the other ES machines [Seme84]. 
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The ES-1055 also got high marks for reliability. In a year's 

use in Hungary the mean time 1:0 failure was 57.6 hours for the system, 

hut 135.8 hours for the CPU. It was up 96.6 percent of the time 

[Sele82]. The ES-lOSSs within Hinenergo started with a MTBF figure of 

about this magnitude, but within a year it had improved considerably 

(Table 4.7). The best MTBF figures for Minenergo ES-IOS5s was 540 hours 

[Seme84]. 

There is less information available about the reliability of the 

the other ES machines lIsed in ASUP. A knowledgeable Soviet asserted 

that the ES-1033 and ES-IQ35 are generally considered to be less re

liable than the ES-I022, a statement which the data in Table 4.7 par

tially confirm. In what was touted as an energy saving experiment. an 

ES-1033 was run at the Uralmash plant on just 208-212 volts. They did 

this for 3 years and claimed it did no harm to the machine and increased 

reliability somewhat [GoroB3]. This experiment might have been moti

vated by brown-outs (see Section 3.4.1), or hy circuits which overheated 

when run at full power. When CDC tested an ES-1040 in the mid-70s, they 

found that reduced power was necessary to prevent overheating [Koen76]. 

The newer ES models are supposed to "have better circuits, built-in 

hardware diagnostics. and modular structures to facilitate parts re

placement" [Good 79c, 547]. 
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A related problem with reliability has been the practic.e of 

shipping computers before they have been fully tested. In the seller's 

market in the USSR, it is enough for a factory to ship a computer in 

order to fulfill its plan, regardless of whether or not it arrives in a 

working condition. The data in Table 4.9 shows that it took at least a 

full year, for instance, before an ES-I020 was operating more than a 

scanty number of hours daily. In the days of second generation com

puters, some plants apparently sent out engineers with the machines to 

work on them on-site until they worked. Even so, installations some

times took a year before the computer was working and 2-3 years before 

normal operation (of one shift) was achieved [Kama67]. Some deliveries 

of large-capacity Bulgarian disk drives take place in this manner 

[Cdc84]. Wi.th the establishment of different servicing arrangements, 

however, this practice seems to have been cut back for Soviet ES ma

chines. A time period of four to six months from the time the computer 

arrives to when it starts working productively is now considered to be 

average [Nest84bJ. 

Another measure of reliability relates to whole systems, rather 

than to computers themselves. The degree of robustness was studied by 

Guneyev et al. Three levels were defined: a) the whole system was shut 

down by the failure of a single device; b) personnel could take over 

the functions of the failed device, e.g., a data collection device; and 

c) automatic backup prevented any interruption of service. In only 7.2 

percent of the ASUPs surveyed did condition a obtain, while in 27.4 per

cent of the cases, automatic backup was provided [Gune77]. By Western 

standards, substituting personnel whenever a device fails is not an 
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acc.eptable alternat.ive, so this data seems to indicate a comparatively 

low level of reliability for entire systems. 

Replacement and Upward Compatibility. An important difference 

between the US and the USSR is that Soviet installations did not gener-

ally replace second generation machines, but augmented them with the new 

third generation ones. A much larger installed computer base existed in 

the United States in the late-50s and early-60s than existed in the USSR 

in the early-70s [Good79b; Phis 791. Despite this investment J many 

users leaped at the chance to replace their older machines with IBM 

8/360 third generation computers. Conversion to the IBM 8/360 line 

caused the greatest upheaval in the history of data processing in the 

us. 

Table 4.9 

ES-I02Q Assimilation at Tomsk Unified Computer Center 

Quarter Total Useful Time/Daily Load (Hours) 

II 

III 

IV 

. Source: [Pere78] 

1975 

145/1.2 

354/3.0 

230/2.0 

630/5.0 

1976 

1063/11.5 

1537/17.0 

1386/15.0 
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In the USSR, users were much less willing to give up their old 

systems, and assimilation of the third-generation machines is still 

continuing. Of ASUPs examined in 1976, 25.5 percent used ES hardware 

(see Table 4.2). 'rhis figure matches well with the data on the relative 

share in the stock of computers of first, second, and third generation 

machines between t971 and 1979 (Table 4.10). The sizahle 26 percent 

share for second generation computers in 1979 probably includes the bulk 

of the Minsk-32s that were produced. Continued use of the older ma-

chines is also reflected in the data in Table 4.2. The machine building 

and extraction industries, which had the highest priority for ASUP de-

V'elopment in the 8th and 9th Five-·Year Plan per~ods, have the largest 

share of the computers of that period. The processing industries began 

developing ASUPs later, and 80 obtained more recent computers. The fi

gures for the non-industrial sphere partly reflect the latter dynamic 

and partly reflect the movement of some of the older computers away from 

the higher priority sectors. In the later 70s, the "developed" software 

continued to bring the Minsk-32 popularity for ASUP, and scattered 

reports indicate that this machine is still in use in a portion of ASUPs 

today [Gabe 79; Kont84; Novi 78b; Seli80 j Spi r80; Stro8l; Stro82d j 

Tolo 79; Voly83; Vozt 79 J • For example, it was planned in the USSR 

Ministry of Construction to eliminate the remaining Minsk-32s by the end 

of 1985 [Yevs83]. 

A study of the computer stock in the Lithuanian SSR gave an idea 

of how long some of the machines are used. Based on data from 1981, the 

average lifetime of a BESM-4 was 11 years; BESM-4M, 7.5 years; BESM-6, 

5.7 years; ES-lOlO, 6 years; ES-1020, 7.1 years; Minsk-22, 12.2 
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years; Minsk-32, 8 years; N-5000, 5.3 years; and Nairi-2, 7.9 years 

[Novi83}. Thus Minsk-22s installed in the late 60s, Minsk-32s installed 

in the late 70s, and ES-I020s installed in the mid-70s could easily be 

expected to be in use in ASUPs into the early 80s. 

One of the reasons that the older machines were retained was be-

cause of the lack of suitable emulators for them. In the case of the 

ES-1022. ES-I030, and ES-I033. a package was provided by the Scientific 

Research Institute of Computers (NIIEVM) in Minsk which allowed programs 

in Fortran and Cobol to be translated to ES Fortran and ES Cobol. 

Minsk-32 files could be transferred to ES formats [Algo82; Davi7S; 

Levs77: Ovch821. This conversion software did not have a good re-

putation among Soviet users and required reworking of the programs once 

Table 4.10 

Distribution of Computer Stock by Generation, 1966-1979 

Computer 
Generation 

Percentage 
for 19-

-------------------------------------------------------
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 79 

First 65 57 43 31 23 15 

Second 35 43 57 69 77 85 95 96 91 83 75 26 

Third 9 17 25 74 
-------------------------------------------------------
Sources: [Good79bj Laps77 • 21; Modi8l. 50J 
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they had been translated [Levs77; Mche791. The developers of the Bar

naul/Sigma ASUP provided means for file conversion from the M-22x ma

chines [Bobk79b; Podk791. For other second generation machines, users 

were left on their own. At the Perm T Telephone Facr:ory. for example. a 

complete hardware-software system was created so that files could be 

shared between the Ural-llB (whic.h was still in use in 1979) and an 

ES-I02Q. The system could also be used with the Ural-14, -16, Minsk-22, 

-32, M-220, etc. [Demi79j. 

These options for emulation were not very attractive. The bulk 

of the Minsk-32 software was written in assembly language. The ES-1035 

was promised as the machine which would be a complete replacement for 

the Minsk-32. The ES-I035 could implement 68 percent of the Minsk-32 

instruction set in microcode, and the rest in software [Przh80b]. A 

comparison of the times for executing fixed and floating point opera

tions shows that the Minsk-32 was faster on the simpler operations and 

slower on the more complicated ones than the ES-I035 running in emula

tion mode [Davi78; Garb72; Petr80; Shel73]. The overall throughput 

of the ES-1035 emulating the Minsk-32 was 1.4 times greater than that of 

the Minsk-32 [Przh80b]. With the exception of cases of Nairi mini

computers being used to emulate the Minsk-22, no reports of enterprises 

using microcode emulation of second generation machines have been lo

cated in the literature. 

Users kept their old machines for four other reasons. One was 

the operation of the allocation mechanism. As the data in Table 4.2 

suggests. the earliest users of computers were in effect penalized be

cause new users were given priority for the modern computers. The high 
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cost of the initial machines hindered their replacement. In the Minis

try of Procurement, for instance, users complained that they were stuck 

with the original ES-I020s that they had been allocated [Khav80j. In 

the 1976-1980, however, sixty percent of new output was supposed to be 

allocated for bringing existing computer centers up to their rated capa

cities [Laps76; Pevn761. Second. the absence of the planned higher-end 

models, of sufficient extra peripherals to improve performance, or of 

sufficient reliability forced serious users to operate several smaller 

computers side-by-side instead of shifting to a single, more productive 

model [Gudi81bj 801079J. 

Third, the older machines were easier to service. In-house ser

vicemen were trained, connections with service organizations and sup

plIers were established, and software was writtel1 and operational. It 

was easier to effectively run the relatively older computers than the 

newer, ES models, at least to begin with (see Table 4.9) [NoV'i83; 

Petr82c]. Gudim reported that in 1980 in Tallin wasted time for the 

newest and most powerful ES models grew at an annual rate of 14 percent 

[Gudi81b]. In the 10th Five Year Plan in the Ukraine, the overall daily 

use of computers was 12 hours, while that of ES machines was just 10 

hours [GuleS1]. A serious user who had surmounted the bureaucratic and 

technical problems associated with getting a computer to work pro

ductively would not want to give up that machine and face the same prob

lems allover again in the acquisi tion of a new one. 
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Fourth, upward compatibility in the IBM 8/360 and 8/370 lines 

was hampered by the large differences in the DOS and as operating 

systems. Among the problems that had to be overcome in making the tran-

sition from DOS to OS were the t'ollowing: Object code modules from one 

could not run on the other. Assembly language programs had to undergo 

major changes because of significant differences in macro calls. The 

Job Control Language was different. Not all of the files under DOS 

could be used directly under OS [Ivan80fj. This report came from the 

Institute of Physics of the Siberian Department of the Academy of 

Sciences in Novosibirsk: 

The situation of having several incompatible versions of 
operating systems, both as and DOS, is very widespread in com
puter centers. In such cases, almost every user usually has his 
own resident volumes mounted before starting his work. And ac
tually, operation with a 3rd-generation computer differs little 
from operating behind the console of an M-20 type with 
corresponding efficiency level [Ivan80d j. 

For many US users, the transition to as became a necessity not 

only because of the economics of burgeoning applications and improving 

price/performance ratios, but also because many subsequent IBM products 

were based on as (OS/VS1, OS/VS2, MVS). There have been only sketchy 

reports of these later operating systems in the CEMA literature. It is 

likely that the East Germans met the goal of producing an ES-I055 WI 

version by 1982 [Muen8l; Lamp82j. DS/VSl was evaluated on an ES-I055 

not long ago in the USSR, and DS/V82 has also been mentioned [Koga84b; 

8ele82] • 
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The Czechs have recently led the joint development, along with 

Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany, and the Soviet Union, of the DOS-3 ES 

operating system. It is said to be a completely indigenous development 

which is designed to maximize performance on small, ES-II configurations 

with virtual memory. According to the designers, it operates analogous

ly to IBM's OS/VS2. although the internal realization of most of the 

commands is completely different, and is more effective than DOS/VS and 

as/vs!. Features from VM/370 have been included without the degradation 

in performance experienced under that operating system. By the end of 

1979, version 3.1, which provided for real-time tasks, had been checked 

by an international review group [VaniSl]. 

A fifth reason, the difficulty of obtaining software maintenance 

services, is examined in Section 5.4.1. 

The Soviet literature has been devoid of practical "horror 

stories" of conversions that would suggest that the transition to other 

operating system versions is being made. The only reports that have ap

peared so far have been in connection with the TsSU collective use com

puter centers [Bush83b]. It appears that the main operating systems in 

use for ASUP remain DOS 2.2 and as 4.1 or earlier versions, belng run on 

separate machines or alternately on the same machine [Algo82J. In prac

tical terms, this means that the Soviets have not yet been able to ex

tensively realize some of the main advantages of upward compatibility. 

Was the Unified System a success? From the point of view of ca

pability, the answer is Yf'!s. The ES machines brought to ASUP an un

precedented level of processing power, main memory, and secondary 

storage, despite their underconfiguration and relatively poor 
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reliability. Software could be transferred between the various models, 

which was a major improvement over the sec.ond-generation days (see Ap

pendix B). 

From the point of view of economics, however, far less was 

gained than was expected. Acquiring new mac.hines without getting rid of 

the old led to much higher overall computer center costs. The ES ma

chines were grossly underutilized for a variety of technical and organ

izational reasons. Because acquiring additional peripherals was so 

difficult and more powerful models were delayed J most users could not 

take advantage of the upward compatibility of the series. Finally, in 

the absence of evidence of software conversions. it appears that each 

machine became linked to a given operating system. A successful ASUP in 

the late 70s, therefore, was distributed over at least two incompatible. 

underutilized machines. It is in this decade that the Soviets can be 

expected to begin to reap the benefits of upward compatibility as more 

and more ASUPs are switched over to OS, larger main and external memo

ries become available, and second generation computers are finally aban

doned. The presence of WI on the ES-1036 and ES-1056 may eventually 

provide a solution to the cacophony of operating system versions now in 

4.1.4 Mini- and Microcomputers 

Below the mainframe level, enterprises can chose from a large 

number of computing devices which run the gamut from punch card sorters 

and tabulators to fairly powerful minicomputers. runch card equipment. 

adding machines. and the so-called "factographic" or "bookkeeping" 
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machines are given the Russian name "orgtekhnika," which can loosely be 

translated as "office equipment." Many of these are in the Iskra series, 

and some, such as the Iskra-23 and the EFM-1-6446. are more of a hin

drance than a help [Term83]. It is beyond the scope of this dis

sertation to examine these machines. 

Over the past five years, the availability of mlcro- and mini

computers in the USSR has increased dramatically. The most significant 

minicomputer line is the 8M or Small System series. The 8M program 

began in 1974; the design and implementation of its second phase is 

being completed now. The 8M family presently includes more than 50 

models. It embraces several architectures, including some machines 

which are functional duplications of the lower- and middle-range DEC 

PDP-ll machines. and some which are based on copies of the Intel-SOBO 

chip [Hamm841. 

At least 12 microprocessor families are in production in the 

USSR. Many of the microcomputers which use these chips have limited 

main memories and are intended for use as built-in controllers or in 

stand-alone control applications. The most important microcomputers are 

part of the Elektronika program [Hamm84; Stap841. 

The use of minicomputers at enterprIse subunits did not get 

underway in the USSR until 1979-1980. The KSPD-l system was first shown 

at the beginning of 1979 at the computer pavilion of the Exhibition for 

the Achievements of the National Economy in Moscow. It was intended for 

collection and local retrieval of data for operational management tasks. 

and included connections with the M-4030 or ES computers. A diagram of 

the system showed data logging devices at the instrument warehouse. the 
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intershop transfer point, the mechanical shop, the sales shop, the 

material-technical warehouse, and the assembly conveyor. It was based 

on the 8M-l, which came out in 1977, and so was probably one of the 

first attempts at linking minicomputers, terminals, multiplexers, and 

other equipment for enterprise subunits [Abra79]. 

In 1980, ORNM guidelines were issued for "organizational

technical ASU (ASUOT)" [Ormm80]. An ASUOT is a combined ASUP and ASUTP: 

process control computers at the lowest levels collec.t and process data, 

transmitting it to computers at higher levels. ASUQT have also been 

called integrated ASU (IASU), a concept which includes production as

sociations as the highest level in the system [Sede80]. Also in 1980, a 

joint effort of the CEMA countries to build the software for integrated 

ASU was announced, The USSR was assigned the most important subsystems 

at the production association and enterprise levels, amounting to put

ting the traditional ASUP subsystems (TPP, GUOP, TEP, Sales, etc.) in a 

hierarchical context. At the lowest level, assignments were made for 

control of mechanical processing lines. integrated-automated sections, 

and mechanized warehouses [Sede80]. 

In the early 80s. the minicomputers that were chosen for use in 

such systems were the four SM-I machines: SM-I, SM-2, SM-3, and SM-4. 

These systems and their peripherals were extensively documented in a 

1983 book on ASUOT [More83]. This book outlined in more detail what 

shop-level functions are expected within ASUOT. In addition to process 

control, modules are foreseen for managing and monitoring equipment, 

optimizing the repair schedules of equipment, optimizing the stock of 

spare parts, managing the stock of instruments, and managing the quality 
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of labor and output. These are areas which have been neglected in ASUP 

(Chapter 3). Based on the experience of some enterprises, the following 

subsys terns are recommended [More83. 401: 

1. Subsystem of operational planning - for taking the monthly 
plans from the ASUP and breaking them down; 

2. Subsystem of operational accounting and monitoring of work -
collection of data about the actual state of production; 

3. Subsystem of operational-dispatcher work - for planning what to 
do when deviations arise; 

4. Subsystem of the management and monitoring of the operation of 
production equipment; 

5. Subsystem for collecting and proc.essing statistical information 
- provides data needed for ASUP; 

6. Subsystem of economic analysis - includes wage calculations, 
and leads to a situation where the shop can function on a khoz
raschet basis. 

Despite the widespread availability of minicomputers, and in 

particular, of the SM-3 and S~-4, the Soviet literature has contained 

few references to their use in enterprise subunits for anything but pro-

cess control. It appears that enterprise uses of the SM-3 and SM-4 have 

been confined mainly to CAD workstations, often with only one user be-

cause of the lack of peripherals [Bori81J. Only towards the end of this 

1985 will the Central Statistical Administration begin incorporating SMs 

into its system. 

One of the first accounts of minicomputer use at the sub-

enterprise level recently appeared in Minpribor's ministry journal, Pri-

bory! Sistemy Upravleniya (Instruments and Control Systems). This 

system, which was for collecting accounting data, was built at the 
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Leningrad Rumb Central Scientific Research Institute (TsNIIRumb) in 

1979-82 for management of irrigation device COllstruction at an unnamed 

base enterprise (probably within the Ministry of Agricultural Machine 

Building) [Lapi84b]. The project began by using tIle KSPD-l cOl1lpl~x. bUl 

found it to be insufficient. The main memory of the SM-l had to be ex

panded to 32 KBytes. and a 10 MByte hard disk had to be added. It could 

use up to 32 DM-2000 terminals or RI-6402 simultaneous invoice creation 

and data transmission devices [Lapi84b]. Workers in seven shops for the 

planning and distribution bureau had acc.ess to RI-6402 stations I and 

seven other shops with 37 sections had terminal stations. In all, up to 

50 users could be accommodated. The SM-I continuously polled the 

RI-6402s for data while processing queries in background mode. RI-6401 

devices for input of data from narrow tape or RI-2401 devices for numer

ical data only were also be used [Lapi84b]. 

Some problems that were encountered when introducing the syfltem 

included the fact that the RI-6402s could handle up to seven message 

formats only, including queries, and had to be reworked to use the ES 

character codes. It was found to be necessary to provide a manual 

backup system for entering data at the computer center itself due to 

equipment failures. The most important result of the experiment, how

ever, was the fact that the correctness of the collected information 

rose by a factor of two to three times. TsNIIRurnb has recommended that 

it be used in other enterprises and has deposited the software with the 

branch program and algorithm fund [Lapi84b]. 
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The choice of the SM-l as the base computer for this system 

seems curious. It was apparently chosen for two reasons. First, some 

enterprises of that branch already had the KSPD-l system. Second, the 

KSPD-l system was built at some point before 1979, when only the first 

four 8M models were available and the eventual predominance of the SM-4 

line within CEMA had not yet taken shape [Abra79; Lapi84b]. The 

SM-l/SM-2 line has recently been strengthened considerably by the addi

tion of the 8M-1M and 8M-2M, that are SM-l and SM-2 machines built with 

smaller, better ci rcuits, the low-end 8M-50/ 60, and the high-end SM-l21O 

[Hamm84J. Thus, the KSPD-l system may be introduced into other ASUPs, 

although most enterprises may be more likely to opt for some of the 

other devices outlined above. 

A recent Minpdhor pamphlet shows the direction that these 

applications are likely to take over the next few years. The main mini

and microcomputers that can be used for economic applications at the 

sub-enterprise level are outlined (Table 4.11). Most of the 8M machines 

are suitable for department-level operations. if configured with disks 

and memories of maximal size. The 8M-1800 has been provided with soft

ware so that it cao serve as a workstation for management functions 

(ARM-Ekonomika) [Shka83b]. The SM-1644, SM-1430, and the Czecho

slovakian SM-52/ 1l, all of which can have up to four megabytes of main 

memory. are particularly well-suited to be local nodes in distributed 

applications [Zazh84]. A version of the 8M-S2/11 with one megabyte of 

main memory was approved for production i11: 1984 [Taka84]. The 

Elektronika-79 differs from the other Elektrollikas in that it can have a 

large amount of main and external storage [Khan83; Ts.lo82b]. The RI 
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data collection devices used by TsNIIRumb can also be connected to the 

SM-4, SM-1430, and SM-IBao [Zazh84]. 

The Iskra-555, Iskra-2106. and Neva-501 deserve special atten

tion, as they represent an attempt to move up from previous, extremely 

limited machines in use for autonomous bookkeeping and calculating 

tasks. The Neva-SOL is an intelligent terminal which is based on the 

Soviet version of the Intel-SOaO chip (the K580 series), and is con

figured with a printer, keyboard, CRr, and an 52 interface for connect

ing with ES machines. The Iskra-2106 is a stand-alone version of the 

Neva-SOL without the CRr and communications interface. The con

figurations of the Iskra-555 resemble those of the Neva-50l, and it may 

be the most powerful machine of the three because it is supposed to in

clude a built-in concentrator. The Iskra-SSS (along with the SM-1600, 

the SM-1800, the Robotron ASllO and AS130, the HP-9830, the Iskra-226, 

and the t~ang-2200) is slated to be one of the base machines in the TsSU 

centralized accounting initiative described in Section 3.6. I [Daga84 J. 

The Iskra-226, Iskra-5SS. and SM-IS03 were evaluated by the USSR Minis

try of Construction and found to lead to a "radical" change in the state 

of automation of accounting tasks at the work place level [Yevs83]. 

The first Neva-Sal machines, which came out in 1981, had only 

four KBytes of main memory. Updated versions which started to appear in 

1983 had 16 or 32 KBytes. In a new 1983 version, the Iskra-2106 had at 

most 16 KBytes of main memory and was expanded to include communications 

capabilities. Therefore, they are unsuitable for word processing, 

spreadsheet, or similar functions usually associated with business com

puters. This series uses an indigenous Soviet language, called YaMB 



Table 4.11 

Small Computers Considered Applicable for Use in ASUP 

Machine Notes 

Iskra-555 These three intended for all sorts 
Iskra-2l06 of applications at the functional 
Neva-SOl department level in enterprises 

and organizations. Use a special 
bookkeeping programming language 
(YaMB). 

Iskra-226 These two intended primarily for 
Elektronika NTs-80 scientific and engineering 

applications, but pre;sence of 5 
MByte disk and 20 MBytes on tape 
allow them to be used for economic 
applications. 

SM-IaOD 
SM-1803 

SM-4 

15VUMS32-002 

SM-1644 
SM-1430 
Elektronika-79 

Hasen on Intel-BOBO copy. Can be 
used for economic applications 
although primary thrust is 
scientific and engineering. 

Roughly equivalent to PDP-ll!34. 
Part of the SM-I series. 

Can be used at the shop level. 

These three machines have 
sufficient capabilities to make 
them reasonable candidates for 
sub-enterprise level applications. 

Sources: [Yevs83, 3; ZazhB4, 4-151. 
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(Bookkeeping Machine Language), which resembles an assembly language 

with some higher-level constructs. It was only in 1983 that they 

started to be configured with floppy disks [Term83]. 
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One of tile chief appllcation.s for this "troika" is in the bank

ing system at local savings banks. Besides this, a whole set of pos

sible applications for enterprises are proposed. These include tasks in 

the bookkeeping, supply, sales, planning-production, labor and wages, 

personnel, and economic. affairs subdivisions. Unlike the applications 

listed for the SM series above, which are more along the lines of ASUP 

tasks, these are just simple calculations. It is not clear to what ex

tent these machines will be produced in the near future, since the Sov

iet computing industry just started producing the EFM-l-6446 in 1982. 

The EFM-1-6446 has a ferrite-core main memory of 500 Bytes [Term83]. 

Among the other machines mentioned as being a part of the TsSU 

program are the HP-9830, the Iskra-226, and the Wang-2200. The HP-9830 

is made by Hewlett-Packard. It is unlikely that the Soviets have re

ceived a large number of these machines, although they may be able to 

get more in the future [Sang8S]. The Iskra-226 was made to execute the 

Wang-2200 instruction set, which is explained in a frank 2ccount by the 

fact that the Soviets liked the machine but were unable to get more 

after export controls were tightened in the early 80s [Daga84; Kuzn8ll. 

Payroll applications using the l'I'ang-2200 were reported as early as 1978 

[Obno78]. The Robotron models mentioned above are both based on a copy 

of the ZUog Z80 chip [Kenn82; Mone82; Pete8ll. Thus, even at the 

level of bookkeeping operations, all of the computers under 
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consideration have some sort of Western antecedent. The previous indig

enous models have been cumbersome and ineffective [Term83]. 

One can only speculate as to why so few systems for enterprise 

subunits have so far been created. 

One reason may be that there is not yet sufficient demand. 

Distributing computing entails training a whole new class of users who 

are undoubtedly less computer-literate than their US counterparts 

[Grah84bj Lapi84b; More83]. The ASUP computer centers are still pre

dominantly batch shops. Only recently has the idea of interactive data 

processing begun to take root in enterprises [Tver82bj. Once users gain 

more experience with interactive computing, they cao be expec.ted to be

come moroe acclimated to the idea of distributed processing. 

Individual deparotments are unable to act independently to ac

quire their own computers. In the US, more and more users are acquiring 

their own or departmental computers to provide themselves with process

ing capabilities aside from the overburdened, central computer center. 

Distributed processing is probably hard to justify in the USSR in enter

prises where the computer is run one to two shifts only. The top-down 

nature of ASUP designs has undoubtedly also discouraged independent ac

quisition of m1.nicomputers. Only in a system such as the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP does it make sense for departments to maintain their own machines. 

One of the reasons that mini- and microcomputers have been so 

successful in the US is because they have not required large staffs to 

operate them. In the labor-intensive Soviet milieu, it is probably dif

ficult for individual departments to muster sufficient resources to 

house and maintain a minicomputer. Even a machine snch as the Neva-SOl 
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must have an in-house maintenance man trained by the factory. Otherwise 

the computer will not be delivered [TermB3]! 

Distributed computing is a security risk, both because more 

people have access to data and because interactive computing facilities 

are a means of controlling and disseminating information of any nature 

[Grah84b; Kvas 77] " The literature has been more or less devoid of dis

cussions of computer security. The Soviets tend to be much more sen

sitive than their US counterparts about viewing economic data as 

classified information. A law was recently passed, for example, making 

it a crime for any Soviet citizen to speak to a foreigner about any as

pect of his or her job. Revealing these "production secrets" is 

punishable by fines. 

The central ASUP department probably views distributed process

ing as a threat. It could lower the load on the mainframe and thereby 

potentially reduce the computer center's bonuses. Resisting departmen

tal autonomy has been characteristic of large corporate computer centers 

in the US as well. No evidence suggests that enterprise computer cen

ters have the kinds of backlogs that have made US corporate computer 

centers willing to transfer responsibility for applications to users. 

One can imagine the difficulties encountered by an enterprise 

that did try to implement distributed processing. It would be necessary 

to get communications lines from the Ministry of Communications, which 

is probably an expensive and time-consuming affair [Nest84bj. Other 

equipment must come from the Ministry of the Communications Equipment 

Industry. To make all the disparate pieces fit together is a formidable 

challenge in itself. Ways to connect the various devices together did 
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not begin to appear until the early 80s, and it was not until 1984 that 

a fairly comprehensive listing was published of which machines can be 

used with other machines and how they are to be connected [Zazh841. 

4.1.5 The Operation of Computer Centers 

The previous sections of this chapter have shown that the capa

bilities of ASUP, and consequently their absorption into management 

functions, have been partially constrained by the available hardware and 

its reliability. Computer centers, however, have not made maximal use 

of even the limited capabilities available to them. During most of the 

70s, the mean daily load of computers did not exceed 14 hours per day 

for the entire c.ountry (see Table 4.12). This subsection will examine 

the extent to which computer centers underutilize capacity. and the 

structure and consequences of the incentive system within which the com

puter centers function. 

Mean Daily Load. Over the past two decades, the chip.f indicator 

of computer center performance has been the mean daily load (MOL). The 

MOL is calculated as the number of hours spent solving user tasks or 

debugging software divided by the number of calendar days in a given 

accountillg period. Table 4.12 shows a selection of MOL statistics that 

have appeared over the past 15 years. The figures include those given 

by high officials in various government agencies (e.g. D. G. 

Zhimerin). They reflect the numbers reported by the computer centers 

and collected and compiled by the TsSU. The low level of MDL has been a 

consistent target of attack at least since the beginning of the 9th 

Five-Year Plan [Akhm78; Bara7S; Brat76; Dobr8!; Grom82; Gune77; 



Koro72; Many79; Mosp82bj />1yas74; Novill; Pevn76j Prav79bj 

Tver72J. 
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The MDL figures must be evaluated in light of how much the Sov

iets expect to operate computers. Against the backdrop of normative 

values for daily use, they do not appear so small. The normative number 

of hours for daily use varies depending on the type of computer. the 

type of installation, and the length of service of the computer. 

According to the norms which went into effect July I, 1980, third gener

ation computers are supposed to be operated 20 hours per day. Minsk-32 

class machines 15 hours per day, and Minsk-22 class machines. six hours 

per day. At scientific research and plann~ng organizations and VUZs, 

the usage of 2nd-generation computers must be no less than 10 hours 

daily. In the first 3 months of installation, only one shift is ex

pected; three-shift usage is not expected until after the first year. 

If a computer has been in operation for more than eight years, the norms 

are cut by 30 percent. After 10 years of service it is up to ministries 

themselves to set the norms [l1eto79b; SotsBOj. Many enterprises oper

ate in only two shifts, constraining the computer to two shifts as well 

[Lapsnj. 

Nevertheless. the MDL appears to overstate actual useful work 

performed by computers within ASUP in at least four ways. First, it in

cludes redoing work because of errors, time the computer is waiting for 

the operator, time waiting for auxiliary manual operations, and debug

ging time [Leyb82j. Thus, even if 90 percent of the time were spent 

debugging, the MDL would not change. No overall indication of the ex

tent to which this might distort the figures has appeared. hut data from 



Table 4.12 

Mean Daily Load of Computers, 1967-1981 

Year Mean Daily Region Notes 
Load, hrs or Unit 

USSR 

1973 10.7 all 
1974 II all 
1975 1l.6 all 
1976 !3 all 
1977 12-14 all 
1980 9 all 
1980 1l.3 all medium and large 
1980 !3 all 3rd Gen. less 

Republics 

1967 6 UkSSR 31. 3% off norm 
1972 5.9 UzSSR 
1972 7.4 ArSSR 
1975 9.1 EsSSR Minsk-22: 15.8 

Minsk-32 : 11.0 
1976 7.5 AzSSR 
1977 7.5 MoSSR 
1978 12.0 UzSSR 
1980 9.1 EsSSR 

Other Units (Examples) 
----------------------------------------------

1971 8 MinVuz 
1972 16.5 16 ministries st. dev. 2.6 

developing ASUP 
1971-75 18 ASUPs TsNIITU-designed 
1976 7-10 Tul'skaya Oblast' Minsk-32 
1972-76 13.6 Odessa area 
1975-77 13.4 ASUPs in BeSSR sample 
1979 12.3 11 mins. UkSSR st. dev. 3.5 
1978-80 15.6 initial VTsKP 
1981 < 12 UkSSR 3rd Gen. < 10 

Sources: [Akhm78: Alla77; Arak72j Bulm71; Gudi76: 
GudiB1; Gule81; Kany83; Koza 79; ~fakh74; Maks 78b; 
Mora79: Myas74; Myas82e: Novi80j Pogr79j Hako77: 
Sabi76: Sede79; Sido82bj Spyn67j TeriSlj Zhim76cl 
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two republics may be repn~sentative. In the Lithuanian SSR in 

1972-1979. the average amount of time spent debugging in computer cen

ters was almost 30-50 percent [Many79j NOlli83]. In 1983 in the Geor

gian SSR, the fraction of active computer time that was spent running 

production jobs was only half {Ratt83]. Obviously, this is most cri

tical when the computer cannot be run in a multiprogramming mode. 

Second is the fact that it makes no difference whether or not 

the computer is run in a multiprogramming mode. MOL is calculated ex

clusively as the time spent running a job, even if the CPU is idle 'l0 

percent of the time waiting for input/output [Koza79; Myag81J. At the 

end of 1981, many computer centers still ran their machines in a 

single-program mode [Dubr8lj. 

Third is the tendency for organizations to overstate "output" in 

order to fulfill their plans. The practice of fudging the daily use 

statistics to hide computer downtime appears to be widespread [Nest84b; 

Sots82fj. In a "raid" carried out by the newspaper Sovetskaya Russiya, 

it was discovered, for example, that the Orelavtotrans Association re

ported six hours of daily use when in fact the real figure was one 

[Shme84j. Accounting for machine time by using a hand-written opera

tor's log also contributes to exaggerations [Myag81j. 

The fourth reason that the MDL data may overstate actual usage 

is based on the methodology used to calculate MDL. A predse definition 

of how HDL is to be calculated has not been located. According to P. 

Kolychenko, the MDL is supposed to be based on the total yearly useful 

up-time divided by 365 "calendar" days per year [Koly81]. This 
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calculation was apparently used in Table 4.9, although the 1975 data 

tend to understate MDL for some re2son. However, data presented for 11 

Ukrainian ministries implies that it is founded on the normative number 

of hours or shifts that the computer is supposed to operate. This as

sertion is supported by the data in Table 4.13. In columns a and care 

given the normative MDL and total normative number of hours per year for 

11 ministries in the Ukraine. Column 8, the number of computers in each 

ministry, is calculated by observing that every value in the column is a 

multiple of 5,475. the lowest value which appears, and that 15 * 365 

(days) equals 5,475. The total yearly normative fund must equal 5,475 * 

(number of computers). When each value in column d, the actual total 

useful load, is divided by the mean daily actual load in column b and by 

the number of computers, however, the result is close to 180 in every 

case. One-hundred eighty 24-hour days are about equal to 365 12-hour 

days (or 260 18-hour days), leading to the conclusion that the mean 

daily load is either based on 365 12-hour "days" (1.5 shifts) or on 260 

16-hour "days" (2 shifts). Subtracting Sundays, holidays, and other 

leave days, the actual number of work days per year is about 260 

[Meto79bj. 

Thus, the total useful time seems to be divided by a normative 

number of days which is dependent on the number of shifts. The 1.5 

shift figure in the Ukrainian sample could be based on some kind of 

weighted average of the various norms for different computer genera

tions. Kolychenko says that in order to fulfill the 15 hours per calen

dar day norm, one has to run a computer 21.5 hours/day on work days, 

which yields a total number of work days of about 260 (Koly81J. The MOL 



Table 4.13 

Normative and Actual MDL for 11 Ukrainian Ministries 

Ministry Usage Statistics 

MinchermetUkSSR 15 14.8 229,950 112,219 42 

MinuglepromUkSSR 15 15.6 175,200 93,037 32 

MinlegpromUkSSR 15 12.9 114,975 49,064 21 

MinenergoUkSSR 15 11.7 71,175 27,702 13 

MinpishchepromUkSSR 15 12.9 27,375 11,742 

MinpromstroymatUkSSR 15 11.8 27,375 10,717 

MinlespromUkSSR 15 14.7 10,950 

GlavneftekhimprUkSSR 15 7.1 10,950 

MinmyasUkSSR 15 5.1 10,950 

Minmestpl'omUkSSR 15 11.1 5,475 

GoskomizdatUkSSR 15 7.5 5,475 

Source: [Koza 79 ] 

Key: a. Norm for daily load, hI'S 
b. Mean daily load, hrs 
c. Normative useful time, hI'S 
d. Actual useful time, hI'S 

5,315 

2,580 

1,836 

1,840 

1,354 

e. Calculated number of computers based on norm of 
useful time 
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for the Minsk VTsKP. when reported based on ealendar days, was 15.6 

hours/day, whereas when reported based on working days, it was 21.5 

hours/day [Myas82f; Ted8l]. 
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Several explanations are possib~e. Une is that the rules 

ehanged between the the time that the two articles were written, in 

which case the vast majority of the reported HDL figures overstate 

usage. Alternatively, the Ukrainian ministry report may have inadver

tently revealed how the MDL figures are made to look better than they 

really are. The scale factor in this case would be about 0.5, so that a 

reported MOL value of 11.7 hours would actually be about 5.8 hours. If 

Kolychenko's method has been used, then the MDL figures tV-QuId understate 

the usage on the days that the computer was used. Care must be taken 

not to automatically assume that a MDL of 10 hours means 10 hours for' 

365 days/year. It is probably actually describing the load on only 

those days considered to be work days. Even if all the values in Table 

4.12 are based on calendar days, they still seem low. 

In addition, the mean daily load indicator does not gi.ve a good 

picture of how loads are distributed across various organizations and 

computer models. In the first half of 1975, 318 large and medium com

puter centers belonging to 202 organizations had a daily load of more 

than 18 hours, while 60 had less than four hours of daily usage. The 

1975 national average was 11.6 hours [8az076J. Of the 163 computers in 

the Georgian republic in 1979, 82 percent of which were located in the 

capital city of Tbilisi, 6.1 percent (10) had not yet been put into 

operation, 13.5 percent (22) were not being used, and 28.2 percent (46) 



had a mean daily load of four to eight hours [nzhoBO]. Thus, almost 

half of the computers were used very little. In 1983, the MDL for ES 

computers in the republic. was 7-10 hours [RattS3]. 
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A significant question is whether or not computers in ASUP are 

used more than the overall average. The strongest support for this 

statement is found in the data of Guneyev et a1. If 13 hours daily is 

taken for the mean value in 1976 for all computers. then the weighted 

averages by industry of the values in Table 4.14 using the midpoints of 

the ranges are all larger except for the non-production sphere. Machine 

building has the highest weighted average of 17.4 hours a day. In just 

under half of the ASUPs surveyed in this industry. computer use was 

greater than 18 hours daily, which is we1l above the national average 

[Gune77]. 

The figure of 18 hours of daily use for TsNIITlJ-created ASUPs in 

the 9th Five Year plan in Belorussia also supports this conclusion 

[Sede79]. However, in the 1977 sample of Belorussian ASUPs, the mean 

daily load was just 13 hours [Novi80]. The 1974-1975 value for MDL in 

machine building was only about 11 hours, indicating that the Guneyev et 

a1. data may have been co1lected from the better enterprises [Pogr79]. 

The apparent drop in HDL suggest that ES computers were assimi

lated slowly. The second generation computers had a greater load be

cause they were used in relatively mature production applications. A 

report on the load for second-generation computers in ASUP in the Uk

raine in 1978 indicated that the ASUP load was 1.5 to 2 times greater 

than the average [Vrub78j. Usage of ES machines ten(ied to be lower, for 

example, in the Lithuanian SSR, where RUTA-IlO, Ninsk-22, and Minsk-32 
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computers were run 12-16 hours daily, but ES machines were used only 4-6 

hours IGudi81bj Zabo79J. ES machines in the Yakutiya Autonomous Re-

public were used on 30 percent of the norm in 1981 [Dobr81]. In 

llIachine-building, the initial loads of the ES machines were 2-3 hours 

less than those of established machines (Table 4.3). The Guneyev et a1. 

data, however, does not support this conclusion. Even though it was 

collected at the height of Minsk-32 use, daily use statistics are gener-

ally higher for industries which have more ES machines. 

Table 4.14 

Daily Use of Computers in ASUP, 1976, by Industry 

Industry Daily Use in ASUP (%) 

(8 8-14 14-18 )18 
---------------------------

All Industries 9.2 20.3 30.2 39.3 

Machine Building 2.1 17.7 30.4 49.8 

Extractive Industries 10.5 27.5 19.6 42.4 

Processing Industries 7.8 7.8 47.7 35.7 

Non-Production Industries 31.3 20.0 34.3 14.4 

Source: [Gune77, 153-157] 
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The drop in daily usage in Belorussian ASUP can be explained in 

another way. Because of the inability to expand configurations beyond 

what was delivered initially, computer centers have had to acquire extra 

computers to handle peak loads. Thi!'; drIves the average usage figure 

down, even though the amount of processing has actually increased. 

Other authors have contended that as more and more enterprises have ac

quired their own computers, the utilization factor has declined 

[Gudi81b; 8e1y79; Sido82bl. Sidorovas claimed that separate computer 

centers were appearing "like mushrooms after rain" [Sldo82b]. A recent 

desc.ription of the Chelyabinsk region notes that almost every plant and 

factory has a computer, the majority of which are run four to eight 

hours daily. Even at the largest enterprises the computers do not work 

a full day [Volk83J. According to the director of the informatics labo

ratory at the Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev, a number of instances of 

enterprises that fully load computers can be found, "but unfortunately, 

these examples are not widespread" [Kany83; Pevn76J. The trend towards 

individual computer centers continued into the 1981-85 period [Mosp82bj. 

Overall usage in ASUP may have come down, therefore~ since the Guneyev 

et al. data was collected. 

There are a number of explanations given for why machines are 

not run more. One of the main reasons is the absence of work. For 

example, it was found in one investigation that up to 90 percent of the 

down-time of computers in the Ukraine was due to a lack of information 

to process [Kany83). v. Shmelev, who is head of the main administra

tion of the RSFSR TsSU, reports there are whole regions and even 

branches, such as the RSFSR Ministry of Highways, where the computer 
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centers sometimes simply waste time doing nothing [Shme84j. Forty-five 

percent of downtime in the Odessa region in 1972-1979 was due to a lack 

of work [Maks78b}. Another report says that in a number of regions, up 

to 33 percent of the computer capacity is idled because of this 

[VediSl]. In the Lithuanian SSR in 1971-1979, the average amount of 

downtime due to an absence of work waH about 17 percent, while technical 

failures accounted for about half of all downtime [Novi83). The absence 

of complete loading has provided a major impetus to create collective 

use computer centers, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

Technical reasons are also cited, such as the level of machine 

down-time. Two studies show that the absence of work and breakdowns are 

about even [Koza 79; Vedi81]. In some regions, up to 30 percent of ca

pacity is idle due to breakdowns [VediBlJ. The absence of main memory, 

peripherals, spare parts, other devices, and service personnel are also 

frequently cited as reasons that the computers are not used more 

[Kany83]. An ES machine run in three shifts, for example, requires no 

less than 40 highly qualified programmers, electrical engineers, and op

erators [Gudi81b]. Fifteen people are needed just for servici.ng the 

computer [Nest84bJ. Soviet computer centers have typically been staffed 

with two to three times as many people as their Western counterparts 

[Myas74] • 

Incentives. The incentive structure of computer centers has 

been based on two indicators, the MDL explained above, and programmer 

man-days. Both have encountered heavy criticism because of their effect 

on how computer centers are run. 
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The chief complaint against using MOL as an indicator of com

puter center peLformance is that it is not tied to the ultimate results 

of the calculations [Bunc67]. Any d<).ta can be processed and the indica

tor fulfilled. Users only pay for hours of computer time, not for re

sults [Myag78]. The MOL indicator is actually worse than the "val", or 

the use of the gross output of a product to evaluA.te performance. If 

the val was expressed in terms of tons, for example, of pipe, then the 

heaviest materials would be used to build them, regardless of the 

strength or cost of the materials. The MDL is the equivalent of the 

time spent making pipe; pipe production planned on this basis would not 

even inc.1ude a target for the number of pipes or for any of the charac

teristics of the pipes produced [Kany83J. 

In order to fulfill the daily MOL quota, computer centers will 

sometimes "draw out" the solution of a problem [Dvor82J. This would be 

easy to do, for example, by specifying too little main memory for a job 

step. It is the easiest way of fulfilling the plan without having to 

introduce any new tasks. The bonuses of computer center workers are 

tied directly to this indicator: for everyone percent increase in ma

chine use, they increase by three percent. This has led to the paradox

ical situation in the TsSU where computer centers try to push data 

preparation onto lower level centers so that there is more checking work 

to be done [Osip8l]. 

Despite the push of the MDL towards full loading, a rather 

significant underutilization of computer capacity continues in Soviet 

computer cellters. In centers where the mean daily load from the given 

tasks is too low, e.g. four to eight hours, there is clearly not enough 
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work that can be stretched out in order to meet the plan targets. But 

unclerutilization also reflects the fact that computer centers do not 

have sufficient incentives to pursue full loading. The MOL places a de 

iacLa upper limit on how much computer centers are willing to run their 

machines because of the so-called "ratchet effect." It is risky to ovet'

fulfill the plan by too great a margin in the USSR or next year's plan 

targets are set beyond what can possibly be achieved. Since most com

puter centers in enterprises are financed out of the state budget. the 

conseqp.ences of underfulfilling the plan are not as serious as in the 

case where the computer center itself had to make a profit [Arak72j. 

The use of the MOL indicator has also retarded the introduction 

of multiprogramming. From the user's point of view multiprogramming is 

undesirable because it can increase the amount of processing time needed 

for a given task, even though the overall efficiency of the computer is 

increased substantially. The price lists issued in 1978 by the State 

Price Committee for hourly computer charges do not include a means of 

adjusting the prices to take into account multiprogramming. The com-

puter center sees multiprogramming as a disaster, because it immediately 

undercuts the MDL value by drastically improving throughput [Dvor82j. 

Computer centers also have no incentive to write efficient software 

[Osip8l] • 

The 1978 pricing rules gave the computer centers greater leeway 

in adjusting prices based on extra services. For example, for being 

completely respo~sible that the user's data and programs remain in a 

working condition, the computer center is entitled to increase the 

hourly rate by five percent. Similar adjustments are made for using 
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software packages; for performing calculations within 24 hours, on the 

same day that the data is presented, or at night; and for remote 

processing [MaksBO]. Since these are all tied into hours of use, the 

computer center has an even greater incentIve in most of these cases to 

prolong processing. 

A number of proposals have been advanced for other indicators to 

replace MOL, but none has received widespread adoption. One of the 

better ones is a new accounting sheet which was introduced into 40 com

puter centers of the TsSU. The strength of this form is that it in

cludes sections on tasks performed, facilities, and material resources 

[KlimBI; Klim81bJ. 

Another suggestion is to calculate the ratio of the hours spent 

in solving a task to its economic effect. One wonders about the prac

ticality of determining the effect of a task each time it is run. If 

the calculated economic effectiveness is treated essentially as a con

stant, then the computer centers would indeed have an incentive to re

duce the time spent doing calculations, but there would still be no link 

to the results, and one would expect incomplete solutions to start aris

ing [Dvor82]. And is there any reason to believe that the proposed in

dicator of number of characters processed would perform any better than 

the MDL [KlimBlb]? 

Most of the other proposals are related to using the task as the 

basic unit. The computer center would have an incentive to process as 

many tasks as possible in the shortest period of time. Here too there 

would be an incentive to run the tasks that used the least resources and 

to try to get every small program classified as a task. Nevertheless. 
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if the definition of a task as data, algorithms, and data base support 

which are used to satisfy given user requirements is used, then the task 

could conceivably be an improvement over the MDL [Kany83]. 

The other indicator which was used to evaluate computer centers 

is the number of man-days worked by programmers. This indicator was 

c;:tlcu]ated simply by multiplying the number of programmers times the 

number of work days in a year. In 1976 some additions were made to pro

mote increases in the level of work by a minimum increment, but fulfill

ment of the plan still revolves around having "enough bodies in slots" 

{Kauya3]. Based on this indic.ator, a computer center director would be 

a fool to engage in any activities that would result in a reduced staff. 

There is no incentive for computer centers to promote effective software 

development tools or to acquire off-the-shelf packages [Kany83]. 

The continued low daily use of many computers had become so per

vasive that in 1982 new planning regulations were instituted. The an

nouncement, made by V. Myasnikov, the chief of the main administration 

of computer equipment and management systems of the GKNT, and by R. 

Ashastin, the chief of the computer technology department at Gosplan, 

stipulated that starting in 1983, all computer center activity was to be 

planned on a case-by-case basis. No computer centers could be created 

without the explicit permission of Gosplan and the TsSU ITrud82d]. 

There is no indication of a new indicator to replace the MDL, however. 

Cost Accounting. In the USSR, computer centers are divided be

tween those that fall under the Central Statistical Administration, 

which is a large supplier of computer and punch card computer services 

to a wide range of organizations, and those that fall under the 
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jurisdiction of enterprises, ministries, research and design institutes, 

and other organizations. They are further divided according to whether 

or not they function on a cost-accounting (khozraschet) basis or are fi

nancea under the budget of their parent organization, and by whether or 

not they are allowed to have an independent bank account. Table 4.15 

shows the distribution of computer centers. including those that only 

have punch card computers. On January I, 1979, the TsSU system included 

2,409 punch card computer centers and 502 computer centers, the latter 

doing 50 percent of the work [Gorb79J. The authors of [Dubr83] do oot 

give a date for their data, but since the 1979 figure is slightly higher 

than that in the table, the data probably comes from the late 70s. By 

1984 there were about 4,000 computer centers t.hroughout the USSR equip

ped with computers (as opposed to punch-card sorters, tabulators, etc.) 

[Mikh84j. 

It was not until 1978 that a decree was approved which clas

sified computer centers as enterprise-entities under the general statute 

for the operation of an enterprise [Gorb79; Myag79J. One of the most 

important provisions of this statute is that enterprises are to function 

on khozraschet. Before 1978, 12-23 percent of computer centers had al

ready been converted to khozraschet, but the overwhelming majori ty of 

these belonged to the TsSU, Gosbank, the Ministry of the Railways, and 

Gossnab [Gudi76j Saz076J. Despite the 1978 decree, the number of khoz

raschet computer centers remains small. As the data in Table 4.15 

shows, only about 28 percent of the computer centers which are outside 

the TsSU system are on khozraschet. A much smaller number of these are 



Table 4.15 

Punch Card and Digital Computer Centers, c. 1978 

All Kozhraschet Budget 
Iod Not Iod Ind Not Ind 

Absolute Number 

A-U Mins 2,286 160 760 161 1,205 

U-R/R Mins 7,391 3,685 1,160 408 2,138 

Total 9,677 3,845 1,920 569 3,343 

Percentage 

A-U Mios 23.62 1.65 7.85 1.66 12.45 

U-R/R Mins 76.37 38.07 11.98 4.21 22.09 

Total 100.00 39.73 19.84 5.87 34.54 

TsSU System 

TsSU (No.) 2,856 2,846 

r,su (%) 29.51 29.40 0.06 0.01 0.03 

Sources: [Dubr83, 18-19; Gorb79] 

Key: Khozraschet - On a cost accounting basis 
Budget - On budget financing basis 
Ind. - Independent bank account 
Not Ind. - Without independent bank account 
A-U Mins - All-Union level ministries and 

departments and their subordinates 
U-R/R Mins - Union-Republic and Republic level 

ministries and departments and their 
subordinates 
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in the all-union ministries, where the majority of ASUP are clustered 

[DubrS3; for a conflicting view, see Kany83]. 
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The distinction between khozraschet and non-khozraschet is 

significant. A khozraschet enterprise is supposed to cover its expenses 

from revenues. A budget-financed enterprise, on the other hand. 

count on allocations from the state budget if ends do not meet. Without 

a need to be profitable, the enterprise computer centers have never made 

an effort to institute charge-out mechanisms for computer center ser

vices to users. The ES machines, as well as previous computers, were 

not distributed with a standard accounting package. Instead, operators' 

log-books were used [MyagBIJ. Empirical research on US corporations 

suggests that those firms that resemble Soviet enterprises. i.e. which 

are larger and more centralized, generally institute charge-out mechan

isms [Gibs74; Benb84; Nola79J. 

The literature indicates growing interest in converting enter

prise computer centers to cost accounting. This has already been done 

at the Factory imeni Maslenkov Production Assoc.iation. where prices have 

been drawn up for all types of work and contracts are made between the 

ASUP department and the functional management divisions of the associa

tion. Computer I~sage has apparently been doubled [Yaku8lcJ. Reports of 

the usage of packages for keeping track of computer usage are also 

starting to appear [Klim81b; Tolm84; Voly83]. 
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Research is proceeding on how to cost out the tasks performed by 

a computer center. Operating expenses now amount to 500,000 to 800,000 

rubles per annum. Table 4.16 shows data for the comparative costs of 

various computer center operations. Unfortunately, no clue is given in 

the source as to how the data was collected and how representative it 

might be. If it is representative, it leads to the conclusion that even 

the most expensive punch card operation, tabulating, is seven to ten 

times less expensive than operating a computer. The percentage of over

all cost taken up by computerized calculations takes up more than twice 

the share taken up by manual operations [Leyb82}. A study of many 

Lithuanian computer centers showed that using punchcard machines was 

"far less expensive" than using computers for the simple computing oper

ations being performed [Balt79b}. 

The scholar who collected the data in Table 4.16 has proposed 

the comprehensive restructuring of computer centers within enterprises. 

They must be divorced from the functional divisions of the enterprise, 

having their own divisions for planning, accounting, norms-setting, and 

so forth. A bonus system must be enacted whereby the computer center 

workers get back ten percent of the savings from a task they formulated, 

five percent of savings from the more efficient implementation of a 

problem, and five percent fot' fully introducing a task into operation 

/Leyb82J. This plan has not been adopted. 

Many areas require further development, including estimating 

work loads, calculating the costs, determining prices, and so forth. 

One problem that is not addressed is that the data on cost shown in 

Table 4.16 takes into account neither the lJolume of information that 



Table 4.16 

Cost of Enterprise Computer Center Operations 

Receipt of Primary 
Documents 

Data. Preparation for 
Punchcard Computer 

Receipt and Recording of 

Hork Total Cost! (%) 
Volume cost hour of 

rubles rubles costs 

3.2 

10.5 

Primary Documents, roh 12,240 10,121 0.83 

Rated Output per roh 
Adding machine 22;440 20,522 0.91 6.6 

Punchcard computer 22,440 32,425 1.44 

Tabulator 18,360 38,940 2.12 

Punchcard. Tabulator. 
Sorter 12.6 

Checking and output. mh 20,400 20,092 0.98 6.4 

Creating algorithms and 
programming. mh 51,000 52,464 1.03 17.0 

Minsk-32. machine-hours 3,800 56,545 14.88 18.5 

ES-1022, machIne-hours 3,800 78,208 20.58 25.2 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Leyb82, 79J 

Key: roh - man-hours 

Note: Units for the first column are given along with 
the row headings on the left. 
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be processed nor the value of that information to users. The standard 

pricing philosophy in the Soviet Union is followed [Ber1761. Prices are 

set at the base cost plus a given perc.entage for profit. which in this 

case is suggested to be ten percent [Leyb82j. This system actually en

courages the use of more expensive processing methods by the c.omputer 

center because the higher the cost, the higher the absolute difference 

between cost and profit becomes. Another, more sophisticated methodol

ogy for calculating computer charges is based on the cost of one second 

or hour of time for the CPU, main memory, disk memory. tape storage, 

printer, and so forth, and is designed for use in multiprogramming envi

ronments. It too embodies cost-based pricing [Pova811. 

Thus, enterprise computer centers have little desire to be effi

cient. Their incentive structure biases them towards the solution of 

simple, time-intensive tasks, centralized control of data processing, 

stability, and incremental improvements in performance. Western corpor

ate computer centers, in contrast, come under close budget scrutiny and 

are often filled with people who pride themselves on being at the tech

nological state of the art. This has an important side effect of push

ing users to relate to computing in new ways. Having reached a certain 

minimal level of performance. the Soviet computer center is content to 

move forward at a snail's pace. 
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4.1.6 Hardware Maintenance 

Maintenanc.e of machines of any sort has never been a strong 

point of the Soviet economy. and the computer industry is no exception. 

During the first decade of the development ot A::iUP, computer production 

facilities were regularly criticized for practically abandoning the user 

once the computer was delivered. producing woefully inadequate numbers 

of spare parts J and so forth. The only real wayan enterprise could 

guarantee reasonable service was to employ a large staff of engineers 

who were well-versed in repairing the particular equipment at the com

puter center. The number of employees needed to support an ASUP at an 

enterprise for ASUP in Belorussiya in 1975-77 was 60-200, 40 percent of 

which were devoted to operating and maintaining hardware [Novi80J. 

With the advent of third-generation computers, the role of the 

in-house serviceman diminished and the importance of the availability of 

spare parts increased. In 1976, a nationwide organization was es

tablished under the Hinistry of the Radio Industry (Minradprom) to ser

vice ES computers [Myas77bj. The original charter for SoyuzEVMkompleks 

provided for the establishment of regional cent8rs and repair services 

in all cities with more than five ES computers. By 1978, centers and 

repair stations existed in 43 cities [Ples78]. In some areas, its 

penetration has been minimal. The Western Siberia division, for in

stance, has to cover a territory as big as non-RusE'ian Europe from a 

single location in Novosibirsk [Nest84bj. 
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The services offered by SoyuzEVMkompleks are by no means univer

sal. In 1977, only a third of the computers in Leningrad and the Lenin

grad Oblast I could subscribe [Stru78]. By 1983, Minradprom had extended 

centralized servicing to 60.4 percent of the computers in the country, 

including about 50 percent of ES machines [Gors83; Novi83}. A new pro

gram calls for fulfilling all requests by users to subscribe in the 

1983-85 period and raising the overall level of acceptance to 80 percent 

by 1985 [Gors83]. 

The services offered to those enterprises that have been ac

cepted vary by distance from the service center. Those within the same 

city get planned preventative maintenance, service calls, and major re

pair services. Those within 100 kilometers receive the same services 

with the exception that preventative maintenance is done on a monthly 

basis only. EnterprisE!s located more than 100 kilometers away must sub

sist on service calls and limited major repair services which must be 

agrE!ed upon by contract [Novi83]. Preventative maintenance aims to 

guarantee the following levels of computer availability: one shift, 

fi.ve hours; two shifts, 10-12 hours; three shifts, 15-20 hours. Prob

lems are supposed to be rectified in 3.5 to 24 hours. Centralized re

pairs of circuit boards are supposed to take five to 20 days [Novi83]. 

SoyuzEVMkompleks has been a boon for those users that are al

lowed to subsc.ribe to its services, but the situation has become some

what worse for the others. The repair of some older, second-generation 

computers, including the Minsk-22, Minsk-32, Nair!, Promin I, and i1ir 

computers, was dropped once the centralized maintenance of third

generation computers was organized [Karn83; Stru78]. Organizations 
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which cannot subscribe must turn to the regional branches of SoyuzEVM-

kompleks, which take about two months to answer a call [Vina83]. New 

owners are caught between the pincers of the producing factory, which 

apparently does not have to test the computer on the userig premises be-

fore it is accepted, and SoyuzEVMkompleks, which refuses to sign a coo-

tract until the computer equipment is working without problems and the 

enterprise has a full staff of computer specialists [Sede79]. This 8i-

tuation is almost never encountered in new computer centers, because the 

computers that are delivered almost invariably require some kind of re-

pair services before they work [Vina83]. Because SoyuzEVMk.ompleks holds 

exclusive control over spare parts for ES computers, enterprises which 

have their own engineers must turn to them anyway [Nest84b]. Although 

the norm Ear getting a medium computer going is 25-40 days, and for a 

large computer is 45-80 days, the debugging of newly arrived computers 

now typically takes four to six months [Nest84b; Novi83]. 

The experience of the Uralkhimmash Association illustrates these 

difficulties: 

In 1979, Uralkhimmash obtained an ES-1022 computer and imme
diately decided to resort to the specialized organization which 
provided computer maintenance. In Sverdlovsk there is such an 
organization. It is the Ural specialized territorial admin
istration (USTU). However, the administration refused the re
quest of Uralkhinnnash to conclude a contract, conSidering 
itself, apparently. free in the choice of contractors for ser
vices. 

The question about servicing the computer was decided at the 
level of the superior ministries - Minkhimprom (Ministry of the 
Chemicals Industry) and Minradprom. Minkhimmash (Ministry of 
the Chemical and Oil Machine Building Industry) was informed 
that the order for maintenance of the ES-1022 could be fulfilled 
in 1981. However, even though the production association to 



which USTU is subordinated instruc.ted the administration three 
times to conclude the maintenance contract, it refused to do it. 
Who will service the computer [La1e83]? 

Despite SoyuzEVMkompleks, the number of in-house technicians 
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needed to maintain computers. as noted above. is still high, being esti-

mated at IS for a medium-sized computer [Nest84bl. If the average staff 

size of computer centers in Lithuania can be considered representative, 

then the average number of people needed to operate a computer is about 

30 (Table 4.17). Thus, about half of the staff is concerned with main-

tenance. The average computer center staff size in Lithuania dropped 

steadily until 1979-1980, when a large number of new personnel were 

added. Table 4.17 also shows the stock of computers in that republic 

for 1976 and 1980 by machine. The drop in staff sizes is probably cor-

related with the increased usage of third gen<;!ration computers. 

Enterprises that are not covered by centralized maintenance re-

sort to a time-honored procedure: they hire the same repairmen from 

SoyuzEVMkompleks at black market rates to do the repairs on the side. 

It remains only to find the necessary parts [Vino83]. A major article 

which criticized this practice indicates that it may be fairly wide-

spread. If an organization wants to obtain service quickly, it is prob-

ably necessary to use some sort of extra inducement, sllch as a gift of 

alcohol, to grease the wheels. 

Several other maintenance organizations are targeted at differ-

ent customers. Minpribor's counterpart to SoyuzEVMkompleks is the 

EVMservis Production Association. It is directed towards the full range 

of Minpribor's computers, including process control systems and the SM 

minicomputer series [Gurz82; Guse79; Tuma781. It also has regional 
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Table 4.17 

Computer Center Staff and Stock in Lithuania, 1970-1980 

Year Average Computers Perc.entage 
Staff Size by Family 

-------------------------------------------------------
1970 41 1976 1980 

1971 35 ES-lOI0, -lO20, -1022, 6.4 19.3 
-1030, -1033, -1040 

1972 30 
Minsk-14, -22, -22M, -32 30.1 18.0 

1973 27 
Nairi-2, -C, -K, -3, 21.7 19.5 

1974 25 -3-1 

1975 21 Mir-l, -2 5.7 3.5 

1976 24 Promin '-M, -2 14.0 4.7 

1977 24 M-SOOO. -5010 • -5100 2.5 26.3 

1978 23 M-4000. -4030 0.0 1.9 

1979 36 BESM-6, -4, -4M 3.8 1.4 

1980 36 RUTA-110 8.3 4.2 

Other domestic 6.4 0.5 

Imported 1.1 0.7 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Novi80, 1301 
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centers, including a large one in Kiev. The All-Union Production

Technical Association for Integrated Servicing and Repair of Computer 

Equipment (Soyuzschettekhnika) of the USSR Central Statistical Admin

istration (Ts5U) handles adding machines and punchcard computers 

[Kriu81]. In 1979 maintenance needs in the TsSU system were 70 percent 

satisfied, and in 1980, 92 percent. but the percentage of downtime of 

equipment nevertheless increased in 1980 [Vr81l. For other types of 

equipment. including peripherals and small computers, cases where it is 

impossible to obtain maintenance services except from the manufacturer 

persist [Term83 j Zamu84J. 

Computers are reportedly down 4-30 percent of the time due to 

the absence of spare parts [Gurz82]. To combat this situation, a com

puterized management information system and computer network called ASU 

"Zapchast '-Set '" is under development by the All-Union Scientific

Research Institute of Problems of Management (VNIIPOU) and other organ

izations. The former is the head scientific research organization in 

the USSR for the development of collective use computer centers (VTsKP), 

which are large-scale time-sharing centers, and computer networks. The 

article is clearly describing a design only, but gives an interesting 

overview of all the organizations that are involved in the supply of 

spare parts. ASU "Zapchast'-Set'" maintains a data base of spare parts 

for 8M computers [Gurz82]. 
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Those organizations in the network which are supposed to have 

hosts are the VTsKP at VNIIPOU, the main computer centers of SoyuzEVM

kompleks and EVMservis, and the computer centers of the main warehouses 

for ES and 8M parts. A link, which is already running, exists between 

the network and the foreign trade organization, Elektronorgtekhnika, 

which supplies spare parts to Eastern Europe. Other organizations which 

are slated for access to the network are Soyuzglavprihor, which is the 

Main Administration for Instruments of Gossnab, Minradprom, Minpribor, 

ES-produc.ing fac.tories. 8M-producing factories. 8M warehouses. and an 

organization identified as "the SEK [SoyuzEVMk.omplekG?j production as

sociation foreign organization" [Gurz821. The successful development of 

such a network, in addi tion to being a significant resource for the com

puter service industry, would be a major accomplishment in its own right 

in an economy which is dominated by departmentalism. 

g Other Computing Services 

Over the past several years, four other suppliers of computing 

services to enterprises have become available. It is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation to take a complete look at these arrangements, but 

they are examined here briefly in order to determine the relative impor

tance of the different sources of computing services which are available 

to enterprises. These are: services of the Central Statistical Admin

istration, services of branch computer centers, renting time, and 

network-based services. 
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4.2.1 rhe Central Statistical Administration System 

The Central Statistical Administration (TsSU) got into the busi

ness of mechanized calculations in the 50s, and in 1960 was given a man

date to set up a network of machine calculating stations in all the 

major regions and cities of the country [Isak80]. This task was natu

rally extended to include a state network of computer centers (GSVTs) in 

an important resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the 

USSR Council of Ministers in 1963 [Losk66; Makh741. The curreot work

ing plan for the GSVTs provides for the establishment of the collective 

use computer centers (VTsKP) as key, high-level nodes in the network. 

Overview £!. the TsSU System. The services of the TsSU can be 

divided into three classes. The lowest class consists of carrying out 

simple data processing operations on punchcard machines. The second 

class differs little from the first except that the operations are 

carried out using electronic digital computers. At the beginning of the 

1976 there were more than 500 of these computer centers in the TsSU 

system. The highest class, which is offered at about eight VTsKP, com

prises a wide range of services including remote job entry and data base 

management. 

The TsSU provides processing of ec?nomic, statistical, account

ing, and reporting data for 91,000 enterprises and organizations, 40 

percent of which are in the agrobusiness sector [Bush83b; Dubr83; 

Gorb79]. In 1977, a little less than half of the total computations 

done by the TsSU were still performed on punchcard machines; by 1980 

this had dropped to 40 percent (Table 4.18). Many machine calculating 

stations still use punchcard machines today (Table 4.15) [KriuSl; 
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Rapo78j Suri78]. In 1983, for example, only 13 percent of accounting 

report information received from these organizations was processed by 

computers [Bush83b]. 

The TsSU is primarily geared towards the calculations that 

tisEy its own reporting requirements, which help enterprise managers 

only tangentially. The TsSU performs some accounting and economic data 

processing tasks for enterprises [Teri80]. But tasks that are integral 

to ASUP. such as operational accounting, optimization tasks, calculation 

of the enterprise tekhpromfinplan, and other labor-intensive cal

culations, are not performed by the TsSU. 

Collective Use Computer Centers. The VTsKP are an outgrowth of 

the development of the design for the State Network of Computer Centers 

(GSVTs) which was worked out in 1973 [Zhim76c]. The GSVTs effort has 

been plagued with bureaucratic conflict over who would run the network. 

Both the TsSU and Gosplan have vied for its control, but their interests 

were perceived as being too narrow to meet the needs of all users, 

including enterprises, ministries, Gosplan, Gossnab, the TsSU, and other 

bodies [Bart72j. At the XXIVth Party Congress in 1971, the GSVTs idea 

was subsumed by an even grander plan to create OGAS, the All-Union 

System for the Collection and Processing of Information For Accounting, 

Planning and Nanagement of the National Economy. D. Zhimerin was made 

a first deputy chairman of the GKNT and the head of VNIIPOU, a new agen

cy to coordinate the OGAS development [Cony80]. VNIIPOU's plan for 

VTsKP at one point envisioned 200 territorial centers serving 600,000 

enterprises and organizations by 1990 [Kurg84; Zhim78bj. The com

mitment to OGAS was reaffirmed by the XXVIth Party Congress. but its 
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Table 4.18 

Computational Hork in the TsSU System 

All Incl. on Computer 
(%) (%) 

1977 1980 1977 1980 

Computer Centers (CC), 
all levels 52.0 60.2 100.0 100.0 

TsSU Main and Central CC 3.1 3.6 6.8 6.9 

Republic TsSU CC 7.2 8.3 19.4 17.2 

CC statistical 
administrations of ASSR, 
kray and oblast r 24.5 28.4 51.8 53.0 

Regional (head) 
Information CC 17.2 19.9 22.0 22.9 

Machine CaJ~ulatjne 
Station of statistical 
administrations of ASSR, 
kray and oblast r 0.2 0.2 

Regional (head) Information 
Computing Stations, 
Regional (head) Machine 
Calculating Stations 47.8 39.6 

Source: [Dubr83, 17]. 
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implementation ha? not progressed very far. The historical squabbling 

over who is to be responsible for GSVTs continues [ConyaD; Mikh84]. At 

present it appears to be in the hands of the Central Statistical Admin-

istration, whose computer centers comprise the bulk of the first VTsKPs 

[Trud82d] • 

VTsKP may eventually assume their place in OGAS. In the mean

time, their significance lies in the fact that they represent a real al

ternative for enterprises that do not want to create their own computer 

centers, but need computing. The VTsKP program was established as a key 

national problem in the plan for 1976-1980 {Ted80]. Under VNIIPOU's 

oversight, at least seven VTsKP have been created. Four of them belong 

to the TsSU system, while the rest have other affiliations [Dubral; 

Makh80; TeriBO; TedS1]. The plan seems to be to take computer cen-

ters of any affiliation which are already operating effectively, add re-

sources, and turn them into time-sharing centers that can support 

regional processing requirements [Kima84; Lerm8I]. In the 1981-1985 

period, the liquidation of ineffective computer centers was planned, 

along with the transfer of small users to VTsKP [Myas82e]. Because of 

the emphasis on the ability to handle remote job entry, the presence of 

multimachine configurations, multiprogramming, and DBMS, the aggressive 

pursuit of full loads, and the services offered to users, the VTsKP are 

among the best run and most effective computer centers in the USSR. 
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In 1979, the State Committee for Science and Technology was 

working on selec.ting 45-50 computer centers that could be upgraded to 

VTsKPs [Zabo79]. Originally it was intended to create 45 [Naus79], or 

22 [Tg82] VTsKP in the 1981-85 period. Current statements call for the 

creation of la, nine of which are in Alma-Ata, Frunze, Kiev, L'vov, 

Samarkind Oblast'. Saratov, Vil'nyus, Vinnitsa, and Voronezh [ragaS3]. 

These new VTsKP are to use ES-I035, ES-IQ45 and ES-I060 c.omputers. Each 

center will be connected to 16-32 subscribers and will have an overall 

capacity of 0.9 to 1.S MOPS. 

In 1981-85, the second phase of the development plan for the 

V'l'sKP in Minsk, Tallin, Tomsk, and Tula is to be implemented as well. 

This phase includes using rnini- and microcomputers as remote processing 

stations, doubling the processing capacity of the centers, and expanding 

to 40-60 remote job entry stations per VTsKP [Dubr83J. The ViI 'nyus 

VTsKP has now gone into operation with a dual ES-I045 configuration and 

26 initial user organizations. It has worked on using the SM-4 and 

SM-1600 as remote processing stations [Baub84J. 

The semi-offidal rationale for VTsKP, as expressed by a depart-

ment head at VNIIPOU in 1977. addresses some of the problems with the 

operation of computer centers outlined above [Kvas77}. 

1. The majority of computer centers have one computer. 

2. Average work time slightly exceeds one shift. 

3. A significant quantity of computer centers sell computer time 
to other organizations. 

4. A multitude of computer centers are located close to each 
other. but are not linked .. 
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5. Data processing is carried out in tasks which are submitted di
rectly to the computer center for batch processing. 

6. Every computer center has its own small staff of programmers 
which work out algorithms and programs for their own tasks. It 
is extremely complicated (zatrudnitel 'no) for other computer 
centers to share software. 

VTsKP are seen as the means to guarantee effi-:ient usage of resources 

and personnel, provide a service of selling time which is obviously in 

demand, and provide more advanced services such as interactive data 

processing. 

The first eight VTsKPs are [Myas82f 1: 

Tu18 Oblast I Statistical Administration 

Tomsk Oblast I Statistical Administration 

Minsk Central Statistical Administration of the 
Belorussian SSR 

TalUn Central Statistical Administration of the 
Estonian SSR 

Riga Gosplan of the Latvian SSR 

Leningrad Leningrad City Executive Council 

Tyumen' Main Administration for Construction in the 
Oil and Gas Industries (Gla'ltyumen 'nefte
gazstroy) 

Novo- Computer Center of the Siberian Department 
sibirsk of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR 

Hith the exception of the Novosibirsk center, which included three 

BESM-6s, an ES-I05 2. an E8-1060. and various mini- and microcomputers, 

these VTsKP were built on the basis of the E8-1 upgrades, the ES-1022 

and ES-1033 computers. At first, they were all equipped with 512 KBytes 
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of memory [Ter180]. The TaUin center, which was the largest of those 

controlled by the TsSU, included a total of 739.5 MBytes of on-line disk 

storage shared between three E8-1033 mainframes, all of which were up

graded to include one megabyte main memory [Myas82f; Kima84]. This 

hardware base reflects what was available in the second half of the 70s 

when design work on the centers began. 

Tables 4.19 and 4.20 present some of the initial results for the 

VTsKP in Tallin, Tomsk, Tula, and Riga. They show that the number of 

customers having remote access (subscribers) was relatively low for a 

time-sharing center from a Western point of view; it did not exceed 36. 

The VTsKP were able to attract a rather broad profile of customers, with 

the notable inclusion of CPSU and other top administrative organs. The 

average number of enterprises and organizations that made use of the 

VTsKP services by about 1980-1981 was 149. The average number of tasks 

solved per user at each center was 2.76 [Myas82f1. The number of users 

that made heavy user of the VTsKP was probably small. Between 1976 and 

1982, for example, an ASUP including 56 tasks in five subsystems was 

introduced for the Tallin Electro-Technical Factory imeni Kalinin 

[Kima84] • 

VTsKP Problems and Prospects. One of the main problems faced by 

the VTsKP is attracting customers. At least until 1981, enterprises 

that wanted to purchase outside computer time had to pay for it out of 

the limited allocations for the enterprise management apparatus. Since 

decreasing the size of the apparatus is one of the plan targets, in

creased expenditures for it runs counter to enterprise incentives 

[Myag81]. Prestige is stil1 a large incentive for acquiring one's own 



Table 4.19 

Results of First V'fsKP: Users, Modes, Functions 

Subscribers 

Soviet directive organs 
Party organs 
Management sphere 
Material production 
Non-production sphere 

Mode 

Batch 
Question-answer 
Interactive 

Function 

Monitoring 
Analysis 
Informa tion-Ref e rence 
Authority System 
Reporting 
Data Base Formation 
Planning 
Engineering-Technical 
Accounting 
Economic Calculations 

Number of Subscribers/Tasks 

Tomsk Tula Tallin Riga 

2/38 3/40 2/12 3/--
3/26 0 0 1/--
6/48 6/48 3/14 8/--
1/4 2/44 5/87 0 
1/3 7/68 5/27 5/--

Number of Tasks 

Tomsk Tub 

88 
78 

3 

200 
o 
o 

Ta11in Riga 

124 
46 
o 

251 
o 

20 

Percentage 

Tomsk Tula Tallin 

29.4 6.0 11.4 
18.5 5.0 6.4 
16.8 2.0 4.3 
14.5 13.4 4.3 
9.3 5.5 17 .1 
9.3 0.5 2.9 
2.5 15.0 7.9 
2.1 3.0 3.0 
0.8 39.0 32.9 
0.0 9.5 10.7 

Source: [Myas82f, 125-128,191] 
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Table 4.20 

Results of the First VTsKP: Solution Frequency, Costs 

Frequency of Solution Percentage 
-------------------------------------------------------

Tomsk Tula Tallin 
------------------------------

Daily 15.1 24.0 22.1 

Weekly 16.8 6.5 10.7 

Monthly 4.2 33.0 24.3 

Quarterly 5.9 14.3 13.5 

2x/year 0.0 1.5 2.8 

Yearly 11.8 7.0 3.6 

On Demand 38.6 9.5 9.3 

Once (or occasional) 7.6 5.0 0.0 

According to Graph 0.0 0.0 12.9 

Costs 1000 Rubles 

Tomsk Tula Tallin Riga 
------------------------------

Capital Outlays, 
Total 7,507 6,882 7,596 6,416 

Including 
Design 2,416 1,350 1,458 2,641 

Hardware 5,026 4,403 5,409 4,093 

Communications Lines 292 49 38 

Yearly Operating 
Expenses, 1,533 2,364 2,176 1,577 

Source: [Myas82f, 125-128,191] 

Note: Data for Riga are reported as stated. 
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computer at an enterprise. Furthermore. many enterprises are un

doubtedly loathe to use the services of a computer center which is not 

within their jurisdiction. Because of the relatively limited amount of 

disk space available, "it was necessary to integrated the problem files 

of subscribers and establish a single structure for the data base" at 

the Tu1a VTsKP [Teri8D]. Few enterprises are likely to allow their data 

to be controlled by others, let alone integrated into general files. 

The record of the first VTsKP shows that some enterprises were attract

ed, but it remains to be seen whether or not this can happen on a wide 

scale. 

Second, it appears that t,he incentive system has not been sub

stantially altered for the VTsKP. The assistant head of the Tula VTsKP 

has pointed out that "the current system of planning the production

economic activities of VTsKP does not practically differ from the system 

used for ordinary khozraschet computer centers" [Tg82, 74]. Plan tar

gets in 1983 for the TsSU system as a whole were still expressed in 

terms of the mean daily load [Bush83b]. Several computer centers have 

been switched to new incentive systems, but changes in the overall in

centive system are coming slowly [Bush83b; KlimBlbl. 

Some work has been done on prices. Like other computer centers 

in the USSR, the VTsKP found charging for services to be problematical. 

Charges were based on the 1978 price list for all computers in the 

country. This list established, for example, that the charge for one 

hour of time on the ES-1022 was 85 rubles [Lipa82J. However, this price 
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list did not provide a means for charging for time in multiprogramming 

mode. which was left up to the parties to agree upon. 

The provisional pricing which was apparently adopted for 

mUltiprogramming established a base price per hour for all processing 

regardless of computer or configuration. This price was modified 

depending on the number of computers present at the center, the nominal 

protiuctivity of the computer compared to a base value, and the number of 

commands in the routine per one symbol of input information. In addi

tion, the first VTsKPs had no automated means for collecting accounting 

statistics on usage [Myas82fJ. As mentioned above, the 1978 price list 

established surcharges or discounts for various additional services 

which presumably were applied at the VTsKP as well [MaksBO]. 

The VTsKPs have also faced significant technical challenges. 

According to participants in the development of the TaUin VTsKP, its 

development represented practically the first time that a variety of 

types of equipment from the Socialist countries, including teleprocess

ing devices, had been tested together under conditions of real inte

grated use [Kima84]. Statements to the effect that "the VTsKPs created 

will be equipped with the necessary hardware this year" underscore the 

delays in shipping large mainframes and disk drives experienced over the 

last several years [BushB3b; Kvas771. Both hardware and software had 

to be "finished" by the computer center staff [TeriBO]. The equipment 

used for telecommunications, including the ES-8502, ES-8504, ES-8561, 

and ES-8563, and ES-8564 remote job entry stations were was recently 

tested by the USSR Ministry of Construction and found to be "without 

prospects for the future" [Yevs83. 3]. 
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If the VTsKP are to service up to 1,000 subscribers as the ini

tial plans stated. significant additions to hardware will have to be 

made. Dedicated communications lines must be built for at least some of 

the centers [Bush83b1. Some are faced with a major conversion from DOS 

to as, since the main computer center of the TsSU, which has now taken 

over as the head development organization for all computing in the TsSU. 

mandated that all the c.omputers run as ES. 

Can the VTsKP achieve the goals outlined above? The results 

posted for the Ta1lio VTsKP show a daily use of 17.3 hours with 33 per

cent of the work performed in a multiprogramming mode and 43 percent 

submitted remotely [Kima841. This represents a much better utilization 

of capacity than in most computer centers where multiprogranuning is not 

used, although the daily use figure is lower than one would expeet. But 

even if the VTsKP can operate in a highly effident manner, it will be 

difficult for them to aehieve the goal of improving overall eomputing 

resource utilization. In order to do this. the VTsKP would have to re

place local, inefficient enterprise computer centers which are under the 

jurisdietion of different branches. The proportion of enterprises among 

the customers of the first VTsKPs was small. Getting enterprises that 

are subordinated to different branches to link their computers together 

would be just as difficult. 

The VTsKP are likely to experience greater success in meeting 

some of their other goals. For instance, the Ta11in VTsKP has already 

demonstrated that a substantial amount of the work can be submitted from 

a remote job entry station. The number of "question-answer" tasks iII 

Tomsk was substantial, although very little interactive processing was 
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done [Hyas82fJ. VTsKPs should be able to attract small- and medium

sized enterprises that have no other choices for data processing ser

vices. In addition, enterprises who are at capacity should be able to 

avoid buying another computer by using the VTsKP. With able staffs of 

programmers and the express purpose of being paid for services. the 

VTsKPs may ultimately become an important supplier of complete 

hardware-software packages to Soviet enterprises. 

Fifteen years passed between the time of the original proposals 

for the state network of computer centers and the establishment of the 

first VTsKP. In the meantime, thousands of enterprise computer centers 

were created. There was a great proliferation of incompatible ASU 

systems, effectively precluding the grand plan for the state network for 

the time being. The VTsKP effort should be seen as an attempt by the 

central authorities to tip the scales in the other direction and re

establish a greater measure of control over computing resources. In 

light of the stricter measures imposed to control the creation of new 

computer centers by Gosplan and TsSU, one trend of the Soviet computing 

industry may be moving away from the creation of complete ASUPs at 

enterprises and towards the rendering of services to a broader base of 

users. The central authorities seem to be saying that the inefficient 

use of expensive computer resources can no longer be tolerated. 
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4.2.2 Branch Computer Centers 

Branch computer centers (KVTs) share much in common with VTsKP, 

including organizational problems. The overall conception is the same: 

to provide centralized computing services to a localized group of users. 

The main difference is one of scale and subordination. The KVTs are in

tended to serve no more than 10-20 users. all in the same branch 

[Maks78bj. They command fewer resources than the VTsKPs, but are not 

expected to do as much. KVTs are foreseen as the main supplier of 

computing services to small industrial enterprises which produce about 

40 percent of the total output of industry [Gune77]. 

In 1978, more than 120 KVTs already existed in the Soviet eco

nomy [Maks80j. One of the first was created in 1974 under the Ministry 

of the Machine Tool and Tooling Industry (Minstankoprom) in Khar'kov. 

It serviced 14 enterprises "nd organizations in the branch. Because of 

the close proximity of three to five Minstankoprom enterprises in indus

trial centers, it was decided to make KVTs the prime supplier of comput

ing services for this sector [Gunen]. Minpribor, and the Ministries of 

the Gas and Chemicals Industries were said to have also completed con

siderable work in creating KVTs in their branches. The 1976-1980 plan 

called for the creation of one hundred of them [Maks78b]. No informa

tion is available about whether these centers were created from scratch 

or whether they were already performing tasks for other users and were 

given the name KVTs when it came into vogue. What was once considered a 

KVTs at Glavtyumen 'neftegazstroy is now called a VTsKP [Maks78b; 

Myas82f]. Other examples of KVTs can be found in the literature 

[Agan8l; Aref82; Keri82j Miro79; Stro82dl. 
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Particular success is claimed for KVTs in light industry in the 

Belorussian republic. Seven centers operate 20 computers for 27 ASUs, 

so that 80 percent of the information processed in ASUs is done at KVTs. 

"From the moment they were put into operation," wrices Yeo Volyanskiy, 

the director of the republic-wide computer center for light industry. 

"the load was greater than that planned, and in some cases is achieving 

more than 16 hours daily with three-shift operation." The average cost 

of a machine hour in 1982 was about 50 rubles for ES machines and 29 

rubles for Minsk-32s, which is said to be eight to 12 percent lower than 

at corresponding individual computer centers. The republic branch com

puter center has been able to run its ES-1035 under MVT for a 

significant portion of the time [Voly83]. 

Unlike the VTsKP, which in some cases are installing dedicated 

communications lines for their subscribers [Bush83b], the KVTs are sup

posed to be limited to a single city. Volyanskiy explains that tele

communications costs are too high for transmission of large amounts of 

data, and that using a courier to transmit the data outside of a city is 

"ineffective" [Voly83]. 

The departmental orientation of KVTs appears to be an important 

advantage over the VTsKP. Specialization can allow the KVTs to better 

meet the needs of its clients. One would think that within one minis

try. it would be easier to set up joint computer centers. Apparently, 

however, it is difficult even to get agreement among factories that are 

within the same ministry, but are subordinated to different main admin

istrations [80b079]. 
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4.2.3 Renting Time 

Over the first decade of ASUP. little renting of computer time 

took place. This can be explained by the lack of portability between 

machines and the absence of tariffs for services [Davi 78]. Union-wide 

prices for computer time were approved only in 1978. Recently, however, 

the amount of rented time has increased greatly thanks to the pro

liferation of computer centers and the need to fulfill the mean daily 

load targets. According to one author, something akin to competition 

for clients between ministries and departments is taking place. In 1977 

the majority of centers rented time. although the amount rarely exceeded 

25 percent [Ruvi75; Kvas7?J. Eighty-five percent of computer centers 

in Moscow served only one organization, probably reflecting the fact 

that Moscow has been supplied with more computers [Mosp82c]. Statistics 

for the Lithuanian SSR show a considerable amount of fluctuation in the 

percentage of rented time and a steady increase in the number of renters 

over the period 1971-1979 (Table 4.21). The great number of computer 

centers that have extra time to offer has aroused considerable concern 

[Sido82b]. Because of the coopetition for clients, the tasks may ac

tually have no value [Kvas77; Sido82bj. 

Renting time has been facilitated in a few cities by the estab

lishment of a centralized dispatcher service for unused time. The first 

was created in Kiev in 1977, followed by services in Alma-Ata and Tbi

lisi in 1978. Ten centers, including ones in Dnepropetrovsk, Donetsk, 

Khar'kov, Kishinev, L'vov, Minsk, Moscow, Odessa, Voroshilovgrad, and 

Zaporozh'ye were planned for 1981-1982 [Koro79b; Vedi8lj. According to 

VNIIPOU, they have won great popularity among users and have done .:l big 
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business. Over the course of five years in Kiev, 76,000 hours of 

puter time were distributed, which amounts to the equivalent of about 

2-3 computers (see Table 4.22). It is claimed that the savings was the 

equivalent of 1.5-3 hours daily load for ES computers in Kiev and 

Alma-Ata, but as the following calculations show, this would imply far 

too few ES machines to be true: 

76,000 I (5 * 365 * 1.5) = 28 (4.1) 

where 76,000 is the total claimed total savings,S is the number of 

years. 365 days per year. and 1.5 hours per day is the lower bound of 

Table 4.21 

Structure of Rented Computer Time in Lithuanian SSR 

Year Number of Renters Percentage of Time Rented 

1971 394 27.9 

1972 408 26.0 

1973 475 15.0 

1974 372 18.0 

1975 472 14.8 

1976 695 16.1 

1977 835 16.3 

1978 2,525 16.0 

1979 1,832 19.0 

Source: [NoviS3, 140] 
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the claimed daily savings. 28 is the number of computers implied 

by these figures. 

15,000 / (lBO * 1.5) • 55 (4.2) 

(4.1) uses 365 days. If instead the c.alculated normative number of days 

in year is used based on the minimum daily norm, equation (4.2) is 

obtained. 180 is the number used in Section 5.1.5. 55 is still not 

believable for the number of computers in Kiev. In 1981 there were more 

than 600 computers in Kiev [MaksBO; VediSll. More than 55 of these must 

have been ES machines. A claim of a reduction of 40 percent of the idle 

time due to lack of work has also been made [Sldo82bj. 

Table 4.22 

Kiev Experimental Computer Time Dispatcher Service 

Year Users Rented Time Ruble Value 

1977 lIB 

1978 

1980 

Total 
1977-1982 

180 

120 

hours 

11,900 

15,000 

76,000 

890,700 

5,500,000 

Sources: [Karo 79b; Sido82b; Vedi81 J 
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Another benefit of the dispatcher services was that they offered 

additional services to the users. These include providing consultation 

to users on formulating problems, finding standard software packages as 

well as free machine time, storing the user's data and programs in com

puter center libraries, leasing hardware, transmitting data, and check

ing data for correctness. 

The dispatcher services were not without initial problems. One 

was gaining the participation of the city's computer centers. In Kiev 

in the first year 25 percent participated, and in the second. 50 percent 

[Koro79b]. Many ministries and departments were not forcing their com

puter centers to make time available, even though a resolution of the 

interdepartmental council on problems of the improvement of management 

of the national economy required them to do so. A related problem is 

that the computer centers only sent data on time availability once every 

six: months in accordance with a TsSU form. which, of course, inhibited 

effective matching of demand and supply [Vedi81]. 

In the first years of operation, the Kiev center received no 

payments at all for its services. This was in part because the "pro

duct" of the dispatcher was not something concrete which could be sold 

and paid for. Only 10-20 percent of the work done by computer centers 

for users was formally arranged through the service, and the Ministry of 

Finance obstructed the approval of a document which would regulate how 

the services were to be paid for. In 1979, the recommendati.on was made 

to put the dispatcher services on a cost accounting basis, but this had 

not yet been implemented in 1981. It was recommended that the 
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dispatcher service be given eKc1usive control over distributing the free 

computer time in a region [Koro79b; Sido82b; VediBlJ. 

Of all the types of computer services available to an enter

prise, renting time provides the least support to users [Kvas77]. The 

main drawback of renting time is that the renter Is not responsible for 

the tasks solved. Dispatcher services exist In no more than a handful 

of cities. and the organizational questions attendi.ng their creation 

have yet to be fully solved. If no agreement could be reached on paying 

for the basic service. then it is doubtful that the other services have 

gotten off the ground. An additional drawback is that most computer 

centers do not have the capability of offering remote processing ser

vices, causing users to have to hand-carry their data across town (see 

Section 4.2.4) [Ruvi75]. 

Nevertheless, it appears that renting of time can be a 

significant source of computer services for enterprises that do not want 

to establish their own computer center. If an enterprise used four 

hours a day on the average, t.he yearly computer cost would come to about 

100,000 rubles (250 days/year x 4 hours/day x 100 rubles/hour). This is 

an order of magnitude less than the cost of implementing and introducing 

an ASUP. 

4.2.4 Networkillg 

As noted above, ideas for nationwide networks linking large num

bers of computer centers have been around for more than 20 years, but 

little has been implemented. The main focus of networking activity in 

the general economy has been on OGAS [ConySO]. The All-Union System of 
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Data Communications (OGSPD) and the Unified Automated System of Communi

cations (YeASS) are supposed to comprise the backbone of the GSVTs and 

of OGAS. The Ministry of Communications has $0 far failed to deliver 

OGSPD and YeASS. All of the services outlined above depend to a certain 

extent on networking, although it is possible to make use of remote ser

vices by the time-honored method of sending someone on the bus with a 

tape. In contrast to the grand plans of OGAS, practical developments in 

networking have been confined mainly to remote data stations within 

ministries. 

Two general trends in networking can be identified. The first 

follows IBM developments. including the functional duplication of the 

IBM 3705 front-end communications processor in Hungary, Poland, and Bul

garia, and serious interest in the SNA Network Control Program. Bulga

ria has been particularly active in following IBM with its ESTEL soft

ware, and the East Germans were said to be working on a microprocessor 

version of a 3705-like machine. The Soviets have had close ties with 

both of these countries in networking. Evidence that the Soviets have 

adopted an SNA-like approach is mixed. Recent descriptions of plans for 

building up networking capabilities are patterned closely after IBM an

nouncements. However, there are also developments based on the ISO open 

systems interconnection protocol. including implementation of the first 

five layers in a microprocessor [Hamm84; Myas82f]. ESTEL software has 

been used in USSR ministries, and complete sets of telecommunications 

hardware from Eastern Europe and the USSR have been successfully inte

grated in VTsKPs [Kima84]. 
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The second trend consists of using various mini- aod micro

computers to build packet-switching networks based on the X.2S standard. 

These developments seem to be confined to the academic communi ty. 

although early designs for VTsKP, which were supplied partially by the 

Institute of Electronic Computer Technology (lEVT) in Riga, included 

X.25 provisions [Bara79; Cher79b; Kva.s79; Mosh79: Myas82fJ. The 

Soviet Akademset' project, which is being spearheaded by lEVT, is using 

X.25 to link together a number of R&D institutes. The SM-4 seems to be 

the computer of choice for nodes. 

In the absence of any national, trans-departmental value-added 

network, ministries have built their own communication links themselves. 

For example. the Moscow Savings Bank network is hierarchical, uses mini

computers at lower nodes, and is said to include 3,000 terminals. The 

TASS network, which has nodes in a number of cities around the world, 

relies heavily on Western hardware. Considerable progress has been made 

on'implementing the Central Statistical Mministration's own network as 

part of their Automated System of State Statistics (ASGS) [GlusSOc; 

HammS4] • 

It should be noted that a number of much weaker activities are 

sometimes included under the heading of networking: limited time

sharing, weakly coupled dual-processor configurations, and front-end 

processors for ES machines. Within ministries, the main networking ac

tivity has been the establishment of "subscriber points," which can 

range from a typewriter, paper tape reader, and modem to a minicomputer 

such as the ES-lOlO. As of 1979, 75 percent of data transmission be

tween ministries and enterprises in ministries with DASUs took place by 



mail [Bara79bl. The chief telecommunications link was telegraph 

[Modi79; Smit78]. 
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No examples of the connection of ASUP to higher-level computers 

using anything more than a "subscriber station" have been cited. 

Networking has suffered from technical and systemic constraints. Prob

lems with small main memories and the general unsuitability of the 

360-like ES machines are being overcome; but the phone system in the 

USSR remains notoriously poor. Using switched lines may involve adapt

ing equipment or providing for other special circumstances, such as 

testing many lines and running lines at increased voltage levels. The 

highest speed that is guaranteed by the Ministry of Communications for 

leased lines is 4,800 bps, although 9,600 has been reported. In prac

tice, speeds of more than 2,400 bps are rarely reported anywhere. 

Formidable systemic constraints augment the technical difficul

ties. These include the traditional isolation of Soviet R&D institutes, 

the lack of demand for data communications on the part of enterprises. 

and departmentalism. Enterprises have little incentive to give higher 

organizations the direct access to their data bases that networking 

could imply. It can be difficult to pry leased lines out of the Minis

try of Communications (Minsvyaz). In one case, Minsvyaz tried to sell 

two institutes in Moscow and Novosibirsk a totally dedicated line for a 

year at the price of IS kopecks per minute (Almost 8,000,000 rubles per 

year), rather than allowing them to pay for usage only. The cause was 

not greed, but sloth: the ministry found it simpler to avoid the re

sponsibility and risk of establishing the connection every time it was 

needed [Nest84b]. The absence of any backbone networks and the poor 
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quality of switched lines causes increased usage of dedicated lines 

which of course becomes much more expensive than a value added network 

once a certain point is reached [Smir82c]. 

What is probably a rather typical example is provided by the Uk

rainian Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy (MinchermetUkSSR). According to 

the Gossnab organization which allocates computer equipment (Soyuzglav

pribor), they were supposed to use the ES-8S11 remote job entry station. 

However, it could only be used on dedicated lines and paper tape, while 

MinchermetUkSSR was planning to use switched lines and card readers. In 

addition. the ES-8511 was in short supply [Avde82}. 

They wound up using the Akkorcl-1200PP, a modem that was devel

oped for use with the Minsk-32 and is wide use, for remote batch job 

entry on switched lines. Users could get information back but did not 

have alpha-numeric printers, so text documents could not be sent. The 

paper tape was printed either on a teletype, or on a device for prepar

ing data on paper tape, which took several times as long as the trans

mission time. MinchermetUkSSR itself developed a device which allowed 

an alpha-numeric printer to work with the Akkord-1200PP, producing paper 

tape and printed copy done at same time. This device used the standard 

ES interface so that other devices could be attached to the 

Akkord-1200PP [Avde82; Cher76; Kvas79; Nep079; Stro82d]. 

This case illustrates the difficulties which face any ministry 

that tries to build a nontrivial network. Enterprises themselves must 

have an even harder time in putting together everything needed, which 

partially explains why production association ASUPs have not become more 

widespread. H"estern-style networking has had almost no impact on ASUPs. 
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G:i.ven the installed 360-like computer base, the poor Hne quality, the 

role of the Ministry of Communications I and departmentalism on the part 

of minis{;ries and enterprises, it is unlikely that networking will have 

a significant impact for some time to come. Obviously, the realization 

of OGAS and the GSVTs remain far in the future. More importantly, the 

poor state of networking will hinder the establishment of the data links 

necessary for VTsKP, KVTs, and rented computer time. 



CHAPTER 5 

PROVISION OF SERVICES: APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS 

One of the most striking developments in Soviet computing over 

the last few years has been the greatly increased availability of sup

port software, including data base management systems, and packages spe

cifically geared for the Soviet industrial environment. The infra

structure which supports software is quite varied, being distributed ac

ross organizations ranging from higher education institutions (VUZ) to 

ministry and branch institutes of various kinds to the Academy of 

Sciences. Nevertheless, it appears that a large fraction of software is 

still built from scratch or is built using internally developed soft-

The quality of the resulting systems also varies considerably. 

Section 6.1 gives an overview of how applications software de

velopment was handled in the first decade of building ASUPs. The next 

section assays the current structure of the software industry and how 

work is partitioned between various organizations. Section 6.3 outlines 

the provision of applications software packages from a variety of inter

nal and external sources. The last section examines the practice of 

ASUP development and its results. It outlines the bureaucratic frame

work in which ASUPs are built and the incentive system of the design 

316 
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institutes, which exert a considerable influence on the results. 

hl Historical Overview 

Just as the history of hardware can conveniently be divided into 

three periods, the history of building ASUP falls roughly into three 

stages. These do not quite correspond to the hardware stages, however, 

but reflect growing experience with what worked and what did not. 

5.1.1 1963-70: The First ASUPs 

The 60s was a difficult period for building software and creR.t

ing ASUPs. Prior to the mid-60s, the use of computers had been limited 

to a small circle of academic and military-industrial users. Almost 

anyone with computer experience had acquired it on vacuum tube machines 

or limited semiconductor machines. In essence, the software industry 

was born during this time period. Each organization developed its 

systems with little or no interaction with others. 

Software for the early ASUPs was severely handicapped by hard

ware constraints such as the absence of high-quality peripherals includ

ing alpha-numeric printers, small core sizes, and the lack of an upward 

compatible family of computers. A great deal of programming was done in 

machine or assembly language, even after translators for a few higher

level languages became available in the late 60s [Cia67]. Each develop

er was initially given a machine that was practically empty, for it 

often took several years before any sizable quantity of software was 

built for a machine. The producer would then deliver little more than 

the most rudimentary systems software with the machine [Good79cl. 
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Local hardware modifications due to in-house maintenance sev

erely reduced portability [Good79c]. The ASUP at the L'vov TV Plant, 

for instance, utili'Zed locally-made sensing devices to collect data from 

the television set assembly line and could not easily be transferred 

[G1U567; Sede791. In the 1972 version of the ORMM guidelines, which 

was based on elCperience with the Minsk-22, recommendations were given 

for what local hardware changes should be made. Included were 'sugges

tions for adding capabilities for individual blocking of records on 

paper tape. dumping any portion of main memory in a chosen number 

system, and printing on paper without edge perforations. For centers 

with more than 0T38 machine, users were cautioned to maintain compatibil

ity between paper tape drives so that computer loads could be balanced 

[Ormm72J. 

The first experimental ASUPs were designed in the early 60s with 

the expectation that standard systems could be created for one enter

prise in a branch and easily transferred to the other enterprises. As 

noted in Chapter 2, Glushkov, Dorodnitsyn, and Fedorenko stated in 1964 

that 20-30 standard ASUPs would be enough to cover all industries 

[Glus641. 

The early experience of TsNIITU and the other designers did not 

bear out such expectations. TsNIITU attempted to transfer the ASUP from 

the Minsk Tractor Plant to the Volodarsk Tractor Plant, and to transfer 

the ASUP of the Second Moscow Watch Factory to the Minsk Watch Factory. 

The expenditures for adapting the systems proved to be analogous to 

those of the original design effort. Furthermore, 75 percent of the 

work for organizational and software aspects had to be redone. Only the 
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designers themselves were able to actually carry out the transfer 

[Sede791. Other experience has confirmed that enterprises are suf

ficiently different. even in the standardized Soviet environment, as to 

render moving complete. ASUPs ineffecti";,: [Ivan73; rlea71J). One of the 

main reasons was incompatibility in document flows [AgraBOj Isak82]. 

The results of this period were mixed. On the one hand, a large 

number of organizations gained the experience of building large, real

world software systems. On the average, it took about 3-6 years for the 

first stages of these systems to be built (Table 5.1, Makhrov et al. 

data). 

5.1.2 1970-1975: Standard Design Solutions 

During the first half of the 70s, it was recognized that build

ing each ASUP from scratch was ineffective. The idea of standard design 

solutions, or TPR, then came into vogue. As shown in Chapter 2, the TPR 

represented an idealization of what each ASUP subsystem should do. They 

were generally developed at a lead enterprise in the branch. The TPR 

concept was a variation on the idea of a standard design. The big 

systems were divided into subsystems, and sufficient documentation was 

provided so that they could presumably be adapted to the conditions of 

any given enterprise. 

The first TPRs were worked out by TsNIITU and by organizations 

in Minpriborrs Soyuzsistemprom Association, including Lenelektronmash 

and the State Scientific Research and Design Institute of Computer Tech

nology (GNIPIVT). It was claimed that TPRs had widespread distribution 

and use. In 1974, V. Myasnikov of the State Committee for Science and 
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Technology announced that 130 standard designs had been selected from 

among the many ASUPs developed in the Ninth Five Year Plan period 

[Myas74J. D. Zhimerin maintained that 400 of the ASUPs developed dur-

iog that time made use of TPRs [Zhim77 J • 

Table 5.1 

Time Needed to Work Out First Stage of ASUP 

Years 

10 

Percentage of ASUP 

Makhrov, et a1. 

to 1969 to 1971 

2.3 10 

26.4 26 

33.3 26 

17.2 19 

15.0 12 

2.3 

3.5 

Donbass and Min
tyazhmash, c. 1970-
1978 

7.7 

11.5 

34.6 

15.5 

15.4 

7.7 

3.9 

3.8 

Sources: [Chum77, 80; Makh74, 170, 202] 

Note: See Appendix A for a discussion of the method
ology of the Makhrov et al. study. 
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However, the Guneyev et a1. data show that only about 20 per

cent of the ASUPs built during this time frame used TPRs (Table 5.2). 

which is consistent with the usage of TPRs in Ukrainian ASUPs of about 

2~ percent from 1971-77 [Loba79]. A detailed handbook on the use of 

TPRs in designing ASUPs for machine and instrument building plants 

listed only 33 tasks in six subsystems; these are the same TPRs that 

TsNIITU and others worked out in 1970-73 for the Minsk-32 [Grin78; 

Mikh761. They were eventually approved by the GRNT between April, 1974 

and early 1975 [Ormm77; Smil76]. 

The availability of TPRs was apparently less in other ministries 

[Khu076; Pevn76]) although Guneyev et a1. show considerable varia

bility in use by industry and factor (Table 5.2). Transfers of TPRs to 

organizations other than the developer organization was rare [Sazo~,6J 0 

Depending on what is considered an ASUP, it is possible that TsNIITU it

self accounted for a large percentage of the applications of TPRs (see 

Section 5.2.2). A study of ASUPs in Mintyazhmash and the Donbass region 

for 1970-1977 showed that even within the same ministry, ASUPs were 

built individually at each organization. The failure to use TPR con

tinues to be a major concern [Komp85; Mikh83b]. 

In the same ASUP handbook, 60 TPRs were listed which covered 

setting up the computer, designing work places for operators, setting up 

data loggers, and so forth [Grin78]. According to Lapshin, these were 

the only TPRs that did receive use on a wide scale [Laps77]. 



Table 5.2 

Use of ASUP Design Techniques by Industry, 1976 

Factor Percentage of Designs 

Autom- Us- Us- Sci.-res. 
ated ing ing work and 
Design TPR RTM original 

Organizational Factors 
-----------------------

All 0.2 l4.0 68.9 l6.9 
Machine Building 0.5 2l.5 66.4 ll.6 
Extraction 0.0 8.4 79.7 11.9 
Processing 0.0 lJ.O 47.7 39.3 
Non-Industrial 0.0 5.4 63.7 30.9 

Hardware Factors 
----------------

All 0.4 l4.2 47.5 37.9 
Machine Building 1.0 9.7 46.2 43.1 
Extraction 0.0 14.7 61.4 23.9 
Processing 0.0 l8.5 36.4 45.1 
Non-Industrial 0.0 25.9 25.3 48.8 

Software Factors 
----------------

All 0.2 36.1 48.0 15.7 
Machine Building 0.5 36.3 49.5 13.7 
Extraction 0.0 37.3 45.9 16.8 
Processing 0.0 42.2 34.3 23.5 
Non-Industrial 0.0 31.0 38.3 30.7 

Source: [Gunen, 145-162) 

Notes: 
Organizational Factors: Source data preparation, Use of 
data, Stability of system, and Share of planning and 
regulating tasks with optimization. 

Hardware Factors! Average daily load. Means of data 
collection, and Means of data display. 

Software Factors: Type of computer. Data processing 
organization. and Programming system 

See Appendix A for a fuller explanation of these 
ca tegaries. 
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The extent to which TPRs comprised an entire design varied by 

subsystem. In 30 ASUPs created by TsNIITU between 1971 and 1975, 26 

percent of all the designs taken together consisted of TPRs. All three 

fPf' subsystems that were Quilt u::;!o'u th€: TPRs. The lowest was ii", the 

OUOP subsystem, where only sellen of 80 tasks used them. The other sub

systems ranked by usage were sales. accounting. MTS. and TEP [Sede 79 J • 

The ranking is practically opposite to how one would order the sub

systems by importance of management function to the core of the enter

prise's business. 

Many benefits have been claimed for the use of TPRs. The most 

authoritative breakdown of savings compared to what design from scratch 

would have cost for each activity was given by the deputy director of 

TsNIITU for the 1971-75 period (see Table 5.3). Others averred that 

savings amounted to 50-60, 40-50 or 20-40 percent of the design cost, 

that the design period could be cut by 35 to 50 percent, and that the 

labor productivity of the designers would increase from 30 percent to 

3-4 times [Gune77; Khot81; Myas76; Pevn76; Yako78]. 

It is possible that these savings did take place in some cases, 

particularly when they were used by the same people at an institute such 

as TsNIITU in subsequent systems. The design of ASUP in the 60s was, 

after aLl, an extremely expensive business. Despite the drive to use 

TPRs, the amount of time needed to design the first stage of an ASUP did 

not decrease (Table 5.1). In the sample of enterprises in the Donbass 

area, the ASUPs of factories in the metallurgy industry took the longQst 
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Table 5.3 

Economic Benefit of Using TPR, TsNIITU Data, 1971-75 

Tasks Lowers Cost (%) 

Normative-reference material 72 

Information for introducing changes 52 

Preparation of information stored for use 
in other tasks 50 

Intermediate information 50 

Instructions for using control example 
on programs 50 

Designing and honing algorithms and programs 50 

Algorithms 47 

Instructions for running programs 46 

Output information 45 

Instructions for punching input 
operational documents 43 

Designing input operational material 28 

Writing programs on magnetic carriers 26 

Document "Organizational-Technical 
Essence of Task" 20 

Source: [Sede79, 51] 



to complete, followed by the coal industry, machine building, 

construction materials, and construction [Chum77]. 
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The TPRs proved to be an incomplete solution for the standar

dization problem. Because of the absence of disks and a powerful 

operating system on the Minsk-32, programs were not written to generate 

the TPRs using specific user parameters. Instead. this was generally 

left up to the ASUP department (or equivalent) of the enterprise and 

local design institutes [Mikh76]. In other words, these organizations 

would have to take on the modification of a large, unfamiliar mass of 

code that was primarily written in assembly language. In 1976, TsNIITU 

and Soyuzsistemprom began work on a new series of TPRs which would ex

ploit the capabilities of 3rd-generation computers [Mikh76]. 

The consequences of the early lack of translators were still 

being felt well into the 70s. In a survey of ASUPs carried out in 

1975-1976, it was found that 14.7 percent of the systems were written in 

machine code. Only 13.0 percent were written using an operating system. 

The rest were written in "algorithmic languages," which means primarily 

in assembly language [Gune77]. There were significant differences, how

ever, between the various branches of industry. In machine building, 

for example, the corresponding percentages were 11. 7 percent in machine 

code, and 73.ft percent with operating systems. In the non-production 

sphere, the percentage of machine code, at 27.3 percent, was highest 

[Cunen]. Eventually, Cobol, Fortran, ALGOL, and pL/I were adopted as 

mandatory standard languages fnr ASUP [Zhim76c]. 
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hl The Soviet Applications Software Industry 

The organizations which loosely comprise the Soviet applications 

software industry can be divided into five groups. Design work and 

applications software is provided by Hinpribor IS organizations and 

institutes, institutes of the ministries themselves, in-house develop

ment groups, Academy of Sciences institutes, and VUZs (higher educa

tional institutions). Two All-Union production associations oversee 

software development in Minprlbor, which is the largest single producer 

and distributor of applications software in the Soviet Union. The 

first, Tsentroprogrammsistem (TsPS), supplies applications programs. 

while the second, Soyuzsistemprom, oversees Minpribor institutes that 

design information systems for enterprises. More than half of ASUP de

veLopment work is performed by enterprises themselves or by scientific 

research or design engineering institutes attached to a given ministry. 

5.2.1 Size of the Industry 

The bulk of Section 5.2 is devoted to consideration of the func

tions of the most important ASUP organizations. The two subsections 

here discuss the number of organizations and personnel involved in 

bui lrling ASUP. 

Organizations. Because many organizations in the USSR have 

branches in other cities and because the definition of "organization," 

is rarely given, the available statistics do not present a coherent pic

ture of the number of institutions involved in the design and implemen

tation of ASUP. There have persistent complaints in the Soviet press 

that too many organizations have come into existence for ASUP design or 
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have added it to their job roster, it appears that the number is large. 

For instance, in 1979 one observer noted that it was hard to find a de

partment that would not set up its own information computer center. De

sign bureaus. special design bureaus. and design engineering bureaus 

were setting up branches in other cities. Just in Minsk, there were do

zens of them, mostly small (30b079]. 

Aceording to the most recent statistics. there are about 420 or

ganizations in the USSR which design ASU, more than 150 of which are lo

cated in Moscow [Simc84]. This number is consistent with several 

previous estimates. In 1967, 300 organizations were involved in some 

way in the design of ASU; at about the same time the number of organ

izations concerned with computing in the Ukraine had already reached 50 

[Tsme68j Vedu67J. In 1977, the number of organizations involved in 

ASUP design in the Leningrad area had passed 170, located in 38 cities 

[Kezl77bJ. 

Higher estimates have also been made. In 1971, the number of 

scientific and design organizations involved in the design and creation 

of ASU was 750 according to Makhrov et a1. [Makh74J. In the con

struction branch alone in the 70s, the design of ASU occupied 30 aca

demic and departmental scientific research institutes, 120 design 

institutes, 50 information computer centers (generally located at enter

prises). 30 VUZes, a number of engineering and deSign-engineering bu

reaus, and other special groups. The proliferation of computer centers 

noted in Chapter 4 has a direct bearing on the design and implementation 

of ASUP. since many of them were located at enterprises and played a 

large part in designing ASU. 
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Personnel. Despite some disagreement between various statis

tics, it is clear that the number of people involved in the design, 

implementation, operation, and maintenance of ASUPs has grown dramati-

cally over the past two decades. After the first five years of serious 

ASU development, the total number of "specialists" that were working on 

the derJign and. creation of them was 40. 000 [Zhim71J. During 1971-75. 

this number was supposed to increase to 140,000 specialists and 120,000 

operators. for a total of 260,000 people [Makh74]. In fact, 175,000 

specialists were graduated by the end of 1975, 126,000 with higher edu

cation and 49,000 with secondary education [Zhim77]. Only 31,000 of 

these are accounted for in Table 5.4. In that group, the largest, number 

were graduated with a speciality for "organization of mechanized 

processing of economic information." which means the use of punch card 

computers. 

According to other sources, the total number of designers and 

users of ABU was 93,000-100,000 in 1970 and 250,000 by the end of 1975 

[Pogr79; 8010791. At ABU departments and computer centers at enter-

prises that were designing and operating ABU, the most numerous category 

of personnel in 1975 was operators. Digital computer operators com

prised 18.8 percent, and punch card machine operators, 21.4 percent 

(Table 5.5). In successful ASUPs, the absolute number of such workers 

often exceeded 50 [Ches781. 

Between 1970 and 1975, increases in every category were 1'e-

gistered, including the addition of about 21,000 programmers. Approxi-

mately the same percentages held in computer centers in the Lithuanian 

republic into 1980 with the exception of designers and programmers 



Table 5.4 

Graduates of VUZes in Computing Specialities to 1975 

Code Thousand students 

To End 
of 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 total 

0640 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.4 

0642 2.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 8.0 

0647 0.2 0.5 0.5 2.4 1.4 2.3 7.3 

0648 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.9 

1738 0.8 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4 13.1 

2035 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.4 6.2 

total 5.0 4.9 5.2 7.3 6.5 8.0 36.1 

Source: [Rayz79. 62-63} 

Codes: 

640. Automation and mechanization of processes of 
processing and outputting data 

642. Information-measuring technology 

647. Applied mathematics (programmers) 

648. Design and production of electronic computer 
hardware 

1738. Organization of mechanized processing of 
economic information 

2035. Economic cybernetics 
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(Table 5.5). Increasing amounts of work were shifted to specialized de

sign organizations, where the number of programmers between 1976 and 

1980 increased by almost 300 percent. Programmers at computer centers 

grew by only 200 percent in the same period [Novi83]. In a study of 

ASUPs developed in the Belorussian SSR. about the same percentage held J 

with the exception of a few more programmers and a few 1es8 managers 

[NoviBO]. The number of designers of ASU in the construction branch 

showed an extreme imbalance in the early 70s. There were 15-20,000 

people, including 500 programmers [Mami8lc]. 

A complete review of computer science education is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation. It is enough to point out that a large 

fraction of those involved in the design and operation of ASUP have not 

received formal training in that area. The increase in programmers 

noted above, for example, was is conSiderably more than were graduated 

(Table 5.4). In the Lithuanian SSR in 1979, only 23 percent of ASUP and 

computer center personnel had computing majors in school [Stan79J. 

While the total number of people inval ved grew, the number of 

designers per ASUP dropped. Between 1969 and 1975, this number went 

from 105 to 25 [Dani77J. In 1971-75, the total number of people working 

in scientific-research and design-engineering institutes concerned with 

ASU was 90,000 [Laps77] 

An increase of 20-30 percent in the total number of personnel 

was expected for 1976-1980 [Pogr79J. However. another author expected 

the total to reach 450,000-470,000 by 1980 [801079J. More recent, 
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Table 5.5 

Personnel Distribution in ASU Depts. and Compo Centers 

Job Percentage 
-------------------------------------------------------

ASU, Compo Lithuanian Be-
Centers Computer Centers SSR 

----------------------------
1975-

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1977 

I. 10.4 10.4 9.1 9.6 10.6 6.9 6.8 10.7 

II. 12.3 13.4 13.6 13.6 14.0 11.6 11.8 17.4 

III. 43.1 40.2 41.5 40.3 39.5 43.3 41.4 40.6 

IV. 10.7 12.7 11.3 11.6 12.2 11.8 10.7 10.3 

V. 13.0 10.3 11.2 Il.7 11.7 13.8 13.6 10.5 

VI. 8.5 15.0 13.3 13.2 12.0 12.6 15.7 10.5 
-------------------------------------------------------
Sources: [Novi80; Novi83, 132; Pogr79, 50-51J 

Key: 

I. Algorithm designers 
II. Programmers 
III. Operation, technical service. repair 
IV. Data entry 
V. Receiving, sending materials 
VI. Management, technical personnel, other 
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aggregated statistics on the number of ASU specialists are not avail-

able. 

5.2.2 Tsentroprogrammsistem and Program Libraries 

Over the past few years the Soviets have taken significant steps 

towards making the software industry much more sar-vice-oriented. The 

head organization in this field is Tsentroprogrammsistem (TsPS). located 

in Kalioio. It was founded in 1974 with the goal to provide any organ

ization in the USSR with ready-made programs [Myas74; Prav74]. Its 

primary functions include distributing applications packages (PPP), fix-

iog bugs, acceptance testing, generating test cases that users can run 

on their machines to verify that the programs work, verifying and 

producing documentation, indexing and cataloging software, training 

users, and doing research [Aufe79; Myas77b]. It has all the major 

lower-end ES models for testing and development purposes [Aufe79]. TsPS 

also develops software itself and in some cases handles maintaining 

operating systems versions as well as applications packages [Agar83; 

Tikh801. By 1979, it had grown to include 1,300 employees [Aufe 79] • It 

is the largest and most important known software house in the Soviet 

Union. 

The librar}' of programs that TsPS stores is called the TsFAP 

ASU, or the Central Fund of Algorithms and Programs for ASUs. This li

brary is designated as the c.entral repository for all software products 

developed within the Minpribor system. Arrangemen~s for storing and 

distributing programs from other ministries and libraries can be made by 

contract [Zhuk80]. Only programs are stored in the library, contrary to 
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its name [Tikh79). Minpribor has published branch standards which man

date a unified system of planning. building. and inserting programs into 

the standard software library. Consequently, TsPS plays an active role 

In all stages or the software development process for Hinpribor products 

that are destined for its library, including signing off on the products 

of every stage of the software life cycle. TsPS is also involved in the 

acceptance testing of the software. 13ecause of its participation in the 

design and implementation stages, TsPS is said to be in a better posi

tion to maintain it for users rZhuk80]. 

TsPS offers three classes of services to users. The cost of the 

services are calculated at kopecks per line of code. and the services 

are provided over the life of the program. For two kopecks (1979 

prices). no services are provided above shipping the program. For 7 ko

pecks. the user receives updates. and for 27 kopecks. the user can ob

tain help with the program. At least as of 1979, the latter service was 

infrequently used [Mche79J. 

In addition to the TsPS TsFAP ASU, there are a large number of 

libraries that are administered by "fund-holding" organizations in what 

appears to be an analog to the way that Gossnab sets up the distribution 

of particularly important commodities through "fund-ho Iders." These Ii b

raries are often maintained by the lead organization for the development 

of ASU in a branc.h, but may also exist at the national, territorial, 

specialized (interbranch), oblast I. and city levels [Rumy81; Tikh8Q; 

Zhuk80]. Together they are designated the State Fund of Algorithms and 

Programs (GosFAP). For instance, libraries exist for programs developed 

throughout the CEHA countries, for ES operating system utility programs, 



for ASU and CAD in the construction industry. and so forth [Rak78d; 

Tikh80] • 
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The libraries at lead institutes often offer basic services 

only, which consist of collecting and storing algorithms and programs 

and sending them to users. The other libraries, including that of TsPS, 

provide for: 

o Collecting. storing. and maintaining programs in a ready state; 

o sending programs and documentation in machine-readable form; 

o offering consultation services for usage questions; 

o helping the user to actually introduce the program at his site; 

o training the user. 

The libraries are explicit servic.e divisions within major developer or

ganizations whose sale purpose is to help customers use software. In 

addition to computer centers and copying centers, they are supposed to 

include divisions for planning the composition of the library, 

coordinating software designs, maintaining software products, interact

ing with users, accepting and archiving programs, developing ex

perimental ASUs, editing documentation, and training users. TsPS 

includes a complete procedure for receiving requests and complaints, 

distributing them to the proper groups, and tracking them using an 

interactive system built with a DBMS [ZhukBO]. 
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This application was built in response to a growing inability to 

handle administration of the fund manually. It is based on the BANK 

network DBMS running under DOS 2.0 and above. A monograph on the system 

shows a number of output forms which report on the number of programs 

and lines of codes, the number of service requests answered, the ruble 

value of services, the number of pages of documentation produced, the 

number and type of changes introduced into each package, and many other 

indicators which categorize the work of the association. This package 

is to be distributed to other libraries [ZhukBO]. 

No information is available about how TsPS is evaluated, but the 

tables mentioned above seem to indicate that it is done using quan

titative indicators: number of programs shipped, number of requests an

swered, and number of contracts concluded. In other "fund-holding" 

organizations, the incentives for putting software into the library seem 

weak. At least until 1980, the only reward for adding to the library 

was a certificate [Tikh80]. It seems as though it would be relatively 

easy to fulfill the plan for changes. The indicator of lines of code 

shipped may encourage "verbose" programs. More research is needed into 

how this and other software houses operate. In particular, it would 

seem as though TaPS would have an outstanding means of generating bribe 

income once their software was in place in the middle of a system. 
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5.2.3 Soyuzsistemprom and Minpribor Institutes 

The largest and most influential institutes which design and 

implement ASUP are part of the All-Union Association for Branch and 

Departmental Management Systems, known as Soyuzsistemprom. Surprisingly 

little has appeared about Soyuzsistemprom in the Soviet ASUP literature, 

and no formal definition of its responsibiliti.es has been located. Some 

of its functions have included issuing guidelines for standard sub

systems in ASUP and producing TPRs for ASUP in conjunction with other 

groups [Gune77; Mikh76]. In 1979 it encompassed 30 research and design 

institutes with a total programmer population of 10,000 [Tikh79]. 

Table 5.6 presents a list of some of the most important Minpri

bar institutes for the design and implementation of ASUP. Almost all of 

them have explicitly been identified as having participated in the 

buildi.ng of ASUP. They will design ASUPs for many other industries. 

Minpribor also has a number of institutes that are specifically assigned 

to one or more branches. A sample of these is shown in Table 5.7. The 

affiliations of these institutes are less certain, and many more could 

probably be identified. 

Some of these institutes are among the most important developers 

of ASUP in the USSR. TsNIITU, which was founded in the early 60s, has 

played a central role in the ASUP program [Dire82]. Its main clients 

have been enterprises in agricultural machine building, the machine tool 

industry, machine building for light industry, and Hinpribor [Gune77, 

35-36; Sede79; Sovb83]. It built over 60 ASUPs in the 1971-75 period 

[Sede79]. In t<n6-80, TsNIITU was responsible for the introduction of 

110 ASUPs [Sovb83]. Depending on what is considered an ASUP (see 



Table 5.6 

Minpribor Organizations Involved with ASUP Development 

All Union Association for Branch and Departmental 
Management Systems; Moscow (SOYUZSISTEMPROM) 

All-Union Sci.-Prod. Assoc. TSENTROPROGRAMMSISTEM; 
Kalinin 

All-Union Sci. Res. Ilnd Des. Eng. Institute of Branch 
Automated Management Systems; Moscow (VNIPIOASU) 

All-Union Sci. Res. and Des. Eng. Institute of 
Automated Management Systems; Moscow (VNIPIASU) 

Central Des. Eng. Sci. Res. Institute of the Organiz
ation and Technology of Management; Minsk (TsNIITU) 

Leningrad Electrical Machine Fac.tory; Leningrad 
(LENELEKTRONMASH) 

State Res. Institute of Automated Systems of Planning 
and Control 

State Sci. Res. Des. Institute for Computers in the 
National Economy; Kazan' (GNIPIVT) 

State Des. Institute of ASU; Volgograd (GPKIASU) 
State Des. Institute of ASU; Ivanogo (GPKIASU) 

Sci. Res. Institute of Control Machines and Systems; 
Perm' (NlIUMS) 

Sci. Res. Institute of Automation; Kiev (NIIA) 
Sci. Res. Institute of the Automation of Management of 

Production; Khar 'kov 
Sci. Res. Institute of Systems; Novosibirsk (NIISistem) 
Sci. Res. and Des. Eng. Institute; Gorkiy 
Des. Eng. Institute of ASU; Pavlodar (PKIASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Kiev (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Kishinev (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Sverdlovsk (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Tashkent (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU: Tula (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Vil'nyus (PKBASU) 
Des. Eng. Bureau of ASU; Vitebsk (PKBASU) 
MNIPISPU [expansion unknown]: Moscow 
MNIPI ASU GKh [expansion unknown] 

Sources: [listed at end of Table 5.7J 
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Section 2.2.2), this represents 11-28 percent of all ASUPs created in 

that time period [Nark82J. As of 1983, it had work going on with 99 

enterprises and was expected to soon introduce 11 more ASUPs [Sovb83]. 

It has built the most widely used packages for optimal planning in the 

TEP subsystem [Kriv82]. 

Table 5.7 

Minpribor Branch Institutes Involved with ASUP 

BRANCH SPECIFIC 

All-Union Scientific Research Institute 
of Complex Automation in Oil and Gas 

All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Construction 
and Road Machines 

All-Union Scientific Research and Design Engineering 
Institute of Chemistry and Oil Industry Equipment 

All-Union Scientific Research Institute of the 
Economics of Agricul ture 

Central Scientific Research Institute of Packing 
and Packaging 

Pishchepromavtomatika Food Industry Automation 
Institute 

Sources: (Table 5.6 as well): [Asha68; Chuk83; Dire84; 
Eg68ij Eko79; Ekon81b; Fili73j Kame79; Karp77; Kezl77b; 
Koma79 Kopy82c; Luki80; Makh74; Marc79; Mikh16; 
Miro79 Mois76; Moro80; Myag81, Novi83; Ormml1 , Prom78, 
Prig79 Rudn68; Rumy81; Sapi 73; Shch83b; Sede 19; 
Ubey82 Vedu67; Zatu78; Zing68j 
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TsNIITU has also been heavily involved in standardizIng ASUP de

velopment. In 1968. it published a provisional version of the ORM.\{ 

guidelines in three volumes [Smil76]. TsNIITU personnel were important 

participants in the 1972 ORMM edItion, and TsNIITU was in charge of 

developing the 1977 version along with Lenelektronmash [Ormm72; 

orrnm771. As noted above, TsNIITU was a champion of the use of standard 

design solutions in ASUP, participating in the design of many [Mikh76; 

Sede79]. In 1974 and 1981 TsNIITU issued official technical guidelines 

for the specific composition of ASUP tasks [Gune77; Usen82J. TsNIITU 

has done extensive work on designing and staffing computer c.enters 

[Grin78; KrivaO; Skop78; Skop79]. 

With several thousands of specialists, Lenelektronmash is one of 

the largest organizations for computing in the USSR. It is unusual be

cause it combines hardware and software development and training facili

ties under the same umbrella organization. Since 1967, it has mastered 

the production of 17 separate computer models, including the Mir and 

Dnepr, designed by the Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev, F. Staros' 

UM-I-NKh, and microcomputers. including the SM-141O [Prav82f; Rudi 70] • 

Lenelektronmash is the leading organization for the development of ASUP 

in Leningrad, coordinating the work of 800 organizations through an 

interdepartmental committee which the general director of Lenelektron

mash chairs [Kezl77]. It has been able to move into this role due to 

the sponsorship of the Leningrad Oblast I Party Committee [Kezl77b]. 

Since 1964, it has developed and installed about 150 ASUs for various 

organizations across the country [Teic79]. Lenelektronmash has also 

been active in drafting standards for ASUP design [Mikh76; Orrom77]. 
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At least two other Soyuzsistemprom institutes developed large 

numbers of ASUs. During 1971-75 NIIUHS developed 75 ASUs; U2 were 

planned for 1976-80 [Pravne]. GNIPIVT was developing designs for 84 

ASUs for enterprises and organizations in 1973 [Sots73c}. According to 

D. Zhimerin, Minpribor's organizations were responsible for at least 

one third of the ASUs created in the 9th Five Year Plan period [Zhim71]. 

The official total number of ASUs created in that period was 2,309, 

an average of about 26 ASUs per Soyuzsistemprom institute [Nark82]. 

Thus, the distribution of work was not uniform, and the development 

effort was concentrated in a smaller number of larger organizations 

within Soyuzsistemprom. 

5.2.4 Branch Institutes 

The bulk of the organizations that develop ASUPs are institutes 

which are subordinated to separate branches. Table 5.8 presents a list 

of those that have been identified. It undoubtedly excludes some impor

tant organizations, and the importance of those listed varies con

siderably. Those that belong to USSR Gosplan, the TsSU or any of their 

subordinate territorial organizations are not concerned with industrial 

ASUP. 

Branch institutes generally participate in developing an ASUP as 

part of a group under the leadership of the designated chief Hinpribor 

organization for the branch. This may be one of the general Minpribor 

institutes, or it may be a Minpdbor institute which specializes in just 

that branch. For each branch. one chief design organization for ASU is 

supposed to be selected [Ormm71j. 



Table 5.8 

Sample of Branch R&D Institutes Working on ASUP Design 

GOSPLAN AND TsSU RELATED 

Computer Center of Gosplan Ukrainian SSR 
Scientific Research Institute of Economic Nathematical 

Planning of Gosplan of the Belorussian SSR 
Economic Scientific Research Institute of Gosplan of 

the Ukrainian SSR 
All-Union State Design-Engineering Institute for the 

Nechanization of Accounting and Computer Work; 
Noscow 

Latvian Filial of the All-Union Poly technical 
Institute of the Central Statistical 
Administration; Latvia 

INDUSTRIAL BRANCHES 

Special Design Bureau of Biophysical Apparatus and 
Electronic Machines 

Institute for Production Technology in Machine Tool 
Industry; Moscow (ORGSTANKINPROM) 

Ryazan' Division of the Institute for Production 
Technology in Machine Tool Industry; Ryazan' 

Karel'skiy Scientific Research Institute of the Forest 
Industry; Karel'skiy Oblast' 

Scientific Research Institute of Wool (NIISherst) 
Computer Center of the Ministry of Light Industry 
All-Union Scientific-Research Meat Industry Institute 
All-Union Scientific-Research Institute of the 

Management of the Coal Industry 
Central Asian Special Automatic Equipment Association 
Energoset 'proyekt Design Industry for Electric Power 

Grids 
Central Dispatcher Management of the European Electric 

Energy Network 
All-Union Institute for Power Engineering Construction 

Organi zations; Novosibirsk 
All-Union Scientific Research Institute of the 

Organization of Ferrous MetallurgYj Odessa 
State Design Institute 'Rezinoproyekt'; Moscow 
Scientific Research Institute of Automated Systems in 

Construction 

Sources: [Akhm78; Cher76; Dukh83; Gabe79; Grud83; 
Kabu78; Kopy82c; Koro78; Hakh74; Niki76b; Novi78b; 
Rudn68; Rumy81; Save83bl 
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5.2.5 The Academy of Sciences and the VUZes 

The institutes of the Academy of Sciences which have taken part 

in ASUP development can be broken down into three categories (Table 

5.9): the economics institutes, the institutes of cybernetics, and 

others. The charge of the Academy institutes is to develop the theore

tical and mathematical bases of ASUPa, including operations research 

techniques and models applicable to specific enterprises. and to develop 

software tools such as programming languages and methodologies [Losk66; 

Sede791. With the exception of a few organizations which actually be

came prime developers of ASUPs, the academicians have remained true to 

their task. However, through the profile and influence of their di

rectors, several institutes have played important roles in shaping the 

nature of the entire ASUP program. In 1983, a new department of Infor

matics, Computer Technology, and Automation (OIVTA) was created within 

the Academy to oversee a "fifth generation" development effort and con

siderably broaden the scope of the Academy'S activities in 

applications-oriented computing. 

The Central Economics Mathematics Institute (TsEMI) in Moscow 

and the Institute of Cybernetics imeni Glushkov (IKANUkSSR) in Kiev have 

played a particularly important role in the development of ASUP. As one 

of the best of the Academy's institutes in this field, the scope of re

search at the lKANUkSSR is representative of the kinds of tasks pursued 

within the Academy. Its research has included speech recognition, flex

ible manufacturing and CADi the design of special purpose computers, 

including a supercomputer; optimization and modeling; algebras, 



Table 5.9 

Academy of Sciences Or-gs. Involved in ASUP Design 

Depi:l.L'tment or InfurmatIcs, Computer Technology, and 
Automation; Moscow (OIVTA) 

ECONOMICS INSTITUTES 

Central Economics-Mathematics Institute; Moscow (TsEMI) 
Institute of Economics and the Organization of 

Industrial Production; Novosibirsk (lEOPP) 
Institute of Economics of the Siberian Department of 

the Academy of Sciences 
Institute of Economics of the UkSSR 
Institute of Industrial Economics of the UkSSR; Donetsk 
Institute of Economics of the Uzbek SSR 
Institute of Economics and Law; Tbilisi 
Belorussian State Institute of the National Economy; Minsk 

CYBERNETICS INSTITUTES 

Institute of Cybernetics imeni Glushkov; Kiev 
( lKANUkSSR) 

Institute of Cybernetics of the Azerbaydzhan SSR; 
Baku 

Institute of Cybernetics with Computer Center of the 
Uzbek SSR; Tashkent 

COMPUTER CENTERS 

Computer Center of the Siberian Department of the 
Academy of Sciences; Novosibirsk 

Computer Center; Krasnoyarsk 

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

Institute of Automation and Control Processes of the 
Far-Eastern Scientific Center of the Academy of 
Sciences; Vladivostok 

Institute of Control Systems; Tbilisi 
Institute of Control Problems; Moscow 
Institute of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics; Donetsk 
Scientific Production Association Kibernetikaj Tashkent 

Sources: [Chuk83j Chum77; Dire82j Eg68fj Eg68i; Eko79; 
Izv68bj Kabu83; Makh74; Mikh84j Modi68; Prav76; Rubl80; 
Tsme68j Ubey82j Voro76; Zing68] 
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programming languages. programming methodologies, and DBMS; and 

networking [Bbc84; Lari84; Kibe82; Naum83; UprsBZb; Velb80j. It 

was the chief developer of the ASUP of the L'vov TV Plant, one of the 

most widely publicized ASUPs. Enormous, probably unrealized, savings 

were claimed from its use [Man7S; Eg68h; Glus67; Kudr7Shj Tsme68; 

Vrub78J. Upravlyayushchiye Sistemy..!. Mashiny (Control Systems and Ma-

chines), published by the institute, is one of the most prestigious and 

important computing journals in the USSR. Kibernetika (Cybernetics) is 

also published from the institute under the auspices of the Ukrainian 

SSR Academy of Sciences. 1 

Especially important for ASUP has been the role played by the 

director of the institute, the late Viktor Mikhailovich Glushkov. 

Glushkov took over as director of the Institute of Cybernetics in 1956, 

and was instrumental in building f.t into one of the leading computer 

institutions in the country. He was a prolific author, promoter and 

critic of the ASU program, and was one of the main developers of the 

idea of ASU, the state network of computer centers, and OGAS. His writ-

iogs on ASU alone comprise a substantial bibliography on the subject. 

Glushkov's ideas on cybernetics and its role in the Soviet economy have 

been treated extensively by Conyngham [Cony82]. Some prominent Soviet 

computer scientists found Glushkov's ASU proposals to be weak; he was 

1. The supercomputer in question has not been named in the lit
erature. It is supposed to perform 100 million operations per second, 
and is based on the use of multiple processors organized hierarchically 
[Bbc84; Mikh84b; Hyas84b; Myas84c; Petr82; Vish841. Interestingly, 
this is similar to the organization of a data base machine that has been 
produced in the United States [Shem84]. 
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partially discredited as his vision of a cybernetically run society 

failed to materialize. Nevertheless, the signatories of his obituary in 

1982, including four Politburo members in addition to CPSU General Sec

retary Brezhnev. show that he still enjoyed considerable influence at 

the time of his death [Uprs82]. A tribute to Glushkov after his death 

In January, 1982, listed 26 purely scientific publications that he 

authored or co-authored lKibe82; Uprs82J. The references given here 

represent the range of his activities but are a fraction of his total 

output: [Glus64; Glus67; Glus67b; G1U869; Glus71; Glus72; Glus73; 

G1U874; Glus75; Glus76; GIus77; GlusBO; Glus80b; GlusSOe; GlusBI; 

G1us81e; GlusRld; Glus82; Glus82b; Glus82cl. 

TsEMI was founded to create "a new political economy of socia

lism based on computers" [cited in RubI80]. Like the IKANUkSSR, it was 

run by an ambitious promoter, N. Fedorenko, of the use of operations 

research techniques and cybernetics in the Soviet economy [Cony82]. 

TsEM! collaborated. with Orgstankinprom. in building the ASUP of the 

Krasniy Proletariy Machine Tool Building Plant [Makh741. TsEMI authors, 

including A. Modin, have contributed heavily to the literature on ASU, 

framing their conceptions in terms of the so-called System of the Op

tional Functioning of the Economy (SOFE). They have published numerous 

mathematical models. In 1983, TsEMI received an unusual reprimand from 

the Council of Ministers, in part because these models have not found 

widespread use in the economy [cited in Cave83; see also Fed085J. 
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Other important Academy institutes have participated in building 

at least one ASUP apiece. The Institute of the Economics and Organiza

tion of Industrial Production (IEOPP). run by A. Aganbegyan, was one of 

the principal developers of the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP [Makh74J. Aganbegyan 

is said to be personally advising Chernenko on economic matters. G. 

Narchuk, the chairman of the State Committee on Science and Technology, 

was formerly head of the Academy's computer center in Novosibirsk and 

also participated in the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP project. In Uzbekistan, the 

Academy's Institute of Cybernetics was made the republic's main organ

ization for the introduction of ASO [Akhm78j Kabu78j prav76; Sady77]. 

A similar role was played by the Institute of Cybernetics of the Azer

baydzhan SSR [Oire82]. 

Thus. on the one hand. the role of the Academy of Sciences or

ganizations has been quite visible. Prominent scientists have been the 

chief proponents of making the Soviet economy a huge. cybernetic system 

run by computers. On the other hand, the Academy institutes have con

tributed remarkably little innovation to computing in general [Hamm841. 

Although some of the institutes acquired hands-on experience in building 

ASUP in the 60s, they have generally stayed clear of practical involve

ment. Much of the work of the Academy institutes has been of little 

value to the practitioners of ASUP. 

The USSR Academy of Sciences has recently created a new depart

ment (OIVTA) which will head a Soviet "fifth generation" effort. The 

department will oversee 10-11 existing or newly-created institutes. 

Five areas are envisioned: design and manufacture of VLSI micro

processors; development of parallel and multiprocessor a.rchitectures; 



Table 5.10 

Higher Educational Institutions Identified as Designing 
ASUP 

STATE UNIVERSITIES 

Moscow State University; Moscow 
Leningrad State University; Leningrad 
Novosibirsk State University; Novosibirsk 

POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERS ITIES 

Leningrad Poly technical Institute imen! Kalinin; 
Leningrad 

Chelyabinsk Poly technical Institute: Chelyabinsk 
Altay Poly technical Institute imeni I. I. Polzunov: 

Altay 

OTHER INSTITUTES 

Kiev Institute of the National Economy: Kiev 
Moscow Engineering-Economic Institute imeni 

Ordzhonikidze: Moscow 
Leningrad Engineering-Economics Institute; Leningrad 
Khar 'kov Engineering-Economics Institute: Khar 'kov 

Sources: [Cher76: Eg68g; Eg68i: Eko79; Makh74; Rudn68: 
Sliv67: Zing68J 
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design of operating systems to better support logic programming; 

tion of special purpose software; and development of exper~ systems and 

user-responsive applications [Walt84]. Academy of Sciences officials 

have said privately thae this program represents a big push for the Aca

demy to gain greater influence in Soviet computing, even if this means 

creating user support services. Besides the fact that the program is 

hopelessly underfunded, it is doubtful whether or not the fundamental 

user base for the fifth generation-type tools currently exists. In any 

case, practical results for ASUPs will probably not be achieved soon. 

The universities and the higher educational institutions (VUZ) 

carryon a relatively small proportion of applied research within the 

Soviet economy. Those organizations listed in Table 5.10 have not led 

their own ASUP development projects, but have been subcontractors for 

other organizations. The VUZ work tends to be more practical than that 

of the Academy of Sciences. Articles published in the inter-VUZ journal 

Mashinnaya Obrabotka Dannykh (Computerized Data Processing). for exam

ple, often address practical problems [ef. Kurk82; Koro82b; Luta82; 

Tere82; Tver82b]. The VUZs will sometimes be responsible for training 

the users of the systems. 

5.2.6 Distribution of Effort 

The organizations from each of the five spheres - Minpribor, 

branch institutes, in-house development groups, institutes of the Aca

demy of Sciences, and VUZs - often work together on the development of 

ASUP. The number of organizations working on a single ASUP has been 

said to be as about 20 [Ashe84]. It is generally at least two, 
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including the enterprise, and often three or four. The development of 

ASUP in the bread-baking industry is typical (Table 5.11). 

The ORMM guidelines mandate the designation of a lead organiza

tion for the ASUP development. which then can subcontract out part of 

the work [Ormm72j Ormm77]. Usually this organization is the so-called 

head organization in the branch for the development of ASUP. A large 

portion of the mandatory section of the guidelines is devoted to spel

ling out. in great detail, all of the responsibilities of the various 

organizations at every stage in the life cycle. On the average, five to 

seven design organizations are involved in creating ASUs [Mikh84J. 

In the 1966-1971 period, when the development of ASUP started in 

earnest, enterprises made a significant contribution to this effort. 

The number of designers at an enterprise was fairly evenly distributed 

between about 10 and about 200, the largest concentration of enterprises 

having 11-60 designers (Table 5.12). These workers contributed a 

significant number of man-years of effort, usually no more than 50 

(Table 5.13). 

When TPRs came into use in the 70s, it was usually left up to 

the enterprise to take the software and convert it to the specific 

enterprise conditions [Mikh76]. The most recent data on the development 

of tasks by in-house groups vs. outside contractors is for ten ASUPs 

created by TsNIITU in 1975-77. On the average, the contractors handled 

four times as many complete subsystems as the enterprises did, and in no 

case did an enterprise create more subsystems than the contractor. How

ever, the average number of tasks created by each was about the same 

[NolJi80j. Thus, the in-house groups played a significant role in 



Table 5.11 

ASUP Design Organizations in the Bread-Baking Industry 

ASUP \'EAR STARTED DESIGNERS 

ASU-Moskhleb 1972 Pishchepromavtomatika 

ASU-Minskgorkhleb 1972 TsNIITU. RPKB MPP BeSSR 

ASU-Leningradkhleb 1973 Pishchepromavtomatika 

ASU-Frunzekhleb 1973 RVTs TsSU KiSSR J PKTB MPP 
KiSSR 

ASU-Rostovkhleb 1973 Rostov department 
of Lenelektronmash 

ASU-Chelyabinskkhleb 1974 Ural filial GPI 
Rospishchepromavtomatika 

ASU-Kievkhleb 1976 Pishchepromavtomatika 

ASU-Minskoblkhleb 1976 TsNIITU. RPKB MPP BeSSR 

ASU-Tbilisikhleb 1976 SKB ASU-Gruzpishcheprom 

Source: [Poly79, 89-90] 

Key: 

Moskhleb - Moscow Administration of the Bread-Baking 
Industry of the Moscow City Executive Committee 

Leningradkhleb - Leningrad Administration of the 
Bread-Baking Industry of the Leningrad City 
Executive Committee 

Kievkhleb - Kiev Production Association of the 
Bread-Baking Industry 

Minskgorkhleb - Minsk City Production Association of 
the Bread-Baking Industry 

Minskoblkhleb - Minsk Oblast' Production Association 
of the Bread-Baking Industry 

Frunzekhleb - Frunze Production Association of the 
Bread-llaking Industry 

Rostovkhleb - Rostov-on-the-Don Production Association 
of the Bread-Baking Industry 

(key continued next page) 
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Table 5.11 

Key, continued: 

Chelyabinskkhleb - Chelyabinsk Oblast I Production 
Association of the Bread-Baking Industry 

Tbilisikhleb - Tbilisi Production Association of the 
Bread-Baking Industry 

Pishchepromavtomatika - Food Industry Automation 
Institute 

Rospishchepromavtomatika - Rostov Filial of Pishche
promavtomatika 

RPKB MPP BeSSR - Republic Design Engineering :Bureau 
of the Ministry of the Food Industry of the 
Be lorussian SSR 

RVTs TsSU KiSSR - Regional Computer Center of the 
Central Statistical Administration of the Kirgiz 
SSR 

PKTB MPP KiSSR - Design Engineering and Technological 
Bureau of the Ministry of the Food Industry of the 
Kirgiz SSR 

GPI - State Design Institute 
SKB ASU-Gruzpishcheprom - Special Design Bureau for ASU 

in the Georgian Food Industry 
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Table 5.12 

Number of ASUP Designers at Enterprises 

Number of Designers Percentage 

up to 10 10.8 

11-30 26.5 

31-60 18.0 

61-80 13.2 

81-100 8.4 

101-150 8.4 

151- 9.6 

Sourc.es: [Makh74, 202] 

Note: The data for this table c.over the period up to 
1971. 
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building the ASUPs. It was the intention of the leadership in the late 

70s to shift more design work from scientific-research organizations, 

who would be freed to do basic research and development, to design 

institutes and the enterprises themselves [Gune77]. 

hl Applications Software 

This section deals mainly with the software produced by the or

ganizations within Soyuzsistemprom and stored in the TsFAP ASU of 

Tsentroprogrammsistem. Subsection 5.3.1 discusses the numeric.al growth 

in this fund since its inception, emphasizing those packages dealing 

with ASUP. Subsection 5.3.2 takes a look at data base management 

systems, a critical component of information systems. Subsection 5.3.3 

considers Eastern European and Western software sources. 

5.3. t The Tsentroprogrammsistem Fund 

Tsentroprogrammsistem (TsPS) got off to a slow start. The most 

scathing assessment came in an editorial tn the journal Algorithmy !.. ,Q£

ganizatsiya Resheniya Ekonomicheskikh Zadach (Algorithms ar,d the Organ

ization of the Solution of Economic Tasks), which stated that the li

brary included only seven percent of the packages required to support 

off-the-shelf design of ASUs. The holdings of other libraries were ap

parently worse [Aor7?]. Complaints that it was falling short of demand 

by at least 50 percent continued into the late-70s [Dale79; Rumy8t; 

Samb78; Zhim78bl. 



Table 5.13 

Participation of Enterprise in ASUP Design Process 

Man Years Percentage 
Effort Contributed of Enterprises 

to 25 52.1 

26-50 27.1 

51-75 8.3 

76-100 8.3 

101-125 2.1 

126-150 2.1 

Source: [Makh74, 171] 

Note: The data for this table cover the period up to 
1971. 
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Table 5.14 shows the growth in the number of programs and users 

of ASU pac.kages between 1974 and 1980. Western visitors to TsPS in 1979 

were told that approximately 50 packages were being added to the fund 

every year, which is accordance with r:he GKNT appl"o\l'ed program to add 

100 large packages for ASU in 1978-80 [Aufe79; Tikh80J. However, this 

growth rate :I.s not confi.lined by the data in Table 5.14 or by the state

ment in 1983 that the fund held 200 programs [Novi83j. The numbers re

flect a certain degree of replacing old packages with new ones [Tikh791. 

All packages (PPP) produced in the country, which were related 

to ASUP, were supposed to be sent to the TsFAP ASU at TsPS. However, 

software which was developed for a particular enterprise and could have 

been made into a PPP often was not, because the designers had no incen

tives to do so. Contributors of the packages in the fund as of Jan. I, 

1977 were fairly evenly distributed among Soyuzsistemprom organizations 

(Table 5.15). 

Although the number of packages for ES machines grew faster than 

the overall rate of growth in 1977-1980, packages for second generation 

machines continued to be added and comprised approximately 35 percent in 

1980 (Table 5.14). This is indirect evidence that second-generation 

computers were used into the 80s. The total number of packages shown in 

Table 5.15 is considerably less than the number shown in Table 5.14. 

The ORMM guidelines may have eKcluded packages for second generation ma

chines that were no longer being recommended for use in ASUP [Ormm77]. 



Table 5.14 

Growth of Pro~ram Stock at Tsentroprogrammsistem 

Year Programs Total 
------------- Commands 

all ES (1000) 

1974 II 408 

1975 34 2,057 

1976 64 2,909 

1977 104 39 4,300 

1978 150 43 5,600 

1979 180 87 6,300 

1980 200 130 9,000 

1985 (plan) 22,000 

Sales 
(plan) 

576 

1,700 

1,934 

2,000 

2,300 

Users 

42 

228 

354 

516 

600 

700 

1,000 

Source: [Mche79; Rumy81, 7; Tikh79; Tikh80, 27]. 

Notes: The ES program column was derived from [Tikh80], 
[Rumy81j, and the assumption of even growth in ES pack
ages from 1977-1980. Number of programs (all) for 1979 
is given as 173, for 1980, 207 in [TikhBO]. Western 
visitors were told 1,500 users for 1979 [Aufe79]. 
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Table 5.15 

Tsentroprogrammsistem Contributors as of Jan. 1, 1977 

Organization Number of Packages 
-------------------------------------------------------

ES ES 
Minsk-32 ES (DOS) (OS) Other total 

GNIPIVT 

GPKI ASU 

Lenelektronmash 

NIISistem 

NIIUMS 

MNIPI ASU GKh 

MNIPI SPU 

PKBASU (Tula) 

PKBASU (Vil 'nyus) a 

PKBASU (Vitebsk) 

Tsentroprogram-
sistem 

TsNIITU 12 17 

VNIP IOASU 

Other 

total 17 18 18 62 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Ormm77 , 249-251J 
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An outstanding overview of the packages that were available for 

use in ASUP was published in 1981 [Rumy81j. Of the 200 in stock in 

1980, about a quarter were applications programs for ASUP. The rest 

were program!:; for other levels of ASu, support. r'uutiaetl fot" operations 

research and network planning, and packages to enhance the operating 

system. The PPPs in the fund could be broken into about 70 distinct 

functional groups, none of which had more than four to five packages. 

By September, 1980, a very small number of programs had come into the 

TsFAP ASU which were completely tested, put into a form whereby main

tenance could take place, and made applicable in a wide variety of cir

cumstances (Category A, Table 5.16). 

No general statistics have been published about the degree of 

usage of PPPs in ASUPs. However. a study of 67 ASUPs in the Ukrainian 

SSR found that about 2S percent of the tasks introduced between 1971-77 

incorporated some kind of PPP [Loba79]. Since those tasks probably had 

to include some locally-written support software, this implies that the 

vast majority of code was written from scratch [Loba79]. 

The problems encountered in using PPPs were related both to the 

technical characteristics of the packages and to the support offered for 

their introduction. Designers, for example, were unable to obtain suf

ficient information about current packages and those that were being 

planned and developed for the future. Enterprises where PPPs were 

introduced did not offer reports about thei.r experience. Many of the 

packages that were worked out were oriented towards a given user 

[Moro79bj Rumy81]. Some of the packages were inflexible, limited to 



Table 5.16 

ASUP Software Packages in TsFAP ASU, September I, 1980 

Category Number Acronyms of Packages (PPP-) 

PP_UZa J PP, UTs, PM 

27b NRMGL, NTI, UTZP, kadry, MTS, PHOU, 
UTPP, PTO, PM-OS, UMTSP, PTO, 
PP-OS, liDS, ROM, liZ-OS, UFRO, 
OPINRDM, PRIZ. liTs-OS, PROM, 
KOUVOTs, NRMTO. trud, RNK, OSI, 
OINRM 

11 SMO-MARS, OP, sbyt, plan, spros, 
OT-OS, PM-OZ, SOIB2, FOPVTs, BETA, 
tekhnologiya 

MS 

razuzlovaniye, ASTU, zakupki, poisk 

total 47 

Source: [Rumy81, 14, 23-24] 

Notes: a. ppp- is not added to the beginning of this 
acronym. b. The authors give 27 even though only 26 
acronyms are listed. 

Category Key: 

A: Wide demand, standard documentation, programs work, 
modernization provided for, program applied variously 

B: Wide demand, standard documentation, tested par
tially or not at all, improvement of programs and 
documentation going on, use limited by documentation 

C: Demand unclear, standard form being created, 
tested partially or not at all, not enough statistical 
evidence to comment on use 

D: Wide demand, standard documentation, programs 
verified, use limited because of complexity 

E: Limited demand, non-standard documentation, programs 
untested, applications realms undefined 
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certain machines. unreliable, or oriented towards certain methods. 

Input data was rigidly prescribed. There were not enough specialists 

who could correctly evaluate the package and introduce it in the best 

possible manner. Materials to help the user adapt the package to vari

ous different production situations were not provided, and means of 

comparing and evaluating packages were missing. Documentation in some 

cases was incorrect or incomplete [Moro79bj. The classification scheme 

(Table 5.16) served as a disincentive to use any but the A category pro

grams, consequently limiting the ability of Band C programs to be 

tested and reclassified. As a result, PPPs were frequently rejected 

[Rumy811. 

O~e of the most telling criticisms of the PPPs was that they 

simply were a software realization of the TPRs that were created for 

second generation computers, and so did not take advantage of the new 

possibilities offered by the third generation computers [Moro79bJ. This 

charge can be only partially true. Certainly a number of the PPPs made 

use of data base management technology which was not feasible with the 

second generation machines. 

Only two sets of packages which comprised integrated systems ex

isted in the fund in 1980 (Table 5.17). The MARS system was built in 

Czechoslovakia; but no evidence of its use in the USSR has been found. 

The ISUP (Integrated System of Production Management) system, on the 

other hand. emerged as the single set of routines which enjoyed wide

spread use in ASUPs (Table 5.19). An important and distinctive feature 



Table 5.17 

Acronyms and Functions of Selected PPPs in TsFAP ASU 

AeL'oLlym 

PPP-MTS 
PPP-PM 
PPP-PM-OS 
PPP-PP 
PPP-PP-OS 
PPP-UTs 
PPP-UTs-OS 
PPP-UZ 
PPP-UZ-OS 
PPP-poisk 

SMQ-MARS 

PPP-OP 
PPP-NTI 
PPP-PM-OZ 
PPP-PMOU 

PPP-PRIZ 
PPP-PROM 
PPP-UOS 
PPP-UTPP 
PPP-UTZP 
PPP-kadry 
PPP-plan 
PPP-razuziovaniye 
PPP-sbyt 
PPP-spros 
PPP-tekhnologiya 
ppp-trud 
PPP-zakupki 

FUllction 

ISVP System 

Material technical supply management 
Capaci ty planning 
Capacity planning (OS) 
Requirements planning 
Requirements planning (OS) 
Shop management 
Shop management (OS) 
Supplies management 
Supplies management (OS) 
Search 

MARS System 

TPP, MTS, operational production 
planning, labor and wages 

Stand-alone Packages 

Operational planning 
Scientific-technical information 
Constrained capacity planning 
Capacity planning, operational 
management 
Software development tool 
Materials norms processor 
Management of basic capital 
Production engineering management 
Labor and wages management 
Personnel management 
Planning 
Bill of materials 
Sales 
Demand 
Technology management 
Labor management 
Purchasing 

Sources: [Algo82j RumyRl; Serg79} 

Notes: The rest of the packages listed in Table 5.16 
have not been identified further in the literature. 
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of ISOP was the use of a DBMS at the center of the modules. This DBMS 

is discussed in the Section 5.3.2. 

The first version of ISliP appeared in 1975-1976 and was a joint 

Soviet-Bulgarian development (8020. Appendix B) [Serg79]. It consisted 

initially of a set of four modules for capacity planning, stocks manage

ment, and shop management, covering many of the areas encompassed by the 

traditional ASUP subsystems. It could be used to implement well over 

100 tasks in an ASUP (Table 5.l8) [Kuzn77]. Between 1977 and 1981, at 

least four books appeared which were partially or completely devoted to 

using ISliP to build ASU?, Their combined press run was 69,000 copies, 

whic.h is a substantial number for a single applications software product 

[Buna78; Buna78bj Dani 77; Dvor81]. According to the assistant di-

rector of Soyuzsistemprom and the general director of Lenelektronmash, 

one third of ASUPs to be developed in the lath Five Year Plan were to be 

built at Lenelektronmash using ISOP [Kuzn77]. 

Users of ISUP proved to be selective as to which packages they 

picked (Table 5.19). Usage patterns included selecting some packages 

and rejecting others, selecting some and then modifying them, and 

rejecting the use of the DBMS provided with the set (SIOD) [Rumy81]. 

ISUP now consists of the eight modules listed in Table 5.19, 

plus at least two more subsystems, for finances and sales [Algp80h]. 

The programs for ISUP that were added to Minpdbor's branch fund of al

gorithms and programs (OFAP) in 1980 by GNIPIVT were clearly based on 

practical experience with it, and showed a continuing commitment to its 

development. For example, one module followed the links from the 



Table 5.18 

Areas of Management Covered by ISUP 

Forecasting demand for goods or shipments of materials 

Calculation of cost evaluation of a given product list, 
for example of on-hand reserve of planned demands 

Calculation of calendar-planning norms for management 
of production and supply 

Calculation of demand for components of goods for a 
given production output plan (explosion of pl·ans) 

Calculation of demand for resources and load of 
resources by plan and by graph of production 

Planning of the distribution of limited material 
resources necessary for fulfilling the product plan 
of production 

Calculation of operational assignments for release into 
production of parts, lots of parts and units, and the 
materials and purchased goods needed for this 

Operational accounting and monitoring of the presence 
and movement of objects of productions, including 
unfinished production according to the operations of 
the produetion proeess 

Sources: [Kuzn77, 211 
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Table 5.19 

Selective Use of ppp Packages in rsup 

Program Number of Users 

DOS OS Total 
----------------

ppp-uz 241 34 275 

PPP-PP 227 38 265 

PPP-PM 177 35 212 

PPP-UTs 166 29 195 

PPP-poisk 

PPP-FPVTs 

PPP-KOUVTs 

PPP-MTS 

Source: [Rumy81, 201 

Notes: The source is unclear about whether the data for 
PPP-poisk on is not available or whether the number of 
users is zero. 
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production data base files to the operational files, checked the accura

cy of calendar-planning norms and fixed errors. Another formed files 

which printed monthly plans for all the work of a division. A third was 

a training package which included a simulation routine for acclimating 

users to how the system worked [Bezd811. Investments in enhancements 

lend credence to the statistics on number of installations. 

A whole new set of modules were announced in 1984 whieh extend 

the capabilities of ISUP at the operational production management level. 

They extend planning and monitoring down to the level of the part and 

operation on it, including the capability of monitoring unfinished pro

duction, printing reports about i.t, and changing the plan in accordance 

with its level at any moment in time as opposed to the traditional 

systems which processed this data on a monthly basis only IStar84]. It 

is not clear whether these modules have been fully developed or put into 

practice. 

No comprehensive data has been obtained which shows the growth 

in the packages since 1981. However, if the plan targets for the number 

of lines expected in the TsFAP ASU can be used as an indicator of ex

pected grOl"th, then expansion during the 1981-84 period proceeded at a 

slower rate than during the previous Five Year Plan (1976-1980). The 

average growth rate in the number of lines between 1976 and 1980 was 35 

percent; in 1981-85 it is projected to be about 20 percent (Table 

5.14). Hidden in this rate of growth is replacement of old packages. 

It may not be fully accurate. but it shows clearly that the number of 

TsPS packages was not expected to burgeon in the early 80s. 
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Additional packages added in the last couple of years are stored 

and maintained outside of TsPS. For instance, a full range of packages 

exist at Lenelektronmash as part of an ASUP generator package (Section 

5.4.2). Packages exIst: for y~arly plannillg, rt!8ourCti! planning, optimal 

lot size calculation, accounting and analysis of production, calculation 

of stock reserves, calculation of the schedule J regulation of pro

duction, and the introduction of operational changes. Every package in

cludes a choice of models and algorithms. Unlike rsup, which was used 

in the 10th Five-Year Plan by Lenelektronmash, these packages use the 

OKA DBMS [YevdBIJ. 

Other examples include the specialized algorithm and program 

fund (SFAP) at the Algoritm association, which had three modules for ma

terials planning and constrained and unconstrained capacity planning 

which were based on the VMR DBMS [Alg082]. The most widely used pack

ages for optimal planning (TEP) resided with their creators at TsNIITU 

[Kriv82]. An ASU package for the machin.::o. tool industry was created 

[Gamz82; Saks82]. In the construction industry, a program fund con

tained 392 programs as of Jan. 1, 1974; more than 1,200 organizations 

used the fund in 1973 [Chen76j. Examples of various PPP abound in the 

literature, although those specifically geared towards ASUP appear more 

rarely. 

Thus, although the contributions to TsPS come from a variety of 

(Table 5.15), institutes tend to maintain their own program lib

raries. In the case of DBMS, it is clear the each institute that is 

designing software has bui-1t up its own library upon which it draws for 

its customers; this pattern seems to hold for applications software in 
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general. In 1975, by comparison, there was no centralized software dis

tribution mechanism for all practical purposes. TsPS has so Ear failed 

to play the central role envisioned in its charter, but is an important 

repository for and source of software in its own right::. 

A major advantage that is cited for TaPS is that the PPPs it 

distributes significantly reduce development costs for ASU. Although 

the cost of writing a typical line of code in a net¥' program is said to 

be four to five ruble.s. TsPS sells the programs for a few kopecks per 

line. When the user's cost of introducing it is factored in, this 

amount to a cost reduction of two to three times, or up 60 percent at 

the technical design stage and SO percent at the working design stage 

(see Section 5.4.1) [Moro79b]. On the other hand, when PPP are used in 

ASU design, the length of the predesign stage can be increased by 

0.5-1.5 years in comparison to using the TPR approach because of the 

need to evaluate different packages [Rumy81J. 

5.3.2 Data Base Management Systems 

One of the most controversial and widely-believed theories about 

the growth of computing in organizations is the stage theory posited by 

Richard Nolan and others. As the decade of the 70s wore on, Nolan re

vised his model to include the emerging database technology as an in

tegral component in the drive to maturity: organizations which are to 

effectively incorporate computerized information systems must progress 

through a stage of integrating various applications using one or more 

centralized data bases [Nola79]. The use of DBMS can therefore be used 

as a measure of organizational maturity in the use of computing 



technology. Empirical research has not borne out Nolan's assumptions 

and conclusions [Benb84], and his stage theory has been challenged on 

theoretical grounds as well [King84]. 
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Nevertheless, with respecl: to dala base ffiausgement systems, 

Nolan's model remains intuitively appealing. Data flows in organ

izations cannot be restricted to isolated computer users. If data inte

grity is to be preserved across interacting applications, only 

centralized values can be maintained. A number of properties of DBMS 

have made them attractive, and in many cases indispensable, to US users 

(Table 5.20). One of the reasons that research does not uphold Nolan's 

theory is precisely because DBMS are now routinely incorporated into in

formation systems from the beginning. 

The development of DBMS began in the US in the early-60s. By 

1973, 61 commercial packages were listed in a Mitre Corporation study 

[Koeh73]. A decade later, US us~ of DBMS had become pervasive. A 1983 

software catalog shows that, for those vendors who chose to give the 

number of sal~s of each package (111 of 194), there were 90,461 instal

lations of larg~ systems DBMS, including some systems that run on super

microcomputers or superminicomputers. This amounted to 815 users per 

package on the average, although the mode was much lower. Including 

microcomputer DB~!S (68 of 106), the total reported installations reached 

298,801, or 1,669 installations per package [Cw84eJ. These figures do 

not include IMS or other DBMS supplied by IBM. 



Table 5.20 

Properties of Data Base Management Systems (DBMS) 

Data Independence 
Users and programs see logical views of data, not 

physical. Dynamic changes can be incorporated with 
relatively minor impact 

Data Sharing 
Multiple access to same data supported 

Data Integrity 
DBMS takes on the function of ensuring that 

data is maintained in what is considered by users 
to be a consistent state and that reco'lery can be 
pro'llded from certain situations 

Data Accessibility 
DBMS provides a set of tools for retrieving data 

which range from those requiring professional 
programming knowledge to those which can he used by 
novices 

High Performance 
Some sacrifice in performance is permissible in 

exchange for generality, but in general, DBMS are 
expected to be able to support high volumes of 
transactions 
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In the USSR, DBMS for all practical purposes were not used in 

ASUP prior to 1975 [Savi79j. Dale has documented two systems for the 

Minsk-32, but no examples of ASUP using them have been located [Da1e79]. 

ASUP tasks were generally associated with their own files. for the 

well-known reason that changing file structures to accommodate new rec

ords meant finding all programs that used that file and changing them as 

well. The alternative of very large, unified records was not very 

attractive given the Soviet sec.ond-genet"ation hardware environment 

[Fate761. 

With the advent of the Unified System came a period of rapid 

growth in the number and scope of available DBMS. rhe first Soviet DBMS 

were adaptations of Western systems. Informatics' Mark IV system, for 

example, was available in 1973 for ES machines [Dale79; pere77; 

Savi79J. By 1980, 55 designs of DBMS and 25 implementations had been 

turned over to the State Fund of Algorithms and Programs (GosFAP) 

[Stog81]. More than 1,000 installations had taken place by 1979 (Table 

5.21). These were not surprisingly based on the systems that used the 

least main memory and could operate under the first versions of DOS. 

The two DBMS in most widespread use in 1979 were based on Wes

tern systems. The BANK system was similar to Honeywell's IDS [Dale79; 

Koeh73; Tere80]. The SIOD data base family is based on IBM's DBOMP 

DBMS, and was a joint development between the group the brought up SEDAN 

in Bulgaria (Interprogramm) and GNIPIVT in the USSR [Buna78; Buna78b; 

Koeh73; Purv81; Serg79; Shos83b]. SEDAN itself is a modified version 

of Cincom's TOTAL with manuals in Russian that were translated by the 



Table 5.21 

Characteristics and Users of Soviet DBMS, 1979 

Users 
DBMS 

II 

Main Hemory 
Minimum/ 
Adviseda 

ES 
Operating 
System 

-------------------------------------------------------
BANK 463 98 64K I 128K 

SIOD-2 335 39 32K I 64K 

SINBAD-2 150 13 128K I 2S6K 

BANK-OS 35 128K I 2s6K 

NSI-DOS 31 31 32K I 64K 

OKA 25 25 128K I S12K 

KAMA 25 25 256K I S12K 

PAL'MA 128K I 2S6K 

INES-2 256K I S12K 

NABOB 128K I 256K 

SIOD-OS 128K I 256" 
-----------

Total 1,069 238 

Source: [Savi79, 32-33] 

Key: 1. All users 
II. Those that are supported 
+ indicates "and higher" 

DOS 1.3+ 

DOS 1.3+ 

as MFT,MVT 

as 4.0+ 

DOS all 

OS MFT, 
MVT 4.0+ 

OS 4.0+ 

DOS 1.3+ 

DDS 2.1+ 

DOS 2.0+ 

OS 

Notes: a. Based on requirements for six of these 
systems given in [IvanBOhj, the "advised" figure 
probably actually represents the minimum for feasible 
usage. 
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Bulgarians [Dund82; Purv811. Another modified version of TOTAL is the 

SETOR DBMS [Shos83bj. Indirect evidence indicates that SErDR (possibly 

also known as SEKTOR) is closely related to SEDAN [Litv83b; Purv81; 

SlogSI]. Both BASTAY and NSI-DOS we,t'e sent La the USSR from East Ger

many [Fate76; Serg79; Vino80bJ. 

The OKA system, ostensibly developed at the Institute of Cyber

netics imeni Glushkov, is ac.tually an adaptation of IBM's 1M3. Strong 

evidence links aKA and IMS. For example, each system occupies the same 

amount of main memory under as MFT, MVT and teleprocessing modes 

[Algo82; Koeh731. Soviet computer scientists have hinted that this is 

the case to Western visitors [Da1e79; K01e79J. Most conclusive is a 

book about a set of utilities that were developed for OKA using IMS/360 

[Demy84J. The Soviets obtained source code for a newer version of IMS 

in the early-80s [Melv84]. A Bulgarian version of HIS is called ISU 

[Shos83bj. 

Thus, as many as half of the 25 DBMS in the fund in 1980 may 

have been of Western origin or strongly related to Western designs. 

Well publicized attempts by the Soviets to obtain the source code for 

ADABAS indicate a continued interest in Western DBMS [~lelv841. 

Despite the presence of a sizable number of DBMSs in the USSR, 

only several have seen widespread use as part of integrated ASUP soft

ware packages. In 1975-1976, 22.5 percent of ASUPs "incorporate[d] in

tegrated data bases" [Gune77; see also Da1e791. Guneyev et a1. also 

found that 60.4 percent of the ASUPs surveyed used separate files for 

(in other words, files that were independently defined and 
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maintained), and in 17.1 percent of the cases, all irrformation was 

handled separately [Gune171. Thus, it is quite unlikely that the 22.5 

percent figure refers to the use of DBMS. Given the preponderance of 

ASUPs in 1975-1976 which still used Mtnsk-32s, such a statement would 

imply that practically all of the remaining ASUPs. which used third

generation computers, incorporated DBMS. Building an enterprise data 

base requ! red 3-5 years [Gune 771. 

The number of DBMSs installations by 1979 was large, but not all 

of them were uses in ASUP (Table 5.21). The SIOD DBMS family was 

strongly linked to rsup and therefore, to ASUP. As much as 80 percent 

of SIOD installations up to 1981 were a part of this system [RumyBlj 

Savi79]. In addition, an attempt was made to incorporate SIOO into 

other ASUPs, such as the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP [Lavr79bl. 

As it ex:isted in 1979, SIOD (SIOD-l, SIOO-2, SIOD-OS) had some 

drawbacks. Its applicability as a general-purpose DBMS was reduced, on 

the one hand, and the further development of ISUP made more difficult, 

on the other. SIOD was apparently only designed to handle four files: 

the master products file I the bill of materials HIe I the file of labor 

norms, and the file of work places. In theory it could manage up to 20 

files I but in practice the use of anything more than these four required 

substantial programming. The report-generating software was geared only 

towards the four files. Setting up the data base was entirely up to 

user progranuners. No means was provided for removing a product and all 

the parts associated with it that were no longer needed, and it was not 

possible to change the key of a record in the main file. Fixed length 

records only could be uS<'!d. No journal or recovery facility was 
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provided. The results of queries CQuid be written only to the printer, 

which was unreliable and slow. [Kryu79; 8avi79; Z010791. It is not 

clear if the latest version, SIOD-3 as has corrected any of these 

deficiencie!:;, but as pointed out above, active deve;loplIll;!ot of the whole 

ISUP system is continuing. 

The most widely used Soviet DBMS in 1979 was BANK. BANK was de

veloped for managing data bases in machine and instrument building 

enterprises, and drives the Tver'-2 or Tver'-ES package for ASUP 

[Arty79]. BANK is considered to be more universal than 8100. It has 

been used to create data bases of normative reference information, to 

store production data, and to manage the data for current planning, 

operational planning, and capital construction subsystems in ASUP 

[Savi79J. Tver '-ES includes means for tasks for ASUs of unit production 

organization, bill of materials explosions, operational and resource 

planning, and others [Amvo76J. BANK was created by NIIUMS [Arty79J, 

while Tver' is a joint development of TsPS and GPKIASU in Ivanogo 

[Amvo76]. 

In 1979, BANK was without facilities for telecommunications 

[Arty79}. Also, certain features prevented it from embodying full data 

independence. For instance, the data base schema had to be indicated in 

the user program or in a module that was linked to it to form the ex

ecutable image. Assigning program variables to data base records was 

tricky. The most comprehensive available overview of BANK maintained 

that data management commands could be used only in Assembler. Only 

fixed-length records were supported [Tere80 j. 
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The various Tver' packages make up for some of these deficien

cies. The package "information base of management information system" 

is a set of batch routines for loading, updating, and dumping data which 

is interpreted. "Base-terminal" is an interactive, interpreted query 

language which can handle some unexpected queries or predetermined 

queries. The "Interface" packages isolates applications programs from 

the data base by providing modules that retrieve the information and 

feed it to higher levels. It also provides limited sets of operations 

such as rearranging the order of data, aggregating it, and updating it. 

"Interface" is gener-ally interpreted. although some object code sets may 

be generated for some applications. A report generator allowed users to 

specify reports separately from programmers [Stre79bJ. A description of 

the interface module was published by TsPS in 1979 [AlgpBOhJ. 

Part of the "Interface" module is PROZA. PROZA is a high-level 

language which is expanded into PL/r. It also can generate JeL, create 

an input data set for the control example, create documentation for task 

analysis, the program operating manual, and the description of task con

trol example. PROZA was developed using R-technology (see Section 

5.4.2). Conceptual specifications had been worked out in 1979 for addi

tional packages for modeling and designing the data base structure with 

the results in a form that could be used by subsequent packages. A 

system for automatically generating documentation was also planned 

[Stre79bJ. 
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The NSI-DOS and NSI-I-DOS systE!ms were also intended for use in 

ASUPs of unit production enterprises. TsNIITU brought up the East Ger

man NSI-DOS system in the USSR [Arty79; Savi79]. NSI-DOS was well

suited for handling bill of materials files in the TPP subsystem and was 

also used for OUOP [Sav179]. It shared the limitations and structure of 

SIOO in that it is set up as a group of no more than two master and two 

connection files [Arty79]. The relatively small number of users indi

cates that it was probably not used outside of TsNIITU (Table 5.21). 

NSI-I-DOS was a system for creating sequential or indexed-sequential 

files for query purposes and should not be considered a DBMS [Arty79]. 

TsNIITU also made use of the East German BASTAY system, which was geared 

towards bill of materials applications, in some of the first ASUPs it 

developed on the basis of DBMS [Pada7S]. 

Although OKA became available in 1976, its adoption was un

doubtedly hindered by its requirements for a large amount of main memory 

[Myas77b; 8av179]. In 1980 it was not yet part of TsPS's TsFAP ASU, 

and little evidence existed of its use in ASUP [lvanSOh]. However, more 

than half of the papers at the 1980 First All-Union Conference on DBMS 

were devoted to' aKA [Stog81], and by 1982, it was considered to be the 

most widely used DBMS in the USSR [Kova82bJ. OKA has been selected for 

use in major systems such as the Ministry of Finance's sector level ASU 

(ASFR), in ASU-Pribor, the OASU of Minpdbor, at TsSU VTsKPs, and in 

Lenelektronmash's ASUPs [Iskra3; StogSI; Yevd811. In the 1980 ORHM 

guidelines on building integrated ASUP and ASUTP (called ASUOT), OKA was 

one of two OBMSs recommended to serve as the central DBMS for the system 

[Ormm80]. Main memory requirements may explain the continued absence of 
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aKA from ASUP, although the large amount of labor needed to bring up OKA 

applications may also inhibit its use [Hamm84; Stog8l]. 

Of the remaining systems listed In Table 5.21, SINBAD was the 

most widely used. SINBAD installations have occurred in the transporta

tion industry, but it has apparently received little use in ASUP and has 

not met with approval [Hamm84; Savi79; StogSI]. Nevertheless, 

SINBAD-2 was the other DBMS recommended in 1980 for use is ASUOT 

[Ormm77]. INES is more or less limited to use in Gosplan and TsSU in

formation systems [Savi79]. A CODASYL DBMS, PARMA, was developed in 

1976-1979 at NIIUMS [KossBI]. It has been used at ASUP in the cable in

dustry [Nekr83bj. 

The IRIS DBMS is the only Soviet DBMS identified as having ex

plicit capabilities for hierarchical machine configurations. The SM-3 

and SM-4 minicomputers, when using the FOB OS real-time operating system, 

can upload IRIS queries and download the results from the M-4030 host 

[Frae80]. It is said that SIOD databases can be fully transferred to 

IRIS without any software conversion [PraeSO]. IRIS has turned up in 

some ASUP for large reference databases, but no other applications have 

been located [Stog81]. SETOR versions for SM computers and micro

computers have also been described [cf. Koto84]. 

Although the Soviet research commuaity seems to be well

acquainted with the literature on relational DBMS, few uses can be lo

cated in ASUP [Daga80; 00r082; Orib82]. This is in marked contrast to 

their growing popularity in the US. The RELBAZ system was used to build 

an ASU in the energy industry. It was a card-oriented, batch system. 

Intended queries had to be grouped at the beginning of programs written 
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in PL/I~ Fortran, or Assembler. An interactive version is planned 

[13ars84J. The PAL'MA DBMS, developed at lKANUkSSR, was in use ex

perimentally by 10 users in 1980 [Hamm84j. It too was batch-oriented. 

PAL'MA incorporated some innovative set processing ideas and probably 

represents the best indigenous DBMS development to date [Hamm841. Other 

relational systems are being developed at the Institute of Systems Re

search, at TsEMI (the HUSSON system). and at NIILP [expansion unknown] 

in Latvia for ASUP. [Koga81b; Rudz80j. A relational system has also 

been created for the 8M computers [KoraS3]. 

Because of the poor software distribution mechanisms. 

institutes, design bureaus. and computer centers have begun developing 

their own data base systems [Yaku80; Yaku8ldj. An example is the DNEPR 

system, which is a non-procedural, relational interface which works with 

index and data files as in an information retrieval system. It was 

created at the Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of Psychology 

[Vern8II. In order to avoid the proliferation of incompatible systems, 

aKA and DIAMS (for the SM-3 and SM-4) were made mandatory in a data 

processing standard in Latvia [Yaku80j. However. whether or not the 

standard has been adopted is left ambiguous in the report .. 

Thus, the pattern of usage of DBMS in ASUP has been strongly as

sociated with the institutes developing the ASUPs, rather than with the 

particular needs of any given user (Table 5.22). These institutes were 

within Soyu2sistemproffi; there is little evidence which indicates that 

ASUP developers outside of Minpribor had access to or made lise of DBMS. 

Only BANK and SIOD were widely used, and only SIOD was part of a rela

tively complete set of integrated routines for enterprise management. 
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Both of these systems were strongly influenced by, if not directly based 

00, previous Western systems. Along with OKA, SIOD and BANK were ap

proved by the First All-Union Conference on DBMS and the GKNT for accel

t!rdted iulrodut:tio!l lltl:u tlit! ecollomy [Stug81j Tsoy82]. SEDAN and its 

derivatives got the nod from the GKNT as well, probably in part because 

of the development of microcomputer and distributed SETOR versions 

[Miha84; MoreB3; Tsen82j T80y82]. With no commercial relational 

systems on the horizon, it appears that ASUP will continue to be 

strongly oriented towards network databases such as TOTAL and PARMA and 

hierarchical data bases such as OKA. 

Among the problems in using DBMS listed at the First All-Union 

Conference was the lack of sufficient disks larger than 7.25 MBytes 

[Stog81l. Effective use of DBMS may have been limited in some cases by 

this in the late-70s, but the availability of 29 MBytes drives now has 

probably ameliorated the situation. Besides this, the most serious 

charges made were the lack of user consultation services and the lack of 

adequate administration of the stock of DBMS by TsPS. In parti.cular, 

TsPS was lax about getting the programs into the TsFAP ASU and 

disserni.nating new versions [Stog81l. Only about one-fourth of the DBMS 

users until 1981 had contracts for maintenance and support services with 

TsPS or Soyuzsistemprom organizations (Table 5.21). 

Perhaps as important, however, in holding back the application 

of DBMS in ASUP were systemic factors. For each of the incentives to 

use DBMS (Table S.20), one can think of counterbalancing disi.ncentives 

in the Soviet industri.al environment. For example, data independence is 

not desirable if a user wants to maintain absolute control over "his" 
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data. Data sharing is undesirable if a user wants to hide discrepancies 

that can be uncovered only by comparing certain data values from various 

applications. Data integrity is a liability if it prevents users from 

altering data 85 necessary in order co show plans as being mec. Data 

accessibility is not desirable if it gives higher-level organizations 

(e.g., the ministry) greater control. 

Table 5.22 

Developers and Users of DBMS in ASUP 

DBMS ASUP Package User /Developer 

BANK rver' GPKIASU (Ivanago) 

BANK NIIUMS 

SIOD ISVP Lenelektronmash 

SIOD ISVP GNIPIVT 

PARMA NIIUMS 

BASTAY TsNIITU 

NSI-DOS TsNIITU 

OKA lKANUkSSR 

Sources: [Amvo76j Arty79j Bezd8l; KossBl; Kuzn77; 
Myas77bj Pada7S] 
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Furthermore, the high performance :~xpected from DBMS was proba

bly not delivered to Soviet users. The CODASYL and hierarchical DBMS 

used in ASUP were similar to early US systems, and did not provide con

venient user interfaces, database administrator: loolo, or other r!:!<iture~ 

that have become standard in Western systems. Consequently J the idea of 

DBMS probably met with considerable resistance in many enterprises. 

5.3.3 Other Sources of Software 

Software has entered the Soviet Union both from Eastern European 

countries and from the West, particularly from the US. This subsec.tion 

is not a comprehensive review of the volume or mechanisms of software 

technology transfer, which have been covered elsewhere [see Good81; 

Good82b; Good83; Good84b; Good84g]. Its scope is limited to packages 

used in ASUP. 

Software from CEMA. As in the case of hardware, software de

velopment for the Unified System was to take place in all the Eastern 

European countries. In 1970, a Working Group on ASU was established 

under the CEMA Intergovernmental Commission on Computer Technology which 

coordinates the ES project. A 1972 document outlining "The Creation of 

ASUs Based on Standard Elements" set the stage in 1972 for the develop

ment of applications packages by all the countries. Parts of the Soviet 

TPR conception were used verbatim. Four subgroups were appointed to 

oversee applications of software for industrial enterprises, the 

material-technical supply sphere, and internal trade. The fourth group 

covered both the development of cadres and a temporary group on applica

tions packages [Karp77bj. 
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In 1976, the library of programs for the CEMA countries included 

several dozen programs. with 1.600 installations [Rak7Bdj. By 1982, 190 

packages had been worked out and had passed joint testing, including 133 

in 1977··1980. Th" general library has more than 110 pa..::kag<;!s in it 

[Ches82]. Rakovskiy states that transferring the programs from country 

to country "is accompanied by some difficulties" [Rak78d. 6J. lndeen, 

the evidence suggests that despite the fact that TsPS has ties to the 

CEMA library [T1kh80] J very few of the programs from Eastern European 

countries that were developed and placed in the fund before 1979 re

ceived widespread distribution in the Soviet Union. Appendix B contains 

eight tables of software that was a part of the CEMA fund in 1979. 

The most important software connection with respect to ASUP ap

pears to be the link to the Bulgarian Interprogram software house. As 

noted above, several DBMSs were developed jointly and transferred 

through this route. 

Software from Western Sources. One of the major goals of the 

Unified System was to be able to draw upon the vast software libraries 

built up in the West for the IBM S/360 and S/370 computers [Good79c]. 

Strong evidence indicates that operating systems were borrowed prac

tically verbatim. Operating systems utilities, including tele

communications software, some DBMSs, and linear programming packages 

(LPS/360), have also been borrowed [Algp80ej Algp80fj Algp80g; 

Algp80j; Algp80k; Dale79; Davi78; Hamm84; Kha1180; 8e1e82; 

Zmit77]). All of these packages are important building blocks for ASUP. 

Section 6.4 shows that the Soviets have borrowed extensively from the 

West in software engineering as well. Far more borrowing has taken 
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place from the West than from Eastern Europe, although in some cases the 

CEMA countries have served as conduits for Western software. 

The only level at which the borrowing has not been significant 

hl::ls u~en at the level of the ASUPs themselv(:!s: the software created by 

design institutes which is speCific for the enterprises. Previously, 

this may have ac.counted for almost all of the software used in ASUP. As 

more component-level packages are incorporated into ASUPs and as the 

Soviets master the larger IBM-type machines, however, the Significance 

of borrowed Hestern packages will become even greater. 

Besides saving the cost of development. Western packages offer 

Soviet users several important advantages. They are generally oriented 

towards the needs of "real" users. which means that they embody a data 

processing technology which may be above the level reached in the USSR. 

Feedback mechanisms in the US are far superior to those in the USSR, so 

that US packages have been subjected to a level of testing and revision 

that is rarely accomplished in the USSR. Documentation in many cases is 

also superior. 

The subject of software technology transfer deserves further 

study. In partic.ular, research should be done on the degree to which 

the Western pac.kages run on Soviet machines without modification, the 

impact of acquisitions on indigenous software capabilities. the extent 

of borrowing, the impact of export controls, the usefulness of certain 

classes of packages in the Soviet context. and a host of other ques

tions. 
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In the first three sections of this chapter, it was established 

that the Soviet software industry comprises hundreds of academic and 1n-

dustrial organizations. Th(q vdry eonsiderably i<1 :3128 arid 111 the 

number of systems they are concerned with, and the vast majority of them 

are small. Only Tsentroprogrammsistem (TsPS) dispenses software pack-

ages on a wide scale. Over the past feu years J the penetration of data 

base managE!ment systems has been significant, but this industry has pro-

duced only one complete set of ASUP subsystem software routines which 

has seen distribution beyond ASUPs built by the developer. Most organ-

izations that are designing, implementing, and maintaining ASUPs are 

left largely on their own. 

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the practice of 

building ASUPs in these organizations. The first subsection uses a dis-

cussion of software methodologies as an overall framework for examining 

what is done. The second subsection evaluates the sophistication of 

software building practice based on the available software tools. So 

far outlays on software engineering have only comprised about two to 

three percent of total software expenditures [Lipa84J. 1 

1. This statement comes from V. Lipayev, who has written il 

number of high-quality books and articles dealing with software 
engineering [ef. Lipa75 Lipa77; Lipa79; Lipa81; Lipa81b; Lipa82; 
Lipa83; Lipa84J. He is a member of the Commission on Systems Software 
under the USSR Academy of Sciences Coordinating Committee on Computer 
Technology [Yevs84J, and a member of the Working Group on Software 
Engineering under the Gl(NT [BreyBl]. 
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5.4.1 ASUP Software Methodologies 

To the knowledge of thIs author, little research on the merits 

of various software development methodologies has been published in the 

USSR. This has occurred for two reasons. First, the Soviet hardware 

constraints, particularly on main memory sizes and disk space, made the 

use of the so-called structured techniques, automated tools, and other 

resource-intensive methods out of the question until recently. Second 

is the role played by the ORMM guidelines. which is the focus of this 

subsection. Since there are numerous official documents (Appendix D) 

which must be submitted and approved at various development stages. it 

is likely that developers have been forced, at least formally, to follow 

the guidelines [Ormm77J. 

Software Methodologies in the ORMM Guidelines. The guidelines 

include several different approaches towards creating software. Soft

ware may be created specifically for the ASUP being designed. or any de

gree of standardization from algorithms to an entire system may be used. 

The guidelines recommend the maximum possible use of TPRs and PPPs, and 

completely new solutions are discouraged [Ormm77]. As shown above, TPRs 

apparently relieve only a small part of the design burden. The use of 

PPPs seems to be the chief way that the Soviets have addressed the prob

lem of the high cost of software development (Section 5.3). The guide

lines also make provision for distributing entire systems based on the 

development work done at a single, "base" enterprise [Ornnn77J. All of 

the enterprises for which the system is being designed take part in its 

development according to a coordination plan. Experience with this me

thod has been largely negative~ mainly because enterprises have no 



incentive to take into account the needs of other enterprises when 

building software [for an exception, see Pivo78]. 
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A large number of software methodologies exist in the West. A 

8oft..wilce lflethoJology is a set of t<2chniques and tools which models and 

aids the software development process. A 1979 survey. cited by Boehm, 

of the commercial IBM users group (GUIDE) found that in the US, struc

tured programming and top-down design have had considerable acceptance, 

while Chief Programmer Team and HIPO have had much less. In between 

were walkthroughs, interactive programming, and librarian functions 

[Boeh81j. 

No such survey for Soviet practice has been located in the lit

erature. Furthermore, there is little concrete information available 

about software engineering practices at the institutes, bureaus, and 

enterprises where ASUPs are being designed, implemented, and introduced. 

It appears that the usage of techniques such as HIPO is only beginning 

[ef. Slu:m83]. In the 1977 ORMM guidelines, no formal software method

ology is given. Instead, it is said that certain documents or programs 

must be produced at various stages of the life-cycle. A large number of 

state standards govern how the docl!mentation and programs are to appear. 

But in practice I there are almost no references to structured design 

techniques and other methods that comprise modern methodologies. 

A discussion of how to divide a subsystem or a program into mo

dules is taken up by the advisory section of the guidelines. The dis

cussion is addressed almost entirely to supporting the idea that modules 

should be small, about 200-500 source code statements [Ormm77J. It is 

claimed that the complexity of the program is doubled and the time for 
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working it out increased by SO perc.ent per unit increase in the number 

of files being processed. Other reasons given for small modules seem to 

reflect accumulated Western experience. For example, small modules are 

mot'€: compr~hensible to athee progrdIllmec:,; (whil!h l:<Jrnpensates for the 

problem of changing programmer staffs). It is easier to enter changes 

and the changes have less of an impact on the entire system. The mo

dules may be reused elsewhere. The ~odules should be reloadable and 

have a single entry and exit. The term "structured programming" is men-

tioned once in this context. 

On the other hand. one of the reasons given for having small mo-

dules is to increase the number of programmers that can work in paral

lel. It is dangerous to assume that more programmers will increase the 

overall speed of the delJelopment process [Broo75]. A breakdown of the 

time spent on various parts of the programming task is given in Table 

5.23. It is not known whether this data is just an estimate or if it 

reflects the experience of many projects. 

In conclusion, the amount of advice given for software develop-

ment is minimal compared to what is usually given in Western methodolo-

gies. For instance, there is no practical advice about how a system 

should model the real world, how to resolve sticky structure clashes of 

one sort or another, and how to avoid biasing the design. 

The Life Cycle Model. A traditional life cycle model forms the 

foundation for the stages of development of ASUPs (Table 5.24). In this 

subsection, each part of the Soviet life cycle model is examined. 



Table 5.23 

Time Spent on Various Parts of Programming Task 

Function 

Creation of algorithm and 
of a chart of the data 
processing process 

Flowcharting 

Translation to programming language 
and syntax checking 

Separate debugging with test case 
data 

Integration into the system 

Corrections due to experimental 
testing 

Documentation and release into 
industrial operation 

Source: [Ormm77. 95] 

Percentage of Time 

19% 

14% 

11% 

18% 

15% 

14% 

9% 

100% 
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At the stage of the technical-economic basis, the current con-

dition of the enterprise is evaluated. Corrections in the existing 

system are suggested. better management techniques are proposed, and me-

thods for transition to th~ ASUP are defined. The document itself cou-

talus five subsections. including a discussion of the economic 

indicators of the enterprise; the basic reasons for creating an ASUP. 

including rough calculations of its effect; the basis for which tasks 

are being chosen; the sources of financing; lists of measures that 

Table 5.24 

Stages in the Soviet Software Development Life-cycle 

Stage Acronym 

Predesign stage 

Technical-economic basis TEO 
Technical assignment (MAJOR MILESTONE) TZ 

Design stage 

Technical design (MAJOR HILESTONE) 
Working design 

Start-up of the ASUP 

De bugging-ins tallation 
Preparation of enterprise for ASUP 
Experimental testing 
Acceptance testing (MAJOR MILESTONE) 

Sources: [Ormm77] 

TP 
RP 

MN 

OE 
SE 
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will have to be taken with respect to management, economic models, and 

personnel; and conclusions and suggestions. Even at this stage, spe

cial provision is made for investigating the use of TPRs and PPPs as a 

means of cutting down the high cost of design [Ormm77]. 

As its name suggests, the technical assignment consists of a 

breakdown of the tasks that must be done and who must do them. This in

cludes delineating how many stages into which the design will be divided 

(generally no more than two), a more detailed calculation of the econom

ic effectiveness of the system, what documentation will be written, what 

the basic hardware and software requirements are, how the enterprise 

structure will have to change under the conditions of the ASUP, a de

scription of the basic condition of the enterprise, and a full list of 

all documents that will be needed in order to get the approval of the 

appropriate organizations [Ormm77. 3.3. 1-2] • 

The technical assignment, along with the technical-economic 

basis J must be approved by the head organization in the branch which 

deals with the creation of ASUPs, the head designer of the enterprise, 

the head organization designated by Minpribor for the branch, and the 

department in the Ministry which deals with ASUP [Ormm77, 3.5.11. Ap

proval may even be given at the republic Council of Ministers level 

[Agra80}. Once approval has been obtained. these documents cannot be 

changed. A repetition of the design cycle. including higher-level ap

proval, is necessary in order to make changes. 
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The guidelines concentrate more on what must be produced by the 

technical design, rather than on how it must be produced. The doc.ument 

itself must again include an overview of all the organizations that are 

involved dt that point, all th~ official dOl.:uruents, etc. The economic 

effec.tiveness must now be calculated according to a formalized methodol

ogy (this methodology is discussed in Section 6.2). Furthermore, it in

cludes an updated work plan, how new divisions concerned with the ASUP 

are to be integrated into the management structure of the enterprise, 

detailed information ahout hardware and software, contents of the sub

systems down to the level of modules. systems and other purchased soft

ware, organization of the data base, and what official state classifiers 

for products will be used. By the end of this phase all the hardware 

must be specified, including its architecture, all the characteristics 

of the computer center, a list of what peripherals will be needed, how 

many people will be needed to run the computer center and the ASUP, 

where the computer center will be housed, and so forth. During the 

technical design stage the order for the hardware must be placed 

[Ormm77, 4.2.1,3]. 

A good deal of information must be specified about the software, 

although formal specifications are apparently not required. All TPRs 

and PPPs which may be applicable must be identified. For each subsystem 

or group of tasks the following items must be listed: its functional

ity, how data will be collected and stored, how the results will be 

used, how the data will be processed on the computer, how it will inter

face with PPPs, what parts of it must be created from scratch, and what 

its external and internal file connections are [Ormm?? 4.2.?]. All the 
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systems software must be identified, including the operating system, 

data base, service routines, I/O conventions, and how PPPs are to be 

generated [Ormm77, 4.2.8]. Detailed descriptions of files, how they are 

to be stored on secondary storaga, and other information related to the 

data base must also be given [Ormm77, 4.2.9]. It is not clear whether 

any code is written at this stage. 

The technical design must be approved by the same organizations 

that approved the technical assignment. Upon receiving the documents 

from the designer, the user has no more than a month in which to approve 

them [Ormm77 , 4.4.1]. If the designer or user wants to go against es

ta.blished norms and rules, he must turn to the department of the minis

try by which they were issued [Ormm77, 4.4.3]. If changes in the 

technical design must be made to improve it, these same procedures must 

be followed [Ormm77, 4.4.8J. 

At the working design stage, the coding is done and documenta

tion is produced, including instructions on how to use the software 

[Ormm77,5.2.1,10J. The working design is not a major milestone and is 

not subject to appro\1'al by any organizations. 

At this stage, program texts and test examples are produced by 

the programmer. Program specifications must be written in accordance 

with GOST 19.202-78 of the Unified System of Design Documentation. 

Although detailed information about what this consists of is not avail

able, one may guess what is mandated by the further list of information 

required of programmers. Each programmer provides details on the 

operating system, hardware configuration, tapes of corresponding PPPs, 

interfaces, interfaces with PPPs, identifiers, source data needs, data 
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transfer specifications, algorithms, what is needed to boot the soft

ware, limitations, the physical and logical data base, how to call the 

program, load it, and run it, etc. Other discussions of this system 

suggest chat:: it is permeated with the IBM symbology, designed primarily 

for flo;V'charting. Instructions must be provided for the collection of 

all relevant data [Ormm77, 5.2.2,5,71. 

In the 1972 edition of the guidelines J detailed instructions 

were given in the mandatory section on the use and formation of various 

symbols [Ormm72]. Not only were 37 symbols listed, but the relative 

dimensions of the sides and limits on absolute dimensions were also 

given. A number of state standards (GOST) were cited pertaining to the 

kinds of forms that could be used for flowc.harts, permissible abbrevia

tions, the drawing of letters, the thickness of lines, etc. 

At tht'! end of the period, all the subsystems are sent on tape to 

the user. The designer and user carry out joint tests, leading up to 

the acceptance by the user of the subsystems [Ormm77, 5.3.3]. Any 

errors in design are to be eliminated at this stage. 

At the stage called start-up .£i the ASUP, all the subsystems are 

integrated and tested. Testing is done both on the basis of individual 

tasks and subsystems as a whole [Ormm77. 7.2.11. Each subsystem is ul

timately accepted separately by the user. Thus, subsystems may be in 

operation for a fairly long time before the whole system is accepted. 

Once all the subsystems have been accepted. a commission is established 

to oversee the final acceptance testing. 
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The acceptance commission is appointed by the user's ministry 

(in agreement with the designer's) and usually includes a top ministry 

official dealing with computers. Accepting the ASUP does not just 10-

elude checking that the progcdllls Wlh"k. Ti18 cunnni:::;slon is supposed Lo 

look over all the documentation, all the official documents that must be 

produced at each stage, and must make sure that all equipment is work

ing, that the personnel halle been trained, and that the enterprise is 

really ready to start using the ASUP. "The system is considered ac

cepted in the case that the basic design parameters, foreseen in the 

technical documentation, correspond to the actual parameters observed 

during acceptance testing" [Ormm77. 58]. Cases of perfunctory inspec

tions and approvals in return for other favors have been reported, and 

even if the inspection is carried out seriously, it has little influence 

to change the ASUP at this stage [Grom82; Mche79; Novi78b]. 

The acceptance of the system "into industrial operation" is an 

important milestone, because after this point the user bears the full 

responsibility "for the functioning of the subsystems which have been 

accepted and the hardware" [Ormmn, 7.3.5]. Any enhancements and 

changes in the design have to be arranged through another cycle, from 

technical-economic basis to start-up. 

Thus, the content of the stages of the Soviet life cycle does 

not differ significantly from the traditional Western model [cf. 

Boeh8l]. Broadly speaking, they can be mapped to those in Western 

models as indicated in Figure 5.1. The milestones are quite similar. 

For example, the preliminary design review corresponds to the approval 
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of the technical assignment, the critical design review to the approval 

of the technical design, etc. 

rt is now generally recognized in the ~Jest that for most large 

software projects, the distribution of dme between the various stages 

is paramount. The cost of fixing a bug can be 15 times greater after 

installation than when discovered during planning or design [Mi1179J. 

Calculating the amount of time spent in the various stages is one way of 

measuring the level of the use of modern software practices. A con

siderable amount of experience with a wide range of large and small 

software projects, and the results of a Delphi exercise, were incor

porated into Barry Boehm's COCOMO (COnstructive COst MOdel) model 

[Boeh8lJ. Thts model shows the ranges of the distribution of time spent 

on each part of the life cycle (Table 5.25), and is a standard against 

which Soviet experience can be evaluated. 

Soviet ASUP projects can be classified as "semi-detached" in the 

COCOMO classification scheme. On the one hand, the larger ASUP design 

organization build ASUPs for similar enterprises within the same in

dustry, so that the applications tend to be familiar. On the other 

hand, there are many regulatory, economic, and technical constraints on 

these projects, pushing them towards the embedded mode. But even if the 

organic mode is taken as a standard, the average Soviet ASUP design or

ganization puts considerably less effort into the requirements phase and 

somewhat more effort into final phases of coding, integration and test

ing, than comparable Western counterparts (Table 5.26). For the four 

largest organizations, TsNIITU, Lenelektronmash, NIIUHS, and GNIPIVT 

(Section 5.2.3), the product design and coding stages more or less 
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Table 5.25 

COCOMO: Relative Time in Life Cycle Phases 

Life Cycle Phase Time Predicted by COCOMO (%) 
-------------------------------------------------------

In-
ter-
med- Med- Very 

Small iate iurn Large Large 

Plans and Requirements 
Organic Mode 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 
Semi-Detached Mode 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 
Embedded Mode 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0 40.0 

Product Design 
Organic Mode 17.1 16.9 16.7 16.5 
Semi-Detached Mode 20.2 20.5 20.8 21.1 21.3 
Embedded Mode 22.8 23.0 23.1 23.0 22.8 

Programming 
Organic Mode 56.7 52.5 48.4 44.4 
Semi-Detached Mode 47.0 42.6 38.4 34.3 30.4 
Embedded Mode 36.5 31.7 27.2 23.0 19.2 

Integration and Test 
Organ! c Mode 16.2 19.6 22.9 26.1 
Semi-Detached Mode 16.8 18.9 20.8 22.6 24.3 
Embedded Mode 16.7 17.3 17.7 17.9 18.0 

Source: [BoehSl, 90] 

Notes: Program sizes are 2. 8, 32, 128, and 512 thou
sand lines of delivered source instructions respec
tively. Organic mode refers to small teams developing 
software in a well-known in-house environment. Embedded 
mode refers to projects which are highly embedded in 
surrounding constraints on hardware, software, regu
lations, :·md operational procedures, as in, for exam
ple, an air traffic control system. The! semi-detached 
mode falls in between these extremes. 
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correspond to what could be expected based on the COCOMO model. Much 

less time, for the most part, is spent in the requirements phase, and 

somewhat more time is spent in integration and testing. 
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Distributions uf labor and financial expenditures are consistent 

with the time distributions. For ASUPs built with second generation 

computers. representative figures on the percentage of labor expended on 

each stage respectively were: 1.9 for predesign, 34.6 for the technical 

design, 34.0 for the working design and 29.5 for the entry into opera

tion [Moro79bj. Financial expenditures were 2.0, 28.0, 35.0, and 35.0 

percent respectively [Gune77]. The figures correspond to Western ex

perience with second generation computers [Coug731. 

According to V. P. Marozov, the lack of attention to analyzing 

the completeness of the data needed in order to answer certain ques-

tions, the lack of analysis of what questions were relevant) and the 

lack of attention given to the distribution of data at various levels of 

the enterprise hierarchy was the chief reason that a number of ASUPs did 

not live up to their potential [Moro79b]. The data suggests that insuf-

ficient time was spent on the preliminary investigations necessary to 

find out such information. The predesign stage often boiled down to 

studying the information flows that were present in the enterprise) 

figuring out which documents required the most time and effort to put 

together, and planning which reports to produce, without suggesting any 

changes in enterpri.se management or calculating the expected benefit 

[Chum771. In some cases there was no technical-economic basis at all, 

which contributed to a lack of portability of software [Komp85J. In 
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Table 5.26 

Soyuzsistemprom Organization Life Cycle Distributions 

Organization (%) of Time per Stage 
-----.-------------------------------------------------

Predesign & Tech- Harking Intro-
Technical nical Design duction 
Assignment Deeign 
-----------

GNIPIVT (Kazan' ) 1.2 20.0 48.8 30.0 

GPKIASU (Ivanogo) 5.5 27.0 47.5 20.0 

GPKIASU (Volgograd) 5.0 32.0 37.0 26.0 

Lenelektronmash 7.0 18.0 43.0 32.0 
(Leningrad) 

MNIPISPU (Moscow) 10.0 35.0 35.0 20.0 

NIISistem 7.0 30.0 45.0 18.0 
(Novosibirsk) 

NIIUMS (Perm' ) 10.0 35.0 37.0 26.0 

PKBASU (Vil'nyus) 3.8 25.3 41.8 29.1 

TsNIITU (Minsk) 3.0 34.0 44.0 19.0 

VNIPIOASU (Moscow) 7.0 21.0 41.0 31.0 

---------------------------------
Average 5.9 27.7 41.6 24.7 
Standard deviation 2.8 6.5 5.2 5.9 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Kame79] 
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none of the ASUPs studied by Ghumachenko and Zabotina was there even a 

sketchy outline of the design of the whole system when the first stage 

was being implemented [Chum77j. 

In addition, it was not the user, but the developer organizac.ion 

that was in charge of the whole project [Grom82j Kopy82c]. The design 

team was often led by someone who was a specialist in production and not 

in computing. Few "systems architects" were available and their ex

plicit training was getting off the ground only in 1982 [Grom82]. 

According to Guneyev et al •• the design organizations commonly drew up 

lists of tasks from which the enterprise could choose those that it felt 

would be most suitable [Gune771. No individual department was in the 

position to represent the interests of the entire enterprise; indivi

dual departments given this responsibility would simply skew the systems 

towards them [Grom82j. The importance of the involvement of the head of 

the enterprise in the whole process of assimilating an ASUP has been re

peatedlyemphasized. Without his participation, there was little chance 

that any significant reorganization could take place [cf. Serg81cj. A 

host of so-called psychological barriers stood in the way of effective 

participation by the enterprise in the design process (see Section 

6.3.3). Consequently, some ASUPs failed to meet user needs and were 

either dropped, or required costly redesign and redevelopment. 

The Soviet model pays little or no attention to the maintenance 

stage. Soviet users have little recourse once the ASUP has been ac

cepted. In the mandatory section of the guidelines, it is clear that 

the resronsibility of the designer ends as soon as the system enters 
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lndustrial operation. Any further work has to be done on th~ basis of a 

new contract. The user must Ilccept the system if it performs the tasks 

listed in the technical assignment. even if he is not satisfied with it. 

Given the ambigui~y of natural languag~ as a vehicle for software speci

fications, this rule favors the developers over the users. Furthermore. 

the life cycle phase data (Table 5.26) suggest that the requirements 

phase gets too little attention. 

The advisory part of the guidelines sheds more light on the 

maintenance problem. First, the opportunity for the user to discover 

problems in the design is limited. It is stated that experimental test

ing ends either after three calculations with real data have been suc

cessfully carried out, or after three months have gone by, whichever 

comes first [Ormm77]. Claims about inadequacy of the design are to be 

made at this stage, for this is the stage when they are to be corrected. 

Second, the advisory section adds another stage, which is "observation 

of the author." For a certain period of time, therefore. the designer 

must be available for consultations on any problems that may arise after 

industrial operation begins. The user is given complete responsibility 

for "operations. improvement, and changing the software" once six months 

have passed or ten major jobs have been executed [Ormm77. 148]. 

It was apparently not the intention of design institutes to 

maintain software they built for others. Tasks were built so that after 

the system was installed, the enterprise itself could maintain the soft

ware [Gunen]. In the course of using ASUPs in 1971-1975, a significant 

number of insufficiently worked out designs and mistakes both in algo

rithms and programs were discovered and extensive reworking was required 
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[Cunen]. Others have also reported shoddy design work, including mini

mal debugging under actual operational conditions [Gule8l; KopyB2bj 

Kopy82cj Novi78bj prom78; Sede79J. One of the major reasons cited 

for this haG been the prolif8ration of small, incapabb design organ

izations which are partially the result of ministerial hegemony, but 

even a large organization such as TsNIITU has been implicated [Ches78j 

Duma78j Glez73j Gudi81j Ilye81j Kezl77bj Komp85j KorolO; Maks81bj 

Myas77bj Prom78; Sazo76; Sely71j Sobo79j Sol079]. V. Kompaniyets, 

of the Main Scientific-Research and Information-Computing Center of USSR 

Gosplan, says, "This is why many ASU have stopped in their development: 

the burden of 'that which has been poorly worked out' does not permit 

further steps ahead" [Komp85]. 

Guneyev et al. found that both enterprises and design organ

izations participated in this redesign work, which also included con

versions to ES hardware and trying to rewrite the code in a more generic 

form [Gune?l]. Nonetheless, others assert that design organizations 

perform little, if any, maintenance. V. Kopylov of the Scientific

Research and Design Institute of ASU, which is a major contractor for 

enterprises of Minselkhozmash, noted that as soon as the economic agree

ment expires, "the developer and user part forever and the ASUP is left 

unattended" [Kopy82c]. Once a design institute has received its bonus 

for fulfilling the important "tasks produced" indicator, it has no de

sire to perform any maintenance [Golu83b; Komp85]. The design organ

ization has no stake whatsoever in the operation of the ASU because it 

receives no financial reward from its operation [Dukh83; Kopy82c]. 

Minpribor recentl)l" made bonuses of design organizations dependent on the 
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calculated economic effect from the, ASU, and this policy is to be ex

tended to all organizations developing ASUs [Glus82d; Glus841. As 

shown in Section 6.2, the economic effect calculations are quite arbi

trary. 

Over the past several years another form of maintenance has be

come available for software packages that are supplied by TsPS. As men

tioned above, for a fee of 27 kopecks per source code line. the user 

gets the latest updates of the packages he has purchased and is also 

able to consult TsPS for help [Mche791. It is not clear if TaPS would 

actually help the end-user, or if its involvement extends only to the 

designer organization. TheoreticallYt TsPS is responsible for maintain

ing all packages that have been accepted into the TsFAP ASU [Tikh80]. 

However, there were 800 programmers at TsPS in 1979 who were tasked with 

maintaining the code produced by 10,000 programmers throughout the 

Soyuzsistemprom organizations. In practice, only those programs for 

which there was an urgent need were maintained, or the maintenance re

sponsibility was transferred back to the developer 18tre79; Tikh79]. 

One of the biggest problems in maintaining the code, according to the 

association's general director, was the frequent use of the "go to" 

statement, which accounted for more than halE of the mistakes in ASU 

task programs [Tikh79]. 

Maintenance costs for software packages in the USSR may be 

higher than those in the US (Table 5.27). Boehm estimates that about 70 

percent of the ten-year 1 He-cycle cost of software is spent on main

tenance in the United States based on data from General Motors, GTE, and 

two large DoD com:nand and control systems [Boeh79]. This comes to an 
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average of 217.5 percent of the original cost spent on maintenance over 

ten years, versus about the same amount for the six Soviet packages over 

four years. The higher Soviet rate may be explained by any ooe of a 

number of factors, such as considering development to be fi)lished ear-

lier in the life cycle, more difficulties involved with using English 

for programming and error diagnostics, the release of more versions and 

updates, or simply an unrepresentative sample. However, an estimate 

Table 5.27 

Maintenance Costs of Several Widely-Used Packages 

Package Expenditures (% base cost) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 Total 

PEGAS IRS 39 56 62 32 189 

Stocks Management 27 50 55 73 205 

BANK DBMS 32 58 75 64 229 

Input Management 
Package 50 67 82 58 257 

Concurrent File 
Update Package 25 93 107 57 282 

SIOD DBMS 37 73 117 64 291 

---------------------------------
Average 35 66.2 83 58 242.2 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Tikh80. 16J 
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based on an unknown sample for ASUPs and ASUTPs created in 1970-78 

claimed that the average expendltures for software modification com

prised ten percent of the original cost per year, which is considerably 

less than what was spent by rsps and cited by Boehm [Agey81]. Another 

article cites a branch in which many enterprises regularly budgeted 

about 150,000-200,000 rubles for ongoing in-house maintenance and de

velopment, which is 10-20 percent of the initial ASUP cost (Section 

6.2.1) [Grom82J. 

The life cycle in the guidelines has had positive and negative 

effects. Despite the fact that the guidelines barely address the main

tenance problem, they at least recognize the existence of a life-cycle 

and use a well-known, reliable model for it. Many software developers 

in the West probably still rely on just such a model. Furthermore, the 

guidelines address the traditionally poor communications between vendors 

and users by making very clear who has responsibility for what at each 

stage of the design process. The milestones theoretically tend to en

force this discipline. Despite their good intentions, relationships be

tween developers and users have been minimal and the intended results 

have not been achieved. 

The mass of documents that are required at each stage has placed 

a large, extra burden on software developers. During the course of 

building an ASUP, 4S documents must be submitted, including 14 "acts," 

or official notices of approval at various stages (Appendix D). Western 

software methodologies also entail a large amount of paperwork, but the 

difference is that these Soviet documents involve the cooperation and 
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approval of several organizations that are subordinated to different 

ministries. 

In addition to these documents J the Soviet government has re-

quI red the use of a considerable number of documentation standards which 

affect the building of ASUPs. Over 200 standards which directly or 10-

directly relate to ASUP are listed in Appendix C. These include the 

standards for the Unified System of Program Documentation (YeSPD) and a 

series of standards which apply directly to ASU. Before the YeSPD came 

into force in the late 70s. other documentation systems were applied to 

ASUP development, but they did not fit well and institutes mainly used 

whatever system seemed reasonable [Smi179]. The documentation could be 

quite expensive. Documentation in graphical form comprised 15-16 per-

cent of the documentation of ASUPs at TsNIITU. but accounted for 25-26 

percent of the total cost [Prig79]. At the Kiev division of the 

Tyazpromavtornatika Association. 15-20 percent of the documentation at 

the technical design stage and 40-50% at the working design stage were 

drawings; labor costs on drafting these documentations were 30-40 per-

cent of the cost of designing the ASUP [Smil79]. The YeSPD covers the 

following areas [Buta84]: 

Group Code Area 

General statements 
Basic standards 
Rules for design documentation 
Rules for implementation documentation 
Rules for maintenance documentation 
Rules for operational documentation 
Rules for circulating program 
documentation 
Other standards 
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The YeSPD mandates five programming life cycle stages: techni

cal aSSignment, sketch design, technical design, working design, and 

introduction [Buta841. These stages largely correspond to those in the 

ORHH guid~lines. Another of tht! COl'nerstones of YeSPD is the use of 

flow charts for all program documentation. Aspects of how the flow 

charts must be drawn are covered in relevant standards within the YeSPD, 

GOST 19.201-78 and GOST 19.003-80. The latter standard covers the use 

of flowcharts, and replaces a previous standard from 1974 [Gost82]. It 

was expected by the guidelines that 19 percent of programmer time would 

be spent flowcharting (Table 5.23). The Unified System of Technical 

Documentation (YeSTD) also contains relevant standards. According to 

one author, these two standards are generally accepted m.ethods for 

developing programs [Mik082]. Flowcharts are bulky and hard to maintain 

over the long run. They do not present design information in a form 

which is easily comprehended, and are not well-suited for maintenance. 

By mandating the traditional life cycle as early as 1971, the 

Soviets ensured that a minimal set of sound practices in software de

velopment would be followed, at least in theory. Nevertheless, not all 

projects require as much formal management as the guidelines entail. 

The use of other techniques, such as fast prototyping. which have been 

quite effective in the US under certain circumstances, has probably been 

stifled. 

Other Methodologies. The latest edition of the ORMM guidelines 

dates to 1977. Numerous publications on all aspects of software 

engineering have appeared since then. A new edition of the OID!N guide

lines is certainly in order, yet has not appeared. It is possible that 
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the inereasing complexity of the subject is making it harder and harder 

to produce a single, industry-wide set of standards that are meaningful. 

In 1984, for example, the specialized ORMM-uc.het appeared (Section 

3.6.1). 

As noted above, the Soviet literature since 1977 has been more 

or less devoid of discussions of the merits of various methodologies. 

In 1984, this gap was partially filled wi th the introduction of the TKP 

system (Programmer's Tool Kit). The TKP was first of all a software 

methodology J but now also includes a number of tools (reviewed in Sec

tion 5.4.2) [Ivan84c; Rozi84 J • Since the TKP is in full conform! ty 

with the ORMM guidelines, it should be considered an expansion rather 

than a replacement. It breaks down the various ORMM stages with con

crete formulations of the tasks which must be performed. It provides 

for 39 types of work at the stage of the technical assignment, 25 for 

the technical design stage, 36 for the working design stage, and 12-27, 

depending on the type of product, at the introduction stage. The TKP 

system maintains conformity with the YeSTD [Kuzn84bJ. 

The main principles of TKP have all been borrowed from the West. 

Foremost among these are the stepwise refinement of the design and the 

use of a programming team organization that very much resembles the 

Chief Programmer Team concept rValy84bJ. Functional specifications are 

written either using a specification language (TKP-3) or using a set of 

special forms resembling RIPO diagrams but lacking the process section 

(TKP-2 and TKP-SM) [Moch84bJ. Functional specifications are followed by 

a functional architecture [Ivan84cJ. The breakdown of goals (Table 

5.28) led to six requirements for the systems architecture [Ivan84cJ: 
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(1) That it be well-documented; (2) That modules be limited to one easily

stateable function or to a group of functions that work on the same data 

structure. Parnas' information hiding concepts are mentioned in this re

gard; (3) That each module have one entry and exit; (4) That inteL'-

module data connections be simple and standardized; (5) That a module 

should not be more than 100-200 HOL statements; (6) That the archi

tecture should be such that its realization can proceeded in verti-

cal layers with increasingly greater functions. One of the main 

techniques advocated in TKP is the use of structured walkthroughs and 

peer reviews at all stages of the design process and peer reviews at all 

stages of the design process [Valy84). 

The TKP system does not advance the state of the art of Western 

software engineering. It represents no new insights, but consists of a 

number of well-known techniques that have been in use in the West for a 

number of years. It does show, however, that the Soviets are confront

ing some serious problems in software development, and as pointed out 

below, contains a comprehensive set of tools. The techniques embodied 

in the TKP will undoubtedly help the Soviets to build better software. 

Although it cannot be classified as a software methodology, a 

technique in use at the Gomel' Gidroavtomatika Production Association is 

worth noting. There a data base of all the documents used in the enter

prise was developed. In addition to helping to keep track of all the 

documents, the system was used by TsNIITU to facilitate designing the 



Table 5.28 

Breakdown of Design Goals in the TKP System 

Level One Goals 

a High quality of the software product (SP) 
o Effectiveness of the process of its development 

Level Two Goals 

o Correspondence of SP to requirements of problem 
area 
Capability of effective maintenance 
Reliable operation of the SP 

a Smallest possible development time 
a High productivity of those realizing the design 

Level Three Goals 

a Correspondence of systems architecture to 
functional architecture 

a Capability of modifying the SP 
a Protection against user errors 
o Precise and clear SP description 
a Absence of program and documentation mistakes 
o Convenience of testing 
o Capability of running programming, testing, 

debugging, and documenting in parallel 
Minimization of design and programming errors 
Use of off-the-shelf components 

Sources: [Ivan84c, 5]. 
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second stage of the ASUP. If distributed elsewhere, this measure alone 

could be quite helpful in ASUP riesign (Kont84 J. 

Estimation Tools. One area in which the Soviet software litera-

ture has been largely silent is in estimation tools for planning and 

managing large software projects. An example of such a tool in the US 

is COCOMO, mentioned above. The only complete estimation model that has 

been located is in the 1977 edition of the ORHM guidelines (see Appendix 

E) [Ormm77]. No information is given about how it was derived. The 

general equation of the model is: 

81 * C + P 
MD = PQ * (--------------------) 

where 

MD '" man days 
PQ = programmer qualifications 
81 '" source instructions 
C :: complex! ty 
P = weighted measure of peripherals 
L = language. 

Conceptually, the ORHM model tries to capture the same four 

basic factors that are reflected in COCOMO: the product, the computer. 

the project, and the personnel. However, the fashion in which it does 

this is much wE!aker than in COCOMO. These four factors in the ORMM 

model are complexity, number and type of peripherals, the programming 

language, and the qualifications of programmers to reprE!sent the four 

arE!as. It is unlikely that they can adequately characterize all of the 

complex phenomena in each of these areas. 
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Second, the CQCOMO model is completely driven by the number of 

lines, whereas the OID-1M model contains an independent term based 

on the number and type of peripherals. It is only when the number of 

source lines is small (less than 5,000) and the number of peripherals 

large. that this term can significantly affect the outcome. Since pro

grams involving lots of peripherals generally also have a large number 

of source code lines, this term probably exerts little influence in 

practice. Thus, the ORMM model boils down to a linear combinatJ.on of 

the task complexity. the programming language. and the programmer qual!

fications. whereas the COCOMa model contains an exponential term which 

depends on the type of project. Based on the data given by Boehm, it is 

quite doubtful that this model could perform well for all but a small 

range of values. 

It may be that estimates of the time needed for completing a 

project are not very important when factors such as the level of the 

staff and the time scale of the project have already been stipulated in 

the plan. More so than in the US, management under such circumstances 

cOllsists of taking whatever steps are necessary to get something that 

can be counted as a task running in some semblance by the deadline. 

5.4.2 Software Tools 

Unlike the life cycle model, which was based on well-known 

engineering principles and could be applied to any computing project, 

the use of software tools did not arise until after several years of ex

perience had been accumulated with the ES mainframes. The ahsence of 
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tools has been attributed to the lack of sufficient hardware on which to 

run them [Uprs81a]. 

Three milestones mark the advent of software engineering in the 

USSR. In April, 1979 was the First All-Union Meeting on Automation of 

the Construction of ASU held in Suzdal' [TrapS1 J. Soon afterwards, in 

June, was the First All-Union Conference on Software Engineering. Five 

hundred representatives from 345 organizations in 108 cities in the USSR 

joined 500 participants from Kiev to hear papers on more than ten sub-

ject areas [UprsBO]. Near the end of 1979, a Working Group on Software 

Engineering was created under the GKNT [Brey811. The members of this 

group undoubtedly represent some of the most important people in this 

growing field. 1 

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to put together a taxono-

my of all available Soviet software tools. It is limited to only those 

tools that are directly used to automate parts of the process of the de-

sign and implementation of ASUP (Table 5.29). Three tool sets 

(R-technology, PRIZ. TKP-l) have been set apart for accelerated intro-

duction by the GKNT [Tsoy82]. These are reviewed first, and then sev-

eral other packages of interest are examined. 

1. The Working Group on Software Engineering consists of A. A. 
Stogniy, chairman; I. V. Vel'bitskiy. assistant chairman; E. Kh. 
Tyugu, assistant chairman; V. N. Tsoy, scientific secretary; and B. 
A. Babayan, V. P. Breyev, V. M. Bryabrin. L, N. Korolev, V. V. 
Lipayev, M. Yeo Nemenman, 1. V. Pottosin, A. P. Pyatibratov, L. 
D. Raykov, S. T. Rodionov, V. P. Semik, V. P. Tikhomirov, and G. 
D. Chinin. 



Table 5.29 

Software Tools Used in ASUP Development 

Tool Name Organization(s) 

For Building New Packages of ASUP 

ARIUS 
ARIUS-80 

R-technology 
RTK 

TKP-l, TKP-2, TKP-3 
TKP-SOD, TKP-SI1 

IPU 

IK AN UkSSR, c.laims for many 

TsPS 

For Generating Code Based on Code Libraries 

MARS 

Module generator 

PRIZ 

Program gen
erator 

TsNIITU, TsPS, VNIPIOASU 

NIIUMS 

IK AN EsSSR 

lost. of AppUed Mathematics 

SAPR ASUP Lenelektronmash 
ZAPROS 

Sigma ASUP Generator Computer Center of the Siberian 
Department of the USSR Academy 
of Sciences 

SIRIUS TsNIPIASS 
SIRIUS-Info plan 

SPU ASU 

Sources: [Algp80e; Algp80gj AlgpBOh; Epsh82; Khot81j 
Kot084j Kryu82j Lipa81j Rozi84; Rumy81; Soes83; Trap79; 
Tsoy82; UbeyB2; UprsBla; Velb80; Vali8!; Yevd81J 
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R-technology. R-technology was the result of research at the 

Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev on finite automata, grammars, and 

programming languages. 1 The Kiev group has claimed that R-technology 

compares favorably with a number or prominenc Western software tech-

niques ana methodologies, including modular programming, structured 
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programming. top-down programming, HIPO, Chief Programmer Teams, and the 

use of Ada [Velb80d; Velb82]. Programmer productivity gains of at 

least 1.5 times and possibly an order of magnitude are alleged, along 

with speeds of 100 or more delivered instructions per day [GlusBI; 

Rtk82; Sho182]. The applications cited for R-technology show that it 

is intended to be a universal software methodology. They include: 

parts of ASUs, CAD systems, IRS, PPP, a cross-compiler, translation 

systems, and extensions for programming languages [Mche8lc; Mik082 j 

Pop080bj Rude80; TsoyBO; VoinB2}. Interfaces to the BANK and OKA 

DBHSS, and to VTsKP software, have been built [Stog79J. 

R-technology has gained wide distribution and use. By 1980, it 

had been distributed to over 300 users (Table 5.30), 50 of whom were 

supposedly making effective use of it. As of 1979, not less than 

300,000 lines of code had been written using it and had gone into 

1. A steady stream of articles, handbooks, and books have been 
appearing about R-technology over the past few years. Numerous articles 
about it have appeared in the house journal of the Institute of Cyber
netics in Kiev, Upravlyayushchiye Sistemy i Mashiny. A representative 
sample of references is: [AlgoB2j Bobr8e"; Drob84j Glus76c; GlusB2c; 
Grig80b: GuroBOj IrtkBOj MikoB2; Moro79; Myas77bj MyasB4j 
Popo80h; Pppk80j Rtek82; Rtk82: Rtkt79; Rude80j Shka83b; SostBO; 
8ho182; Stog79j Tsoy80; Tsoy82j Uprs81a: Velb77: Velb79; Velb80: 
Velb80bj VelbaOe; Velb80dj Velb81; VelbB2: Voina2]. 
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industrial use [Stog79]. A users meeting was held in 1980 at which six 

permanent working groups were established on ASU, CAD, data processing 

system, software for microcomputers and microprocessors, program debug-

giog, and use of RTK BESM-6. Regional groups for Noscow and the Urals 

were also established [Tsoy80]. 

Support for R-t::echnology continued during the early 80s. In ad-

clition to the GKNT decision, its further development was singled out as 

one of 20 special programs for the development of progressive software 

[Myas84J. In 1981, the RTK as ES was included in standard systems soft-

ware catalogs, and starting in 1983 it was delivered as standard 

Table 5.30 

R-technology Packages Distributed by Year and as 

as Date Finished Number of Packages 

76 77 78 79 7/1/80 total 

BESM-6 12/75 19 40 19 84 

DOS ES 1/76 30 53 51 144 

OS ES 12/76 35 76 125 57 293 

DOS SM 12/79 
---------------------------------

total 5 84 169 195 80 523 

Source: [Velb80b. 54] 

Notes! The 8M version is for the DEC PDP-ll-type 8M 
machines. 
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software for all ES machines IAlgo82; Myas84]. A version for the Elek

tronika NTs-BO-20 microcomputer was developed; delivery of the 8M RTK 

and MIKRO RTK was to commence in 1984. A state standard for R-diagrams 

of algorithms, programs, data and processes was being prepared by Gos

standart for inclusion within the YeSPD [Myas84]. Final1y~ a First 

All-Union Conference on R-technology was held in 1983. It recommended 

that software engineering courses which included R-technology be intro

duced at VUZes [Myas84}. Thus, R-technology appears to be the most wi

dely publicized and used software methodology in the USSR today. 

R-technology is based on five central concepts [McheBlc; 

Mche81d]. First, programs can be represented in terms of weighted, 

iented graphs, where arcs carry conditions and statements to be executed 

if the conditions are true. and nodes show the intersections between 

various parts of the program. Representing a program as an oriented 

graph eliminates all non-linear control structures, .simplifying the pro

gram flow. Second, the structure of the data should determine the 

structure of the program. Algorithms are built by defining a series of 

transformations at successive levels of detail until the desired outcome 

is reached. In this respect. R-technology closely resembles the Jackson 

design methodology [Jack75j. Third, R-technology supports a number of 

abstract data types and operations upon them which are hidden from the 

user. Fourth, the top-down expansion of the graphs serves as a means of 

dividing the work among groups of programmers and monitoring the re

sults. Fifth, debugging can take place based on reversing the graph. 

Explanations of R-technology remain rather vague about how this works in 

practice. 
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Enhancements over the last two to three years have ameliorated 

some of the initial problems [McheSIc; Mche81dJ. For example, programs 

in the R-technology language, RjTRAN, were formerly written in four c.ol

UtlltlS, wiLh labels, pn:!dlcates, statements, and flow control labels on 

every line. These programs were hard to follow and hardly self

documenting [Mche81dJ. NOW, a structured R/TRAN version has been dpvel

oped which eliminates the flow control labels [Drob84J. Also, the 

Institute of Cybernetics has implemented a graphic interface which al

lows programmers to enter the code directly onto graph structures. 

eliminating the need for any linear code ISho182; Tara82; VelbSl; 

Velba2]. The basic restriction of using oriented graphs has also been 

relaxed in the structured R/TRAN version. In its place, the Jackson 

methodology may be used directly [Drob84]. This will serve to broaden 

the class of problems for which R-technology can be effectively used. 

R-technology has now been generalized so that the resulting code can be 

in any language, instead of just assembly language [Drob84; Mche81d]. 

However, some problems and weaknesses remain. The new versions 

have probably not yet been distributed, so that programs built with 

R-technology probably still use the cumbersome four-column coding style. 

Experience with maintenance of large programs produced with R-technology 

has not been reported. It is unclear whether or not the graphic re

presentation of the programs will really serve as an effective documen

tation means over the long run. The special debugging method works on a 

limited class of problems. Also, it is possible that the reported gains 

in productivity are more along the lines of gains realized in the switch 

from assembly language to higher-order languages (HOL) than gains above 
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what can be done using HOLs [Mche81dJ. Nevertheless, R-technology can 

be viewed in its weakest sense as a preprocessor in which abstract data 

constructs and some operations are conveniently expanded. In its 

strongest sense, R-technology can be viewed as a code-generator, where 

algorithms are expressed in a high-level specification language com

prised of graph constructs and abstract data types. 

Programmer's Tool Kit (TKP). The TKP system was first docu

mented in 1980. It was intended for environments where main memory size 

was not a constraint [AlgpSOhl. A 12-page 1980 TsPS brochure mentioned 

that TKP-l included the following tool packages: MONITOR, BIBLIOTEKAR I, 

BLOK (Block). SPRIP, and TEKer. However, it is now acknowledged that 

TKP-l was largely conceptual. TKP-2 added several tools, including 

UPROS, KONTEKST, SPEKTR, TEST-2, and BLOK [Rozi84j. TKP-l was first 

shown at a software display at the Exhibition of the Achievements of the 

National Economy in Moscow in 1981 [Mozh81j. It was one of the systems 

chosen by the GKNT in 1982 for accelerated introduction, and the full 

set of tools (known as TKP-3) was shown at the Automation-83 exhibit in 

mid-1983 [Kupr83]. TsPS, which developed it, issued further technical 

reports about it between 1980-1983, but extensive publicity did not 

occur until two special subsections in subsequent issues of Pribory ..!. 

Sistemy Upravleniye appeared in late 1984 [Ivan84c; Koto84; Kuzn84b; 

Moch84; Moch84b; Rozi84; Taba84 j Valy84; Valy84b J • Unlike 

R-technology, no mention has been made of systems built using it; 1984 

probably marks the beginning of its actual use. 



The stated goals of the TKP-3 tool set are [KuprS3]: 

1. support for all phases and compatibility throughout of all 
intermediate stages; 
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2. access to sy&tem elemertl8 only iu accordance with TKF methodol
ogy; 

3. monitoring and approval of products of various stages so that 
executing various technological operations can be sanctioned; 

4. provision for several users at once; 

5. storage of, and access to, all relevant information in 
machine-readable form. 

Based on the available descriptions, it appears that most of these goals 

have been met. The next four paragraphs, mainly based on [KuprS3] and 

[Moch841. describe the various packages that comprise the TKP-3 system. 

At the core of the system is the DIPOL' project management pack-

age. It provides for operational planning and dispatching of work at 

three levels of planning: time periods for carrying out functions, time 

periods for carrying out the work of each function, and current planning 

at the subfunctional level. DIPOL' partially addresses the second goal 

by constraining programmers to working on their own programs and data 

sets. 

The KOLOS packages supports the creation of a functional speci-

fication. Specifications are written in the FUS [expansion unknown] 

language, and are subjected to an analyzer which checks for complete-

ness, consistency. and correctness of connections between modules. The 

package supports not only formal descriptions of data and algorithms, 

but annotations as welL As the following FUS fragment shows, it 



resembles a precise pseudocode [Moch84b]: 

WHILE(A>B) • 
FILE l""SEQ (IN 24, IN 25)~ INT(rN 23); 
SFlLE1=SUB(SIN 24, SIN 25), EQU (SIN 23); 
Rl '" R22 + R22; 
R2 '" R23 * R25; 
R3 = CALL FS2(SIN 23); 
IP(A>B) : 
SYSPRINT '" "formation of the corresponding 

diagnostic. message"; 
OUTPUT = SORr( INPUT); 
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During the coding phase, the SPEKTR package is used to help en-

force structured programming and step-wise development, which have been 

adopted as the main programming standards in the methodology. PL/r. AS-

SEMBLER, and an unknown higher language, STIMUL, can be used. The KREDO 

package uses the formalized descriptions produced at the functional spe-

cification stage and other information in the library to form documenta-

tion. The FOKUS package produces JeL for submitting jobs under as ES. 

It can immediately put the job in a job stream or save it for later ex-

ecution. 

Three tools are used for testing. KOMFORT provides for record-

ing the test date, the test situation, and the expected output. Its 

main function seems to be to enforce the practice of recording the ex-

pected output of the test before the test is performed, ensuring that 

the programmer cannot change the expectations to be in accordance with 

the results. KOMFORT provides stubs. Test results are linked back into 

the planning schedules produced by the DIPOL' package. The BLOK package 

consists of two parts. TEST-2 generates test cases based on descrip-

tions in an input language. SOPOT traces program execution to provide 
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statistics on the degree to which the test exercised all possible pro

gram paths. The testing philosophy built into the TKP seems to be based 

on the work of Glenford Myers of IBM [Myer79; Taba84]. 

Several questions about TKP remain. It is not clear how these 

tools actually share information from one stage to another. The func

tion of the librarian routine (BIBLIOTEKARt) may not be implemented, 

since it is given almost no attention. The specification language seems 

to cumbersome. The tools in TKP-3 are not 118w uy Western standards. 

The biggest difference of TKP-3 from other Soviet systems, according to 

one of its creators, is it the fact that the operations which must be 

performed are assigned in advance. This gives the project manager a 

better means of tracking what has been done at every stage of the pro

ject: [Kuzn84bj. 

The TKP-SM tool set differs substantially from the other TKP 

products, indicating that it may be a stand alone set which has been put 

under the TKP umbrella. The four tools in the set are KAPRIZ, SOVET, 

GIPOTEZA, and FOND. KAPRIZ collects information about how the project 

is going, producing up to 12 monitoring reports. For instance, it is 

possible to find out the status of a particular module, or how pro

grammers are tasked. It is built using the SETOR-SM DBMS. SOVET is a 

tool that evaluates source code. Structured .~.ssembler. PL/I, and PASCAL 

are supported. GIPOTEZA is for running the m;er's jobs in batch mode. 

FOND assists in putting together documentat.ion according to existing 

state standards [Kot084 J. 
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PRIZe PRIZ, which was developed at the Tatlin Institute of 

Cybernetics of the Estonian Academy of Sciences, has received far less 

publicity than R-technology. PRIZ consists of a high-level language, 

UTOP[ST, and a number of programs which provide for various forms of 

program generation based on a library of modules. These can be sub

programs, main programs, or macro definitions, in Fortran or Assembly 

language. At the lowest level, modules can be called by calling PRIZ 

with a module number. rather than making a direct call to the module it

self. At the highest level, complete programs can be written in the 

UTOPIST language which call modules that are hidden from the user 

[Kakh76; Tyug781. Lloyd Bush and Associates' MODEL is a US system 

which generates object modules on the basis of a high-level modeling 

language [BushBl]. The result of using PRIZ is a MODEL-like system. 

The available ex:amples of the use of PRIZ indicate that it is intended 

more for CAD systems than for ASUs [SoveBOc]. A relatively recent 

application is its use to create generic graphics languages [ShamBl]. 

Although it is routinely mentioned with other tools for generating ASUP, 

no uses of it in this capad ty have been located. 

MAR~. The MARS system, which is not to be confused with the 

Czechoslovakian applications package by the same name, was developed at 

TsNIITU and TsPS in the late 70s [Ubey82J. The following MARS tools 

were described in the 1977 ORMM guidelines [Ormm77]: a hypothetical 

enterprise model, a data base structuring tool, an "ASUP generator," a 

debugger, a modification tool, a teleprocessing tool, a tool for 

documentation, and a hardware selection tool. All of these were "cen

trally concentrated at TsPS, which organlze[d] their use for ASU design" 
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[Ormm77, 70]. These eight tools functioned independently; work was 

going on in 1979 to integrate them [Kupr79J. Unlike TKP, which is di

rected towards the development of new packages. MARS uses existing code 

modules which are tailored into an ASUP based on the information model 

of the enterprise. 

The hypothetical model (MARS-model) is comprised of two parts: 

a data base of information units that can be used to describe an econom

ic entity, and additional schemata supplied by the user. The designer 

selects the parts of the model that apply to the specific entity, de

fines the values of parameters, and adds the user-specific definitions. 

The software checks the completeness and consistency of the description. 

An eight-page description of how to use the MARS-Parametr software, 

which is described as performing this fUnction, was published by TsPS in 

1979 [Algp80b]. The MARS-model software is limited by the absence of 

any notion of semantic relationships in the model and by its orientation 

to a small number of industries [Moro79bJ. 

The data base tool (MARS-proyekt) is supposed to aid in develop

ing universal data descriptors and software for r/o, in designing the 

logical and physical structures, in choosing data, and in determining 

how to store it. The data must be entered in compliance with the Un

ified System of Technical Documentation (YeSTD); computing "may" be 

used for checking the completeness of the list of products that are pro

duced by the enterprise [Ormm77, 150J. The description of the ASUP gen

erator suggests that it may be an automatic code generation device. It 

uses a compHer for the description language of the hypothetical model 

and the data base to generate computer programs and tasking assignments. 
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A nine-page description of this package was published by TsPS in 1980 

under the name "MARS-Generator-ASUP" [AlgpBOhl. The modification tool 

pro\Tides for correcting enterprise parameters and the models th~mselves 

in the hypothecical model, generating additional programs, c.hanging a 

program from batch to interactive mode, and generating new relationships 

in the data base. 

The documentation tool consists of a library of all the standard 

forms that must be used in the documentation process. and seems to be a 

text editor which allows one to fill in the blanks in them. In various 

other sections of the advisory section, the question of how to improve 

documentation is discussed without any direct reference to automated 

tools. It is asserted that every design organization is working out a 

"technological process of documentation" which includes characteristics 

of the document, methods and means for preparing it, adherence to stan

dards, and sources of data [Ormm77]. The tool for hardware selection is 

essentially a data base of the standard design solutions for computer 

centers and peripherals using ASPI (aggregated system of registering, 

collecting and processing primary data), and technical documentation for 

installation. 

Thus, the overall design process using this "integrated" set of 

tools is used as follows. A model of the enterprise is generated using 

information collected in the predesign phase and the hypothetical model. 

The parameters which are thereby defined are described formally and used 

to generate programs. A description of the data base is similarly de

rived. Finally. the system is used to select which tasks will be auto

mated, the programs are written, tested, and debugged [Ormm77]. 
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There is little evidence to indicate that such a set of inte

grated tools actually existed at the time the gu:f.delines were written. 

According to the guidelines, "methodological recommendations for their 

use a.re being published by state preSS6i3 111 large numbers of copies" 

[Ormm77, 70]. A 1979 discussion of MARS included only the MARS-model 

and MARS-proyekt parts. However, it was asserted that their use yielded 

an increase in time spent in the predesign stage of 8-9 times J a de

crease in the technical design phase of 3-4 times, and a decrease in 

coding of 9-12 times [Moro 7gb 1. By 1981, MARS had been used to build 

several ASU [Khot8l]. The recent emphasis on TKP and paucity of in

formation about MARS suggests that it never met expectations. 

SAPR ASUP. The tool set at Lenelektronmash, which is known 

either as ZAPROS (Query) or simply as SAPR ASUP (CAD for ASUP). consists 

of a software library of frequently used enterprise management tasks, an 

ASUP program generator. a generator for load and update modules for the 

data base. a report generator, a set of procedures for managing graphs, 

and dispatcher for organizing the computer process, translators for the 

LFP and AYaP languages, and standard packages such as the OKA DBMS. 

AYaP is a relational language in which users can specify output reports, 

and LPF is used to specify data sets to be retrieved from OKA. The pro

cess of creating an ASUP proceeds as follows: the GVV-OS (OS input gen

erator) package is used to create data entry modules from the input 

documents. Two passes through the load and update generator prod lIce mo

dules for interil.cting with the DBMS. The functional packages for the 

management tasks (Section 5.3.1) are chosen and parameterized versions 

are generated. Finally, the LFP and AYaP statements are translated by 



the report generator to create output modules. A number of other mo

dules which support this process also exist [YevdB11. The use of 

SAPR ASUP appears to be limited to Lenelektronmash [Ubey82J. 
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ARIUS. Like R-tedmolo~y. ARIUS heH, had an influenLial pactan 

in the Institute of Management Problems (IPU). In particular, ARtuS has 

received extensive coverage in the yearly collections on software 

engineering edited by the institute's director, V. Trapeznikov [Bask79; 

Body79; Epsh78; Epsh82; Mam! 79; Lizh79; Loto 79; Seni 79; Trap79 j 

Vayn78; Voli79; Voli8l}. Although Minpribor has apparently directed 

its use at several organizations, only IPU seems to be a user [Trap79]. 

ARIUS (Automated Design of Information Management Systems) is 

first and foremost a means of specifying all relevant data elements and 

their relationships [Voli79]. A number of forms, similar to those used 

in NCR's ADS (Accurately Defined Systems), are filled out and subjected 

to computer analysis [Coug73]. "Category-type" relationships are speci

fied by the designer, while "part-whole" and "synonym" relationships are 

derived by the system. Thus, the ability to express relationships is 

much more constrained than in PSL/PSA, for example [Teic79]. Other 

parts of the ARIUS data dictionary are file descriptions, descriptions 

of literals, generation specifications of work, norm tables, and equa

tions (Table 5.31). The formation of the data dictionary is driven by a 

set of output specifications and a list of primary associations 

[Vo1i79j. 
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There are four primary forms (Table 5.31): the simple informa

tion representation form, for descrihing input and output reports; the 

analysis and task statement card, for indicating algorithms and describ

ing reports J data elements, and relationships between them; decision 

tables for more complex algorithms; and a table of non-elementary algo

rithms for the most complicated procedures. Use of the system for 

designing ASUs for the First Ural Modern Pipe Factory. the Tobol' Oil 

and Chemical Combine, and a material-technical supply ASU for Gossnab 

showed that most variables, reports, and algorithms could be described 

in standard ARIUS terms [Bask.79; Likh79j Loto791. These functions are 

supported by a screen-oriented table description and generation system 

[Body79; Mami79j. 

A major goal of the ARIUS project was to be able to execute the 

speci.fications stored in the data dictionary. A batch-mode package for 

interpreting them was described in 1979. but had not been implemented 

[Trap79; Voli79; Voli81l. More recent publications on ARIUS have not 

been located. 

Adaptable Software. Another approach which has been taken to

wards automating the construction of software has been building generic 

software that has sufficient capabilities for parameterization that it 

can be used in a wide variety of circumstances. The Sigma ASUP software 

is the best known of these systems. At the lowest level, Sigma includes 

a software generation module that takes file specifi.cations and creates 

modules which operate on them. At the second level is a set of routines 

which can be interfaced to the first level routines depending on the 

application. At the highest level are user-supplied routines [Bobk78j. 



Table 5.31 

Input and Output of the ARIUS System 

Input 

Result Specifications 

Analysis and Task StatGment Card 
Information Representation Form 
Decision Table 
Table of Non-elementary Functions 

Additional Information 

For Constructing the Input Schemata 
For Constructing the Thesaurus 
For Correcting Elements of the Information Design 

Output 

Variables 

Derived Dictionary of Variables 
Direct Dictionary of Variables 
General Specification of Variables 
General Description of Functions 
Table of Literal Descriptions 

Information Files 

Table of Segment Descriptions 

Inputs 

Specification of Input Schemata 
Specification of Base Files 

Tables 

Specification of External Results 
Specification of Norm Tables 
Specification of Working Tables 

Source: [Voli811 
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The adaptation process is completely driven by parameters supplied by 

the user [Marc81b; see also Bobk83cJ. l-/hen it was first introduced. 

the Sigma ASUP generation software was not sufficiently general to be 

used wiJely [La'lr79bj. 
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A similar system which has been described in the literature is 

the ASP ASU (Automated Design System of ASU). ASP ASU is supposed to 

provide adaptive capability within a range of pre-defined possibilities. 

responding to changes either from without or by adaptation based on 

changing data. It is distinguished from Sigma by the fact that it has a 

conception of enterprise functions that fall outside this range. The 

ultimate goal is to provide software that automatically designs new 

software to adapt to changing conditions automatically. The tenor of 

this article suggests that nothing concrete has been built [Ubey82]. 

A number of earlier publications contained descriptions of a 

system which was also called ASP ASU, built at IPU. The general speci

fications for this tool set called for everything from specification de-

scription to code generation. Only a model for generating designs of 

the data base structure of an information system was implemented. The 

information system is represented as an oriented graph, the nodes of 

whicb represented files or procedures. The 1981 versi~n of the tool 

supported up to 99 nodes [Mami 78; Mami 78b; Mami81cl. 

Evaluation. The Soviets have built or described designs for 

software tools for every stage of the life cycle (Table 5.32) [Mi1l791. 

The tool environment, however, lags appreciably behind what is available 

in tbe US. For example, of 70 tools categorized by ReHer and Trattner 



Table 5.32 

Breakdown of ASUP-Oriented Sottware Tools by Function 

Function 

Requirements Specification 

Specification Language 

Specify Parameters for 
software generation 

Design Tools 

Tool 

ARIUS 
KOLOS (FUS) 
MARS-model, 

MARS-parametr 
SAPR ASUP 
Sigma 

Model Information System ASP ASU 
Parnas Information Hiding 
Mode). of Software as Graph RTK 
Choose Data Base Structure MARS-proyekt 
Hardware Selection Database 

Implementation Tools 

Enforce Code Standards 

Translation 
Code Generation 

Quali ty Assurance Tools 

Test Generation 
Test Case Log and Run 
Test Trace 
Debugging Capabilities 

SPEKTR 
KAPRIZ 
RTK 
PRIZ 
ASP ASU 
l-IARS-generator 
Sigma 
ARIUS 
SAPR ASUP 

TEST-2 
KOMFORT 
SOPOT 
RTK 

System 

ARIUS 
TKP-3 
MARS 

SAPR ASUP 
Sigma 

ASP ASU 
TKP 
RTK 
MARS 
MARS 

TKP 
TKP-SM 
RTK 
PRIZ 
ASP ASU 
MARS 
Sigma 
ARIUS 
SAPR ASUP 

TKP 
TKP 
TKP 
RTK 

43l 
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Table 5.32, continued 

Function Tool System 

Project Management 

JCL Generation FOKUS TKP 
Batch Job Control GIPOTEZA TKp:"SM 
Work Division, Monitoring RTK RTK 

DIPOL' TKP 

Mai ntenance/Documenta t ion 
-------------------------
Program Library BIBLIOTEKAR I TKP 
Graph Library RTK RTK 
Documentation Assembly KREDO TKP 

FOND TKP-SM 
Forms Library MARS 
Modification Tool MARS 

Notes: Sources cited in text. Categories from [Mill 79 ]. 
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in 1977 (reprinted in [Reif79J), only about 30 were identified in the 

Soviet literature in 1984. In addition, through mechanisms such as 

incorporating tools into operating systems, e.g. the Programmer's Work

bench under UNIX or the Ada environment, tools receive much wider dis

tribution in the US than in the USSR. The addition of R-technology to 

the standard software supplied by SoyuzEVMkompleks for the ES computers 

is a step in this direction in the USSR. The fact that the Soviets are 

working with borrowed operating system designs (and in some cases. ob

ject code) will make it much more difficult for the true integration of 

tools into operating systems to take place in the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet tools which have been discussed can be divided into 

two broad categories as in Table 5.29. Some tools are directed at 

building new software packages, whereas others are related specifically 

to the construction of ASUP. It is significant that major builders of 

ASUP, such as TsNIITU, Lenelektronmash, IPU, and TsPS have built rela

tively complete tool sets. It is doubtful that these tools have been 

transferred to any other organizations, however. The Guneyev et al. 

data show that the use of tools ("automated design") was minuscule in 

the mid-70s (Table 5.2). A study of the development of optimization 

software in the Ukraine found that 58 percent of the programmers wrote 

less than 10 lines of delivered source code per day, 39 percent wrote 

less than 50, and three percent wrote less than 80. Only the final 

three percent were using any software tools [i'fikh83b]. Thus, the state 

of the art of ASUP building varies considerably across a broad spectrum 

of organizations, the vast majority of whi.ch are small and without 



significant tools. Even within the same branch, design methods vary 

considerably between organizations [AganSl; Chum77J. On the whole, 

software tools have added little to the ASUP building process. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE ASUP PROGRAM 

During the Ninth Five-Year Plan (1971-1975), plans were made in 

Uzbekistan to design and introduce ASUPs at the organizations of the Ta

shkent Main Administration for Construction (Glavtashkentstroy). (Glav

tashkentstroy allowed its computer to sit, unpacked, for 11 months be

cause no room was ready for it.) For projected expenditures of 114,000 

rubles, the expected gain was 2,000,000 rubles, or a return of almost 

twenty to one. In practice, they wound up spending 3,800,000 rubles 

with a return of only 100,000 rubles [Prav761. By 1978, the ASUP at 

Trust Number Four of the Administration had completely ceased operation, 

and the ASUPs of two other subordinate organizations had been partly 

shut down. The Main Administration nevertheless claimed an economic 

benefit of 400,000 rubles, but this "savings" was not reflected in the 

economic indicators of any of the Administration's enterprises [Akhm781. 

This case illustrates the pitfalls of interpreting the Soviet 

data about the return from computing. large gains have been claimed, 

but have often proven to be overstated in practice. In the absence at 

clear quantitative measures, the direct, or economic, impact of comput

ing must be evaluated based on qualitative factors as well. One of the 
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most concrete measures of the potential impact of ASUPs is the number of 

tasks per system. The presence of many tasks does not necessarily imply 

that they are being used, but the absence of them demonstrates that the 

~f[et:t t:1l.nnot. be large. In &.ddition, c:omputillg gives doSe to all sorts 

of other effects which cannot enter into an economic benefits calcula

tion. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first examines 

ASUP from the viewpoint of the tasks that have been implemented. Unlike 

Chapter 3. which is a consideration of how each task fits into the eco

nomic milieu of the enterprise, this section takes a statistical view of 

the distribution of tasks. Section 6.2 evaluates the masses of economic 

data which have appeared in the Soviet literature on the impact of ASUP. 

The final section, 6.3, is devoted to qualitative factors, among which 

are the effects on decision-making, organizational structure and poli

tical power within the enterprise, and work life. 

~ ASUP Tasks and Subsystems 

Over the past two decades, the Soviets have reported a relative

ly consistent set of statistics about ASUPs which attempt to character

i.ze their impact. A representative list of these, along with data from 

1971-1975, is shown in Table 6.1. The collection of these statistics 

has been motivated by state standards, the most important of which have 

been the ORMM guidelines and several methodologies for defining the eco

nomic effectiveness of ASUP. 
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Table 6.1 

Average Effects of ASUP Constructed in 1971-1975 

Indicator Sector 

All Machine Instrument 
Industry Building Building 

Sample size (enter- 287 186 60 
prises) 

Number of tasks 29 31 30 

Percentage tasks in TPP, 48 48 54 
TEP, OUOP, quality 

Total capi tal expen- 910 1,024 863 
ditures, K rubles 

Capital expenditures on 326 362 306 
design & software, 
K rubles 

Cost reduction of sold 252 273 [98 
production, K rubles 

Freeing of working cap- 226 246 [49 
ital, K rubles 

Yearly economic effect, 303 331 3[3 
K rubles 

Payback period 1.8 1.8 1.8 
-------------------------------------------------------
Sources: [Kruc77 , 4) 

Note: Sample is for ASUPs created by Soyuzsistemprom 
organizations in the 9th Five-Year Plan (1971-1975). 
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The statistics can be broken down into three categories. The 

first characterizes what was built by the number of tasks and sub

systems. The content of tasks is theoretically regulated by ORMM, but 

in practice it is difficult to say whether or not ten tasks in one Asur 

makes it better or worse than 20 tasks In another. In 1973, the number 

of tasks considered to be desirable and possible for enterprises was 

100-150; ten years later this number reached about 375 [8amb73; 

Usen82]. Pogrebnoy' s data shows a reasonably strong correlation between 

number of tasks and expected economic effect [Pogr79J. 

The second category is cost benefit analysis. By comparing ca

pital expenditures to an estimate of the effect of the ASUP on pro

duction, a payback period is calculated. The last set of measures are 

most concrete. including increases in labor productivity. reductions in 

outlays of raw materials, and production cost reductions. This section 

examines tasks and subsys terns. 

Many of the statistics ci ted here are based on a few noteworthy 

studies carried out by Soviets who are in a position to collect and ana

lyze such information. When the affiliations of these authors are in

vestigated. two primary sources of data emerge. The first is provided 

by an elite that has access to official statistics or the authority to 

conduct survey research itself. The Makhrov et ale study. for example, 

was written by Makhrov, Hodin, and Yakovenko at the Central Economics 

and Mathematics Institute (TsEMI) [Makh74]. All of the authors of the 

Guneyev study oversaw, edited, or took part in developing the ORMM 

guidelines {Gune77; Ormm77J. Lapshin worked for more than ten years in 
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the summary department for computer technology in Gosplan. He also 

worked on the ORMM guidelines and was thanked in the preface of Ma

khrov's book [Makh74; Ormm771. Sedegov was a participant in formulat

ing the ORMl1 guidelines and editor or at least one TPR [8eoe79; 

Tpra751. He is the deputy director of TsNIITU [Dire82j. One of his 

coauthors also participated in drafting the ORMM guidelines. and one of 

the reviewers was Yakovenko. Pogrebnoy's book was published under the 

auspices of TsEMI. Lapshin, Madin, Pogrebnoy, Cheshenko, and Samborskiy 

(GKNT) were all participants in formulating the methodologies for defin

ing the economic effectiveness of ASUP (Section 6.2) [Meto76; Pogr74; 

Vrem731. Madin, Yakovenko, and Pogrehnoy collaborated on a major hand

book on ASUP [Modi78]. Cheshenko thanked Chumachenko and Kruchinin in 

the preface to his book [Ches78]. 

The second, smaller, group is comprised of people who worked at 

institutes where ASUPs were actively being developed. Sedegov falls 

into this category. Kruchinin and Lev worked at NIIUMS [Pogr74]. 

Chumachenko and Zabotina were clearly heavily involved in the ASUPs con

structed by the Institute of Industrial Economics of the UkSSR Academy 

of Sciences in Donetsk [Chum77]. 

In the first major statistical analysis of ASUP, about half of 

the enterprises which had them in 1969-70 were surveyed (see Appendix A) 

[Makh74]. Data sets from 1969 and 1971 were used to investigate the 

number of tasks in the first stage of an ASUP [Madill]. In the first 

set, the number of enterprises reporting less than six tasks was about 

62 percent. Mast of the rest had from 6-50 tasks, while 13 percent had 

more than 50, and some had more than 100. Two years later the number of 
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ASUPs with six or less tasks had dropped to about 35 percent, about 30 

percent had 11-40 tasks, and 16 percent had more than 60 tasks. Most of 

the enterprises that were added to the second data set consequently had 

20-60 t:a~k:, ILL Lhe first I:;i:age of theIr ASUPs. 

In 1972 it was reported that the average number of tasks in 287 

ASUPs was 29 across all industries. In machine building and 

instrument-building the averages were slightly higher [Kruc72J. Se

degov IS data is limited to 67 ASUPs that were designed and introduced by 

TsNIITU in the 9th Five-Year Plan. For enterprises samphd in Minpri

bar, Minselkhozmash, and Minstankoprom, Sedegov noted that in 1971-72 

they had an average of 5-6 subsystems and 25 tasks (Table 6.2). The 

Chumachenko and Zabotina sample shows a wider spread of tasks and a 

slightly larger average number of tasks. Based on extensive study of a 

number of ASUPs in various industries, they concluded that enterprises 

count tasks differently, so that the number of tasks is a poor indicator 

of functionality. In addition, the mandatory provisions of the ORMM 

guidelines were poorly enforced, allowing long-range tasks in particular 

to be omitted [Chum77]. 

The Guneyev et al. data showed that the average ASUP had about 

40 tasks [Gune77J. This was also the number found for this period in 

Pogrebnoy's careful analysis of machine building ASUPs (Table 6.4) 

[Pogr79J. ASUPs in two other industries were found to have 

significantly fewer tasks. which may explain why the averages in Table 

6.2 are lower. According to the TsNIITU sample the number of subsystems 

reached 7-9 with 35-40 tasks by 1975 [Sede79]. 



Table 6.2 

Average Number of Tasks in ASUPs, 1970-1977 

Subsystem Average Number of Tasks 

Chumachenko 
TsNIITU & Zabotina Trushin 

ouop 7.21 

Accounting 4.71 
including analysis 

TEP 4.34 

MTS 3.88 

TPP 

Sales 

Quality Control 

OUVP 

Personnel 

Current and Long
range Planning 

Engineering tasks 

Wages and Labor 

Order Execution 

Dispatching 

Normative 'Base 

total 

3.83 

2.21 

1.08 

0.58 

0.21 

28.25 

5.1 

7.0 
1.1 

2.7 

1.1 

1.6 

2.2 

1.5 

1.5 

0.5 

0.2 

31.8 

Source: [Chum77; Sede 79, 62-63; Trus 77] 

3.22 

5.20 

3.33 

2.00 

1.56 

2.30 

0.00 

0.11 

0.78 

18.56 

Note: The TsNUTU distribution is a 24-ASUP sample, 
1971-1975, Chumachenko & Zabotina is 11 enterprises 
in Mintyazhmash and the Donbass region, Trushin is 
9 Belorussian ASUPs. 
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Thus, the vast majority of ASUPs started out with less than ten 

tasks. At a small but significant group of enterprises, considerably 

more effort was expended to produce systems with 50-100 tasks. During 

1971-1975, ASUPs went into operation with more and more tCisks, rauging 

from about 20 at the beginning of the period to about 40 at the end in 

industries such as machine building. 

In 1977, the average number of tasks per ASUP was 27-28, and in 

1978-1979, it w .• s 33 [Samb78; Siny83bj. Others have cited higher fi

gures, such as 60-120 [Veli78b}. Pogrebnoy's data also suggests an 

upswing in the number of tasks in newly created ASUP. On the other 

hand, cases were cited in which ASUPs were introduced with only 4-6 

tasks [Gule81}. Thus, the dichotomy of some systems with many tasks and 

some systems with a few, evidenced in the Nakhrov et a1. data, con

tinued. The range in the automobile industry alone was 15-300 tasks 

[Siny83bj. 

In 1982 a new branch classification of ASUP subsystems and 

tasks, RTM 25.443-81, went into effect. This standard was tested at a 

number of machine building nnd machine tool building enterprises by 

TsNIITU (Table 6.3). It shows the intended directions in which ASUP are 

to be developed. The total number of tasks is to rise substantially. 

The subsystem which has received the greatest amount of develop

ment in machine building has he en the OUOP subsystem (Table 6.2, Table 

6.5). In 287 ASUPs surveyed in 1971-1975, roughly half of the tasks in 

machine and instrument building were concentrated in the TPP, TEP, QUOP, 

and quality control subsystems (Table 6.1) [Kruc72J. TPP, TEP, and OUOP 



Table 6.3 

Subsystems and Tasks in 1982 Minpribor Branch Standard 

Subsystem Task Complexes 

QUOP 

Accounting and reporting 

Long-range and cur
rent technical eco
nomic planning and 
social planning 

TPP 

Sales 

MTS 

Information base 

Personnel 

Finances 

Organization of production 
(basic, service and 
provision) 

total 

Source: [Usen82J 

20 

50 

Tasks 

75 

67 

37 

27 

17 

16 

15 

11 

10 

371 
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generally were the top three subsystems, with accounting sometimes in 

third place. In the light and food industries, the task priorities were 

somewhat different: more emphasis was placed on planning, accounting, 

and 5a1",5 (Titul.;: 6.5). 

A view of the development of ASUPs over time is given by data 

from TsNIITU. comparing the tasks distribution in 1971 and 1975 for 

three ministries (Table 6.6). The data shows that each ministry had 

significantly different priorities for which subsystems would be devel-

oped initially, and which would be added later. OUOP and accounting 

were initial choices of all the ministries. Small percentages of tasks 

Table 6.4 

Average Number of Tasks in Machine Building ASUP 

Year Ave. No. of Tasks Ave. No. of Subsystems 

1971-75 41 5.7 

1974 44 

1975 40 6.1 

1976 40 5.7 

1977 68 7.1 

Source: [Pogr79, 47] 

Note: Sample comprised 323 ASUP created in 1971-1975. 
44 ASUP created in 1976, and 47 ASUP created in 1977. 
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Table 6.5 

Percentage of Tasks by Subsystem in ASUP, c. 1975 

Subsystem Percentage of Tasks 

Pogrebnoy 

Lapshin Sedegov 1. II. III. 

OUOP 25.B 35.0 24.2 20.7 15.7 

TPP 19.0 14.0 13.0 5.0 6.9 

TEP lB. 1 lB.O 19.1 21. 5 29.4 

MTS 13.8 10.0 12.1 7.5 B.B 

Accounting 11.6 11.0 15.9 27.9 16.7 

Sales 9.0 7.6 14.0 19.6 

OUVP 3.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 

Others 11.6 5.7 3.4 2.9 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Laps77 , 218; Pogr79, 62; Sede79] 

Notes: Lapshin's data comes from machine building in 
about 1975. Sed ego v I s data " from TsNIITU for 1971-
1975. Pogrebnoy's samples. from roughly the same per-
iod. are: I. 43 machine building enterprises; II. 21 
light industry enterprises; and III. 5 food industry 
enterprises. 
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wer~ added in such subsystems as quality and auxiliary production, but 

major additions took place in accounting, sales, TEP and TPP. 

A significant addition to ASUPs in the 1976-1980 period was sub

systems for monitoring production quality, which now comprise at least: 

five percent of all ASUP tasks. This system reportedly accounted for 12 

percent of the economic effect from ASUPs in this period [Kopy82b; 

Siny83bl. Minpribor's standard suggests that the traditional task dis

tribution priorities that have been outlined here will continue (Table 

6.3) • 

Using all the statistics cited above, a weighted ranking based 

the percentage of tasks in each subsystem produced the following 

ordering: OUOP, TEP, and accounting in a top group; and TPP, sales, 

and MTS in a second group. This ranking also corresponds to the per

centage of machine time reported by Guneyev et al. [Gune771. Thus, 

three out of the four top subsystem are ones which are more under the 

control of the enterprise, having fewer connections with outside bodies. 

This indicates that ASUPs have not been created merely to provide super

ior organizations with necessary accounting data, hut have been designed 

to attack critical areas of internal enterprise management: daily pro

duction control, planning, accounting, and development and enhancement 

of processes and products. 

By the same token, with the exception of the OUOP subsystem, the 

ordering of the subsystems selected is not particularly consistent with 

their overall expected effect (Table 6.7). The choice of TEP second 

could conceivably reflect a greater desire to increase production and 
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Table 6.6 

ASUP Tasks by Subsystem for Three Ministries 

Subsystem Percentage of Tasks 

Minpribor Minselkhozmash Minstankoprom 

1971 1975 1971 1975 1971 1975 

OUOP 21.8 16.0 58.0 43.0 52.0 17.7 

TEP 13.6 11.0 0.0 11.0 20.0 41.2 

Accounting 25.6 37.0 16.0 5.5 20.0 14.7 

Sales 29.8 6.5 5.0 6.5 0.0 17.8 

TPP 0.0 15.0 0.0 10.5 4.0 2.7 

MTS 9.2 9.0 21.0 14.5 4.0 0.0 

ouvp 0.0 2.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 

Quality 0.0 3.5 0.0 2.0 0.0 6.0 

Personnel 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 

Source: [Sede79, 83] 
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decrease costs (columns a and d), but may simply reflect the fact that 

c.alc.ulating the plans is one of the most laborious operations that can 

be transferred to the computer. Similarly. a great effect is not ex-

peci:ed from accuunting, but. It is ~asil;;'sL to impll:!ment, and is the fuun-

dation for most of the rest of the system. According to Guneyev et a1., 

the matn criterion for task selection was cost [Gune7l]. A number of 

other critics have affirmed that the first tasks were those that were 

easiest to implement [Gudi76; KolyBl: Novi80: Sabi76] 

Thus, throughout the 70s, the Soviet software industry succeeded 

in increasing the average number of tasks per ASUP by a mere four (29 to 

33). Considerably more effort was expended in some cases, indicating 

that the distribution must have been skewed towards the lower end. With 

an average of little more than six tasks per subsystem, the degree to 

which anyone complete management function was embraced by computeriza

tion was small. The number of tasks fell far short of what was con

sidered to be desirable. The absence of an emphasis on maintenance, 

noted in Chapter 5, is confirmed by this data. The OUOP subsystem 

proved to be most important, both in terms of expected economic impact 

and overall number Clf tasks. 

~ Cost Benefit Analysis 

The cost benefit analysis in this section rests on a comparison 

of the amount spent on building ASUPs versus tangible measures of their 

payoff. The aggregated data for all ASUs and for computing in general 

gives an initial impression of the costs and benefits. Financial 

appropriations for ASUs have been huge and have risen steadily. They 



Table 6.7 

Sources of ASUP Effect by Subsystem 

Subsystem Percentage of Effect 

h 

OUOP 32 30 15 12 19 30 5 27.1 

MTS 13 10 8 10 18 20 10 15.9 

TPP 8 12 5 40 13.6 

OUVP 10 15 8 10 10 10 20 12.6 

TEP 15 2 12 3 10.3 

Sales 5 10 18 3 10.0 

Personnel 5 11 10 2 10 10 8.6 

Finance 2 10 10 5.4 

Accounting 8 10 4.9 

Source: [Serle 79. 64] 

Notes: Sample of 67 enterprises at which TsNIITU built 
ASUPs in 1971-1975. 

Key: a. increase production output 
b. increase labor productivity 
c. increase production quality 
d. decrease production cost 
e. decrease working capital 
f. increase smoothness of production 
g. decrease time to assimilate new technology 
h. general share by subsystem in economic effect 
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totaled one billion rubles for 1966-1970, 3-5 billion for the 1971-1975, 

six billion for 1976-1980, and a projec.ted 11 billion for the 1981-1985 

[Sots72; Veli78b; Yer875]. Between 1966 and 1985, the total projected 

expenditures Oll computing in the Soviet economy was expected to blS 24.5 

billion rubles [Simc84]. 

Aggregate figures have also been presented for the total savings 

in the ec.onomy due to the introduction of computer technology and ASUs. 

The savings from increased labor productivity alone was purportedly 

680,000,000 rubles in 1965-1970 [Yers75J. Approximately two bi.llion 

rubles were saved due to ASUs in 1971-1975 [Asu76; pokr76; Zhim76J. 

Between 1975 and 1978 the savings totaled 1.6 billion rubles, while the 

projected savings for the 1976-1980 were 3.8-4 billion rubles [Asu76; 

Rak78el. The cumulative savings for ASU between 1965 and 1978 was said 

to be ten billion rubles, and the savings from computer applications be

tween 1966 and 1985 was expected to be 35 billion rubles [Kany83; 

Simc84J. Thus, at a very gross level, the Soviet cost benefit statis

tics show that about the same amount was spent on ASUs as was recouped 

(12 bi 11ion rubles), while almost half again as much as was spent on 

computing was recouped. The next three sections subject these statis

tics to careful scrutiny. 

6.2.1 Costs 

The cost of ASUPs built in the period 1965-1975 has been well

documented by a number of Soviet authors. In the first five years of 

this period, the average cost for machine building enterprises, where 

many of the original ASUPs were developed, amounted to 1,250,000 rubles 
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(Table 6.8). The design cost comprised 700,000 rubles, or about 55 per

cent of the total [Siny83b; Zhim751. About half the enterprises 

studied by Makhrov et a1. had capital expenditures (excluding develop

ment and impleffit::\otaLion costs) of less than 600,000 rubles I but an ASUP 

could cost significantly more [Makh74]. The most expensive one in this 

period was probably that of the Minsk Tractor Plant, for which 1,300,000 

rubles for design and 7,000,000 for hardware were expended by 1970 just 

for the first stage. The second stage cost an additional 750,000 and 

1,800,000 rubles respectively [Gune77]. No aggregated figures are 

available on operating expenses, hut the temporary Methodology (see 

below) suggests a cost of at least 350,000 rubles per year based on 

wages of computer center personnel, other direct costs, and overhead 

[Vrem73]. These figures lead to the conclusion that ASUPs accounted for 

about one third of the total expenditures on ASU in that period, which 

is consistent with the total number of ASUs built [Novi83]. 

In 1971-1975, the cost of one system ranged from less than 

100,000 rubles to over 13 million (Table 6.9) [Gune77]. In both the 

Chumachenko and Zabotina data and the Pogrebnoy data, the weighted aver

ages are similar: 1,433,000 rubles for the former and 1,355,000 rubles 

for the latter. Except for a slight bulge at the beginning and a 

drawn-out tail, the Chumachenko and Zabotina data are normally dis

tributed about a mean of about 1,750,000 rubles. The Pogrebnoy data is 

somewhat more heavily concentrated towards the smaller end of the scale. 

Kruchinin et a1. claim that the average cost was somewhat less: 

1,236,000 rubles (Table 6.1). Therefore, most ASUPs in this period fell 

into the range of 500,000 to 2,000,000 rubles. Operating expenditures 



Table 6.8 

Average Cost of One Machine Building ASUP 

Unit Year Amount (rubles) 

Nine machine building 1965-70 1,225,000 
enterprises 

ll-ministry average 1971-75 1,355,000 
in machine building 1975 1,153,000 

1976 1,388,000 
1977 1,398,000 

Minavtoprom 1971-75 1,901,000 
1973 1,380,000 
1975 1,000,000 

Minstroydormash 1971-75 1,938,000 
1973 1,888,000 
1975 1,600,000 

Minlegpishch 1971-75 850,000 
1975 680,000 

Source: [Makh74, 176; Pogr79, 45-46] 

Notes: A list of ministries included in the ll-ministry 
average is given in Appendix A. 
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at this time, based on Kruchinio's sample, were about 250,000 rubles per 

year [Kruc77]. 

Both the Pogrebnoy data (Table 6.8) and the Solomatin data 

(Table 6.10) show that the average expenditures per ASUP -.jaried c.on-

siderably by ministry. Of 11 machine building ministries surveyed. the 

Ministry of the Automobile Industry (Minavtoprom) spent the most, while 

the Ministry of Machine Building for Light and Food Industry and House

hold Appliances (Minlegpishch) spent the least. Over the course of the 

1971-1975 period, the average cost of an ASUP was declining. In the 

case of the Minavtoprom, it was at least halved. 

The Pogrebnoy data shows that the ministries which spent more 

did so by spending more on hardware and buildings. The cost of design 

in 1975 was relatively constant across the nine ministries surveyed by 

Solomatin. The average design cost in 1975 was about 390,000 rubles, 

which is a slight drop from the 403,000 average in machine building in 

1971-1975 [Pogr79J. Kruchinin et a1. report that the design cost in 

1971-1973 averaged 461,000 rubles, versus 362,000 rubles in 1975 

[Krucll]. Fifty-five percent of enterprises surveyed by Guneyev et a1. 

spent less than 600,000 rubles on design, while three percent spent more 

than 2,000,000 [Gunell]. Hardware and building costs in the Ministry of 

the Coal Industry (Minugol), by comparison, reached 2,200,000 rubles 

(Table 6.10). Overall, the average spent on design was 38 percent of 

the total {Gunell; Siny83bJ. Seventy-five to 80 percent of the capital 

expenditures were spent on hardware [Gune77j. 



Table 6.9 

Distribution of Cost per ASUP, c. 1968-1975 

Cost, K rubles Percentage of Enterprises 

Donbass and Mintyazhmash 
--------------------------~- Machine 

Capital Building 
Design Expense Total 1971-1975 

to 100 17.1 0.0 10.5 

101-500 20.2 24.3 18.1 8.0a 

501-1,000 27.1 29.7 10.5 36.0 

1,001-1,500 10.5 13.3 15.7 24.0 

1,500-2,000 21.2 26.7 24.1 13.0 

2,000-3,000 4.0 6.0 10.5 11.0 

3,001-4,000 0.0 0.0 5.3 8.0 

4,001 and more 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 

Source: [Chum77, 77; Pogr79. 46J 

a. Includes the range 0-100. 

Note: The Donbass and Mintyazhmash data includes enter
prises from the coal, metallurgy J machine building, 
construction materials, and construction industries. 
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Table 6.10 

Cost of ASUP by Ministry, 1975 

Ministry Relative Percentage Expenditure/ ASUP 

Design and Hardware and 
Implemen- BuUding-
tation Installation (K rubles) 

------------
Minpribor 44 56 760 

Minneft 37 63 800 

Hinlegprom 4l, 56 900 

Minkhimmash 38 62 970 

Minstankoprom 36 64 1,020 

Minavtoprom 36 64 l,lOO 

Minselkhozmash 35 65 1,610 

Mintyazhmash 29 7l l,700 

Minugol 12 88 2,500 

total 1l ,360 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Laps77 ; Sol079J 

Table 6.11 

Percentage of Expenditures on ASUP in Machine Building 

Year 

1971-75 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Design and 
Implementation 

35 

38 

35 

32 

Source: [Pogr79, 46 J 

Hardware and Building
Installation 

65 

62 

65 

68 
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Pogrebnoy has provided data for the first two yeal:"s of the 

1976-1980 period which shows that costs were on the rise in the machine 

building ministries (Table 6,10, Table 6.11). He asserts that this 10-

crease was due to Lhe increa:;ecl prices of the ES lllachin!:.'s alld titf:!ir pe-

ripheral devices. This is only partially true. Hardware and building 

costs actually declined substantially in 1975 compared to the 1971-1975 

average, but had risen about 50,000 rubles by 1977. The average design 

cost in 1975-1977 in machine building rose to about 470,000 rubles. 

This figure undoubtedly reflects the difficulty of assimilating the ES 

computers. Other studies showed smaller design costs. The BeSSR ASUP 

study, for example, reported a total cost of about 1,000,000 rubles per 

system, with about 350,000 spent on design [NoviSOj. Another source 

claims that only 32 percent was spent on design in 1976-1980 [Siny83b]. 

By 1980, the total cost of an ASUP was said to be 2,200,000 rubles, 

inc111ding 700,000 rubles for design and 1,500,000 for hardware [ModiS I J • 

The most recent data on ASUP costs was given by Chukhman in the 

form of a rule of thumb for estimating system costs. He asserted that 

the cost of an ASUP should be estimated at 2.5 times the cost of the 

hardware (see also [Lipa84]). The design cost is about equal to the 

hardware cost. As of 1979, the ES-I033 cost 650,000 rubles, the ES-1022 

cost 510,000 rubles, and the East German ES-1040 cost 3,000,000 rubles 

[Nepo79]. If Chukhman's rule reflects current costs, then the design 

costs have risen substantially since the mid-70s, but the overall cost 

may not have risen too much. Operating expenses, which include hardware 

but not software maintenance, were said to be 30-50 percent of the 
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economic effect in the late 70s. Hith the rising number of tasks being 

implemented, costs have fa1len on a per task basis [Siny83b]. 

Taking the average costs for the periods 1965-1970, 1971-1975, 

1976-1977, and 1980, and dividing by the average number of operations 

per second for the typical computer used in· them (Minsk-22, Minsk-32, 

ES-I022, ES-1033), a measure can be derived of the price/performance 

ratio for ASUPs over this IS-year period. If in the first period, ASUPs 

cost 250 rubles per machine operation, then in 1971-1975 this ratio 

dropped to 45, in 1976-1977. it was 17 J and in 1980 it was 13. Thus 

despite the gross increase in costs, the Soviets superficially managed 

to take advantage of improving price/performance ratios in the ASUP pro-

gram. However, as pointed out in Section 4.1.3, the actual performance 

of the ES machines was considerably less than rated capacity. 

6.2.2 Economic Effectiveness of ASUP 

Soviet economic planners have attempted to establish a single 

methodology by which the economic return of the introduction of ASUPs 

can be evaluated. This so-called "economic effectiveness" measures the 

difference between projected profit with and without the ASUP. The 

methodology which is currently mandatory for enterprises and production 

associations is The Methodology .2i the Definition £f.. ~ Economic Effec

tivenl'!ss £!. Automated Hanagement Systems £!. Enterprises and Production 

As~ociations (henceforth: 'Methodology), which was approved by the State 

Committee on Science and Technology (GKNT) in 1978 and published in 1979 

[Meto79b]. Because the economic effectiveness data is so widespread, 

because the Methodology is at the root of many of the reported figures, 
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and because the claimed effects are so large, it is inspected carefully 

in this subsecti.on. 

The economic effectiveness data which have appeared since 1965 

h'lve be<;!n calculated according to e variety of guidelines. The first 

edition of the ORMM guidelines contain the first provisions for defining 

the economic effectiveness of ASUs. They mandated the use of the 1969 

guidelines approved by Gosplan, the Academy of Sciences and State Build

ing Committee for calculating the general effectiveness of capital ex

penditures [Ormm72]. These included a calculation of the payback period 

for the investment (the ratio of the total cost of the investment to the 

expected yearly return) J but were not specifically designed for the 

ASUPs under construction in 1965-1970. 

In 1973 a branch-wide methodology was published [Vrem73]. An

other edition of the guidelines was published in 1976 [Meto76J. While 

there are some differences in these methodologies which will be noted 

below, they are for the most part minor. The current Methodology incor

porates almost everything in the Temporary Methodology and Hethodology 

of 1976. Although the Temporary Methodology was mandatory for enter

prises, it also gave branches the right to design their own methodolo

gies. Branches wishing to use a different methodology now must have it 

approved by Gosplan and must follow the general principles of the Meth

odology. Zhimerin and Myasnikov discussed at least nine different meth

odologies in their 1975 study. but all of these shared some things in 

common: they held that growth in production would be related to de

creased wasted worker time, economic effectiveness was defined in terms 

of reduced expenditures, and the payback period was defined as above 
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[Zhim7S]. Therefore, the discussion in this section will be based on 

the provisions of the Methodology with little loss of generality. 

Effec.tiveness Data. The three main quantities which are cal-

culated by Lhe Methodology are the yearly savings (yearly growth in pro-

fit) from the ASUP, E(yr), the economic effect, and the payback period. 

If production before the institution of the ASUP is A( 1) and afterwards 

is A( 2). profits before are P( 1), and 8 ( 1) and s( 2) represent the un! t 

costs of production before and after the ASUP, the quantity E(yr) is 

calculated according to the following formula: 

A(2) - A(1) sO) - s(2) 
E(yr) ~ ----------- * P( 1) + ----------- * A(2) (6.1) 

AO) 100 

The economic effect is just the above quantity minus a fraction of the 

capital investment made (the fraction is determined by t.he normative 

branch coefficient for the effectiveness of the introduction of computer 

technology). The payback period is the ratio of the capital investment 

to the yearly economic savings as calculated above. 

Wide variations are present in statistics reported about indivi-

dual ASUs in the press. Reported yearly savings may be as small as 

72,000 rubles at the Ufa Motor Plant or as large as the 13,900,OOD-ruble 

savings reported for the Volga Automobile Association. Economic effec-

tiveness and economic payback data from almost 100 enterprises and as-

sociations has been collected from the literature and are presented in 

Appendix F. The statistics are not often accompanied by an explanation 
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of what methodology was used to calculate them, or whether or not they 

represent the projected or a~tual values. Data from the 1966-1970 may 

have been calculated using the 1969 guidelines for capital investment. 

from the 1971-1975 usi"g the Tempor.ary I·fethodology. 811.d fLora 1975-1980 

using the Methodology. Little data is available for 1981-1985. Because 

enterprises have little incentive to calculate the actual effects, most 

of the data probably represents projections [Kopy82c}. 

The payback period is included in many of these reports. It is 

never reported as being higher than about 4.5-5 years. Generally, the 

average is reported as being about 2.5-3.0 years, with a significant 

number of ASUPs that have even better payback periods of less than 2.0 

years [801073; S01076; S01079; Zhim76b]. Eighty-two percent of 

enterprises in the Guneyev et a1. study had payback periods of 1.8-3.3 

years [Cune77]. In a study using actual data for 208 enterprises done 

by Gosplan in 1972, the payback periods ranged from one to three years; 

the weighted average was 2.7 years (Table 6.15). A study of 79 enter

prises in machine building in 1971-1975 found that the mean actual pay

back period was 2.1 years with a standard deviation of almost one year 

(Table 6.12) [Laps77]. 

On the surface, these statistics make ASUPs look like an ex:

cellent investment, especially considering the fact that the normal pay

back period for most Soviet investments is considered six: years. 

However, as Lapshin points out, these data are based on the ASUPs that 

were actually working at the beginning of 1971. In omitting ASUPs which 

were not yet working, they make ASUP investments in general look better 

than they were. But as the 1971-1975 period wore on, the payback 
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periods actually got shorter, at least according to Lapshio's cal-

c.ulations of the normative coefficients (0.43 late in 1974 and 0.5 in 

1975, which suggest a normal payback period of 2.33 and 2.0 years re-

gpectively) [LapsnJ. This may reflect increasing experience with the 

Minsk-32, but also may simply be the effec.t of using the new methodology 

which came out in 1973. 

Table 6.12 

Distribution of Actual Payback Period of 79 ASUPs 

Years Number in Interval 

0.0-0.5 

0.5-1.0 

1.0-1.5 13 

1.5-2.0 14 

2.0-2.5 17 

2.5-3.0 l! 

3.0-3.5 

3.5-4.0 

4.0-4.5 

4.5-5.0 

Source: [Laps77, 82J 
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The same sort of data is available with respect to the savings 

of ASUPs. Figu't'es were given by Makhroll et a1. for the projected eCQ-

nomic effect (this means a fraction of the investment has been sub-

Lr:ai.:tt!d) fur ovei' half of tllt;! ASUPs in 1966-1970 (Tcible 6.13). The 

Gosplan survey enterprises also included information on savings (Table 

6.14). The average level for the economic effect of an ASUP in 

1971-1975 was about 300,000 rubles (Table 6.1). 

Table 6.13 

Savings from ASUPs in 1966-1970 

Savings 
(K rubles) 

- 150 

151-300 

301-350 

451-600 

601-750 

751-900 

900-

Source: [Makh74, 206] 

Percentage of enterprises 
in this range 

2.7 

24.8 

31.5 

16.4 

8.2 

1.3 

15.1 
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A!!. In-depth look!E. the Methodology. The most important para-

meter which is determined by the Methodology is the calculation of 

yearly savings, E(yr). Returning to equation 6.1, it is apparent that 

the first term is just the increase in profits due to increased pro-

duet ion while the second term is the savings as a result of decreased 

costs. The savings from increased production is realistic if production 

actually reaches the projected level, since the market in the industries 

in which ASUPs are most widespread is guaranteed. The new level of pro-

duetion, A(2), is directly proportional to ACl): (A(2) '" A(l)*G. Equa-

tion 6.1 can consequently be reduced to the following three components: 

P(new) 

where 

C * (l-u) + C * G + G *- P(old) (6.2) 

= pre-AS UP unit cost of production 
= percentage decrease in cost based on each 

cost factor 
= resource-constrained percentage increase in 

production 
P(old) = profit before the ASUP 

In other words, the new profit level reflects the reduction in total 

costs as such, the cost reduction as reflected in illereased production 

(economies of scale), and the additional profit from increasing pro-

duction. 

Much therefore depends on the level at which G is set. The 

first of two ways of calculating G was included in the Temporary Method-

ology and retained in the 1976 Methodology. G is set equal to the ratio 

of 100 minus the intrashift percentage of wasted time after the 
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introduction of an ASUP to 100 minus the intrashift percentage of wasted 

time before the ASUP. For example, if five percent of worker's time was 

wasted before the introduction of the ASUP and only three percent after

..... ards, G would equal 1.02 and production would rise by two percenc. The 

Soviets give no rationale as to why this relationship describes reality. 

Apparently the majority of the members of the commission that drew up 

the methodologies felt that if worker time could be freed, the enter

prise manager could somehow lay hands on sufficient materials and equip

ment to increase production accordingly [Ches78]. 

The second method was included as an alternative in the first 

printing of the 1976 Methodology and then made mandatory in the second 

printing. This method considered how much labor, materials, or equip

ment could be saved using an ASUP, calculated the possible increase in 

production on the basis of these savings, and then chose the smallest 

increase with which to calculate a value of G. The difference in the 

results of the two methods could be dramatic. At the Khar'kov re

frigerator factory, the first method yielded an estimated savings of 

1,750,000 rubles, while the second method predicted that 498,000 rubles 

would be saved. The corresponding payback times were 2.1 and 4.8 years 

[Ches78j. 

The second method was flawed because calculations were based 

only on aggregate figures (e.g., the total number of worker hours to be 

saved and an overall figure for labor used per ruble of output) 

[Meto76j. They ignored the existence of a variety of production techno

logies in the enterprise. Thus it is difficult to believe that these 

savings would really allow the total predicted increase in production. 
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This c.onstrained-resource approac.h is retained in the current version. 

Estimates are made of how much of a resource can be freed by each task, 

and the sum of these savings becomes the potential increase of pro

ductIon bd.s~J on that resource. G is then calculated as the ratio of 

A(2) and A(l) [Meto79bJ. 

G remains an important part of economic. effectiveness cal

culations. 10 late 1984, it was recommended that an "express" method be 

used for preliminary calculation of economic effectiveness in order to 

aid the decisions of planners and designers about which ASUPs could be 

beneficial. Standard G values for similar groups of enterprises are 

calculated on the basis of the set of tasks to be implemented, and on 

the basis of either the experience of enterprises in the groups with 

ASUPs or the Methodology [Glus84]. 

The second part of E(yr) is a cal(',ulation of the reduction in 

cost as the difference between unit costs before and after the ASUP. 

The initial unit cost, s(l), is the ratio of enterprise costs to the old 

level of production, A(t). The new unit cost, s(2), is the ratio of the 

costs given the ASUP and the new level of production, A(2). When all is 

said and done, the calculation of savings from decreased costs amounts 

to multiplying the old level of costs times G and subtracting estimates 

of cost figures given the ASUP (Equation 6.2). Estimates must be made 

for the decreased use of materials and energy, the reduction in overtime 

payments due to more even production, the amount of waste eliminated, 

the number of personnel to be saved, and the level of "external" ex

penditures given the presence of an ASUP. Other factors which are taken 

into account are savings from reductions in non-production expenditures, 
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production engineering costs, "other" costs, and the cost of operating 

the ASUP. HOiNever. the cost of setting up the ASUP department and some 

additional costs are not included [Gunen]. 

The measure of the economic effect of an ASUP makes usc of the 

yearly savings, the capital expenditures connected with the creation and 

introduction of the ASUP, and a normative coefficient for those invest

ments assigned by the branch. The effect is really just the savings 

minus depreciation. If no branch coefficient is assigned, then the 

value of 0.15 is used [Meto761. A value of 0.33 was used by Gosplan for 

1971-1975 and was probably used for 1976-1980 as well [Ches78; 8010791. 

The calculation of the capital expenditures takes several fac

tors into account. One is all of the expenses of the ASUP before it be

gins working, another is the expenditure:'! for construction (buildings, 

etc.) and installation of ASUP-related equipment, while other factors 

relate to the positive or negative change in working capital, the 

remaining cost of depreciated equipment which can not be used or sold on 

the side and the remaining cost (negative) of such commodities , .. hich can 

be profitably disposed of or used. The calculation of the cost of un

salvagable equipment uses straight-line depreciation based on the number 

of years of operation and a depreciation coefficient. 

These are the most important factors which enter into the cal

culation of the economic savings and effect of an ASUP. 

Problems !.!!. the Methodology. Criticisms of the Methodology can 

be broken down into four areas: the inputs used in the model, the 

model's sensitivity, the absence of the factor of time in the model, and 

other criticisms offered in the Soviet press. 
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A central problem with any model of this nature is fixing the 

levels of the input parameters. The quantity A(I), which is the base 

level of production before the introduction of" the ASUP, must itself be 

est1mated using blstorical data, the Five-Year plan created by Gosplan, 

and expert evaluation. Not only must A(l) be estimated, but so must all 

the other indicators for the year in which the ASUP is expected to 1'\"0 

into service. The actual values of these indicators depend on Gosplan, 

which is known for frequently changing plans, and on the performance of 

other economic units. If the year of introduction happens to fall into 

the next Five-Year Plan. no figures from Gosplan are available what

soever [Chum77]. The Methodology gives almost no guidance on how to es

timate these parameters. There is substantial room for discrepancies 

and for deriving whatever result is desired [Ches78; Levi84J. 

To aid those using the Methodology, Kruchinin et a1. published 

tables of expert evaluations of the predicted effect of each task (Table 

3.3, Table 6.14) [Krue83]. These estimates concerned all the major cat

egories covered by the Methodology, and were partially based on actual 

figures from 103 enterprises. A different methodology was recommended 

by Chumachenko and Zabotina. who performed time-series and regression 

analyses to predict future levels of labor productivity [Chum77]. Their 

main conclusion was that the only way to get accurate predictions of 

what the future levels will be was to use the same processes that are 

used in compiling the Five-Year Plan, which is a direct ronsequenee of 

the nature of the centrally-planned economy. 



Table 6.14 

Percentage Savings Due to ASUP Subsystems 

Subsystem Savings as a Percentage of the Base Level 

No. of 
Tasks 

TPP 11 

TEP 14 

aliOP 21 

Accounting 14 

MTS 12 

Sales 

Finance 

Quality 

Personnel 

Norm Database 

Instrument 
Management 

Total Effect 

Savings of 
Raw and 
Other 
Materials 

0.18 

0.26 

2.16 

0.13 

1.2 

Savings of 
Wages of Cut in 
Production Waste 
Workers Losses 

2.41 0.50 

1.33 

2.92 7.35 

0.86 

0.34 0.14 

0.20 

30.70 

0.8 

16.1 
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Table 6.14, continued 
----------------------------------------------------
Subsystem Savings as a I'ercentage of the Base Level 
------------------------------------------------------

Equip- Factory- Produc- Fl'eeing 
ment Shop wide tion of 
out- out- out- Growth Working 
lays lays lays Profits Capital 

TPP 0.76 3.02 3.42 3.32 2.07 

TEP 1.23 2.67 3.41 2.55 0.19 

OUOP 2.92 3.21 6.68 4.93 4.26 

Accounting 0.30 2.95 3.19 0.53 1.30 

MTS 0.64 2.38 3.59 2.72 4.30 

Sales 1.66 0.99 1.81 

Finance 2.05 0.24 

Quality 1.12 0.30 

Personnel 0.54 0.80 

Norm 0.31 
Database 

Instrument 0.41 0.03 
Management 

Total Effect 4.8 

Source: [Kruc 77; Kruc83] 

Notes: Based on Delphi-like study of expert opinions. 
"Total" row from [Kruc77]. 
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A sensitivity analysis of the Methodology revealed even more 

room for arbitrariness [Mche80j. Using several different sets of input 

data given in the Methodology and other publications, it was found that 

the level of yearly savings was line;:;.r1y dependent on the value of G. A 

0.1 percent change in G led to as much as a 4-8 percent change in the 

yearly savings. Given any base value for the wasted time before the 

introduction of the ASUP b(l), as the difference between this and the 

post-ASUP value b(2) decreased, the sensitivity of G increased (i,e., 

the relative change in G was greater given the same c.hange in one of the 

input parameters). For example, if b(1) had an initial value of seven 

percent and b(2) was six percent, a ten percent change in b(2) led to a 

0.6 percent change in G which translated into a 48 percent change in 

yearly savings. In the ASUPs studied by Guneyev et al., the wasted time 

before the introduction of the ASUP was 4.4-29.5 percent of the planned 

work time, hut afterwards, it was estimated to be 0.34-14.7 percent. G 

went from 1.005 to 1.095, a range of almost nine percent [Gune771. 

Based on the relationship given ahove, this implies a huge range of va

riability in E(yr) of 360-720 percent. 

If the more recent Methodology versions were used, G was deter

mined by constraints on labor, materials, or equipment. A change in 

these inputs might or might not change which constraint was limiting. 

Taking one example, a ten percent increase in the value of QT (labor 

used per one ruble of production) led to an 11 percent decrease in 

E(yr), but a similar change In the other direction allowed the first me

thod of calculating G to take control. This sensitivity analysis proved 



to be highly dependent on the input data in the example, and did not 

yield any substantive conclusions. 
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Another sensitive parameter was the level set for the minimum 

waste of material!:> under the ASUP. No explanation wa!:l given ill the 

Methodology as to how this was to be calculated, yet a five percent 

change led to a seven perc.ent change in the yearly savings. Zhimerin 

and Myasnikov pointed out that savings calc.ulations may be as much as 

10-20 percent off [Zhim7SJ. However, on the basis of this analysis, it 

seemed that this figure is too low: the statistics could well be as 

much as 50 percent off 0 

Even if all the inputs were entirely accurat"! and the model was 

not sensitive to small changes in those parameters, it still did not do 

a good job of estimating the real returns from ASUPs because the factor 

of time was generally missing. What the Methodology became was a means 

of making an estimate of the economic return in the first year of opera

tion at full speed. First. the factor of time was absent both in the 

calculation of capital expenditures and in the calculation of operating 

costs. Operating expenses were Ukely to change as the new system was 

assimilated. and more capital investments could be needed to upgrade the 

system from the fiI:'st to succeeding stages. Second, all the capital ex

penditures made while the ASUP was being designed were lumped together 

with no recognition of their relative value over time. Finally, it was 

unrealistic to think that the returns from the system would be constant, 

an assumption made in the calculation of the payback period. 
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Several Soviet economists, such as Morlin and Cheshenko, re

commended that ti.me be taken into account [Ches78; Itsk77j. In the 

1979 version, an equation is given based on the number of years 

"separating the expenditures <Jlld results of the gIven year from the 

beginning of the calc.ulated year of entry [Meto79b, 23J." The instruc.-

tions on how to lise this coefficient are vague. 

Other Soviet criticisms of the Methodology are implicitly re

flected in the large number of methodologies which have been published. 

Among the methodologies listed by Zhimerin and MyasnikolJ are those of 

Minpribor, NIIUMS, the Central Scientific Research Institute of Inte

grated Automation, the Kiev Institute of the Economy. and a methodology 

given by Dumler [Zhim75]. Others are those of NIITEKhIM [expans" ')n un

known], a methodology published in Perm' in 1973. that of Radchenko for 

the chemical industry, and that of Glushchenko [Glus76d; Radc78; 

Smi176]. In all, there are more than 175 different methodologies in use 

in various depa rtments [Simc84]. 

Some critics have found the Methodology to be deficient in that 

it does not require an analysis of the effectiveness of individual tasks 

or even individual subsystems [Glus76dj. Although the development of an 

ASUP is divided into several stages, the Methodology predicts the total 

effect regardless of when individual subsystems are supposed to come on 

line. Thus, that the projected effects cannot be realized in the first 

few years of operation is almost certain. Enterprises had no incentive 

to carry Ollt more precise calculations, because they were not required 

by the ministry and the funds were already expended [Ches78j. 
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The data given by Guneyev et al. partially support this con

clusion [Gune77]. Excluciing eight enterprises, the deviations of actual 

minus projected values ranged from about -600,000 rubles to 600,000 

rubles for projections from 200,000 1:0 800,000 rubles. If anything, the 

Me thodology overpredicted more as the predictions rose. 

The bulk of the data. however, readily supports the conclusion 

that the economic effectiveness statistics were almost always too high 

[Maks7ge; Marc79; Kopy82c; Trus77J. By the end of 1975, the vast ma

jority of ASUPs had not been developed beyond the first stage design 

[Ches78]. In a study of enterprises in the Donbass region and enter

prises of the Mintyazhmash, Chumachenko and Zabotina found that for 

those ASUPs being created in the early 70s, the projections were 

significantly greater than the actual results [Chum77]. Another sample 

found an average projected payback period of 1.8 years. when in fact it 

was actually 2.9 years [Siny83b]. In the sample presented in Appendix 

F, 32 percent of the projections were too low, 61 percent were too high, 

and 7 percent involved conflicting d2ta. 

A high figure for economic effectiveness does not necessarily 

imply improvements in the basic production indicators at enterprises. 

Research that was done at 20 enterprises which had a high calculated 

effect showed that after the ASUP came on line, the retail output went 

down at two; at 10 the share of administrative personnel increased; at 

eight expenses per one ruble of retail output increased; at eight over

time work increased; and at eight non-pro(luction expenses increased 

[Abra78; Katk82]. The first stage of the ASUP at the Minsk Meat Com

bine cost 650,000 rubles, but after it was up and running, the 
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indicators of the plant fell. In 1973 the actual cost of production ex-

ceeded the estimated one used in determining economic impact of ASUP by 

1.4 million rubles. At least four other plants experienced decreases in 

their economic indicators upor. the introduction of the ASUP [Voro76]. 

What sigpificance can be ascribed to the ecu.lOmic effectiveness 

calculations? At the micro level, these calculations seem to have a 

high enough probability of being sufficiently inaccurate that they can-

not be given much credence. In order to believe them, one simply has to 

make too many assumptions about the quality ,.,f the input data, ignore 

the structural problems in the Methodology itself, and assume that the 

calculations are being done without consideration of the politically ne-

cessary result. The weight of evidence indicates that the economic ef-

fectilJeness figures gener1illy overestimate the actual return. Much of 

the reported data is projected, and even when actual data is presented, 

the process of ascribing particular effects to computing is still pro-

blematical. 

Thus, the overall savings statistics that were presented at t.he 

beginning of this section say next to nothing about the success or fail-

ure of ASUPs. The):' do indicate that the enterprises have carried out 

the calculations in such a manner as to show the proper effect from an 

ASUP in dealings with higher-level organizations. A recent article in 

Pravda decried this practice specifically for DASUs, but applies equally 

well to ASUPs because of the similarities in the methodologies: 

The accepted methodology is nGt only poorly suited towards 
present-day OASUs, it is, in our opinion, harmful. Where there 
are no objective criteria for the expected or received effect, a 
wide range is opened up for fixing the numbers according to the 
method 'and how much do you need? I. It's hard to take seriotlsly 



certifications that wander from one document to another ••• 
These are savings on paper [Lev!84, 3J. 

6.2.3 Tangible Benefit Measures 
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One positive effect of the Methodology has been to help define 

what the sources of savings from computerization can be and are. These 

appear frequently in the literature; while different authors couch them 

in various terms, they amount to a general consensus on how savings from 

ASUPs are to be viewed. Enterprises have not been as systematic, how-

ever, about reporting these values, possibly because they show a less 

than desired effect. Only a few studies known to this author have re-

ported aggregated values for tangible !>enefits. 

The first of these was performed by Lapshin on data from 1972 

(Table 6.15). The total savings for the 208 ASUPs ,;tudi j tallied 70 

million rubles. Lapshin insists that the figures were calculated by 

comparing indicators before and after the introduction of the ASUP, 

excluding the influence of other factors. The average savings per 

enterprise amounts to about 336,000 rubles, or about 25 percent of the 

average cost of an ASUP during this period. However, no indication was 

given that operating expenses for the ASUP were subtracted. 

The Lapshin data show that the sources of savings vary con-

siderably. It is clear that savings in wages did not exert a 

significant effect. Soviet enterprises have almost no ability to lay 

<)ff workers, even when their jobs have been eliminated. They are gener-

ally transferred to other jobs. The most significant effects were sav-

ings in raw materials, materials, and energy in the raw materials, 



Table 6.15 

SOUl'C8S of Adual ASUP Ef feci: for 1972 

Pay
Num- back 

Economic Unit ber Cyr) 

Whole 208 2.0 
economy 

Industry 
1 

80 1.9 

Machine 48 2.2 
building 

Raw materials 32 1.4 
and extrac-
tion 

Agricul ture 8 2.0 

Transportation 62 3.0 
and communi-
cations 

Percentage 

30.0 10.0 30.0 10.5 

32.0 12.5 26.0 13.0 

3.3 14.5 41.0 18.4 

63.0 10.0 9.5 7.5 

62.5 0.5 14.0 0.5 

0.0 0.0 69.0 12.5 

19.5 

16.5 

11.7 

10.0 

22.5 

18.5 

Construction 58 1.0 13.5 8.0 57.0 3.0 18.5 

Source: [Laps 77. 77] 

a. Savings of raw materials, materials, heat, energy 
b. Savings from reducing unproductive outlays 

Savings from reducing overhead 
d. Savings from reducing wage fund 

Other savings 

1. The industry row is an average of the following two 
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extraction, and agriculture industries, and large savings" fil overhead in 

machine building I transportation. communications. and construction. 

The sample conducted by Kruchinin et a!. of profits from ASUPs 

in 1974-1975 does take lntu aeCQuni:. operatil1g eXpeU!;8S, but is based on 

"economic effectiveness" data (Table 6.16). It must be viewed as a pro

jection of the expected effect. rather than an effect which was re

alized. It was expected that about half of the savings would come from 

reduced costs. and half from increased production. In each case. a 

large percentage of the former came from the rather nebulous category of 

"outlay changes not proportional to growth," described as a hidden 

effect by the authors. 

Three studies report the results in terms of percentage shifts 

in basic enterprise parameters, rather than in absolute terms of profits 

and savings. These effects are shown together in Table 6.17. It is 

rare in the literature that one enterprise reports more than some of 

these effects, so this data probably reflects an aggregation of the 

effects in various -iifferent enterprises. 

The first group of figures come from the study of ASUPs in the 

Belorussian SSR in 1975-1977. The data from Lenelektronmash come from a 

1979 publication by its director as reported by Sinyak et a1. 

[Siny83b]. The data offered by Chukhman are based on on averages of 

calculations of economic effectiveness carried out by TsEMI, TsNIITU, 

Parma Scientific Production Association in Perm I, Moscow Academy of 

Sciences Institute of Economics, Lenelektronmash, the Kiev Ukrainian Fi

lial of the ScientHic Research Institute of the Central Statistical 



Table 6.16 

Sources of Increased Profits from ASUPs Built 1974-1975 

Indicator Impact (thousand rubles) 

All Machine Instrument 
Industry Building Building 

Sample size (enter- 152 99 26 
prises) 

Yearly profit growth 430.8 511.0 449.8 

Gains proportional to 220.0 252.8 266.0 
growth of sold 
production 

Due to Reductions in: 
Material outlays 130.9 120.1 38.0 
Production worker 55.7 68.1 76.1 

wages 
Loses from waste 20.2 26.1 15.5 
Non-productive 17.8 22.7 4.9 

outlays 
Outlay changes not 204.7 271.7 249.9 

proportional to 
growth 

ASUP operating -218.5 -259.5 -200.6 
expenses 

Sources: [Kruc77, 4] 

Notes: Sample is for ASUPs created by Soyuzsistemprom 
organizations in 1974-1975. 
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Administration and others. In Table 6.17, these studies are labeled 

BeSSR, Lenelek., and Chukhman, respectively. The biggest problem with 

all of the figures is that in no case is it indicated whether the data 

represents projected effects based on the Methodology or actually 

achieved effects. which are due exclusively to the introduction of the 

ASUP. The other data given in the BeSSR study is so detailed that the 

authors surely had access to the enterprises involved, but even so, 

there is no assurance that it reflects actual effects. 

Only in a few cases can the data in these studies be compared. 

Chukhman's figures tend to be somewhat higher than those of the the 

BeSSR study, but fall within the ranges reported by Lenelektronmash. 

For example, Chukhman estimates that production increases 3-5 percent 

with ASUP. while the 1975-1977 Belorussian study found that the effect 

was only 1-1.5 percent. Kruchinin et al. found that the wage fund 

would only decrease 1.4 percent. whereas Chukhman pegged the decreases 

at 8-10 percent [Chuk83; Kruc83]. The Lenelektronmash data shows the 

widest ranges, and probably represent minimums and maximums. 

The final aggregate study to be considered was performed by 

Kruchinin et a1. As stated previously, it was a breakdown by experts of 

expected benefits from various ASUP subsystems. Table 6.18 shows the 

maximum effect which can be expected in the various categories based on 

the expert opinions. Most of the numbers run far ahead of the data re

ported above. Significant is the column which reports actual effects 

from the systems studied. The 23 percent reduction in losses from waste 

is impressive. The other figures in the actual column fall far short of 



Table 6.17 

Aggregate Measures of ASUP Impact from Three Studies 

rr-.dicator Changed rercentage Study 
of Base Year 

Effects on Management 

Administrative-management - 1.5-2 
personnel 

Labor intensiveness of management - 10-30 

Effects on Capital 

Basic capital freed 
Capital expenditures 
Level of working capital 
Level of working capital 
Return on capital (fundootdacha) 
Turnover of wor!dng capital 

Effects on Production Cost 

Cost of production 
Expendi tures per ruble of 

retail goods 
Product cost of products 
Outlay of raw and other materials 
Transportation expenditures 
Wage fund 
Non-production expenses 

Effects on Production Evenness 

Fines for broken contracts 
Intrashift loss of work time for 

organizational/technical causes 
Payment for overtime 
Production evenness 
Production evenness 

Effects on Inventory 

Inventory of raw and processed 
materials 

Volume of incomplete production 

+ 2-5 
- 10-12 

- 5-10 
- 3 
+ 1-5 
+ 2-10 

- 1-2 
- 2-4 

- 1 
- 1 
- 7-8 
- 8-10 
- 12 

- 5-10 
- 40 

- 18 
+ 4-5 

+ 3.5-5 

- 10-12 

- 5-15 

BeSSR 

Lenelek. 

Lenelek. 
Chukhman 
Chukhman 
BeSSR 
Lenelek. 
Lenelek. 

Chukhman 
Chukhman 

BeSSR 
BeSSR 
Chukhman 
Chukhman 
BeSSR 

Lenelek. 
BeSSR 

BeSSR 
Chukhman 
EeSSR 

Chukhman 

Chukhman 
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Table 6.17, continued 

Indicator Changed Percentage Study 
of Base Year 

Effects on Labor Productivity 

Labor productivity 
Labor productivity 
Labor productivity 

Effects on Quality 

Loses from defective output 
Quali ty of production 

Effects on Production Process 

Production cycle length 
Time for filling orders 
Load factor of production capac! ty 
Use of equipment 

Effects on Production Volume 

Production volume 
Production volume 
Growth in size of rea.lization 

of production 

Effects on Profits 

Profit from lowering production 
cost 

Profitability (rentabl' nost ') 
Profits 

+ 4-5 
+ 3-12 

+ 3.5-5 

- 15 
+ 10-40 

- 10-20 
- 10-15 
+ 1-1.5 
+ 8-10 

+ 3-5 
+ 2-14 
+ 1-1.5 

+ 5 

+ 3-6 
+ 4-20 

Sources: [Chuk83, 38-39; Novi80; Siny83b, 179] 

Chukhman 
Lenelek. 
BeSSR 

BeSSR 
Lenelek. 

Lenelek. 
Chukhman 
BeSSR 
Chukhman 

Chukhman 
Lenelek. 
BeSSR 

BeSSR 

Lenelek. 
Lenelek. 
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the potential effects predicted by the experts. In most cases where the 

data is comparable, the actual column tallies well with the data given 

in the BeSSR study. while the potential column is consistent with the 

other two studies in Table 6.17. 

Thus, there is considerable disagreement among the various 

aggregate studies reviewed. Kruchin!n et a1. and the Belorusslan study 

found that diminished waste time and quality control offered substantial 

gains, whereas the Lapshin data shows the effect coming from reduced 

overhead or reduced outlays of materials. The other studies, which gen

erally show effects of greater magnitude, appear to be reporting pro

jected rather than ac.tual data. 

Individually reported statistics were gathered from various pub

lications in order to shed more light on the economic effectiveness 

question. Data was collected in six categories: effect on production 

volume, cost reductions, personnel reductions, labor productivity, pro

duction parameters, and working capital. The results are shown in Ap

pendix F. The data that was collected can be broken down into three 

categories: the reported effects were higher than average, the reported 

effect was marginal, or the data was inconclusive. 

Both the production volume and labor productivity data r"ln ahead 

of the averages cited above. The average increase in production volume 

for the enterprises listed in Table F.2 was almost 20 percent excluding 

the extreme case. For the most part, the enterprises listed have en

joyed considerable publicity; their ASUPs have been touted as canonical 

examples. However, the Belorussian study (Table 6.17) found increases 



Table 6.18 

Aggregate Possible and Actual Percentage ASUP Savings 

By 
Subsystem 

Maximum Possible Percentage 

Production Freeing of 
Cost Profit Working 
Savings Growth Capital 

Quality 30.70 
OOOP 7.35 4.93 4.26 
Accounting 5.00 0.53 1.30 
MTS 3.59 2.72 4.30 
TPP 3.42 3.32 2.07 
TEP 3.41 2.55 0.19 
Finance 2.05 
Sales 1.66 0.99 1.81 
Personnel 0.80 
Instrument Management 0.41 
Norm Database 0.31 

Source of Savings Possible Actual 

Cut in Waste Losses 
Factory-wide Outlays 
Shop Outlays 
Production Growth Profits 
Freeing of Working Capital 
Savings of Wages of Production Workers 
Equipment Outlays 
Savings of Raw and Other Materials 

Total Tasks 

Source: [Kruc83] 

43.69 
22.16 
20.08 
15.04 
14.17 
8.06 
6.14 
2.73 

96 

23.0 
3.4 
3.0 

3.0 
1.4 

1.2 

30 

Notes: "Possible" data is based on a Delphi-like study 
using expert evaluations. "Actual" is based on data 
from 103 enterpris,s in instrument or machine building. 
These have series or mass production, yearly realized 
production of 40,000,000 rubles, 4,000 workers, fixed 
capital of 20,000,000 rubles, working capital of 
6,500,000 rubles, ASUPs with a scIentific-technical 
level of 7.7 (out of ten), expenditures of 850,000 
rubles for creating the system (270,000 design, 230,000 
operational), and a yearly economic effect of 436,000 
rubles with payback period of 1.4 years for capital 
experrdi tures. 
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of only 1-1.5 percent on the average, which is also consistent with the 

reported savings in Uzbekistan [Akhm78]. According to Guneyev et al., 

the leading ASUPs result in a 3-5 percent increase in production 

[GuHa77]. 

The figures on labor productivity in Table F.4 are higher than 

the averages reported in more aggregated studies. For the enterprises 

listed, the average increase in labor productivity was about 7.5 per

cent. The enterprises in Table F.4 consequently represent either the 

best that ASUP can offer to the Soviet economy, or these figures have 

been inflated. Considering the fact that in a survey of Kiev managers 

of enterprises with computer centers, over half observed e:lther an in

significant positive or a negative effect on labor productivity as a re

sult of the ASUP, these figures probably are not representative 

[Kany83 J. 

The average working capital reduction in the enterprises sampled 

(Table F.7) was about 760,000 rubles, or about four times the effect 

found by Kruchinin et a!. (Table 6.1). Changes in working capital are 

supposed to reflect reductions in materials and finished products inven

tories and shortening of the length of the production cycle [Meto79b]. 

Chumachenko and Zabotina studied a number of coal cnmblnes and found no 

tendency towards improvement of finished production stock levels. The 

same situation held in other industries [Chum77]. High inventories are 

critical to ensuring uninterrupted production, and the weight of evi

dence seems to indicate that they have not been reduced by ASUPs. 
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The personnel reductions shown in Table F.4 are almost all in

significant. In many cases it is stated that p20ple were made re

dundant. This means that their jobs were eliminated, but does not imply 

that they W'ere fhell. but rea::l::>lgneJ. It is doubtful thai:. ASUF ha::; Ildu 

any serious labor-saving effect [KanyBO; Kany83J. One of the main rea

sons for this is that only parts of the information processing tasks are 

automated, or the tasks are automated in such a manner as to still re

quire human participation in their solution. This is examined in 

greater detail in Section 6.3.1 and Section 6.3.3. Another reason is 

that Soviet enterprises hoard labor [Gold84b}. Cases both of ASUPs 

provoking staff increases and forestalling them have been cited [nzho80; 

Katk82; Modi79j Modi8lj Serg8lc; Shch83bj Trus77J. 

Cost reductions are somewhat easier to calculate and are central 

to the goals of an enterprise. Several studies cited in Table F.3 show 

substantial reductions which are greater than those cited above. These 

cost reduction figures may simply be part of the economic effectiveness 

calculations. Most of the figures for cost reductions using the Method

ology are based on the level of G. Guneyev et al. maintain that pro

duction expenditures can be reduced 7-10 percent at leading enterprises 

using ASUP [Gunen]. There are no good benchmarks against which to 

judge figures for reductions per ruble output, which range from 0.6 to 

2.1 rubles. The data presented on other production parameters in Table 

F.6 is inconclusive. 
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Several conclusions can be drawn from the collected data. 

First. personnel reductions on the basis of ASUP are insignificant. 

Second, indi.vidually reported, sometimes spectacular, results run con

siderably higher than average and either represent best C!3.ses or infla

ted data. Third is the almost total lack of any longitudinal data in 

the Soviet literature. Virtually all of the data in Appendix F was re

ported with little connection to the time when the effect was supposed 

to have taken place. This is partially because of the way that the 

Nethodology views the economic effectiveness calculations. but is also 

explained by the need of the enterprise to punch the right tic.ket. 

Fourth, most of the published data on ASUP cannot be trusted to give an 

acc.urate picture of its cost efft:lctiveness. Even the best sources, such 

as the Belorussian study, do not provide enough data to make any judg

ments about cost effectiveness. Finally, the lack of substantiated data 

casts doubt on the cost effectiveness of ASUP in general. 

~ Qualitative Evaluati_~ 

As the preceding section demonstrated, the quantitative measure

ments of the effects of ASUPs on enterprises have been fraught with dif

ficulties. In the US, expenditures on MIS have often been justified on 

the basis of qualitative benefits. In the official, rational lexicon of 

Soviet works on ASUP, the rationale of qualitative effects is more 

rarely invoked. Few empirical studies have been performed. This sec

tion examines the effects of ASUP on organizational structure and poli

tical power, decision-making, and work Ufe. 
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6.3.1 Organizational Structure and Poli.tical Power 

In his highly acclaimed study of the innovation decision in Sov-

iet industry, Joseph Berliner found that, "the authority of management 

co change the organizational struccure is a vital element in the success 

of the innovation" [Berl76, 141}. Soviet authors agree. Assessing cur-

rent ASU. Katkov and Petrushanskiy declare: 

In all cases where the design of ASU is based on existing, 
traditional methods of management, the reserves of which are al
ready basically exhausted, its effectiveness cannot be high. 
Along with this it is precisely to methods of management and 
their forms of organization that too little attention is being 
given for the design and introduction of various types of ASU. 
As a result, systems that do not touch upon the essence and 
principles of management of organizational structures automate 
only separate processes, giving rise to disproportions in labor 
productivity and the appi:!arance of bottlenecks with all the 
ensuing consequences: the process of introduction is made more 
complicated, psychological barriers appear, Ilnd the economic ef
fectiveness of the system is lowered [Katk82]. 

In the vast majority of cases, organizational structures have not 

changed significantly with the introduction of ASUP. After an examina-

tion of the problems with non-computerized management structures, this 

subsection wi.ll consider changes that ASUPs are supposed to bring about 

and those which have taken place. 

Current Organizational Problems. The bulk of Soviet industrial 

enterprises are managed according to the so-called "linear-functional" 

organization, which corresponds to a number of specialized, r.elatively 

discrete functional departments which interact with the hierarchically 

poised decision-makers such as the shop foremen, the head of the 

dispatching bureau, and the enterprise director. Only rarely are other 

forms, such as a matrix or task-force oriented organization, encountered 

[Mikh77J. 
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Mikhno and Rybakov, of the Kiev Institute of Economics of the 

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, performed an in-depth study of organ

izational structures and their influence on ASU. They found that most 

decisions are made at the highest levels of che enterprise. and chat the 

fans of control of top leaders tend to be rather large. The connections 

with functional departments are quite weak. As enterprises have become 

larger. so have the number and specialization of these functional de

partments. So, on the one hand, the complexity and interconnectedness 

of decisions have risen, while on the other, the ability of all the var

ious parts of the enterprise to work together has been reduced because 

of the great number of connections between the various departments. Be

cause of the necessity of doing so many calculations manually, the 

number of administrative personnel must be large, which ill turn con

strains the enterprise's ability to rationalize the organizational 

structure [Mikh77]. 

These departments have their own plan targets. When they work 

out the tekhpromfinplan, it becomes a compilation of separate plans 

rather than a unified, balanced plan which meets the goals of tile enter

prise as a whole. Only the director and his assistants can see the com

plete picture, but in reality they are too overburdened to do so. And 

the departments are conservative, resist change and practice self

preservation [Mikh77]. 

{-lhen control is decentralized, duplication in many documents and 

incompatible departmental codes arise [Prid781. Generally, audits are 

only carried out quarterly, so that the discovery of discrepancies does 

not influence the monthly plans created by shops. Contradictions arise 
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between a department's formal subordination and its operational one. 

For example, in many enterprises shop dispatchers receive their tasking 

from a central dispatcher, but do not necessarily follow their plans be-

they are formally subordinated to the 1:lhop head [l>likh7il. 

The document ElmV' in enterprises is often not coordinated with 

the organizational structure, and is seriously complicated by the prac-

tice of enterprise leaders of reviewing documents and passing them down 

the hierarchy until they arrive on the desk of the person who is sup-

posed to come up with a decision. Then the document goes all the way 

back up through the hierarchy to be approved. The enterprise director 

only uses about five percent of all the documents which reach him in 

decision-maKing. Document turnovers of 700-1,000 per day are not un-

common at Soviet enterprises, 100 of which the director and his ass is-

tants attempt to review. Those documents which are of secondary 

importance are acted upon first, because the most important documents go 

through the bottleneck of the director [Mikh771. 

Mikhno and Rybakov sum up the current situation as follows: 

These are the organizational deficiencies: excessive decen
tralization of the management 'apparat'; multiple subordination 
of the administrative levels; structures with many levels; 
duplication of management functions; imprecise formulation of 
the goals of each level of the management apparat; and a con
fusion of the competencies of line and functional levels. The 
informational deficiencies are: incompleteness and lateness of 
operational information; data redundancy (duplication of docu
ments and indicators); unreliability of information; muddling 
of the information flow; [and} insufficient usage of production 
information in economic planning calculations [Mikh77, 16-17J. 

Thus, the possibilities [or organizational reform using computerization 

are many. 
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Mod~ls f~r Organizational Change. Most writers about ASUP 

ignore the problem of structural reorganization, limiti.ng themselves to 

vaguely calling for the rationalization of the information flows within 

the enterprise. Prescriptions for change boil down to the creation of 

new structural subdivisions. such as the computer center, vertical and 

horizontal centralization of management func.tions, the combining of some 

structural divisions and the changing of the subordination of others, 

and the institution of a more flexible, task-oriented (matrix) style of 

management [Voro76]. 

Organizational change is almost always discussed in terms of 

greater centralization [Miln75]. For instance, the prorluc.tion- or 

planning-dispatching department takes over regulation and monitoring of 

the production process. In addition to monitoring daily plan fulfill

ment of shops, it is given responsibility for monitoring accuracy and 

timeliness of transmitting this information to the computer center by 

services and shops [Miln751. Second, all accounting functions are cen

tralized, operational and statistical accounting are unified, inter

mediate data stores, such as card flIes, are eliminated, and information 

which is necessary for the monitoring and analysis of the economic acti

vity of the enterprise is stored in machine-readable form [Miln75; 

Mikh771. Third, the functions of the normalization and standardization 

departments are broadened to include planning"3ccounting documentation, 

in as much as single errors are now propagated throughout the system 

[Miln751. 
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These changes are mild in comparison to those that .'ire re

commended in order to get the maximal benefit from ASUP. Mikhno and 

Rybakov modeled four possible organizational structures at the Kiev 

Krasniy Ekskaval:.or Plant. When an insufficient number of tasks had been 

transferred to the computer center in the model, too much centralization 

of accounting and other functions r~duced the effectiveness of the 

transmission of information in comparison to a variant in which two de

partments were eliminated and some functions redistributed. The best 

performance was achieved when the enterprise was restructured into five 

units: a section for technical development. an economics section, a 

section in charge of information, a section for operational management, 

and a section in charge of personnel. This organization placed an as

sistant director in charge of information at the same level as the other 

assistant directors [Mikh771. An even more radical reorganization was 

recommended by A. pokrovskiy (VNIPIOASU), who suggested that all of the 

middle management functions be transferred to the computer center, leav

ing line management as the only management structure in the enterprise 

[Pokr76] • 

Changes Which Have Taken Place. In practice, the main organ

izational change which has taken place under ASUP is the creation of a 

computer center [Mikh77; Nag082J. To it has been transferred data 

entry and calculating work, not management tasks. In 1975-1976, for 

example, 69.9 percent of the data was typed in by the computer center 

from documents, 9.2 percent 1'12S prepared by subdivisions and sent to the 

computer center, and 21.8 percent was sent over communications lines. 

In machine building, these percentages were significantly reversed, with 
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a large amount of preparation being done in the subdivisions themselves 

[Gune77]. The computer center was generally outside the information 

flow, being consulted by middle management, rather than as a single in

fannation dispatcher [Chum77]. 

As pointed out in Section 4.6.2, a certain amount of rationali

zation of the document flow has taken place at the majority of enter

prises introducing ASUP. Document flows at many enterprises, though, 

have not been reduced, but ha,re even been made more complicated in some 

instances [Ogne79; Prid78]. No evidence suggests, for example, that 

rationalization encompasses all documents. It may only affect those 

that will be produced by computer, leading to new and potentially more 

complicated interfaces between the manual and automated parts of the 

system. EV'en when the document flow is rationalized internally, :t t is 

still necessary for the enterprise to submit reports and data on the 

specific forms and using the specific codes required by all the other 

organizations with which the enterprise does business. Thus, the ra

tionalization may simply make more work for clerks who now must recopy 

the data from the computer forms onto the correct blanks [Agan81; 

NoV'i78b; Samb78; Shch83b; Usac83]. Even after more than 15 years, 

the L'vov TV Plant was not able to win approval for changing $ome on the 

documents approved by the USSR Ministry of Finance to make them fit 

better with the ASUP [Glus8l]. Another example: a KieV' transportation 

office with an ASUP required a single freight receipt and dispatch form 

in order to work successfully, but had to deal wi th incompatible forms 

from four republic mf.nistries of transportation [Glus81]. 
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The computer center is subordinated to the chief engineer or the 

chief economist, or is independent. All three structures have their 

drawbacks. In the Eirst case, technical considerations predominate. In 

th .. seeOlEd, routine accounting and planning functions are emphasized to 

the exclusion of other, important functions. In the third case, the the 

computer center worries about its own priorities, such as meeting the 

MOL quota, rather than about the most important tasks [Miln75J. 

Mikhno and Rybakov argue that the organizational structure of 

the enterprise does not change when tasks process only routine informa

tion or when tasks are not integrated across horizontal and vertical 

levels, but remain isolated. In the vast majority of enterprises, only 

local adjustments are made to accommodate the ASUP. The changes appear 

relatively minor even in an advanced ASUP such as the Barnaul/Sigma 

system (Table 6.19). These are limited to the organization of the com

puter center and a department of management automation, and to eliminat

ing calculating functions in existing subdivisions. The most radical 

change in the 13arnaul/Sigma ASUP was the centralization of planning. In 

other cases, the economic planning department adds a group for analyzing 

computer results and for preparing data; a separate planning departmen; 

is set up in the commerce department; and central dispatching points 

are established. Some centralization takes place along the lines out

lined above for dispatching [l111n75]. "The result: at the same time 

that the content of management functions and information flows are 

changing, the organizational structure remains practically the same" 

[Mikh77, 261. 



Table 6.19 

Organizational Changes from Barnau1/Sigma ASUP 

Centralization of norms formation in head technologist 
department 

The abolition of technical norms formation in shops and 
department of labor and wages, moving it to main 
technologist department and the computer center 

Abolition of part-by-part planning in the production 
dispatcher bureau of the shops and transfer of it to 
the computer center 

Abolition of making of limit lists and orders for 
materials and subassemblies in the office of 
material-technical supply and transfer of it to 
the computer center 

Centralization of planning in economic planning 
department and the computer center 

Abolition of summary norms for materials, subassemblies 
and labor norms in the office of the head tech
nologist and transfer of it to the computer center 

Abolition of functions of calculating wages in book
keeping department 

Source: [Bobk78] 
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The study of Belorussian ASUPs performed in 1975-1977 also found 

few changes in organizational structures. "Thus in the fulfillment of 

individual functions, one sees a certain duplication. Methods for per

forming the tasks of the ASUP correspond to the traditional means of 

management which were formed long before the introduction of the ASUP" 

[Novi80j. v. Myasnikov has said that little has changed "in a number 

of cases," and other studies also found few changes [Mora79j Myas77hj 

Nest82j Pokr76j Sede79j Shch83bj Trus77]. As the quotation at the 

beginning of the subsection suggests, the absence of corresponding or

ganizational changes can actually lead to a degradatt.:m of management 

performance because new bottlenecks arise when entire tasks are only 

partially automated [Katk82j. 

Part of the reason for this has been the traditional orientation 

of the tasks in the ORMM guidelines towards those that would fit into 

the existing structure of the enterprise. This is explored in greater 

depth in the section on deciSion-making (6.3.2). Another reason has 

been the failure to change the legal responsibilities (dolzhnost ') of 

management personnel when the ASUP is introduced [Chum77; Novi80j 

Shch83bJ. A third reason is that it is impractical, and unwise, to dis

mantle the old management structure when management tasks have been only 

partially automated IMikh77J. 

A few plants at which significant organizational changes have 

taken place are cited in the literature. The Volga Automobile Plant 

(VAZ) ASUP, for example. is held up as a paragon in a nllmber of respects 

:cf. Abra8l; Gvis83j Kany83; Katk82; Kore79; Korn80; Hyas79dJ. 
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At VAZ all planning functions have been centralized in a department 

whieh has responsibility for working out a unified plan for the entire 

factory. The technical department has been given the ability to par

ticipate in every stage of the introduction of oew technology. VAZ is 

not a typical Soviet enterprise. however, because it was a turn-key fac

tory purchased from Fiat and did not have to overcome an entrenched man

agement system [KulaS3; Usac83]e It now has a number c: Unimate 

robots, for example [Inte83]. 

The Kama River Truck Plant (KamAZ) ASUP has been lauded for the 

way that the subordination of the computer center is organized. The 

general director has overall responsibility for the ASUP, and the ASUP 

department itself is subordinated to the economic-prorluction department. 

There are managers in each of the functional departments that are speci

fically tasked with developing the ASUP in their areas [Miln7SJ. The 

typical computer center or ASUP department does not include well-defined 

interfaces with various user communities. However, difficulties with 

labor discipline and product quality remain [Cdsp84; Teag82J. In the 

late 70s. it was rumored that 90 percent of the trucks coming off the 

assembly line would not work and had to be repaired either because of 

shoddy workmanship or lack of parts. 

KamAZ is another special case, having received a large IBM main

frame and it number of IBM minicomputers, the majority of which were 

never assimilated wi thin the IBM contractual period. Interaction with 

Hesterners while it was being built included training. KamAZ is one of 

a number of plants that have adopted more Western-style decentralized 

management organizations [KulaS3]. Like the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP, its 
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system provides for extensive trac.king of individual performance. Th.i.1::i 

was initially resisted, but now has apparently helped to improve the 

operation of the plant [Cdsp84]. KamAZ appears to be one of the most 

intensive users of computing in the USSR, having an ES-I040. ES-I055 al1li 

ES-I055M from East Germany, and 11 Soviet ES-104S; 350 data loggers; 

and the minicomputer-based KSPD-l/2 system (see Section 4.1.4) {Ores83]. 

Western outrage over the use of the KamAZ facilities to produce trucks 

used in Afghanistan underscores the military connections of the plant. 

This may ultimately explain why KamAZ has been able to import one Ameri

can and three expensive East German mainframes. 

The most successful example of the integration of ~omputine into 

the organizational structure was cited in Section 4.1.5. At the Factory 

imen! Maslenkov Production Association, computer usage doubled when 

functional management divisions were brought into direct contact with 

the ASUP department [YakuSlcJ. 

Thus, with the exception of some centralization, the organ

izational problems outlined by Mikhno and Rybakov have not been elimin

ated by the introduction of ASUP. Some of the inforlilation flow problems 

may have been ameliorated, but their complete revisions have not taken 

place. On the whole. ASUPs have probably made the management structure 

more complicated. The organizational structures of many associations 

are even more complex, because they often preserve multiple, independent 

functional subdivisions. This complexity is one of the for the 

small penetration of ASUP at the production association level. 
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Political Power. The Soviet literature permits a limited ,view 

inside the enterprise, and is particularly silent on the question of how 

organizational power changes under tl'> conditions of an ASUP. Neverthe-

less, th2 pr2c.2ding di:::cussion reveals two oPP0sing movements within the 

enterprise. On the one hand, there is a perception on the part of 

enterprise managers that they do not have sufficient control over line 

management. The ASUP is viewed as a means of centralizing control: de

partments are merged. functions are transferred directly to the computer 

center J and information is more readily available to top management. On 

the other hand, the limited degree to which this centralization has 

taken place shows that the various departments have been able to protect 

their hegemony, even at the cost of making ineffective use of the ASUP. 

This was partially the fortuitous result of the way that ASUPs were de

signed, with a relatively small number of widely dispersed and poorly

connected tasks, but was also the result of resistance on the part of 

the enterprise subdivisions [Pokr76]. The most blatant example of this 

took place at llelenergostroy, where the ASUP department was shunned and 

attempts to monitor the execution of directives were totally subverter!. 

(Chapter 3) [Novi78b]. Resistance will be probed in the section on the 

effects on work life (6.3.3). 

Other examples of resistance based on the desire to maintain 

control of certain jobs have been cited in Chapter 3. For example, 

norm-setters are loathe to transfer their functions to the TPP sub-

system, and foremen want to keep control of tasking. Such struggles may 

go beyond the limits of the enterprise, as in the case of externally set 

norms. A similar example of how functional department heads resist 
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multiple planning variants is cited in Section 6.3.3. These examples 

lend credence to the reinforcemen.t theory of the effect of computing on 

organizations, There are no instances in the Soviet literature where 

"underdogs" have managed to gain power by using an ASUP. 

6.3.2 Decision-making 

The potential of ASUP depends on its ability to help managers 

make and ~arry out more effective decisions. ASUPs have been oriented 

towards tasks that involve functional management departments and the 

operational management level. The activities of the top decision-makers 

(the director and his deputies) have in practice remained the same 

[Mikh77; Mora79j Section 3.7.2j Tych78J. A small proportion of the 

outpl1t ."rom ASUPs is directed towards them (Table 6.20). 

The main effect on decision-making has been at the level of mid

dle, fun..:tional management [Pokr761. Middle managers prepare informa

tion for the top leaders and execute top "leaders' directives. Their 

role becomes more significant, it is posited. because the computer al

lows them to monitor the course of production more completely and 

swiftly. Time is freed to seek out more ways of improving the manage

ment system. It is eventually eKpected that these jobs will become 

fewer, but even more significant [Mikh771. 

Middle Management. It was precisely this level of management 

that was studied in the most extensive empirical study of an ASUP that 

has been performed. Because this study has bearing on all of the 

remaining topics in this chapter, its methodology is reviewed here. A 

profile of the sample, wh1.ch was surveyed at the L'vov TV Plant (LTP). 
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shows that seventy percent of the polled users were 44-60 years old; 

more than half had fir.ished or started higher education, while the rest 

had had specialized secondary education; the average amount of time in 

their present job was 6.2 years and the average time they had worked 

with the ASUP, five years; and they were leaders of shops and depart-

ments and their deputies. Eighty percent of the designers polled were 

31-40 years old; all of them had had higher education; the average 

amount of time in their present job was three years a.nd the average time 

they had worked with the ASUP, 5.4 years. Seventy-five percent of those 

questioned were men. More than twice as many designers were included in 

Table 6.20 

ASUP Output Distribution by Ministry 

Management Level 

Top management 

Department heads 

Shop heads 

Section heads 

Workers 

Source: [Sede79, 8l] 

Pe'(centage of Reports Directed 
tv that Management Level 

Minsel- Minstanko-
Minpdbor khozmash prom 

0.5 3.5 14.0 

59.5 69.0 45.0 

37.0 24.0 24.0 

3.0 3.5 3.5 

0.3 0.0 0.5 
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the sample as were users. Those polled said that their opinioltb Wb"e 

based primarily on personal participation in design and introduction of 

the ASUP. In general, the opl.nions of users were slightly more negative 

than th03G. of designers. 

The study was typical of Soviet sociology in that no information 

was given about how or when the polling was done. the questions asked 

were limited mainly to those representing the official. rational view of 

computing. and no explanations were offered for important measurement 

scales such as the meaning of the ten point scale. The sample was 

knowledgeable, but representative of a relatively small elite that had a 

lot of experience using the ASUP. In addition, those polled were all 

quite positive towards the system, although they felt that other workers 

were not as enthusiastic. Most tell1.ng was the absence of a description 

of what the actual results of the LTP system were. Undoubtedly, some 

respondents felt pressured to answer "correctly." Nevertheless, the 

range of questions and responses to them, plus the fact that the survey 

was done at a time when sociology was enjoying relative freedom in the 

USSR, give one reason to believe that they are somewhat repr(o'jentat'lve 

[Voyt76J. 

The LTP study provides support for the idea that ASUPs can im

prove the effectiveness and efficiency of management decisions (Table 

6.2t). Both users and designers felt that the timeliness of decisions, 

completeness of information, and rational basis for decision-making were 

advantages of the system. The ASUP expanded the range of needed econom

ic and technical-organizational information, indicati.ng that new prob

lems were attacked and solved. The ability of managers to monitor 
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decisions and their execution was also broadened. Other statements with 

which the administrators and designers agreed were that the ASUP solved 

complicated management problems, and fostered increased responsibility 

fer decisions [Voyt76]. 

Even within this positive report, users I who actually dealt with 

the information involved, gave the proposition that the ASUP increased 

faith in information quality a much lower score than designers did. 

They did not feel so strongly that management was included more quickly. 

that work was regulated more strictly. or that new ideas were adopted 

more quickly. The most significant evaluations among the negative as

sertions were that the ASU did not solve all necessary tasks, but also 

that it did not simply embody "tried and true methods" (Table 6.22) 

[Voyt76]. The other negative assertions did not contradict the idea 

that ASUP enhance management efficiency and effectiveness. 

The L'vov TV Plant is unusual in several respects, however. 

First, direct production monitoring probably provided higher-quality 

data. More importantly, it was one of the premier development programs 

of the prestigious Institute of Cybernetics of the Ukrainian SSR Academy 

of Sciences [Hodi81; Petr77]. So even if these survey results can be 

believed, they are not necessarily typical. 

The results of both Sedegov et a1. 's study of TsNIITU ASUP and 

the 1975-1977 study of Belorussian ASUP, for instance, show that the 

basic methods of solving tasks did indeed correspond to the "tried and 

true" methods which evolved over many years [Novi80; Sede79]. Pok

rovskiy noted that, "Operational subsystems which bring about only con

trol over plan fulfillment and do not touch all the rest of the 
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Table 6.21 

Positive Effects of L'vov TV Plant ASUP 

Factor Evaluation (1 to 10) 
-------------------------------------------------------

All Users Designers 

Timeliness of decisions made 9.1 9.1 9.6 

Completeness of information B.2 7.7 8.9 

Increased basis for decisions 7.2 7.0 8.1 

Increased range of needed 6.7 5.9 7.4 
economic information 

Increased ability to monitor 5.9 4.8 6.7 
decisions and their execution 

Increased faith in information 5.8 3.8 6.2 
used for decisions 

Increased range nf needed 5.5 5.1 6.0 
technical-organ! zational 
information 

Solves complicated management 5.3 5.7 5.4 
problems 

Reduction of administrative 5.2 9.2 3.7 
staff 

Increased responsibility for 4.9 4.5 5.3 
decisic.ns 

Increased scientific 4.8 3.0 5.8 
organization of labor 

Increased business-like 4.7 4.2 5.0 
relationship wi th superiors 

-------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.21, continued 

Factor Evaluation (1 to 10) 
-------------------------------------------------------

All Users Designers 

Quicker incl usion of management 4.3 3.1 5.0 
due to more complete picture 

Strict regulation of work 4.2 4.3 4.1 

More socialist competition due 3.9 3.3 4.1 
to better-balanced plans 

Timely adoption of new ideas 3.9 2.1 5.0 

Creation of possi bility for 3.2 4.0 3.0 
increased self-control 

Increased range of needed 3.1 3.6 3.0 
social information 

Increased range of needed 2.3 2.1 2.5 
social-psychological 
information 

Creation of possibility for 2.3 1.1 3.0 
increased initiative 

-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Voyt76, 167] 
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Tp..hle 6.22 

Reasons for a Critical Attitude Towards the ASUP 

Factor Evaluation (1 to 10) 

All Users Designers 

Insufficient specialists to 7.0 5.3 7.8 
work with the ASUP 

Staged introduction of ASU re- 6.8 6.4 7.0 
quires large reorganization 
and expenditures 

ASU contradicts existing 5.9 6.6 5.5 
management system 

ASU does not solve all necessary 5.5 6.3 5.2 
tasks 

Insufficiently worked-out 5.5 5.0 5.8 
indicators of work under ASU 

rnsuf ficient training for use 4.4 4.2 5.5 
of ASUP 

ASU significantly reduces 3.4 4.8 2.8 
admi,istrative staff 

ASU strictly regulates personal 3.0 5.0 2.1 
initiative Rnd independence. 
which is negative 

Absence of system to train 3.0 2.5 3.3 
specialists for providing 
economic, social, and 
psychological information for 
the ASU 

Tried and true methods used 2.3 3.5 1.8 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Voyt76. 1671 
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multitude of functions of line management do not change the state of 

things" [Pokr76, 122]. Samborskiy asserted, "All the ASU are presently 

adapted for planning and management documents and procedures developed 

withGut consideration of the specific features of computer technology" 

[Samb78, 1]. Soloclovnikov pointed out that each ASUP is adapted to the 

existing management system at the enterprise [801079]. 

The main reason that this has arisen, according to several Sov

iet writers, is tha.t the first guidelines for building ASUt's, including 

the 1972 ORMM guidelines, provided a short-sighted methodology for work

ing out tasks which was based on computerizing information flows as they 

existed [Modi8l]. Many of the systems built: in 1966-1970 simply com

puterized existing calculations, and this practice continued into the 

70s [ModiSI; Yusi79]. In about half of all ASUPs studied by Guneyev et 

al., the methods used to prepare the data in documents, and con

sequently, the data sent into the computer, remained unchanged [Gune77; 

ModiSlJ. A more recent criticism also afHllllS that the Guidelines boil 

down to analyzing the existing structure and formulating tasks that can 

be automated [Katk821. The low quality of many designers is also blamed 

for this [ModiSI]. There are few examples of ASUP where managers cannot 

imagine life without the computer [Kany83j. 

Thus. one of the main goals of the ASUP program, which was to 

distribute new management techniques by embodying them in TPRs, PPPs, 

and standard ASUPs, has not been realized to any great extent. The loW' 

provision and usage of TPRs and PPPs pointed out in Chapter 5 left small 

organizations to perform customs designs which simply attempted to corle 
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up the existing management system. As a consequence, the main effect of 

ASUP on decision-making has been on the efficiency of information 

processing, and not directly on the effectiveness of decisions. 

Upper Management. After initial expectations that HIS in r:he US 

would make middle management superfluous, it was recognized that MIS in 

fact had little direct effect on top management. Consequently, a new 

branch of MIS was born and christened as Decision Support Systems (D8S). 

DSS are distinguished from traditional MIS in that they are specifically 

geared for decision-making, are interactive in nature, and attempt to 

aid in the solution of a wide variety of ill-structured problems 

[Keen78J. 

As stated in Chapter 2, one of the chief intentions of the 1965 

Kosygin economic reforms was to give enterprise mf!'1.aget's significantly 

more autonomous in decision-making. Economic research laboratories; 

expanded economic functions in planning, production-technical, and com

mercial departments; economic divisions; and even chief economists 

arose at vari.ous enterprises fUsac83]. The number of indicators was re

duced, and the need for market-minded thinking on the part of the mana

ger was increased. The computer was expected to playa significant role 

in helping management t:J master the new conditions. 

Nevertheless. the degree to which ASUPs have addressed problems 

of decision support has been quite sr.:.;ill. Even the extent to which!.1 

hoc queries have been possible in ASUP has been limited. In 1975, 14.9 

percent of ASUPs had event signaling, 78.2 percent had regular reports, 

and only 6.9 percent had query capabilities [Gune77]. Event signaling 

did not include any other output means besides the logging of an event 
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using electronic lights [Modi78]. Given the continued use of 

IBM-360-type. batch-oriented technology, and the shortage of video dis

play units. there is no reason to believe that significantly more query 

capabilities have been built in [Yusi79]. Decision support cao be di

vided into two classes, one dealing with economic analysis problems, and 

one dealing more generally with DSS. The main difference betwp.en the 

tasks considered in this section and those considered above is that 

these tasks generally cannot be performed without a computer, whereas 

many of the tasks outlined above were machine realizations of previously 

performed tasks. In particular, enterprises were constrained to 

investigating the relationship between fulfilling one part of the plan 

and achieving certain plan indicators [Chum77]. 

The amount of economic analysis in ASUP has been quite small 

[cf. Deme83]. Economic analysis often refers to performing long-range 

planning and forecasting tasks, especially of product demand. An eco

nomic analysis subsystem was notably absent from the the ORMM guidelines 

[Ormrn72; Ormm77j. Instead, the analysis tasks were supposed to be in

corporated into each subsystem. In practice, this did not happen 

[Chum77]. Another reason for the lack of such tasks was the absence of 

qualifiecl personnel within design organizations. ASUP designers have 

traditionally been engineers, not economists [Eg68f; Katk82; Kopy82c; 

Pesh70j. More fundamentally, it is questionable to what extent managers 

feel the need to engage in long-range planning and forecasting when 

yearly and five-year plan targets are handed down to them ~ cathedra. 

Many cf I:'V~ economic analysis tasks described by Chumache!1ko and Zabo

tina consist of providing top management with more complete information 
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about what is happening 1n the enterprise, aoc! cannot toe called decision 

support systems. 

To a certain extent, decision support has been provided in the 

rLANIR system iind by the lilodE:li,lg pi-ovisiol1s in the ndrnaul!Sigma ASUP 

which were described in Section 4.7. A task more along the lines of 

DSS, which was developed by the Kiev Institute of Industrial Economics 

for the GarloV' Machine Building Factory imeni Kirov, calculated the 

effects on profit of changing the assortment of goods produced. More 

t:han 500 man-days of labor were saved [Chum77]. 

The most useful kind of economic analysis system for an enter

prise director would allow him to understand the complex relationship 

between the economic inc.entive system and decisions about enterprise in

puts and outputs. For instance, the enterprise director would want to 

ascertain what level of production would meet the plan targets without 

exceeding them by a big enough margin to push next year's plan targets 

too high. Obviously, such applications cannot be discussed in print. 

6.3.3 Effects on Work Life 

Few Soviet authors have ventured statements concerning the im

pact of computing on work Ufe, and the number of empirical studies has 

been even smaller. First positive effects, such as job expansion, are 

discussed, followed by user resistance and the so-called "psychological 

barrier." Finally, ways to overcome resistance are explored. 
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Pos.itive Effects .£!!. Work Life. Doe of the positive effects of 

introducing an ASUP is relieving management personnel from tedious cal

culations and therefore. expanding their jobs to include more creative 

work [Anuf76J. This tendency was ncted above in Section 6.3.2. H0rE' 

evidence is provided by a study which was performed at the Belorussian 

Production Association of Synthetic Rubber Goods (BPORTI). the State 

Ball Bearing Factories 4 and 9, and elsewhere, by G. Voropayeva and Yu. 

Trushin of the Belorussian State Institute of the National Economy 

[Voro76J. The work of economists and norm setters was studied. Despite 

the titles of these jobs, they consisted primarily of performing cal

culations. the former working on the plan and the latter determining 

piece rates for every conceivable task. After the ASUP was put in, the 

amount of calculating work they had to do decreased dramatically. while 

their time for analysis significantly increased (Table 6.23). At the 

two ball bearing plants. the time spent in calculating and executing 

work went from 73 percent to 51 percent. The time spent verifying in

formation decreased by a factor of 6.1, while the time for analysis more 

than doubled. 

Unfortunately, the authors did not indicate whether this change 

resisted, whether personnel reductions were made possible, 

whether any benefits accrued from the increased analysis time. The re

sults presented below suggest that this class of workers may not desire 

more responsibility. Also, the authors did not describe the tasks which 

these ASUPs perform. Data acquisition and preparation comprise 80 per

cent of the operating expenditures of an ASUP, indicating that a 
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substantial amount of tedious data-related work must still be performed 

[Koza79] • 

The Voropayeva and Trushin results may not be typic3.1 for an-

adler reason. Despite the high-speed of the computer, the parcial aut.o-

mation of tasks and reluctance to crust the computer may act.ually create 

more work for users. For example, at the Riga Bread Production Combine, 

the accounting tasks would be processed in one hour on the machine. but 

accountants would spend 7-10 days checking the calculations for mistakes 

Table 6.23 

Change in Structure of Work at BPORTI due to ASUP 

Task Percentage of Time Spent 

Economists Norm Setters 
------------- ------------
before after before after 

Formation 1.4 1.2 0.5 0.4 

Transfer 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 

Verification 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.2 

Calculation 80.5 46.1 78.8 52:8 

Analysis 10.0 45.6 12.0 39.5 

Execution 5.1 4.7 6.1 5.2 

Other 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.5 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Varo76, 56-57] 



[Pdd78]. This may well be considered analysis. In Section 3.6, 

pIes of this nature were given in the discussion on wage calculations 

[Balt79J. In the case of the l:Ielenergostroy ASUP, data had to be re-
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ported to the ministry using tn", same. hand-created reports; COITiputer-

ized output would not be accepted [Novi78bJ. A similar situation arose 

with 23 ASUPs in the Ministry of Machine Building for Light and Food In

dustry and Household Appliances [Samb78]. 

In the LTP study. designers and users were asked about how the 

ASUP effected worker satisfaction. Forty-four percent of designers said 

that worker satisfaction increased significantly, 17 percent said that 

it increased insignificantly, 27.8 percent said that it did not change, 

and the rest were undecided. Half of the users said that worker satis

faction increased either significantly or insignificantly, while the 

other half thought that it had not changed [Voyt76J. It would have been 

interesting to see what the workers would have said themselves if asked 

directly. 

Resistance and the Psychological Barrier. Resistance is a sign 

of perceived or real negative effects on job benefits or work life. It 

is often attributed to a lack of education of users. One cause is pure

ly economic: The workers have a diminished ability to manipulate the 

system in such a way as to reap some kind of extra benefi t. This kind 

of behavior is discussed at length in the section on the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP (Section 3.4.3). At the highest level of the enterprise, this is 

manifested in high aversion to the risks of innovation [Ber176; Section 

3.7]. Other causes are related to the so-called "psychological 

barrier," a term which is a euphemism for any negative effect that an 
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author does not want to explicitly identify. This subsection examines 

some cases of resistance and its causes. 

The results of the LTP poll are typical of reasons given for the 

"psychologIcal bal'cler" (TabU~ G.24). W1L~[i ~lI.al!lln~J mor", c.1ul:l~ly lL 

turns out to include various forms of fear and distrust of the computer, 

expectations from the system that are not realized and increased work

load, the fear of losing one's job and of having to b£ re-trained, the 

"breaking of old traditions," and increased monit::lring and surveillance. 

Each of these factors are examined below. 

Of 8.11 the reasons given for the "psychological barrier," fear 

and distrust come the closest to actually being psychological in nature, 

and are natural when faced with any significant change. They are 

manifested in various different ways, such as the fear of the complexity 

of the computer, a distrust in computers, lack of faith in computer 

documents, or a lack of faith in one's ability to understand the com

puter [Kriv76; Voro761. 

The "psychological barrier" is also understood to be the result 

of conflicts between users and designers which result in a system that 

does not do what the user expects it to do [Voro761. Users' high ini

tial expectations may be dashed when the system is delivered [Kriv76]. 

In addition, the system may result in a heavier wOl'kload. 

The last two explanations surfaced in a study carried out by A. 

Krivtsov. which was based on questionnaires distributed at enterprises 

including the Moscow Radio Engineering Factory imeni Kuntsevo (MKRZ), 

the Auto Factory imeni Lenin Komsomol (AZLK), and the Armavir Factory Qf 

Testing Machines (2IMARM). The ASUP at AZLK included a Hest German data 



Table 6.24 

Explanations of LTP Workers of Psychological Barriers 

Factor 

Introduction of ASU helps to 
raise effectiveness of labor, 
but demands on worker increase 
also 

Evaluation (1 to 10) 

7.8 

Apprehension of some categories 7.7 
of workers that there jobs will 
be eliminated 

Re-training needed of some worker 6.7 
categories that did not plan on 
this 

Re-training connected with need 5.7 
to further increase specialized 
knowledge 

Responsibili ty increases 5.2 

Labor regimen becomes more 5.0 
regulated 

Introduction of ASU requires more 5.0 
of some categories of workers. 
but pay remains the same 

Source: [Voyt76, 167] 
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entry system [Tsig80]. The bulk of the reported work concerned HKRZ 

[Kriv76] • 
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The Krivtsov study attempted to correlate the social-demographic 

st.a.tus of wvl:k",c::i, tlHdr attitudes towarus work, their view of the:! pos

sibility of advancement given the ASUP, and their value orientation to

wA.rd.c; the ASUP with positive or negative attitudes totV'ards the 

introduction of the ASUP (Table 6.25). The worker attitudes depended on 

their position in the hierarchy of the enterprise. its organizational 

structure, the career stage of the worker, sex, and other factors. The 

study followed changing attitudes towards the ASUP by questioning work

ers at three points: initially, after a training seminar, and after the 

system had been introduced. 

The initial attitude proved to be relatively positive. Those 

who were well-inclined towards the system also had a negative attitude 

towards the existing organization of management, good interaction with 

their peers, and a good attitude towards preliminary training in con

nection with the ASUP. They had high expectations for being able to 

show initiative, independence, and creativity given the introduction of 

the ASUP. In addition, informal leaders played a positive role in 

fostering the good attitudes. After initial training, those surveyed 

became somewhat more positive about the ASUP. 

Once the system had come on-line, however, the attitude of a 

large number of workers shifted. It became clear that the system in

creased the number and complexity of responsibilities. increased the vo

lume and intensity of work, and increased the amount of control 
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exercised by management (Table 6.26). These changes were not accom-

panied by the expected opportunity to show increased initiative, inde-

pendence. and creativity, which, when translated, probably means an 

increasGd opportunity fc::., advar.ccill2nt. 

Table 6.25 

Factor Model in Krivtsov Survey 

Attitude Towards Introduction of ASUP 

o Social-demographic character of personnel 

o Attitude to,·l03.rds work activity 
Satisfaction from relationships with collective 
Possibilities for training for using working under 

ASUP conditions 
Attitude towards ex:isting incanti-v8 system 
level of information about new system 
Attitude towards existing management system 
Satisfaction from content of current work 
Possibility for pursuing individual initiative, 

independence, and creativity under ASUP 

o Possibility for raising qualifications under ASUP 

o Value (tsennostnaya) orientation towards design and 
introduction of ASUP 

(Under each of these headings comes): 
o Age, education, stage of work at enterprise and 

in speciality. average monthly wages 

Source: [Kriv76, 147] 
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Table 6.26 

Reasons for Changes in Attitudes Towe.rds ASUP at MKRZ 

Reason Percentage acknowledging it as reason 

Raising of service responsibility 53.3 

Increase in amount of work in connection with 
introduction of ASUP 47.0 

Complication of service responsibility 47.0 

Growth of intensity of work 43.7 

Strengthening of administrative monitoring over 
work being executed 41.2 

Increase in number of meetings and sunnnons 23.5 
to management 

Poor organization and low quality of training 23.0 

Source: [Kriv76, 150] 

Table 6.27 

T2vel of Knowledge about ASU In Krivtsov Survey 

Level of Knowledge Percentage of those responding 

MKRZ ZIMARM AZLK 

Knew almost nothing 60.0 14.7 23.5 

Have the most general impression 40.0 72.0 67.2 

Have a rather full impression 13.3 9.3 

Source: [Kriv76. 151] 
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In the best case at the enterprises studied, only half of those 

surveyed voted in favor of the system, although the author claims that 

the overall attitudes at the enterprises were all positive. Up to 40 

percent doubted its effectiveness at all. T~.;ro critical statements ',n'!ro 

selected most frequently: "I do not know to what positive results the 

ASU will lead," and, "The new system of management has been insuf

ficiently learned" [Kriv76, 150]. Indeed, Krivtsov's results (Table 

6.27) show that few workers surveyed knew the system well, and par

ticularly in the case of MKRZ, the majority knew nothing about it at 

all. Others thought that there were not enough specialists in the in

dustry to handle the ASUP, or that ASUP did not solve the most pressing 

problems of the enterprise. 

Krivtsov concluded that further educational work was needed to 

foster the correct attitude towards the system. This is probably true. 

But the data also pointed towards a more fundamental conclusion which 

Krivtsov probably could not draw in print: Because l.1.ttle was offered 

to the workers in exchange for the increased workload and monitoring 

produced by the ASUP, their attitude towards it was negative. 

The "psychological barrier" has also been explained as the fear 

of professionals of losing their jobs to the compute!', and fear of the 

need for re-training [Kriv76; Voro76J. Since there have been few cases 

in which the management staff has been cut back as a result of introduc

ing the ASUP, the fear of losing one's job may have been assuaged. 
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But the need for training has increased as ASUPs have become 

mQre complex and widespread. Insufficient training has been a frequent 

complaint from the beginning of the ASUP program until the present 

[Allan; Gudi31; GuseB3; Kany83; Kezl77b; Kriv76j Losk66; 

Nyas79dj Prav76; Prid78j Sede79; Yefi70). Up to 80 percent of shop 

chiefs at some plants lack high school diplomas J let alone specialized 

training in using computers [Cony82]. The president of the USSR Academy 

of Sciences, A. Aleksandrov, has pointed out that middle-level managers 

and executive personnel are "not sufficiently aware 'of the computer's 

potential." He has called for the organization of a broad network of 

educational institutions directed towards upgrading the computer liter

acy of management personnel [Alek841. Others, such as A. Yershov, have 

made even broader proposals for a computer literacy drive which includes 

the use of personal computers [Yasm84b; Yers841. "[AJn unavoidable 

part of the process of the further improvement of ASU includes the 

well-organized, fine-tuned system of training and re-training cadres" 

[Voyt76, 1681. Sixty percent of those polled in the LTP study felt a 

need for re-training in ordel' to successfully use the ASUP. 

To date, the attempts to inculcate Soviet managers with Hestern 

management idt:as and techniques have met with little success. The qual

ity of training programs has varied considerably. Those that were most 

innovative and effective spanned several branches, giving managers a 

bigger picture of what management is all about. They were stifled by 

the departmentalism of the various ministries. Training programs closer 

to home - within branches ano in-house programs - .,.;rere poor. The Soviet 

leadership was ambivalent towards the training programs, and ultimately 
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restricted them in order to prevent the rise of an independent manager

ial professionalism which could threaten Party influence over managers. 

Despite the attendance of large numbers of managers at courses of vary

ing length, the absorption of !nal1agt!l~eL!t s<.!itloce hdS Leen slim [8e1882J. 

Any drive towards computer literacy is therefore likely to meet wit:h 

formidable obstacles. 

The most euphemistic of all the explanations for the "psycholo

gical harrier" is "breaking old traditions" [Kdv76]. Breaking old tra

dition actually means that the ways in which users can manipulate the 

present system for their own gain are curtailed or threatened. 

At all levels of the enterprise, ASUPs are resisted because they 

can produce certain kinds of information that make managers look bad. 

For example, Chumachenko and Zabotina point out that an economic anal

ysis of the effect on profit of shifts in goods produced may reveal the 

fact that the increased profit was due not to better management, but to 

the fact that the new product was more capital-intensive. Before the 

indicator of normative net profit was introduced in 1979, increasing the 

capital intensiveness of a product was a regular ffiE;::.ns of getting higher 

prices. more profits, and higher sales figures {Chum77; Sol079J. A 

similar situation arises when increased production is due not to in

creased labor productivity. as it is supposed to be, but results from 

adding more labor [Pokr76J. This is the chief reason that economic 

analysis tasks have not been pursued in ASUP. 
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Middle-level managers also have a natural reluctance to pass on 

information to their superiors which is negative. In Pokrovskiy's 

words, this stems from "the desire to avoid unpleasantries, the feeling 

of pseudo-collec.ti'lism, the [ear uf lusing bonuses, etc." (Pokr76. 124J. 

This accounts for the fact that line management is poorly connected with 

the ASUP. 

In addition to bonuses and "unpleasantries," the desire to with

hold information is also a matter of power. The ASUp can makes plans 

more consistent, optimal, and dynamic, .,roviding multiple variations 

from whic.h upper management can then chose. In the past. the heads of 

the functional departments would, in essence, determine the plan, both 

through their own manipulation of the data, and by the sheer impos

sibility of calculating any other variant once the first one was done. 

With an ASUP, planning can be done at any time, for any starting and 

finishing dates. Corrections can be introduced without throwing the 

plan out the window. Many more indicators can be handled using the com

puter, meaning that the functional departments can have less direct con

trol over the results of the calculations [Vor076]. 

The following case history illustrates resistance on the part of 

workers. 

At the Donetsk Machine Building Plant imeni Lenin Komsomol of 

the Ukraine, the "Signal" system for monitoring the operation of machine 

tools was installed. It relied upon the machine tool operators to se

lect one of seven causes for the downtime: the fault of the electri

cian, the fault of the mechanic, the fault of the planning-distribution 

bureau, the fault of the instrument storehouse, because of the absence 
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of an arma.ture. from setting-up the machine tool and sharpening the 

instrument, and other. After an initial improvement in downtime, it 

went up again. It turned out that the workers were selecting the 

"other" category 90 percent of the time, when in fact it should only 

have been selec.ted 30 percent of the time. The "Signal" system could 

not make up for the absence of necessary organizational measures. such 

as raising the incentives of workers [Chum77]. 

Several explanations for what happened are possible. First, the 

workers may have had difficulty in determining th!'! cause. so they took 

the easy way out. However, they also may have thought that accurate in

formation might be used to force them to work harder, or they did not 

want to endanger their friends in other departments. 

Evidence of increased surveillance of workers is sparse. Only a 

hint of this surfaced in the LTP survey. where one of the causes of the 

"psychological barrier" was said to be "labor regimen becomes more re

gulated." Workers using the Barnaul/Sigma system responded positively 

because their wages depended on the results. Increased monitoring was 

circumvented in the Belenergostroy and machine tool cases, and noted as 

a negative factor in the Krivtsov study. Several packages for monitor

ing worker discipline are now supported by Tsentroprogrammsistem, 

including one for the SM-4 for enterprises with less than 4.000 workers 

[Abasa3; Kuty84]. The PPP-Cadres, for examples. allows management to 

monitor turnover, discipline, degree of attainment. use of work time, 

worker shortages, and arrangement of managers [Kuty84]. 
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Overcoming Resistance. The LTP study suggested a number cf mea-

thai.. should be taken in order to prepare an enterprise for an ASUP 

(Table 6.28), and suggested ways of motivating employees to make use of 

it (TablE: 6.29). Host. of i.ht:! suggeslio!H; [or preparatory work address 

problems which have been explored in this chapter. Certainly, the out-

lined measures to a great extent represent necessary. if not sufficient 

conditions for the successful operation of an ASUP. 

More interesting is the list of measures needed to stimulate the 

effective use of the ASUP (Table 6.29). Not surprisingly, most of the 

measures that are evaluated positively are those that bring the em

ployees more money, material goods, or the ability to earn more money by 

improving their training. It is also interesting that so many factors 

related to the material well-being should be included in such a list. 

What is surprising is that the category of "strictly planned tasks" is 

evaluated so highly by designers. Perhaps the correct interpretation of 

this statement is that the Soviets prefer an environment in which their 

tasks are clearly defined for them [cf. Ship84j. 

At first glance, the "psychological preparation of collect:lve 

for the ASUP" (Table 6.28) begs the question. However. this may be a 

euphemism for an important inducement. namely, the involvement of the 

local Communist Party in the institution of the system. For example. 

the director of the Chernigov Khimvolokno Association noted that "Con

ducive to surmounting the psychological barrier were the purposeful ex

planatory work of the administration and party organization and the 

training of all management personnel: from foremen to leading special

ists of association services" [Spir80j. A case where withholding of 
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Table 6.28 

Measures Needed to Introduce ASUP 

Factor Evaluation (1 to 5) 

All Users Designers 

Formulating definite tasks and 4.0 3.8 4.1 
defining directions of design 
and introduction work 

Psychological preparation of 4.0 3.1 4.5 
collective for the ASUP 

Balanced provision of personnel 3.8 3.9 3.8 

Planning the work of colleagues 2.6 1.8 3.1 
under new conditions 

Getting sC:!rvices of a broad 2.0 1.3 2.4 
range of scientific research 
organizations to work out the 
ASUP 

Broadening the sphen~s of )'7 1.2 2.0 
responsibility 

-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Voyt76, 162J 
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Table 6.29 

Mea.:mres Needed to Stimulate Effective Work with A!JUP 

Factor Percentage Responding 

All Users Designers 

Raising-qualifica tions training 9.3 11.8 7.6 

Strictly planned tasks 8.9 8.8 8.4 

More pay, more responsibility 8.0 8.8 7.6 

Evaluate workers individually 6.6 5.8 7.6 
More business-like relations 6.6 5.8 7.6 
More pay, same responsibility 6.6 5.8 7.6 
Impro\re moral-psych. atmosphere 6.6 5.8 7.7 

Improve Ii \ring conditions 4.9 5.8 4.4 
Improve professional prestige 4.9 4.4 5.1 
Chance to show initiative, etc. 4.9 4.4 5.1 
Cash prizes and valuable gifts 4.9 7.9 5.7 

Superior organization blessing 4.0 4.4 3.9 
Nomination for prize 4.0 4.4 3.9 

More trips to spas 3.5 4.4 3.8 
Written thanks of superior 3.5 4.4 3.8 
Send to conference, symposium 3.5 1.4 4.4 

Oral thanks of superior 3.1 4.4 2.5 
Book, article publishing chances 3.1 0.0 4.4 

Getting author's certificate 1.8 1.4 1.9 

Same pay. more responsibility 0.9 2.9 0.0 

Other 0.4 1.4 0.0 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Voyt76, 1711 
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Party partially caused an ASUP to fold has also been reported [Blin79]. 

The Party's involvement in daily affairs in the economy is widespread, 

but rarely reported [Hill83]. Further research should be done to deter-

lUL1~ th02 aignifica[II::1:! or the Party's rule In succe:;sfLll ASUPs, par

ticularly since one important role at this level can be pushing for the 

adoption of innovations [Duom8D; Hansa2; Many84j. 

The quintessential example of resistance to ASUPs remains the 

case of Belenergostroy, and the most efficacious means of overcoming 

such resistance. the kinds of incentives built into the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

A recent article in the Communist Party newspaper, Pravda 

pointed out that: 

The time for noisy promises of transferring everyone and 
everything in the management sphere onto the shoulders of a com
puter and of improved multimillion ruble profits from ASU has 
passed. Instead there must be a sober evaluation of the ex
penditures and the fruit that is returned from them, and active 
participation, directed towards increasing the real effective
ness of information systems [Levi84]. 

Such a "sober evaluation" shows that over the course of 20 years, the 

ASUP program has failed to significantly change the way that most Soviet 

enterprises are managed. Billions of rubles have been spent to create 

about 3,000 enterprise-level computerized management information systems 

(ASUP). The results of the ASUP program were already beginning to be-

come apparent in 1976, when the Soviet leadership, rather than embarking 

upon an even larger ABUP program that would have brought large-scale 

computing to a much wider range of enterprises, instead started to shift 

resources towards process control applications. 

S27 
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The limited abUity of computing to become part of the fiber of 

the Soviet economy is not due to anyone overriding cause, but re

presents a confluence of organizational, economic, and political con

straints on the part of users, ser>lice: supplieL's, anJ hIgher-level 

organizations. Can one say J for example. that the main reason for 

isolating the sales subsystem from the OUOP subsystem was because only 

tape drives or 7.29 MBytes disks were available, or because the design 

institute wanted to he able to build another task which would count to

wards plan fulfillment, or because the sales department was trying to 

protect its o\'m autonomy by refusing to link its data in with anyone 

else's? Did the enterprise manager reject optimal planning because it 

had no relationship to how he really managed the enterprise, or because 

the computer was not powerful enough to solve a big linear programming 

model, or because the data was inaccurate, or because the plan would be 

changed many times during the course of the year and might not depend on 

the computer calculations in any case? 

At any given point in time, all four parts of the web -, the 

infrastructure, the superstructure. historical exigencies, and the 

enterprise itself - worked together to determine the impact of ASUP. 

The dynamics of this interaction can best be described using a two

tiered model. The superstructure is the top tier. and is in a vertical 

relationship with the enterprise and the infrastructure which provides 

computing services. The second tier is comprised of the enterprise and 

the infrastructurt.!. The top tic!.r prescribes certain limits beyond which 

computing is not likely to progress. and therefore shapes the extent to 

which the enterprise is able to adapt computing to its own needs. The 
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interaction of the enterprise with the infrastructure, with occasional 

"noises" from the superstructure, determines how well acceptable appli

cations are actually designed, implemented and absorbed. Historical ex-

1geneieB introduce constra1nts at both levels. 

rhis chapter begins by characterizing the degree of absorption 

of computerized management information systems in Soviet enterprises 

from the point of view of the infrastructure-enterprise level~ In Sec

tion 7.2, the range of absorption is discussed by comparing best, better 

than average, and worst cases. In the best case, the enterprise tried 

to influence the infrastructure and superstructure as much as possible. 

The second case shows enterprises that functioned without significant 

superstructure or infrastructure changes, but in an environment that was 

slightly better than average. In the worst case, the problems at both 

levels were so intractable as to greatly stifle the effects computing. 

The superstructure is the primary subject of Section 7.3, where future 

prospects are evaluated from enterprise and national-level perspective.;. 

Finally, suggestions are made for further research. 

l..!..!.. The Absorption £!.. Computing 

The absorption of ASUPs in Soviet enterprises has been slight 

relative both to the total number of enterprises and to the depth of the 

applications at enterprises that have them. 
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7.1.1 Breadth 

The rate of introducti.on of new ASUPs has fa1len dramatically 

compared to its peak in the 1971-75 period. Since the mid-70s, less 

than 200 ASUPs have been added per year on the average. If this rate is 

maintained, then even by the end of this century the majority of Soviet 

enterprises will still have no in-house mainframe computing capabil

ities. By 1982, when almost 30 percent of Soviet enterprises with more 

than 500 workers had mainframes. the Soviets had reached less than half 

of the 1967 level of penetration in the United States. Three-fourths of 

ASUPs have been introduced in enterprises with more than 2,000 workers, 

but the number of ASUPs for managing entire production associations re

mains quite small. 

Apart from ASUP, the most widely used computing services are 

provided by the Central Statistical Administration (Ts8U). Hore than 

one-third of TsSU computing is still done using punch card machines. 

These services are primarily directed towards calculations for reports 

required by the TsSU itself, not those needed internally for enterprise 

management. Branch computer centers (KVTs) and computer centers of col

lective use (VTsKP) also offer computing services to a small number of 

enterprises. The intention of the Soviet leadership seems to be to meet 

the computing needs of most small- and medium-sized enterprises through 

VTsKP, a program which continues to fall short of its goals [Simc84]. 

Besides TsSU reports, the primary computing application for enterprises 

without ASUP is calculating wages. 
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The ASUP program has ceased to be the central focus of Soviet 

c.omputing efforts in the general economy. The leadership has clearly 

shifted its priorities away from the management level to the level of 

process control, computer-aided manufacturing. and robotics [Andr8S; 

Egaz83c.; Elec80; Guse83; Ilyu82; Myas82e; Myas84; Roma83; Simc.84 j 

Shka81bj Shka83bj Tkac83; ValeB3; Vmos8!; Voro82b]. These applica

tions would appear to involve fewer of the systemic constraints that 

have proven to be so intractable for ASUPs. The only new initiative 

concerning ASUPs concentrates on the accounting subsystem. In a broad 

program being manAged by the TsSU 7 standard systems down to the task 

level are being developed for small business computers, minicomputers. 

and mainframes for all of the most important branches of the economy. 

It is behind schedule and will run at least until 1990. The TsSU is 

suppos<'!d to revise standard accounting forms in conjunction with the new 

ASUP applications, a provision which has been neglected in the past. 

The ASUPs which have received the most attention and development 

have been those in the machine and instrument building industries. The 

extraction and raw materials branches have also been heavier ASUP users. 

The number of systems in the so-called "non-production" sphere, such as 

trade. communications. and transportation. has been considerably 

smaller. 
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7.1.2 Depth 

After almost twenty years of the ASUP program, only a few ASUPs 

have managed to bring about significant changes in the way in which man

agement operates. The bold statistics on the effects of ASUP which have 

been reported throughout most of the program's history proved to refer 

mainly to expected rather than realized gains. The qualitative impact 

on organizational structure, decision-making, and work life has been 

small. In most cases, ASUPs have automated a small proportion of the 

tasks that could have been moved to the computer. 

In this subsection, the absorption of computing will be charac

terized by examining functionality, infrastructure performance, and or

ganizational adaptation both inside and outside the enterprise. 

Functionality. ASUPs have generally been implemented in a top

down manner in stages so that a few tasks created for each subsystem in 

each stage. The bulk of each department's work remains manual. The net 

result has been an increase in work for management personnel, com

plication of the management system, and increased costs. The old man

agement system cannot be dismantled because not enough of the new one 

has been implemented. 

The functions that have been included in ASUP are largely re

stricted to those which increase efficiency without substantially 

impacting effectilleness. A large portion of the calculations process 

accounting data. Parts of the existing management system are for

malized, algorithms are created, code is written, and the generation of 

reports is shifted to the computer. Operations research techniques, 

such as linear programming, have received little use in practice. Thus, 



the main users of output from ASUP are functional departments and 

lower-level line management. In most cases these functions are not 

critica::' as to shut the enterprise down if the computer goes down. A 

large percentag~ of the reports produced by ASUP appear on a monthly. 

quarterly. or yearly basis. Computing is not on the critical path in 

most Soviet enterprises with ASUP. 
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The six: subsystems which have received the most development in 

ASUPs are production management, calculation of the annual plan, 

accounting, production engineering, sales, and supply. Tasks which are 

simplest and cheapest to implement have generally been chosen over those 

that give the largest economic return. 

Infrastructure Performance. Over the past 20 years the Soviets 

have built a large computer industry that has succeeded in delivering 

usable hardware and software to a large number of organizations through

out the economy. The infrastructure had the most success in building 

hardware. Software was next, and training a knowledgeable user base was 

last. Even within the hardware industry, however, capacities have not 

been built up in a balanced manner. The hardware and software indus

tries are fragmented, and there are no organizations besides the small 

number of collective use computer centers which supply complete services 

to users. Many details are left to the users, which increases the dif

ficulty of absorbing computing considerably. 

Until the late 70s, the vast majority of ASUPs were based on 

second generation computers. In many cases, no disk drives were used, 

so that magnetic tape became the chief storage device. Punch card ma

chines were also used to carry out some ASUP tasks. Data base 
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management systems were out of the question in such an env:i.ronment. 

Consequently, data tended to be divided up along functional departmental 

lines, rather than along the lines of tasks. Redundanc.y and inconsist

ency of data persIsted. The level of hardware impeded the iotroelucUoo 

of complicated and integrated tasks, reduced the confidence of manage

ment in its ability to rely on the computer for anything critical, and 

lengthened the time needed to design and implement systems. 

The advent of the third-generation, Unified System (ES) com

puters represented a significant improvement in the hardware environment 

of ASUP, but failed to meet expectations for several reasons. Enter

prises did not have an easy migration path from the older machines and 

wound up maintaining them alongside of the new ones. The initial con

figurations, including disk drives, H.mited the software that could be 

run on them, and new applications were developed slowly. Upgrading 

existing configurations was difficult or impossible. Large disk drives, 

terminals, data communications peripherals, and the largest ES models 

are still in short supply. 

l\fi th the exception of the East German models, all of the early 

ES machines could be expected to crash regularly. After steady improve

ments between 1977 and 1983, the average ES-I022 models in Minenergo, 

for example, still broke down at least once a week. Maintenance ser

vices improved with the creation of a national service organization for 

ES machines. But service contracts were not available for many users 

because their machines had not yet passed muster as operational for a 

certain time period. Getting a machine into this state was difficult 
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because Soviet computers were often delivered without being sufficiently 

tested and did not work properly without maintenance services. 

Often these computers were run in single-program mode and their 

capabilities were grossly underutilized. This was due both to the ab

sence of work and to the lack cf incentives at computer centers to use 

the machines more effectively. Computer centers were rewarded for 

number of hours of useful time, regardless of what programs were ruo, 

how much time was spent waiting for input and outpu::, or how much time 

spent debugging. 

The availability of software packages increased after the ES ma

chines were put into production, and data base management systems gained 

some usage in systems built by the biggest and most proficient ASUP de

velopers under Minpribor. The ISUP package was the only relatively com

plete, off-the-shelf ASUP that had widespread use. But the 

Tsentroprogrammsistem Production Association, which was set up to bring 

about the wide introduction of software packages into the economy, got 

off to a slow start and did not play the role of the central software 

broker that was envisioned for it. It has had difficulty in getting 

software developers to build software that can be formed into packages. 

deposited in its library. and used elsewhere. The maintenance services 

offered by Tsentroprogrammsistem to its customers have b8en marginal. 

The applications software of ASUP has been based largely on pro

grams writt8n specifically for individual enterprises by scientific

research and design-engineering organizations. This was due both to the 

lack of packages and to a strong unwillingness of these organizations to 

use software built elsewhere. Because so little standardized software 
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was used in ASUP, the programs were hard to maintain and their lifetime 

was limited. Some software tools have been built, and state guidelines 

(ORNH) have helped to foster the use of a software life-cycle model, but 

the level of software development practice among many ASUP builders re

mains low. Little investment has been made in software engineering, and 

techniques such as structured progralIlITling are only beginning to be assi

milated. The Soviet software industry has not produced any innovative 

software engineering techniques by Western standards. 

Perhaps the greatest failing of the Soviet infrastructure has 

been ignoring the ordinary user. Without the aggressive marketing of 

ASUPs to users by design organizations. is was left to publicists such 

as v. Glushkov and N. Fedorenko to make the case for ASUP from the 

distant platform of the Academy of Sciences. Users received insuf

ficient training. both in computing itself. and in management science 

more generally. They had little interest in computing and little abili

ty to influence the ASUP designs. Designers remained isolated from 

users. Their contact with the enterprise was through the ASUp, depart

ment, which itself was removed from the mainstream of enterprise activi

ties. Pieces of ASUPs were farmed out to different organizations and 

without the direct participation of high enterprise officials. no one in 

the enterprise could protect its overall interests. Design organ

izations were not interested in correct specifications. tes ting, main

tenance, and enhancement: their plans were fulfilled once a certain 

number of tasks were built. Subsystems and tasks that were easiest or 

cheapest to develop were created first. even though they did not bring 

the largest returns. 
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The contact of users with the computer has been further con

strained because most ASUPs are still batch systems. They are operated 

out of a centralized computer center and make provision for few ad hoc 

queries. Although the Soviet computer industry has begun to produce re

spectable quantities of microprocessors and minicomputers J few of these 

have been designated for sub-enterprise management applications. The 

amount of interactive computing in ASUPs remains tiny, and control of 

the computing resource remains squarely in the hands of the centralized 

ASUP department or the computer center. The assimilation of mini

computers by sub-enterprise units will continue to be hindered by the 

lack of departmental autonomy, computer maintenanc.e and staff needs, 

diffic.ulties with connecti.ng to the mainframe, and security concerns. 

Organizational Adaptation. A third measure of the degree of 

penetration is the adaptation of the organizational structure both of 

enterprises and the organizations with which they interact. In most 

cases, few or no changes have taken place in the task responsibilities 

of computer users. Job performance continues to be evaluated according 

to the same criteri.a used in the pre-computing days, so that the jobs of 

users do not significantly depend on their use of the computer. Some 

changeR have taken place in document flows, and some product codes have 

been standardized. These changes have not served to make management's 

task any easier, but in some cases have compJicated it. 

The failure to adapt has not been limited to the enterprise. 

Mirdstries have not altered the ways in which they carry out planning 

and the very forms on which data must be reported. Enterprises must 

continue to meet the needs of these organizations even if they hinder 
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the effective use of computing. Attempts at building a uniform product 

classifier have not succeeded. and several incompatible systems are in 

B Successful and Unsuccessful ASUPs 

In the next three subsections J three cases representing best J 

better than average, and failed ASUPs are presented. For the purposes 

of this section, a successful ASUP is understood in the traditional 

sense as one which brings about gains in the efficiency or effectiveness 

of management. In the first case, many of the infrastructure and enter

prise problems outlined above were addressed by the designers. The 

second case represents better than average practice at the 

infrastructure-enterprise level. The third case shows how deficiencies 

at both levels can stifle the possibility for success. 

7.2.1 The Barnaul/Sigrna System 

When the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP (Section 3.4.3) was accepted in 

1979, it was said to include all the best features of previous ASUPs 

[Lavr79b}. Those features which made the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP par

ticularly successful were: (1) It changed work incentives by linking 

wages directly to the accuracy of the computer data; (2) It was (i~signed 

modularly, so that parts could be used 8-ttonomously; (3) The strict task 

division by functional department as in the ORMM guidelines was reject

ed, and functional departm(~ntal interests were circumvented; (4) Ac

counting was made an integral part of each subsystem, so it did not 

become disconnected from reality; (S) The norms system was designed to 
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reflect real capabilities; (6) Shop foreman autonomy was preserved; (7) 

Emphasis was correctly placed on essentials such as accurate data rather 

than esoteric optimization; (8) It enjoyed special forms of high level 

support. 

As one of the best ASUPs that the Soviets have produced, the 

Barnaul/Sigma ASUP is instructive for at least three reasons. First, it 

shows that there are computer applicati.Jns that can be quite useful in 

the Soviet context. Other examples include optimization of plan target 

fulfillment and calculating supply requirements. The ISUP package (Sec

tion 5.3.1) has undergone continuous improvements and offers a wide 

range of possibilities to enterprises along the traditional ORMM lines. 

Indeed, it would be ludicrous to think that the Soviets would fail com

pletely in coming up with practicable systems. Undoubtedly there are 

some ingenious applications which cannot be discussed in the press. 

Second. it provides further e~'idence that ASUPs cannot have a 

large impact on the effectiveness of management without internal and ex

ternal structural changes. It was found in Section 3.4.': :c.t the com

puter was necessary hut not sufficient for success. Similar experiments 

without computers have also produced positive, short term gains. But 

even in the case of the Barnaul Radio Factory. the overall impact of the 

system was still limited by the unwillingness or inability of the parent 

ministry to adapt its planning paradigms to take into account the new

found accuracy of the factory's data. 
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Third, the Barnaul/Sigrna ASUr has not received the wide dis

tribution that one might expect for two reasons. As noted above, soft

ware builders are unwilling to accept complete ASUPs created elsewhere, 

preferring to reuse only software that they have built. The Bar

naul/Sigma ASUr apparently was disseminated only in the Novosibirsk or 

Western Siberia area. Second, it incorporated reforms that were too 

sweeping in scope. This idea is developed in Section 7.3.2. 

7.2.2 Belorussian ASUPs 

Minsk, the capital of the Belorussian SSR, is home both to the 

major manufacturer of computers used in ASUP, and to one of the most 

prominent developers of ASUP (TsNIITU). The sample of Belorussian ASUPs 

which was used in the survey considered in this subsection probably 

therefore represents ASUPs that are better than average. One of the 

major findings of the study was that many tasks in the ASUPs were not 

being used or required significant manual intervention to be useful 

(Table 7.1). 

Thirty percent of the cases in which tasks were not used were 

due to so-called organizational causes. When translated, the "problem 

of filling out input documents" means that users were unwilling to enter 

data into the computer that could show their deficiencies, either to 

internal or external management. The other organizational problems of 

new requirements and non-functional tasks, and also the problems of 

errors in specifications and lack of software. were directly related to 

the shoddy work done by design organizations. The "great deal of work 

needed to prepare input data" was caused by the absence of sufficient 



Table 7.1 

Task Avoidance and Work-arounds in BeSSR ASUPs. 1975-77 

Reason Ci ted 

Reasons Tasks Not Used at All 

Percentage 
Responding 

Organizational: problem of filling out input 30 
documents not solved; customer makes new 
requirements for input or output documents; 
tasks are non-functional 

Great deal of work needed to prepare 25 
input data 

Lack of technical documentation and 15 
information about norms, suitable 
for creation of normative-reference 
information files 

Errors in formulating problems and lack of 12 
software 

Tasks which depend on information from other 12 
unperformed tasks 

Reasons Task Completed by Hand 

Complete or partial change or introduction 32 
of more output forms 

Completion by hand to cut down solution time 28 

Problems completed by hand to coordinate 12 
them with others 

Change of input document form because they 
are so time-consuming to fill out 

Introduction of additional information not 
provided for in the design 

Source: [Novi80] 
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data c.ollection devices and by the partial automation of tasks which 

left the manual system in place. The difficulties in creating necessary 

norms were due to their number, to the fact that some were dependent on 

other subsystems, and to the fact that departments were unwilling to 

give up control over the norms that in many ways determined how they 

operated. Finally, the way that tasks have been designed, from the top 

down in an interconnected fashion, caused them to be dependent on each 

other. leading to a domino effect if one task was not performed. 

The r@8sons that tasks were completed manually further il

lustrates the complexities of assimilation. The inability or un

willingness of design organizations and ASUP departments to perform 

maintenance left users out in the cold when output forms changed. The 

need to finish tasks by hand to speed up theit" solution was a con

sequence of the way the computer center was set up, as a separate, cen

tralized entity. the slow speed of Soviet computers, and the lack of 

incentives of computer centers to increase their throughput. The neces

sity of completing tasks by hand "to coordinate them with others" re

Elected the fact that the data in the computer was not particularly 

accurate. Problems with input documents that were time-consuming to 

fill out were due to the absence of interactive terminals, the use of 

cumbersome product codes, and the failure to completely rationalize the 

document flow. Finally, the need for "the introduction of information 

unforeseen in the design" was due to the superficial job done by design 

organiza tians. 



Table 7.2 

Task Avoidance and Work-a rounds by Likely Causes 

Enterprise 

o Unwillingness to put all data in the computer (fear 
of audit) 

o Specification errors (lack of interest) 
o Difficulty of creating norms (political contention, 

production complexity) 
o Lack of responsiveness when output forms change (ASUP 

department isolated) 
o Need to speed up solution by doing it by hand (ASUP 

department isolation, lack of incentives of computer 
center to do more) 

o Need to do hand coordination (inaccuracy of data) 
o Time consuming documents (product codes cumbersome) 
o Document flow not rationalized (departmentalism) 

Design 

o New requirements, tasks non-functional (shoddy work) 
o Specification errors (shoddy work) 
o Laek of software (shoddy work) 
o Great deal of work to enter data (partial automation). 
o Difficulty of creating norms (interconnectedness of 

tasks) 
o One task not used because another not used (intercon

nectedness of tasks) 
o Lack of responsiveness when output forms changed 

(lack of maintenance) 
o Information unforeseen in the design (shoddy work) 

Hardware 

o Great deal of work to enter data (terminals and 
sensors lacking) 

o Need to speed up solution by doing it by hand (slow, 
unreliable hardware) 

Higher Level 

o Unwillingness to put all data in the computer (fear 
of audit) 

o Time consuming documents (product codes cumbersome) 

Source: [Derived from Novi80] 
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Thus at the enterprise level, fear of audits, lack of interest, 

political contention and departmentalism, production complexity, the 

isolation of the ABUP department, the lack of incentives of the computer 

center, and the inaccuracy of data make it difficult to effectively make 

use of the ASUP (Table 7.2). Design institutes have provided software 

systems where software is absent or of low-quality. partially automated 

tasks are highly interconnected. specifications are poorly researched. 

and maintenance is difficult to obtain. Hardware problems contribute to 

the slowness of the system and the difficulty of entering data. Host of 

the day to day work of using an ASUP depends on the quality of the 

system itself. 

This 11st of woes is familiar to any observer of Western MIS 

systems [cf. Klin79}. The differences, though, are significant. Sov

iet user subgroups have far less autonomy to go out and get the neces

sary fixes to make their subsystems usable. Much less payoff is 

available in return for the hassle of getting it to work. Design organ

izations are much less responsive to users needs, taking little or no 

interest in the programs once they have been approved. It is not clear 

that Soviet organizations can move farther along to the integrated 

levels of operations needed to overcome some of these problems. Western 

experience has shown that as management information systems become more 

complex and integrated, the organizational problems associated with 

their use are exacerbated. 
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7.2.3 Constructitm Industry ASUP 

None of the problems discovered in the Belorussian case were so 

significant that they caused the complete collapse of the ASUPs. In 

construcciO[l industry ASUFs (called ASUS, or ASU for construction), how

ever, collapses did take place [see also Abdu79; Aga76; Albr79; 

Fedo79; Ik78; Krup79; Ryba74; Ryba79b; Sero79; Smil76J. The two 

main sources for this discussion come from widely disparate cir

cumstances. On the one hand were construction organizations in Kazakh

stan, which cannot be considered to have a high priority. On the other 

hand were construction organizations of the Main Administration for Con

struction of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enterprises in Tyumen I Ob1ast I 

(Glavtyumen'neftegazstroy, or GTS) [SergBlcj. GTS was in control of one 

of the most important construction sites in the country, and was se

lected to become a collective use computer center (Section 4.2.1). Both 

encountered strikingly similar problems in an industry that is frag

mented and plagued by departmentalism. 

In the construction industry in general, managers have rejected 

network planning models, even after many years of development (Section 

3.4.1) [Golu84]. In Kazakhstan. a number of systems stopped functioning 

i±':'together, and administrative personnel rose by as much as 15 percent. 

The goal of building integrated management information systems was never 

realized. ASUSs found little acceptance and had almost no effect what

soever. Not a single ASUS was built that was considered an acceptable 

candidate for dissemination [Shch83bJ 0 At GTS, the number of personnel 

increased because of the staffing of the computer center and the need to 

have a large staff to go out and collect the data in the absence of a 
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comml1oications network. The use of automatiOll was so ineffective "in an 

industry that was unprepared to use it," that the personnel increase 

proved to be largely wasted [Serg81c]. The same situation was said to 

exist in other large construction organizations [Serg81c]. 

The reasons that the ASUSs 1n these organizations failed to meet 

expecta.tions or were rejected altogether are again related to all four 

parts of the web (Table 7.3). Users and designers did not work together 

to produce useful tasks. None of the necessary changes in the surround

i:tg legal and organizational systems were changed. Ministries and other 

organizations continued to treat the computer-produced data in exactly 

the same way as the other data. Planning "from the aehieved level" eon

tinued, despite the new computer resource. 

What emerges from these two accounts, the Belenergostroy case, 

and other cited cases is the conviction that no amount of technical 

prowess can compensate for the lack of necessary changes in the 

surrounding organizational milieu, or for the unwillingness or inability 

of users and designers to formulate and produce useful, usable programs. 

Even the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP. which surmounted user barriers to a great 

extent, was still harpooned by the planning system. The condit:l.(lns in 

the construction industry differ little from those in other industries. 

In cases where ASUPs have not gradually ceased to be used at all, they 

have been absorbed to the extent of alleviating some of the burden of 

local calculating tasks, without any substantive changes in the way the 

enterprise operates. 



Table 7.3 

Reasons Construction ASUSs Failed to Meet Expectations 

Ent.erprise 

o users rejected the first attempts to revamp the 
existing management system because the new functions 
were not completely worked out. were not proven in 
practice, and no changes were made in the respons
ibilities (dolzhnost') of management (KaSSR) 

o construction industry organizationally and legis
latively unprepared for introduction of computers. 
Organization directors and middle level managers were 
not prepared to use computer. Lack of time to parti
cipate, lack of training, lack of participation of top 
management, left the task of developing the ASU to the 
middle-level management of the main administration 
(GTS) 

o many specialists and managers of construction org
anizations were unprepared to formulate tasks, to ex
tensively participate in the working out of designs. 
or to introduce and use them. Each was interested only 
in his own tasks (KaSSR) 

o psychological barrier unsurmounted. Managers believed 
that adequate materials were needed, not computers. 
Some rejected computer by putting it off on an isolated 
group. which ended up costing more. "Authoritarian" 
managers rejected the control exercised by the ASU. 
Others disliked having their work evaluated against an 
"objective. scientifically hased plan" rather than one 
that was "lowered and subjectively changed" (KaSSR) 

o construction organizations continued to plan "from 
the achieved level." It made no sense to go to the 
trouble of transferring these kinds of calculations to 
the computer. Computer calculations contradicted best 
economic interest of the enterprises (GTS) 

o not always possible to achieve the required object
ivity, which lowered the effectiveness (GTS) 
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Table 7.3, continued 

o negligence and absence of specialists caused the 
research on management methods and functions at the 
predesign stage to be very superficial (KaSSR) 

Higher-level: 

o no serious attempt made to change document flow and 
information system used by management. Traditional de
partmental forms, requiring signatures and institu
tional stamps, were retained. Computer documents were 
not accepted as official or had to be reworked before 
they could be sent (KaSSR) 

o old system of planning and accounting not changed, 
that when calendar planning, weekly plan-graphs of 
dispatcher-planning and management of construction 
production, supply, and operational accounting tasks 
were put on the computer, two systems had to be kept up 
instead of one (KaSSR) 

o computer sometimes introduced just for show (KaSSR) 

o computer showed that plan targets could not be 
achieved with the given resources, but even so, the 
higher level planning organizations would not change 
the targets. Or computer plans would not reflect actual 
state of affairs. Knowledge of discrepancies can help 
the manager to see the disparities, but has no direct 
payoff and is expensive. Precise calculations are not 
needed when other organizations trust them the same way 
they do manual calculations (both) 

o Computers loaded with any kind of problem to ensure 
meeting the quota. Wage accounting, accounting of 
physical production stocks in warehouses, consol
idated statistical reports, ete. were the tasks they 
tried to do, but main administration tried to do them, 
rather than the computer center. The computer center 
was given responsibility to eollect the data but not 
rights to do so. Main administration subdivisions did 
not deliver information on time and it was poor (GTS) 

Source: [Serg8Ic; Shch83b] 
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.l.!..l Prospec.ts for the Future 

This section examines the prospects for making effective use of 

computing from the perspectives of the enterprise anrl the national lead

ership. Section 7.3.3 pr8sents some suggestions for reform. 

7.3.1 The Enterprise Perspective 

Computing fundamentally threatens the way that business is done 

in Soviet enterprises on a number of levels, and has met with resistance 

at all of them. At the upper levels of management. an ASUP is viewed as 

a huge risk which can potentially interrupt production and cause plan 

targets to go unfulfilled. The data on the economic payoff of computer 

systems does not give the reassurance that great benefits will follow. 

Intangible benefits, such as improving the quality of decisions, have 

not been extensively realized and do not serve as an additional induc

ement to computerize. Despite overall improvements in hardware and 

software, the enterprise director still faces a number of problems and 

uncertainties which make him reluctant to stake too much on the com

puter. 

A comparison of the goals of the enterprise manager and the 

gO<lls set forth for ASUPs shows that without guarantees that compensat

ing resources will be given to an enterprise manager who accepts an 

ASUP, he has virtually no incentives to adopt computing (Table 7.4). 

Ac.hieving many of the goals on the left-hand side of the table would, in 

theory, be desirable, but he knows that the behaviors on the right-hand 

side are necessary in order to fulfill the plan. If the manager, 

against all odds, did manage to ac.hieve the goals on the left-hand side 



of the table and meet the plan, he would face the pernicious ratchet 

effect, or the tendency to "plan from the achieved level." The minis-

tries increase plan targets every year, so enterprises that operate 

close to their true production capacities are likely to end up much 

worse off. Then he would be subjected to even more scrutiny. which 

would be facilitated by the detailed audit trail on the machine. An 
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ASUP which did everything that it was supposed to do would be even more 

dangerous in the eyes of the manager. 

The combination of the uncertainty of the supply system and the 

tendency for plan targets to be changed greatly reduc.es the meaning of 

the computer-produced plan, especially if "progressive" norms must be 

used or the computer must be used to break down plans which can, under 

no circumstances, be achieved. Even if the enterprise manager were will-

ing to use inventory replacement policies, it is doubtful that they 

would be meaningful for most supplies. ~'evenlY balanced computer plan 

for production does not take into account the need for storming. Why go 

to the trouble of installing an ASUP if the ministry will not respect 

the results of the plan calculations anyway? 

In the Soviet economy, informal links through rhone calls. 

ministry visits, expediters, "blat," and outright bribes are extremely 

importnnt. Sales departments, for example, know that they should ship 

first to customers that can do a favor for them, not to ones that are 

"optimal" based on computer calculations. Any accounting procedures 

which will reveal how expediters are financed or any other computer 

operations which threaten these activities will be circumvented or re-

jected. Enterprises that play by the rules in the Soviet economy cut 



Table 7.4 

Enterprise and Idealized ASUP Goals Compared 

Idealized ASUP 

Maximize and optimize 
production 

Optimal, minimal levels 
of inventories 

Release labor 

Maximize plan flexibili ty 

Realistically evaluate 
capacity 

Realistically evaluate 
actual performance 

Use computer to audit, 
control, cross
correlate, analyze 

Improve data processing 

Enterprise Nanager 

Fulfill the plan so that 
next year's targets 
are fulfillable 

Acquire as many supplies as 
possible 

Hoard labor 

Hinimize changes in plan 
targets 

Understate capacity 

Overs tate perfcrmance if 
necessary 

Avoid dangerous revelations 
to superiors, find out 
as much as possible 
about subocdinates 

Improve data processing 
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their own throats; computerized management information systems are de

signed to help enterprises play by the rules. 

There are some applications which threaten the enterprise less 

direcdy. For example, there is lit:tle doubt that ASUPs can have a sub

stantial impact on the calculating loads, especially for accounting and 

planning. Computer-aided design, particularly when used for product en

hancement, is desirable. Optimal planning can be useful if it is used 

for breaking down the directive pLan. Planning, supply, and sales cal

culations are useful if they can give legitimacy to figures that would 

otherwise be questioned. 

At the level of functional departments, ASUPs reduce the power 

of middle managers. Previously, these managers exerted a large amount 

of control by producing only one version of it, but if the computer al

lows upper management to chose from several variants and dynamically 

amend the plan, the control of middle managers is weakened. In addi

tion, it is these managers who take advantage of the slowness of the 

present information flow to exert control and to prevent the discovery 

of mismanagement until it is too late to do anything about it. It is 

much more difficult to pull off such feats when the computer is monitor

ing daily performance on a unified basis. 

At the line management and worker levels, the computer 1.s per

ceived as a threat to traditional pr:lctices which put more wages or 

goods in workers' pockets. Comparatively less has been written about 

this level, perhaps because so few workers have had any prA.ctical con

tact with the computer. 
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For the most part, enterprises today face the same set of (:on-

straints that they have faced for the past twenty years. Demand for 

computing has resulted from outside pressures, either from the ministry 

or planning agency; from the desire to appear to be progressive; or 

from the increasing inability of enterprises to handle calculating 

loads. It is not a response to these problems on a basic level. Given 

the record of ASUP so far, tt is doubtful that many enterprise directors 

will want to try to raise the level of the A3UP to a new. highly-

integrated plane. 

The emerging small computers will help to alleviate efficiency 

problems without providing a means of linking everything together. The 

attempts to impose computing from the top down have not been a great 

It is possihle that computing will slowly work its way into 

enterprises from the bottom up over a period of many years through local 

success \.,rith small computers. Still, unless the surrounding incentives 

are changed significantly, it is hard to see why enterprises would have 

a strong desire to use ASUP. 

Further advancement of computing will have to overcome the wide-

spread disillusionment about its efficacy (Section 3.7.2). According to 

the author of the article about the ASUSs in Kazakhstan, the most nega-

tive result there was the fact that many managers lost all faith in the 

ability of the computer to help them: 

One must with full responsihility admit, that given the si
tuation that many managers of construction organizations have no 
faith in ASUS, that the designers are not sufficiently quali
fied, that the necessary measures for elimi'~ating the divergence 
of actions of users have not been outlined, that the dC!gree of 
preparedness of construction organizations for using ASUS is 
low, the further development of automated management systems is 



not in the least simple. but is an exceptionally complicated 
tasks on an organizational, economic, and moral-psychological 
level. One must not strive to simplify it. [It is time] to 
stop propagating non-working SYSt-81,1S, wasting enormous resources 
on discrediting an idea which is extremely necessary for pro
duction [Shch83b. 65]. 
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The Soviets must now deal with the legacy of many years of unfulfilled 

promises for ASUPs. 

7.3.2 The National Level Perspective 

The Soviet leadership is continually seeking wide-ranging 801u-

tions that will lift the economy from its increasing stagnation. Ger-

trude Schroeder felicitously called it "the ceaseless search for 

panaceas" [Nfac77]. The rhetoric of the ASUP program has fit in well 

with this pattern, pointing towards a particularly "radiant future" in 

which computers can solve all of the thorny problems facing industry. 

But because the leadership consistently places more importance on poli-

tical control rather than on economic health, any changes which could 

eventually cause it to lose control are off limits [cf. Azra66; 

8eis82J. 

The actual intentions of the leadership are best seen in what 

happened to the Barnaul/Sigma ASUP. 

The two key reasons that this system did not receive wider dis-

semination relate to priority and the scale of the reform. The develop-

ers went beyond the traditional economic system and came up with an idea 

that really worked: Dy putting the computer on the critical path, they 

ensured that it would be used effectively. If an ASUP provides the 

enterprise with a signific.antly greater production capability, resources 

- new equipment, more raw materials - must be found in order to continue 
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to make progress. These new links can only be forged in the present 

Soviet economy for enterprises that command priority. The number of 

enterprises that can en~oy this prerogative is inherently limited. As 

noted above, enterprises that embark upon this path soon find that the 

more efficip.nt they get, the harder ie is to continue fulfilling the 

plan. 

A few reforms have yielded impressive initial results, only to 

fizzle out a few years later because priority is shifted away from them. 

A similar situation arises when enterprises attempt to incorporate fo

reign technology, which generally requires better management, inputs of 

higher quality, and well-trained operators and service personnel 

[Gold84hJ. Initially it is impossible to shift resources to satisfy 

these demands, so the new technology is not used to full capacity. Then 

the conditions may be met for a while, but only until changing priori

ties direct resources to other quick fix solutions. 

However, even priority may not be enough. Presumably the Bar

nanl Radio Factory enjoyed certain kinds of priority as one of the 

enterprises targeted for the initial introduction of an ASUP, as an 

enterprise in a ministry falling under the military-industrial com

mission, and as an enterprise enjoying the solid backing of the local 

Communist Party committee. However, the ministry continued to plan the 

Barnaul Radio Factory's output in the old manner, despite the new accu

racy brought to the plan calculations by the computer. 
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The problem of ensuring reliable data flows between enterprise 

and ministry. Gospla.t:. aLd Gossnab in the Soviet environment is intrac

table. When ministries assume that enterprise plans that are handed up 

wilL be padded and adjust them, it does little good to calculate an op

timal plan. One of the primary reasons to go to the trouble of 

installing an ASUP that encompasses every level of management has been 

eliminated. But ministries that did respect the computer-produced 

calculations would in essence be announcing to the enterprises: "here I s 

how you can beat the system... just get a computer and we won' t change 

the figures you give us ••• (Lenin'g honor)." A change can only be brought 

about if all the parties involved agree to completely change their basic 

assumptions about how things will operate. One can imagine that this 

could happen within a single ministry with a relatively small number of 

enterprises, but would be very difficult to inject into the entire eco

nomy without fundamental reform. Thus, the suc.cess of the Barnaul/Sigma 

ASUP ironically contradicts the possibility of success of the program as 

a whole. 

7.3.3 Prospects for Reform 

This sec.tion begins by discussing two reform strategies at the 

infrastructure-enterprise level which amount to centralization and de

centralization. Then important national-level questions are discussed. 

Infrastructure-Enterprise Reform. In the absence of broad re

form, ASUPs are likely to remain systems with as few external con

nections as possible. From a national perspective, there may be little 

that can be done to significantly alter enterprises' incentives and 
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therefore change the way that they view computing. However f changes can 

be made in the infrastructure that will improve the way that ASUFs func

tion without significantly changing their somewhat limited goals. 

SuggestIons for improvements in construction industry ASUPs for 

GTS and for the Kazakhstan industry represent two different points of 

view: decentralization and centralization as the means to improve the 

operation of ASUPs at this level (Table 7.5). For the KaSSR organ

izations, the suggested measures revolve around providing the user with 

what is needed to make effective use of the ASUS. These provisions in

clude the right forms, user reviews of the deSign, finding the right 

people to lead the effort, and changing the organization of labor. Few 

steps have been taken in this direction so far. "Unfortunately, the 

necessary conclusions have not been drawn even at the present time. An 

analysis of the negative experience is essential. Otherwise the crudest 

and most expensive mistakes will not be avoided in the future" [Shch83b, 

651. 

The authors of the GTS study are more inclined to select solu

tions which involve centralization. although they recommend user train

ing and taking into account the latest economic decrees. Their 

suggestions boil down to creating unified data bases in order to elimin

ate inaccurate or distorted reporting, mandating the use of centralized 

algorithms for certain tasks and the transfer of as many tasks as pos

sible to the computer. including greater review, and forcing every docu

ment to go through the computer center of the main administration 

[Serg81c]. 



Table 7.5 

Suggestions Advanced for Improving ASUSe 

Enterprise 

o program the computer to put out the right kinds of 
forms (KaSSR) 

o convert construction organizations to the brigade 
form of labor and use other leading methods in 
conjunction with ASU (KaSSR) 

o subj ect all future ASUS to the evaluation via the 
expertise of man::lg~rs and specialists at the levels 
where they are to be introduced (KaSSR) 

o fully capable people with "8 feeling for the new" 
should be appointed by managers, and they, along with 
the developers, should bear full responsibility for the 
state of affairs of creating and realizing the ASUS 
design (KaSSR) 

o adapt the software to take into account the July, 
1979 decree cn improving the economic mechanism in 
construction (GTS) 

o train workers to overcome psychological barrier (GTS) 

Design 

o make the pay of the designers directly dependent on 
the results of the user organizations (KaSSR) 

o technical assignments and technical-working designs 
should be subjected to captious review and approval at 
higher organizational levels (KaSSR) 
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Table 7.5, continued 

Hardware 

o establish centralized computer center with broad 
communications network (GTS) 

Higher Level 

o redesign the various level systems (ASUP, OASU) so 
that they can exchange information directly (KaSSR) 

o build a unified data base of construction information 
which can preclude contradictory. distorted or dup
licated information (BOTH) 

o use programs created centrally which embody correct 
calculating techniques (GTS) 

o use high level decision to get construction organ
izations to transfer as many calculations as possible 
to the computer (GTS) 

o prohibit any report from bypassing the computer 
center (GTS) 

Sources: [Serg8lc; Shch83b. 65] 
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Both solutions recommend themselves only partially. The decen

tralization solution has the advantage of getting users interested in 

making use of the computer. However, it cannot address the myriad in

centive and coordination problems which limit che effectiveness of using 

ASUPs. The centralization solution can increase levels of coordination, 

but cannot capture users' interes t. The ASUP program has largely been 

imposed from above. If enterprises are now forced to use centralized 

algorithms and to send all their paperwork through a centralized com

puter center, they are more likely than before to f1ll up the computer 

with falsified information. The economy will function largely as be

fore. 

Other improvements can be made by delivering to users all that 

they need in the way of hardware. It is impossible that the Soviets are 

unable to increase the quality and assortment of production, although 

they may not be able to keep up with IBM, DEC, and Intel technically. 

More problematical is building up the infrastructure in a coordinated 

fashion, including training programs and wide distribution of hardware 

and software services. It may be equally difficult to convince Gosplan 

of the necessi ty of upgrading the hardware base when machines are only 

used 1-2 shifts daily. An improved computing infrastructure will at 

least remove one barrier to effective ASUP use. 

On an organizational level, the leadership must begin by chang

ing the responsibilities of users so that their job evaluations depend 

on using the computer. This would involve a major restructuring of the 

enterprises across the board. Again, the track record of reforms does 
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not leave much hope that such wholesale changes can take place. The 

best means of doing this would be to give the enterprise enough autonomy 

so that it had the incentives to do this itself. Such autonomy would 

have to involve greater individual rewards, a step the leadership may 

not be willing to take. 

Certain elements of the ASUP progt'am suggest that it represents 

a struggle for greater centralized control of the economy through accur

ate inEor'l1ation. This was manifested initially in the promulgation of 

standard design solutions and applications program packages. The only 

means to collect accurate data under the present system is for the 

ministry to have sec.eSG to the data base of the enterprise and do thE! 

necessary calculations itself [ef. UprsBlc]. The only way to ensure 

that the enterprise primary data is accurate is to collect it directly 

using sensing devices. Both of these provisions are represented in the 

trend towards process control systems, which monitor perfectly whatever 

is produced, and in the drive to use collective use computer centers 

(VTsKP) [Simc84j. It will be much easier for higher-level organizations 

to get access to enterprise data if it is stored at VTsKPs rUprs81cJ. 

The TsSU initiative to develop standard accounting algorithms for all 

the important branches of the economy down to the ASUP task level 

(ORMM-uchet) represents an enormous new effort towards centralized 

trol over information [PolkS3]. Both the VTsKP and accounting programs 

were included in the 26th Party Congress draft materials [Vedi81bj. 
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Criticisms of increased renting of computer !:ime underscores op

position to an uncontrolled distribution of computer services by demand. 

Not only are VTsKPs supposed to improve computer usage, but they are a 

key element in the tormation of the State Network of Computer Centers 

and OGAS [Vedi8Ib]. Some see VTsKP as the only way to raise the effi

ciency of computer use [Uprs81cj. The prospects for wide acceptance of 

VTsKP are illustrated by what happened in the Estonian SSR. In 1971, a 

resolution was passed at the Council of Ministers Level in the Republic 

which mandated that the Central Statistical Administration Computers be 

used for data processing. A decade latter, .... irtually all the ministries 

have their own computer centers [Gudi81bJ. Departmentalism will con

tinue to be a formative barrier against this program. 

The track record of ASUPs casts doubt on the prospects for 

integrating other computing techr:Glot:,ie.'l, such as robotics and 

computer-aided manufacturing, into Soviet factories. The robotics pro

gram has begun to follow the same course of initial euphoria about the 

possibilities, initial high-visibility results, problems when extended 

on a more massive scale, and final disillusionment. Already at least 

one article has appeared in the Soviet press which makes this explicit 

comparison with the course of the ASUP program [Volc84]. It appears 

that any high technology which requit"es a more finely tuned economic 

mechanism than the bludgeon ir,herited from Stalin will come up against 

similar assimilation problems. 
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On the other hand, greater decentralb:ation is also being 

pursued. A new drive to give enterprises more autonomy was initiated 

several years ago and has been extended to a number of ministries. As 

noted in Chapter 3, the early results indicate that it will be no more 

successful than previous reforms (Section 3.7). What could be 

significant about this is the possibility for "vertical reform," or in 

other words. the ability to shift an entire ministry at a time to a new 

system of planning and accounting. Even if this were possible, enter

prises would still have to suffer from being connected to enterprises of 

other ministries. The Belorussian Minist.ry of Light Industry, where po

sitive results with the introduction of branch computer centers has been 

report (Section 4.2.2) is one of the ministries that is participating in 

this reform. It will be interesting to observe what happens to their 

ASUPs. 

A third area of reform is the creation of the so-called fifth 

generation technologies within the Academy of Sciences. As noted in 

Section 5.2.5, this effort will involve design and manufacture of VLSI 

microprocessors; development of parallel and multiprocessor architec

tures; design of operating systems to better support logic programming; 

creation of special purpose software; and development of expert systems 

and user-responsive applications [Walt84]. In scope, this program does 

not differ significantly from those of the Western countries. However, 

in practice it is not being driven by the potential of bringing comput

ing into society in a truly new and massive way, but by the desire to 

maintain parity with the West. It is doubtful that any substantive con

tribution to ASUPs will come out of the fifth generation effort for many 
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years, especially since it appears to be badly underfunded [Mikh84]. 

If the Soviets could suddenly remove the level-one, structural 

constraints, where would they be in computing? First, it is clear that 

the economy is ripe for massive computerized data processing. The in

formation circulating throughout the economy is the equivalent of 25 

million 500-page volumes. About 60 billion documents are created 

yearly, and roughly six trillion standards and indicators are used in 

industry alone. By 1990, it is estimated that the volume of information 

needed for planning and management will increase by a factor or two or 

three [Gknt83; GvlsB3]. 

Second, they have built up a large, underutilized machine capa

city snd a large hardware snd software industry. Although the results 

of the ASUP program today appear relatively insignificant, a hidden plus 

is the practical experience which has been acquired in failure and par

tial success. A lack of coordination and redundancy are often decried 

in the Soviet press, but centraUzed provision of standard designs can

not produce the experience base necessary to cope with a technology of 

this complexity on the scale of an entire country. 

However, the computer stock is aging and relatively unreliable. 

In almost all instances, the hardware used in ASUP has been based on 

Western models. As the complexity of Western devices increases, the 

Soviets may have more and more trouble copying them and providing their 

users with upward migration paths. The recent decision to seek direct 

imports of IBM PCs and Apples may reflect increasing inability to copy 

the West at any level [Sang85J. 
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Much of the Boftware of ASUPs is poorly documented~ unstructured 

assembly language and would probably have to be scrapped. Here also, 

the Soviets have chosen to use a large amount of Western systems soft

ware and packages such as DUMSs at the core of these syst!'!ms. Soviet 

software builders have little familiarity with software techniques for 

building large systems. The "burden of 'that which has been poorly 

worked out '" will have to be overcome [Komp85]. 

Finally, the Soviets would stU I have to go into the enterprises 

and make the case for the usefulness of computing under the new cir

cumstances. A less amb! tious retraining program for management science 

techniques met has had little success [Beis82]. They would have to 

fashion a consumer-oriented hardware and software infrastructure that 

would aggressively market computing. Regardless of high-level policy 

changes, therefore, the Soviets would sti11 have many difficulties to 

overcome before the absorption of computing could become widespread and 

deep. 

The leadership is sti11 officially committed to the entire ASU 

program, including the nationwide computerized management system (OGAS). 

Tasks for the 1981-85 period include improving existing ASUs, creating 

new ones, and forging links between the various systems [Gknt83]. Be

sides the program for accounting, however, no specific goals or new pro

visions for ASUPs have been announced. The program for computing to the 

year 2000 refers to the need for improving the effectiveness of existing 

systems without revealing any details on how this is to be done beyond 

vague provisions for improving hardware, peripherals, software tools, 

and education from grade school up [Andr8S; Komp85; T80y821. 
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Thus, the leadership may not have a good idea of what should be 

done with the ASUP program. At present, several hundreds of systems are 

ploddingly introduced each year. Small ineremental improvements are 

being made. Abandoning computerization of enterprise management is to 

admit that a technology which is having an enormous amount of success in 

the West cannot be assimilated. Pushing ahead with ASUPs means pouring 

more resources into a program that has had limited success. If ASUPs 

are reborn in a new cycle of euphoria and investment witho.tt major 

structural changes, disappointment is likely to be the result. The 

leadership will have to make hard choices if computing is to be absorbed 

widely and deeply into the fiber of the Soviet economy. In the 

meantime, the USSR will continue to fall farther and farther behind as 

more and more computers of all shapes and sizes permeate US industry. 

l...!!!... Areas for Further Research 

Research in at least four areas would complement the present 

work. First, the success to date of introducing computers at the level 

of process control and computer-aided manufacturing should be studied. 

Process control and CAM face some of the same barriers to innovation 

faced by ASUP. However, they are primarily manufacturing technologies, 

while ASUP involves management. 

Second. the question of the role of technology transfer in the 

ASUP program should be addressed more fully. This involves studying the 

philosophy of ASUP to see how it relates to earlier concepts of cyber

netics and to Western MIS concepts. The goals of enterprise management 

as embodied in ASUP should be correlated to the management training pro-
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grams established after the 1965 economic reforms. 

Third~ a comparison of US experience with MIS and the Soviet 

ASUP experience should be made. Goodman has stated that for every "hor

ror story" comlli~ fr(.lIu thlo! USSR, a similar one can be found in t:he US 

·[GoodaldJ. Such a study will help to better define what is meant by a 

successful MIS. If the business community has been the primary force 

behind the grm.;rth of computing in the US, and this community in the USSR 

has now come to view large-scale computing with skepticism, what will 

happen to the computing industry in the USSR? What will be the effect 

of the lag in computer literacy in the USSR? 

Fourth, the prospects for organizational adaptation at higher 

levels should be investigated. An example is the computer systems that 

are being set up by the State Committee on Material-Technical Supply 

(Gossnab), which could potentially improve the supply situation 

significantly by more precise matching of supply and demand. Other 

high-level systems are of interest, including the automated system of 

state statistics of the Central Statistical Administration. Studying 

the lower- higher-level applications will round out our view of extent 

to which computing can be integrated into the Soviet general economy. 



APPENDIX A 

DISCUSSION OF MAJOR STUDIES OF ASU OR ASUP 

This appendix discusses several of the major studies that have 

appeared in the Soviet press on the subject of ASUP over the past te~ 

years. By Soviet standards, the studies present unusual amounts of 

data. Unfortunately, they are frequently marred by the failure to 

clearly indicate details about the sample. The date and how the selec

tion was made are often missing. 

The Makhrov, Modin, Yakovenko Study [Makh74J 

The Makhrov, Modin, Yakovenko study [Makh74J was the first major 

work to appear which contained extensive statistics about ASUP in the 

Soviet economy. It mainly covered the 8th Five-Year Plan period 

(1966-70). but included some data for as late as 1972. The complete 

study did not appear till 1974, but some parts of it appeared earlier 

(d. [Modi71]). Six basic parameters were studied: (1) Length of the 

design of the first stage of an ASUP. (2) Cost of the design. (3) Amount 

of capital investment, (4) Calculated economic effect, (5) Number of 

tasks in the first stage, and (6) Number of designers. Somewhat more 

than 100 ASUPs were investigated) which amounts to about half of all 

those that existed in 1970 [Nark75J. The sample was supposedly made 
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randomly [Makh74J. One of the main purposes of the study was to provide 

hetter data to planners on the six listed parameters. who used all of 

these items [Makh74]. 

The study has several weaknesses. The most important of these 

is that it used a survey method of data collection, which presumably 

left it to the discretion of enterprise officials to make any claims for 

their ASUP that they felt were reasonable. No less than six different 

questionnaires are reproduced at the end of chapter 2, some of which are 

considerably more detailed or ordered differently than others [Makh74J. 

Second. it is never clear in the study exactly when all the data 

was collected, or Hhich questionnaire was used for what data, or how the 

data was aggregated. At some points it seems as though only parts of 

the data were used (possibly corresponding to data collected in batches 

from different questionnaires). Although it is stated that the data 

used in Chapter 6 is for 1970, it corresponds almost completely to data 

reported in [Modi71]. which is for Jan. 1, 1969. Chapter 8 and sub

sequent chapters are based on a superset of the data in Chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 uses data from a different source. Apparently not all of the 

respondents answered every question, because the number of points being 

used for analysis are rarely the same [Makh74J. In the discussion of 

the overall level of ASUP in Chapter 6, for example, it is stated that 

87 ASUP were investigated. Data from only 63 ASUP are used for the cal

culation of the labor-inten~ity of design, and data from 60 is used for 

the cost per man-year of design work [Makh74J. 
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Third, the data is generally reported in such a way that it is 

impossible to discern individual values. The most common way of report

ing data is in the form of a cumulative distribution. In some cases a 

high-end point and the actual number of enterprises involved are given, 

but in other cases they are not. The distrihut:!'c!1s are often defined 

with different intervals, which causes one to wonder whether they were 

chosen in order to obscure a preponderance of higher-end values in each 

range. This method also obscures connections between data. For exam

pIe. we are given the cost of one man-year of work for one task for the 

first stage of an ASUP, and we are given the average number of tasks for 

the first stage. but there is no way to relate cost to number of tasks 

[Makh74]. Were the design efforts whic.h took on many tasks more effi

cient than those which took on few? 

Finally, the authors show a certain degree of naivete about the 

nature of computing technology. For example, they relate the average 

daily computer use to the calculated economic effect in two different 

ministries, noting that although the load is about the same, the effect 

is two times greater for one than for the other !Makh74J. The idea that 

a certain level of daily use will automatically produce a certain effect 

not only ignores the nature of computing, but ignores the nature of the 

underlying industries as well. Of course the authors are advocating 

better computer use, but perhaps the effect received by the first minis

try is all that is possible with a computer? Another example of naivete 

is the following: it i.s suggested that the time required Ear designing 

an ASUP can be calculated by multiplying the number of workers on the 

ASUP design team by the average labor-intensity for designing ASUPs 
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[Makh74j. Obviously, such a methodology ignores the specific features 

of the ASUP being designed. 

The figures given for daily computer use at ASUPs in 21 minis-

tries gives a good clue for if.tt2rpreUllg the data LII tlli::. study 

[Makh74]. The values range from 11 to 18.5 hours per day (not all 

ministries have values). with an average of about 15.6 hours of daily 

use. The average for the USSR in 1973 was just 10.7 hours [Zhim76c.]. 

which leads one to suspect that either these values are inflated, com

puters are used more heavily in ASUPs than elsewhere, or these values 

represent the best that were collected and others have been left out. 

Although the second possibility is plausible, the first and the third 

are probably also at work. In our opinion, the figures in this study 

are best seen as representing the better end of the spC!ctrum, with some 

'inflation a distinct possibility. 

The Guneyev et a1. study was an attempt to measure the 

called scientific-technic.al level of existing ASUP on the basis of the 

Temporary Hethodology .£! the Definition £!. the Scientific-Technical 

Level .9i Automated Management Systems .£!.. Production Associations (Com

bines) and Enterprise2.. (NTU ASUP), published in 1975 [Vrem75j. This 

methodology was approved by the same commission that approved the ORHM 

guidelines and is in effec.t for all ministries [Gune77j. The basis of 

the model is the evaluation of a range of factors which are then 

weighted and aggregated to form a single numerical measure of the 

sci.entific-technical level (NTU). A theoretical model is developed 
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which includes using Delphi-like techniques to get expert opinions on 

proper weight coefficients. 

The extensive data reported by Guneyev et a1. are taken from 

ASUP of industrial enterprises in at least 22 ministries grouped as f01-

lows: 

Machine Building Industries 
Minstankorrom 
Mintyazhmash 
Minpribor 
Minselkhozmash 
Minavtoprom 
Minkhimmash 
Minstroydormash 
others 

Extract! ve Indus tries 
Minugol 
Minenergo 
Mintsvetmet 
Minstroymaterial 
Mingazprom 
Minchermet 
Minlesprom 
Minbumprom 
others 

Processing Industry 
Minmedprom 
Minmyas 
Minlegprom 
others 

Non-Production Industries 
Minavia 
Minmontazh 
Mintorg 
Minstroy 
Mintranstroy 
others 

Noticeably absent from this list are any of the defense or defense-

related ministries. The sample apparently involved 385 enterprises, 

which represents about one-fifth of the ASUP created by 1975 [Nark75]. 
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No information is given about how the sample was selected or how the 10-

formation was collected. However, A. Modin provided a time-frame for 

the data when he noted in citing it that it was collected in 1975-76 

INodi811. 

The methodology actually used in the study (the temporary meth-

odology), is simplified and is intended for approximate calculations. 

The NTU of an ASUP is defined as follows [Modi78]: 

Level = «Economic Level) * (System-Technical Level}) + 
(Level of Automation of Management Tasks) + 
(Level of the organization of Production and Labor) 

1/3 

ECONOMIC 
LEVEL 

!Normative Coefficient of Payback Time J 
J -------------------------------------- I 
I Coefficient of Payback Time I 

SYSTEM-TECHNICAL LEVEL = Organizational Support 
+ Hardware + Software 

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT '" 

0 • .3 * Preparation of Source Data 
6 - Separately for each task 
8 - Partially combined 

10 - Source documents rationalized across the 
board 

+ 0.4 * Use of Data 
5 - Instructions for use of data attached to 

documents 
10 - Instructions for use of data attached to 

individual items 

+ 0.2 * Stability of system (Hardware and Data 
Collee tion Devices) 

5 - System stops with failure of a device 
8 - Personnel take over failed function 

10 - Automated backup 



+ 0.1 * Share of planning and regulating tasks with 
optimization 

3 - To 5% 
8 - 5-20% 

10 - More than 20% 

HARDHARE '" 

0.5 * Average daUy load of computer 
2 - To 8 hours 
5 - 8-14 hours 
8 - 14-18 hours 
10 - More than 18 hours 

+ 0.3 * Means of data collection 
2 - Typed in from Documents 
6 - Typed in in subdepartments, transmitted 

traditionally 
10 - Computer center collects data using 

telecommunications 

+ 0.2 * Means of da ta display 
3 - Electronic signaling of an event 
7 - Reports, etc. printed according to schedule 

10 - Query capability at any time 

SOFTWARE '" 

0.3 * Type of computer 
3 - Minsk-22 and its class 
5 - Minsk-32 and its class 
8 - ES and its class 

+ 0.5 * Data processing organization 
3 - All necessary information prepared 

separately 
5 - Single files of norms 

10 - Unified data bank 

+ 0.2 * Programming system 
2 - Machine code 
5 - Algorithmic languages 

10 - Operating System 

Each of these factors (Organization, Hardware, 
Software) is multiplied by a weight for the method of 
design: 

1.0 - Automated Design support 
0.8 - Design of the basis of TPR 
0.7 - Design on the basis of regulatory materials 
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0.6 - Individual design effort 

Each factor is also multipUed by a weight depending on 
the scale and type of production: 

WORKERS TYPE ORG H-W S--W 
up to 2000 Individual 0.6 0.3 0.1 

Serial 0.5 0.3 0.2 
Mass 0.4 0.3 0.3 

2000-8000 Individual 0.7 0.2 0.1 
Serial 0.5 0.2 0.3 
Mass 0.3 0.2 0.5 

8000- Individual 0.7 0.2 0.1 
Serial 0.1 0.2 0.4 
Mass 0.1 0.2 0.7 

LEVEL OF AUTOMATION OF MANAGEMENT TASKS = 

[ 0.1 * SUM (Planning indicators ir. output documents 
calculated by traditional algorithm) 

+ 0.6 * SUM (Planning indicators in output documents 
calculated by optimization routines) 

+ 0.3 * SUM (Planning indicators in output documents 
calculated by algorithm giving several 
alternatives) ] / Total indicators 

+ [ 0.2 * SUM (Accounting indicators in output 
documents produced monthly) 

+ 0.3 * SUH (Accounting indicators in output documents 
produced more than daily) 

+ 0.5 * SUM (Accounting indicators in output documents 
produced yearly) J / Total indicators 

The LEVEL OF THE ORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION AND LABOR is too 
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complicated to fully reproduce here. It involves multiplying the level 

of wages of workers times a coefficient which characterizes their work; 

adding this to the sum of measures of the use of fixed and liquid ca-

pital; dividing this sum by the values of wages and capital without the 

coefficients of their use; and finally multiplying this by a coef-

ficient characterizing the quality of production. The data which go 



into the calculation includes: 

Loses and total fund of worker time (Use of Time) 
Norms for output VB. progressive norms (Work intensity) 
Cost of existing equipment 
Cost of equipment on balance basis 
Indicator of equipment use over time 
Possible working time for equipment 
Outlays of electric energy 
Capacity of the main power line 
Number of units of equipment 
Actual and planned turnover of liquid capital 
Cost of spoiled production 
Cost of sales and guaranteed repair 
Other expenditures associated with poor-quality output 
Normal coefficient of the return on capital investment 
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One of the main problems with this methodology is defining the 

weights. It is difficult to see how the weights were derived in order 

to give a reasonable representation to the most important components of 

an ASUP. The NTU calculations cannot be taken seriously as an indicator 

of the performance or impact of ASUP, but can be used for comparative 

evaluations. provided that the data supplied is accurate. 

The results of the Guneyev et al. study are shown in Table A.t. 

The machine building and processing branches had somewhat more advanced 

systems than the extraction and non-production spheres. The results did 

not vary much by enterprise size. The average score was about six. 
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Table A.l 

Scientific-Technical Level of ASUPs 

Unil Scure (1-10 Scale) 
-------------------------------------------------------

!O 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

All, less than 2,000 workers 
----------------------------
Unit 0.0 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.5 
Series 0.5 0.5 0.7 3.8 2.4 1.9 0.0 0.0 
Mass 0.0 0.2 1.0 1.7 1.7 1.0 0.2 0.0 

total 0.5 2.3 2.2 6.0 4.3 3.4 0.2 0.5 

All, 2,000-8,000 workers 
------------------------
Unit 0.0 0.2 2.4 2.8 1.6 0.5 0.2 0.0 
Series 0.0 1.0 2.9 8.4 7.7 2.6 0.7 0.0 
Mass 0.5 2.6 3.6 4.9 2.6 1.4 0.2 0.0 

total 0.5 3.8 8.9 16.1 11.9 4.5 1.1 0.0 

All, more than 8,000 workers 
----------------------------
Unit 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Series 0.2 1.2 3.6 4.0 2.2 2.2 0.0 0.0 
Mass 1.0 1.9 4.2 4.3 4.3 1.4 0.2 0.2 

total 1.2 3.t 8.5 10.0 7.0 3.6 0.2 0.2 

Totals by Industry 
------------------
All 2.2 9.2 19.6 32.1 23.2 ll.5 1.5 0.7 
MB 0.0 1.2 11.5 39.8 28.9 16.5 1.6 0.5 
EX 2.1 16.1 32.4 24.2 16.8 7.0 1.4 0.0 
PR 0.0 5.2 15.7 34.2 34.5 7.A 2.6 0.0 
NP 10.9 21.9 14.4 25.7 12.7 9.0 1.8 3.6 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: [Gune77 , 1901 

Key: MB - Machfne Building; EX - Extraction and Raw 
Naterials; PR - Processing; NP - Non-production 

Note: See Appendix A for an explanation of how the 
sden t if ic-te chnical level is calculated. 
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The Pogrebnoy ..!.2..Z.2. ~ 

The Pogrebnoy 1979 study is based on a large sample of machine 

building enterprises fin the period 1970-1978 [Pogr79]. The sample 

space comprises 70-80 percent:: of A:3UPs created in 1971-1975, ana 60-65% 

of those created in 1977-1978. The following m.inistries were covered: 

Minavtoprom, Minelektronprom, l>1inenergmash. Minkhimmash, Minlegpishch, 

Minpribor, Minstankoprom, Mintyazhmash, Minselkhozmash, Minstroydormash, 

and Minzhivrnash. No further information is given as to how the data was 

collected. 



APPENDIX B 

SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN ES SOFTWARE PACKAGES 

This appendix consists of eight tables which show the con

tributions of ES packages made by various CEMA countries to the CEMA 

joint software fund. The tables are taken from software catalogs and 

show operating systems versions, main memory requirements, and the 

number of disk and tape drives required. A disk drive in the tables 

probably means a 7.25 MByte device. In these tables, those packages 

with a name (ppp- column) are listed as being part of ASUP systems. 

PackagC!s with a (T) in the last column are for the trade sector. The 

tables include all packages added to the fund in 1977 and 1978. For 

previous years, only ASUP-specific packages are shown. Thus, the tables 

show ASUP software in the context of other software that was being 

built. They are discussed in Section 5.3.3. 
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Table B.l 

Packages Jointly Developed by USSR and Bulgaria, 
1975-78 

Package 

Requi rements planning 
Capaci ty planning 
Stocks management 

1976, 
Constrained capacity planning 
Shop management 
Data base package 

1978, 
Information system of management 
Math programming 
Network planning 

Source: [Serg79, 57, 701 

os PPP Name 

DOS 1.3 ppp-pp 

DOS 1.3 PPP-PM 
DOS 1.3 PPP-UZ 

DOS 2.1 PPP-PM-OZ 
DOS 2.1 PPP-UTs 
DOS 1.3 SOMIS-2 

as 4.0 PPP-ISU 
OS 4.0 PPP-MP-OS 
OS 4.0 PPP-SP-OS 
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Table B.2 

Package!> Contributed by Bulgaria. 1977-1978 
-------------------------------------------------------
Package OS Main Disk/ Name 

Memory Tape ppp-
. ~-.-.... --.. --- ... _---,---------._-------------------

1974, 
Transportation tasks DOS 1.2 TZ 
1976, 
Operational planning DOS 2.0 OP 
1977, 
Summary design documents DOS 2.1 -- (1) 3/1 OKO 
Normalization DOS 2.1 3/1 UN 
Rational choice of blank DOS 2.1 3/1 IZ 
Choice of instrument DOS 2.1 3/1 II 
Choice of of equipment DOS 2.1 3/1 ITO 
Chronological bookkeeping DOS 2.0 128 (2) 3/3 (T) 
Centralized bookkeeping DOS 2.0 128 3/3 (T) 
Balance sheet accounting DOS 2.0 128 3/3 (T) 
Financial accounting DOS 2.0 128 3/3 (T) 
Warehouse goods management DOS 1.3 64 (3) 2/4 (T) 
Integer programming DOS 2.0 64 (4) 1/1 
Transportation problems DOS 2.0 32 1/1 
1978: 
SUIP interactive monitor DOS 2.0 64 (5) 1/1 
Text processing system DOS 2.0 64 2/1 
SUIP interactive monitor as 4.1 256 1/1 
Dialog terminal system DOS 2.0 64 2/1 
TEP textile industry (TI) DOS 2.1 128 (6) 3/3 TEP 
Data. base for TI TEP DOS 2.1 128 2/3 80 
TI TEP production r~lanning DOS 2.1 128 3/3 PP 
TI TEP materials planning DOS 2.1 128 3/3 PHP 
TI TEP work-force planning DOS 2.1 128 3/3 PTZP 
TI TEP sales DOS 2.1 128 3/2 PSR 
TI rEP cost pianning DOS 2.1 128 3/3 PS 
Bookkeeping Mrs DOS 1.3 128 (7) 3/3 (T) 
Structured Fortran OS 4.1 256 (8) 4/1 

Sources: [Kham78, 6-31; Serg79. 9-34, 57-601 

Notes: 1. First 5 packages for TPP. TSNlKA, Sofia. 
Tested ES-I030. 2. Bookkeeping packages fo!" trade, 
supported IVTs MVTU, Sofia. Tested ES-1020. 3. Also DOS 
2.1. Supported Central Design and Program Library, 
Sofia. Tested ES-I020. 4. Supported Central Design and 
Program Library, Sofia. Tested £8-1040. 5. Supported 
by IVT, Sofia. Tested E8-1022. 6. TsNIKA, ASUP 
department. Tested E8-1033. 7. Central Design and 
Program Library. Testeil E8-1030. 8. NOTO of Hungary, 
Budapest. Tested E8-1040. 
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Table B.3 

Packages Contributed by Hungary in 1977-1978 

Package os Nain 
Memory 

1977, 
Wholesale trade DOS 1.3 128 (I) 
Basic capital management DOS 1.3 128 
Basic capital accountin~ DOS 2.0 -- (2) 

1978, 
PL 360 translator DOS 2.1 80 (3) 

as 4.1 80 
XXPL translator DOS 2.0 256 

as 4.0 512 
PL/r decision table 

preprocessor as 4.1 37 (4) 

Sources: [Kham78, 32-45; Serg79, 35-42] 

Disk/ NamB. 
Tape PPP-

2/3 (T) 
1/1 UROS 
3/4 (T) 

2/1 
4/1 
3/1 
4/1 

Notes: 1. Tested on ES-1020. 2. Consists of five 
modules. Tested ES-1022. Supported SAMKI. Two packages 
for E8-1010 not included. 3. Tested £S-1030 DOS, 
ES-1040 as. NOTa of Hungary. 4. NOTO-OSV. For ES-I020, 
-1030, -1040 PL/I. 
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Table B.4 

Packages Contributed by the GDR, 1977-1977 

Package os Hain 
Me!'lory 

TPP norms DOS 1.3 
Information retrieval DOS 1.3 
IRS scientific information DOS 1.3 
TEP DOS 1.3 
Calendar planning DOS 1.3 
MTS machine building DOS 1.3 

1977, 
Robotron DBMS DBSIR as 4.[ 5[2 (I) 
Network Planning OS 4.0 5[2 
Statistics OS 4.0 90 
Discrete and Transport 

Optimization OS 4.0 90 

Source: [Kham78, 46-53j Serg79, 61-62] 

Diskl Name 
Tape ppp-

BASTAY 
SAVI 
AIDOS 
KOMPAS 
PLUS 
MAVi. 

4/2 DBSIR 
3/4 
2/-

2/[ 

Notes: 1. Robotron (Dresden). 320,000 instructions in 
Assembly. Tested ES-1040. 
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Table B.5 

Packages Contributed by Poland in 1977-1978 

Package as Main Disk! Name 
Memory Tape PPP-

1977 : 
General file system DOS 1.3 64 (1) 2/1 (Tl 
Linea,,=, progranuning system DOS 1.3 64 (2) 2/1 
Di.screte process modeling DOS 1.3 128 (3) 2/1 
Numerical analysis DOS 1.3 128 (4) 3/1 
Engineering library DOS 1.3 128 (5) 3/1 
Numerical analysis OS 4.0 256 (6) 4/1 
Engineering library OS 4.0 256 (6) 4/1 
Matrix solver OS 4.0 256 3/1 
Modeling continuous 

processes as 4.0 256 4/1 

1978: 
Accounting of shipments DOS 1.3 128 (1) 2/4 (T) 
Operational labor 

management DOS 1. 3 64 2/1 (T) 

Sources: [Kham78, 54-74; Serg79, 43-44} 

Notes: 1. Mera-Sistem. Tested ES-IQ20. 2. BTO 
El'vro-Servis. Tested ES-I032. 3. Consists of 57 
programs. 4. 283 Fortran modules. 5. 168 modules. 6. 
Same as DOS version, tested E3-1032. 
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Table B.6 

Programs Contributed by Romania in 1977 

Package 

Quality Control 

Source: [K~am78, 75-76] 

os Nairr 
Memory 

Disk! Name 
Tape ppp-

DOS 2.1 64 (1) 2/2 UKP 

Notes: 1. Central Institute of Management and 
Informatics, Bucharest. Tested ES-1030. 
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Table B.7 

Programs Contributed by the USSR in 1977-1978 

Package as Main Disk/ Name 
Memory Tape PPP-

1977: 
PRIZ Bill of materials DOS 2.0 64 3/4 PRIZ 
Summary labor norms 

per part, MB/IB DOS 2.0 64 4/4 TRUD 
Materials norms DOS 2.0 64 3/3 PROM 
Accounting, au spares DOS 1.3 64 2/4 (T) 
au Production DOS 1.3 128 1/1 OUP 
PEGAS Info Retrieval DOS 1.3 64 1/-
TEP DOS 2.0 64 (1) 4/2 TEP 
Sales DOS 2.0 64 4/2 SBYT 
Generator of debug files DOS 2.1 64 1/- GPPD 
Network planning as 128 (2) 4/4 
Mathematical programming as 4.0 256 2/1 
Linear algebra, numerical 

analysis, mathematical 
stat.istics as 4.0 256 (3) 4/1 

Matrix processing as 4.0 256 4/1 
Discrete modeling as 4.0 256 4/1 

1978: 
Goods movement in trade DOS 1.3 64 (4) 2/2 (T) 

Sources: [Kham78, 77-107; Serg79, 47-48J 

Key! au - Operational Management 
MB - Machine Building Industry 
IE - Instrument Building Industry 

Notes: 1. t17 programs. 2. Versions 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 
3. pL/I and Fortran Versions. Almost all 1977 packages 
written in Assembler. All 1977 tests performed on 
ES-1022. 4. Tested ES-1040. All packages available 
from Tsentroprogrammsistem. 
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Table B.8 

Packages Contributed by Czechoslovakia in 1977 

Package 

1977: 
Management of labor 

and wages 
Cadre accounting and info 
TPP (part of ASU-MARS) 
Operational production 

management (ASU-MARS) 
MTS (ASU-MARS) 
Labor and wages (ASU-MARS) 
ISUT BD I 
ISUT BD 1. I TPP 
Purchase planning and 

contract monitoring 
Textile trade management 

1978, 
Simscript II 
Simscript II 
DL/I DBMS 

Source: [Kham78, 108-132] 

OS Main 
Memory 

DOS 1.3 128 (1) 
DOS 1.3 128 
DOS 1.3 -- (2) 

DOS 1.3 -- (2) 
DOS 1.3 
DOS 1.3 
DOS 1.3 64 (3) 
DOS 1.3 64 

DOS 1.3 128 (4) 
DOS 1.3 -- (1) 

DOS 3.0 -- (5) 
as 4.0 128 (6) 

DOS 3.0 -- (7) 

Disk/ Name 
Tape PPP-

3/4 UTZP 
UIK 

4/4 TPP 

4/2 OPP 
4/4 MTS 
3/4 UTZ 
4/4 BDI 
4/4 

2/3 (T) 
4/4 

2/t 
6/1 
1/1 

Notes: 1. Kantselyarske Stroye. Tested ES-1030. 2. 
Datasistem. ES-I030. 3. File management software which 
works with various media including paper tape. Tested 
ES-1020. UVT Tesla. 4. Joint development Poland and Cz. 
Mera-Sistem and Kantselyarske Stroye. Tested ES-1020. 
5. Tested ES-I025. VUMS, Prague. 6. Does not yet work 
with as 6.0 and 6.1. Tested ES-1040, v'UMS. 7. 
Intended for ES-III machines. Tested ES-1025, VUMS. 
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APPENDIX C 

STATE STANDARDS RELATING TO ASU 

T!le following list of state standards which concern ASU is by no 

means complete. The two GKNT resolutions were included, for example, to 

give the reader a feeling for the kinds of decrees it produces. The 

sources that they are drawn from include the ORMM guidelines) a large 

handbook on ASUP, and a catalog of standards [Baub84; Gost82; Ormm77; 

Smi176; Tikh80; Vorol8]. 

~ GKNT Resolutions 

GKNT-59 Administrative guidelines for the establishment of branch com

puter centers. Approved by a r~solution of the GKNT on February 21, 

1977, No. 59 

GKNT-59 Standard technical assignment for the creation of a branch com

puter center. Approved by a resolution of the GKNT, February 21, 1977, 

No. 59 
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GKNT-459 ASU Provisional methodology of the definition of the 

scientific-technical level of ASUPOs, ASUKs, and ASUPs. Approved by a 

resolution of the GKNT on July 19, 1974, No. 459 

GKNT-555 ASUP Methodological materials for the preparation of enter

prises for the introduction of ASUP. Approved by a resolution of the 

GKNT on Sept. 3, 1974, No. 555 

GKNT 379/86/34 Methodology for the definition of the economic effective

ness of ASUPs and ASUPOs. Approved by a resolution of the GKNT, Gosplan 

USSR, and the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR on July 

17, 1975, No. 379/86/34 

Pricelist No. U-03-48 Wholesale prices for scientific-technical ser

vices for the creation of ASUPs at enterprises with a discrete form of 

production. Approved by Ninpdhor on July 26, 1976 with the agreement 

of the State Committee on Prices 

Pricel1st No. U-01 For services of the computer center. Approved by a 

resolution of the State Committee on Prices, December 21, 1976, No. 653 

~ Unified System .2!. Engineering Documentation YESKD 

GOST 2.001-70 YeSKO Basic principles 
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GOST 2.101-68 YeSKD Types of publications 

GOST 2.102-68 YeSKD Types and make-up of engineering documents 

GOST 2.103-68 YeSKD Stages of design 

GOST 2.104-68 YeSKD Basic legends 

GOST 2.105-68 YeSKD Basic requirements for textual documentation 

GOST 2.106-68 YeSKD Textual documents 

GOST 2.108-68 YeSKD Specifications 

GOST 2.111-68 YeSKD Monitoring of norms 

GOST 2.301-68 YeSKD Formats 

GOST 2.302-68 YeSKD Scales 

GOST 2.303-68 YeSKD Lines 

GOST 2.304-68 YeSKD Drafting fonts 

GOST 2.501-68 YeSKD Rules of cataloguing and storage 

GOST 2.503-74 YeSKD Rules for entering changt:s 

GOST 2.702-75 YeSKD Rules for filling out electrical circuits 



GOST 2.709-72 YeSKD System of marking networks in electrir. circuits 

GOST 2.710-75 YeSKD Conditional alpha-nLlmeric designations. used in 

electric circuits 
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GOST 2.721-74 YeSKD Conditional graphical designations in electric cir

cuit. Designations of general applicability 

.si Unified System £!. Technical Documentation YeSTD 

GOST 3.1301-74 YeSTD Method of calculating the applicability of parts 

and assemblies in products with the use of computers 

GOST 3.1302-74 YeS;rO Calculation of the applicability of technological 

rigging 

GOST 3.1901-74 YeSTD List of the normative-informational material which 

is transferred onto secondary storage devices 

~ Universal System £f Documentation 

GOST 6.10.1-75 usn Used in ASU. Basic principles 

GOST 6.10.2-75 usn Terms and definitions 

GOST 6.11.1-75 usn System of planning documentation. Basic principles 

GOST 6.11.2-75 usn System of planning documentation. Formular example 



GOST 6.12.1-75 usn System of accounting-statistical documentation. 

Basic principles 
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GOST 6.12.2-75 usn System of acc.ounting-statistical documentation. For

mular example 

GOST 6.13.1-75 USD System of primary accounting documentation. Basic 

principles 

GOST 6.l3 •. 2-75 usn System of pr!'Ilary ac.counting documentation. Formular 

example 

GOST 6.14.1-75 USD System of financing, primary and accounting bookkeep

ing documentation of budget organizations and institutions. Basic. prin

ciples 

GOST 6.14.2-75 usn System of financing. primary and accounting bookkeep

ing documentation of budgBt organizations and institutions. Formular 

example 

GOST 6.15.1-75 usn System of organizational- administrative documenta

tion. Basic principles 

GOST 6.15.2-75 USD System of organizational- administrative documenta

tion. Formular example 



GOST 6.16.1-75 usn System of documentation for material- technical 

supply and sales. Basic principles 
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GOST 6.16.2-75 usn System of documentation for material-technical supply 

and sales. Formular example 

GOST 6.17.1-75 USD System of documentation for price- formation. Basic 

principles 

GOST 6.17.2-75 usn System of documentation for price- formation. For

mular example 

GDST 6.18.1-75 usn System (If documentation for foreign trade. Basic 

principles 

GOST 6.19.1-75 USD System of documentation for monetary calculations. 

Basic principles 

GOST 6.19.2-75 USD System of documentation for monetary calculations. 

Formular example 

GOST 6.10-73 Documentation of foreign trade. Basic principles 

GOST 6.20-73 Documentation of foreign trade. Formular example 
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GOST 6.37-71 Documentation of foreign trade. Documents which accompany 

enterprise trade. Standard forms 

~ Unified System £f Production Engineering YeSTPP 

Methodology of the analysis of the system of production engineering at 

the enterprise (Gosstandart USSR.,Mos •• 1976) 

Basic principles of the creation of systems of classification and coding 

of technical- economic information in YeSTPP. Methodology (Gosstandart 

USSR.,Mos.,1976) 

GOST 14.003-74 YeSTPP Order of the organization of scientific-technical 

designs in the area of production engineering, and the acceptance and 

transfer of them into production 

GOST 14.403-73 YeSTPP Rules of the choice of targets of automation 

GOST 14.004-74 YeSTPP Terminology. Bas1,c principles, terms and defini

tions of the basic conceptions. 

GOST 14.103-73 YeSTPP Rules of the design of the technical assignment 

for improvement of the system of production engineering at the enter

prise 

GOST 14.104-74 YeSTPP Rules of the design of the graphical information 

model of the system of production engineering 
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GOST 14.106-74 YeSTPP Rules of the calculation of norms of eKpenditures 

of materials with the aid of computers 

GOST 14.313-74 YeSTPP Stages, contents, and sequence of work for auto

mated design of technologi.cal processes 

GOST 14.314-74 YeSTPP Requirements for the organization of the automated 

solution of tasks for supplying production with equipment 

GOST 14.315-74 YeSTPP Requirements for the organization of the automated 

solution of tasks for supplying production with rigging 

GOST 14.309-74 YeSTPP Rules of applying mechanization and automation to 

technological processes 

GOST 14.401-73 YeSTPP Rules of the organization for work for mechaniza

tion and automation of engineering-technical tasks and tasks of the man

agement of production engineering 

GOST 14.404-73 Y~STPP Rules of the definition of the level of the auto

mation of solutions of prodUction engineering tasks 

GOST 14.405-73 YeSTPP Rules of the definition of stages for the automa

tion of solutions of production engineering tasks 

GOST 14.406-74 YeSTPP Organization of tasks for automated solution 
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GOST 14.408-74 YeSTPP Formation of information files for the automated 

solution of tasks. Basic principles 

GOST 14.410-74 YeSTPP Rules for the choice of hardware for the collec

tion, transmission, and processing of information 

~ Unified System ~ Program Documentation YeSPD 

GOST 19.001-77 YeSPD General posltions 

GOST 19.002-80 YeSPD Flowcharts of algorithms and programs. Rules for 

filling them out. Replaces GOST 19427-74 

GOST 19.003-80 YeSPD Flowcharts of algorithms and programs. Conditional 

graphical designations. 

GOST 19.101-77 YeSPD Types of programs and programming documents 

GOST 19.102-77 YeSPD Stages of design 

GOST 19.103-77 YeSPD Designation of programs and program documents 

GOST 19.104-78 YeSPD Basic symbols to be written in (nadpisi) 

GOST 19.105-78 YeSPD Basic requirements for program documents 

GOST 19.106-78 YeSPD RequirGments for program documents, filled out in 

printGd form 
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GOST 19.201-78 YeSPD Technical assignment. Requirements for content and 

formation 

GOST 19.202-78 YeSPD Specifications. Requirements for contents and for-

mati on 

GOST 19.301-79 YeSPD Order and methodology of testing. Requirements for 

contents and formation 

GOST 19.401-78 Ye8PD Text of the program. Requirements for contents and 

formation 

GOST 19.402-78 YeSPD Description of a program 

GOST 19.403-79 YeSPD Roster of holders of originals 

GOST 19.404-79 YeSPD Explanator~r notes. Requirements for content and 

formation 

GOST 19.501-78 Ye8PD Formulation. Requirements for content and forma

tion 

GOST 19.502-78 YeSPD Description of application. Requirements for con

tent and formation 

GOST 19.503-79 YeSPD Guideline for the systems programmer. Requi.rements 

for content and formation 
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GOST 19.504-79 YeSPD Programmer guideline. Requirements for content and 

formation 

GOST 19.505-79 YeSPD Guideline of the operator. Requirements for con

tent and formation 

GOST 19.506-79 YeSPD Description of the language. Requirements for con

tent and formation 

GOST 19.507-79 YeSPD List of operational documents 

GOST 19.508-79 YeSPD Guideline for hardware maintenance Requirements for 

content and formation 

GOST 19.601-78 YeSPD General rules for duplication, accounting, and 

storage 

GOST 19.602-78 YeSPD Rules for duplication, accounting, and storage of 

program documents produced in printed form 

GOST 19.603-78 YeSPD General rules for inserting changes 

GOST 19.604-78 YeSPD Rules for inserting changes In program documents 

produced in printed fonn 

GOST 19427-74 Data processing and programming. Charts of algorithms and 

programs. Rules of execution. 
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GOST 19428-74 Data proc.essing and programming. Charts of algorithms and 

programs. Condit:l.onal graphical del'jignators. 

~ System £.!. Technical Documentation .2i ABU 

GOST 24.001-78 srn ASU System of technical documentation of ASU. Basic 

positions 

GDST 24.101-80 SrD ASU Types and packages of documents 

GOST 24.102-80 srn ASU Purpose of the documents 

GOST 24.201-79 srn AgU Requirements for the contents of the "technical 

assignment" 

GOST 24.202-80 srn ASU Requirements for the contents of the document 

"technical-economic basis for the creation of ASU" 

GOST 24.203-80 srn ASU Requirements for the contents of general systems 

documents 

GOST 24.204-80 STn ASU Requirements for the contents of the document 

"description of the formulation of the task" 

GOST 24.205-80 STO ASU Requirements for the contents of the document for 

the information base 
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GOST 24.206-80 STD ASU Requirements for the contents of the document on 

the hardware 

GOST 24.207-80 STD ASU Requirements for the contents of the document on 

the software 

GOST 24.208-80 STD ASU Requirements for the contents of the document on 

the stage "introduction into service" 

GOST 24.209-80 srD ASU Requirements for the contents of the document on 

the organizational support 

GOST 24.301-80 STC ASU General requirements for textual documents 

GOST 24.302-80 STD ASU General requirements for making diagrams 

GOST 24.303-80 STD ASU Variable graphical designators of the technical 

hardware 

GOST 24.401-80 8TD ASU Introduction of changes 

GOS'f 24.402-80 8TD ASU Accounting, storage and retrieval 

£:.!Q. Programming Language Standards 

GOST 21551-76 ALGAMS programming language 

GOST 22558-77 COBOL programming language 
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GOST 23056-78 FORTRAN programmi.ng language 

GOST 23057-78 BASE FORTRAN programming language 

GOST 8912-76 Perforated cards for computers. Forms and positioning of 

holes. Dimensions. Methods of testing Hethodology of the unification 

of documents, used in ASU (Mos., VNIIS, 1973) 

GOST lO860-68 Perforated tapes for computers, data transmission devices 

and telegraph devices 

GOST 13052-74 Computers and equipment for data transmission. Seven-bit 

codes for the exchange of production information 

GOST 13377-75 Reliability in engineering. Terms and definitions 

GOST 13699-74 Writing and up-dating information. Terms and definitions 

GOST 15029-69 Electronic computers and data transmission equipment. The 

positioning of seven-element code on papertape 

GOST 15101-69 Units of information on papertape. papercards, and 

magnetic tapes in management systems 

GOST 15971-74 Digital electronic computers. Terms and definitions 
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GOST 16084-75 Automated management systems of technical processes in in

dustry, Basic principles 

GOST 17194-76 Automated control systems of technological processes. 

Terms and definitions 

GOST 17195-76 Automated management systems of technical processes. Gen

eral technical requirements 

GOST 17341-71 Quali ty of production. Basic conception of management. 

Terms and definitions 

GOST 17396-71 Classification and coding of information. Basic con

ception. Terms and definitions 

GOST 17657-72 Apparatus of data transfer CAPD). Terms and definitions 

GOST 19427-74 Data processing and programming. Charts of algorithms and 

programs Rules of execution 

GOST 19428-74 Data processing and programming. Charts of algorithms and 

programs. Conditional graphical designators 

GOST 19600-74 Accounting of scientific-research work. General re

quirements and rules of formation 

GOST 19605-74 Organization of labor. Basic conception. Terms and de

finitions 



GOST 19675-74 ASU Basic principles. Terms and definitions 

GOST 19678-74 Computers and data processing. Eight bit codes for the 

exchange and processing of data 
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GOST 19769-74 Computers and data processing. Twelve- position papercard 

codes 

GOST 19781-74 Computer software. Terms and definitions 

GOST 20912-75 ASUP Gen~ral technical requirements 

GOST 20913-75 Automated control systems of technological processes. 

Stages of creation 

GOST 20914-80 ASU Automated management systems. Stages of creation. 

Replaces GOST 20914-75 

GOST 21552-76 Means of computer technology. General technical re

quirements 

GOST 21705-76 Automated management systems of technical processes. Re

liability. Basic principles 

GOST 23962-80 ASUP Organization of the work in creating the system 

GOST 24402-80 Teleprocessing of data. Terms and Definitions 
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OST 25-PZ-72 ASU Design documentation. Types, configuration, contents. 

Official publication. Moscow, Minpribor, 1971 

OST 25.113-75 ASU Technical documentation. Types, contents, scope. 

Minpribor 

OST 25.114-71 Aggregated system of instruments and devices for automa

tion. System of unified standard designs Casings and containers 

OST 25.117-72 Mechanized card indexes. Types and basic parameters. 

Technical requirements 

OST 25.197-73 ASU Contents, order of design, formation and approval of 

technical assignment 

OST 25.201-73 ASUP ASUP of enterprises with discrete production. System 

of coding information 

OST 25.231-74 ASU System of packages of applications programs. Techni

cal documentation. Types, groupings, contents. 

OST 25.248-73 Information registrators. Types. Basic parameters 

OST 25.2lI9-74 ASU Minpdbor, TsNIITU, Minsk, 1968 Classification of de

sign documents 
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OST 25.425-74 ASUP Organization and content of work at the design stage 

OST 25.459-74 ASUP ASUp with discrete production. Preparation of the 

enterprise for introduction 

OST 25.511-74 ASU ASUP wi th discrete production. Overall technical re

quirl?ments for TPR 

OST 25.513-74 ASU System of application program packages. Stages of de

sign and introduction. Organization and contents of work 

OST 25.520-75 ASUP Technical documentation for ASUP. Statement of the 

task and solution algorithm 

OST 25.531-75 ASU Technic.al documentation for ASU. General requirements 

for its formation 

OST 25.544-75 Stationary shelves for storing tapes. 

OST 25.547-75 ASUP ASUP with discrete production. Classifiers of 

technical-economic information for instrument-building 

OST 25.704-76 ASU Automated management systems. System of packages of 

applications programs. Program documentation. Types, make-up, con

tents. Minpribor 
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RTM 25-55-71 ASUP ASUP. Methodology of the choice of the type and cal

culation of the quantity of hardware. Official publication. Moscow, 

Minpribor, 1971, 216 pp. 

RTM 25 103-72 ASUP Organization of files of normative-informational in

formation on secondary storage 

RTM 25 129-73 ASUP Make-up and structure of informational base 

RTM 25 132-74 ASUP for enterprise with discrete production. Unified 

forms of documents for material-technical supply at machine-building 

enterprisQs 

RTI1 25 136-74 ASU Systems of packages of applications programs. Basic 

princ.iples 

RTM 25 137-74 ASUP for enterprise with discrete production. Unified 

forms of documents for short-term management of basic production at 

machine-building enterprises 

RTM 25 138-74 ASUP ASUP with discrete production. Software. Basic 

technical requirements 

RTM 25 142-74 ASU Classifier of normative-technical doc.uments 



R'lM 25 145-74 ASUP for enterprise with discrete production. Unified 

forms of documents for finances and sales at machine-building enter

prises 

RTM 25 178-75 ASU Hardware. Classification 

RTM 25 212-76 A9U Methodology of the design of hardware complexes 
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TPR-I Accounting Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem for 

accounting. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT on January 28, 1975, 

No. 27. 

TPR-I Hardware Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem for ASUP 

hardware. Sanctioned by a resolution of tne GKNT on January 28, 1975, 

No. 27. 

TPR-I MTS Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem for management 

of material-technical supply. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT on 

August 14, 1974, No. 510. 

TPR-I auop Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem for short-term 

management of basic production. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT 

on August 14, 1974, No. 510. 
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TPR-l Sales Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem management of 

sales and selling production. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT on 

April 19, 1974, No. 196. 

TPR-l TEP Standard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem of technical

economic planning. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT on August 3D, 

1974, No. 545. 

TPR-l TPP Stanl'ard design solution for ASUP. Subsystem for management 

of production engineering. Sanctioned by a resolution of the GKNT on 

December 25, 1974, No. 695. 

SN 47-74 Instructions on the order of establishing and confirming de

signs of building organizations and designs of the production of work 

SN 174-75 Building norms. Directions for the design of the electric 

supply of industrial enterprises 

SN 202-76 Instructions on working out the designs and estimates for in

dustrial construction 

SN 213-73 Instructions on carry out examination of the designs and esti

mates for construction (reconstruction) of the enterprise, buildings, 

and structures 



8N 219-70 Instructions for working out designs and estimates for con

struction abroad with the technical cooperation of the USSR 

SN 227-70 Instructions on standard design for industrial construction 
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SN 245-71 Sanitary norms for the design of industrial enterprises (with 

changes and additions, published in BST, 1974, No.4) 

8N 283-64 Provisional norms of the length of the design period 

SNiP 1-1-74 Building norms and rules. Part 1. Basic principles. 

Chapter I. System of normative documents 

SNiP II-M 1-71 and additions 1973, 1974, 1975 General plans of indus

trial enterprises. Norms of design 

TP 100-70 Technical rules for the economic distribution of basic build

ing materials 

Directions on the examination of designs, estimates, and technical

economic basis of the construction of enterprises, buildings, and struc

tures abroad under the technical cooperation of the USSR 

Norms for the length of time of mastery of production capabilities at 

enterprises that are being brought into operation, approved by Gosplan, 

USSR, on September 17, 1974, No. 130 
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Directions about the make-up, order of design, and confirmation of the 

technical- economic basis of the design and the building of large and 

complicated enterprises and structures. Approved by a USSR Gosplan re

solution of Jan. g, 1970 

About the order of planning and fim~,lcing the construction of objec.i:S 

which are common to a group of enterprises. USSR Council of Ministers 

resolution of Mar. 19, 1970 

About the order of supplying equipment for enterprises that are being 

built or rebuilt, which is being put together by Soyuzglavkomplekt. 

USSR Council of Ministers resolution of July 9, 1977 

Gosstandart Methodology of the improvement of a system of production 

engineering on the basis of YeSTPP. Section 2. Working out the techni

cal design, 1976 

Gosstandart Methodology of the improvement of a system of production 

engineering on the basis of YESTPP Section 3. Working out the working 

design, 1976 

Gosplan Instruction No. 34-231176-65 About the order of financing the 

working out of design-technical documentation for ASU and data process

ing, Feb. 12, 1974 
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Minpribor Provisional principles about the order of acquisition and sale 

of programs for ASU, April 22, 1974 

E:...!! Miscellaneous Standards 

GOST 6.38-72 System of organizational-administrative documentation. 

Basic principles 

GOST 6.39-72 System of organizational-administrative documentation. 

Formular example 

Gosplan Directive 34-231 ASU About the order of financing the working 

out of design-technical documentation for ASU and data processing. Feb. 

12, 1974 

KM-l1018 ASU Temporary Guidelines for the design and introduction of 

ASU-MONTAZH (at the stage of working sketches). Put out by State Design 

Institute Proyektmontazhavtomatika, Moscow, 1972 

MIEI-69 ASUP Information-techoled base of ASUP. Methodological indica

tor. MUl, Moscow, 1969 

OKBA-74 ASUP Methodological Material. ASUP. Design of the hardware. 

OKBA, Moscow, 1974 

OKBA-74 ASUP Methodological Material. ASUP. Design of the information 

base. OKBA, Moscow, 1974 



OKBA-74 ASUP Methodological Material. ASUP. Design of the software 

OKBA, Moscow, 1974 
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OKBA-74 ASUP Methodological Material. ASUP. Organization of the work. 

Ol<BA, Moscow, 1974 

R-05963 ASUP Temporary Indicator for the design of ASUP. 1st Edition, 

put out by UGPI Tyazhpromavtomatika, Khar 'kov. 1970 

TsEMI-68 ASUP Automated Management System of Industrial Enterprises 

(discrete type). Standard design assignment. TsEMI, Moscow, 1968. 

VNIIS ASU Methodology of unification of documents, used in ASU, 1st edi

tion, Moscow, Gosstandart publisher, VNIIS, 1972, 47 pp. 

VNIIS, 1973 Methodology of the unification of documents, used in ASU 

(Mos •• VNIIS, 1973). 

VORM/of ASUP Temporary Branch Guidelines for the design of the functional 

structure of ASUP. In 3 volumes. 



APPENDIX D 

DOCUMENTATION FOR ASUP DEVELOPMENT 

This appendix is a list of documents, agreements, etc •• in se-

quential order, which are mandated by the 1977 ORMM guidelines [Ormm77]. 

o Agreement with specialIzed organizations for working out the 
TEO and the TZ. 

o Agreement for the creation of an ASUP 

o Plan-graph for working out ASUP tasks 

a Plan graph for bringing documentation into accord with the Un
ified System of Technical and the Unified System of Codes 

o Program for preparing leadership personnel of the enterprise 

o Agreement with organizations providing hardware and setting up 
the computer center 

o Agreement with organization setting up training for computer 
center personnel 

a Approved staffing schedule of computer center 
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o Order about how work is to be divided into stages with a plan
graph of organizational-technical measures 

o Plan-graph of coordinated work 

o Plan-graph for bringing data processing equipment into 
operat.ion 

C Plan-graph for bringing computer and other equipment into oper
ation 

o Order forms and requisitions for hardware 

o Plan for preparation of information on secondary storage and 
entry into files 

o Plan-graph for training computer center personnel in operating 
the computer, the other hardware, the systems software, and the 
applications program packages 

o Protocol for examinations on the results of training 

o Protocol of agreement on the organization of tasks 

o Protocol for examining the technical design at the scientific
technical councils of the user and enterprise 

o Act of approval of the technical design 

o Contract for the installation, debugging, and start-up of the 
computer and other computer center equipment 

o An order about how work is to be carried out at this stage 
corresponding to the plan-graph of organizational-technical 

o Plan-graph of coordinated work 

o Act of verification through control examples and acceptance 
into operation of service routines of the data base 
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a Act which indicates that the normative-informational documenta
tion has been prepared in acc.ordance with the requirements of 
the applications program packages which are being used and 
other tasks of the ASUP 

o Act of verificatio(l through monitoring examples and acceptance 
into operation of thl;:! subsystem!> of the ASUp 

o Act indi':'..iting the fulfi.llment of organizational-technical 
measures for preparing the enterprise fa:: the introduction of 
the ASUP 

o Act of complet-ion of all design, technological, and 
organizational-administrative documentation with respect to the 
demands of the design of the ASUP 

o fl..cts of the completion of filling out all normative- infor
mational and operating documents and their perforation 

o Acts of the verifIcation of programs and instructions for 
monitoring examples 

o Ac.ts of the fulfillment of work on loading the information base 
and its verification 

o Acts of verifying programs and instructions with monitoring 
examples 

o Protocols about agreed-upon deviations i;rom data processing 
procedures as given in the design 

o An order about hoW' work is to be carried out at this stage 
corresponding to the plan-graph of organizational-technical 

o Plan-graph of coordinated work 

o Act releasing the hardware into operation 
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o Order about carrying out experimental testing 

o Program of experimental testing 

o Plan-graph for carrying out experimental testing of ASUP sub
systems 

o Acts of releasing ASUP subsystems into industrial use 

o Acts of the fulfillment of organizational-technical at 
the start-up stage 

o Order on the make-up of the acceptance commission 

Program of acceptance testing 

o Act of acc.epting the ASUP into industrial operation with appen
dixes literal 



APPENDIX E 

SOFTHARE ESTIMATION MODEL IN ORMM GUIDELINES 

The following model is taken from the 1977 ORMM guidelines 

[Ormm77J. Unfortunately. no information is given as to how it was de-

rived. The estimation model is an empirical calculation of how dif-

ficult it is to program a task. 

T ~ SUM [ R(i)*T(i) J 

n(i)*S(i) 
--------- + SUM [nU ,i)*wU ,i) J 

~ SUM [ R(i) * ( 50 ) J 
i --------------------------------

where: 

T(i) = the absolute labor-intensity of the ith 
program in arbitrary units; 

D(i) = the number of operators (source statements) 
in the ith program 

SCi) = point evaluation of DEGREE OF COMPLEXITY of 
task 

wU • i) = point evaluation of the j th TYPE OF 
PERIPHERAL, used in the realization of the program 

nU ,i) = the number of input-output devices of the 
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j th type used in the realization of the program 

L = point evaluation of the PROGRAMHING LANGUAGE 
used 

R(i) = point coefficient evaluating QUALIFICATIONS 
of programmers 

T = Labor-intensity in man-days 

WEIGHTS 

1. DEGREE OF COMPLEXITY S(1) 

Simple 
Less than average 
Average 
Larger than average 
Very di f ficult 
Experimental 

2. TYPE OF PERIPHERAL W(j ,1) 

Card reader 
Output perforator 
Printing device 
Operator console 
Papertape device 
Hagnetic tape 
Disks 
Drum 
Optieal reader 
Terminal with keyboard 

3. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE L 

Machi ne code 
Assembler 
Cobol 
pLII 
RPG 
Fortran 

4. QUALIFICATIONS R( i) 

1-2 
3-6 
7-12 

13-19 
20-30 
31-50 

8 
10 
12 
15 
15 

10 
9 

12 
14 
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Leading programmer 
Progt:'ammer 
Junior programmer 
Programmer trainee 

CORRE:CTION FOR DEBUGGING 

1.0-1.8 
1.8-2.8 
2.8-4.0 
4.0-10.00 

The total time for programming a task is given by 

T(task) =: Ai< SUM [T(i) 1 

where 

T(i) =: the labor-intensity of working out the ith 
program 

A =: a coefficient which takes into account the 
labor-intensi ty of correcting and documenting the 
program (usually equal to 1.25). 
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APPENDIX F 

ECONOMIC EFFECTIVENESS OF ASUP 

This appendix consists of tables of data from about 100 enter

prises 0 Not all categories of data were available for every enterprise 0 

The data comes from a wide variety of sources, generally representing 

the projected effect from the initial design period. In Table Fol, when 

no indication was given in the source, it was assumed that the data was 

projected, rather than actual. These data were probably all calculated 

with some form of the Methodology. 
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Table F.l 

Economic Effect and Payback of ASUPs 

Enterprise 

Altay Tractor Electri
cal Equipment F. 

Artemugol' Combine 

Economic Effect 
(K Rubles) 

Design Actual 

Barnaul Radio F. 600.0 

Belorussian 362.0 
Automobile F. 

Chernigov Khimvolokno 1,500.0 
Association 

Darnitskiy Train 238.0 
Car Repair F. 

Donetsk 15th Anniver- 320.2 1,889.0 
sary Machine 1,350.0 
Building F. 1,889.0 

Donetsk l-letallurgy F. 
imeni Lenin 

Dnepropetrovsk Pipe 
Rolling F. 

Druzhskov Machine 
BuUding F. imeni 
50th Soviet Ukraine 
Anni versary 

Electro-Measuring 
Instruments F. 

Elektroapparat 

Glavtashkentstroy 

25% of 
design 

1,147.2 2,072.4 

740.0 866.0 

2,000.0 
400.0 

100.0 

Payback 
(Years) 

Des. Actual 

2.4 

2.7 

1.3 

1.8 

1.5 

1.9 

3.4 
3.5 

3.4 

3.9 

1.0 

3.8 

1.0 

2.6 

3.0 

3.0 

1.0 

2.8 
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Table F.l, continued 

Enterprise 

Gorkiy Automobile F. 

Gomel' Agricultural 
Machine Building F. 
Gomsel'mash 

Gamel' Hydraulic 
Drive F. 

Gamel' Start-Up 
Motors F. 

Gamel' Train Car 
Repair F. 

Gorlov Machine Build
ing F. imeni Kirov 

Izhevsk Paper-Making 
Machines 

Izhorsk F. irnen! 
Zhdanov 

Kazan' Teplokontrol' 

Khar 'kov Tractor F. 

Kherson Cotton Fabric 
Combine 

Kiev Computers Ii Elec
tronic Control 
Machines F. 

Kiev Experimental Pro
portioning Auto
matons F. 

Kama River Truck F. 

Kamsk Cable imeni 50th 
USSR Anniversary 

Economic Effect 
(K Rubles) 

3,860.0 

382.0 
619.0 

188.0 

342.0 

144.0 

183.1 702.8 

871.0 2,135.4 
871.0 

1,500.0 

944.0 

388.8 1,703.1 

215.0 

1,000.0 

456.6 906.1 

Payback 
(Years) 

2.0 
2.0 

1.7 

1.9 

2.0 

2.9 

2.0 

2.5 
0.5 

1.5 

1.8 

2.2 

1.7 

2.0 

2.2 
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Table F .1, continued 

Enterprise Economic Effect 
(K Rubles) 

Khabardino Telemekh
anika Prod. Assoc. 

Khar 'ko\] i'lachine Tool 
Building Prod. Asso. 

1,000.0 

293.7 

Khar'kov Tractor F. 800.0 

Kiev Krasnyi 
Ekskavator F. 

Kiev Tochelektropribor 

Kiev VUM F. 

Komsomol 'sk Mining 
Administration 

Kramatorsk Heavy Jlla
chine Tool Build
i ng F. imeni Chu
barya 

Krasnodar Measuring 
Instruments F. 

Krolovets Fitting F. 

Kursk F. Schetmash 

Leningrad Electro
Mechanical F. 

Leningrad Optical 

857.0 

459.0 
676.0 

1,147.0 

380.0 

410.0 

Mechanical plant 500.0 
2,000.0 

Leningrad Svetlana F. 800.0 

334.8 

314.0 

481.5 

481.5 

20% of 
design 

2,072.4 

180.2 
180.2 

378.5 

Payback 
(Years) 

1.5 

2.2 

1.5 
1.2 

1.7 

4.0 

2.0 

1.2 

3.2 

2.3 

2.5 

2.4 

6.3 

3.7 

3.7 

1.0 

3.1 
3.1 

2.4 
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Table F.I, continued 
-------------------------------------------------------
Enterprise Economic Effect Payback 

(K Rubles) (Years) 
-------------------------------------------------------
Leningrad Vibrator F. 5~1.0 178.4 1.3 1.6 

591.0 1.3 
958.0 1.3 

178.4 1.3 1.6 

LKZ - MElzon 931.0 1.3 

L'vav Electro-Measur- 501.9 75.8 1.4 6.7 
ing Instruments F. 

L'vovpribor F. 506.0 1,029.0 1.8 2.1 

L'vov TV Plant 20.0 
464.3 
500.0 

Makeyevugol' Combine 2.8 

Manornetr 508.0 143.7 1.6 4.8 

Minsk Automated 435.9 403.6 1.9 3.3 
Production Lines F. 403.6 3.3 

Minsk Automotive F. 1,237.0 2.0 

Minsk 11th State 259.0 2.3 
Bearing F. 

Minsk House Build- 213.3 
ing Combine 1 

Minsk Machine Tool 292.0 1.5 
F. imeni Ki rava 

Minsk Motor F. 591.8 1.7 

Minsk Tractor F. 1,497.0 1,456.5 1.1 1.4 
1,306.3 1.7 

3,888.4 1.5 3.2 
1,000.0 
1,300.0 

--------------------------------._----------------------
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Table F.I, continued 
--- ----------------------------------------------------
Enterprise Economic Effect Payback 

(K Rubles) (Years) 
-------------------------------------------------------
Minsk Watch F. 191.0 70.2 2.2 8.1 

263.9 1.0 
70.2 2.2 8.1 

450.0 

Moscow Automobile F. 3,808.0 
lmen! Likhachev 

Moscow 1" State 2,758.0 1,415.3 1.7 1.3 
Bearing F. 1,000.0 3.0 

1,415.3 1.3 

Moscow Frezer F. 352.0 346.9 4.0 2.9 
1,000.0 

Moscow Tizpribor F. 338.0 396.0 1.0 3.0 
396.0 1.1 3.0 

Moscow Watch F. 378.0 1.7 

Nal'chik Sevkav- 507.5 767.5 1.8 2.9 
elektropribor F. 

Nevskiy Machine 535.0 304.7 0.9 3.0 
Building F. imen! 
Lenin 

Noginsk Steam 
Equipment F. 270.0 2.0 

Novokramatorsk Machine 18% of 2.1 
Building F. imen! design 
Lenin 

Novosibirsk Elektro- 600.0 1.3 
signal F. 

Odessa Avtogenmash 404.0 124.4 1.8 2.1 

Qm,k Elektrotochpribor 646.2 308.1 1.4 3.3 
308.1 3.3 

Orsha Krasniy 18t.3 2.7 
Berets F. 

-------------------------------------------------------
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Table F.I, continued 
------------------------------------- - - - - --------------
Enterprise Economic Effect Payback 

(K Rubles) (Years) 
-------------------------------------------------------
Orsha Legmash F. 237.0 2.0 

Orlav Instrument F. 471.2 118.2 1.3 3.0 

Orlav Watch F. 330.0 1.9 

Pavlodarsk Tractor F. 1,908.0 1.5 

Penza Watch F. 363.9 784.1 1.8 1.1 

Petrodvorets Watch F. 208.0 1.7 

Perm' Kamkabel' F. 1,100.0 2.2 
906.1 2.2 2.6 

Ryazan 1 Calculating 2L~9. 5 868.5 2.1 1.8 
Machines F. 

Second Moscow Watch F. 341.0 937.6 1.9 3.2 
447.0 2.3 

937.6 1.9 3.2 

Severodonetsk AZOT 6,500.0 1.0 
Prod. Assoc. 

Severodonetsk Chemical 1,000.0 
Combine 

Severodonetsk Instru- 659.0 221.4 2.4 3.8 
ment F. 

Shakhterskant ratsit 3.6 
Combine 

Starokramatorsk Ma- 1.5 
chine Building F. 
imen! Ordzhonikidze 

Sumy Electronic 
Microscopes F. 288,0 2.1 

Taganrog Krasniy 321. 1 528.6 0.8 3.3 
Kotel'shchik F. 

-------------------------------------------------------



Table F .1, continued 

Enterprise Economic Effect 
(K Rubles) 

Tashkent Agricultural 460.0 
Machine Building F. 

Teploalltomatika 

Teplokontrol' 

Tomsk Mathematical 
Machines F. 

Tomsk Pressure
Measuring Gauge F. 

Torezantrantsit Com
bine 

Tula Combine F. 

380.0 

629.2 

242.1 

434.1 

610.0 

Ufa Motor Building F. 37.0 

Uralmash 1,648.0 
1,000.0 

Vil'nyus Electro-Mea- 457.7 
suring Technology F. 

ViI 'nyus Calculating 788.0 
Machines F. imeni 

Lenin 

Vitebsk Machine Tool 
Building F. 
imeni Kirolla 

191.0 

Vitebsk Electro-Mea- 580.0 
surement Instrument 
F. imeni 60th Anni-
versary of October 

Volga Automobile F. 3,900.0 
13,900.0 

276.8 

316.0 
316.0 

634.2 

230.2 

298.5 

279.9 

211.5 
211.5 

Payback 
(Years) 

0.9 

1.5 
1.5 

2.7 

1.4 

2.9 

1.9 

2.4 

2.0 

1.5 

1.4 

2.1 

1.6 
3.1 

2.1 

3.6 

2.0 

2.0 

6.8 
6.8 
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Table F .1, continued 

Enterprise 

Voroshilovgorod Die-
sel Locomotive F. 

Yaroslavl' Polymer 
Machine Building F. 

Zaporoshtransformator 
Prod. Assoc. 

Zhdanov Heavy Machine 
Building F. 

Zdanov Metallurgy F. 
iruen! Lenin 

Economic Effect 
(K Rubles) 

1,236.0 274.0 
1,200.0 

14% of 
design 

Payback 
(Years) 

1.5 

3.3 

1.5 

1.7 

1.7 

4.0 

Sources: [Man7Sj Akhm78j Akho77j Bara79b; Bobk78, 
Bobk79bj Chen76j Ches76bj Chumn; Demc76j Eg68dj 

1.7 

Ekon78; Gune77; Katk82j Kaza67j Ka.za76j Kruc72j Makh74j 
Meav77j Myas79dj Novi80j Parf68j Pivo78j Pokr76j 
Prav76j Pri.k79C; Rash7Sj Secle79; Skly82j Spir80j 
Tsme68 j Vrub 78] 
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Table F.2 

Effect of ASUP on Production Volume 

Enterprise Effect 

Minpribor enter- Output was increased 50,000,000 
prises, 1971 rubles due to computerized planning 

Average yearly output increase 
of 18-20% 

61 enterprises of Output increased 10,000,000 rubles 
Minpdbor per year due to optimization 

Enterprises, Gor- Output increased 15% using same 
kiy area, 1970 capital stock at enterprises where 

computing has really taken hold 

Altay Tractor Output volume increased by 
Electrical a factor of 2.2 
Equipment F. 

Angara Electro- Output increased 20% 
Mechanical F. 

Barnaul Radiu F. Output rose 6-8% w/o added inputs 

Chelyabinsk Watch Output increased 8% 
Factory 

Donetsk 15th Anni- Output increased 8%. Another 
versary Machine source says it increased 2.4% in 
Building F. monetary terms 

Izhorskiy F. Output increaded 2.0%, or 3,078,000 
rubles 

Kiev Tochelektro- Output increased 9.7%, or 2,425,000 
pribor F. rubles 

Krasnodar Measur- Output increased 9.1%, or 4,000,000 
ing Instrument rubles 
Factory 

Leningrad Optical Output increases of 11-12Z/year, 
Mechanical F. doubled output growth rate 

Leningrad Svetlana Output increased 3.0%, or 1,620,000 
Association rubles 
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Table F.2, continued 

Enterprise Effect 

Leningrad Vibrator Output increased 6.6%, or 1,491,000 
Factory rubles 

LKZ Mezon F. Output increased 9.2%, or 3,137,000 
rubles 

L'vov TV Plant Planned output rose by 18,000 sets 

Minsk Automobile Profit increase due to increased 
Factory output of 1,204,700 rubles 

llinsk House Build- Output/worker rose from 13,961 
ing Combine 1 rubles in 1969 to 16,673 rubles in 

1972; 5,000 square meters added 

llinsk Tractor F. Output rose 21% 

Minsk Watch F. Output rose 91.6% over three 
years due to increased labor prod
uctivity 

Moscow Frezer F. Instrument production increased 
25% 

Moscow Mosrentgen Output increased 8% 
Factory 

Orlov Watch F. Output plan increased 2.4 
million rubles 

Second Moscow Output increasing at 0.8 
Watch F. million rubles/year 

Tashselmash Output volume rose 1.5 times 
w/o rise in administrative staff 

Sources: [Man7S; Akhm78; Asha68; Auto74; Bobk76b; 
Bobk78; Chen76; Chum77; Kaza76; K02176; Kruc72; Makh74; 
Parf68; Piva78; Prik79c; Trus77; Tsme68j Voro761 
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Table F.3 

Cost Reductions Due to ASUP 

Enterprise 

Effect projected 
by RFSFS Central 
Statistical 
Administration 

1972 study 

1976 study 

1979 study of many 
enterprises 

27 enterprises in 
1971-1972 

Donetsk 15th Anni
versary Machine 
Building F. 

Effect 

5-7% cost reduction with no equip
ment additions, plus another 5-7% 
with addition of appropriate equip
ment 

Cost reduction of 4-6% 

0.17 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
production 

Profit due to lowering costs was 
5% of total prof! t 

Average production cost went down 
708, 000 rubles 

Cost reduction of 335,000 rubles 

Gomselmash Cost reduction of 25~,OOO rubles 

Izhorskiy F. 0.6 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
production. 863,000 ruble retail 
production outlay reduction 

Kiev Tochelektro- 2.7 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
pribor F. prodllction. 740,500 ruble retail 

. production outlay reduction 

Krasnodar Measur- 2.0 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
ing Instrument production. 760,000 ruble retail 
Factory production outlay reduction 

Leningrad Optical Lowering of expenditures/l ruble of 
Mechanical F. retail production of more than 10% 
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Table F.3, continued 

Enterprise Effect 

Leningrad Vibrator 2.1 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
Factory production. 506,000 ruble retail 

production outlay reduction 

LKZ Mezon F. 2.1 ruble reduction/ruble retail 
production. 771 ,000 ruble retail 
production outlay reduction 

Minsk Automobile Overhead savings of 561,400 rubles 
Factory 

Minsk Tractor F. 

Noginsk Steam 
Equipment F. 

Tula Combine F. 

Cost of tractors decreased 5.6% 

Cost reduction of 183,100 rubles 

Cost reduction of 429,900 rubles 

Sources: [Auto74; Kama67j Kruc72j Makh74j Pivo78; 
pogr79; Prsu76; 8mil76; Sede79j 801076; Trus77] 
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Table F.4 

Personnel Savings Due to Introduction of ASUP 

Enterprise Effect 

Dnepr Ene:rgy 209 people made redundant 
System 

Donbas Energy 185 people made redundant 
System 

Donetsk 15th Anni- BOO man-days/month saved, or 25,000 
versary Machine rubles 
Building F. 

Kiev Tochelektro- 90,000 rubles in wages saved 
pribor F & 

Leningrad Optical Made 646 people redundant in 1976 
Mechanical F. Administrative personnel cut by 229 

LKZ Mezon F. 59,000 rubles in wages saved 

L'vov Energy 145 people made redundant 
System 

L'vov TV Plant 300 people shifted from clerical to 
production 

Minsk House Build- Engineering-technical personnel 
ing Combine 1 reJ~'('.ed by 15, average listed 

personnel reduced by 101 

Moscow Frezer F. Administrative staff reduced by 42; 
accounting staff dropped from 60 to 
24; another account says adminis
trative staff went from 538 to 496 

Smolensk Energy 37 people made redundant 
System 

Tashkentkabel Accounting staff cut by 21 people 

Sources: [Man75; Akhm78; Chen76; Blan82; Ekon78; 
Makh74; Parf68; Sliv671 
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Table F.5 

Effect of ASUP on Labor Productivity 

Enterprise 

Altay Tractor 
Electrical 
Equipment F. 

Donetsk 15th Anni
versary Machine 
Building F. 

Energy Systems 

Gomselruash 

Izhorskiy F. 

Kiev Tochelektro
pribor F. 

Krasnodar Measur
ing Instrument 
Factory 

Leningrad Optical 
Mechanical F. 

Leningrad Svetlana 
Association 

Leningrad Vibrator 
Factory 

LKZ Mezon F. 

Minsk Automobile 
Factory 

Minsk libuse Build
ing CombiI",e 1 

Minsk Tractor F. 

Effect 

Labor productivity rose 17.5% 
Plan for 69% growth in five years 
fulfilled in 3.5 

Machin~ tool operator productivity 
rose 9% 

Labor productivity rise equivalent 
to 1 J 300 extra personnel 

Labor productivity rose 3.0% 

Labor productivity rose 9.0% 

Labor productivity rose 8.6% 

Labor productivity rose 8.2% 

Labor producthity rose more than 
1.0% 

Labor productivity rose 6.0% 

Labor productivity rose 6.0% 

Labor productivity rose 9.2% 

Labor productivity rose 2.4%, and 
reduction in labor intensity of 
management work of 47,100 rubles 

Labor productivity rose 7% 

Labor productivity in 1969:1965 was 
110.2%, 1972:1969 was 119.4% 
(Another source has 1972: 1969 as 
129.2%) 
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Table F.5, continued 

Enterprise Effect 

Moscow First State Labor productivity rose 5-6% 
Bearing F. 

Noginsk Steam 
Equipment F. 

Second }!OHCOW 

Watch F. 

Tashkentkabel 

Tula Combine F. 

Labor productivity rose 4.8% 

Labor productivity rose 2.6% 

1972 production volume/management 
worker about 113,000 rubles. In 
1977 it was 148,000 rubles. 

Labor productivity rose 3.6% 

Sources: [Baki75; Bobk78; Chen76; Demc76; Ekon78; 
Kruc72; Makh74; Prik79c; Sede79; Trus77J 

Table F.6 

ASUP Effect on Production Parameters 

Enterprise 

L'vov TV F. 

In general 

Moscow Frezer F. 

Effect 

Eveness of production doubled 

production time reduced 25-35%. 
industri.al load capacity increases 
7-8% 

Shift index was 1.68 vs. 1.2-1.4 at 
other plants 

Minsk Hatch F. Eveness of production went from 94% 
in 1970 to 98% in 1973 

Tashkentkabel Idle time of equipment reduced to 
2/5th of its former level 

Tashkent Aviation Overall work time losses reduced by 
Prod. Assoc. 1/4, latenesses and absenteeism cut 
imeni Chkalov by a factor of 1.6 times 

Sources: [Afan75; Akhm78j Abasa3; Ekon78; Kaza76j 
Rudn68; Vrub78J 
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Table F.7 

Financial Impact of ASUP in Enterprises 

Enterprise Effect 

27 enterprises in Average decline in working capital 
1971-1972 of 567,000 rubles 

1972 study Reduction of stocks of materials 
and assemblies 20-25% 

1976 study Reduced working capital by 0.24 
rubles/ruble production 

Bolshevik Scien- Saved 500,000 rubles in working 
tHic Produc- capital 
tion Assoc. 

Cryogenic Machine Saved 259,000 rubles in working 
Building Scien- capital 
tHic Research 
Association 

Izhorskiy F. Decreased working capital 900,000 
rubles 

Kiev Tochelektro- Decreased working cap:ital 291,300 
pribor F. rubles 

Kislorodmash Sci- Saved 363,000 rubles in working 
entific Produc- ca?ital 
tion Assoc. 

Krasnodar Measur- Decreased working capital 300,000 
ing Instrument rubles 
Factory 

Leningrad Optical Decreased use of fixed assets by 25% 
Mechanic F. 

Leningrad Vibrator Decreased working capital 362,000 
Factory rubles 
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Table F. 7, continued 

Enterprise 

LKZ Mezon F. 

L'vov TV Plant 

Minsk Watch F. 

Moscow Frezer F. 

Omsk OKygen Ma
chine Building 
Factory 

Tashkentkabel 

Effect 

Decreased working capital 496,000 
rubles ,-

Put assets into circulation worth 
2,860,000 rubles 

Saved 1,000,000 rubles in working 
capi tal, shortened turnover time by 
10.5 days 

No surplus materials and everything 
necessary for operation of shops on 
hand 

Saved 390,600 rubles in working 
capital 

Decreased working capital 2,500,000 
rubles. Excess inventory reduced 
more than 2,000,000 r\lbles 

Sources: [Man75; Akhm78; Ches76b; Ekon78; Kaza76; 
Kruc72; Makh74; Parf68; Prsu76; 5mi176; 501076] 
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ALGORITM 

APD 

ARTEMUGOL 

ASP 

AVTOGENMASH 

AZLK 

AZOT 

AZOVSTAL 

BELE~ERGOSTROY 

BOLSlmVIK 

BPORTI 

CDC 

CEMA 

CHELYABINSKKHLEB 

CODASYL 

CPSU 

APPENDIX G 

GLOSSARY OF ORGANIZATION ACRONYMS 

Tall~.nn Scientific Production Center of the As
soci6:tion Algoritm, Tallinn 

Aircraft plant imeni Dimitrov, Tbilisi 

Artemugol Coal Combine 

Akhangarnsk Santekhlit Plant, Akhangarnsk 

Odessa Factory Avtogenmash, Odessa 

Automobile Factory of the Lenin Komsomol 

Nitrogen Production Association, Severodonetsk 

Azovstal! Metallurgical Plant, Azov 

Belorussian Republic Trust for the Construc.tion and 
Installation of Thermal Power Stations 

Bolshevik Scient:lfic Production Association, Kiev 

Belorussian Product:lon Association of Technical 
Rubber Goods 

Control Data Corporation, US 

Council for Eeonomic Mutual AssistA.nce 

Chelyabinsk Oblast' Production Assoeiation of the 
Bread-Baking Industry, Chelyabinsk 

Committee of the Confederation for Programming 
Languages and Data Base 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
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DEC 

ELEKTROAPPARAT 

ELEKTRON 

ELEKTRONMASH 

ELEKTROTOCHPRIBOR 

EVI 

FREZER 

FRUNZEKHLEB 

GKNT 

-- - ------~-----
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Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 

Scientific-Produr:.tion Association Elektroapparat, 
Leningrad 

Elektron Production Association 

Elektronmash Product:f.on A.'3sociation imeni V. 1. 
Lenin, KieV' 

Omsk Elektrotochpribor Factory, Omsk 

Moscow Electro-mechanical Plant imeni Vladimir 
Ilich, Moscow 

M. 1. !CaUnin Moscow Plant of Cutting Instru
ments, Moscow 

Frunze Production Association of the Bread-Baking 
Industry, Frunze 

USSR State Commi t tee for Science and Technology, 
Moscow 

GLAVNEFTBKHIMPRUKSSR Main Administration for Oil Refining and Petro
chemicals of the ffi<SSR, KieV' 

GLAVTASHKENTSTROY 

GNIPIVT 

GOMEL 

GOMSEU1ASH 

GOSBANK 

GOSFAP 

GOSKOMIZDATUKSSR 

GOSKOMTSBN 

GOSPLAN 

GOSSNAB 

Main Administration for Construction in Tashkent, 
Tashkent 

State Scientific-Research Design Institute for Com
puter Technology in the National Economy, Kazan I 

Gomel' Chemical Plant 

Gomel' Agricultural Machinery Plant, Gomel' 

USSR State Bank, Moscow 

State Fund of Algorithms and Programs 

State Committee on Publishing Houses, Printing 
Plants, and the Book Trade of the UkSSR. Kiev 

USSR State Committee on Prices, Moscow 

USSR State Planning Committee. Moscow 

USSR State Committee for Material and Technical 
Supply, Moscow 



GOSSTANDART 

GPI 

GPKIASU 

HONEYWELL 

HP 

IBM 

lKANUKSSR 

INTERPROGRAMM 

IPU 

ISKRA 

ISU 

IYAF 

IZ 

KAHAZ 

KAMKABEL 

KARP 

KHIMVOLOKNO 

KIEVKHLEB 

KISLORODMASH 

KOMSOMOL 

KUNTSEVO 

LEGMASH 

LENELEKTRONMASH 

LENINGRADKHLEB 

MO 

USSR State Committee for Standards, Moscow 

Georgian Poly technical Institute 

State Design Institute of ASU, Volgograd 

Honeywell 

Hewlett Packard 

Internat.lonal Business Machines Corporation 

Institute of Cybernetics imeni Glushkov, Kiev 

Interprogramm Bulgarian-Soviet Scientific Research 
and Design Institute, Sofia 

Institute of Control Problems, Moscow 

I Iskra I Production Association, Smolensk 

Institute of Control Systems, Thilisi 

Institute of A.tomic Physics 

Izhorsk Factory irneni Zhdanov, Izhorsk 

KAMAZ Giant Automotive Plant, USSR 

Kamkab~l Factory, Perm' 

J(aunas Radio Plant. Kaunas 

Chernj.gov Khimvolokno Association, Chernigov 

Kiev Production Association of the Bread-Baking In
dustry, Kiev 

Odessa Scientific Production Association Kislorod
mash, Odessa 

Leninist Communist Youth League 

Kunstevo Mashine-Building Factory 

Orsha Factory Legmash, Orsha 

Leningrad Electrical Machines Plant, Leningrad 

Administration of the Bread-Baking Industry of the 
Lengoris[JOlkom, Leningrad 



LEXITRON 

LTP 

MAN01>l.ETR 

MAZ 

MEMOREX 

HIEI 

MINAVIA 

HINAVTOPROM 
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Lexitron Corporation 

L'vov TV Plant .. L'vov 

Manometr Instrument Building Plant, Moscow 

Minsk AutomotivE' Plant, Minsk 

Memorex COl"poration 

Moscow Engineering Economics Institute 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Aviation Industry, 
Moscow 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Automotive Industry, 
Moscow 

MINBUMPROM Ministry of the Paper Industry 

MINCHERMET USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy, 
Moscow 

MINCHER.'1ETUKSSR Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy of the UKSSR, Kiev 

MINELEKTRONPROM USSR All-Union ~1inistry of the Electronics Industry 

MINELEKTROTEKHPROM USSR All-Union Ministry of the Electrical Equipment 
Industry, UR 

MINENERGMASH USSR All-Union Ministry of Power !1achine Building, 
Moscow 

MINENERGO 

MINFIN 

MINGAZPROM 

HINGEO 

MINKHIMMASH 

MINKHIMPROM 

MINLEGPISHCH 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Power and Electri
fication 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Finance I Moscow 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Gas Industry, UR 

USSR Union-Republic Mini s try of Geology 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Chemical and Oil 
l>lachine-Building Industry. MoscoW' 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Chemical Industry, 
Moscow 

USSR All-Union Mini.stry of Machine Building for 
Light and Food Industry and Household Appliances, 
Moscow 



MINLEGPROM 

HINLEGPROMUKSSR 

MINLESPROM 

MINLESPROMUKSSR 

MINMEDPROM 

MIID-lESTPROMUKSSR 

MINMONTAZH 

MINMYASUKSSR 

MINNEFT 

MINNEFTPROH 

~nNPISHCHEPROM 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Light Industry, 
Moscow 

Ministry of Light Industry of the UkSSR, Kiev 
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USSR Union-Republic Ministry of the Timber and Wood 
Processing Industry. Hoscow 

Ministry of the Timber Industry of the UkSSR, Kiev 

USSR All-Union llinistry of the Medical Industry, 
Moscow 

Ministry of Local Industry of the UkSSR, luev 

us'm Union-Republic Ministry of Installation and 
Special Construction Work 

Ministry of the Meat and Di3ry Industry of the 
UkSSR, Kiev 

USSR All-Union Ministry of Petroleum, Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of the Petroleum 
Refining and Petrochemical Industry, Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of the Food Industry, 
Moscow 

~nNPISHCHEPROMUKSSR Ministry of the Food Industry of the UkSSR, Kiev 

MINPRIBOR USSR All-Union Mini.stry of Instrument Construction, 
Means of Automation, and Control Systelol.8, Moscow 

MINPROMSTROYMATUKSSR Ministry of the Construction Materials Industry of 
the UKSSR, Kiev 

MINRADPROM 

HINRYBKHOZ 

MINSELKH02MASH 

MINSKGORK1{LEB 

MINSKOBLKHLEB 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Radio Industry, Mos-

USS1~ Union-Republic Ministry of the Fish Industry, 
Moscow 

USSR All-Union Ministry of Tractor and Agricultural 
Machine Building, Moscow 

Minsk City ProducUon Association of the Bread
Baking Industry, Minsk 

Mi.nsk Oblest I Production Association of the 
Hread-Baking Industry, Minsk 



MINSTANKOPROU 

MINSTROY 

MINSTROYDORMASH 

MINSTROYMATERIAL 

MINTORG 

MINTRANSSTROY 

MINTSVETMET 

MINTYAZHMASH 

MINUGLEPROMUKSSR 

MINUGOL 

MINVUZ 

MINZHIVl'1ASH 

l'1KRZ 

HOSRENTGEN 

MVTU 

NADYMGAZPROM 

NCR 

NIIA 

NIIEVM 

NIISHERST 
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USSR All-Union mnistry of Machine Tool and Tooling 
Industry, Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Construction, Mos-

USSR All-Union Ministry of Construction, Road, and 
Municipal Machine-Building, Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of the Construction 
Materials Industry, Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Trade, Moscow 

USSR All-Union Ministry of Transport Construction, 
Moscow 

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Nonferrous Metal
lurgy, Moscow 

USSR All-Union Ministry of Heavy and Transport 
Machine-Building, Moscow 

Ministry of the Coal Industry of the UkSSR, Kiev 

USSR All-Union Ministry of the Coal Industry, Mos-

USSR Union-Republic Ministry of Higher and Special
ized Secondary Education 

USSR All-Union Ministry of Machine Building for 
Animal Husbandry and Fodder Production, Moscow 

Moscow Kunstevck Radio Factory, Moscow 

Mo~rentgen Plant, Moscm·, 

Moscow Higher Technical School imeni Bauman) Moscow 

Nadymgazprom Association, Nadym 

National Cash Register Corporation, US 

Scientific-research Institute of Automatics, Kiev 

Minsk Scientific-Research Institute of Electronic 
Computers, Minsk 

Scientific Resear-ch Institute of Uool 
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NIISISTEM Scientific Research Institute for Automated Plan
ning and Control Systems. Novosibirsk 

NIITgKHIM 

NIIUMS 

Scientific Research Institute for Technical
Economic Research on Chemistry and the Chemical 
Industry 

Scientific-Research Institute of Control Machines 
and Systems. Perm I 

Nsr Nikolayev Shipbuilding Institute 

OIVTA Department of Informatics, Computer Technology, and 
Automation, Moscow 

ORGSTANKINPROM Institute for Production Technology in Machine Tool 
Industry, Moscow 

OTIS Otis Engineering 

PARMA Parma Scientific Production Association, Perm' 

PKBASU Design Engineering Bureau of ASU, Sverdlovsk 

PKIASU Pavlodar Design Engineering Institute of Automated 
Management Systems, Pavlodar 

PMSZO Podol'sk Machine Building Factory imeni S. Ordzho
nikidze, Podol'sk 

POLITBURO Politburo of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the USSR 

RES Robotron Electronics Radeberg, Radeberg 

RITIiAS Association for Centralization of Accounting and 
Mechanization of Management Work, Kaunas 

ROBOTRON VEB Kombinat Robotron, GDR 

ROSTOVKHLEB Rostov-na-Don Production Association of the Bread
Baking Industry, Rostov-na-Don 

RSFSR Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic 

SCHETMASH Schetmash plant, Kursk, UR 

SHAKHTERSKANTRATSIT Shakhterskantratsit Coal Combine 

SIGMA Sigma Production Association. Vilnius 
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SIP Severodonetsk Instrument Plant, Severodonetsk 

SOYUZGLAVPRIBOR Subdivision of Gosanab for Supply of Instruments, 
Moscow 

SOYUZSISTEMPROM All Union Association for Branch and Departmental 
Management Systems 

SPEKTR Spektr Research and Production Assoc.iation, Moscow 

SVETLANA "Svetlana" Electronic Instrument Building Associa
tion, Leni:".grad, UR 

TASHKENTKABEL Tashkent Cable Factory, Tashkent 

TASHSELMASH Tashkent Factory of Agricultural Machinery, Ta
shkent 

TBILISIKHLEB Tbilisi Production Association of the Bread-Baking 
Industry, Tbilisi 

TEPLOAVTOMATIKA Moscow Factory Teploavtomatika, Moscow 

TEPLOKONTROL Kazan 1 Teplokontrol' Plant, Kazan I 

TESLA Nikols Tesla Telecommunications Equipment Plant, 
Zagreb 

TI Texas Instruments 

TOCHELEKTROPRIBOR Precision Electrical Equipment Production Associa
tion, Kiev 

TSEMI Central Economics-Mathematics Institute, Moscow 

TSNIIPROMZDANIY Central Scientific Research Planning and Ex-
perimental Institute of Industrial Buildings and 
Structures 

TSNIITU Central Design Engineering Scientific Research 
Institute of the Organization and Technology of 
Management, Minsk 

TSNlKA Central Scientific-Research and Design Institute of 
Complex Automation 

TSNIPIASS Central Scientific-Research and Design-Experimental 
Institute of Automated Systems in Construction 

TSSU USSR Central Statistical Administration 



URALKHIMMASH 

URALHASH 

UZGLAVVODS'l'ROY 

VAZ 

Urals Chemicals Machine Building Association, 
Sverdlovsk 

Uralmash Production Association, Sverdlovsk 

Uzbek Main Administration of Water Construction, 
Tashkent 

Volga Automobile Plant, Tal 'yatti 
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VGPTI All-Union State Design-Engineering Institute for 
the Mechanization of Accounting and Computer Work, 
Moscow 

VIBRATOR 

VNIIPOU 

VNIIS 

Vibrator Factory. Leningrad 

All-Union Seier,tifie-Research Institute for Prob
lems of Organization and Management. MOSC0W 

The All-Union Scientific-research Institute of 
Standardization 

VNIPIASU All-Union Scientific-Research and Design Institute 
of Automated Management Systems. MoscoW' 

VNIPIOASU All-Union Scientific Research and Design Engineer-
ing Institute of Branch Automated Management 
Systems, Moscow 

VOROSHILOVGRADUGOL Voroshilovgrad Coal Production Association, 
Voroshilovgrad 

VUM Kiev Plant of Computers and Electronic Control Ma
chines, Kiev 

WANG Wang Laboratories Incorporated, US 

ZHELEZOBETON Zhelezobeton Trust, Glavvolgovyatskstroy 

2ILOG Zilog Inc., Campbell, California 

ZIMARM Factory of Testing Machines, Armavir 

ZIl'1ARN Factory of Testing Machines, Armavir 



ADABAS 

ADS 

Akademset I 

ALG;\MS 

APD 

ARIUS 

ARM 

ASFR 

ASGS 

ASOI 

ASP 

ASPI 

ASU 

ASUK 

ASUOT 

ASUP 

APPENDIX: H 

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

Data Base Managemen.t System Sold by Software AG 

Accurately Defined Systems 

Soviet Academy of Sciences computer network 

Soviet programming language intended for data 
processing 

Data Transmission Device 

Automation of the Design of Information-Management 
Systems 

Automated Workstation 

Automated System for Management of Financial Cal
culations 

Automated System of State Statistics 

Automated Data Processing System 

Automated Design System 

Automated System for the Planning of Testing 

Automated Control System or Automated Management 
System 

Automated Management System of a Combine 

Organizational-technical ASU 

Automated Enterprise Management System 
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ASUPO 

ASUS 

ASUT 

ASUt 

ASUTP 

ASVT 

BESM 

BOS 

CEMA 

COCOMO 

COBOL 

CPU 

CRT 

DBMS 

DIAMS 

DOS 

ES 

ESTEL 

FOBOS 

FORTRAN 

GOST 

GSVTS 

GVV 

IUPO 

Automated Management System of a Production As
sociation 

Automated Construction Management System 

Territorial ASU 

Automated Management System in the Tradf' Sector 
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Automated system for the Control of Technological 
Processes 

Modular System of Computer Technology 

Large Electronic Digital Computin~ Machine 

Drum Operating System 

Council for Economic Mutual Assistance 

Constructive Cost Model 

Common Business Oriented Language 

Central Processing Unit 

Cathode Ray Tube 

Data Base Management System 

Operating system for DEC PDP-ll computer 

Disk Operating System 

Unified System [of computers} 

Unified System of Teleprocessing 

Background Foreground Basic Operating System 

Formula Translator [programming language} 

USSR State Standard 

State Network of Computer Centers 

I/O generator 

lHerarchical Input Process Output [software 
methodology] 



HOL 

IASU 

IMS 

INES 

ISVP 

IVTS 

JCL 

KOPS 

LPS 

MB 

MD 

MDL 

MFT 

MICLASS 

MIS 

MOFAP 

MRP 

MTBF 

HTS 

MVS 

MVT 

NEP 

NML 

NOTO 

NPO 
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Higher Order Language 

Integrated Automated Control System 

Information Management System 

Economic Inform'ltion System 

Information System of the Management of an Enter
prise 

Information-Computing Center 

Job Control Language 

Thousand Operations per Second 

Linear Programming System 

Hagnetic Drum 

Bagnetie Disk 

Mean Daily Load 

Multi-programming With a Fixed Number of Tasks 

Group tec.hnology product 

Management Information System 

Interbranch Algorithm and Program Fund 

Material Requirements Planning 

Mean Time Between Failure 

Material-Technical Supply 

IE(1 operating system 

Multi-programming With a Variable Number of Tasks 

New Economic Policy 

Magnetic Tape Storage 

National Technical Service Organization 

Scientific Product ton Associaclon or Scienti.fic 
Industrial Association 



NSI 

NT! 

NTR 

NTU 

OASU 

OFAP 

OGAS 

OGSPD 

ORMM 

os 

OSI 

OST 

ouop 

OUVP 

PCP 

PDP 

PKTB 

PO 

POS 

PPP 

PSA 

PSL 

RASU 

RPG 

Normative-Reference Information 

ScientIfic and Technical Information 

Scientific Technical Revolution 

Scientific Technical Level 

Automated Management System for a Sector of In
dustry 

Branch Bank of Algorithms and Programs 
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Statewide Automated System for the Collection and 
Processong of Data for Accounting, Planning, and 
Management of the National Economy 

Statewide System for Data Tranmission 

Branch Guidelines 

Operating System 

Open Systems Interconnection 

Branch Standard 

Operational Management of Basic Production 

Operational Management of Auxiliary Production 

Primary Control Program 

Programmed Data Processor 

Design Engineering Bureau 

Software 

Papertape Operating System 

Applications Program Package 

Problem Statement Analyzer 

Problem Statement Language 

Republic Automat-cd Management System 

Report Program Generator 



RTK 

RTM 

RVTs 

S2 

SAPO 

SAPR 

SFAP 

SIOD 

SIRIUS 

SKB 

SM 

SMO 

SNA 

SNiP 

SOD 

SOFE 

SSR 

SUIP 

SVS 

TEO 

TEP 

TKP 

TPP 

TPR 

TSFAP 
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a-technology software environment 

Technical Guidelines 

Regional Computer Center 

IBM-compatible interface 

System for the Automation of Design and Debugging 

Computer-aided Design System 

Specialized Fund of Algorithms and Programs 

Integrated Data Processing System 

System for the Integrated Design of Engineering and 
Management Systems 

Special Design Bureau 

System of Small Machines [computers J 

Software System 

IBM Systems Network Architecture 

USSR state standard on construction 

Data Processing System 

System for the Optimal Functioning of the Economy 

Soviet Socialist Economy 

Information Flow Control System 

IBM Operating System 

Technical-lkonomic Basis 

Technical Economic Planning 

Programmer's Tool Kit 

Technical Preparation of Production 

Standard Design Solution 

Central Fund of Algorithms and Programs 



TZ 

UNIX 

usn 

VLSI 

VM 

VS, VSl, 

VTS 

VTSKP 

vuz 

YAMB 

YESKD 

YE::iPD 

YESTD 

YESTPP 

VS2 

Technical Assignment 

AT&T operating system 

Unified System of Documentation 

Very Large Scale Integration 

IBM operating system 

IBM operating systems 

Computer Center 

Collective-use Computer Center 

Institution of Higher Education 

Accounting Marhine Language 

Unified System of Design Documentation 

Unified System of Program Documentation 

Unified System of Technological Documentation 

Unified System of Productio 
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